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Preface

This second edition does not essentially differ from the ˇrst one (1994). A few
misprints were corrected and several references were added. The problems listed
at the end of the ˇrst edition have become outdated, and are deleted here. It
should be stressed that the notes at the end of the chapters re�ect the author's
viewpoint at the moment of the ˇrst edition.

Since 1994, the theory of quantum invariants of knots and 3-manifolds has
expanded in a number of directions and has achieved new signiˇcant results. I
enumerate here some of them without any pretense of being exhaustive (the reader
will ˇnd the relevant references in the bibliography at the end of the book).

1. The Kontsevitch integral, the Vassiliev theory of knot invariants of ˇnite type,
and the Le-Murakami-Ohtsuki perturbative invariants of 3-manifolds.

2. The integrality of the quantum invariants of knots and 3-manifolds (T. Le,
H. Murakami), the Ohtsuki series, the uniˇed Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invari-
ants (K. Habiro).

3. A computation of quantum knot invariants in terms of Hopf diagrams
(A. Brugui�eres and A. Virelizier). A computation of the abelian quantum invari-
ants of 3-manifolds in terms of the linking pairing in 1-homology (F. Deloup).

4. The holonomicity of the quantum knot invariants (S. Garoufalidis and T. Le).

5. Integral 3-dimensional TQFTs (P. Gilmer, G. Masbaum).

6. The volume conjecture (R. Kashaev) and quantum hyperbolic topology (S. Ba-
seilhac and R. Benedetti).

7. The Khovanov and Khovanov-Rozansky homology of knots categorifying the
quantum knot invariants.

8. Asymptotic faithfulness of the quantum representations of the mapping class
groups of surfaces (J.E. Andersen; M. Freedman, K. Walker, and Z. Wang). The
kernel of the quantum representation of SL2(Z) is a congruence subgroup (S.-
H. Ng and P. Schauenburg).

9. State-sum invariants of 3-manifolds from ˇnite semisimple spherical cate-
gories and connections to subfactors (A. Ocneanu; J. Barrett and B. Westbury;
S. Gelfand and D. Kazhdan).
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10. Skein constructions of modular categories (V. Turaev and H. Wenzl, A. Be-
liakova and Ch. Blanchet). Classiˇcation of ribbon categories under certain as-
sumptions on their Grothendieck ring (D. Kazhdan, H. Wenzl, I. Tuba).

11. The structure of modular categories (M. M�uger). The Drinfeld double of
a ˇnite semisimple spherical category is modular (M. M�uger); the twists in a
modular category are roots of unity (C. Vafa; B. Bakalov and A. Kirillov, Jr.).
Premodular categories and modularization (A. Brugui�eres).

Finally, I mention my work on Homotopy Quantum Field Theory with ap-
plications to counting sections of ˇber bundles over surfaces and my joint work
with A. Virelizier (in preparation), where we prove that the 3-dimensional state
sum TQFT derived from a ˇnite semisimple spherical category C coincides with
the 3-dimensional surgery TQFT derived from the Drinfeld double of C.

Bloomington, January 2010 Vladimir Turaev
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Introduction

In the 1980s we have witnessed the birth of a fascinating new mathematical
theory. It is often called by algebraists the theory of quantum groups and by
topologists quantum topology. These terms, however, seem to be too restrictive
and do not convey the breadth of this new domain which is closely related to
the theory of von Neumann algebras, the theory of Hopf algebras, the theory of
representations of semisimple Lie algebras, the topology of knots, etc. The most
spectacular achievements in this theory are centered around quantum groups and
invariants of knots and 3-dimensional manifolds.

The whole theory has been, to a great extent, inspired by ideas that arose in
theoretical physics. Among the relevant areas of physics are the theory of exactly
solvable models of statistical mechanics, the quantum inverse scattering method,
the quantum theory of angular momentum, 2-dimensional conformal ˇeld theory,
etc. The development of this subject shows once more that physics and mathe-
matics intercommunicate and in�uence each other to the proˇt of both disciplines.

Three major events have marked the history of this theory. A powerful original
impetus was the introduction of a new polynomial invariant of classical knots and
links by V. Jones (1984). This discovery drastically changed the scenery of knot
theory. The Jones polynomial paved the way for an intervention of von Neumann
algebras, Lie algebras, and physics into the world of knots and 3-manifolds.

The second event was the introduction by V. Drinfel'd and M. Jimbo (1985) of
quantum groups which may roughly be described as 1-parameter deformations of
semisimple complex Lie algebras. Quantum groups and their representation theory
form the algebraic basis and environment for this subject. Note that quantum
groups emerged as an algebraic formalism for physicists' ideas, speciˇcally, from
the work of the Leningrad school of mathematical physics directed by L. Faddeev.

In 1988 E. Witten invented the notion of a topological quantum ˇeld theory and
outlined a fascinating picture of such a theory in three dimensions. This picture
includes an interpretation of the Jones polynomial as a path integral and relates
the Jones polynomial to a 2-dimensional modular functor arising in conformal
ˇeld theory. It seems that at the moment of writing (beginning of 1994), Witten's
approach based on path integrals has not yet been justiˇed mathematically. Wit-
ten's conjecture on the existence of non-trivial 3-dimensional TQFT's has served
as a major source of inspiration for the research in this area. From the historical
perspective it is important to note the precursory work of A. S. Schwarz (1978)
who ˇrst observed that metric-independent action functionals may give rise to
topological invariants generalizing the Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion.



2 Introduction

The development of the subject (in its topological part) has been strongly
in�uenced by the works of M. Atiyah, A. Joyal and R. Street, L. Kauffman,
A. Kirillov and N. Reshetikhin, G. Moore and N. Seiberg, N. Reshetikhin and
V. Turaev, G. Segal, V. Turaev and O. Viro, and others (see References). Although
this theory is very young, the number of relevant papers is overwhelming. We do
not attempt to give a comprehensive history of the subject and conˇne ourselves
to sketchy historical remarks in the chapter notes.

In this monograph we focus our attention on the topological aspects of the
theory. Our goal is the construction and study of invariants of knots and 3-mani-
folds. There are several possible approaches to these invariants, based on Chern-
Simons ˇeld theory, 2-dimensional conformal ˇeld theory, and quantum groups.
We shall follow the last approach. The fundamental idea is to derive invariants of
knots and 3-manifolds from algebraic objects which formalize the properties of
modules over quantum groups at roots of unity. This approach allows a rigorous
mathematical treatment of a number of ideas considered in theoretical physics.

This monograph is addressed to mathematicians and physicists with a knowl-
edge of basic algebra and topology. We do not assume that the reader is acquainted
with the theory of quantum groups or with the relevant chapters of mathematical
physics.

Besides an exposition of the material available in published papers, this mono-
graph presents new results of the author, which appear here for the ˇrst time.
Indications to this effect and priority references are given in the chapter notes.

The fundamental notions discussed in the monograph are those of modular
category, modular functor, and topological quantum ˇeld theory (TQFT). The
mathematical content of these notions may be outlined as follows.

Modular categories are tensor categories with certain additional algebraic struc-
tures (braiding, twist) and properties of semisimplicity and ˇniteness. The notions
of braiding and twist arise naturally from the study of the commutativity of the
tensor product. Semisimplicity means that all objects of the category may be de-
composed into \simple" objects which play the role of irreducible modules in
representation theory. Finiteness means that such a decomposition can be per-
formed using only a ˇnite stock of simple objects.

The use of categories should not frighten the reader unaccustomed to the ab-
stract theory of categories. Modular categories are deˇned in algebraic terms and
have a purely algebraic nature. Still, if the reader wants to avoid the language of
categories, he may think of the objects of a modular category as ˇnite dimensional
modules over a Hopf algebra.

Modular functors relate topology to algebra and are reminiscent of homology.
A modular functor associates projective modules over a ˇxed commutative ring K
to certain \nice" topological spaces. When we speak of an n-dimensional modular
functor, the role of \nice" spaces is played by closed n-dimensional manifolds
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(possibly with additional structures like orientation, smooth structure, etc.). An
n-dimensional modular functor T assigns to a closed n-manifold (with a certain
additional structure) ˙, a projective K-module T(˙), and assigns to a homeo-
morphism of n-manifolds (preserving the additional structure), an isomorphism
of the corresponding modules. The module T(˙) is called the module of states
of ˙. These modules should satisfy a few axioms including multiplicativity with
respect to disjoint union: T(˙q˙0) = T(˙)˝K T(˙0). It is convenient to regard
the empty space as an n-manifold and to require that T(;) = K .

A modular functor may sometimes be extended to a topological quantum ˇeld
theory (TQFT), which associates homomorphisms of modules of states to cobor-
disms (\spacetimes"). More precisely, an (n + 1)-dimensional TQFT is formed
by an n-dimensional modular functor T and an operator invariant of (n + 1)-
cobordisms �. By an (n+ 1)-cobordism, we mean a compact (n+ 1)-manifold M
whose boundary is a disjoint union of two closed n-manifolds @�M; @+M called
the bottom base and the top base of M . The operator invariant � assigns to such
a cobordism M a homomorphism

�(M ) : T(@�M )!T(@+M ):

This homomorphism should be invariant under homeomorphisms of cobordisms
and multiplicative with respect to disjoint union of cobordisms. Moreover, �
should be compatible with gluings of cobordisms along their bases: if a cobordism
M is obtained by gluing two cobordisms M 1 and M 2 along their common base
@+(M 1) = @�(M 2) then

�(M ) = k �(M 2) ı �(M 1) : T(@�(M 1))!T(@+(M 2))

where k 2 K is a scalar factor depending on M;M 1;M 2. The factor k is called
the anomaly of the gluing. The most interesting TQFT's are those which have no
gluing anomalies in the sense that for any gluing, k = 1. Such TQFT's are said
to be anomaly-free.

In particular, a closed (n + 1)-manifold M may be regarded as a cobordism
with empty bases. The operator �(M ) acts in T(;) = K as multiplication by an
element of K . This element is the \quantum" invariant of M provided by the
TQFT (T; �). It is denoted also by �(M ).

We note that to speak of a TQFT (T; �), it is necessary to specify the class of
spaces and cobordisms subject to the application of T and �.

In this monograph we shall consider 2-dimensional modular functors and
3-dimensional topological quantum ˇeld theories. Our main result asserts that
every modular category gives rise to an anomaly-free 3-dimensional TQFT:

modular category 7! 3-dimensional TQFT:
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In particular, every modular category gives rise to a 2-dimensional modular func-
tor:

modular category 7! 2-dimensional modular functor:

The 2-dimensional modular functor TV, derived from a modular category V,
applies to closed oriented surfaces with a distinguished Lagrangian subspace in
1-homologies and a ˇnite (possibly empty) set of marked points. A point of
a surface is marked if it is endowed with a non-zero tangent vector, a sign
˙1, and an object of V; this object of V is regarded as the \color" of the
point. The modular functor TV has a number of interesting properties including
nice behavior with respect to cutting surfaces out along simple closed curves.
Borrowing terminology from conformal ˇeld theory, we say that TV is a rational
2-dimensional modular functor.

We shall show that the modular category V can be reconstructed from the cor-
responding modular functor TV. This deep fact shows that the notions of modular
category and rational 2-dimensional modular functor are essentially equivalent;
they are two sides of the same coin formulated in algebraic and geometric terms:

modular category () rational 2-dimensional modular functor:

The operator invariant �, derived from a modular category V, applies to com-
pact oriented 3-cobordisms whose bases are closed oriented surfaces with the
additional structure as above. The cobordisms may contain colored framed ori-
ented knots, links, or graphs which meet the bases of the cobordism along the
marked points. (A link is colored if each of its components is endowed with an
object of V. A link is framed if it is endowed with a non-singular normal vector
ˇeld in the ambient 3-manifold.) For closed oriented 3-manifolds and for colored
framed oriented links in such 3-manifolds, this yields numerical invariants. These
are the \quantum" invariants of links and 3-manifolds derived from V. Under a
special choice of V and a special choice of colors, we recover the Jones polyno-
mial of links in the 3-sphere S3 or, more precisely, the value of this polynomial
at a complex root of unity.

An especially important class of 3-dimensional TQFT's is formed by so-called
unitary TQFT's with ground ring K = C. In these TQFT's, the modules of states
of surfaces are endowed with positive deˇnite Hermitian forms. The correspond-
ing algebraic notion is the one of a unitary modular category. We show that such
categories give rise to unitary TQFT's:

unitary modular category 7! unitary 3-dimensional TQFT:

Unitary 3-dimensional TQFT's are considerably more sensitive to the topology of
3-manifolds than general TQFT's. They can be used to estimate certain classical
numerical invariants of knots and 3-manifolds.

To sum up, we start with a purely algebraic object (a modular category) and
build a topological theory of modules of states of surfaces and operator invari-
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ants of 3-cobordisms. This construction reveals an algebraic background to 2-
dimensional modular functors and 3-dimensional TQFT's. It is precisely because
there are non-trivial modular categories, that there exist non-trivial 3-dimensional
TQFT's.

The construction of a 3-dimensional TQFT from a modular category V is
the central result of Part I of the book. We give here a brief overview of this
construction.

The construction proceeds in several steps. First, we deˇne an isotopy invariant
F of colored framed oriented links in Euclidean space R3. The invariant F takes
values in the commutative ring K = HomV(&; &), where & is the unit object
of V. The main idea in the deˇnition of F is to dissect every link L � R3 into
elementary \atoms". We ˇrst deform L in R3 so that its normal vector ˇeld is given
everywhere by the vector (0,0,1). Then we draw the orthogonal projection of L in
the plane R2 = R2�0 taking into account overcrossings and undercrossings. The
resulting plane picture is called the diagram of L. It is convenient to think that the
diagram is drawn on graph paper. Stretching the diagram in the vertical direction,
if necessary, we may arrange that each small square of the paper contains either
one vertical line of the diagram, an X -like crossing of two lines, a cap-like arc
\, or a cup-like arc [. These are the atoms of the diagram. We use the algebraic
structures in V and the colors of link components to assign to each atom a
morphism in V. Using the composition and tensor product in V, we combine
the morphisms corresponding to the atoms of the diagram into a single morphism
F(L) : &! &. To verify independence of F(L) 2 K on the choice of the diagram,
we appeal to the fact that any two diagrams of the same link may be related by
Reidemeister moves and local moves changing the position of the diagram with
respect to the squares of graph paper.

The invariant F may be generalized to an isotopy invariant of colored graphs
in R3. By a coloring of a graph, we mean a function which assigns to every edge
an object of V and to every vertex a morphism in V. The morphism assigned
to a vertex should be an intertwiner between the objects of V sitting on the
edges incident to this vertex. As in the case of links we need a kind of framing
for graphs, speciˇcally, we consider ribbon graphs whose edges and vertices are
narrow ribbons and small rectangles.

Note that this part of the theory does not use semisimplicity and ˇniteness
of V. The invariant F can be deˇned for links and ribbon graphs in R3 colored
over arbitrary tensor categories with braiding and twist. Such categories are called
ribbon categories.

Next we deˇne a topological invariant �(M ) = �V(M ) 2 K for every closed
oriented 3-manifold M . Present M as the result of surgery on the 3-sphere S3 =
= R3 [ f1g along a framed link L � R3. Orient L in an arbitrary way and
vary the colors of the components of L in the ˇnite family of simple objects of
V appearing in the deˇnition of a modular category. This gives a ˇnite family
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of colored (framed oriented) links in R3 with the same underlying link L. We
deˇne �(M ) to be a certain weighted sum of the corresponding invariants F 2 K .
To verify independence on the choice of L, we use the Kirby calculus of links
allowing us to relate any two choices of L by a sequence of local geometric
transformations.

The invariant �(M ) 2 K generalizes to an invariant �(M;˝) 2 K where M is
a closed oriented 3-manifold and ˝ is a colored ribbon graph in M .

At the third step we deˇne an auxiliary 3-dimensional TQFT that applies to
parametrized surfaces and 3-cobordisms with parametrized bases. A surface is
parametrized if it is provided with a homeomorphism onto the standard closed
surface of the same genus bounding a standard unknotted handlebody in R3.
Let M be an oriented 3-cobordism with parametrized boundary (this means that
all components of @M are parametrized). Consider ˇrst the case where @+M =
; and ˙ = @�M is connected. Gluing the standard handlebody to M along
the parametrization of ˙ yields a closed 3-manifold ~M . We consider a certain
canonical ribbon graph R in the standard handlebody in R3 lying there as a kind
of core and having only one vertex. Under the gluing used above, R embeds
in ~M . We color the edges of R with arbitrary objects from the ˇnite family of
simple objects appearing in the deˇnition of V. Coloring the vertex of R with an
intertwiner we obtain a colored ribbon graph ~R � ~M . Denote by T(˙) the K-
module formally generated by such colorings of R. We can regard �( ~M; ~R) 2 K
as a linear functional T(˙) ! K . This is the operator �(M ). The case of a 3-
cobordism with non-connected boundary is treated similarly: we glue standard
handlebodies (with the standard ribbon graphs inside) to all the components of
@M and apply � as above. This yields a linear functional on the tensor product
˝iT(˙i) where ˙i runs over the components of @M . Such a functional may be
rewritten as a linear operator T(@�M )!T(@+M ).

The next step is to deˇne the action of surface homeomorphisms in the modules
of states and to replace parametrizations of surfaces with a less rigid structure.
The study of homeomorphisms may be reduced to a study of 3-cobordisms with
parametrized bases. Namely, if ˙ is a standard surface then any homeomorphism
f : ˙! ˙ gives rise to the 3-cobordism (˙� [0; 1];˙� 0;˙� 1) whose bottom
base is parametrized via f and whose top base is parametrized via id˙. The op-
erator invariant � of this cobordism yields an action of f in T(˙). This gives a
projective linear action of the group Homeo(˙) on T(˙). The corresponding 2-
cocycle is computed in terms of Maslov indices of Lagrangian spaces in H 1(˙;R).
This computation implies that the module T(˙) does not depend on the choice
of parametrization, but rather depends on the Lagrangian space in H 1(˙;R) de-
termined by this parametrization. This fact allows us to deˇne a TQFT based
on closed oriented surfaces endowed with a distinguished Lagrangian space in
1-homologies and on compact oriented 3-cobordisms between such surfaces. Fi-
nally, we show how to modify this TQFT in order to kill its gluing anomalies.
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The deˇnition of the quantum invariant �(M ) = �V(M ) of a closed oriented
3-manifold M is based on an elaborate reduction to link diagrams. It would be
most important to compute �(M ) in intrinsic terms, i.e., directly from M rather
than from a link diagram. In Part II of the book we evaluate in intrinsic terms
the product �(M ) �(�M ) where �M denotes the same manifold M with the
opposite orientation. More precisely, we compute �(M ) �(�M ) as a state sum on
a triangulation of M . In the case of a unitary modular category,

�(M ) �(�M ) = j�(M )j2 2 R

so that we obtain the absolute value of �(M ) as the square root of a state sum on
a triangulation of M .

The algebraic ingredients of the state sum in question are so-called 6j -symbols
associated to V. The 6j -symbols associated to the Lie algebra sl2(C) are well
known in the quantum theory of angular momentum. These symbols are complex
numbers depending on 6 integer indices. We deˇne more general 6j -symbols
associated to a modular category V satisfying a minor technical condition of
unimodality. In the context of modular categories, each 6j -symbol is a tensor
in 4 variables running over so-called multiplicity modules. The 6j -symbols are
numerated by tuples of 6 indices running over the set of distinguished simple
objects of V. The system of 6j -symbols describes the associativity of the tensor
product in V in terms of multiplicity modules. A study of 6j -symbols inevitably
appeals to geometric images. In particular, the appearance of the numbers 4 and 6
has a simple geometric interpretation: we should think of the 6 indices mentioned
above as sitting on the edges of a tetrahedron while the 4 multiplicity modules
sit on its 2-faces. This interpretation is a key to applications of 6j -symbols in
3-dimensional topology.

We deˇne a state sum on a triangulated closed 3-manifold M as follows. Color
the edges of the triangulation with distinguished simple objects of V. Associate
to each tetrahedron of the triangulation the 6j -symbol determined by the col-
ors of its 6 edges. This 6j -symbol lies in the tensor product of 4 multiplicity
modules associated to the faces of the tetrahedron. Every 2-face of the triangu-
lation is incident to two tetrahedra and contributes dual multiplicity modules to
the corresponding tensor products. We consider the tensor product of 6j -symbols
associated to all tetrahedra of the triangulation and contract it along the dualities
determined by 2-faces. This gives an element of the ground ring K corresponding
to the chosen coloring. We sum up these elements (with certain coefˇcients) over
all colorings. The sum does not depend on the choice of triangulation and yields
a homeomorphism invariant jM j 2 K of M . It turns out that for oriented M , we
have

jM j = �(M ) �(�M ):

Similar state sums on 3-manifolds with boundary give rise to a so-called simpli-
cial TQFT based on closed surfaces and compact 3-manifolds (without additional
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structures). The equality jM j = �(M ) �(�M ) for closed oriented 3-manifolds
generalizes to a splitting theorem for this simplicial TQFT.

The proof of the formula jM j = �(M ) �(�M ) is based on a computation of
�(M ) inside an arbitrary compact oriented piecewise-linear 4-manifold bounded
by M . This result, interesting in itself, gives a 4-dimensional perspective to quan-
tum invariants of 3-manifolds. The computation in question involves the funda-
mental notion of shadows of 4-manifolds. Shadows are purely topological objects
intimately related to 6j -symbols. The theory of shadows was, to a great extent,
stimulated by a study of 3-dimensional TQFT's.

The idea underlying the deˇnition of shadows is to consider 2-dimensional
polyhedra whose 2-strata are provided with numbers. We shall consider only so-
called simple 2-polyhedra. Every simple 2-polyhedron naturally decomposes into
a disjoint union of vertices, 1-strata (edges and circles), and 2-strata. We say
that a simple 2-polyhedron is shadowed if each of its 2-strata is endowed with
an integer or half-integer, called the gleam of this 2-stratum. We deˇne three
local transformations of shadowed 2-polyhedra (shadow moves). A shadow is a
shadowed 2-polyhedron regarded up to these moves.

Being 2-dimensional, shadows share many properties with surfaces. For in-
stance, there is a natural notion of summation of shadows similar to the connected
summation of surfaces. It is more surprising that shadows share a number of im-
portant properties of 3-manifolds and 4-manifolds. In analogy with 3-manifolds
they may serve as ambient spaces of knots and links. In analogy with 4-manifolds
they possess a symmetric bilinear form in 2-homologies. Imitating surgery and
cobordism for 4-manifolds, we deˇne surgery and cobordism for shadows.

Shadows arise naturally in 4-dimensional topology. Every compact oriented
piecewise-linear 4-manifold W (possibly with boundary) gives rise to a shadow
sh(W). To deˇne sh(W), we consider a simple 2-skeleton of W and provide
every 2-stratum with its self-intersection number in W. The resulting shadowed
polyhedron considered up to shadow moves and so-called stabilization does not
depend on the choice of the 2-skeleton. In technical terms, sh(W) is a stable
integer shadow. Thus, we have an arrow

compact oriented PL 4-manifolds 7! stable integer shadows:

It should be emphasized that this part of the theory is purely topological and does
not involve tensor categories.

Every modular category V gives rise to an invariant of stable shadows. It is
obtained via a state sum on shadowed 2-polyhedra. The algebraic ingredients of
this state sum are the 6j -symbols associated to V. This yields a mapping

stable integer shadows
state sum����! K = HomV(&; &):
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Composing these arrows we obtain a K-valued invariant of compact oriented PL
4-manifolds. By a miracle, this invariant of a 4-manifold W depends only on @W
and coincides with �(@W). This gives a computation of �(@W) inside W.

The discussion above naturally raises the problem of existence of modular
categories. These categories are quite delicate algebraic objects. Although there
are elementary examples of modular categories, it is by no means obvious that
there exist modular categories leading to deep topological theories. The source of
interesting modular categories is the theory of representations of quantum groups
at roots of unity. The quantum group Uq(g) is a Hopf algebra over C obtained
by a 1-parameter deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of a simple Lie
algebra g. The ˇnite dimensional modules over Uq(g) form a semisimple tensor
category with braiding and twist. To achieve ˇniteness, we take the deformation
parameter q to be a complex root of unity. This leads to a loss of semisimplicity
which is regained under the passage to a quotient category. If g belongs to the
series A; B; C;D and the order of the root of unity q is even and sufˇciently big
then we obtain a modular category with ground ring C:

quantum group at a root of 1 7! modular category:

Similar constructions may be applied to exceptional simple Lie algebras, although
some details are yet to be worked out. It is remarkable that for q = 1 we have the
classical theory of representations of a simple Lie algebra while for non-trivial
complex roots of unity we obtain modular categories.

Summing up, we may say that the simple Lie algebras of the series A; B; C;D
give rise to 3-dimensional TQFT's via the q-deformation, the theory of repre-
sentations, and the theory of modular categories. The resulting 3-dimensional
TQFT's are highly non-trivial from the topological point of view. They yield
new invariants of 3-manifolds and knots including the Jones polynomial (which
is obtained from g = sl2(C)) and its generalizations.

At earlier stages in the theory of quantum 3-manifold invariants, Hopf algebras
and quantum groups played the role of basic algebraic objects, i.e., the role of
modular categories in our present approach. It is in this book that we switch to
categories. Although the language of categories is more general and more simple,
it is instructive to keep in mind its algebraic origins.

There is a dual approach to the modular categories derived from the quantum
groups Uq(sln(C)) at roots of unity. The Weyl duality between representations
of Uq(sln(C)) and representations of Hecke algebras suggests that one should
study the categories whose objects are idempotents of Hecke algebras. We shall
treat the simplest but most important case, n = 2. In this case instead of Hecke
algebras we may consider their quotients, the Temperley-Lieb algebras. A study
of idempotents in the Temperley-Lieb algebras together with the skein theory of
tangles gives a construction of modular categories. This construction is elementary
and self-contained. It completely avoids the theory of quantum groups but yields
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the same modular categories as the representation theory of Uq(sl2(C)) at roots
of unity.

The book consists of three parts. Part I (Chapters I{V) is concerned with the
construction of a 2-dimensional modular functor and 3-dimensional TQFT from a
modular category. Part II (Chapters VI{X) deals with 6j -symbols, shadows, and
state sums on shadows and 3-manifolds. Part III (Chapters XI, XII) is concerned
with constructions of modular categories.

It is possible but not at all necessary to read the chapters in their linear order.
The reader may start with Chapter III or with Chapters VIII, IX which are inde-
pendent of the previous material. It is also possible to start with Part III which
is almost independent of Parts I and II, one needs only to be acquainted with
the deˇnitions of ribbon, modular, semisimple, Hermitian, and unitary categories
given in Section I.1 (i.e., Section 1 of Chapter I) and Sections II.1, II.4, II.5.

The interdependence of the chapters is presented in the following diagram.
An arrow from A to B indicates that the deˇnitions and results of Chapter A
are essential for Chapter B. Weak dependence of chapters is indicated by dotted
arrows.

I                  III                                VIII 

XI              II                  IV                V               IX

XII             VI                VII               X

The content of the chapters should be clear from the headings. The following
remarks give more directions to the reader.

Chapter I starts off with ribbon categories and invariants of colored framed
graphs and links in Euclidean 3-space. The relevant deˇnitions and results, given
in the ˇrst two sections of Chapter I, will be used throughout the book. They
contain the seeds of main ideas of the theory. Sections I.3 and I.4 are concerned
with the proof of Theorem I.2.5 and may be skipped without much loss.

Chapter II starts with two fundamental sections. In Section II.1 we introduce
modular categories which are the main algebraic objects of the monograph. In
Section II.2 we introduce the invariant � of closed oriented 3-manifolds. In Sec-
tion II.3 we prove that � is well deˇned. The ideas of the proof are used in the
same section to construct a projective linear action of the group SL(2;Z). This
action does not play an important role in the book, rather it serves as a precursor
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for the actions of modular groups of surfaces on the modules of states introduced
in Chapter IV. In Section II.4 we deˇne semisimple ribbon categories and estab-
lish an analogue of the Verlinde-Moore-Seiberg formula known in conformal ˇeld
theory. Section II.5 is concerned with Hermitian and unitary modular categories.

Chapter III deals with axiomatic foundations of topological quantum ˇeld
theory. It is remarkable that even in a completely abstract set up, we can establish
meaningful theorems which prove to be useful in the context of 3-dimensional
TQFT's. The most important part of Chapter III is the ˇrst section where we give
an axiomatic deˇnition of modular functors and TQFT's. The language introduced
in Section III.1 will be used systematically in Chapter IV. In Section III.2 we
establish a few fundamental properties of TQFT's. In Section III.3 we introduce
the important notion of a non-degenerate TQFT and establish sufˇcient conditions
for isomorphism of non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT's. Section III.5 deals with
Hermitian and unitary TQFT's, this study will be continued in the 3-dimensional
setting at the end of Chapter IV. Sections III.4 and III.6 are more or less isolated
from the rest of the book; they deal with the abstract notion of a quantum invariant
of topological spaces and a general method of killing the gluing anomalies of a
TQFT.

In Chapter IV we construct the 3-dimensional TQFT associated to a modu-
lar category. It is crucial for the reader to get through Section IV.1, where we
deˇne the 3-dimensional TQFT for 3-cobordisms with parametrized boundary.
Section IV.2 provides the proofs for Section IV.1; the geometric technique of
Section IV.2 is probably one of the most difˇcult in the book. However, this
technique is used only a few times in the remaining part of Chapter IV and
in Chapter V. Section IV.3 is purely algebraic and independent of all previous
sections. It provides generalities on Lagrangian relations and Maslov indices. In
Sections IV.4{IV.6 we show how to renormalize the TQFT introduced in Sec-
tion IV.1 in order to replace parametrizations of surfaces with Lagrangian spaces
in 1-homologies. The 3-dimensional TQFT (Te; �e), constructed in Section IV.6
and further studied in Section IV.7, is quite suitable for computations and ap-
plications. This TQFT has anomalies which are killed in Sections IV.8 and IV.9
in two different ways. The anomaly-free TQFT constructed in Section IV.9 is
the ˇnal product of Chapter IV. In Sections IV.10 and IV.11 we show that the
TQFT's derived from Hermitian (resp. unitary) modular categories are themselves
Hermitian (resp. unitary). In the purely algebraic Section IV.12 we introduce the
Verlinde algebra of a modular category and use it to compute the dimension of
the module of states of a surface.

The results of Chapter IV shall be used in Sections V.4, V.5, VII.4, and X.8.
Chapter V is devoted to a detailed analysis of the 2-dimensional modular

functors (2-DMF's) arising from modular categories. In Section V.1 we give
an axiomatic deˇnition of 2-DMF's and rational 2-DMF's independent of all
previous material. In Section V.2 we show that each (rational) 2-DMF gives rise
to a (modular) ribbon category. In Section V.3 we introduce the more subtle
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notion of a weak rational 2-DMF. In Sections V.4 and V.5 we show that the
constructions of Sections IV.1{IV.6, being properly reformulated, yield a weak
rational 2-DMF.

Chapter VI deals with 6j -symbols associated to a modular category. The most
important part of this chapter is Section VI.5, where we use the invariants of
ribbon graphs introduced in Chapter I to deˇne so-called normalized 6j -symbols.
They should be contrasted with the more simple-minded 6j -symbols deˇned in
Section VI.1 in a direct algebraic way. The approach of Section VI.1 generalizes
the standard deˇnition of 6j -symbols but does not go far enough. The funda-
mental advantage of normalized 6j -symbols is their tetrahedral symmetry. Three
intermediate sections (Sections VI.2{VI.4) prepare different kinds of preliminary
material necessary to deˇne the normalized 6j -symbols.

In the ˇrst section of Chapter VII we use 6j -symbols to deˇne state sums on
triangulated 3-manifolds. Independence on the choice of triangulation is shown
in Section VII.2. Simplicial 3-dimensional TQFT is introduced in Section VII.3.
Finally, in Section VII.4 we state the main theorems of Part II; they relate the
theory developed in Part I to the state sum invariants of closed 3-manifolds and
simplicial TQFT's.

Chapters VIII and IX are purely topological. In Chapter VIII we discuss the
general theory of shadows. In Chapter IX we consider shadows of 4-manifolds,
3-manifolds, and links in 3-manifolds. The most important sections of these two
chapters are Sections VIII.1 and IX.1 where we deˇne (abstract) shadows and
shadows of 4-manifolds. The reader willing to simplify his way towards Chapter X
may read Sections VIII.1, VIII.2.1, VIII.2.2, VIII.6, IX.1 and then proceed to
Chapter X coming back to Chapters VIII and IX when necessary.

In Chapter X we combine all the ideas of the previous chapters. We start
with state sums on shadowed 2-polyhedra based on normalized 6j -symbols (Sec-
tion X.1) and show their invariance under shadow moves (Section X.2). In Sec-
tion X.3 we interpret the invariants of closed 3-manifolds �(M ) and jM j intro-
duced in Chapters II and VII in terms of state sums on shadows. These results
allow us to show that jM j = �(M ) �(�M ). Sections X.4{X.6 are devoted to the
proof of a theorem used in Section X.3. Note the key role of Section X.5 where
we compute the invariant F of links in R3 in terms of 6j -symbols. In Sections X.7
and X.8 we relate the TQFT's constructed in Chapters IV and VII. Finally, in
Section X.9 we use the technique of shadows to compute the invariant � for graph
3-manifolds.

In Chapter XI we explain how quantum groups give rise to modular categories.
We begin with a general discussion of quasitriangular Hopf algebras, ribbon Hopf
algebras, and modular Hopf algebras (Sections XI.1{XI.3 and XI.5). In order to
derive modular categories from quantum groups we use more general quasimod-
ular categories (Section XI.4). In Section XI.6 we outline relevant results from
the theory of quantum groups at roots of unity and explain how to obtain mod-
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ular categories. For completeness, we also discuss quantum groups with generic
parameter; they give rise to semisimple ribbon categories (Section XI.7).

In Chapter XII we give a geometric construction of the modular categories
determined by the quantum group Uq(sl2(C)) at roots of unity. The corner-stone of
this approach is the skein theory of tangle diagrams (Sections XII.1 and XII.2) and
a study of idempotents in the Temperley-Lieb algebras (Sections XII.3 and XII.4).
After some preliminaries in Sections XII.5 and XII.6 we construct modular skein
categories in Section XII.7. These categories are studied in the next two sections
where we compute multiplicity modules and discuss when these categories are
unitary.
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Part I

Towards Topological Field Theory





Chapter I
Invariants of graphs in Euclidean 3-space

1. Ribbon categories

1.0. Outline. We introduce ribbon categories forming the algebraic base of the
theory presented in this book. These are monoidal categories (i.e., categories with
tensor product) endowed with braiding, twist, and duality. All these notions are
discussed here in detail; they will be used throughout the book. We also introduce
an elementary graphical calculus allowing us to use drawings in order to present
morphisms in ribbon categories.

As we shall see in Section 2, each ribbon category gives rise to a kind of
\topological ˇeld theory" for links in Euclidean 3-space. In order to extend this
theory to links in other 3-manifolds and to construct 3-dimensional TQFT's we
shall eventually restrict ourselves to more subtle modular categories.

The deˇnition of ribbon category has been, to a great extent, inspired by the
theory of quantum groups. The reader acquainted with this theory may notice
that braiding plays the role of the universal R-matrix of a quantum group (cf.
Chapter XI).

1.1. Monoidal categories. The deˇnition of a monoidal category axiomatizes
the properties of the tensor product of modules over a commutative ring. Here
we recall brie�y the concepts of category and monoidal category, referring for
details to [Ma2].

A category V consists of a class of objects, a class of morphisms, and a
composition law for the morphisms which satisfy the following axioms. To each
morphism f there are associated two objects of V denoted by source( f ) and
target( f ). (One uses the notation f : source( f ) ! target( f ).) For any objects
V;W of V, the morphisms V ! W form a set denoted by Hom(V;W). The com-
position f ı g of two morphisms is deˇned whenever target(g) = source( f ). This
composition is a morphism source(g)! target( f ). Composition is associative:

(1.1.a) ( f ı g) ı h = f ı (g ı h)

whenever both sides of this formula are deˇned. Finally, for each object V, there
is a morphism idV : V ! V such that

(1.1.b) f ı idV = f; idV ı g = g

for any morphisms f : V ! W, g : W ! V.
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A tensor product in a category V is a covariant functor ˝ : V�V! V which
associates to each pair of objects V;W of V an object V ˝W of V and to each
pair of morphisms f : V ! V 0, g : W ! W 0 a morphism f˝g : V˝W ! V 0˝W 0.
To say that ˝ is a covariant functor means that we have the following identities

(1.1.c) ( f ı f 0)˝ (g ı g0) = ( f˝ g) ı ( f 0 ˝ g0);

(1.1.d) idV ˝ idW = idV˝W:

A strict monoidal category is a category V equipped with a tensor product and
an object & = &V, called the unit object, such that the following conditions hold.
For any object V of V, we have

(1.1.e) V ˝ & = V; &˝ V = V

and for any triple U;V;W of objects of V, we have

(1.1.f) (U˝ V)˝W = U˝ (V ˝W):

For any morphism f in V,

(1.1.g) f˝ id& = id& ˝ f = f

and for any triple f; g; h of morphisms in V,

(1.1.h) ( f˝ g)˝ h = f˝ (g ˝ h):

More general (not necessarily strict) monoidal categories are deˇned similarly
to strict monoidal categories though instead of (1.1.e), (1.1.f) one assumes that
the right-hand sides and left-hand sides of these equalities are related by ˇxed iso-
morphisms. (A morphism f : V ! W of a category is said to be an isomorphism
if there exists a morphism g : W ! V such that fg = idW and gf = idV .) These
ˇxed isomorphisms should satisfy two compatibility conditions called the pen-
tagon and triangle identities, see [Ma2]. These isomorphisms should also appear
in (1.1.g) and (1.1.h) in the obvious way. For instance, the category of modules
over a commutative ring with the standard tensor product of modules is monoidal.
The ground ring regarded as a module over itself plays the role of the unit object.
Note that this monoidal category is not strict. Indeed, if U;V; and W are modules
over a commutative ring then the modules (U ˝ V) ˝W and U ˝ (V ˝W) are
canonically isomorphic but not identical.

We shall be concerned mainly with strict monoidal categories. This does not
lead to a loss of generality because of MacLane's coherence theorem which estab-
lishes equivalence of any monoidal category to a certain strict monoidal category.
In particular, the category of modules over a commutative ring is equivalent to
a strict monoidal category. Non-strict monoidal categories will essentially appear
only in this section, in Section II.1, and in Chapter XI. Working with non-strict
monoidal categories, we shall suppress the ˇxed isomorphisms relating the right-
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hand sides and left-hand sides of equalities (1.1.e), (1.1.f). (Such abuse of notation
is traditional in linear algebra.)

1.2. Braiding and twist in monoidal categories. The tensor multiplication of
modules over a commutative ring is commutative in the sense that for any modules
V;W, there is a canonical isomorphism V ˝ W ! W ˝ V. This isomorphism
transforms any vector v˝w into w˝ v and extends to V ˝W by linearity. It is
called the �ip and denoted by PV;W . The system of �ips is compatible with the
tensor product in the obvious way: for any three modules U;V;W, we have

PU;V˝W = (idV ˝ PU;W)(PU;V ˝ idW); PU˝V;W = (PU;W ˝ idV)(idU ˝ PV;W):

The system of �ips is involutive in the sense that PW;VPV;W = idV˝W . Axioma-
tization of these properties of �ips leads to the notions of a braiding and a twist
in monoidal categories. From the topological point of view, braiding and twist
(together with the duality discussed below) form a minimal set of elementary
blocks necessary and sufˇcient to build up a topological ˇeld theory for links in
R3.

A braiding in a monoidal category V consists of a natural family of isomor-
phisms

(1.2.a) c = fcV;W : V ˝W ! W ˝ Vg;

where V;W run over all objects of V, such that for any three objects U;V;W, we
have

(1.2.b) cU;V˝W = (idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW);

(1.2.c) cU˝V;W = (cU;W ˝ idV)(idU ˝ cV;W):

(The reader is recommended to draw the corresponding commutative diagrams.)
The naturality of the isomorphisms (1.2.a) means that for any morphisms f : V !
V 0; g : W ! W 0, we have

(1.2.d) (g ˝ f ) cV;W = cV 0;W 0( f˝ g):

Applying (1.2.b), (1.2.c) to V = W = & and U = V = & and using the
invertibility of c

V;&; c&;V , we get

(1.2.e) c
V;& = c&;V = idV

for any object V of V. In Section 1.6 we shall show that any braiding satisˇes
the following Yang-Baxter identity:

(1.2.f) (idW ˝ cU;V) (cU;W ˝ idV) (idU ˝ cV;W) =

= (cV;W ˝ idU) (idV ˝ cU;W) (cU;V ˝ idW):
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Axiomatization of the involutivity of �ips is slightly more involved. It would
be too restrictive to require the composition cW;VcV;W to be equal to idV˝W . What
suits our aims better is to require this composition to be a kind of coboundary.
This suggests the notion of a twist as follows. A twist in a monoidal category V
with a braiding c consists of a natural family of isomorphisms

(1.2.g) � = f�V : V ! Vg;

where V runs over all objects of V, such that for any two objects V;W of V, we
have

(1.2.h) �V˝W = cW;V cV;W (�V ˝ �W):

The naturality of � means that for any morphism f : U ! V in V, we have
�Vf = f �U. Using the naturality of the braiding, we may rewrite (1.2.h) as follows:

�V˝W = cW;V (�W ˝ �V) cV;W = (�V ˝ �W) cW;V cV;W:

Note that �& = id&. This follows from invertibility of �& and the formula

(�&)2 = (�& ˝ id&)(id& ˝ �&) = �& ˝ �& = �&:

These equalities follow respectively from (1.1.g), (1.1.c) and (1.1.b), (1.2.h) and
(1.2.e) where we substitute V = W = &.

1.3. Duality in monoidal categories. Duality in monoidal categories is meant
to axiomatize duality for modules usually formulated in terms of non-degenerate
bilinear forms. Of course, the general deˇnition of duality should avoid the term
\linear". It rather axiomatizes the properties of the evaluation pairing and co-
pairing (cf. Lemma III.2.2).

Let V be a monoidal category. Assume that to each object V of V there are
associated an object V� of V and two morphisms

(1.3.a) bV : &! V ˝ V�; dV : V� ˝ V ! &:

The rule V 7! (V�; bV; dV) is called a duality in V if the following identities are
satisˇed:

(1.3.b) (idV ˝ dV)(bV ˝ idV) = idV;

(1.3.c) (dV ˝ idV�)(idV� ˝ bV) = idV� :

Note that we do not require that (V�)� = V.
We need only one axiom relating the duality morphisms bV; dV with braiding

and twist. We say that the duality in V is compatible with the braiding c and the
twist � in V if for any object V of V, we have

(1.3.d) (�V ˝ idV�) bV = (idV ˝ �V�) bV:
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The compatibility leads to a number of implications pertaining to duality. In
particular, we shall show in Section 2 that any duality in V compatible with
braiding and twist is involutive in the sense that V�� = (V�)� is canonically
isomorphic to V.

1.4. Ribbon categories. By a ribbon category, we mean a monoidal category V
equipped with a braiding c, a twist �, and a compatible duality (�; b; d). A ribbon
category is called strict if its underlying monoidal category is strict.

Fundamental examples of ribbon categories are provided by the theory of
quantum groups: Finite-dimensional representations of a quantum group form a
ribbon category. For details, see Chapter XI.

To each ribbon category V we associate a mirror ribbon category V. It has the
same underlying monoidal category and the same duality (�; b; d). The braiding
c and the twist � in V are deˇned by the formulas

(1.4.a) cV;W = (cW;V)�1 and �V = (�V)�1

where c and � are the braiding and the twist in V. The axioms of ribbon category
for V follow directly from the corresponding axioms for V.

MacLane's coherence theorem that establishes equivalence of any monoidal
category to a strict monoidal category works in the setting of ribbon categories as
well (cf. Remark XI.1.4). This enables us to focus attention on strict ribbon cate-
gories: all results obtained below for these categories directly extend to arbitrary
ribbon categories.

1.5. Traces and dimensions. Ribbon categories admit a consistent theory of
traces of morphisms and dimensions of objects. This is one of the most important
features of ribbon categories sharply distinguishing them from arbitrary monoidal
categories. We shall systematically use these traces and dimensions.

Let V be a ribbon category. Denote by K = KV the semigroup End(&) with
multiplication induced by the composition of morphisms and the unit element
id&. The semigroup K is commutative because for any morphisms k; k 0 : &! &,
we have

kk 0 = (k ˝ id&)(id& ˝ k
0) = k ˝ k 0 = (id& ˝ k

0)(k ˝ id&) = k 0k:

The traces of morphisms and the dimensions of objects which we deˇne below
take their values in K .

For an endomorphism f : V ! V of an object V, we deˇne its trace tr( f ) 2 K
to be the following composition:

(1.5.a) tr( f ) = dV cV;V�((�Vf )˝ idV�) bV : &! &:

For an object V of V, we deˇne its dimension dim(V) by the formula

dim(V) = tr(idV) = dV cV;V�(�V ˝ idV�) bV 2 K:
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The main properties of the trace are collected in the following lemma which
is proven in Section 2.

1.5.1. Lemma. (i) For any morphisms f : V ! W, g : W ! V, we have
tr( f g) = tr(gf ):

(ii) For any endomorphisms f; g of objects of V, we have tr( f˝g) = tr( f )tr(g):
(iii) For any morphism k : &! &, we have tr(k) = k.

The ˇrst claim of this lemma implies the naturality of the trace: for any iso-
morphism g : W ! V and any f 2 End(V),

(1.5.b) tr(g�1f g) = tr( f ):

Lemma 1.5.1 implies fundamental properties of dim:
(i)0 isomorphic objects have equal dimensions,
(ii)0 for any objects V;W, we have dim(V ˝W) = dim(V) dim(W), and
(iii)0 dim(&) = 1.

We shall show in Section 2 that dim(V�) = dim(V).

1.6. Graphical calculus for morphisms. Let V be a strict ribbon category. We
describe a pictorial technique used to present morphisms in V by plane diagrams.
This pictorial calculus will allow us to replace algebraic arguments involving
commutative diagrams by simple geometric reasoning. This subsection serves as
an elementary introduction to operator invariants of ribbon graphs introduced in
Section 2.

A morphism f : V ! W in the category V may be represented by a box with
two vertical arrows oriented downwards, see Figure 1.1.

W

V

f

Figure 1.1

Here V;W should be regarded as \colors" of the arrows and f should be regarded
as a color of the box. (Such boxes are called coupons.) More generally, a mor-
phism f : V1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vm ! W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn may be represented by a picture as
in Figure 1.2. We do not exclude the case m = 0, or n = 0, or m = n = 0; by
deˇnition, for m = 0, the tensor product of m objects of V is equal to & = &V.
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W
   1

W
   n

V
   1

V
   m

•   •   •

•   •   •

f

Figure 1.2

We shall use also vertical arrows oriented upwards under the convention that
the morphism sitting in a box attached to such an arrow involves not the color of
the arrow but rather the dual object. For example, a morphism f : V� ! W� may
be represented in four different ways, see Figure 1.3. From now on the symbol

:
=

displayed in the ˇgures denotes equality of the corresponding morphisms in V.

 •=  •=  •=

W W

ff

W* W* 

ff f f

V VV* V* 

Figure 1.3

The identity endomorphism of any object V will be represented by a vertical
arrow directed downwards and colored with V. A vertical arrow directed upwards
and colored with V represents the identity endomorphism of V�, see Figure 1.4.

V

 •=  •=
V* 

id
V* 

Figure 1.4

Note that a vertical arrow colored with & may be effaced from any picture
without changing the morphism represented by this picture. We agree that the
empty picture represents the identity endomorphism of &.

The tensor product of two morphisms is presented as follows: just place a
picture of the ˇrst morphism to the left of a picture of the second morphism. A
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picture for the composition of two morphisms f and g is obtained by putting a
picture of f on the top of a picture of g and gluing the corresponding free ends
of arrows. (Of course, this procedure may be applied only when the numbers
of arrows, as well as their directions and colors are compatible.) In order to
make this gluing smooth we should draw the arrows so that their ends are strictly
vertical. For example, for any morphisms f : V ! V 0 and g : W ! W 0, the
identities

( f˝ idW 0)(idV ˝ g) = f˝ g = (idV 0 ˝ g)( f˝ idW)

have a graphical incarnation shown in Figure 1.5.

 •= •=

f

g

V' W'  

f

g

f g

V' W' 

V W WV V W

V' W' 

Figure 1.5

The braiding morphism cV;W : V ˝ W ! W ˝ V and the inverse morphism
c�1
V;W : W ˝ V ! V ˝W are represented by the pictures in Figure 1.6. Note that

the colors of arrows do not change when arrows pass a crossing. The colors may
change only when arrows hit coupons.

A graphical form of equalities (1.2.b), (1.2.c), (1.2.d) is given in Figure 1.7.
Using this notation, it is easy to verify the Yang-Baxter identity (1.2.f), see

Figure 1.8 where we apply twice (1.2.b) and (1.2.d). Here is an algebraic form
of the same argument:

(idW ˝ cU;V)(cU;W ˝ idV)(idU ˝ cV;W) = cU;W˝V(idU ˝ cV;W) =

= (cV;W ˝ idU) cU;V˝W = (cV;W ˝ idU)(idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW):

Using coupons colored with identity endomorphisms of objects, we may give
different graphical forms to the same equality of morphisms in V. In Figure 1.9
we give two graphical forms of (1.2.b). Here id = idV˝W . For instance, the upper
picture in Figure 1.9 presents the equality

cU;V˝W(idU ˝ idV˝W) = (idV˝W ˝ idU)(idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW)

which is equivalent to (1.2.b). It is left to the reader to give similar reformulations
of (1.2.c) and to draw the corresponding ˇgures.
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 •=

WV

W V

V W

W V

c
   V, W 

VW

WV

VW

WV

  – 1  
c
   V, W

 •=

Figure 1.6

Duality morphisms bV : &! V˝V� and dV : V� ˝V ! & will be represented
by the right-oriented cup and cap shown in Figure 1.10. For a graphical form of
the identities (1.3.b), (1.3.c), see Figure 1.11.

The graphical technique outlined above applies to diagrams with only right-
oriented cups and caps. In Section 2 we shall eliminate this constraint, describe a
standard picture for the twist, and further generalize the technique. More impor-
tantly, we shall transform this pictorial calculus from a sort of skillful art into a
concrete mathematical theorem.

1.7. Elementary examples of ribbon categories. We shall illustrate the concept
of ribbon category with two simple examples. For more elaborate examples, see
Chapters XI and XII.

1. Let K be a commutative ring with unit. By a projective K-module, we
mean a ˇnitely generated projective K-module, i.e., a direct summand of Kn with
ˇnite n = 0; 1; 2; : : : . For example, free K-modules of ˇnite rank are projective.
It is obvious that the tensor product of a ˇnite number of projective modules is
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 •=

V 'W '

WV

g

WV

g

W ' V '

 •=

 •=

U WVUV ⊗ W

f

f

V WUU ⊗ V W

Figure 1.7

projective. For any projective K-module V, the dual K-module V? = HomK(V;K)
is also projective and the canonical homomorphism V ! V?? is an isomorphism.
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VU W

 •=

U

 •=

WVU V ⊗ W

W ⊗ V

 •=  •=

U

c
   V, W 

V ⊗ W

W ⊗ V

c
   V, W 

Figure 1.8

Let Proj(K) be the category of projective K-modules and K-linear homomor-
phisms. Provide Proj(K) with the usual tensor product over K . Set & = K . It
is obvious that Proj(K) is a monoidal category. We provide this category with
braiding, twist, and duality. The braiding in Proj(K) is given by �ips described
in Section 1.2. The twist is given by the identity endomorphisms of objects. For
any projective K-module V, set V� = V? = HomK(V;K) and deˇne dV to be
the evaluation pairing v ˝ w 7! v(w) : V? ˝ V ! K . Finally, deˇne bV to be
the homomorphism K ! V ˝ V? dual to dV : V? ˝ V ! K where we use the
standard identiˇcations K? = K and (V? ˝ V)? = V?? ˝ V? = V ˝ V?. The last
two equalities follow from projectivity of V. (If V is a free module with a basis
feigi and feigi is the dual basis of V� then bV(1) =

∑
i ei ˝ ei.) All axioms of

ribbon categories are easily seen to be satisˇed. Veriˇcation of (1.3.b) and (1.3.c)
is an exercise in linear algebra, it is left to the reader.

The ribbon category Proj(K) is not interesting from the viewpoint of applica-
tions to knots. Indeed, we have cV;W = (cW;V)�1 so that the morphisms associ-
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 •=

WVU
id

V ⊗ W U

 •=

U

U WV

id

WV U

V ⊗ W

U V ⊗ W
id

UWV

id

U V ⊗ W

Figure 1.9

,
V V

Figure 1.10

ated with diagrams are preserved under trading overcrossings for undercrossings,
which kills the 3-dimensional topology of diagrams (cf. Figure 1.6).

Applying the deˇnitions of Section 1.5 to the morphisms and objects of Proj(K)
we get the notions of a dimension for projective K-modules and a trace for K-
endomorphisms of projective K-modules. We shall denote these dimension and
trace by Dim and Tr respectively. They generalize the usual dimension and trace
for free modules and their endomorphisms (cf. Lemma II.4.3.1).
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,

 •=  •=

V V V V

Figure 1.11

2. Let G be a multiplicative abelian group, K a commutative ring with unit, c
a bilinear pairing G�G! K� where K� is the multiplicative group of invertible
elements of K . Thus c(gg0; h) = c(g; h) c(g0; h) and c(g; hh0) = c(g; h) c(g; h0)
for any g; g0; h; h0 2 G. Using these data, we construct a ribbon category V. The
objects of V are elements of G. For any g 2 G, the set of morphisms g ! g
is a copy of K . For distinct g; h 2 G the set of morphisms g ! h consists of
one element called zero. The composition of two morphisms g! h! f is the
product of the corresponding elements of K if g = h = f and zero otherwise.
The unit of K plays the role of the identity endomorphism of any object. The
tensor product of g; h 2 G is deˇned to be their product gh 2 G. The tensor
product gg0 ! hh0 of two morphisms g ! h and g0 ! h0 is the product of the
corresponding elements of K if g = h and g0 = h0 and zero otherwise. It is easy
to check that V is a strict monoidal category with the unit object being the unit of
G. For g; h 2 G, we deˇne the braiding gh! hg = gh to be c(g; h) 2 K and the
twist g! g to be c(g; g) 2 K . Equalities (1.2.b), (1.2.c), and (1.2.h) follow from
bilinearity of c. The naturality of the braiding and twist is straightforward. For
g 2 G, the dual object g� is deˇned to be the inverse g�1 2 G of g. Morphisms
(1.3.a) are endomorphisms of the unit of G represented by 1 2 K . Equalities
(1.3.b) and (1.3.c) are straightforward. Formula (1.3.d) follows from the identity
c(g�1; g�1) = c(g; g). Thus, V is a ribbon category.

We may slightly generalize the construction of V. Besides G;K; c, ˇx a group
homomorphism ' : G ! K� such that '(g2) = 1 for all g 2 G. We deˇne the
braiding and duality as above but deˇne the twist g! g to be '(g) c(g; g) 2 K .
It is easy to check that this yields a ribbon category. (The assumption '(g2) = 1
ensures (1.3.d).) This ribbon category is denoted by V(G;K; c; '). The case
considered above corresponds to ' = 1.

1.8. Exercises. 1. Use the graphical calculus to show that for any three objects
U;V;W of a ribbon category, the homomorphisms

f 7! (dV ˝ idW)(idV� ˝ f ) : Hom(U;V ˝W)! Hom(V� ˝ U;W)
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and

g 7! (idV ˝ g)(bV ˝ idU) : Hom(V� ˝ U;W)! Hom(U;V ˝W)

are mutually inverse. This establishes a bijective correspondence between the sets
Hom(U;V˝W) and Hom(V�˝U;W). Write down similar formulas for a bijective
correspondence between Hom(U˝ V;W) and Hom(U;W ˝ V�).

2. Deˇne the dual f � : V� ! U� of a morphism f : U! V by the formula

f � = (dV ˝ idU�)(idV� ˝ f˝ idU�)(idV� ˝ bU):

Give a pictorial interpretation of this formula. Use it to show that (idV)� = idV�
and ( f g)� = g�f � for composable morphisms f; g. Show that (1.3.d) is equivalent
to the formula

(1.8.a) �V� = (�V)�:

3. Show that every duality in a monoidal category V is compatible with the
tensor product in the sense that for any objects V;W of V, the object (V ˝W)�

is isomorphic to W� ˝ V�. Set U = V ˝W. Use the graphical calculus to show
that the following morphisms are mutually inverse isomorphisms:

(dU ˝ idW� ˝ idV�)(idU� ˝ idV ˝ bW ˝ idV�)(idU� ˝ bV) : U� ! W� ˝ V�;

(dW ˝ idU�)(idW� ˝ dV ˝ idW ˝ idU�)(idW� ˝ idV� ˝ bU) : W� ˝ V� ! U�:

(Hint: use coupons colored with idU.) Show that modulo these isomorphisms we
have ( f˝ g)� = g� ˝ f � for any morphisms f; g in V.

4. Use the graphical calculus to show that if f : U ! V and g : V ! U
are mutually inverse morphisms in a ribbon category then ( f˝ g�) bU = bV and
dV(g� ˝ f ) = dU:

2. Operator invariants of ribbon graphs

2.0. Outline. The objective of this section is to relate the theory of ribbon cat-
egories to the theory of links in Euclidean space R3. For technical reasons, it
is convenient to deal with the strip R2 � [0; 1] rather than with R3. This does
not lead to a loss of generality because any link in R3 may be deformed into
R2 � [0; 1].

In generalization of links and braids we shall consider graphs embedded in
R2� [0; 1]. In fact, instead of usual graphs formed by vertices and edges we shall
consider ribbon graphs formed by small rectangles (coupons) and long bands. It
is understood that the bands are attached to the bases of coupons and, possibly,
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to certain intervals in the planes R2 � 0 and R2 � 1. The bands attached to the
last intervals are called free ends of the graph.

The next step is to marry the topology of ribbon graphs with the algebra of
ribbon categories. To this end we introduce colorings of ribbon graphs by objects
and morphisms of a given ribbon category V. The bands are colored with objects
whilst the coupons are colored with morphisms. The ribbon graphs with such
colorings (or rather their isotopy classes) form a monoidal category RibV. The
deˇnition and study of the category of ribbon graphs marks one of the major
steps towards the 3-dimensional topological ˇeld theory.

The main result of this section (Theorem 2.5) establishes the existence of a
certain covariant functor F : RibV ! V. The functor F = FV should be viewed
as a \topological ˇeld theory" in Euclidean 3-space. This functor will play a
fundamental role in the book. It is instrumental in the construction of 3-manifold
invariants in Chapter II, in the construction of 3-dimensional TQFT's in Chap-
ter IV, as well as in the deˇnition of normalized 6j -symbols in Chapter VI. The
functor F also provides a solid grounding for the pictorial calculus of Section 1.6.

Note that ribbon graphs (and not just links) are really important for the con-
structions in Chapters IV{VI. We demonstrate utility of coupons at the end of
this section where we discuss a few simple properties and applications of F .

The deˇnition of ribbon graphs and related notions are somewhat technical.
They involve a number of small arrangements concerned with orientations, bases
of coupons, free ends of graphs, etc. The reader should not focus all his atten-
tion on these details, it is more important to catch the general idea rather than
technicalities.

2.1. Ribbon graphs and their diagrams. Roughly speaking, ribbon graphs are
oriented compact surfaces in R3 decomposed into elementary pieces: bands, an-
nuli, and coupons. We start with the formal deˇnition of these pieces.

A band is the square [0; 1]� [0; 1] or a homeomorphic image of this square.
The images of the intervals [0; 1]� 0 and [0; 1]� 1 are called bases of the band.
The image of the interval (1=2)� [0; 1] is called the core of the band. An annulus
is the cylinder S1 � [0; 1] or a homeomorphic image of this cylinder. The image
of the circle S1� (1=2) is called the core of the annulus. A band or an annulus is
said to be directed if its core is oriented. The orientation of the core is called the
direction of the band (resp. annuli). A coupon is a band with a distinguished base.
This distinguished base is called the bottom base of the coupon, the opposite base
is said to be the top one.

Let k; l be non-negative integers. We deˇne ribbon graphs with k inputs and l
outputs or, brie�y, ribbon (k; l)-graphs. A ribbon (k; l)-graph in R3 is an oriented
surface ˝ embedded in the strip R2 � [0; 1] and decomposed into a union of a
ˇnite number of annuli, bands, and coupons such that
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(i) ˝ meets the planes R2�0, R2�1 orthogonally along the following segments
which are bases of certain bands of ˝:

(2.1.a) f [i� (1=10); i+ (1=10)]� 0� 0 j i = 1; : : : ; k g;

(2.1.b) f [j � (1=10); j + (1=10)]� 0� 1 j j = 1; : : : ; l g:

In the points of these segments the orientation of ˝ is determined by the pair of
vectors (1; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1) tangent to ˝;

(ii) other bases of bands lie on the bases of coupons; otherwise the bands,
coupons, and annuli are disjoint;

(iii) the bands and annuli of ˝ are directed.

The surface ˝ with the splitting into annuli, bands, and coupons forgotten is
called the surface of the ribbon (k; l)-graph ˝. The intervals (2.1.a) (resp. (2.1.b))
are called bottom (resp. top) boundary intervals of the graph.

Each band should be thought of as a narrow strip or ribbon with short bases.
The coupons lie in R2 � (0; 1), each coupon should be thought of as a small
rectangle with a distinguished base. Note that we impose no conditions on the
geometric position of coupons in R2 � (0; 1). In particular, the distinguished
(bottom) bases of coupons may actually lie higher than the opposite bases. (Since
we shall consider ribbon graphs up to isotopy we shall be able to avoid this in
our pictures.)

The choice of orientation for the surface ˝ of a ribbon graph is equivalent to a
choice of a preferred side of ˝. (We ˇx the right-handed orientation in R3.) The
orientation condition in (i) means that near the boundary intervals the preferred
side of ˝ is the one turned up, i.e., towards the reader.

By a ribbon graph, we mean a ribbon (k; l)-graph with k; l � 0. Examples
of ribbon graphs are given in Figure 2.1 where the bottom bases of coupons are
their lower horizontal bases and the preferred side of ˝ is the one turned up.

By isotopy of ribbon graphs, we mean isotopy in the strip R2� [0; 1] constant
on the boundary intervals and preserving the splitting into annuli, bands, and
coupons, as well as preserving the directions of bands and annuli, and the orien-
tation of the graph surface. Note that in the course of isotopy the bases of bands
lying on the bases of coupons may move along these bases (not touching each
other) but can not slide to the sides of coupons. Note also that when we rotate
an annulus in R3 around its core by the angle of � we get the same annulus with
the opposite orientation. Therefore, orientations of annuli are immaterial when
we consider ribbon graphs up to isotopy.

There is a convenient technique enabling us to present ribbon graphs by plane
pictures generalizing the standard knot diagrams. The idea is to deform the graph
in R2 � [0; 1] into a \standard position" so that it lies almost parallel and very
close to the plane R� 0�R as in Figures 2.1.a and 2.1.b. (The plane R� 0�R
is identiˇed with the plane of the pictures.) In particular, the coupons should be
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(b) (c)

, ,
(a)

Figure 2.1

plane rectangles parallel to R� 0� R. The bases of coupons should be parallel
to the horizontal line R�0�0 and the top base of each coupon should lie higher
than the bottom one. The orientation of coupons induced by the orientation of
˝ should correspond to the counterclockwise orientation in R � 0 � R (so that
the preferred side of each coupon is turned towards the reader). The bands and
annuli of the graph should go close and \parallel" to this plane. The projections
of the cores of bands and annuli in the plane R� 0�R should have only double
transversal crossings and should not overlap with the projections of coupons.
After having deformed the graph in such a position we draw the projections of
the coupons and the cores of the bands and annuli in R � 0 � R taking into
account the overcrossings and undercrossings of the cores. The projections of the
cores of bands and annuli are oriented in accordance with their directions. The
resulting picture is called a diagram of the ribbon graph.

Looking at such a diagram we may reconstruct the original ribbon graph (up
to isotopy) just by letting the bands and annuli go \parallel" to the plane of the
picture along their cores. One may think that arcs in our diagrams have some
small width so that actually we draw very thin bands and annuli. For example,
the graph diagrams in Figure 2.2 present the same ribbon graphs as in Figure 2.1,
(a) and (b).

The technique of graph diagrams is sufˇciently general: any ribbon graph is
isotopic to a ribbon graph lying in a standard position (as described above) and
therefore presented by a graph diagram. To see this, we ˇrst deform the graph
so that its coupons lie in a standard position and then we deform the bands so
that they go \parallel" to the plane of the picture. The only problem which we
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,
Figure 2.2

may encounter is that the bands may be twisted several times around their cores.
However, both positive and negative twists in a band are isotopic to curls which
go \parallel" to the plane. See Figure 2.3 which presents positive and negative
twists in a band. (The symbol � denotes isotopy.) Note that positivity of the twist
does not depend on the direction of the band and depends solely on the orientation
of the ambient 3-manifold; we use everywhere the right-handed orientation in R3.
Annuli are treated in a similar way.

,

≈≈ ≈≈

Figure 2.3

The theory of ribbon graphs generalizes the more familiar theory of framed
oriented links in R3. A link L in R3 is a ˇnite collection of smooth disjoint embed-
ded circles L1; : : : ; Lm � R3. The link L is oriented if its components L1; : : : ; Lm
are oriented. The link L is framed if it is endowed with a homotopy class of
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non-singular normal vector ˇelds on L1; : : : ; Lm in R3. Note that the homotopy
class of a non-singular normal vector ˇeld on a component Li is completely de-
termined by the rotation number of the ˇeld around Li. (This is an integer deˇned
as the linking number of Li with the longitude L 0i � R3 n Li obtained by pushing
Li along the normal vector ˇeld on Li; to compute this linking number we need
to orient Li and provide L 0i with the induced orientation; the resulting linking
number does not depend on the choice of orientation in Li.) Therefore, in order
to specify a framing on a link it sufˇces to assign an integer to each component.
These integers are called framing numbers or framings.

To each ribbon (0,0)-graph ˝ consisting of annuli we may associate the link of
circles in R3 formed by the oriented cores of the annuli. These circles are provided
with a normal vector ˇeld transversal to ˝. The resulting framing is correctly
deˇned since different choices of the normal vector ˇeld lead to homotopic vector
ˇelds on the link. In this way we get a bijective correspondence between isotopy
classes of ribbon (0,0)-graphs consisting of annuli and isotopy classes of framed
oriented links in R2� (0; 1). For instance, the ribbon graph drawn in Figure 2.1.b
corresponds to the trefoil knot with the framing number �3.

2.2. Ribbon graphs over V. Fix a strict monoidal category with duality V. A
ribbon graph is said to be colored (over V) if each band and each annulus of the
graph is equipped with an object of V. This object is called the color of the band
(the annulus).

The coupons of a ribbon graph may be colored by morphisms in V. Let
Q be a coupon of a colored ribbon graph ˝. Let V1; : : : ; Vm be the colors of
the bands of ˝ incident to the bottom base of Q and encountered in the order
induced by the orientation of ˝ restricted to Q (see Figure 2.4 where Q is oriented
counterclockwise). Let W1; : : : ;Wn be the colors of the bands of ˝ incident to the
top base of Q and encountered in the order induced by the opposite orientation
of Q. Let "1; : : : ; "m 2 f+1;�1g (resp. �1; : : : ; �n 2 f1;�1g) be the numbers
determined by the directions of these bands: "i = +1 (resp. �j = �1) if the band
is directed \out" of the coupon and "i = �1 (resp. �j = +1) in the opposite case.
A color of the coupon Q is an arbitrary morphism

f : V"1
1 ˝ � � � ˝ V

"m
m ! W�1

1 ˝ � � � ˝W
�n
n

where for an object V of V, we set V+1 = V and V�1 = V�. A ribbon graph is
v-colored (over V) if it is colored and all its coupons are provided with colors as
above. It is in the deˇnition of colorings of coupons that we need to distinguish
bottom and top bases of coupons.

For example, Figure 2.4 presents a v-colored ribbon (m; n)-graph containing
one coupon, m+n vertical untwisted unlinked bands incident to this coupon, and
no annuli. As above the signs "1; : : : ; "m; �1; : : : ; �n 2 f+1;�1g determine the
directions of the bands (the band is directed downwards if the corresponding sign
is +1 and upwards if the sign is�1). We shall call this ribbon graph an elementary
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v-colored ribbon graph. Figure 2.1 gives a few examples of non-elementary ribbon
graphs.

By isotopy of colored (resp. v-colored) ribbon graphs, we mean color-preserv-
ing isotopy.

The technique of diagrams readily extends to colored and v-colored ribbon
graphs. To present a colored ribbon graph by a diagram, we attach an object of
V to the cores of bands and annuli. To present a v-colored ribbon graph, we
additionally assign colors to all coupons.

The notions of colored and v-colored ribbon graphs at ˇrst glance seem to be
artiˇcial and eclectic. These notions mix topological and algebraic concepts in a
seemingly arbitrary way. In particular, links may be colored in many different
ways, leading to numerous link invariants (constructed below). However, it is
precisely in this mix of topology and algebra that lies the novelty and strength
of the theory. As a speciˇc justiˇcation of this approach, note that the invariants
of a framed link L � R3 corresponding to essentially all colorings of L may be
combined to produce a single invariant of the 3-manifold obtained by surgery
along L (see Chapter II).

2.3. Category of ribbon graphs over V. Let V be a strict monoidal category
with duality. The v-colored ribbon graphs over V may be organized into a
strict monoidal category denoted by RibV. The objects of RibV are ˇnite
sequences ((V1; "1); : : : ; (Vm; "m)) where V1; : : : ; Vm are objects of V and
"1; : : : ; "m 2 f+1;�1g. The empty sequence is also considered as an object
of RibV. A morphism � ! �0 in RibV is an isotopy type of a v-colored
ribbon graph (over V) such that � (resp. �0) is the sequence of colors and
directions of those bands which hit the bottom (resp. top) boundary inter-
vals. As usual, " = 1 corresponds to the downward direction near the cor-
responding boundary interval and " = �1 corresponds to the band directed
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up. For example, the ribbon graph drawn in Figure 2.4 represents a morphism
((V1; "1); : : : ; (Vm; "m)) ! ((W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)). It should be emphasized
that isotopic v-colored ribbon graphs present the same morphism in RibV.

The composition of two morphisms f : � ! �0 and g : �0 ! �00 is obtained
by putting a v-colored ribbon graph representing g on the top of a ribbon graph
representing f , gluing the corresponding ends, and compressing the result into
R2� [0; 1]. The identity morphisms are represented by ribbon graphs which have
no annuli and no coupons, and consist of untwisted unlinked vertical bands. The
identity endomorphism of the empty sequence is represented by the empty ribbon
graph.

We provide RibV with a tensor multiplication. The tensor product of objects �
and �0 is their juxtaposition �; �0. The tensor product of morphisms f; g is obtained

, , ,WV
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 X    
    V,W 

WV WV WV

WV WV WV

, , ,
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W V W V W V W V

WV

W V W V W VW V

Figure 2.5
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by placing a v-colored ribbon graph representing f to the left of a v-colored ribbon
graph representing g so that there is no mutual linking or intersection. It is obvious
that this tensor multiplication makes RibV a strict monoidal category.

We shall need certain speciˇc morphisms in RibV presented by graph diagrams
in Figure 2.5 where we also specify notation for these morphisms. Here the colors
of the strings V;W run over objects of V. The morphisms in RibV presented by
the diagrams in Figure 2.6 will be denoted by #V;"V; 'V; '0V;\V;\�V , [V;[�V ,
respectively.

V V VV

V

, , ,

, , ,

V V

,
V

Figure 2.6

A ribbon graph over V which has no coupons is called a ribbon tangle over
V. It is obvious that ribbon tangles form a subcategory of RibV which has the
same objects as RibV but less morphisms. This subcategory is called the category
of colored ribbon tangles. It is a strict monoidal category under the same tensor
product.

As the reader may have guessed, the category RibV admits a natural braiding,
twist, and duality and becomes in this way a ribbon category. We shall not use
these structures in RibV and do not discuss them. (For similar structures in a
related setting, see Chapter XII.)

2.4. Digression on covariant functors. A covariant functor F of a category X
into a category Y assigns to each object V of X an object F(V) of Y and to
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each morphism f : V ! W in X a morphism F( f ) : F(V) ! F(W) in Y so
that F(idV) = idF(V) for any object V of X and F( f g) = F( f )F(g) for any two
composable morphisms f; g in X. If X and Y are monoidal categories then the
covariant functor F : X! Y is said to preserve the tensor product if F(&X) = &Y
and for any two objects or morphisms f; g of X we have F( f˝g) = F( f )˝F(g).

2.5. Theorem. Let V be a strict ribbon category with braiding c, twist �, and
compatible duality (�; b; d). There exists a unique covariant functor F = FV :
RibV ! V preserving the tensor product and satisfying the following conditions:

(1) F transforms any object (V;+1) into V and any object (V;�1) into V�;
(2) for any objects V;W of V, we have

F(X+
V;W) = cV;W; F('V) = �V; F([V) = bV; F(\V) = dV ;

(3) for any elementary v-colored ribbon graph �, we have F(�) = f where f
is the color of the only coupon of �.

The functor F has the following properties:

(2.5.a) F(X�V;W) = (cW;V)�1; F(Y+
V;W) = (cW;V�)

�1; F(Y�V;W) = cV�;W;

F(Z+
V;W) = (cW�;V)�1; F(Z�V;W) = cV;W�;

F(T+
V;W) = cV�;W�; F(T�V;W) = (cW�;V�)

�1; F('0V) = (�V)�1:

Theorem 2.5 plays a fundamental role in this monograph. It may be regarded
from several complementary viewpoints. First of all, it yields isotopy invariants
of v-colored ribbon graphs and, in particular, invariants of colored framed links
in R3. Indeed, by deˇnition of RibV, isotopic v-colored ribbon graphs ˝ and
˝0 represent the same morphism in RibV and therefore F(˝) = F(˝0). As we
shall see in Chapter XII these invariants form a far-reaching generalization of the
Jones polynomial of links. Secondly, Theorem 2.5 elucidates the role of braiding,
twist, and duality exhibiting them as elementary blocks sufˇcient to build up a
consistent theory of isotopy invariants of links. Theorem 2.5 renders rigorous and
ampliˇes the graphical calculus described in Section 1.6. The main new feature
is the isotopy invariance of the morphisms in V associated to ribbon graphs. This
makes Theorem 2.5 a useful tool in the study of ribbon categories. Theorem 2.5
may also be viewed as a machine extracting morphisms in V from ribbon graphs
in R3.

The morphism F(˝) associated to a v-colored ribbon graph ˝ is called the
operator invariant of ˝. The term \operator invariant" does not mean that F(˝)
is linear in any sense. This term is intended to remind of the following multi-
plicativity properties of F . Since F is a covariant functor we have

(2.5.b) F(#V) = idV; F("V) = idV�; and F(˝ ˝0) = F(˝)F(˝0)
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for any two composable v-colored ribbon graphs ˝ and ˝0. Since F preserves
the tensor product we have

(2.5.c) F(˝˝˝0) = F(˝)˝ F(˝0)

for any two v-colored ribbon graphs ˝ and ˝0. Note also that for any v-colored
ribbon (0,0)-graph ˝, we have F(˝) 2 K = End(&V).

The values of F on [�V and \�V may be computed from the formulas

(2.5.d) [�V = ("V ˝'0V) ı Z+
V;V ı [V ;

(2.5.e) \�V = \V ı Z�V;V ı ('V˝ "V):

The proof of Theorem 2.5 occupies Sections 3 and 4. The idea of the proof
may be roughly described as follows. We shall use the tensor product and the
composition in RibV in order to express any ribbon graph via the ribbon graphs
mentioned in the items (2) and (3) of the theorem. Such an expression allows
us to deˇne the value of F for any ribbon graph. Although every ribbon graph
admits different expressions of this kind, they may be obtained from each other by
elementary local transformations. To show that F is correctly deˇned, we verify
the invariance of F under these transformations.

To demonstrate the power of Theorem 2.5 we devote the rest of Section 2 to
applications of this theorem to duality, traces, and dimensions in ribbon categories.
We also study the behavior of F(˝) under simple transformations of ribbon
graphs.

Up to the end of Section 2, the symbol V denotes a strict ribbon category. By
coloring and v-coloring of ribbon graphs, we mean coloring and v-coloring over
V. As in Section 1, we shall write ˝

:
= ˝0 for v-colored ribbon graphs ˝;˝0

such that F(˝) = F(˝0). For instance, if ˝ � ˝0, i.e., ˝ and ˝0 are isotopic, then
˝

:
= ˝0. Similarly, for a v-colored ribbon graph ˝ and a morphism f in V, we

write ˝
:
= f and f

:
= ˝ whenever f = F(˝). For example, X+

V;W
:
= cV;W; 'V

:
= �V ,

etc.

2.6. Applications to duality

2.6.1. Corollary. For any object V of V, the object V�� is canonically isomorphic
to V.

Proof. Consider the morphisms ˛V : V ! V��, ˇV : V�� ! V corresponding
under the functor F to the v-colored ribbon graphs in Figure 2.7 where id = idV� .
Thus,

˛V = (F(\�V )˝ idV��)(idV ˝ bV�); ˇV = (dV� ˝ idV)(idV�� ˝ F([�V )):

The argument in Figure 2.8 shows that ˇV˛V = idV . (We use the isotopy invari-
ance and other properties of F established in Theorem 2.5; as an exercise the
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reader may rewrite the equalities in Figure 2.8 in the algebraic form.) A similar
argument shows that ˛VˇV = idV�� .
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2.6.2. Corollary. The morphisms b& : & ! &� and d& : &� ! & are mutually
inverse isomorphisms.

Proof. The existence of isomorphism &�� � & implies that &� is isomorphic to &.
Indeed,

&� = &� ˝ & � &� ˝ &�� � (&� ˝ &)� = (&�)� � &:
Formula (1.3.b) applied to V = & yields d&b& = id&. This equality and the
commutativity of End(&) imply that for any isomorphism g : &! &�, we have

(g�1b&)(d&g) = (d&g)(g�1b&) = d&b& = id&:

Therefore b&d& = id&� .

2.6.3. Remark. The proof of Corollary 2.6.1 may seem to certain readers a
bit light-minded and not quite convincing. In fact, the proof is complete albeit
based on somewhat unusual ideas. We introduce the morphisms ˛V; ˇV using the
functor F . Then we compute their composition using the fact that F is a covariant
functor invariant under a few simple modiˇcations of v-colored ribbon graphs.
The modiˇcations in question include isotopy and cancelling of coupons colored
with the identity morphisms. The invariance of F follows from Theorem 2.5. The
reader would do well to analyze the proof of Corollary 2.6.1 in detail; we shall
systematically use similar arguments.

2.7. Applications to trace and dimension

2.7.1. Corollary. Let f be an endomorphism of an object V of V. Let ˝f be the
ribbon (0; 0)-graph consisting of one f-colored coupon and one V-colored band
and presented by the diagram in Figure 2:9. Then F(˝f) = tr( f ).

V=Ω
    f  

f

Figure 2.9

This Corollary gives a geometric interpretation of the trace of morphisms
introduced in Section 1.5. Applying Corollary 2.7.1 to f = idV we get dim(V) =
F(˝V) where ˝V is an unknotted untwisted annulus of color V with an arbitrary
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direction of the core. (The annulus ˝V is obtained from ˝idV by elimination of
the coupon. This does not change the operator invariant because this coupon is
colored with the identity morphism.) Note that there is an isotopy of ˝V onto
itself reversing direction of the core. This fact and the isotopy invariance of F(˝V)
explain why F(˝V) does not depend on this direction.

Proof of Corollary. Let �f be the v-colored ribbon (1,1)-graph presented by the
diagram in Figure 1.1 with W = V. It is obvious that ˝f � \�V ı (�f ˝ "V) ı [V
where the symbol � denotes isotopy. It follows from (2.5.e) that

˝f � \V ı Z�V;V ı ('V˝ "V) ı (�f ˝ "V) ı [V:

Theorem 2.5 implies that F(˝f) is equal to the expression used to deˇne tr( f ).

2.7.2. Corollary (a generalization of Corollary 2.7.1). Let ˝ be a v-colored
ribbon graph determining an endomorphism of a certain object of RibV. Let ˝
be the v-colored ribbon (0; 0)-graph obtained by closing the free ends of ˝ (see
Figure 2:10 where the box bounded by broken line substitutes a diagram of ˝).
Then tr(F(˝)) = F(˝).

• • •

• • •

• • •

=Ω Ω

Figure 2.10

Proof. Note that the ribbon (0; 0)-graph ˝ is obtained by connecting the top free
ends of ˝ to the bottom free ends of ˝ in the way indicated in Figure 2.10. The
v-coloring of ˝ determines a v-coloring of ˝ in the obvious way. Set V = F(�)
where � is the object of RibV which is both the source and the target of ˝. The
box bounded by broken line with a diagram of ˝ inside may be replaced with
a coupon colored by F(˝) : V ! V without changing the operator invariant.
This yields the ˇrst equality in Figure 2.11. The second equality follows from the
properties of F speciˇed in Theorem 2.5. The isotopy in Figure 2.11 is obtained
by pulling the idV-colored coupon along the strands so that it comes close to
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• • •

 • =  • = ≈

• • •

id
   V  

V

• • •

• • •

≈ • • •

V V

 • =
id
   V  

F (Ω)

F (Ω)

F (Ω)

F (Ω)

Ω

Figure 2.11

the F(˝)-colored coupon from below. The last equality in Figure 2.11 follows
from the properties of F . It remains to apply Corollary 2.7.1 to deduce that
˝

:
= tr(F(˝)).

2.7.3. Corollary. For any objects V;W of V, we have the equality in Figure 2:12.

VW
 • =tr (c       c     )

W,V V,W

Figure 2.12
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This assertion follows from Corollary 2.7.2 applied to ˝ = X+
W;VX

+
V;W and the

isotopy invariance of F . The framed link presented by the diagram in Figure 2.12
is called the Hopf link with zero framing.

2.7.4. Proof of Lemma 1.5.1. The proof of the equality tr( f g) = tr(gf ) is given
in Figure 2.13. The proof of the equality tr( f˝g) = tr( f ) tr(g) is given in Figure
2.14. Here we use Corollary 2.7.2 and the isotopy invariance of F .

≈
f

gf

g

 • =tr ( f g)  • = tr (g f )  

Figure 2.13

≈gf g f( f ⊗ g) 
 • =tr  • = (g ⊗ f ) tr

Figure 2.14

Let us show that for any k 2 K , we have tr(k) = k. It follows from (1.2.e),
the equality �& = id&, and Corollary 2.6.2 that

tr(k) = d&(k ˝ id&�)b& = (id& ˝ d&)(k ˝ id& ˝ id&�)(id& ˝ b&) =

= k ˝ (d&(id& ˝ id&�)b&) = k ˝ d&b& = k ˝ id& = k:

2.8. Transformations of ribbon graphs. We describe three simple geometric
transformations of ribbon graphs and discuss the behavior of the operator invariant
under these transformations. The ˇrst transformation is applied to an annulus
component of a ribbon graph. It reverses the direction of (the core of) the annulus
and replaces its color by the dual object. The second transformation is applied to
an annulus component colored with the tensor product of two objects of V; the
annulus is split into two parallel annuli colored with these two objects. Finally,
the third transformation is the mirror re�ection of the ribbon graph with respect
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to the plane of our pictures R˝ 0˝R. (This re�ection keeps the boundary ends
of the graph.) We shall see that the ˇrst two transformations preserve the operator
invariant whereas the third one involves the passage to the mirror ribbon category.

2.8.1. Corollary. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph containing an annulus
component `. Let ˝0 be the v-colored ribbon graph obtained from ˝ by reversing
the direction of ` and replacing the color of ` with its dual object. Then F(˝0) =
F(˝).

Proof. Denote the color of ` by V. Choose a small vertical segment of ` directed
upwards and replace it by the composition of two coupons Q1 and Q2 both colored
with idV� (see Figure 2.15 where the distinguished (bottom) bases of Q1 and Q2

are the lower horizontal bases). This transformation does not change the operator
invariant of ˝. Now pulling the coupon Q1 along ` we deform the graph in R3

so that at the end Q1 comes close to Q2 from below. Since the colors of Q1

and Q2 are the identity endomorphisms of V� we may eliminate Q1 and Q2 in
this ˇnal position without changing the operator invariant. This yields ˝0. Hence
F(˝0) = F(˝).

 • =V

V

V

Q
   1

V* 

Q
   2

id

id

Figure 2.15

2.8.2. Corollary. For any object V of V, we have dim(V�) = dim(V).

Proof. The oriented trivial knot is isotopic to the same knot with the opposite
orientation. Therefore Corollary 2.8.1 and the remarks following the statement of
Corollary 2.7.1 imply Corollary 2.8.2.

2.8.3. Corollary. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph containing an annulus
component ` of color U ˝ V where U and V are two objects of V. Let ˝0 be
the v-colored ribbon graph obtained from ˝ by cutting ` off along its core and
coloring two newly emerging annuli with U and V. Then F(˝) = F(˝0).

Proof. The idea of the proof is the same as in the proof of the previous corollary.
Take a small vertical segment of ` directed downwards and replace it by two
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coupons as in Figure 2.16 where id = idU˝V . It is obvious that this modiˇcation
does not change the operator invariant. Now, pushing the upper coupon along `
until it approaches the lower coupon from below we deform our ribbon graph in
the position where we may cancel these two coupons. This does not change the
operator invariant and results in ˝0. Hence F(˝) = F(˝0):

 • =U ⊗ V VU

id

id

U ⊗ V 

U ⊗ V 

Figure 2.16

2.8.4. Corollary. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph over V. Let ˝ be its mirror
image with respect to the plane R� 0� R. Then

FV(˝) = FV(˝):

Note that to get a diagram of ˝ from a diagram of ˝ we should simply
trade all overcrossings for undercrossings. For instance, the mirror images of
X+
V;W; Y

+
V;W; Z

+
V;W; T

+
V;W are X�V;W; Y

�
V;W; Z

�
V;W; T

�
V;W respectively.

Proof of Corollary. Consider the covariant functor G : RibV ! V which co-
incides on the objects with FV and transforms the morphism represented by a
v-colored ribbon graph ˝ into FV(˝). (We are allowed to regard FV(˝) as a
morphism in the categoryV becauseV andV have the same underlying monoidal
category.) It is straightforward to see that G satisˇes conditions (1){(3) of The-
orem 2.5. In particular,

G(X+
V;W) = FV(X�V;W) = (cW;V)�1 = cV;W = FV(X+

V;W)

and

G('V) = FV('0V) = (�V)�1 = �V = FV('V):

The uniqueness in Theorem 2.5 implies that G = FV: This yields our claim.

2.8.5. Corollary. The dimensions of any object of V with respect to V and V
are equal.
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This follows from Corollary 2.8.4 since the mirror image of a plane annulus
is the same annulus.

2.9. Exercises. 1. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph containing an annulus
component. Let ˝0 be the v-colored ribbon graph obtained from ˝ by replacing
the color of this component with an isomorphic object. Show that ˝

:
= ˝0. What

is the natural analogue of this assertion for bands? What are the analogues of
Corollaries 2.8.1 and 2.8.3 for bands?

2. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph containing an annulus component or
a band of color &. Let ˝0 be the v-colored ribbon graph obtained from ˝ by
eliminating this annulus (resp. band). Show that ˝

:
= ˝0.

3. Show that for any three objects U;V;W of a ribbon category, the formulas
f 7! (idV˝F(\�W))( f˝ idW�) and g 7! (g˝ idW)(idU˝F([�W)) establish mutually
inverse bijective correspondences between the sets Hom(U;V˝W) and Hom(U˝
W�; V). Write down similar formulas for a bijective correspondence between
Hom(U˝ V;W) and Hom(V;U� ˝W).

4. Show that if �V = idV for all objects V of V then for any colored ribbon
graph ˝ consisting of m annuli, we have F(˝) =

∏m
i=1 dim(Vi) where V1; : : : ; Vm

are the colors of these annuli. This applies, for example, to the ribbon category
constructed in Section 1.7.1.

5. Let V be the ribbon category V(G;K; c; ') constructed in Section 1.7.2.
Use formulas (2.5.d), (2.5.e) to show that for any g 2 G, we have F([�g ) = '(g)
and F(\�g ) = '(g). Deduce from these equalities that dim(g) = '(g) for any
g 2 G. Show that for a framed m-component link L = L1 [ � � � [ Lm whose
components are colored with g1; : : : ; gm 2 G respectively, we have

F(L) =
∏

1	j <k	m
(c(gj ; gk) c(gk; gj ))

lj k �
m∏
j=1

c(gj ; gj )
lj '(gj )

lj +1

where lj k 2 Z is the linking number of Lj and Lk , and lj 2 Z is the framing
number of Lj .

6. Let V be an object of a ribbon category V such that any endomorphism of
V has the form k˝ idV for certain k 2 K = End(&V). Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon
(0; 0)-graph containing an annulus of color V. Show that F(˝) is divisible by
dim(V) in the semigroup K . (Hint: present ˝ as the closure of a v-colored ribbon
(1,1)-graph which is an endomorphism of (V; 1).)

7. Show that if duality in a strict monoidal category V is compatible with
a braiding and a twist then the square of the duality functor (V 7! V�; f 7!
f �) : V ! V is canonically equivalent to the identity functor V ! V (cf.
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Exercise 1.8.2). Show that for any endomorphism f of any object of V, we have
tr( f �) = tr( f ).

3. Reduction of Theorem 2.5 to lemmas

3.0. Outline. The functor F may be regarded as a \linear representation" of the
category RibV. This point of view allows us to appeal to the standard technique
of group theory: in order to deˇne a linear representation of a group one assigns
matrices to generators and checks deˇning relations. Following this line we shall
introduce generators and relations for RibV and use them to construct F .

The material of Sections 3 and 4 will not be used in the remaining part of the
book and may be skipped without harm for what follows. Still, the author ˇnds
the arguments given in these two sections beautiful and instructive in themselves.

3.1. Generators for RibV. Our immediate aim is to describe the category of
v-colored ribbon graphs RibV and its subcategory of colored ribbon tangles in
terms of generators and relations.

We say that a family of morphisms in a strict monoidal category X generates
X if any morphism in X may be obtained from these generators and the identity
endomorphisms of objects of X using composition and tensor product. A system
of relations between the generating morphisms is said to be complete if any
relation between these morphisms may be deduced from the given ones using the
axioms of strict monoidal category. For a more detailed discussion of generators
and relations in monoidal categories, see Section 4.2.

Recall the morphisms in RibV introduced at the end of Section 2.3.

3.1.1. Lemma. The colored ribbon tangles

(3.1.a) X�
V;W; Z

�
V;W; 'V; '

0
V; [V; \V

where V;W run over objects of V and � runs over +1;�1 generate the category
of ribbon tangles. The same ribbon tangles together with all elementary v-colored
ribbon graphs generate RibV.

Proof. To prove the lemma we need the notion of a generic tangle diagram. Let
D � R� [0; 1] be a diagram of a ribbon tangle. By the height function on D, we
mean the projection R�[0; 1]! [0; 1] restricted to D. By an extremal point of D,
we mean a point of D lying in R� (0; 1) (i.e., distinct from the end points of D)
such that the height function on D attains its local maximum or local minimum in
this point. By singular points on D, we mean extremal points and crossing points
of D. We say that D is generic if its extremal points are distinct from its crossing
points, the singular points of D are ˇnite in number and lie on different levels
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of the height function, and the height function is non-degenerate in all extremal
points. The last condition means that in a neighborhood of any extremal point
the diagram D looks like a cup or a cap, i.e., like the graph of the function x2 or
�x2 near x = 0.

It is obvious that a small deformation transforms any tangle diagram into a
generic tangle diagram. Therefore every ribbon tangle may be presented by a
generic tangle diagram.

Take an arbitrary ribbon tangle and present it by a generic diagram D �
R� [0; 1]. Consider the boundary lines of the strip R� [0; 1] and draw several
parallel horizontal lines in this strip so that between any two adjacent lines lies
no more than one singular point of D. It is clear that the part of D lying between
such adjacent lines represents the tensor product of several identity morphisms
and one morphism from the family of morphisms drawn in Figures 2.5 and 2.6
(except '; '0). The ribbon tangle presented by D is decomposed in this way
in a composition of such tensor products. To prove the ˇrst assertion of the
lemma it remains to express the tangles drawn in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 via the
tangles (3.1.a) and the \identity" tangles "V;#V . Such expressions are provided
by (2.5.d), (2.5.e), and

(3.1.b) Y�V;W = (\V˝ #W ˝ "V)("V ˝X�
W;V˝ "V)("V ˝ #W ˝[V);

(3.1.c) T�V;W = (\V˝ "W ˝ "V)("V ˝Y�W;V˝ "V)("V ˝ "W ˝[V)

where � = ˙1. In the last formula we substitute (3.1.b) to get an expression for
T�V;W via the generators. (The reader is urged to draw the corresponding pictures.)

The second assertion of Lemma is proven similarly: in addition to crossing
points and local extrema on a diagram we should single out the coupons and
apply the same argument.

3.2. Relations between generating tangles. Here is a list of fundamental relations
between the tangles (3.1.a):

(3.2.a) (#W ˝X+
U;V) (X+

U;W˝ #V) (#U ˝X+
V;W) =

= (X+
V;W˝ #U) (#V ˝X+

U;W) (X+
U;V˝ #W);

(3.2.b) #V= (#V ˝\V) ([V˝ #V);

(3.2.c) "V= (\V˝ "V) (" ˝[V);

(3.2.d) X�V;W = (X+
W;V)�1;

(3.2.e) '0V = ('V)�1;
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(3.2.f) X�
V;W (#V ˝'W) = ('W˝ #V)X�

V;W;

(3.2.g) Z�V;W = [(\W˝ #V ˝ "W) ("W ˝X��V;W˝ "W) ("W ˝ #V ˝[W)]�1;

(3.2.h) ('V)2 = (\V˝ #V) ("V ˝X+
V;V) (Z+

V;V˝ #V) ([V˝ #V):

Here U;V;W run over arbitrary objects of V and � runs over f+1;�1g. Each
relation of the form f = g�1 (speciˇcally (3.2.d), (3.2.e), (3.2.g)) replaces the two
relations f g = id and gf = id. It is a pleasant geometric exercise for the reader
to draw the pictures corresponding to (3.2.a){(3.2.h) and to verify that these
relations do hold in the category of ribbon tangles. Note that relations (3.2.a){
(3.2.c) already appeared in Section 1 at least in the graphical form (see Figures
1.8 and 1.11). Relations (3.2.d) and (3.2.g) represent the second Reidemeister
move (cf. Section 4). Relation (3.2.e) re�ects the fact that the left-hand twist
and the right-hand twist in a band cancel each other. Relation (3.2.f) is obvious:
a small curl on a branch of tangle diagram may be pulled over (or under) a
crossing point. Relation (3.2.h) is less obvious but also true, one may prove it by
inspecting a pictorial form of (3.2.h) or playing with a piece of elastic band.

As an exercise the reader may show that relations (3.2.d){(3.2.f) imply the
relations

(3.2.i) X�
V;W('V˝ #W) = (#W ˝'V)X�

V;W;

(3.2.j) X�
V;W(#V ˝'0W) = ('0W˝ #V)X�

V;W;

(3.2.k) X�
V;W('0V˝ #W) = (#W ˝'0V)X�

V;W:

3.3. Lemma. Relations (3.2.a){(3.2.h) form a complete set of relations between
the generators (3.1.a) of the category of colored ribbon tangles.

This lemma is proven in Section 4. The reader may notice that our choice of
generators and relations for the category of tangles is somewhat arbitrary. There
may exist presentations of this category with fewer generators and relations.

To extend Lemma 3.3 to the category of ribbon graphs RibV we have to
specify relations involving elementary ribbon graphs. These relations form an
inˇnite sequence already on the geometric level (not speaking about colors) since
the elementary ribbon graphs may have arbitrary numbers of bands. We describe
these relations in a graphical form, a translation into the algebraic language is left
to the reader. There are three families of relations shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
Here each arc represents (a piece of) the core of a band which go parallel to the
plane of the picture. The numbers of arcs incident to the bottom and top bases of
the coupon vary independently. The directions of these arcs are arbitrary except
the downward direction of the long arc in Figure 3.1. The colors of the arcs and
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the coupon are also arbitrary. Of course, the numbers of arcs, their directions and
colors, as well as the color of the coupon are the same on the right-hand side and
the left-hand side of the equalities. By the r-twist (resp. l-twist) in Figure 3.2, we
mean a full right-hand (resp. left-hand) twist of the bunch of the vertical bands.
The equality in Figure 3.2 indicates that the full right-hand twist of the bunch of
the top bands of an elementary ribbon graph cancels (up to isotopy) with the full
left-hand twist of the bunch of the bottom bands of this ribbon graph. Note that
the full right-hand twist on the bunch of n colored arcs may be presented as a
composition of n(n� 1) ribbon tangles of type idU˝X+

V;W ˝ idU0 and of n ribbon
tangles of type idU ˝ 'V ˝ idU0 . Similarly, the full left-hand twist on the bunch
of n colored arcs may be presented as a composition of n(n � 1) ribbon tangles
of type idU ˝ X�V;W ˝ idU0 and of n ribbon tangles of type idU ˝ '0V ˝ idU0 . It is
in this way that we express these twists via the generators.

,

=
 •  •  • 

 •  •  • 

 •  •  • 

 •  •  • 

=
 •  •  • 

 •  •  • 

 •  •  • 

 •  •  • 

Figure 3.1

=

r - twist

l - twist

•   •   •  

•   •   •  

•   •   •  

•   •   •  

•   •   •  

•   •   •  

Figure 3.2
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3.4. Lemma. Relations (3.2.a){(3.2.h) together with the relations presented in
Figures 3:1; 3:2 form a complete set of relations between the generators of the
category RibV listed in Lemma 3:1:1.

This lemma is proven in Section 4.

3.5. Deduction of Theorem 2.5 from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. In view of the
relations (3.2.d), (3.2.e), (3.2.g) the conditions (2), (3) of Theorem 2.5 enable us
to reconstruct the values of F on all generators of RibV listed in Lemma 3.1.1.
This implies uniqueness of F .

Now we construct F . The value of F on any object ((V1; "1); : : : ; (Vm; "m))
of RibV is the object V"1

1 ˝ � � �˝V"mm of V (where V+1 = V and V�1 = V�). The
conditions (2), (3) of Theorem 2.5 together with the following formulas deˇne
F on all generators:

F(X�V;W) = (cW;V)�1; F(Z+
V;W) = (cW�;V)�1; F(Z�V;W) = cV;W�; F('0V) = ��1

V :

For these values of F , we shall check the identities between morphisms in V
which correspond to the generating relations of RibV listed in Lemma 3.4. With
these identities veriˇed, we may uniquely extend F to a covariant functor RibV !
V preserving the tensor product and satisfying conditions (1){(3) of the theorem.

The identity in V corresponding to (3.2.a) is the Yang-Baxter equation (1.2.f)
veriˇed in Section 1.6. The equalities (3.2.b), (3.2.c) correspond to (1.3.b), (1.3.c)
respectively. The identities in V corresponding to (3.2.d) and (3.2.e) follow from
deˇnitions. The identity corresponding to (3.2.f) follows from the naturality of
braiding.

Let us check the identity in V corresponding to (3.2.g) with � = �1. Consider
the following commutative diagram:

(3.5.a)

V = V ˝ &
idV˝bW����! V ˝W ˝W�

cV;W˝idW������! W ˝ V ˝W�

idV

⏐⏐� cV;W˝W�

⏐⏐� idW˝cV;W�
⏐⏐�

V = &˝ V
bW˝idV����! W ˝W� ˝ V W ˝W� ˝ V:

Commutativity of the left square follows from the naturality of the braiding and
the equality idV = c

V;&. Commutativity of the right square follows from the
deˇnition of braiding. Thus,

bW ˝ idV = (idW ˝ cV;W�)(cV;W ˝ idW�)(idV ˝ bW):

This equality is rewritten in graphical notation in Figure 3.3.
Multiplying the equality in Figure 3.3 from the left by idW� and from above

by dW ˝ idW� ˝ idV we get the equality in Figure 3.4. Therefore idW�˝V equals
the composition of cV;W� with

(3.5.b) (dW ˝ idV ˝ idW�)(idW� ˝ cV;W ˝ idW�)(idW� ˝ idV ˝ bW):
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 • =

V

VW W

WV

V

c
  V, W *   

c
  V, W

W

Figure 3.3

 • =

W V

WV

W V

W V

c
   V, W * 

c
   V, W

Figure 3.4

A similar argument based on the commutativity of the diagram

(3.5.c)

W� ˝ V ˝W
cV;W�˝idW ����� V ˝W� ˝W

idV˝dW����! V ˝ & = V

idW�˝cV;W
⏐⏐� cV;W�˝W

⏐⏐� idV

⏐⏐�
W� ˝W ˝ V W� ˝W ˝ V dW˝idV����! &˝ V = V

shows that the composition of the same two morphisms taken in the opposite order
is the identity endomorphism of V˝W�. The morphism (3.5.b) corresponds to the
expression in the square brackets on the right-hand side of (3.2.g) where � = �1.
This yields the equality in V corresponding to (3.2.g) with � = �1. This equality
applied to the braiding (1.4.a) gives the equality in V corresponding to (3.2.g)
with � = 1.
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Let us check the equality in V corresponding to (3.2.h). Let V be an object
of V. Since �& = id&, the naturality of the twist and (1.2.h) imply that

bV = bV�& = �V˝V� bV = cV�;VcV;V�(�V ˝ �V�) bV:

Since (�V ˝ �V�) bV = ((�V)2 ˝ idV�) bV we obtain

((�V)2 ˝ idV�) bV = (cV;V�)
�1(cV�;V)�1bV:

Present this equality in the graphical way and multiply it from the right by idV
and from above by idV ˝ dV . This gives the formula in Figure 3.5. The results of
the preceding paragraph show that the morphism (cV;V�)�1 is equal to expression
(3.5.b) where W = V. Therefore we obtain the formula in Figure 3.6. This is
exactly the formula (in the graphical notation) corresponding to (3.2.h).

V

VV

VV

c
   V *, V 
  –1 

 • =   2
 θ
   V 

c
   V, V *
  –1 

Figure 3.5

Lemma 3.3 implies that we have a correctly deˇned functor F from the
category of ribbon tangles into V. We may already verify the formulas for
the values of F given in the statement of Theorem 2.5. The formulas for
F(X�

V;W); F(Z�V;W), F(Y�V;W) with � = ˙1 follow from the deˇnition of F and
the equality Y�V;W = (Z��W;V)�1. Since the tangle T+

V;W is the inverse of T�W;V it
sufˇces to check that F(T�V;W) = (cW�;V�)�1: Formula (3.1.c) and the formula
F(Y�W;V) = cW�;V imply the equality in Figure 3.7. Thus we have to prove that
the morphism in V represented by the diagram in Figure 3.7 is inverse to cW�;V� .
This is proven similarly to the equalities in V corresponding to (3.2.g). One may
use diagrams (3.5.a), (3.5.c) with V and W replaced by W� and V respectively.

Let us verify the identity in V corresponding to the ˇrst relation in Figure
3.1. This relation involves one elementary ribbon graph and the tangle generators
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V

V

V

V

c
   V, V 

 • =   2
 θ
   V 

V

c
   V *, V 
  –1 

Figure 3.6

W V

 • =
   –
T
  V, W 

c
   W *, V  

V W

Figure 3.7

fX+
V;W; Z

�
V;Wg corresponding to the crossing points of the diagram. The generators

fZ�V;Wg appear in the crossing points of the long band with the short bands directed
upwards. Redirect all such short bands downwards and replace their colors with
the dual objects. (This transformation does not affect the color of the coupon.)
The resulting geometric relation between the generators of RibV differs from the
original one but the corresponding identity in V is the same. This follows from
the equalities F(Z�V;W) = cV;W� = F(X+

V;W�). Therefore we may restrict ourselves
to the case where all bands are directed downwards. In this case the identity in
question follows directly from properties of braiding (cf. the proof of the Yang-
Baxter equality in Section 1.6).

The identity in V which corresponds to the second relation in Figure 3.1 is
proven by the same argument applied to the braiding (1.4.a).

It remains to verify the identity in V which corresponds to the relation in
Figure 3.2. We ˇrst compute the value of F on the colored ribbon tangle obtained
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as the full right-hand twist of a bunch of m vertical untwisted unlinked bands
directed downwards and colored with objects V1; : : : ; Vm of V. (This ribbon
tangle appears in the left part of Figure 3.2 just above the coupon.) Denote this
colored ribbon tangle by r(V1; : : : ; Vm). We claim that

F(r(V1; : : : ; Vm)) = �V1˝V2˝���˝Vm :

Indeed, if m = 1 then r(V) = 'V and F(r(V)) = F('V) = �V where V =
V1. Assume that m � 2. We may obtain the ribbon tangle r(V1; : : : ; Vm) from
r(V1; : : : ; Vm�1)˝ r(Vm) by winding the left m� 1 bands around the m-th band.
Set V = V1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vm�1 and W = Vm . By induction

F(r(V1; : : : ; Vm)) = cW;V cV;W (F(r(V1; : : : ; Vm�1))˝ F(r(W))) =

= cW;V cV;W (�V ˝ �W) = �V˝W = �V1˝V2˝���˝Vm :

Similarly, denote by l(V1; : : : ; Vm) the colored ribbon tangle obtained as
the full left-hand twist of a bunch of m vertical untwisted unlinked bands di-
rected downwards and colored with objects V1; : : : ; Vm of V. It is obvious that
l(V1; : : : ; Vm) and r(V1; : : : ; Vm) represent mutually inverse morphisms in the
category of colored ribbon tangles. Therefore

F(l(V1; : : : ; Vm)) = ��1
V1˝���˝Vm :

Now we may prove the identity in V which corresponds to the relation in
Figure 3.2. The same trick as above enables us to conˇne ourselves to the case
where all bands are directed downwards. Let V1; : : : ; Vm (resp. W1; : : : ;Wn)
be the objects of V coloring the inputs (resp. outputs) of the coupon. Let f :
V1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vm ! W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn be the color of the coupon. The identity in V
corresponding to the relation in Figure 3.2 has the form

�W1˝���˝Wn f �
�1
V1˝���˝Vm = f :

This identity follows directly from the naturality of twist in V.

4. Proof of lemmas

In this section we prove Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.

4.1. Outline of the proof. The arguments used to prove Lemma 3.1.1 show that
any generic diagram of a ribbon tangle gives rise to an expression of this tangle via
the generators (3.1.a). This expression involves two basic operations on tangles:
tensor product and composition. Thus, any generic diagram of a tangle yields a
presentation of this tangle as a word in our generators (and operations). We shall
consider the changes in this word under local transformations of the diagram. The
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transformations in question are the Reidemeister moves described below and the
local isotopies modifying the position of the diagram with respect to the height
function. We show that under these transformations the word associated with
the diagram is replaced by an equivalent one where the equivalence relation is
generated by (3.2.a){(3.2.h). This assertion together with general properties of
generators and relations in strict monoidal categories would imply Lemma 3.3.
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is analogous.

Here is the plan of the proof. In Section 4.2 we treat in detail generators
and relations for strict monoidal categories. In Section 4.3 we associate to each
generic tangle diagram a word in generators (3.1.a). In Sections 4.4 and 4.5 we
trace the changes in this word under the second and third Reidemeister moves. In
Section 4.6 we consider ambient isotopies of diagrams and corresponding changes
in the associated words. In Section 4.7 we treat the remaining Reidemeister move.
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is accomplished in Section 4.8. In Section 4.9 we prove
Lemma 3.4.

4.2. Generators and relations for categories. Let X be a strict monoidal cat-
egory, and let W be a collection of morphisms in X. We deˇne \words in the
alphabet W". A word of rank 	 1 is a symbol f where f 2 W or a symbol
idV where V is an object of X. For a word a of rank 	 1, we denote by hai the
morphism in X represented by a (that is the morphism f or idV respectively).
The only subword of a word of rank 	 1 is this word itself. Inductively assume
that the words of rank 	 n have been already deˇned, and that for every word
a of rank 	 n, we have a morphism hai in X and a collection of subwords of
a. Then the words of rank 	 n + 1 are deˇned to be the symbols of the form
a ˝ b where a and b are words of rank 	 n, and the symbols of the form a ı b
where a and b are words of rank 	 n such that source(hai) = target(hbi). Set
ha˝ bi = hai ˝ hbi and ha ı bi = hai ı hbi. By a subword of a˝ b or a ı b, we
mean this word itself together with all subwords of a and b. By a word in the
alphabet W, we mean any word of rank 	 n for n = 1; 2; 3; : : :.

Let fcj ; d j gj2J be a family of words in the alphabet W such that hcj i = hdj i
for all j 2 J . We say that two words a and b in the alphabet W are equivalent
modulo the relations fcj = dj gj2J if there exists a ˇnite sequence of words
a1 = a; a2; : : : ; ak = b such that for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1, the word ai+1 is
obtained from ai by replacing a subword with another subword such that either
for some j 2 J these subwords are cj and dj (up to permutation), or they are the
sides of one of equalities (1.1.a){(1.1.d), (1.1.g), (1.1.h). Here it is understood
that the entries f; g; h; f 0; g0 of these equalities are words in the alphabet W and
V;W are objects of X. Equivalence of words is denoted by the symbol 
.

We say that hW : cj = dj ; j 2 Ji is a presentation of X by generators and
relations if

(i) W generates X, i.e., each morphism of X is equal to hai for some word a
in the alphabet W, and
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(ii) for any words a and b in the alphabet W, the equality hai = hbi holds if
and only if a is equivalent to b modulo the relations fcj = dj gj2J .

We shall need the following three lemmas. In these lemmas,W is a collection
of morphisms in a strict monoidal category X. By a \word", we mean a word
in the alphabet W. By equivalence of words, we mean equivalence modulo the
empty set of relations.

4.2.1. Lemma. If f1; f2; : : : ; fn 2 W and the composition f1 ı f2 ı � � � ı fn is deˇned
then for any objects V;W of X, we have

(idV ˝ f1 ˝ idW) ı � � � ı (idV ˝ fn ˝ idW) 
 idV ˝ ( f1 ı � � � ı fn)˝ idW:

Proof. The general case follows from the case n = 2. We have

(idV ˝ f1 ˝ idW) ı (idV ˝ f2 ˝ idW) 
 [(idV ˝ f1) ı (idV ˝ f2)]˝ (idW ı idW) 



 (idV ı idV)˝ ( f1 ı f2)˝ (idW ı idW) 
 idV ˝ ( f1 ı f2)˝ idW:

4.2.2. Lemma. If f : X ! U and g : V ! W are morphisms from the collection
W then the words ( f˝ idW) ı (idX ˝ g) and (idU ˝ g) ı ( f˝ idV) are equivalent.

Proof.

( f˝ idW) ı (idX ˝ g) 
 ( f ı idX )˝ (idW ı g) 
 f˝ g 



 (idU ı f )˝ (g ı idV) 
 (idU ˝ g) ı ( f˝ idV):

4.2.3. Lemma. Every word in the alphabet W is equivalent either to a word idV
where V is an object of X, or to a word of the form

(4.2.a) (idV1 ˝ f1 ˝ idW1 ) ı (idV2 ˝ f2 ˝ idW2 ) ı � � � ı (idVk ˝ fk ˝ idWk )

where k � 1, fi 2 W, and V1; : : : ; Vk;W1; : : : ;Wk are objects of X.

Proof. For a word of rank 	 1, the claim is obvious: if f 2 W then f 

id& ˝ f ˝ id&. Assume that the claim holds for words of rank 	 n and prove it
for the words of rank 	 n + 1. Let a be a word of rank 	 n + 1. Then either
a = b ˝ c or a = b ı c where b and c are certain words of rank 	 n. By the
induction hypothesis, we may assume that b and c are words of the form (4.2.a)
or of the form idV where V is an object of X.

The case a = b ı c is obvious: if b and c both have the form (4.2.a) then so
does a, if b = idV or c = idV then a 
 c and a 
 b respectively. Suppose that
a = b ˝ c. Let b = b1 ı � � � ı bk and c = c1 ı � � � ı cl where all bi and cj are
words of the form idV ˝ f˝ idW . Set S = source(bk) and T = target(c1). Then

a = b˝c 
 b(idS)
l˝(idT )kc 
 (b1˝idT )ı� � �ı(bk˝idT )ı(idS˝c1)ı� � �ı(idS˝cl):
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Thus, a is equivalent to a word of the form (4.2.a). The case where b = idV
and/or c = idW is treated similarly.

4.3. Words assigned to generic diagrams. Recall the notions of singular points
of diagrams and generic diagrams introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.1.1. Let
D � R� [0; 1] be a generic diagram of a colored ribbon tangle. We assign to D
a word a(D) in the generators (3.1.a). If D does not have singular points then
a(D) = idV where V is the object of RibV which is both the source and the
target of the colored ribbon tangle represented by D. Suppose that D has n � 1
singular points. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 we consider the lines R�0;R�1
and draw n � 1 parallel horizontal lines in R � (0; 1) so that between any two
adjacent lines lies exactly one singular point of D. The part of D lying between
such adjacent lines corresponds in a natural way to the tensor product idV˝f˝idW
where V;W are objects of RibV and f is a morphism of this category presented
by one of the diagrams of Figure 2.5 or one of the four last diagrams of Figure
2.6. If f does not belong to the set of generators (3.1.a) then we use (2.5.d),
(2.5.e), (3.1.b), (3.1.c) to replace f with a word in the generators (3.1.a). Thus,
to the part of D lying between adjacent lines we have associated a word in the
generators (3.1.a). We assign to the diagram D the composition a(D) of these n
words written down from the left to the right in the order of decreasing height.
It is clear that the morphism ha(D)i in RibV is exactly the isotopy class of the
colored ribbon tangle represented by D.

4.4. The Reidemeister move ˝2. We consider the local transformations of generic
diagrams shown in Figure 4.1. These transformations are oriented versions of the
second Reidemeister move. We shall show that under these transformations the
word associated to a diagram is replaced with an equivalent word. More exactly,
for any generic diagram D0 obtained from a generic diagram D by an application
of ˝2;i with i = 1; : : : ; 8, the word a(D0) is equivalent to a(D) modulo relations
(3.2.a){(3.2.h). It is important to keep in mind that in our pictures the height
function on diagrams is the orthogonal projection on the vertical axis.

To prove the equivalence a(D0) 
 a(D) it sufˇces to consider the model case
when D and D0 are the diagrams in the picture of ˝2;i. (The reduction of the
general case to the model one is straightforward, although a detailed argument
should use Lemma 4.2.1.) Denote by V and W the objects of V coloring the two
strings of D. (These colors are omitted in Figure 4.1.) If i = 1 then a(D) =#V
˝ #W is equivalent to a(D0) = X�W;V ı X+

V;W modulo (3.2.d). The case i = 2 is
similar. If i = 3 then a(D0) = Z+

W;V ı y�V;W where y�V;W denotes the right-hand
side of (3.1.b) with � = �1. The word a(D0) is equivalent to a(D) ="V ˝ #W
modulo (3.2.g) with � = 1. The cases i = 4; 5; 6 are similar: we apply (3.2.g)
with � = �1; 1;�1 respectively. The pictorial argument given in Figure 4.2
works for i = 7. (The colors V;W are omitted in Figure 4.2.) Here the ˇrst two
equalities follow from the deˇnitions given in Section 4.3. The four equivalences
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in Figure 4.2 are ensured by (1.1.c), (3.2.b), (3.2.d), (3.2.c), respectively. The
case i = 8 is treated similarly using the mirror image of Figure 4.2.

4.5. The Reidemeister move ˝3. The Reidemeister move ˝3 is schematically
shown in Figure 4.3. Here each symbol A; B; C stands for one of the crossings
X�
V;W; Y

�
V;W; Z

�
V;W; T

�
V;W where � 2 f˙1g and V;W are objects of V, see Figure 2.5.

(The colors and directions of the strands of A; B; C are omitted in Figure 4.3.)
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=   a ∼a =   a 

∼   a ∼   a ∼   a ∼   a 

Figure 4.2

We say that the triple (A; B; C) is compatible if one of the three straight lines
drawn on the left-hand side of Figure 4.3 goes over the other two and the direc-
tions and colors of the strands of A; B; C are induced by certain directions and
colors of these three straight lines. The three lines in question will be denoted by
AB; AC; BC; the line AB is the one traversing A and B, etc.

A

B

C
A

B

C

Figure 4.3

For each compatible triple (A; B; C), we may replace the crossing points in
Figure 4.3 with the pictures of A; B; C and obtain diagrams of colored tangles.
Denote by D(A; B; C) and D0(A; B; C) the diagrams arising in this way in the
left and right parts of Figure 4.3. The transformation D(A; B; C) 7! D0(A; B; C)
is denoted by ˝3(A; B; C) and called the third Reidemeister move.

Let us say that a compatible triple (A; B; C) is good if the words a(D(A; B; C))
and a(D0(A; B; C)) are equivalent modulo relations (3.2.a){(3.2.h).

4.5.1. Claim. All compatible triples are good.

This claim shows that the third Reidemeister move preserves the equivalence
class of the associated word of a diagram. To prove Claim 4.5.1 we deˇne certain
transformations on compatible triples which preserve goodness. Then we show
that these transformations relate any compatible triple to a good one.
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Deˇne an involution A 7! A in the set of crossings fX�
V;W; Y

�
V;W; Z

�
V;W; T

�
V;Wg

as follows. The picture of A is the mirror image of the picture of A with respect to
the vertical line. More precisely, if A = x�V;W with � 2 f˙1g and x = X; Y; Z; T ,
then A = y��W;V where y = X; Z; Y; T respectively. The diagrams A ı A and A ı A
obtained by putting A on the top of A or vice versa are the images under the
second Reidemeister move of identity diagrams.

Let (A; B; C) be a compatible triple of crossings. Multiplying both diagrams
D(A; B; C) and D0(A; B; C) from above by C ˝ j and from below by j ˝ C and
applying the corresponding second Reidemeister moves we get D0(B; A; C) and
D(B; A; C) respectively. Therefore, the triple (B; A; C) is also compatible. More-
over, this argument together with the results of Section 4.4 shows that goodness
of (A; B; C) implies goodness of (B; A; C). Applying the same argument to the
triple (B; A; C) we observe that goodness of (A; B; C) is equivalent to goodness
of (B; A; C). Similar arguments show that the triple (A;C; B) is compatible and
that (A; B; C) is good if and only if (A;C; B) is good.

Consider an arbitrary compatible triple (A; B; C) such that A, B, C are crossings
of type X� with � = ˙1. Let us show that this triple is good. Replacing if
necessary (A; B; C) by (B; A; C) or (A;C; B) we may assume that the signs �
of the (ˇrst and third) crossings A and C are equal. Compatibility of the triple
(A; B; C) implies that B has the same sign. If this common sign of A; B; C is
+1 then a(D(A; B; C)) 
 a(D0(A; B; C)) modulo (3.2.a). If the sign of A; B; C is
�1 then a(D(A; B; C)) 
 a(D0(A; B; C)) modulo (3.2.a) and (3.2.d). Therefore
(A; B; C) is good.

To accomplish the proof of Claim 4.5.1 we need more transformations on
compatible triples. For any crossing A of type T or Y, we deˇne a crossing A�

as follows. If A = T�V;W then A� = Y�W;V . If A = Y�V;W then A� = X�
W;V . It follows

from the deˇnition of the word associated to a diagram that for any crossing A
of type T or Y, we have the equality in Figure 4.4.

a A* 
a A  =

Figure 4.4

Consider any compatible triple (A; B; C) such that the line AB traversing A
and B in Figure 4.3 is oriented upwards. In this case A and B are crossings of type
T� or Y� with � = ˙1. The equality in Figure 4.4 implies the equivalence modulo
(3.2.b) shown in Figure 4.5. Similarly, we have the equivalence in Figure 4.6.
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a ∼ a
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A* 
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C

Figure 4.5

A* B* 

C

a
A

B

C

a ~

Figure 4.6

Therefore the triple (C; A�; B�) is compatible and goodness of (C; A�; B�) would
imply goodness of (A; B; C).

Now we can complete the proof of Claim 4.5.1. Consider an arbitrary compat-
ible triple (A; B; C). Let us show ˇrst that applying the transformations (A; B; C)
7! (B; A; C) and (A; B; C) 7! (A;C; B) we may ensure that neither A nor C
is a crossing of type Z�. Applying the second transformation we may ensure
that A does not have type Z�. If C has not type Z� then we are done. If C has
type Z� then the ˇrst transformation would do the job except in the case where
both B and C have type Z�. In this case A has type X� and applying the ˇrst
transformation and then the second one we get a triple with the desired property.
Compatibility of (A; B; C) implies that if A and C do not have type Z� then B also
does not have this type. Therefore it remains to consider the case where A; B; C
are of types X�; Y�; T� (perhaps, with different �). If the line AB traversing A
and B in Figure 4.3 is oriented downwards then two other lines are also oriented
downwards. (Otherwise either A or B would be of type Z�.) In this case A, B,
C have type X�, and the assertion follows from the results above. Assume that
the line AB is oriented upwards. Set A0 = C; B0 = A�; C0 = B�. In view of the
results obtained above it sufˇces to show that the triple (A 0; B0; C0) = (C; A�; B�)
is good. In this way we have reduced the problem to the case of a compatible
triple (A 0; B0; C0) where the line B0C0 is oriented downwards. Note that we stay in
the class of crossings of types X�; Y�; T�. If the line A 0B0 is oriented downwards
then we are done. If this line is oriented upwards then we again apply the same
transformation bending A 0B0 as above. In the resulting diagram all lines will be
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oriented downwards which is the case considered above. This completes the proof
of the equivalence a(D(A; B; C)) 
 a(D0(A; B; C)).

4.6. Deformations of diagrams. By isotopy of diagrams, we mean their ambient
isotopy in the strip R� [0; 1] constant on the boundary of the strip. It is easy to
see that isotopic generic diagrams may be obtained from each other by a ˇnite
sequence of the following transformations.

(I) An isotopy in the class of generic diagrams.
(II) An isotopy interchanging the order of two singular points with respect to

the height function. (Such isotopies have already appeared in Figure 4.2, see, for
example, the ˇrst equivalence in this ˇgure.)

(III) Birth or annihilation of a pair of local extrema (cf. Figure 1.11).
(IV) Isotopies shown in Figure 4.7.

,
Figure 4.7

Analogous isotopies near points of maximum of the height function are not in-
cluded in this list since they can be presented as compositions of the deformations
(I){(IV), see Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8

For the same reason, the list does not include deformations near crossing points
similar to the one in Figure 4.9.

We shall show that the transformations of types (I){(IV) do not change the
equivalence class of the word associated to a generic diagram. The transformations
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Figure 4.9

of type (I) do not change the word at all. For transformations of type (II) the
claim follows from Lemma 4.2.2. The transformations of type (III) with the
strands oriented as in Figure 1.11 do not change the word up to relations (3.2.b),
(3.2.c). The transformations of type (III) with the orientations opposite to those
in Figure 1.11 will be considered at the end of this subsection.

There are 8 transformations of type (IV) which are determined by the choice of
orientations in the strands. In the case where the bent strand (the cup) is oriented
to the right the desired equivalence follows from deˇnitions and (3.2.b). In Figure
4.10 we give a sample argument pertaining to the case where the vertical strand
is oriented downwards and goes under the cup.

=  a ~      aa

Figure 4.10

Consider the transformation of type (IV) where the cup is oriented to the left,
the vertical strand is oriented downwards and goes under the cup (see Figure
4.11). Let us prove equivalence of the corresponding words. Consider the words

˚ = idV ˝ idW� ˝ '0W; � = idW� ˝ '0W ˝ idV:

We have equalities and equivalences of words in Figure 4.12. Here the equalities
at the beginning and at the end follow from the deˇnition of the word a. The
ˇrst three equivalences follow from the already established equivalences under the
Reidemeister moves and transformations of type (IV) with the cup oriented to the
right. The fourth equivalence uses (3.2.k) and the obvious fact that if two generic
diagrams D and D0 are composable then a(D ı D0) = a(D) ı a(D0). Multiplying
the ˇrst and last diagrams in Figure 4.12 from above by Z+

V;W˝ #W and applying
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Figure 4.11

W
a =  Φ ° a ~  Φ ° a

=   a° Ψ  °  a∼  a 

W

W

W

W

V V V V

V V V V

W W
W

W

~  Φ ° a

~  Φ ° a

Figure 4.12

˝�1
2;3 we get the equivalence in Figure 4.11. Other transformations corresponding

to the left-oriented cup are handled by similar arguments.
It remains to treat the transformations of type (III) with orientations opposite

to those in Figure 1.11. We start with the equivalence in Figure 4.13 which
follows from the deˇnition of the word a(D). Pulling the bottom end of the
second diagram to the right we may transform it into the last diagram in Figure
4.15. This may be done using the second and third Reidemeister moves and the
transformations of types (I), (IV). Pulling the top end of the last diagram in
Figure 4.15 to the left we may transform it into #V . This may be done using
the second Reidemeister moves, the transformations of types (I), (II), (IV), and
transformations of type (III) corresponding to (3.2.b), (3.2.c). Therefore the word
associated to the original diagram is equivalent to '0Vı #V ı'V 
 '0V ı 'V 
#V .
The equivalence a(("V ˝\�V )([�V˝ "V)) 
"V is proven similarly.
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Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.14

,

~ ϕ '  ° a 
       V

a a

V V V V

~ ϕ '  ° a 
       V

Figure 4.15

4.7. The move ˝0. We need one more move on diagrams ˝0 which preserves
the isotopy type of the ribbon tangle represented by a diagram. This move inserts
one positive and one negative curls in a strand, see Figure 4.14.

We claim that ˝0 does not change the equivalence class of the word associated
to a generic diagram. We have equivalences of words in Figure 4.15, they follow
from the deˇnition of the word a and (3.2.k). The word on the right-hand side of
the ˇrst equivalence may be easily computed to be '0V ı� where � is the right-
hand side of (3.2.h). Therefore this word is equivalent to 'V modulo (3.2.e) and
(3.2.h). The right-hand side of the second formula in Figure 4.15 is equivalent
to '0V , this follows from the invariance of the associated word under the second
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Reidemeister move and ambient isotopies. Combining these computations with
the equivalence 'V ı '0V 
#V we prove the claim.

4.8. Proof of Lemma 3.3. We shall show that any two words a; a0 in the gener-
ators (3.1.a) representing isotopic ribbon tangles are equivalent modulo relations
(3.2.a){(3.2.h). In view of Lemma 4.2.3 we may restrict ourselves to the case
where a and a0 are either identity morphisms or words of the form (4.2.a). In this
case both a and a0 are the words associated to certain generic tangle diagrams D
and D0. Our assumptions imply that these diagrams represent isotopic tangles. A
well-known theorem, due essentially to Reidemeister (see also [Tr]) afˇrms that
such diagrams considered up to ambient isotopy may be related by a sequence
of Reidemeister moves ˝0;˝2;˝3 and their inverses. The results of the previous
subsections imply that the words a = a(D) and a0 = a(D0) are equivalent modulo
relations (3.2.a){(3.2.h).

4.9. Proof of Lemma 3.4. To prove Lemma 3.4 we describe a family of elemen-
tary moves on diagrams of ribbon graphs such that diagrams of isotopic ribbon
graphs may be related by these moves. Assume that we have two diagrams repre-
senting isotopic ribbon graphs. Note that the coupons of these ribbon graphs are
parallel to the plane of the page and their bases are horizontal. Let us show that
these graphs may be related by an isotopy which maintains these conditions on
coupons. Take an arbitrary isotopy between these graphs. We may assume that in
the course of this isotopy each coupon moves in R3 as a solid rectangle. Thus,
the isotopy of each coupon gives rise to a loop in the group SO(3) beginning and
ending in the unit element. All such loops may be deformed into SO(2). This
implies that we may deform the original isotopy to another isotopy relating the
same graphs and keeping all coupons parallel to the plane. Moreover, since the
fundamental group of SO(2) is generated by a 2�-rotation we may relate our
graphs by a composition of isotopies of the following two kinds: (i) isotopies
keeping the bases of all coupons horizontal, and (ii) isotopies rotating a coupon
in the plane by the angle of ˙2�. Figure 4.16 presents an isotopy of type (ii) in
the case of a coupon with one top and one bottom bands.

≈

Figure 4.16
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Each isotopy of type (ii) may be presented as a composition of isotopies of
type (i) and isotopies relating the left-hand and right-hand sides of the equality
in Figure 3.2. See, for example, Figure 4.17.

≈≈
( i )

Figure 4.17

Isotopies of graph diagrams of type (i) may be presented as compositions of the
following transformations: (iii) ambient isotopies in R� [0; 1] keeping the bases
of coupons horizontal, (iv) the Reidemeister moves described in Sections 4.4, 4.5,
4.7, proceeding far away from coupons, and (v) isotopies which push a strand of
the diagram over or under a coupon. If this strand is oriented downwards then
the isotopy of type (v) is the one shown in Figure 3.1. If the strand in question is
oriented upwards then the isotopy of type (v) may be presented as a composition
of isotopies of types (iii), (iv), and isotopies shown in Figure 3.1. An example
of such a decomposition is given in Figure 4.18. We conclude that diagrams of
isotopic ribbon graphs may be related by a sequence of transformations of types
(iii), (iv), and the transformations shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Using this fact,
we prove Lemma 3.4 by repeating the proof of Lemma 3.3 with obvious changes.

Figure 4.18
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Notes

Section 1. The notion of a braiding in a monoidal category was introduced by Joyal and
Street [JS1]{[JS3]. The deˇnition of a twist in a braided category was given by Shum [Sh].
These authors use the term balanced tensor category for a monoidal category with braiding
and twist and the term tortile tensor category for a monoidal category with braiding, twist,
and compatible duality.

In the theory of Hopf algebras the structures parallel to braiding and twist were intro-
duced by Drinfel'd [Dr1], [Dr2], Jimbo [Ji1], and Reshetikhin and Turaev [RT1]. Hopf
algebras with these structures are called quasitriangular and ribbon Hopf algebras (for
precise deˇnitions, see Chapter XI). To conform with this terminology we prefer the term
ribbon category to other existing terms.

Duality in monoidal categories has been discussed by several authors (see [KeL], [FY1],
[JS1]{[JS3]). The treatment given here follows [JS2]. The deˇnition of the trace generalizes
the one given in [KeL], [FY1].

The graphical notation for tensors over the Lie algebra sl2(C) was ˇrst used by Penrose
[Pe]. For a concise but fascinating discussion of the history of this calculus, see the
introduction to [JS3]. It should be remarked that the modern art of playing with plane
diagrams has been strongly in�uenced by the work of Louis Kauffman, cf. Chapter XII.

Section 2. The categories of graphs and tangles were invented by Yetter [Ye1] (see also
Freyd and Yetter [FY1], [FY2]) and independently by the author, see [Tu6].

Theorem 2.5 is a generalized version of the main result of [RT1].

Sections 3 and 4. The idea to describe the categories of graphs and tangles via generators
and relations is due to Yetter [Ye1] and the author [Tu6]. Here we follow [Tu6].



Chapter II
Invariants of closed 3-manifolds

1. Modular tensor categories

1.0. Outline. As we know, ribbon categories give rise to invariants of links
in Euclidean 3-space. Unfortunately, they are far too general to yield similar
invariants of links in arbitrary 3-manifolds. This leads us to a concept of modular
category which is the key algebraic concept of this monograph. In Sections 2 and 3
we shall see that modular categories give rise to invariants of closed oriented 3-
manifolds and links in such manifolds. Moreover, as we show in Chapter IV,
modular categories give rise to 3-dimensional TQFT's.

Here we deˇne modular categories and discuss their elementary properties.
Modular categories are ribbon categories satisfying several extra conditions. The
most important conditions are (i) a rudimentary additivity condition (we want to
add morphisms with the same source and target but need neither images or kernels
of morphisms nor direct sums of objects) and (ii) existence of a ˇnite number of
simple objects which in a sense dominate the category. The simple objects play
here the role of irreducible modules in the representation theory, the domination
replaces usual decompositions of modules into direct sums of irreducible modules.
The reader should pay attention to the non-degeneracy axiom which will be crucial
in Section 3.

1.1. Ab-categories. A categoryV is said to be an Ab-category if for any pair of its
objects V;W, the set Hom(V;W) of V-morphisms V ! W is an additive abelian
group and the composition of morphisms is bilinear (cf. [Ma2]; Ab-categories are
also called pre-abelian categories). For example, the category of modules over a
commutative ring with the usual addition of homomorphisms is an Ab-category.
Speaking about monoidal Ab-categories we shall always assume that the tensor
product of morphisms is bilinear.

Let V be a monoidal Ab-category. The composition of morphisms, considered
as multiplication in End(&) = Hom(&; &), renders this abelian group a ring with
unit id&. According to the results of Section I.1.5 this ring is commutative. It is
called the ground ring of V and denoted by KV or by K .

For any objects V;W of V, the abelian group Hom(V;W) acquires the structure
of a left K-module by the formula kf = k ˝ f where k 2 K = End(&) and f 2
Hom(V;W). This K-linear structure is compatible with composition of morphisms
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in V in the sense that this composition is K-bilinear. Indeed,

(kf ) ı g = (k ˝ f )(id& ˝ g) = k ˝ f g = k( f ı g)

and similarly f ı kg = k( f ı g).
It follows from the associativity of the tensor product that the tensor product

of two morphisms in V is K-linear with respect to the ˇrst factor. The K-linearity
with respect to the second factor is equivalent to the equality k ˝ idV = idV ˝ k
for every k 2 K and every object V of V. It seems that there is no reason for this
equality to hold for general monoidal Ab-categories. However, in the case which
will be of interest to us, i.e., the case where V is a ribbon category, the equality
k ˝ idV = idV ˝ k is satisˇed. This follows from the naturality of the braiding
c in V and the formula c&;V = idV . Thus, in the case of ribbon Ab-categories
both composition and tensor product of morphisms are bilinear with respect to
the module structure on the sets of morphisms.

Combining the deˇnition of Ab-category with the deˇnitions of Section I.1
we come to the notion of a ribbon Ab-category. This is a monoidal Ab-category
equipped with braiding, twist, and compatible duality. For example, both cate-
gories constructed in Section I.1.7 (with the obvious additive structure on the sets
of morphisms) are ribbon Ab-categories.

1.2. Simple objects. Let V be a ribbon Ab-category. For any k 2 K and any
object V of V, the morphism k ˝ idV : V ! V is called multiplication by k in
V. An object V of V is said to be simple if the formula k 7! k ˝ idV deˇnes a
bijection K ! End(V). For example, the unit object & is simple.

Here is a convenient characterization of simple objects: an object V of V
is simple if and only if End(V) is a free K-module of rank 1. Indeed, if V is
simple then End(V) ' K with the generator idV . Conversely, if End(V) ' K
with a free generator x then idV = kx and x2 = k 0x with k; k 0 2 K . Hence
x = idVx = kx2 = kk 0x . Therefore k is invertible in K and idV is a free generator
of End(V).

It is easy to see that an object isomorphic or dual to a simple object is also
simple. The tensor product of simple objects may be non-simple, for instance,
this is usually the case in the categories of representations of quantum groups
(see Chapter XI).

1.3. Domination. In the representation theory of algebras one is often concerned
with decompositions of modules into direct sums of irreducible modules. In the
setting of ribbon categories it is tempting to decompose objects into direct sums
of simple objects. However, in general, ribbon categories do not admit direct
sums. It turns out that instead of decompositions of objects in direct sums we
may decompose their identity endomorphisms. This leads to the following notion
of domination.
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Let fVigi2I be a family of objects of a ribbon Ab-category V. An object V of
V is dominated by the family fVigi2I if there exist a ˇnite set fVi(r)gr of objects
of this family (possibly with repetitions which means that the same object may
appear several times) and a family of morphisms f fr : Vi(r) ! V; gr : V ! Vi(r)gr
such that

(1.3.a) idV =
∑
r

fr gr :

(Here i(r) 2 I for all r.) The deˇnition of domination may be reformulated as
follows: V is dominated by fVigi2I if the images of the pairings

f(g; f ) 7! f g : Hom(V; Vi)˝K Hom(Vi; V)! End(V)gi2I

additively generate End(V).
In the case where the category V admits direct sums it is easy to show that

V is dominated by the family fVigi2I if and only if for some object W of V, the
direct sum V ˚W splits as a direct sum of a ˇnite number of objects from this
family (possibly with multiplicities). We shall not use this fact and shall never
require ribbon categories at hand to admit direct sums.

1.4. Modular categories. A modular category is a pair consisting of a ribbon
Ab-category V and a ˇnite family fVigi2I of simple objects of V satisfying the
following four axioms.

(1.4.1) (Normalization axiom). There exists 0 2 I such that V0 = &.

(1.4.2) (Duality axiom). For any i 2 I , there exists i� 2 I such that the object
Vi� is isomorphic to (Vi)�.

(1.4.3) (Axiom of domination). All objects of V are dominated by the family
fVigi2I .

To formulate the next and last axiom we need some notation. For i; j 2 I , set

dim(i) = dim(Vi) 2 K and Si;j = tr(cVj ;Vi ı cVi;Vj ) 2 K

where K is the ground ring of V. In view of Lemma I.1.5.1 we have Si;j = Sj ;i.
(This is also clear from the geometric interpretation of Si;j as the invariant of the
Hopf link shown in Figure I.2.12 where V = Vi;W = Vj .) Thus, S = [Si;j ]i;j2I
is a symmetric square matrix over K . Note that

S0;i = Si;0 = tr(idVi) = dim(i):

(1.4.4) (Non-degeneracy axiom). The square matrix S = [Si;j ]i;j2I is invertible
over K .
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This completes the list of axioms for modular categories. For the sake of
brevity, we shall sometimes denote the modular category (V; fVigi2I) simply by
V. The (ˇnite) set I will be denoted by IV.

Since the ring K is commutative, the non-degeneracy axiom amounts to saying
that det(S) is invertible in K . Note an important implication of this axiom often
used below. It follows from the result of Exercise I.2.9.6 that all terms of the
i-th row of the matrix S are divisible by dim(i). Therefore, det(S) is divisible by
dim(i). The invertibility of S implies that dim(i) is invertible in K for all i 2 I .
Of course, if K is a ˇeld then the invertibility of an element a 2 K means just
that a 6= 0.

Note that if the objects Vi; Vj were isomorphic then the i-th and j -th rows of
S would be equal. By the non-degeneracy axiom, the objects Vi; Vj with distinct
i; j are not isomorphic. This implies that there is exactly one 0 2 I such that
V0 = & and that for any i 2 I , there exists exactly one i� 2 I such that Vi� is
isomorphic to (Vi)�. The formula i 7! i� deˇnes an involution in I . Corollary
I.2.6.2 implies that 0� = 0.

A modular category is called strict if its underlying monoidal category is strict.
The coherence theorem of MacLane establishing equivalence of any monoidal
category to a certain strict monoidal category works in the setting of modular
categories as well. Therefore, without loss of generality we may restrict ourselves
to strict modular categories. In the sequel, by modular category we mean a strict
modular category unless explicitly stated to the contrary.

Though we are not yet prepared to study deep properties of modular categories
we may apply the technique of Chapter I to establish the following analogue of
the Schur lemma.

1.5. Lemma. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a modular category. For any distinct j ; r 2 I ,
we have Hom(Vj ; Vr) = 0:

Proof. For i 2 I , consider the v-colored ribbon graph Hi
j presented by the diagram

in Figure 1.1. (Here and in the ˇgures to follow the symbols i; j ; : : : stand for
Vi; Vj ; : : :.) Since the object Vj is simple, the operator invariant F(Hi

j ) : Vj ! Vj
is multiplication by a certain x(i; j ) 2 K . Hence tr(F(Hi

j )) = x(i; j ) dim(j ).
Corollary I.2.7.1 and the geometric interpretation of Si;j given above imply that
tr(F(Hi

j )) = Si;j . Therefore

(1.5.a) x(i; j ) = Si;j (dim(j ))�1:

Let f 2 Hom(Vj ; Vr). Denote by �f the v-colored ribbon graph presented in
Figure I.1.1 where V = Vj and W = Vr . It is obvious that the v-colored ribbon
(1,1)-graphs �fıHi

j and Hi
r ı �f are isotopic. Therefore their operator invariants

are equal, i.e.,

(1.5.b) Si;j (dim(j ))�1f = Si;r(dim(r))�1f :
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= 

i

j

H
i
j

Figure 1.1

Since S is invertible and j 6= r there exist certain fS0igi2I 2 K such that
∑

i Si;j S
0
i

= 1 and
∑

i Si;rS
0
i = 0: Multiplying formula (1.5.b) by S0i and summing up

over all i 2 I we get (dim(j ))�1f = 0. Therefore f = 0. This shows that
Hom(Vj ; Vr) = 0:

1.6. Elements D and � of K. To deˇne invariants of 3-manifolds associated
with a modular category (V; fVigi2I ) we shall need an element D of the ground
ring K = KV such that

(1.6.a) D2 =
∑
i2I

(dim(i))2:

Each such element of K is called a rank of V. In general, D may not exist and
if it exists it may be non-unique. (For instance, if D is a rank of V then �D is
also a rank of V.) The 3-manifold invariant deˇned below depends on the choice
of D.

The existence of a rank is a technical condition which essentially does not
reduce the range of our constructions. Indeed, we may always formally add to
K an element satisfying (1.6.a). More exactly, set ˙ =

∑
i2I (dim(i))2, ~K =

K[x]=(x2 �˙), and pass to the category ~V which has the same objects as V but
more morphisms: for any objects V;W of V, set

Hom ~V(V;W) = ~K ˝K HomV(V;W)

(with the obvious ~K-bilinear extension of composition and tensor product). It is
easy to verify that ~V is a modular category simultaneously with V and that x 2 ~K
is its rank.

Besides the rank we shall need another element � = �V of K . In contrast to
D it is uniquely determined by the modular category as follows. Since Vi is a
simple object, the twist acts in Vi as multiplication by a certain vi 2 K . Since
the twist acts via isomorphisms, vi is invertible in K . The elements fvigi2I of K
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will be often used below. In geometric language, their role may be described as
follows: when we insert one full right-hand twist in a band of a ribbon graph in
R3 colored with Vi the operator invariant of this graph is multiplied by vi. Set

�V =
∑
i2I

v�1
i (dim(i))2 2 K:

We shall show in Section 3 that �V and any rank of V are invertible in K .

1.7. Examples. We give here two \toy" examples of modular categories. For
deeper examples, see Chapters XI and XII.

1. If K is a ˇeld then the ribbon category Proj(K) constructed in Section I.1.7.1
is modular. The set fVigi2I consists of one element K . The matrix S is the unit
(1� 1)-matrix.

2. Consider the ribbon category V = V(G;K; c; ') constructed in Sec-
tion I.1.7.2. Endow V with the family fVigi2I consisting of all objects of this
category (they are all simple). Here I = G. This category is modular if and only
if G is a ˇnite group and the matrix [c(g; h) c(h; g)]g;h2G is invertible over K .
Indeed, the axioms (1.4.1){(1.4.3) are straightforward. For any g; h 2 G,

Sg;h = c(g; h) c(h; g)'(g)'(h) 2 K:

Therefore axiom (1.4.4) holds if and only if the matrix [c(g; h) c(h; g)]g;h2G is
invertible over K . For example, if G is a ˇnite non-trivial abelian group and
c(G;G) = 1 then this matrix is not invertible. This shows that axiom (1.4.4) is
independent from the other axioms. If G is ˇnite and K = C then invertibility
of S is equivalent to any of the following two conditions: (i) when g runs over
G the homomorphism h 7! c(g; h) c(h; g) : G ! C� n f0g runs over all group
homomorphisms G ! C�; (ii) for any g 2 G, there exists h 2 G such that
c(g; h) c(h; g) 6= 1. Thus, invertibility of S is equivalent to non-degeneracy of
the symmetrized form c.

1.8. Remark. In the case where the ground ring is a ˇeld, the deˇnition of
modular category may be reformulated in more invariant terms. It is easy to
show that in this case any simple object V of V dominated by a ˇnite family of
simple objects is actually isomorphic to one of them. Therefore in this case the
family fVigi2I may be described as a set of representatives of the isomorphism
classes of simple objects of V. This shows that a modular category over a ˇeld
K (considered up to choice of objects fVigi2I in their isomorphism classes) may
be invariantly characterized as a ribbon Ab-category over K such that all objects
are dominated by simple ones, the set I of isomorphism classes of simple objects
is ˇnite, and axiom (1.4.4) is fulˇlled. The same remarks apply to a larger class
of commutative rings K , namely, when the non-invertible elements of K form an
additive subgroup of K .
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1.9. Exercises. 1. Show that in any ribbon Ab-category the dualization of mor-
phisms f 7! f � is linear over the ground ring K . Show that the trace of endomor-
phisms introduced in Section I.1.5 is linear over K .

2. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a modular category. Show that the mirror category V
endowed with the same family of objects fVigi2I is a modular category. Any rank
of V is a rank of V and vice versa. The matrix S determined by (V; fVigi2I) is
equal to [Si�;j ]i;j2I .

2. Invariants of 3-manifolds

Fix a strict modular category (V; fVigi2I) with ground ring K and rank D 2 K .

2.0. Outline. For every closed oriented 3-manifold M , we deˇne a K-valued
invariant �(M ) = �(V;D)(M ) 2 K . This achieves one of the main goals of this
book: a derivation of a homeomorphism invariant of 3-manifolds from any mod-
ular category. The remaining part of the book is, to a great extent, devoted to a
study of this invariant from various viewpoints.

The construction of �(M ) is based on a reduction to the theory of framed links
in Euclidean 3-space. To this end we use the technique of surgery, well known
in topology. We present M as the result of surgery on the 3-sphere S3 along a
framed link in R3 = S3 n f1g. This allows us to build up an invariant of M from
invariants of this link corresponding to different colorings of its components by
the simple objects fVigi2I . Similar constructions apply to v-colored ribbon graphs
in M and yield their K-valued invariants.

2.1. Surgery on links in the 3-sphere. Let L be a framed link in S3 with m
components L1; : : : ; Lm (cf. Section I.2.1), the link L is not assumed to be oriented
or colored. Let U be a closed regular neighborhood of L in S3. It consists of m
disjoint solid tori U1; : : : ; Um whose cores are the corresponding components of
L. (A solid torus is a topological space homeomorphic to S1 � B2 where B2 is
the closed 2-disk.) For each n = 1; : : : ; m, we identify Un with S1 � B2 so that
Ln is identiˇed with S1 � 0 where 0 is the center of B2 and the given framing of
Ln is identiˇed with a constant normal vector ˇeld on S1 � 0 � S1 � B2.

Let B4 be a closed 4-ball bounded by S3 so that U � S3 = @B4. Let us glue m
copies of the 2-handle B2 � B2 to B4 along the identiˇcations fUn = S1 � B2 =
@B2� B2gmn=1. This gluing results in a compact connected 4-manifold denoted by
WL . The (closed connected) 3-manifold @WL is formed by S3 n Int(U) and m
copies of B2 � @B2 glued to S3 n Int(U) along the boundary. We provide @WL

with the orientation extending the right-handed orientation in U. We say that the
oriented 3-manifold @WL is obtained by surgery on S3 along L.
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The manifold WL is easily seen to be orientable. We provide it with the ori-
entation induced by the orientation of @WL deˇned above. (We use everywhere
the \outward vector ˇrst" convention. Thus, in any point of @WL the orientation
of WL is determined by the tuple (a tangent vector directed outwards, a positive
basis in the tangent space of @WL)). The signature of WL , i.e., the signature of
the intersection form on H 2(WL ;R), will be denoted by �(L). If L = ; then, by
deˇnition, WL = B4 and �(L) = 0.

A classical theorem due to Lickorish [Li1] and Wallace [Wal] asserts that
any closed connected oriented 3-manifold (considered up to degree 1 homeomor-
phisms) can be obtained by surgery on S3 along a certain framed link. Essentially
this follows from the elementary theory of handles and the theorem of V.A.
Rokhlin asserting that every closed oriented 3-manifold bounds a compact ori-
ented piecewise-linear 4-manifold.

2.2. Invariants of closed 3-manifolds. To combine surgery with the technique
of Chapter I we have to pass from links in S3 = R3 [ f1g to links in R3.
Fortunately, any link in S3 may be deformed into R3 and isotopic links in S3 give
rise to isotopic links in R3. Therefore we may apply the invariant F to (colored
framed oriented) links in S3. Similar remarks hold for ribbon (0,0)-graphs.

Now we are in a position to deˇne the invariant of 3-manifolds associated to
(V;D). Let M be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold obtained by surgery
on S3 along a framed link L. Let L1; : : : ; Lm be the components of L. Fix an
arbitrary orientation of L. Denote by col(L) the set of all mappings from the set
of components of L into I . Clearly, col(L) is a ˇnite set consisting of (card(I))m

elements. For each � 2 col(L), the pair (L; �) determines a colored ribbon (0,0)-
graph �(L; �) formed by m annuli. The cores of these annuli are the oriented
circles L1; : : : ; Lm , the normal vector ˇeld on the cores transversal to the annuli
represents the given framing. The color of the i-th annuli is V�(Li). According to
Theorem I.2.5 and remarks above we may consider the invariant F(�(L; �)) 2 K .
Set

fLg� = dim(�)F(�(L; �)) 2 K where dim(�) =
m∏
n=1

dim(�(Ln)):

(Recall that dim(i) = dim(Vi) for all i 2 I .) Set

fLg =
∑

�2col(L)

fLg� 2 K:

It is clear that fLg does not depend on the numeration of components of L.

2.2.1. Lemma. fLg does not depend on the choice of orientation in L.

Proof. It sufˇces to show that fLg is preserved when we reverse the orientation
of a component of L. Let L 0 be obtained from L by reversing the orientation
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of a component Ln . For a coloring � 2 col(L), denote by �0 the coloring of L 0

which coincides with � on all components of L n Ln and equals (�(Ln))� 2 I on
Ln . Corollary I.2.8.1 and the equality dim(i) = dim(i�) imply that fL 0g�0 = fLg�.
When � runs over col(L) the coloring �0 runs over col(L 0). Therefore summing
up the last equality over all � 2 col(L) we get fL 0g = fLg. This completes the
proof of the lemma.

Recall the element � = �V deˇned in Section 1.6. Set

(2.2.a) �(M ) = �(V;D)(M ) = ��(L)D��(L)�m�1fLg 2 K:

2.2.2. Theorem. �(M ) is a topological invariant of M .

Theorem 2.2.2 will be generalized in Section 2.3 to ribbon graphs in 3-mani-
folds and proven (in the generalized form) in Section 3. The idea of the proof is
as follows. We ought to show that the right-hand side of (2.2.a) does not depend
on the choice of L. It is known that one and the same 3-manifold may be obtained
from the 3-sphere by surgery along different framed links. Such links are related
by so-called Kirby moves. It sufˇces to show the invariance of the right-hand
side of (2.2.a) under these moves. The author does not know a direct proof of
this fact. Instead, we introduce a slightly different expression �0(M ) and show its
invariance under the Kirby moves. Then we use this invariance to relate �0(M )
to �(M ) and to deduce the invariance of �(M ).

We caution that we use in (2.2.a) invertibility of � and D proven in Section 3.
Theorem 2.2.2 is the central result of Chapter II. It establishes a deep con-

nection between modular categories and the topology of 3-manifolds. The main
feature of this connection is that a purely algebraic object (modular category)
gives rise to a topological invariant of 3-manifolds. At the moment of writing
there is no known way to obtain this invariant via homological or homotopical
constructions.

The deˇnition of �(M ) given above raises several questions. It is natural to ask
if this deˇnition is �exible, i.e., if we can vary the formula for �(M ) using other
colorings of L or using some other expressions in place of dim(�). To the author's
knowledge the deˇnition of �(M ) is not �exible. Apart from combining �(M )
with some other invariants of M there is no known way to produce analogous
topological invariants of M by varying the expression for �(M ). In particular, it
will be clear from the results of Section 4 that non-simple objects used as colors
do not lead to more general invariants. Another natural question is concerned
with the role of the factor dim(�). In the framework of ideas developed in this
chapter the only reasonable though tautological answer is that this factor is a
component of the construction indispensable to build up a topological invariant
of M . In Chapter IV we shall shed more light on the nature of this factor. It is
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also reasonable to ask to what extent �(M ) depends on the choice of rank D of
V. In contrast to the ˇrst two questions there is a simple and complete answer
to this one. If the ˇrst Betti number b1(M ) = dimH 1(M ;R) of M is odd then
�(M ) does not depend on the choice of D. If b1(M ) is even then the product
D�(M ) does not depend on the choice of D. This follows from the fact that D2 is
determined by fVigi2I and �(L) +m = b1(M ) (mod 2). The last equality follows
from the well-known computation of b1(M ) as the nullity of the intersection form
in H 2(WL ;R). Note also that the invariant �(M ) does not depend on the choice
of objects fVigi2I in their isomorphism classes.

The normalization of �(M ) is chosen here to be the same as in Witten's theory
of 3-manifold invariants given by path integrals (see [Wi2]). In particular,

(2.2.b) �(S1 � S2) = 1 and �(S3) = D�1:

These formulas follow directly from deˇnitions, it sufˇces to note that S1 � S2

is obtained by surgery on S3 along the trivial knot with zero framing and S3 is
obtained by surgery on S3 along the empty link. In the case of modular categories
associated with quantum groups at roots of unity the invariant � coincides with
the invariant constructed in [RT2], [TW] (up to normalization).

The deˇnition of the invariant � = �(V;D) is ready for explicit computations. A
simplest example is provided by the lens spaces of type (n; 1) with integer n � 2.
The lens space L(n; 1) may be obtained from S3 by surgery along the trivial knot
with framing n. It follows from deˇnitions that

�(L(n; 1)) = �D�3
∑
i2I

vni (dim(i))2:

The same manifold with the opposite orientation �L(n; 1) may be obtained from
S3 by surgery along the trivial knot with framing �n (recall that n is non-
negative). Therefore

�(�L(n; 1)) = ��1D�1
∑
i2I

v�ni (dim(i))2:

It is well known that the lens space L(n; 1) is the total space of a circle bundle
over S2. In Section X.9 we obtain similar formulas for circle bundles over arbitrary
closed orientable surfaces.

2.3. Invariants of ribbon graphs in closed 3-manifolds. The deˇnition of ribbon
(0,0)-graphs in R3 directly extends to arbitrary 3-manifolds. By a ribbon graph
(without free ends) in a 3-manifold M , we mean an oriented surface embedded
in M and decomposed in a union of a ˇnite number of directed annuli, directed
bands, and coupons such that the bases of bands lie on the bases of coupons and
the bands, coupons, and annuli are disjoint otherwise. The deˇnitions of ribbon
graphs in M colored or v-colored overV are straightforward. By isotopy of ribbon
graphs in M , we mean an isotopy in M preserving the splitting into annuli, bands,
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and coupons, the directions of the annuli and bands, and the orientation of the
graph surface. By isotopy of colored or v-colored ribbon graphs, we mean color-
preserving isotopy.

The invariant of 3-manifolds deˇned in Section 2.2 generalizes to closed ori-
ented 3-manifolds with v-colored ribbon graphs sitting inside. Let M be a closed
connected oriented 3-manifold. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph over V in M .
Present M as the result of surgery on S3 along a framed link L with components
L1; : : : ; Lm . Fix an orientation in L. Applying isotopy to ˝ we can deform it into
S3 n U � M where U is a closed regular neighborhood of L in S3. Thus, we
may assume that ˝ � S3 n U. For any � 2 col(L), we form a v-colored ribbon
(0,0)-graph �(L; �) � U as in Section 2.2. The union �(L; �)[˝ is a v-colored
ribbon (0,0)-graph in S3. Set

fL;˝g =
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�) F(�(L; �) [˝) 2 K:

Here dim(�) is deˇned by the same formula as in Section 2.2.

2.3.1. Lemma. fL;˝g does not depend on the choice of orientation in L.

The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.2.1.

Set

�(M;˝) = �(V;D)(M;˝) = ��(L)D��(L)�m�1fL;˝g:

2.3.2. Theorem. �(M;˝) is a topological invariant of the pair (M;˝).

Theorem 2.3.2 is proven in Section 3. It includes Theorem 2.2.2 as a special
case because �(M; ;) = �(M ).

Theorem 2.3.2 implies that �(M;˝) is an isotopy invariant of ˝. Using ribbon
graphs consisting of annuli we obtain an isotopy invariant of colored framed
oriented links in M .

If M = S3 then �(M;˝) = D�1F(˝) (we may take L = ; to compute
�(S3;˝)). The invariant �(M;˝) satisˇes the following multiplicativity law:

(2.3.a) �(M 1#M 2;˝1 q˝2) = D �(M 1;˝1) �(M 2;˝2)

where ˝1;˝2 are v-colored ribbon graphs in closed connected oriented 3-mani-
folds M 1;M 2 respectively. The properties of the operator invariants of ribbon
graphs established in Section I.2.8 generalize in the obvious way to ribbon graphs
in closed 3-manifolds, precise formulations and proofs are left to the reader. Note
also that the invariant M 7! D �(M ) is multiplicative with respect to connected
summation. Under certain circumstances this modiˇed invariant may be more
convenient than �.
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The invariant � extends to v-colored ribbon graphs in any non-connected closed
oriented 3-manifold M by the formula �(M;˝) =

∏
r �(Mr;˝r) where Mr runs

over connected components of M and ˝r denotes the part of ˝ lying in Mr .

2.4. Remarks and examples. 1. Presenting S3 as the result of surgery on it-
self along the trivial knot with framing 1 or along the empty link we get two
expressions for �(S3):

�(S3) = D�1 = �D�3
∑
i

vi(dim(i))2:

Therefore

(2.4.a) �V�V = �
∑
i

vi(dim(i))2 = D2:

For instance, in the case V = V(G;K; c; ') (assuming that this category is
modular) formula (2.4.a) yields⎛⎝∑

g2G
c(g; g)

⎞⎠⎛⎝∑
g2G

(c(g; g))�1

⎞⎠ = D2 = card(G):

If K = C then (c(g; g))�1 = c(g; g) so that we get the well-known computation
of the absolute value of a Gauss sum. This suggests that a study of modular
categories may involve number-theoretic considerations.

2. The invariant � of a v-colored ribbon graph in a 3-manifold is polylinear with
respect to the colors of coupons. This polylinear function of the colors of coupons
may be considered as an isotopy invariant of the underlying colored (but not v-
colored) ribbon graph. More exactly, let ˝ � M be a colored ribbon graph with
n coupons Q1; : : : ; Qn. The colorings of Qi form a K-module of type Hom(V;W)
where V and W are objects of V determined by colors and directions of the bands
of ˝ attached to Qi as in Section I.2.2. Denote this K-module by Gi. Choosing
a color of each coupon Q1; : : : ; Qn we transform ˝ to a v-colored ribbon graph.
Its invariant � yields a polylinear mapping G1 �G2 � � � � �Gn ! K or, what is
equivalent, a K-homomorphism G1 ˝G2 ˝ � � � ˝Gn ! K . This homomorphism
is an isotopy invariant of ˝.

3. Let K be a ˇeld and let V be the category Proj(K) constructed in Sec-
tion I.1.7.1. Then D = 1 is a rank of V and �(V;1)(M ) = 1 for any closed
connected oriented 3-manifold M .

It would be interesting to compute explicitly the invariant �(M ) corresponding
to the modular category described in Section I.1.7.2. Conjecturally, it is com-
putable from the linking form in TorsH 1(M ) and the Rokhlin invariants of spin
structures on M .
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2.5. Exercise. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph in a closed connected oriented
3-manifold M . Show that the product Db1(M )+1�(V;D)(M;˝) does not depend on
the choice of D,

�(V;�D)(M;˝) = (�1)b1(M )+1�(V;D)(M;˝);

and

(2.5.a) �(V;D)(�M;˝) = �(V;D)(M;˝):

Here �M denotes the manifold M with opposite orientation. (Hint: if M is ob-
tained by surgery on S3 along a framed link L then �M is obtained by surgery
on S3 along the mirror image of L.)

3. Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Action of SL(2;Z)

3.0. Outline. The main body of this section is devoted to the proof of Theo-
rem 2.3.2. As a corollary of this theorem and its proof we establish a number of
useful identities involving the matrix S. These identities will be crucially used in
Section 4 and in Chapters VII and X. At the end of this section we use these iden-
tities to derive from (V; fVigi2I) a projective linear representation of the matrix
group SL(2;Z). The nature of this representation will be clariˇed in Chapter IV
where we deˇne more general representations of the modular groups of surfaces.

The proof of Theorem 2.3.2 given below reveals intimate connections between
the topology of 3-manifolds and the algebra of modular categories. As a geometric
counterpart the proof involves the Kirby calculus of links in S3. It should be noted
that this calculus and other ideas involved in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 will not
essentially be used in the remaining part of the book.

3.1. The Kirby calculus. It has been known for a long time that a closed oriented
3-manifold can be obtained from the 3-sphere by surgery along different framed
links. For example, the surgery along a trivial link with any number of compo-
nents and with framing numbers of components ˙1 always produces S3. This
phenomenon gives rise to an equivalence relation in the class of framed links in
S3: two links are equivalent if the surgery on S3 along these links yield home-
omorphic 3-manifolds. (We work here in the category of oriented 3-manifolds;
by homeomorphisms we mean orientation-preserving homeomorphisms.) Kirby
[Ki] introduced certain transformations (or moves) on framed links generating
this equivalence relation. Another system of moves on framed links generating
the same equivalence relation was introduced by Fenn and Rourke [FR]. Their
moves have an advantage over the original approach of Kirby: they follow certain
standard patterns and therefore can be described algebraically in terms of tangle
generators. In this respect these moves are similar to Reidemeister moves on link
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diagrams. It was shown in [RT2] that some of the Kirby-Fenn-Rourke moves (in
fact, almost half of them) can be presented as compositions of remaining moves.

We describe the Kirby moves (in the form of Fenn and Rourke) in terms of
link diagrams. Recall that framed links in S3 = R3 [ f1g are represented by link
diagrams in the plane R2 � R3 where the framing is determined by the vector
ˇeld normal to R2. Two framed links L; L1 are related by a Kirby 1-move if
they can be presented by diagrams in R2 which are identical except for pieces
shown in Figure 3.1. On the right we have a system of strictly vertical untwisted
unlinked bands (only two bands are shown in the ˇgure). On the left we have the
same system which undergoes a full right-hand twist (r-twist) and acquires an
additional unknotted component C. In other words, C is an unknotted component
of L which disappears in L1 at the price of dropping out a full right-hand twist
in the bunch of bands linked by C. The small positive curl in the loop presenting
C shows that the framing number of C is equal to 1; this is why we use the
term 1-move. More technically, the Kirby 1-move L 7! L1 shown in Figure 3.1
is called the 1-move along C. The inverse transformation L1 7! L is called the
inverse Kirby move along C.

• • •

• • •

• • •

r-twist

C

L

• • •

L1  

Figure 3.1

A few examples of Kirby 1-moves are given in Figure 3.2 where the number
of bands linked by C is equal to 0,1,2, respectively. (In the case of two bands
we use the obvious fact that, up to isotopy, exclusion of a full right-hand twist
amounts to insertion of a full left-hand twist.) The ˇrst move in Figure 3.2, i.e.,
elimination or insertion of an unknotted component with framing 1 separated from
other components is called a special Kirby 1-move. We shall also need special
Kirby (�1)-moves which eliminate or insert unknotted components with framing
�1 separated from other components.

It is well known that for any framed links L, L 0 in S3 related by a Kirby 1-
move or a special Kirby (�1)-move, the results of surgery on S3 along L and L 0
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, ,

∅

Figure 3.2

are homeomorphic (see [Rolf]). A deep theorem of Kirby [Ki] as reˇned in [FR]
and [RT2] afˇrms the converse. This gives a description of the homeomorphism
classes of closed oriented 3-manifolds in terms of links in S3 and Kirby moves.
Namely, two closed oriented 3-manifolds obtained from S3 by surgery along
framed links L, L 0 are homeomorphic if and only if L 0 can be obtained from L
by a ˇnite sequence of Kirby 1-moves and special Kirby (�1)-moves.

The Kirby calculus can be generalized to describe ribbon graphs in 3-mani-
folds. Let L be a framed link in S3 and let ˝ be a ribbon graph in S3 n L.
Surgering S3 along L we get a 3-manifold M with ˝ � M . We say that the pair
(M;˝) is obtained by surgery on S3 along (L;˝). We deˇne generalized Kirby
moves on (L;˝) preserving (up to homeomorphism) the result of surgery. Note
ˇrst that the union L [ ˝ is a ribbon graph in S3 which may be presented by
plane diagrams. Applying to any diagram of L [˝ the transformation shown in
Figure 3.1 we get a diagram presenting a new pair L1[˝1 � S3. It is understood
that this transformation proceeds far away from coupons, which correspond to
coupons of ˝. As above, the circle C is an unknotted component of L with
framing 1. Each string linked by C corresponds either to a component of L or to
a band or an annulus of ˝. We call the transformation (L;˝) 7! (L1;˝1) and
the inverse transformation (L1;˝1) 7! (L;˝) (generalized) Kirby 1-moves. In
the case where C is not linked with the remaining part of L [ ˝ we call this
move a special Kirby 1-move. Similarly, eliminating or inserting an unknotted
component of L with framing �1 separated from other components of L and
from ˝ we get a special Kirby (�1)-move. Using the mirror image of Figure 3.1
with respect to the plane of the picture we get a generalized Kirby (�1)-move.
The same deˇnitions apply if ˝ is colored or v-colored. In this case Kirby moves
preserve the colors of bands, annuli, and coupons of ˝.

As it was explained in the second paragraph of Section 2.3, any pair (a closed
connected oriented 3-manifold M , a ribbon graph in M ) considered up to home-
omorphism may be obtained by surgery on S3 along a pair (L;˝) as above. The
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result of surgery on (L;˝) is preserved under the Kirby moves on (L;˝). Con-
versely, if the results of surgery along two such pairs are homeomorphic then
these pairs may be related by a ˇnite sequence of Kirby 1-moves and special
Kirby (�1)-moves (for a proof, see [RT2, Section 7.3]). In this way we reduce
the study of ribbon graphs in closed oriented 3-manifolds to a study of pairs
(L;˝) in S3.

3.2. Reduction of Theorem 2.3.2 to lemmas. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a modular
category. Recall the matrix S = [Si;j ]i;j2I and the elements vi; dim(i) 2 K =
End(&) introduced in Sections 1.4 and 1.6. Since S is invertible over K there
exists a unique solution fdigi2I 2 K of the following system of card(I) linear
equations:

(3.2.a)
∑
i2I

d ivivj Si;j = dim(j ):

(Here j runs over I .) In particular, substituting j = 0 in (3.2.a) we get

(3.2.b)
∑
i2I

d ividim(i) = 1:

To prove Theorem 2.3.2 we shall replace in the deˇnition of � the factor dim(�)
by

∏
n d�(Ln). Formula (3.2.a) will enable us to show that this modiˇed invariant

is preserved under the Kirby moves. Then we shall use this result to prove that
fdigi2I are proportional to fdim(i)gi2I so that the modiˇed invariant is actually
equivalent to �.

Let L be a framed link in S3 and let ˝ � S3 n L be a v-colored ribbon graph
over V. Using fdigi2I instead of fdim(i)gi2I and following the lines of Sections 2.2
and 2.3 we deˇne fL;˝g0 2 K as follows. Let L1; : : : ; Lm be the components of
L. Fix an orientation of L. For any � 2 col(L), consider the v-colored ribbon
(0,0)-graph �(L; �) [˝ deˇned as in Sections 2.2, 2.3 and set

fL;˝g0� =

(
m∏
n=1

d�(Ln)

)
F(�(L; �) [˝); fL;˝g0 =

∑
�2col(L)

fL;˝g0� 2 K:

In the case ˝ = ; we shall write simply fLg0� and fLg0.

3.2.1. Lemma. The element fL;˝g0 2 K does not depend on the choice of ori-
entation in L. This element is invariant under the generalized Kirby 1-moves on
(L;˝).

This lemma is the heart of the proof. With this lemma proven it will remain
only to check the invariance under the special (�1)-move and to relate fL;˝g0
to fL;˝g. To this end we have to study the elements fdigi2I in more detail.
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Set x = fOg0 = fO; ;g0 where O is the trivial knot in S3 with zero framing. It
is clear that

x =
∑
i2I

d i dim(i):

3.2.2. Lemma. (i) For any j 2 I , we have

(3.2.c)
∑
i2I

d iSi;j = xıj0;

where ıjk is the Kronecker delta equal to 1 if j = k and to 0 otherwise.
(ii) For any j ; r 2 I , we have

(3.2.d)
∑
i2I

d i(dim(i))�1Sj ;iSi;r = xırj � :

(iii) For any j 2 I , we have

(3.2.e)
∑
i2I

d iv
�1
i v�1

j Si;j = xdj :

Note that (3.2.c) is the case r = 0 of (3.2.d). It is convenient for us to separate
this case because we shall ˇrst prove (3.2.c) and then (3.2.d). The substitution
j = 0 transforms (3.2.e) into the formula

(3.2.f)
∑
i2I

d iv
�1
i dim(i) = xd0:

We may draw a few conclusions from Lemma 3.2.2 concerned with invertibil-
ity of fdigi2I and x in K . It follows from the very deˇnition of the elements fdigi2I
that not all of them are equal to zero. Otherwise we would have dim(j ) = 0 for
all j 2 I which contradicts invertibility of dim(j ). A similar argument shows that,
moreover, any common divisor of fdigi2I in K is invertible in K . Formula (3.2.c)
and the invertibility of the matrix S imply that x is a common divisor of fdigi2I
in K . Hence x is invertible in K . Formula (3.2.d) and the invertibility of x imply
that the matrix

fx�1di(dim(i))�1Si;j � gi;j2I
is inverse to S. Since the i-th row of this inverse matrix is divisible by di in K
we may conclude that all fdigi2I are invertible in K .

Following along the lines of Section 2 we assign to an arbitrary pair (a closed
connected oriented 3-manifold M , a v-colored ribbon graph ˝ in M ) a certain
element �0(M;˝) 2 K . Present M as the result of surgery on S3 along a framed
m-component link L. Set ��(L) = (m � dimH 1(M ;R) � �(L))=2. This is an
integer equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the intersection form of
the 4-manifold WL introduced in Section 2.1. Push ˝ into S3 nL. Set �0(M;˝) =
(xd0)���(L)fL;˝g0. (Here we use invertibility of x and d0.) Thus,
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(3.2.g) �0(M;˝) = (xd0)
���(L)

∑
�2col(L)

(
m∏
n=1

d�(Ln)

)
F(�(L; �) [˝):

Lemma 3.2.1 afˇrms that any Kirby 1-move applied to (L;˝) keeps fL;˝g0
intact. It is easy to observe that such a move preserves the topological type of WL

and keeps ���(L). (Indeed, a Kirby 1-move on L either simultaneously dimin-
ishes by 1 or simultaneously increases by 1 the number of components of L and the
signature �(L).) Thus, �0(M;˝) is invariant under the Kirby 1-moves on (L;˝).

If a pair (L�1;˝) is obtained from (L;˝) by adding to L a distant unknotted
circle with framing �1 then ��(L�1) = ��(L) + 1. It follows from (3.2.f) that

fL�1;˝g0 = fL;˝g0
∑
i2I

d iv
�1
i dim(i) = fL;˝g0xd0:

Therefore �0(M;˝) is invariant under special Kirby (�1)-moves. In view of the
results quoted in Section 3.1 we conclude that �0(M;˝) is a topological invariant
of (M;˝).

We shall use the topological invariance of �0(M;˝) to compute fdigi2I .

3.2.3. Lemma. For any j 2 I , we have

(3.2.h) dj = d0 dim(j ):

Lemmas 3.2.1{3.2.3 imply invertibility of the elements � and D of K deˇned
in Section 1.6. Indeed, substituting the expression (3.2.h) for dj into (3.2.f) and
factorizing out d0 we get

(3.2.i) x =
∑
i2I

v�1
i (dim(i))2 = �:

Therefore � is invertible. Substituting (3.2.h) in the expression for x we get

(3.2.j) � = x =
∑
i2I

d idim(i) = d0

∑
i2I

(dim(i))2 = d0D2:

Therefore D is invertible and d0 = �D�2.
Invertibility of � and D shows that the formulas used in Section 2 to deˇne

�(M ) and �(M;˝) make sense. Now we may compare �0(M;˝) and �(M;˝)
and complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Substituting in (3.2.g) the expressions
dj = d0 dim(j ), x = �, and d0 = �D�2 we get

(3.2.k) �0(M;˝) = �b1(M )D�b1(M )+1 �(M;˝):

This formula together with the topological invariance of �0(M;˝) implies Theo-
rem 2.3.2.
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The next ˇve subsections are concerned with the proof of Lemmas 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
and 3.2.3.

3.3. Proof of Lemma 3.2.1. Let Hi;j be the Hopf link drawn in Figure I.2.12 with
V and W being Vi and Vj respectively. According to Corollary I.2.7.3 we have
Si;j = F(Hi;j ). Inverting the orientation of both components of Hi;j and trading
i; j for i�; j � we get Hi�;j � . Corollary I.2.8.1 implies that

(3.3.a) Si;j = Si�;j � :

Formula (I.1.3.d) (or (I.1.8.a)) applied to V = Vi shows that

(3.3.b) vi� = vi:

Formulas (3.2.a), (3.3.a), and (3.3.b) imply that di� = di for all i 2 I . This fact
together with Corollary I.2.8.1 implies the ˇrst claim of Lemma 3.2.1 (cf. the
proof of Lemma 2.2.1).

Let us show that for each j 2 I , we have equality (3.3.c) in Figure 3.3. As
above, the symbol

:
= denotes equality of the associated morphisms Vj ! Vj .

Recall that the operator invariant F(Hi
j ) of the colored ribbon tangle Hi

j shown
in Figure 1.1 is multiplication by x(i; j ) 2 K given by (1.5.a). Therefore the
morphism Vj ! Vj associated to the tangle on the left part of Figure 3.3 is
multiplication by∑

i2I
d ivivj x(i; j ) =

∑
i2I

d ivivj Si;j (dim(j ))�1 = 1

where the last equality follows from (3.2.a). This proves (3.3.c).

(3.3.c)  • =
i

j j

d i  ∑
i ∈ I

Figure 3.3

Let (L;˝) be a pair consisting of a framed link L � S3 and a v-colored ribbon
graph ˝ � S3 n L. Let (L1;˝1) be another such pair obtained from (L;˝) by a
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Kirby 1-move along an unknotted component C of L. Let us prove that

(3.3.d) fL;˝g0 = fL1;˝1g0:

Present L [˝ and L1 [˝1 by diagrams D;D1 identical except for pieces shown
in Figure 3.1. Denote by r the number of strands of D linked by C. Some of
these strands represent components of L, the others represent bands and annuli of
˝. If r = 0 then (3.3.d) follows directly from (3.2.b). Consider the case r � 1.
The diagram D, considered up to ambient isotopy in the plane, may be presented
as the closure of the tangle diagram in the left part of Figure 3.4 where w stands
for a tangle diagram with r inputs and r outputs. Therefore it sufˇces to prove
the following claim.

Claim. Let W1; : : : ;Wr be objects of V, "1; : : : ; "r 2 f˙1g, and w an arbitrary
endomorphism of

W = W"1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

"r
r

(where W1
k = Wk and W�1

k = W�k for k = 1; : : : ; r). Then we have equality
(3.3.e) in Figure 3:4 where the k-th vertical strand attached to the coupon from
above or from below is colored with Wk and is directed downwards if "k = 1
and upwards otherwise.

(3.3.e)  • =

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

r-twistd i  

i

W  1
W  r  

W  1

W  1
W  1

W  r  
W  r  

W  r  

∑
i ∈ I

w

w

• • •

Figure 3.4

The axiom of domination applied to the identity endomorphism of W implies
that w = w ı idW is a sum of several morphisms of the form f g where f and
g are certain morphisms g : W ! Vj and f : Vj ! W with j 2 I . It is clear
that both sides of (3.3.e) are linear with respect to w. Therefore it sufˇces to
prove (3.3.e) in the case w = f g with f; g as above. We replace the coupon in
the left part of Figure 3.4 by two coupons colored with f and g and one short
vertical band colored with Vj and directed downward. This does not change the
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associated morphism in V. Pulling up the f-colored coupon we get the v-colored
ribbon graph drawn in the left part of Figure 3.5. (The curl on the j -colored band
is equivalent up to isotopy to a full right-hand twist in the bunch of r strings
attached to the f-colored coupon from above.) The ˇrst equality in Figure 3.5
follows from (3.3.c), the second equality is obvious since w = f g. This implies
(3.3.e), (3.3.d), and the lemma.

•  •  •

•  •  •

g

j

i∑
i ∈ I

d i  

f

•  •  •

•  •  •

g

j

f

•  •  •

•  •  •

 • = • = w

Figure 3.5

3.4. Proof of Lemma 3.2.2, claim (i). Fix j ; k 2 I . Set

ej =
∑
i2I

d iSi;j 2 K

and

! =
∑
i2I

d iF(Hk
j ı Hi

j ) : Vj ! Vj

where Hi
j is the v-colored ribbon graph in Figure 1.1. It follows from (1.5.a) that

(3.4.a) ! =
∑
i2I

d iSi;j Sk;j (dim(j ))�2idVj = ej Sj ;k(dim(j ))�2idVj :

We shall compute ! in a different way. Namely, we transform a diagram of !
by a sequence of Kirby 1-moves into another diagram, see Figure 3.6. The ˇrst
two transformations are the inverse Kirby 1-moves along the components C1 and
C2 respectively. (To visualize this, regard the inverse moves which are just the
Kirby 1-moves eliminating C1 and C2.) The next two transformations are the
Kirby 1-moves along the components C3 and C4 respectively.

To each tangle diagram in Figure 3.6 we associate a morphism Vj ! Vj as
follows. We color the oriented circle marked by k with Vk and the string leading
from the top to the bottom with Vj . We orient all other circles in an arbitrary way
and color them with certain Vr1 ; : : : ; Vrn where n is the number of unoriented
circles in the diagram at hand and r1; : : : ; rn 2 I . This yields a diagram of a
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C
4
 

k

j

j

C
3
 

C
2
 

k

j

k

j

k

j

C
1
 

k

Figure 3.6

colored ribbon tangle. Consider the associated morphism Vj ! Vj and multiply
it by dr1dr2 : : : drn . Summing up the resulting morphisms over all sequences
r1; : : : ; rn 2 I we get a morphism Vj ! Vj . For instance, the morphisms obtained
in this way from the ˇrst and last diagrams in Figure 3.6 are equal respectively
to ! and

dim(k)
∑
i2I

d iF(Hi
j ) = dim(k)

∑
i2I

d iSi;j (dim(j ))�1idVj =

= ej dim(k)(dim(j ))�1idVj :
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The arguments used to prove Lemma 3.2.1 show that the morphism constructed
in this way is preserved under the Kirby 1-moves. (Instead of the proof of
Lemma 3.2.1 we may refer to the result of this Lemma, it sufˇces to pass from
the tangles in Figure 3.6 to their closures as deˇned in Section I.2.7.) Therefore
all tangle diagrams in Figure 3.6 give rise to the same morphism. Hence,

! = ej dim(k)(dim(j ))�1idVj :

Comparing this formula with (3.4.a) we get

ej = ej Sj ;k(dim(j ) dim(k))�1 = ej S
0
j ;k

where S0j ;k = Sj ;k(dim(j ) dim(k))�1. The non-degeneracy axiom in the deˇnition
of modular categories implies that the matrix S0 = [S0j ;k ]j ;k2I is invertible. Denote
the inverse matrix by S00. Since the row fS00;kgk of S0 consists of unities, we have∑

k2I
S00k;0 = 1:

Therefore

ej =
∑
k2I

ej S
00
k;0 =

∑
k2I

ej S
0
j ;kS
00
k;0 = ıj0e0:

The formula e0 = x follows from deˇnitions.

3.5. Lemma. If r 6= j � then Hom(&; Vj ˝ Vr) = Hom(Vj ˝ Vr; &) = 0. If
r = j � and q : V�j ! Vr is an isomorphism then the module Hom(&; Vj ˝ Vr)
is generated by (idVj ˝ q)bVj and the module Hom(Vj ˝ Vr; &) is generated by
d�Vj (idVj ˝ q

�1). Here bVj is the duality morphism &! Vj ˝ V�j and d�Vj is the
operator invariant F(\�Vj ) : Vj ˝ Vj � ! & of the left-oriented cap colored with
Vj .

Proof. Using the graphical calculus it is easy to see that any f 2 Hom(&; Vj ˝Vr)
may be presented in the form f = (idVj ˝ hf)bVj where

hf = (dVj ˝ idVr )(idV�j ˝ f ) : V�j ! Vr:

(cf. Exercise I.1.8.1). Therefore the formula h 7! (idVj ˝ h)bVj deˇnes a sur-
jection Hom(V�j ; Vr) ! Hom(&; Vj ˝ Vr). If r 6= j � then Hom(V�j ; Vr) = 0 by
Lemma 1.5. If r = j � then Hom(V�j ; Vr) = Kq because Vr is simple. This implies
the claim of the lemma concerning Hom(&; Vj ˝ Vr). The assertion concerning
Hom(Vj ˝ Vr; &) is proven similarly.

3.6. Proof of Lemma 3.2.2, claims (ii) and (iii). The axiom of domination implies
that the identity endomorphism of Vj ˝Vr may be presented as a sum of a ˇnite
number of compositions f g where f; g are certain morphisms Vl ! Vj ˝ Vr ,
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Vj ˝ Vr ! Vl respectively. Therefore∑
i2I

d i(dim(i))�1Sj ;iSi;r
:
=

j r

i

g

i

j r

∑
l, f, g

∑
i ∈ I

d i  

l

f

∑
i ∈ I

d i  
 • = • =

Figure 3.7

where in the last expression the summation goes over all triples (l 2 I; f; g)
in question. Claim (i) of Lemma 3.2.2 implies that if l 6= 0 then the sum in
parentheses is equal to zero. It remains to consider the summands corresponding
to l = 0. Lemma 3.5 implies that in the case r 6= j � all these summands are
equal to zero. This yields (3.2.d) for r 6= j �. Let r = j �. Lemma 3.5 shows that
the morphisms f; g corresponding to l = 0 are proportional to (idVj ˝ q)bVj and
d�Vj (idVj ˝ q

�1) where q is an isomorphism V�j ! Vr . Therefore without loss of
generality we may assume that the decomposition of the identity endomorphism of
Vj ˝Vr involves only one pair ( f : &! Vj ˝Vr; g : Vj ˝Vr ! &) corresponding
to l = 0. We have

(3.6.a) f = k(idVj ˝ q)bVj and g = k 0d�Vj (idVj ˝ q
�1)

with k; k 0 2 K . Let us show ˇrst that kk 0 = (dim(j ))�1. Composing this decompo-
sition of the identity endomorphism of Vj ˝Vr from the left with d�Vj (idVj ˝q

�1)
and from the right with (idVj ˝ q)bVj we get a decomposition of d�Vj bVj : &! &
into a sum of several morphisms &! & passing through certain fVlgl with l 6= 0
and the morphism

d�Vj (idVj ˝ q
�1)f g(idVj ˝ q)bVj = kk 0(d�Vj bVj )

2 : &! &:

The endomorphisms of & of the ˇrst type are equal to zero. Hence d�Vj bVj =

kk 0(d�Vj bVj )
2: It follows from deˇnitions that d�Vj bVj = dim(j ). Therefore kk 0 =

(dim(j ))�1.
In the case l = 0 the l-colored band in Figure 3.7 may be safely erased. Sub-

stituting the expressions (3.6.a) for f and g we easily compute that the morphism
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in V presented by the right picture in Figure 3.7 equals

kk 0dim(j )
∑
i2I

d idim(i) = x:

This completes the proof of (3.2.d).
The claim (iii) of the lemma follows from the claim (ii): multiplying both

sides of (3.2.a) by

v�1
j v�1

r d j (dim(j ))�1Sj ;r ;

summing up over all j 2 I , and applying (3.2.d) and (3.3.b) we get a formula
equivalent to (3.2.e).

3.7. Proof of Lemma 3.2.3. Let ˝j be the ribbon graph in S3 consisting of one
unknotted untwisted annulus with a color j 2 I . We may consider S3 as the
result of surgery on S3 along the empty link, and use this presentation to compute
�0(S3;˝j ). It follows from the deˇnition of �0 that

�0(S3;˝j ) = f;;˝j g0 = dim(j ):

We may obtain the same pair (S3;˝j ) by surgery on S3 along the pair (L;˝)
shown in Figure 3.8. Here L is an unknotted circle with framing �1, and ˝ is
an annulus with twisting number �1 and color j . It is clear that ��(L) = 1.
Therefore

�0(S3;˝j ) = (xd0)
�1fL;˝g0 = (xd0)

�1
∑
i2I

d iv
�1
i v�1

j Si;j :

Comparing these two expressions for �0(S3;˝j ) we get∑
i2I

d iv
�1
i v�1

j Si;j = xd0 dim(j ):

Combining the last formula with (3.2.e) we get xdj = xd0 dim(j ): Since x is
invertible in K we conclude that dj = d0 dim(j ):

Ω L

j

Figure 3.8
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3.8. Corollaries. Theorem 2.3.2 and its proof allow us to establish several useful
identities involving the matrix S and the elements D;�; fvigi2I of K . It follows
directly from (3.2.d), (3.2.h), and the formulas d0 = �D�2 = xD�2 that for any
r; j 2 I , we have

(3.8.a)
∑
i2I

Sj ;i Si;r = D2ırj � :

In other words S2 = D2[ırj �]j ;r . Note the following curious corollary of this
formula: (det(S))2 = D2 card(I). Substituting r = 0 2 I in (3.8.a) we get

(3.8.b)
∑
i2I

dim(i) Si;j = D2ı0
j :

Another important identity is given in the following corollary.

3.8.1. Corollary. For any r; j 2 I , we have

(3.8.c) �D�2
∑
i2I

viSj ;iSi;r = v�1
j v�1

r Sj ;r� :

Substituting here j = 0 2 I we get

(3.8.d) �D�2
∑
i2I

vidim(i)Si;r = v�1
r dim(r):

Proof of Corollary. Let Hj;r� be the Hopf link drawn in Figure I.2.12 with V and
W being Vj and Vr� respectively. We compute �(S3; H j ;r�) in two different ways.
We have

(3.8.e) �(S3; H j ;r�) = D�1F(Hj;r�) = D�1Sj ;r� :

The pair (S3; H j ;r�) may be obtained by surgery on S3 along the pair (L;˝)
drawn in Figure 3.9. Here L is a trivial knot with framing 1 linking two other
components which form ˝. It is easy to see that the Kirby 1-move along the
only component of L transforms (L;˝) into (;; Hj ;r�). Therefore the surgery

j r*  
L

Figure 3.9
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on S3 along (L;˝) produces (S3; H j ;r�) and we may employ (L;˝) to compute
�(S3; H j ;r�). To this end we use (1.5.a) and Corollary I.2.8.1. This gives

�(S3; H j ;r�) = �D�3
∑
i2I

vivj vrSj ;iSi;r :

Comparing this formula with (3.8.e) we get (3.8.c).

3.9. Action of SL(2;Z). The matrix S = [Si;j ]i;j2I plays an important role in the
deˇnition of modular categories. Here we show that S may be used to construct
a projective linear representation of the matrix group SL(2;Z). This enlightens
the role of the non-degeneracy axiom (1.4.4).

Consider the diagonal square matrix T = [ıji vi]i;j2I and the involutive square
matrix J = [ıji�]i;j2I of order card(I). The rows and columns of these matrices
are numerated by elements of the set I . It is easy to verify that both S = [Si;j ]i;j2I
and T commute with J . The formulas (3.8.a) and (3.8.c) may be rewritten as
follows: S2 = D2J and �D�2STS = T�1SJT�1.

The group SL(2;Z) is generated by two matrices

s =

[
0 �1
1 0

]
; t =

[
1 1
0 1

]
:

Here is a generating system of relations: s4 = 1; (ts)3 = s2. The assignments
s 7! D�1S and t 7! T�1 deˇne a projective linear representation of SL(2;Z) in
the group of invertible matrices over K of order card(I). Indeed, (D�1S)4 = 1
and

(D�1T�1S)3 = D�3(T�1SJT�1)J�1ST�1S = �D�5STSJ�1ST�1S =

= �D�3S2 = �D�1(D�1S)2:

Because of the factor �D�1 we get a projective representation and not just a
linear one. The nature of this representation will become clearer in Chapter IV.

3.10. Exercises. 1. Prove that for any r 2 I ,

(3.10.a) ��1
∑
i2I

v�1
i dim(i) Si;r = vr dim(r):

Hint: apply (3.8.d) to the mirror category or use (3.2.e).

2. Verify the equality in Figure 3.10 where i is an arbitrary element of I . Show
that if the color of the left vertical strand is replaced with j 6= i then the sum on
the left-hand side is equal to 0. (Hint: use the same argument as in Section 3.6.)

3. Verify that the projective linear representation of SL(2;Z) determined by
the mirror modular category V transforms the generators s; t into D�1SJ =
[D�1S(i; j �)]i;j2I and T respectively.
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 • =

i

i

k
∑
k ∈ I

dim(i ) dim(k )

i

i

2

Figure 3.10

4. Computations in semisimple categories

4.0. Outline. We introduce semisimple (ribbon) categories generalizing modular
categories. The main difference is that the family of simple objects dominating a
semisimple category may be inˇnite. Semisimple categories share many algebraic
features of modular categories and form a natural setting for the study of modules
of morphisms, multiplicities, 6j -symbols, etc.

Semisimple categories, being ribbon categories, give rise to invariants of links
and ribbon graphs in R3. However, they do not lead to invariants of 3-manifolds.
This makes them less interesting for a topologist than modular categories. The
reader interested mainly in 3-manifold invariants may restrict himself everywhere
to modular categories.

We establish here a number of useful results concerned with modules of mor-
phisms in semisimple and modular categories. In particular, we establish the
Verlinde-Moore-Seiberg formula computing multiplicities of tensor products in
terms of the matrix S. This and other formulas obtained in this section will be
used in Chapters VII and X.

4.1. Semisimple categories. Usually, by a semisimple category one means an
abelian category whose objects split as direct sums of simple objects. We shall
use the term \semisimple category" in a related but different sense. We restrict
ourselves to ribbon categories and do not involve direct sums of objects. Here
is a precise deˇnition. A semisimple category is a pair consisting of a ribbon
Ab-category V and a family fVigi2I of simple objects of V satisfying axioms
(1.4.1), (1.4.2), (1.4.3), and the following axiom:
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(4.1.1) (Schur's axiom). For any distinct i; j 2 I , we have Hom(Vi; Vj ) = 0.

It follows from Lemma 1.5 that all modular categories are semisimple. It is
obvious that a semisimple category (V; fVigi2I) is modular if and only if the set
I is ˇnite and axiom (1.4.4) is fulˇlled. For instance, the category constructed in
Section I.1.7.2 with inˇnite G is semisimple but not modular.

A part of results pertaining to modular categories directly extends to semisim-
ple categories. It follows from the axioms that for any distinct i; j 2 I , the
objects Vi; Vj are not isomorphic. Therefore for each i 2 I , there exists exactly
one i� 2 I such that Vi� is isomorphic to V�i . The formula i 7! i� deˇnes an
involution in the set I . Corollary I.2.6.2 implies that 0� = 0. We shall use the
notation dim(i) = dim(Vi) and Si;j = tr(cVj ;Vi ı cVi;Vj ) for i; j 2 I .

Semisimple categories over a ˇeld (considered up to the choice of objects
fVigi2I in their isomorphism classes) may be invariantly characterized as ribbon
Ab-categories over a ˇeld such that all objects are dominated by simple ones,
and Schur's axiom (4.1.1) is fulˇlled (cf. Remark 1.8).

A semisimple category is called strict if its underlying monoidal category is
strict.

4.2. Modules of morphisms. Let (V; fVigi2I ) be a semisimple category with
ground ring K . For objects V;W ofV, we may consider the K-module Hom(V;W).
The next four lemmas establish basic properties of these modules.

4.2.1. Lemma. For any objects V;W of V, the K-module Hom(V;W) is pro-
jective. For any object W of V, there is only a ˇnite number of i 2 I such that
Hom(Vi;W) 6= 0.

Recall that by projective modules we mean ˇnitely generated projective mod-
ules.

Proof of Lemma. By the axiom of domination, the object W is dominated by
the family fVigi2I . Let fVi(r)gr be a ˇnite set consisting of objects of this family
(possibly with repetitions) and let f fr : Vi(r) ! W; gr : W ! Vi(r)gr be a family
of morphisms such that idW =

∑
r fr gr .

Choose i 2 I . Set Hi = ˚rHom(Vi; Vi(r)) and J i = Hom(Vi;W). Consider the
K-linear homomorphisms

h 7! ˚r(grh) : J i ! Hi and ˚r hr 7!
∑
r

fr hr : Hi! J i:

The composition Ji ! J i of these two homomorphisms transforms h 2 J i into∑
r fr grh = idWh = h. Therefore these homomorphisms are nothing but an

embedding of J i into Hi and a left inverse to this embedding. Thus, J i is a direct
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summand of Hi. If i 6= i(r) for all r then Hi = 0 and therefore J i = 0. This
proves the second claim of the lemma.

Let us prove the ˇrst claim. It follows from the axioms that Hom(V0; Vi(r)) = 0
if i(r) 6= 0 and Hom(V0; Vi(r)) = K if i(r) = 0. Thus, H 0 = ˚rHom(V0; Vi(r))
is a free K-module of ˇnite rank and its direct summand J0 = Hom(V0;W)
is a projective module. This proves the ˇrst claim of the lemma in the case
V = V0 = &. The case of arbitrary V follows from the equalities

Hom(V;W) = Hom(&˝ V;W) = Hom(&;W ˝ V�)

(cf. Exercise I.1.8.1).

4.2.2. Lemma. Let V;W be objects of V. For each i 2 I , the composition of
morphisms deˇnes a K-homomorphism

(4.2.a) Hom(V; Vi)˝K Hom(Vi;W)! Hom(V;W):

The direct sum of these homomorphisms is an isomorphism

(4.2.b)
⊕
i2I

(Hom(V; Vi)˝K Hom(Vi;W))! Hom(V;W):

Proof. Denote the homomorphisms (4.2.a) and (4.2.b) by ui and u respectively.
The semisimplicity of V implies that the identity endomorphism of W can be
decomposed into a sum of morphisms passing through fVigi2I . Every morphism f :
V ! W equals idWf and therefore can be decomposed into a sum of morphisms
passing through fVigi2I . It is clear that each composition V ! Vi ! W belongs
to the image of ui. This implies surjectivity of u.

Let us prove that every homomorphism uj with j 2 I is injective. Fix a ˇnite
set fVi(r)gr of objects of the family fVigi2I (possibly with repetitions) and ˇx a
family of morphisms f fr : Vi(r) ! W; gr : W ! Vi(r)gr such that idW =

∑
r fr gr .

Here r runs over a certain ˇnite set R.
Let f˛q : V ! Vj ; ˇq : Vj ! Wgq be an arbitrary (ˇnite) family of morphisms

such that
∑

q ˛q ˝ ˇq 2 Ker(uj ). In other words
∑

q ˇq˛q = 0 2 Hom(V;W):
For any q, we have

ˇq = (
∑
r2R

fr gr)ˇq =
∑

r2R;i(r)=j
frgrˇq:

Note that when i(r) = j the composition grˇq : Vj ! Vj is multiplication by a
certain z(r; q) 2 K . Thus,

ˇq =
∑

r2R;i(r)=j
z(r; q) fr :
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Therefore∑
q

˛q ˝ ˇq =
∑
q

∑
r2R;i(r)=j

z(r; q)˛q ˝ fr =
∑
q

∑
r2R;i(r)=j

grˇq˛q ˝ fr :

The assumption
∑

q ˇq˛q = 0 implies that the last expression equals 0. Hence
Ker(uj ) = 0.

Now we can prove injectivity of u. Let h 2 Ker(u). Present h as a sum
∑

j2I hj
where hj 2 Hom(V; Vj )˝K Hom(Vj ;W). It sufˇces to show that gr ı uj (hj ) = 0
for all j ; r. Indeed, this would imply that uj (hj ) = idW ı uj (hj ) = 0 and since uj
is injective we would have hj = 0 for all j .

We have 0 = u(h) =
∑

j2I uj (hj ). If i(r) 6= j then gr ı uj (hj ) = 0 since any
morphism Vj ! Vi(r) is equal to zero. If i(r) = j then

gr ı uj (hj ) = gr ı (u(h)�
∑
i2I;i 6=j

ui(hi)) = gr ı u(h)�
∑
i2I;i 6=j

gr ı ui(hi) = 0:

This completes the proof of the lemma.

4.2.3. Lemma. For any objects V;W of V, the pairing (x; y) 7! tr(y ı x) :
Hom(V;W)˝K Hom(W;V)! K is non-degenerate.

We say that a K-bilinear pairing H 1˝KH 2 ! K is non-degenerate if the adjoint
homomorphisms H 1 ! Hom(H 2; K) and H 2 ! Hom(H 1; K) are isomorphisms.
Recall the notation H? = Hom(H;K) where H is a K-module and Hom(H;K)
is considered as a K-module in the usual way.

Proof of Lemma. Set H 1 = Hom(V;W) and H 2 = Hom(W;V). Denote by w the
homomorphism H 1 ! H?

2 adjoint to the pairing (x; y) 7! tr(yx) : H 1 ˝K H 2 !
K . We prove below that w is an isomorphism. Exchanging the roles of V and W
we get that the homomorphism H 2 ! H?

1 adjoint to the same pairing is also an
isomorphism.

Consider ˇrst the case V = & so that H 1 = Hom(&;W) and H 2 = Hom(W; &).
Present idW in the form idW =

∑
r frgr where r runs over a ˇnite set R, and

fr : Vi(r) ! W, gr : W ! Vi(r) are certain morphisms with i(r) 2 I . For x 2 H 1,
we have

x =
∑
r

frgrx =
∑

r;i(r)=0

frgrx =
∑

r;i(r)=0

fr tr(grx):

Here the second equality follows from the Schur axiom (4.1.1) and the third
equality follows from Lemma I.1.5.1. Therefore, if x 6= 0 then tr(gx) 6= 0 for a
certain g 2 H 2. This yields injectivity of w. Let us prove surjectivity. Let z 2 H?

2.
Set

x =
∑

r;i(r)=0

z(gr)fr 2 H 1:
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We shall prove that w(x) = z. It sufˇces to show that tr(yx) = z(y) for any
y 2 H 2. We have

tr(yx) =
∑

r;i(r)=0

z(gr) tr(yfr) =
∑

r;i(r)=0

z(tr(yfr)gr) =

=
∑

r;i(r)=0

z(yfrgr) = z(y
∑

r;i(r)=0

frgr) = z(y):

In the case of arbitrary V we have canonical isomorphisms

˛ : H 1 ! Hom(&;W ˝ V�); ˇ : H 2 ! Hom(W ˝ V�; &)

(see Exercises I.1.8.1 and I.2.9.3). It is easy to deduce from the geometric inter-
pretation of the trace that for any x 2 H 1; y 2 H 2, we have tr(yx) = tr(ˇ(y)˛(x)).
Therefore the general case of Lemma follows from the case V = &.

4.2.4. Lemma. For any simple object V of V, its dimension dim(V) is invertible
in K .

Proof. With respect to the generator idV of Hom(V; V) = K the pairing (x; y) 7!
tr(yx) : Hom(V; V)˝K Hom(V; V)! K is presented by the 1�1-matrix [tr(idV)].
Non-degeneracy of this pairing implies that dim(V) = tr(idV) is invertible in K .

4.3. Dimension of modules of morphisms. Recall the dimension Dim of projec-
tive modules over a commutative ring introduced in Section I.1.7.1. Lemma I.1.5.1
implies that Dim is multiplicative with respect to tensor multiplication of modules.
Corollary I.2.8.2 implies that Dim(X?) = Dim(X ) for any projective module X .
It is easy to deduce from deˇnitions that Dim is additive with respect to the direct
sum of modules. At the end of this subsection we shall show that the dimension
Dim and the trace Tr of endomorphisms of projective modules, introduced in
Section I.1.7.1, generalize the usual dimension and trace of endomorphisms for
free modules.

Let (V; fVigi2I ) be a semisimple category with ground ring K . Lemma 4.2.1 al-
lows us to consider for any objects V;W of V the dimension Dim (Hom(V;W)) 2
K . Lemma 4.2.3 implies that Dim (Hom(V;W)) = Dim (Hom(W;V)).

For any i 2 I and any object W of V, set

Dimi(W) = Dim (Hom(Vi;W)) = Dim (Hom(W;Vi)) 2 K:

By Lemma 4.2.1, for any W, there is only a ˇnite number of i 2 I such that
Dimi(W) 6= 0. Lemma 4.2.2 implies that for any objects V;W,

Dim (Hom(V;W)) =
∑
i2I

Dimi(V) Dimi(W):
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4.3.1. Lemma. For any integer n � 0, we have Dim(Kn) = n � 1K 2 K . For any
K-linear homomorphism f : Kn ! Kn , the trace Tr( f ) is the standard trace of f
deˇned as the sum of the diagonal entries of a matrix of f .

We note that the distinction between n 2 Z and n � 1K 2 K may be essential
when K has non-zero characteristic.

Proof of Lemma. Set X = Kn . Since Dim(X ) = Tr(idX ) it sufˇces to prove the
part of the lemma concerned with Tr. Let f be an endomorphism of X and let f frsg
be the matrix of f with respect to a basis e1; : : : ; en of X so that f (er) =

∑
s frs es

for all r = 1; : : : ; n. Let e?1; : : : ; e
?
n be the dual basis of X? = HomK(X;K): By

deˇnition Tr( f ) = dXPX;X?( f˝ idX?)bX . Here the homomorphism bX : K ! X ˝
X? transforms 1 into

∑n
r=1 er˝ e?r , the homomorphism PX;X? : X ˝X?! X?˝X

is the �ip x ˝ y 7! y ˝ x , and the homomorphism dX : X? ˝ X ! K transforms
e?r ˝ es into ırs : A direct computation shows that Tr( f ) =

∑n
r=1 frr :

4.4. Lemma. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a strict semisimple category. Let ˝ be a v-
colored ribbon (0; 0)-graph in S3 over V containing an annulus component ` of
color V. Let ˝k be the same v-colored ribbon graph with the color of ` replaced
by Vk with k 2 I . Then

F(˝) =
∑
k2I

Dimk(V)F(˝k):

The sum on the right-hand side contains only a ˇnite number of non-zero
summands and is well-deˇned even when the set I is inˇnite. Applying Lemma 4.4
to the trivial knot in R3 colored with an object V of V we obtain

(4.4.a) dim(V) =
∑
k2I

Dimk(V) dim(k):

Proof of Lemma. Let fVi(r)gr2R be a ˇnite set of objects of the family fVigi2I
and let f fr : Vi(r) ! V; gr : V ! Vi(r)gr2R be a family of morphisms such
that idV =

∑
r2R fr gr . For each r 2 R, the morphism gr fr : Vi(r) ! Vi(r) is

multiplication by a certain element of K . Denote this element by zr .
Choose k 2 I . Denote by Rk the subset of the set R consisting of r 2 R such

that i(r) = k. Let us prove that

(4.4.b) Dimk(V) =
∑
r2Rk

zr :

Note ˇrst that the K-module Hk = ˚r2RHom(Vk; Vi(r)) is free; it has a basis
numerated by elements of Rk . As in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1 the formula h 7!
˚r2Rgrh deˇnes a K-linear embedding Hom(Vk; V) ! Hk , say ˛k , and the
formula ˚r2Rhr 7!

∑
r2R fr hr deˇnes its left inverse Hk ! Hom(Vk; V), say ˇk .
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Therefore

Dimk(V) = Dim (Hom(Vk; V)) = Tr(idHom(Vk;V)) = Tr(ˇk˛k) = Tr(˛kˇk):

Lemma 4.3.1 allows us to compute the trace Tr of ˛kˇk : Hk ! Hk in the usual
way using the basis of Hk mentioned above. It is easy to see that Tr(˛kˇk) =∑

r2Rk zr : This implies (4.4.b).
To compute F(˝) we use the same trick as in the proof of Corollaries I.2.8.1

and I.2.8.3. Namely, we take a vertical strand of ` directed downwards and replace
a small segment of this strand by a coupon colored with idV . This transformation
does not change the operator invariant F of the ribbon graph. Using linearity of
F with respect to colors of coupons and the equality idV =

∑
r2R fr gr we get

F(˝) =
∑

r2R F(˝r) where ˝r is the v-colored ribbon graph obtained from ˝ by
replacing the same segment of ` with two coupons colored by fr , gr and a short
vertical strand between them colored by Vi(r) and directed downwards. Pushing
the upper coupon (colored with fr) along ` we deform ˝r so that in the ˇnal
position this coupon lies below the coupon colored with gr . Denote the resulting
v-colored ribbon graph by ˝0r . Apart from the position of the two coupons on `,
the ribbon graph ˝0r differs from ˝r only in that the color of ` has been changed
to Vi(r). The isotopy invariance of F implies that F(˝0r) = F(˝r). Finally we
replace our two coupons on ˝0r by one coupon colored with the composition
gr fr : Vi(r) ! Vi(r). Denote the resulting v-colored ribbon graph by ˝00r . Clearly,
F(˝00r ) = F(˝0r) = F(˝r). On the other hand, gr fr is multiplication by zr 2 K and
therefore F(˝00r ) = zrF(˝i(r)). (Recall that ˝k is obtained from ˝ by replacing
the color of ` with Vk .) Combining these computations we get

F(˝) =
∑
r2R

F(˝00r ) =
∑
r2R

zrF(˝i(r)) =
∑
k2I

∑
r2Rk

zrF(˝k) =
∑
k2I

Dimk(V)F(˝k):

4.5. Applications to multiplicities. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a strict semisimple cat-
egory with ground ring K . For i; j ; k 2 I , the multiplicity of Vk in Vi ˝ Vj is
deˇned to be

(4.5.a) hijk = Dimk(Vi ˝ Vj ) = Dim (Hom(Vk; Vi ˝ Vj )) 2 K:

Multiplicities will play an important technical role in this book.
It is obvious that

hijk = hj ik = hk
�j
i� = hj k

�

i� = hik
�

j � = hk
�i
j � :

Lemma 4.2.1 shows that for given i; j , there exist only a ˇnite number of k 2 I
such that hijk 6= 0. A more symmetric version of multiplicities is deˇned by the
formula

hij k = Dim(Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk)) 2 K:
It is clear that hij k is an invariant of the unordered triple fi; j ; kg and that hij k =
hijk� .
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Multiplicities are closely related to the dimensions of objects of V. A simple
result in this direction may be obtained by application of formula (4.4.a) to
V = Vi ˝ Vj . This gives

(4.5.b) dim(i) dim(j ) =
∑
k2I

hijk dim(k):

Here is another useful formula: for any i; j 2 I and any object V of V, we
have

(4.5.c) Dimi(Vj ˝ V) =
∑
k2I

hj ki Dimk(V):

Indeed, Lemma 4.2.2 implies that

Hom(Vi; Vj˝V) = Hom(V�j˝Vi; V) =
⊕
k2I

(
Hom(V�j ˝ Vi; Vk)˝ Hom(Vk; V)

)
:

Computing the dimension and taking into account that Hom(V�j ˝ Vi; Vk) =
Hom(Vi; Vj ˝ Vk) we get (4.5.c).

4.5.1. Theorem (the Verlinde-Moore-Seiberg formula). Let (V; fVigi2I) be a
strict semisimple category. For any i; j ; r 2 I , we have

(4.5.d)
∑
k2I

hijk Sk;r = (dim(r))�1Si;rSj ;r :

This formula generalizes formula (4.5.b) which corresponds to r = 0. Invert-
ibility of dim(r) used in (4.5.d) follows from Lemma 4.2.4.

Proof of Theorem. Denote by L the colored 3-component link in S3 with zero fram-
ing presented in Figure 4.1. It is easy to compute that F(L) = (dim(r))�1Si;rSj ;r
(cf. the proof of Lemma 1.5). On the other hand, Corollary I.2.8.3 implies that
F(L) = F(L 0) where L 0 is the Hopf link with zero framing whose components
are colored with Vr and Vi ˝ Vj . Lemma 4.4 implies that

F(L) = F(L 0) =
∑
k2I

hijk Sk;r :

These equalities imply (4.5.d).

4.5.2. Theorem. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a modular category. Then for any i; j ; k 2 I ,

(4.5.e) hijk = D�2
∑
r2I

(dim(r))�1Si;rSj ;rSk�;r :
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r

i j

Figure 4.1

This equality implies the following more symmetric formula

hij k = D�2
∑
r2I

(dim(r))�1Si;rSj ;rSk;r :

In contrast to formulas (4.5.a){(4.5.d), formula (4.5.e) can not be directly
extended to semisimple categories with inˇnite I . Indeed, if the set I is inˇnite
then the sum in (4.5.e) can involve an inˇnite number of non-trivial summands.

Proof of Theorem. Multiplying both sides of (4.5.d) by D�2Sr;k� = D�2Sk�;r ,
summing up over all r 2 I , and taking into account (3.8.a) we get (4.5.e).

4.5.3. Theorem. Let (V; fVigi2I ) be a modular category. Then for any k 2 I ,

(4.5.f) D�2
∑
i;j2I

hijk dim(i) dim(j ) = dim(k):

This formula will be used in the proof of the invariance of state sums on
triangulated 3-manifolds under subdivisions of triangulations (see Chapter VII).

Proof of Theorem. We have∑
i2I

hijk dim(i) =
∑
i2I

hj k
�

i� dim(i�) = dim(j ) dim(k)

where the last formula follows from (4.5.b) and the formula dim(k�) = dim(k).
Multiplying the resulting equality by dim(j ) and summing up over all j 2 I we
get a formula equivalent to (4.5.f).

4.5.4. Theorem. Let (V; fVigi2I ) be a modular category. Then for any k 2 I ,

(4.5.g) D�2
∑
i;j2I

hijk viv
�1
j dim(i) dim(j ) = ı0

k :
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This formula will play an important role in the study of state sum invariants of
shadows in Chapter X. It will guarantee that these invariants are preserved under
cobordisms of shadows.

Proof of Theorem. Multiplying both parts of (4.5.e) by D�2v�1
j dim(j ), summing

up over all j 2 I , and using consecutively (3.10.a) (with i replaced by j ) and
(3.8.c) we get

D�2
∑
j2I

hijk v
�1
j dim(j ) = �D�4

∑
r2I

vrSi;rSk�;r = D�2v�1
i v�1

k Si;k :

Multiplying by vidim(i), summing up over all i 2 I , and taking into account
(3.8.b) we get (4.5.g).

4.6. Exercises. 1. Generalize Lemma 4.4 to ribbon graphs in 3-manifolds as
follows. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph in a closed oriented 3-manifold M
over a modular category (V; fVigi2I). Let ` be an annulus component of ˝ of
color V. For k 2 I , denote by ˝k the same v-colored ribbon graph with the color
of ` replaced by Vk . Then �(M;˝) =

∑
k2I Dimk(V) �(M;˝k):

2. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a strict semisimple category. Show that for any object V
of V and any i 2 I , we have Dimi(V�) = Dimi�(V). Show that for any i; j ; k 2 I ,
we have

hij k = hi
�j �k� :

3. Let (V; fVigi2I ) be a strict semisimple category with ˇnite set I . Let D be
an invertible element of K such that (3.8.b) holds for each j 2 I . Show that the
matrix S = [Si;j ]i;j is invertible and that (V; fVigi2I) is a modular category with
rank D. (Hint: use Lemma 4.4 to prove that

Sj ;iSi;r =
∑
k2I

hj rk dim(i)Si;k ;

then verify (3.8.a).)

5. Hermitian and unitary categories

5.0. Outline. In the framework of representation theory, Hermitian forms on mod-
ules V;W induce a pairing ( f; g) 7! tr( f g) in Hom(V;W) where g : W ! V is
adjoint to g : V ! W. It does not make sense to speak of Hermitian forms
on objects of ribbon categories because these objects, in general, have no in-
trinsic linear structure. On the other hand, the pairing ( f; g) 7! tr( f g) may be
axiomatized in the setting of ribbon categories. Moreover, since there is a trace
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in any ribbon category, it sufˇces to axiomatize the involution g 7! g. These
considerations lead us to notions of a Hermitian ribbon category and a Hermi-
tian modular category. In the case when the ground ring is C we deˇne unitary
modular categories.

The geometric part of this section is concerned with the invariant F of links
and the invariant � of 3-manifolds derived from Hermitian and unitary modular
categories. For framed links in R3 colored over a unitary modular category, we
establish an estimate of the absolute value of F . The principal result concerned
with 3-manifolds says that the invariant � derived from a Hermitian modular
category conjugates under inversion of orientation.

The results of this section will be used in Sections IV.10 and IV.11 where
we show that Hermitian (resp. unitary) modular categories give rise to Hermitian
(resp. unitary) 3-dimensional TQFT's. The estimate mentioned above will be used
in Section IV.12.7.

5.1. Hermitian ribbon categories. Let V be a (strict) monoidal category. A
conjugation in V assigns to each morphism f : V ! W in V a morphism f :
W ! V so that the following identities hold:

f = f; f˝ g = f˝ g; f ı g = g ı f :

In the second formula f and g are arbitrary morphisms in V and in the third
formula f and g are arbitrary composable morphisms in V.

For any object V of V, we have

idV = idV idV = idV idV = idV idV = idV = idV:

A Hermitian ribbon category is a ribbon monoidal category V endowed with
a conjugation f 7! f satisfying the following conditions:

(5.1.1) for any objects V;W of V, we have

cV;W = (cV;W)�1;

(5.1.2) for any object V of V, we have

�V = (�V)�1; bV = dVcV;V�(�V ˝ idV�); dV = (idV� ˝ ��1
V ) c�1

V�;VbV:

We rewrite these formulas in the following more compact form:

cV;WcV;W = idV˝W; �V�V = idV; bV = F(\�V ); dV = F([�V ):

Here \�V and [�V are the v-colored ribbon graphs in R3 deˇned in Section I.2.3.
As usual, F is the operator invariant of v-colored ribbon graphs in R3 deˇned in
Section I.2.

To give a geometric interpretation of conditions (5.1.1), (5.1.2) we deˇne a
negation for v-colored ribbon graphs in R3. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph
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in R3 over a Hermitian ribbon category V. Apply to ˝ the composition of the
following transformations (T1), (T2), (T3): the transformation (T1) inverts ori-
entation in the surface of ˝ and reverses directions of the bands and annuli of ˝,
(T2) proclaims the top and bottom bases of each coupon bottom and top bases
respectively and replaces the color of each coupon by the conjugate morphism
(while keeping the colors of bands and annuli), (T3) replaces the ribbon graph
with its mirror image with respect to the plane R2� 1=2 � R3 so that the bottom
and top lines of ˝ exchange their places. It is easy to see that the composition of
(T1), (T2), (T3) produces a v-colored ribbon graph in R3. It is denoted by �˝.
Clearly, �(�˝) = ˝. Note that under the passage from ˝ to �˝ the source
and the target of ˝ in the category RibV exchange their roles. For instance,
�X+

V;W = X�W;V and �Y+
V;W = Z�W;V .

If ˝ is presented by a diagram D � R � [0; 1] then �˝ can be presented
by a diagram �D obtained as follows: reverse the orientations of all arcs and
loops of D, proclaim the top and bottom bases of each coupon bottom and top
bases respectively and replace the color of the coupon by the conjugate morphism
(while keeping the colors of arcs and loops), ˇnally take the mirror image of the
diagram with respect to the line R� 1=2 � R� [0; 1] so that the bottom and top
lines exchange their places.

5.1.3. Lemma. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph in R3 over a Hermitian ribbon
category V. Then

F(�˝) = F(˝):

Proof. Both formulas ˝ 7! F(�˝) and ˝ 7! F(˝) deˇne contravariant functors
RibV ! V. Therefore it sufˇces to verify the coincidence of these two functors
on the generators of RibV speciˇed in Lemma I.3.1.1. The generators Z�V;W and '0V
may be expressed via other generators using formulas (I.3.2.e) and (I.3.2.g). The
coincidence of the two functors in question on the remaining generators follows
directly from (5.1.1) and (5.1.2).

5.1.4. Corollary. For any endomorphism f of an object of a Hermitian ribbon
category, we have tr(f ) = tr( f ).

This follows from Lemma 5.1.3 and the geometric interpretation of the trace
given in Corollary I.2.7.1. Indeed, tr( f ) = F(˝f) where ˝f is the v-colored
ribbon graph drawn in Figure I.2.9. Therefore it sufˇces to note that �˝f = ˝f .

The next corollary follows from Corollary 5.1.4 and the formula dim(V) =
tr(idV).

5.1.5. Corollary. For any object V of a Hermitian ribbon category, we have
dim(V) = dim(V).
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There is a useful formula computing dim(V) in terms of conjugation. Namely,

(5.1.a) dim(V) = F(\�V[V) = F(\�V )F([V) = bVbV = tr(bVbV) = tr(bVbV):

5.2. Hermitian ribbon Ab-categories. A conjugation in a monoidal Ab-category
is said to be additive if for any morphisms f; g : V ! W, we have f + g =
f + g. A Hermitian ribbon Ab-category is a ribbon Ab-category equipped with
an additive conjugation satisfying (5.1.1) and (5.1.2).

We shall always view the ground ring K = HomV(&; &) of the Hermitian
ribbon Ab-category V as a ring with involution f 7! f . Note that the conjugation
f 7! f : Hom(V;W) ! Hom(W;V) is linear over this ring involution: for any
k 2 K and any f 2 Hom(V;W), we have

kf = k ˝ f = k ˝ f = k f :

The next lemma justiˇes the term \Hermitian" in this setting.

5.2.1. Lemma. Let V be a Hermitian ribbon Ab-category. For any objects
V;W of V, the pairing ( f; g) 7! tr( f g) : Hom(V;W) � Hom(V;W) ! K is a
non-degenerate Hermitian pairing.

Proof. This pairing is sesquilinear and non-degenerate because of Lemma 4.2.3.
The Hermitian symmetry tr( f g) = tr(gf ) follows from Corollary 5.1.4.

5.3. Hermitian modular categories. A Hermitian modular category is a modular
category equipped with an additive conjugation satisfying (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). We
shall see in Chapter IV that each Hermitian modular category gives rise to a
3-dimensional Hermitian topological ˇeld theory.

Our next aim is to generalize Lemma 5.1.3 to v-colored ribbon graphs in closed
oriented 3-manifolds. To this end we deˇne a negation for such ribbon graphs.
Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold and ˝ � M be a v-colored ribbon graph
over a Hermitian modular category. By �M we denote the manifold M with
the opposite orientation, by �˝ we denote the v-colored ribbon graph in �M
obtained from ˝ by the transformations (T1) and (T2) described in Section 5.1.
Clearly, �(�˝) = ˝.

5.4. Theorem. Let V be a Hermitian modular category with rank D 2 K such
that D = D. For any closed oriented 3-manifold M and any v-colored ribbon
graph ˝ � M over V, we have

(5.4.a) �(V;D)(�M;�˝) = �(V;D)(M;˝):

Note the case ˝ = ;:

�(V;D)(�M ) = �(V;D)(M ):
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Proof of Theorem. To prove (5.4.a) we have to study ribbon categories somewhat
more extensively. To each ribbon category W we associate an opposite ribbon
categoryWo. The objects ofWo are just the objects ofW. A morphism V ! W
in Wo is, by deˇnition, a morphism W ! V in W. For a morphism f : W ! V
in W, the corresponding morphism V ! W in Wo will be denoted by f op . The
composition and tensor product of morphisms in Wo is deˇned by the formulas
f op ıgop = (gf )op and f op˝gop = ( f˝g)op . The morphism (idV)op is the identity
endomorphism of V in Wo. The braiding co, twist �o, and duality bo; do in Wo

are deˇned by the formulas

coV;W = (cW;V)op ; �oV = (�V)op ; boV = (F(\�V ))op ; doV = (F([�V ))op :

It is a nice exercise on deˇnitions to check thatWo is a ribbon category. We verify
identity (I.1.2.b) for the braiding in Wo leaving other identities to the reader:

coU;V˝W = (cV˝W;U)op = ((cV;U˝ idW)(idV ˝ cW;U))op = (idV ˝ coU;W)(coU;V ˝ idW):

Note also that the formula f 7! f op deˇnes an isomorphism of commutative
semigroups EndW(&)! EndWo(&). This is, of course, a ring isomorphism if W
is a ribbon Ab-category.

Each v-colored ribbon graph ˝ � R3 over W gives rise to an opposite v-
colored ribbon graph ˝o � R3 over Wo. It is obtained from ˝ by the compo-
sition of the transformation (T1) inverting the orientation in the surface of ˝
and reversing the directions of the bands and annuli of ˝, the transformation
(T2)0 proclaiming the top and bottom bases of each coupon bottom and top bases
respectively and replacing the color f of each coupon by the morphism f op in
Wo (while keeping the colors of bands and annuli), and the transformation (T3)0

rotating ˝ in R3 around the line R � 0 � (1=2) to the angle 180ı so that the
bottom and top lines of ˝ exchange their places. (The rotation (T3)0 is redundant
when ˝ has no free ends.) Analogously to Lemma 5.1.3 we have

(5.4.b) FWo(˝o) = (FW(˝))op :

Applying this formula to the trivial knot with zero framing colored with an object
V of W we obtain dimWo(V) = (dimW(V))op : &! &.

It is obvious that the construction ˝ 7! ˝o extends to v-colored ribbon graphs
in 3-manifolds: we just perform (T1) and (T2)0 skipping (T3)0. IfW is a modular
category with rank D 2 EndW(&) then the opposite ribbon category Wo is also
modular with rank Dop 2 EndWo(&). It follows from (5.4.b) and deˇnitions that

�(Wo;Dop )(M;˝
o) = (�(W;D)(M;˝))op 2 EndWo(&):

We shall use this formula in the following equivalent form

(5.4.c) �(W;D)(M;˝) = (�(Wo;Dop )(M;˝
o))op 2 EndW(&):

Consider the case where W is a Hermitian ribbon category. Recall the mirror
ribbon categoryW (see Section I.1.4). It is clear that the formula f 7! f

op
, where
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f is a morphism inW, deˇnes a covariant functorW!Wo
identical on objects.

Involutivity of the conjugation implies that this functor is an isomorphism. It is
easy to verify that this is an isomorphism of ribbon categories. In particular, it
follows from (5.1.1) that the braiding cV;W : V ˝W ! W ˝ V in W corresponds
under this isomorphism to the braiding (c�1

V;W)op : V ˝ W ! W ˝ V in Wo
.

Similarly, twist and duality in W correspond under this isomorphism W!Wo

to twist and duality in Wo
.

Now we can prove (5.4.a). The results of Exercise 1.9.2 and formulas (2.5.a)
and (5.4.c) (with W = V) imply that

(5.4.d) �(V;D)(�M;�˝) = �(V;D)(M;�˝) = (�(V
o
;Dop )(M; (�˝)o))op :

It is easy to see that the v-colored ribbon graph (�˝)o over Vo geometrically
coincides with ˝ and has the same colors of bands and annuli. These ribbon
graphs differ only in the colors of their coupons: if a coupon of ˝ is colored with
a morphism f in V, then the corresponding coupon of (�˝)o is colored with the
morphism f

op
in Vo. In other words, ˝ is transformed into (�˝)o by the functor

V ! Vop determined by the Hermitian structure as in the preceding paragraph.
Therefore

�(V
o
;Dop )(M; (�˝)o) = (�(V;D)(M;˝))op :

Substituting this expression in (5.4.d) we get (5.4.a).

5.5. Unitary modular categories. A unitary modular category is a Hermitian
modular category V = (V; fVigi2I) over K = C (with the usual complex conju-
gation in C) such that for any morphism f in V, we have tr( f f ) � 0. In other
words, the Hermitian form ( f; g) 7! tr( f g) on Hom(V;W) should be positive
deˇnite for any objects V;W of V. Positivity implies a number of important es-
timates for link invariants and 3-manifold invariants. A simplest estimate of this
kind follows from (5.1.a): for any object V of a unitary modular category, we
have dim(V) � 0. (Without positivity condition we can assure only that dim(V)
is a real number.)

We establish here an inequality pertaining to operator invariants of framed
braids. A framed braid is a ribbon tangle in R2� [0; 1] consisting solely of bands
such that the projection R2 � [0; 1]! [0; 1] transforms the cores of these bands
homeomorphically onto [0; 1]. A framed braid can be presented by a diagram
which has no points of local maxima or local minima of the height function.
A framed braid is said to be colored (over V) if each of its bands is provided
with an object of V. Every colored framed braid ˛ regarded as a colored framed
tangle represents a morphism in the category RibV (see Section I.2.3). We shall
consider the case where source(˛) = target(˛) so that the colors and directions
of the bottom ends of ˛ form the same sequence as the colors and directions of
the top ends of ˛. For example, this is the case when ˛ is a pure braid, i.e., when
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the top end of each string lies exactly over its bottom end. Another example: all
strings of ˛ are directed downwards and have the same color.

5.5.1. Theorem. Let V be a unitary modular category. Let ˛ be a colored framed
braid such that source(˛) = target(˛) = ((W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) where m is the
number of bands of ˛, W1; : : : ;Wm are objects of V, and �1; : : : ; �m 2 f+1;�1g.
Then

jtr(F(˛))j 	
m∏
r=1

dim(Wr):

Applying this theorem to the 2-string pure braid ˛ = X+
W;V ı X+

V;W we obtain
the following important corollary.

5.5.2. Corollary. For any objects V;W of a unitary modular category, we have

jtr(cW;V ı cV;W)j 	 dim(V) dim(W):

This implies a useful estimate for the entries of the matrix S introduced in
Section 1: for a unitary modular category (V; fVigi2I) and any i; j 2 I , we have

jSi;j j 	 dim(i) dim(j ):

Combining Theorem 5.5.1 with the geometric interpretation of the trace pro-
vided by Corollary I.2.7.2 we get an estimate for the absolute value of the link
invariant F(L) 2 C where L is the colored framed link obtained as the closure of
˛. This yields the following estimate of the braid index of links. (A braid index
of a link in R3 is the minimal integer m such that this link may be obtained as
the closure of a braid of m strings.)

5.5.3. Corollary. Let V be a unitary modular category. Let L be a framed link
in R3 with braid index m. Let LV be the same link L with components colored
by an object V of V. Then jF(LV)j 	 (dim(V))m .

To prove Theorem 5.5.1 we need the following lemma concerned with arbitrary
modular categories.

5.5.4. Lemma. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a modular category. Let f : V ! V be an
endomorphism of an object V of V. For j 2 I , denote by f j the homomorphism
x 7! f x : Hom(Vj ; V)! Hom(Vj ; V). Then

(5.5.a) tr( f ) =
∑
j2I

Tr( f j ) dim(j ):

Proof. If f = idV then tr( f ) = dim(V) and Tr( f j ) = Dim (Hom(Vj ; V)) =
Dimj (V). In this case (5.5.a) follows directly from (4.4.a). Similar arguments
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apply in the case where f is proportional to idV , i.e., f 2 K � idV . In the general
case we present f : V ! V as a ˇnite linear combination of morphisms of type
gh where h : V ! Vi and g : Vi ! V are morphisms with a certain i 2 I . Since
both parts of (5.5.a) are K-linear with respect to f it sufˇces to consider the case
f = gh. We have tr( f ) = tr(gh) = tr(hg). Since hg is an endomorphism of Vi it
is proportional to the identity endomorphism and satisˇes (5.5.a) with f replaced
by hg and f j replaced by composition of hj : Hom(Vj ; V)! Hom(Vj ; Vi) and
gj : Hom(Vj ; Vi)! Hom(Vj ; V). Hence,

tr( f ) = tr(hg) =
∑
j2I

Tr(hj gj )dim(j ) =
∑
j2I

Tr(gj hj )dim(j ) =
∑
j2I

Tr( f j )dim(j ):

5.5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.5.1. Set

V = F(source(˛)) = W�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

�m
m :

Set f = F(˛) : V ! V. We claim that f = f �1. To see this, we decompose ˛
into a product of elementary framed braids. A framed braid is elementary if it is
either presented by a diagram with exactly one crossing point or obtained from
the trivial framed braid by twisting one of the bands around its core. Therefore
the morphism f = F(˛) may be expressed as a composition of morphisms of type
id ˝ c˙1

U;W ˝ id and id ˝ �˙1
U ˝ id. Every such morphism g satisˇes the equality

g = g�1 because of (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). Therefore f = f �1.
For any j 2 I , consider the homomorphism f j : Hom(Vj ; V)! Hom(Vj ; V)

deˇned by the formula x 7! f x . This homomorphism preserves the unitary form
hx; yi = tr(xy) on Hom(Vj ; V). Indeed, for any morphisms x; y : Vj ! V, we
have

h f j(x); f j(y)i = h f x; f yi = tr( f xy f ) = tr( f xy f �1) = tr(xy):

Therefore

jTr( f j )j 	 dimC(Hom(Vj ; V)) = Dimj (V):

Together with Lemma 5.5.4 this gives

jtr( f )j = j
∑
j2I

Tr( f j )dim(j )j 	
∑
j2I

Dimj (V)dim(j ) = dim(V) =
m∏
r=1

dim(Wr):

5.5.6. Remarks. 1. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a Hermitian modular category over C.
Corollary 5.1.5 implies that

∑
i2I(dim(i))2 is a positive real number. Therefore

the positive square root (
∑

i2I(dim(i))2)1=2 is a rank of V.

2. Combining the deˇnitions of Hermitian ribbon category and semisimple
category we get the notions of Hermitian and unitary semisimple categories.
Theorem 5.5.1 and Lemma 5.5.4 directly generalize to this setting.
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5.6. Exercises. 1. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a Hermitian modular category with rank
D. Show that for any i 2 I , we have vi = v�1

i . (Hint: apply Lemma 5.1.3 to the
tangle 'Vi introduced in Section I.2.3.) Show that

�V =
∑
i2I

vi(dim(i))2 = �V:

This formula and (2.4.a) imply that

(5.6.a) D2 = �V�V:

2. LetV be a Hermitian modular category over K = C (with the usual complex
conjugation in C) such that for any object V of V and any morphism f : &! V,
we have tr( f f ) � 0. Show that V is a unitary modular category. (Hint: use the
same argument as at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.)

3. Consider the ribbon Ab-category V = V(G;K; c; ') constructed in Sec-
tion I.1.7.2. Any ring involution k 7! k in K induces an involution in the set of
morphisms in V because this set consists of copies of K . Show that this involution
satisˇes (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) if and only if '(G) = 1 and c(g; h) = (c(g; h))�1 for
any g; h 2 G.

4. Show that the constructions of opposite and mirror categories commute: for
any ribbon category V, we have Vo = Vo.

Notes

Section 1. The notion of a modular category was introduced in [Tu11]. Here we present
this notion in a slightly modiˇed form.

The parallel notion in the theory of Hopf algebras, namely the one of a modular Hopf
algebra was introduced by Reshetikhin and Turaev, see [RT2]. We shall discuss modular
Hopf algebras in Chapter XI. After appearance of [RT2] it has become clear that the
technique of Hopf algebras may and should be replaced by a more general technique of
monoidal categories. Still, it remained to deˇne the appropriate class of categories and to
overcome technical difˇculties. Personally, the author got a strong impetus in this direction
from Deligne [De]. Similar ideas were expressed by D. Kazhdan, see also Lyubashenko
[Ly1] and Yetter [Ye4].

Our modular categories should not be confused with modular tensor categories in-
troduced by Moore and Seiberg [MS1], [MS2]. Their modular tensor categories are not
categories in the usual sense of the word but rather systems of tensors similar to the
6j -symbols studied in Chapter VI.

Section 2. We follow the general lines of [RT2] where the surgery presentations of 3-
manifolds were ˇrst used to derive invariants of 3-manifolds from modular Hopf algebras.
The formulas used in [RT2] and in Section 2 to deˇne the invariant � are inspired by
properties of Witten's path integral invariants of 3-manifolds, see [Wi2]. (Reshetikhin and
the author started working on quantum invariants of 3-manifolds in the early spring of
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1988, before appearance of [Wi2]. This paper became available to us in September, 1988
and sped up our study.) For further work in this direction, based on surgery presentations of
3-manifolds, see Kirby and Melvin [KM], Lickorish [Li2]{[Li5], Walker [Wa], Blanchet,
Habegger, Masbaum, Vogel [BHMV1], [BHMV2].

Section 3. The proof of Theorem 2.3.2 consists of two essentially independent parts: (i) the
construction of �0 and (ii) equivalence of �0 and �. Part (i) and in particular Lemma 3.2.1
follow along the lines of [RT2]. (The construction of [RT2] produces �0 rather than �.)
The part (ii) is new. The proof of the crucial claim (ii) of Lemma 3.2.2 was obtained
during a conversation of the author with Kevin Walker.

A counterpart of the projective representation of SL(2;Z) is well known in 2-dimen-
sional conformal ˇeld theory, see [MS2, page 285].

Section 4. Semisimple categories, as deˇned here, were introduced in [Tu9]. Similar cat-
egories are studied by Lyubashenko [Ly1], [Ly2] and Yetter [Ye4].

Formulas (4.5.d) and (4.5.e) were conjectured in the context of 2-dimensional confor-
mal ˇeld theory by Verlinde [Ver] and proven by G. Moore and N. Seiberg (see [MS2,
page 287]). Our proof follows an idea of Witten [Wi2]. We note that the formula (4.5.e)
differs from the formula in [MS2] by an additional factor of D�2. This is due to the fact
that the matrix S used in [MS2] corresponds to our D�1S. Formulas (4.5.f) and (4.5.g)
seem to be new.

Section 5. The material of this section is new.



Chapter III
Foundations of topological quantum ˇeld theory

1. Axiomatic deˇnition of TQFT's

1.0. Outline. We give an axiomatic deˇnition of modular functors and topological
quantum ˇeld theories (TQFT's). The reader will notice that our approach to
TQFT's has a strong �avor of abstract nonsense. However, the relevant abstract
notions form a natural and important part of the theory. They create a general set
up for the topological quantum ˇeld theory and put the 3-dimensional TQFT's
introduced in Chapters IV and VII into a proper perspective.

In order to deˇne modular functors and topological quantum ˇeld theories we
need to formalize the notion of an additional structure on a topological space.
For such formalized additional structures, we use the term space-structures. One
may use the language of space-structures on a heuristical level without going into
the details of our axiomatic approach. The reader willing to cut short the abstract
theory of space-structures may skip Sections 1.1 and 1.3 restricting himself to the
case where A-spaces are closed oriented n-manifolds and B-spaces are compact
oriented (n + 1)-manifolds possibly with some reasonable additional structures.

1.1. Space-structures. Before giving a deˇnition of space-structures we brie�y
analyze one of the simplest examples, speciˇcally the orientation in n-dimensional
topological manifolds. Fix an integer n � 0. For every n-dimensional topologi-
cal manifold X we have a set Orin(X ) (possibly void) of orientations in X . For
technical reasons, we shall agree that the empty space is a topological manifold
of dimension n (for any n) and admits a unique orientation. It is convenient to
extend Orin to arbitrary topological spaces: set Orin(X ) = ; if the space X is
not an n-dimensional topological manifold. It is clear that any homeomorphism
f : X ! Y induces a bijection Orin(X ) ! Orin(Y) denoted by Orin( f ). Ob-
viously, Orin(idX ) = id and Orin( f g) = Orin( f ) Orin(g) for any composable
homeomorphisms f; g. We may express these properties by saying that the for-
mulas (X 7! Orin(X ); f 7! Orin( f )) deˇne a covariant functor from the category
of topological spaces and their homeomorphisms into the category of sets and
bijections. Axiomatizing these properties we get the notion of a space-structure.

A space-structure is a covariant functor from the category of topological spaces
and their homeomorphisms into the category of sets and bijections such that the
value of this functor on the empty space is a one-element set. Such a functor A
assigns to every topological space X a set A(X ) and to every homeomorphism
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f : X ! Y a bijection A( f ) : A(X ) ! A(Y) such that A(idX ) = idA(X ) for any
topological space X and A( f g) = A( f )A(g) for any composable homeomor-
phisms f; g. By assumption, A(;) is a one-element set.

Elements of A(X ) are called A-structures on X . Any pair (a topological space
X , an A-structure ˛ 2 A(X )) is called an A-space. An A-homeomorphism of an
A-space (X; ˛) onto an A-space (X 0; ˛0) is a homeomorphism f : X ! X 0 such
that A( f )(˛) = ˛0. It is clear that the composition of A-homeomorphisms is an
A-homeomorphism and that the identity self-homeomorphisms of A-spaces are
A-homeomorphisms.

We shall also consider more general space-structures A which are deˇned as
above with the only difference that the values of A on topological spaces are
not sets but rather classes. The set-theoretic concept of class is broader and more
convenient in this abstract setting. An example of a space-structure involving
classes is provided by the structure of a topological space with several distin-
guished points endowed with objects of a certain category. We shall meet similar
examples in Chapter IV.

A space-structure A is said to be compatible with disjoint union if the disjoint
union of a ˇnite family of A-spaces acquires the structure of an A-space in
a natural way. Here is a more meticulous formulation. A space-structure A is
compatible with disjoint union if for any topological spaces X and Y there is a
canonical mapping A(X )�A(Y)! A(XqY) so that the following four conditions
are satisˇed.

(1.1.1) The diagram

A(X )� A(Y) ���! A(X q Y)

Perm

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�=

A(Y)� A(X ) ���! A(Y q X )

is commutative. Here Perm is the �ip x � y 7! y � x and the horizontal arrows
represent the canonical mappings.

(1.1.2) For arbitrary A-homeomorphisms f : X ! X 0 and g : Y ! Y 0, the
diagram

A(X )� A(Y) ���! A(X q Y)

A( f )�A(g)

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�A( f qg)

A(X 0)� A(Y 0) ���! A(X 0 q Y 0)

is commutative.
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(1.1.3) For any three topological spaces X, Y, Z, the diagram of canonical
mappings

A(X )� A(Y)� A(Z ) ���! A(X q Y)� A(Z )⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�
A(X )� A(Y q Z ) ���! A(X q Y q Z )

is commutative.

(1.1.4) The canonical mapping A(;) � A(Y)! A(; q Y) = A(Y) is induced
by the identity id : A(Y)! A(Y).

Following the remarks made at the beginning of this section the orientation of
n-dimensional topological manifolds may be regarded as a space-structure Orin .
It is compatible with disjoint union in the obvious way. Inversion of orientation
deˇnes an involution in the set Orin(X ) for any topological space X . This suggests
the following deˇnition.

A space-structure A is involutive if for any topological space X , the set (or,
more generally, the class) A(X ) is provided with an involution such that:

(i) for any topological spaces X; Y, the canonical mapping A(X ) � A(Y) !
A(X q Y) is equivariant and

(ii) for any homeomorphism f : X ! Y, the induced bijection A( f ) : A(X )!
A(Y) is equivariant.

The A-structure on X which is the image of ˛ 2 A(X ) under the given invo-
lution is said to be opposite to ˛ and denoted by �˛. For an A-space X , denote
by �X the same space with the opposite A-structure. Clearly �(�X ) = X . For
an A-homeomorphism f : X ! Y, denote by �f the same mapping viewed as an
A-homeomorphism �X !�Y.

An example of a space-structure is provided by the structure of a smooth
n-dimensional manifold with ˇxed n � 0. The corresponding functor Diffn assigns
to a topological space X the class of C1-smooth structures on X if X is an
n-dimensional topological manifold, Diffn(X ) = ; otherwise. We shall agree that
Diffn(;) is a one-element set. The space-structure Diffn is obviously compatible
with disjoint union. It is an involutive space-structure in a trivial way: we provide
each class Diffn(X ) with the identity involution. We may similarly formalize the
structure of oriented smooth n-dimensional manifolds, the structure of oriented
n-dimensional piecewise-linear manifolds, the structure of triangulated spaces,
the structure of cell spaces, etc. All these space-structures are compatible with
disjoint union.

1.2. Modular functors. A modular functor assigns modules to topological spaces
with a certain structure and isomorphisms to the structure-preserving homeomor-
phisms of these spaces. We give an axiomatic deˇnition of modular functors.
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Let A be a space-structure compatible with disjoint union. Let K be a commu-
tative ring with unit. A modular functor T with ground ring K based on A assigns
to every A-space X a projective K-module (of ˇnite type) T(X ) and to every A-
homeomorphism f : X ! Y a K-isomorphism f# : T(X ) ! T(Y) satisfying the
following axioms (1.2.1){(1.2.3).

(1.2.1) For any A-homeomorphisms g : X ! Y; f : Y ! Z , we have ( f g)# =
f#g#.

This axiom allows us to view T as a covariant functor from the category of
A-spaces and A-homeomorphisms into the category of projective K-modules and
K-isomorphisms. For the identity homeomorphism id = idX : X ! X of an
A-space X , we have id# = idT(X ). Proof: apply (1.2.1) to f = g = idX . For any
A-homeomorphism f , we have f �1

# = ( f#)�1. Proof: apply (1.2.1) to g = f �1.

(1.2.2) For (disjoint) A-spaces X; Y, there is an identiˇcation isomorphism
T(X q Y) = T(X )˝K T(Y) satisfying the following three conditions.

(i) (Commutativity). The diagram

T(X q Y) T(X )˝K T(Y)

=

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�Perm

T(Y q X ) T(Y)˝K T(X )

is commutative. (Here Perm is the �ip x ˝ y 7! y ˝ x .)
(ii) (Associativity). For any A-spaces X; Y; Z , the composition of identiˇcations

(T(X )˝K T(Y))˝K T(Z ) = T(X q Y)˝K T(Z ) = T(X q Y q Z ) =

= T(X )˝K T(Y q Z ) = T(X )˝K (T(Y)˝K T(Z ))

is the standard identiˇcation (x ˝ y)˝ z = x ˝ (y ˝ z):
(iii) (Naturality). For any A-homeomorphisms f : X ! X 0; g : Y ! Y 0, the

diagram

T(X q Y)
( f qg)#���! T(X 0 q Y 0)

=

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�=

T(X )˝K T(Y)
f#˝g#���! T(X 0)˝K T(Y 0)

is commutative.

(1.2.3) T(;) = K and for any A-space Y, the identiˇcation T(Y) = T(;qY) =
T(;)˝K T(Y) is induced by T(;) = K .

We shall call the module T(X ) the module of states of X . Its elements are
called T-states on X .
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The simplest example of a modular functor is provided by the trivial modular
functor which assigns K to all topological spaces and idK to all homeomorphisms.
The underlying space-structure assigns a one-element set to all topological spaces.
For more interesting examples of modular functors see Section 1.5.

A modular functor T based on an involutive space-structure A is said to be
self-dual if it satisˇes the following condition.

(1.2.4) For any A-space X , there is a non-degenerate bilinear pairing dX :
T(X )˝K T(�X )! K . The system of pairings fdX gX is natural with respect to
A-homeomorphisms, multiplicative with respect to disjoint union, and symmetric
in the sense that d�X = dX ı PermT(�X );T(X ) for any A-space X .

It follows from (1.2.2) that every modular functor T assigns to the disjoint
union of a ˇnite family of A-spaces fX j gj the tensor product of the modules
fT(X j )gj . There is a subtle point here: if the family fX j gj is not ordered then
the tensor product in question is the non-ordered tensor product. Recall brie�y
its deˇnition. Consider all possible total orders in the given (ˇnite) family of
modules, form the corresponding tensor products over K and identify them via
the canonical isomorphisms induced by permutations of factors. This results in
a module canonically isomorphic to any of these ordered tensor products but
itself independent of the choice of ordering. For instance, for any two K-modules
G;H , their non-ordered tensor product is the K-module F consisting of all pairs
( f 2 G ˝K H; f 0 2 H ˝K G) such that f 0 = Perm( f ). The formulas ( f; f 0) 7! f
and ( f; f 0) 7! f 0 deˇne isomorphisms F ! G˝K H and F ! H ˝K G. For any
g 2 G; h 2 H , the pair (g ˝ h; h ˝ g) is an element of F . As is customary in
algebra, we denote both the ordered and non-ordered tensor products by the same
symbol ˝.

1.3. Cobordisms of A-spaces. The notion of cobordism for A-spaces is moti-
vated by the needs of topological quantum ˇeld theory. In the realm of man-
ifolds an (n + 1)-dimensional TQFT associates modules to closed n-manifolds
and homomorphisms to cobordisms between closed n-manifolds. (Recall that an
(n + 1)-dimensional cobordism is a compact (n + 1)-manifold whose boundary
is split as a disjoint union of two closed n-manifolds, called the bases of the
cobordism.) The main idea in the deˇnition of TQFT's is a functorial behavior
of these homomorphisms with respect to gluing of cobordisms along their bases.
Similar ideas may be applied in a more general context provided there are suitable
notions of boundary and gluing. This suggests a deˇnition of a cobordism theory
for space-structures. Such a theory will serve as a basis for TQFT's.

Let A and B be space-structures compatible with disjoint union. We suppose
that A is involutive (but we do not need to suppose B to be involutive). Suppose
that any B-space M contains a distinguished topological subspace equipped with
an A-structure. We call this subspace with its A-structure the boundary of M and
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denote it by @M . Thus, @M is an A-space. Warning: the underlying topological
space of @M and the A-structure on this space may depend on the choice of
B-structure on M . We assume that the boundary is natural with respect to B-
homeomorphisms, i.e., that any B-homeomorphism M 1 ! M 2 restricts to an
A-homeomorphism @M 1 ! @M 2. We also assume that the boundary commutes
with disjoint union, i.e., that @(M 1 qM 2) = @M 1 q @M 2.

The space-structures (B;A) form a cobordism theory if the following four
axioms (1.3.1){(1.3.4) are satisˇed.

(1.3.1) The B-spaces are subject to gluing as follows. Let M be a B-space
whose boundary is the disjoint union of A-spaces X; Y; Z such that X is A-
homeomorphic to �Y. Let M 0 be the topological space obtained from M by gluing
of X to Y along an A-homeomorphism f : X !�Y. Then the B-structure on M
gives rise in a canonical way to a B-structure in M 0 such that @M 0 = Z . The B-
structures on M 0 corresponding in this way to f : X !�Y and (�f )�1 : Y !�X
coincide.

We say that the topological space M 0 with the B-structure provided by this
axiom is obtained from M by gluing of X to Y along f .

(1.3.2) The gluings of B-spaces are natural with respect to B-homeomor-
phisms and commute with disjoint union. The gluing along disjoint A-subspaces
of the boundary coincides with the gluing along their union.

This condition means that if, in the previous axiom, X is the disjoint union of
a ˇnite number of A-spaces fXrgr then the B-structure on M 0 obtained by gluing
of X to Y along f : X ! �Y coincides with the B-structure on M 0 obtained
by consecutive gluings of Xr to f (Xr) along f for all r. In particular, the last
structure is independent of the order in which the gluings are performed.

(1.3.3) Each A-structure ˛ on a topological space X gives rise in a canonical
way to a B-structure on X � [0; 1] denoted by ˛� [0; 1] and such that

@(X � [0; 1]; ˛� [0; 1]) = ((X;�˛)� 0)q ((X; ˛)� 1):

The homeomorphism (x; t) 7! (x; 1 � t) : X � [0; 1] ! X � [0; 1] transforms
˛� [0; 1] into (�˛)� [0; 1]. The correspondence ˛ 7! ˛� [0; 1] is natural with
respect to homeomorphisms and commutes with disjoint union.

Thus, for any A-space X , we may regard the cylinder X � [0; 1] as a B-space
with the boundary (�X � 0)q (X � 1). We say that X � 0 and X � 1 are bases
of X � [0; 1].

(1.3.4) Let X; X 0 be two copies of the same A-space. Gluing the B-spaces
X � [0; 1]; X 0 � [0; 1] along the identity x �1 7! x �0 : X �1! X 0 �0 yields a
B-space homeomorphic to the same cylinder X � [0; 1] via a B-homeomorphism
which is the identity on the bases.
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Example: B is the structure of an oriented compact smooth (n + 1)-manifold
possibly with boundary, A is the structure of an oriented closed smooth
n-manifold, and @ is the standard boundary. These space-structures form a cobord-
ism theory in the usual way.

1.4. Deˇnition of a TQFT. Let A be an involutive space-structure and B be
a space-structure both compatible with disjoint union. Assume that the space-
structures (B;A) form a cobordism theory. A (B;A)-cobordism is a triple (M;X ,
Y) where M is a B-space, X and Y are A-spaces, and @M = (�X ) q Y. The
A-spaces X and Y are called the bottom and top bases of this cobordism and
denoted by @�M and @+M respectively. We say that M is a cobordism between
X and Y. For instance, for any A-space X , the cylinder (X�[0; 1]; X�0; X�1) is a
cobordism between two copies of X . It is clear that we may form disjoint unions of
cobordisms. We may also glue cobordisms M 1;M 2 along any A-homeomorphism
@+(M 1)! @�(M 2).

A topological quantum ˇeld theory (TQFT) based on (B;A) consists of a
modular functor T with ground ring K based on A and a map � which assigns
to every (B;A)-cobordism (M;X; Y) a K-homomorphism

�(M ) = �(M;X; Y) : T(X )!T(Y)

which satisˇes the following axioms (1.4.1){(1.4.4).

(1.4.1) (Naturality). If M 1 and M 2 are (B;A)-cobordisms and f : M 1 ! M 2

is a B-homeomorphism preserving the bases then the diagram

T(@�(M 1))
�(M 1)
���! T(@+(M 1))

( f j@�(M1))#

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�( f j@+(M1))#

T(@�(M 2))
�(M 2)
���! T(@+(M 2))

is commutative.

(1.4.2) (Multiplicativity). If a cobordism M is the disjoint union of cobordisms
M 1;M 2 then under the identiˇcations (1.2.2) we have �(M ) = �(M 1)˝ �(M 2).

(1.4.3) (Functoriality). If a (B;A)-cobordism M is obtained from the dis-
joint union of two (B;A)-cobordisms M 1 and M 2 by gluing along an A-homeo-
morphism f : @+(M 1)! @�(M 2) then for some invertible k 2 K ,

�(M ) = k �(M 2) ı f# ı �(M 1):

(1.4.4) (Normalization). For any A-space X , we have

�(X � [0; 1]; X � 0; X � 1) = idT(X ):
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The homomorphism �(M;X; Y) : T(X )!T(Y) is called the operator invari-
ant of the cobordism (M;X; Y). The factor k in (1.4.3) is called the anomaly
or the gluing anomaly of the triple (M 1;M 2; f ). This factor may depend on the
choice of this triple. Note that the gluing anomaly of (M 1;M 2; f ) is not deter-
mined uniquely. For instance, it may happen that �(M ) = 0 and �(M 1) = 0 in
which case any invertible element of K is the anomaly of (M 1;M 2; f ).

We say that the TQFT (T; �) is anomaly-free if the factor k in (1.4.3) may be
always taken to be 1.

Every B-space M gives rise to a cobordism (M; ;; @M ). The corresponding
K-homomorphism T(;) ! T(@M ) is completely determined by its value on
the unit 1K 2 K = T(;). This value is denoted by �(M ). It follows from the
axioms that �(M ) 2 T(@M) is natural with respect to B-homeomorphisms and
multiplicative with respect to disjoint union.

We say that a B-space M is closed if its boundary is empty. (In contrast to the
usual terminology pertaining to manifolds we do not assume closed B-spaces to
be compact.) For a closed B-space M , we have �(M ) 2 T(;) = K so that �(M )
is a K-valued B-homeomorphism invariant of M . For instance, the empty set is
a closed B-space and �(;) = 1. This follows from (1.4.4).

For any TQFT's (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) based on (B;A) we deˇne their tensor
product by the formulas (T1 ˝T2)(X ) = T1(X )˝K T2(X ) and (�1 ˝ �2)(M ) =
�1(M ) ˝ �2(M ). The action of homeomorphisms and the identiˇcation isomor-
phisms for disjoint unions are determined by the corresponding data for (T1; �1),
(T2; �2) in the obvious way. Thus, (T1 ˝ T2; �1 ˝ �2) is a TQFT based on the
same cobordism theory (B;A).

1.5. Examples of TQFT's. We give a few elementary examples of TQFT's il-
lustrating the concepts introduced above. In these examples A is the structure of
ˇnite cell space (with the involution in each set A(X ) being the identity) and B
is the structure of ˇnite cell space with a ˇxed cell subspace which plays the role
of the boundary. Thus, (B;A)-cobordisms are just ˇnite cell triples (M;X; Y)
with X \Y = ;. The gluing of cell spaces and the cell structures on cylinders are
deˇned in the standard way. The TQFT's in the following examples are based
on this cobordism theory (B;A). The ground ring K is an arbitrary commutative
ring with unit.

1. Let T be the trivial modular functor restricted to ˇnite cell spaces. Fix an
invertible element q 2 K . For any ˇnite cell triple (M;X; Y), deˇne the operator
�(M;X; Y) : K ! K to be the multiplication by q	(M;X ) where 	 is the Euler
characteristic. This yields an anomaly-free TQFT.

2. Fix an integer i � 0 and a ˇnite abelian group G whose order is invertible in
K . For any ˇnite cell space X set T(X ) = K[Hi(X ;G)]. Thus, T(X ) is the module
of formal linear combinations of elements of Hi(X ;G) with coefˇcients in K . (We
ignore the structure of group ring in this module.) Note that Hi(;;G) = 0 so that
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T(;) = K . The action of cell homeomorphisms is induced by their action in
Hi. Additivity of homologies with respect to disjoint union yields identiˇcations
satisfying axioms (1.2.2), (1.2.3). The operator invariant � = �(M;X; Y) of a
ˇnite cell triple (M;X; Y) carries any g 2 Hi(X ;G) into the formal sum of those
h 2 Hi(Y;G) which are homological to g in M . (If there is no such h then �(g) =
0.) For instance, �(M; ;; ;) = 1 2 K . The axioms of topological ˇeld theory are
straightforward. In axiom (1.4.3), k�1 is the order of the group f�(F1)\F2 where
F1 and F2 are the kernels of the inclusion homomorphisms Hi(@+(M 1);G) !
Hi(M 1;G) and Hi(@�(M 2);G) ! Hi(M 2;G) respectively. This yields a TQFT
with non-trivial anomalies. Instead of homologies with coefˇcients in G we may
use any homology or cohomology theory (or homotopy groups), provided some
ˇniteness assumptions are imposed to assure that the modules fT(X )g are ˇnitely
generated.

1.6. Remark. The problem with any axiomatic deˇnition is that it should be
sufˇciently general but not too abstract. It is especially hard to ˇnd a balance in
axiomatic systems for TQFT's because the available stock of non-trivial examples
is very limited. One may vary the axioms of TQFT's given above in several
different directions. First of all the axioms may be extended to A-spaces with
boundary, which should be preserved under (B;A)-cobordisms. Such an extension
could be useful, although it would deˇnitely make the exposition more heavy.
In the theory of 3-manifolds such an extension may be avoided because we can
always eliminate the boundary of surfaces and 3-cobordisms by gluing in 2-disks
and solid tubes respectively. Another possible generalization of TQFT's abandons
the condition that the operator invariant � is deˇned for all (B;A)-cobordisms.
A guiding example in this direction could be the \Reidemeister TQFT" deˇned
only for acyclic cobordisms. This \TQFT" involves the trivial modular functor
and assigns to every ˇnite cell triple (M;X; Y) equipped with a �at K-linear
bundle 
 with H�(M;X ; 
) = 0, the multiplication by the Reidemeister torsion
�(M;X ; 
) 2 K . To eliminate the indeterminacy in the deˇnition of torsion the pair
(M;X ) should be endowed with the homological orientation and Euler structure
as deˇned in [Tu3], [Tu5]. Another idea would be to replace the module T(X ) in
the deˇnition of a modular functor by a vector bundle over a certain topological
space which itself may depend on X . There is no doubt that further experiments
with axioms for TQFT's will follow.

1.7. Conventions. Up to the end of this chapter the symbol K denotes a commu-
tative ring with unit and the symbol (B;A) denotes a cobordism theory where A
is an involutive space-structure and B is a space-structure both compatible with
disjoint union.
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2. Fundamental properties

2.0. Outline. We establish here three fundamental properties of TQFT's. The
ˇrst and the most important property says that the modular functor underlying a
TQFT is always self-dual. We construct a canonical self-duality pairing for any
such modular functor, this pairing will be systematically used in this chapter.

The second property allows us to compute the invariant of a closed B-space
glued from two B-spaces with common boundary. This computation involves the
canonical self-duality pairing in the module of states of the boundary.

The third property allows us to compute the invariant of a closed B-space
obtained by multiplication of an A-space and the circle. In contrast to the ˇrst
property, the second and third ones apply only to anomaly-free TQFT's.

2.1. Statements. Fix a TQFT (T; �) with ground ring K based on the cobordism
theory (B;A).

2.1.1. Theorem. The modular functor T is self-dual.

In the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 given in Section 2.3 we shall explicitly
construct for any A-space X a non-degenerate bilinear pairing dX = d�X :
T(X )˝K T(�X )! K satisfying (1.2.4). The existence of such a pairing implies
that for any A-space X , we have Dim(T(�X )) = Dim(T(X )).

2.1.2. Theorem. Let M be a closed B-space obtained from the disjoint union of
two B-spaces M 1;M 2 by gluing along an A-homeomorphism g : @M 1 !�@M 2.
Let �g be the same mapping g considered as an A-homeomorphism �@M 1 !
@M 2. If (T; �) is anomaly-free then

�(M ) = d@M 1 (�(M 1)˝ (�g)�1
# (�(M 2))) = d@M 2 (�(M 2)˝ g#(�(M 1))):

For an A-space X , consider the cylinder X � [0; 1] (with its B-structure) and
glue its bases along the homeomorphism x � 0 7! x � 1 : X � 0! X � 1. This
yields a B-structure on the topological space X � S1. The resulting B-space is
denoted by the same symbol X � S1. It follows from axioms (1.3.1) and (1.3.3)
that @(X � S1) = ;.

2.1.3. Theorem. If (T; �) is anomaly-free then for any A-space X , we have
Dim(T(X )) = �(X � S1) 2 K:

The remaining part of the section is concerned with the proof of Theorems
2.1.1{2.1.3.
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2.2. Lemma. Let P;Q be K-modules and let b : K ! Q˝K P; d : P˝K Q! K
be K-homomorphisms satisfying the identities

(idQ ˝ d)(b ˝ idQ) = k idQ; (d ˝ idP)(idP ˝ b) = k 0idP

where k and k 0 are invertible elements of K . Then k = k 0 and both b and d are
non-degenerate in the sense that the homomorphisms

Q! P? = HomK(P;K); P! Q? = HomK(Q;K)

induced by d and the homomorphisms P? ! Q;Q? ! P induced by b are
isomorphisms.

Proof. Denote the homomorphisms Q ! P?; P ! Q?; P? ! Q;Q? ! P men-
tioned in the statement of the lemma by f1; f2; f3; f4 respectively. The ˇrst identity
between b and d implies that f3 f1 = k idQ. Indeed, if b(1) =

∑
i qi ˝ p i with

qi 2 Q; p i 2 P then this identity indicates that for any q 2 Q,∑
i

d(p i; q)qi = kq:

The homomorphism f1 carries q into the linear functional p 7! d(p; q) and the
homomorphism f3 carries this functional f1(q) into∑

i

f1(q)(p i)qi =
∑
i

d(p i; q)qi = kq:

A similar argument deduces from the same identity that f2 f4 = k idQ? . The second
identity between b and d similarly implies that f1 f3 = k 0idP? and f4 f2 = k 0idP.
Therefore the homomorphisms f1; f2; f3; f4 are isomorphisms. The equalities k f3 =
( f3 f1)f3 = f3( f1 f3) = k 0f3 imply that k = k 0.

2.3. Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Let (T; �) be a TQFT. Let X be an A-space. Set
P = T(X ) and Q = T(�X ). Denote by J the cylinder X � [0; 1] with the B-
structure given by axiom (1.3.3) so that @J = (�X )qX . This B-space gives rise
to two cobordisms: (J; ;; @J) and (J;�@J; ;). Denote the corresponding operators
K !T(@J) = Q˝K P and P˝K Q = T(�@J)! K by bX and dX respectively.
We shall prove that the operators fdX gX satisfy the self-duality axiom (1.2.4).

It follows from the deˇnition of dX and the axioms that this pairing is natural
with respect to A-homeomorphisms and multiplicative with respect to disjoint
union. Let us verify that d�X = dXPermQ;P where PermQ;P is the �ip Q˝ P!
P˝Q. Consider the homeomorphism g : X � [0; 1]! X � [0; 1] deˇned by the
formula g(x; t) = (x; 1 � t) where x 2 X; t 2 [0; 1]. Axiom (1.3.3) implies that
g is a B-homeomorphism X � [0; 1]! (�X )� [0; 1]. It is clear that g yields a
homeomorphism of cobordisms

(X � [0; 1]; (X � 0) [ (�X � 1); ;)! ((�X )� [0; 1]; (�X � 0) [ (X � 1); ;):
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The homomorphism

P ˝ Q = T((X � 0) [ (�X � 1))!T((�X � 0) [ (X � 1)) = Q˝ P

induced by g is just the �ip PermP;Q. The naturality of � with respect to
B-homeomorphisms of cobordisms implies that d�XPermP;Q = dX . Therefore
d�X = dXPermQ;P. A similar argument shows that b�X = PermQ;PbX .

It remains to prove non-degeneracy of dX . We shall prove that dX and bX
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2. Let us take four copies J1; J2; J3; J4 of the
cylinder J = X � [0; 1]. Clearly, @Ji = �X�i q X+

i where X�i ; X
+
i are copies of

X with i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Consider the cobordisms (J1 q J2;�@J1 q X�2 ; X+
2 ) and

(J3q J4; X�3 ; X
+
3 q @J4). The operators � corresponding to these two cobordisms

may be identiˇed with dX ˝ idP and idP ˝ bX respectively. Gluing these two
cobordisms along the identiˇcation X+

3 q @J4 = X q (�X ) q X = �@J1 q X�2
we get a cobordism, say M , between X�3 and X+

2 . The functoriality axiom (1.4.3)
implies that �(M ) = k(dX˝idP)(idP˝bX ) for some invertible k 2 K . On the other
hand, applying axiom (1.3.4) three times we obtain that M is B-homeomorphic
to the cylinder J via a homeomorphism extending the identiˇcations of their
bases X�3 = X , X+

2 = X (see Figure 2.1). The naturality of � with respect
to B-homeomorphisms and the normalization axiom (1.4.4) imply that �(M ) =
�(J) = idP. Therefore (dX ˝ idP)(idP ˝ bX ) = k�1idP. Replacing in this formula
X; P with �X;Q respectively and using the expressions for d�X ; b�X established
above, we get an equality equivalent to the formula (idQ˝dX )(bX ˝ idQ) = k 0idQ
with invertible k 0 2 K . Now, Lemma 2.2 implies that the pairing dX : T(X ) ˝
T(�X )! K is non-degenerate. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.1.

=

Figure 2.1

2.4. Lemma. If (T; �) is anomaly-free then for any B-space M ,

�(M;�@M; ;) = d@M (�(M )˝ idT(�@M)) : T(�@M)! K:

Proof. Set X = @M . Let X 0 be a copy of X . Let J and J be the cylinders X�[0; 1]
and (�X 0)� [0; 1] respectively. Consider the cobordisms

(M q J;�X 0 � 0; X q (�X 0 � 1)) and (J; (X � 0)q (�X � 1); ;):
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The operators � corresponding to these two cobordisms may be identiˇed
with �(M ) ˝ idT(�X ) and dX respectively. Gluing these two cobordisms along
X q (�X 0 � 1) = (X � 0) q (�X � 1) we get a cobordism M 0 between
�X 0 � 0 = �X and ;. It follows from the functoriality axiom (1.4.3) (with
k = 1) that �(M 0;�X; ;) = dX (�(M )˝ idT(�X )).

Consider the cobordism (M 00;�X; ;) obtained by gluing of the cylinder
(�X )� [0; 1] to (M;�X; ;) along �X � 1 = �X . It is easy to deduce from the
axiom (1.3.4) that the cobordisms (M 00;�X; ;) and (M 0;�X; ;) are B-homeo-
morphic via a homeomorphism extending the identity �X = �X (see Figure 2.2).
Therefore

�(M;�X; ;) = �(M 00;�X; ;) = �(M 0;�X; ;) = dX (�(M )˝ idT(�X )):

Here the ˇrst equality follows from the functoriality and normalization axioms
and the second equality follows from the naturality of �.

=

W

W

Figure 2.2

2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. We have

�(M; ;; ;) = �(M 2;�@M 2; ;)ıg#ı�(M 1; ;; @M 1) = d@M 2 (�(M 2)˝g#(�(M 1))) =

= d�@M 1 ((�g)�1
# (�(M 2))˝ �(M 1)) = d@M 1 (�(M 1)˝ (�g)�1

# (�(M 2))):

Here the ˇrst equality follows from axiom (1.4.3) (with k = 1), the second
equality follows from Lemma 2.4, the third equality follows from the naturality
of dX , and the last equality follows from the symmetry of dX .

2.6. Lemma. If under the conditions of Lemma 2:2 the modules P and Q are
projective then

Dim(P) = Dim(Q) = k�1(d ı PermQ;P ı b)(1) 2 K:

Proof. If we identify P with Q? via the isomorphism P! Q? induced by d then
d is identiˇed with the evaluation pairing Q?˝Q! K and b is identiˇed with a
homomorphism K ! Q˝Q? which satisˇes the identities (idQ ˝ d)(b˝ idQ) =
k idQ and (d ˝ idQ?)(idQ? ˝ b) = k idQ? . Such a homomorphism b : K ! Q˝Q?

is uniquely determined by the evaluation pairing d and equals k bQ where bQ =
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d? : K ! Q ˝ Q? (cf. Section 1.7.1 of Chapter I). It follows directly from the
deˇnition of Dim(Q) that

Dim(Q) = d PermQ;P bQ(1) = k�1(d ı PermQ;P ı b)(1):

The equality Dim(P) = Dim(Q) follows from the duality of the modules P;Q.

2.7. Proof of Theorem 2.1.3. Let dX and bX be the linear operators deˇned
in Section 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 shows that these operators satisfy
the equalities of Lemma 2.2. Since (T; �) is anomaly-free we may assume that
k = k 0 = 1. The previous lemma shows that

Dim(T(X )) = (dXPermT(�X );T(X )bX )(1) = d�XbX (1):

It follows from the deˇnition of dX ; bX and the functoriality axiom that d�XbX =
�(Z ) where Z is theB-space obtained by gluing of X�[0; 1] to (�X )�[0; 1] along
the identity homeomorphism of the boundaries. Gluing ˇrst along X�0 we obtain
a B-space which is B-homeomorphic to X � [0; 1] because of the naturality of
gluing with respect to B-homeomorphisms and axioms (1.3.3), (1.3.4). Therefore
Z is B-homeomorphic to X � S1. This implies Theorem 2.1.3.

2.8. Exercises. Let (T; �) be an anomaly-free TQFT based on a cobordism theory
(B;A).

1. Establish the following generalization of Theorem 2.1.3. Let X be an A-
space and g be an A-homeomorphism X ! X . Gluing the top base of the cylinder
X � [0; 1] to its bottom base along g we get a B-structure on the mapping torus
Mg of g. Clearly, @Mg = ;. Show that �(Mg) = Tr(g#) (for the deˇnition of Tr,
see Section I.1.7.1).

2. Let (M;X; Y) be a (B;A)-cobordism. Show that under the identiˇcations
T(�X ) = (T(X ))?, T(�Y) = (T(Y))? induced by dX ; dY we have

�(M;�Y;�X ) = (�(M;X; Y))?:

3. Assume that the cobordism theory (B;A) is involutive in the sense that B
is involutive and the boundary commutes with negation: @(�M ) = �@M for any
B-space M . We deˇne the dual TQFT (T?; �?) by the formulas T?(X ) = (T(X ))?

for any A-space X and �?(M;X; Y) = (�(�M;Y; X ))? for any (B;A)-cobordism
(M;X; Y). (The action of homeomorphisms and the identiˇcation isomorphisms
for disjoint unions are determined in the obvious way by the corresponding data
for (T; �).) Verify that (T?; �?) is a TQFT. Show that for any B-space M , we
have �?(M ) = �(�M ) where (T(@M ))? is identiˇed with T(�@M) via d�@M .
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3. Isomorphisms of TQFT's

3.0. Outline. We discuss a natural non-degeneracy condition on TQFT's. It says
roughly that the module of states of any A-space X is generated by the vectors
�(M ) where M runs over B-spaces bounded by X . The non-degenerate anomaly-
free TQFT's are much easier to work with than general TQFT's. In particular, we
can solve the isomorphism problem for such TQFT's. We show that the K-valued
function M 7! �(M ) on the class of closed B-spaces is the only isomorphism
invariant of a non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT. This result will play an im-
portant role in our study of 3-dimensional TQFT's, speciˇcally in the proof of
Theorem VII.4.2.

3.1. Non-degenerate TQFT's. We need a few preliminary deˇnitions. Let X
be a A-space. A B-space with X -parametrized boundary is a pair (a B-space
M , an A-homeomorphism f : X ! @M). We shall call f the parametrizing
homeomorphism. Sometimes, by abuse of notation, we shall denote such a pair
(M; f ) simply by M . If (M; f ) is a B-space with X -parametrized boundary and
(N; g : �X ! @N) is a B-space with (�X )-parametrized boundary then M [X N
denotes the closed B-space obtained by gluing of M to N along (�g)f �1 : @M !
�@N . It is clear that M [X N = N [�X M .

Let (T; �) be a TQFT based on (B;A). For any A-space X and any B-space
with X -parametrized boundary (M; f : X ! @M), set

�X (M; f ) = f �1
# (�(M )) 2 T(X ):

To simplify the notation we shall sometimes denote �X (M; f ) by �X (M ) where
presence of f is implicitly understood.

The TQFT (T; �) is said to be non-degenerate if for any A-space X , the
elements f�X (M; f ) 2 T(X )g(M;f ) determined by B-spaces with X -parametrized
boundary generate T(X ) over the ground ring K .

3.2. Homomorphisms and isomorphisms of TQFT's. Let (T1; �1) and (T2; �2)
be two TQFT's with the same ground ring K based on the same cobordism
theory (B;A). A homomorphism (T1; �1)! (T2; �2) assigns to every A-space
X a K-homomorphism T1(X )! T2(X ) which commutes with the action of A-
homeomorphisms, with the identiˇcation isomorphisms for disjoint unions, and
with the operators corresponding to cobordisms. Examples: zero homomorphism
(T1; �1)! (T2; �2), identity homomorphism (T1; �1)! (T1; �1).

A homomorphism of TQFT's g : (T1; �1)! (T2; �2) is an isomorphism iff for
any A-space X , the homomorphism g(X ) : T1(X )!T2(X ) is an isomorphism.

3.2.1. Lemma. Let g : (T1; �1)! (T2; �2) be an isomorphism. Then g(;) = idK
and for any B-space M , we have �2(M ) = g(@M) (�1(M )) 2 T2(@M).
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Lemma 3.2.1 implies that if the TQFT's (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) are isomorphic
then for any closed B-space M , we have �1(M ) = �2(M ). This lemma also
implies that the non-degeneracy of TQFT's is preserved under isomorphism.

Proof of Lemma. The K-linear homomorphism

g(;) : K = T1(;)!T2(;) = K

is the multiplication by a certain k 2 K . Since g(;) is an isomorphism, k is
invertible in K . The obvious formula ; = ; q ; and the compatibility of g
with disjoint union imply that k2 = k. Therefore k = 1. Thus, g(;) = idK . The
equality �2(M ) = g(@M ) (�1(M )) follows from deˇnitions and commutativity of
the diagram

T1(;)
g(;)
���! T2(;)

�1(M;;;@M)

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐��2(M;;;@M)

T1(@M)
g(@M)
���! T2(@M):

The commutativity of this diagram follows from the assumption that g commutes
with the operator invariants of cobordisms.

3.3. Theorem. Let (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) be non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT's
with the same ground ring K based on the same cobordism theory (B;A). If for
every closed B-space M , we have �1(M ) = �2(M ) then the TQFT's (T1; �1) and
(T2; �2) are isomorphic.

This theorem reduces the isomorphism problem for non-degenerate anomaly-
free TQFT's to a simpler problem concerned with K-valued functions.

At the end of this section we give a version of Theorem 3.3 where we re-
quire that only one of the two TQFT's at hand is non-degenerate at the price of
introducing certain constraints on the ground ring K .

Theorem 3.3 is proven in Section 3.6 using the results of Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

3.4. Modules ˛ and ˇ. For any TQFT (T; �) with ground ring K based on
(B;A) and any A-space X , we denote by ˛�(X ) the submodule of T(X ) generated
over K by the set f�X (M; f )g(M;f ) where (M; f ) runs over all B-spaces with
X -parametrized boundary. (In particular, f runs over all X -parametrizations of
@M .) It is obvious that the construction X 7! ˛�(X ) is natural with respect to
A-homeomorphisms.

We deˇne a quotient module ˇ�(X ) by the formula

ˇ�(X ) = ˛�(X )=(˛�(X ) \ Ann(˛�(�X )))

where Ann(˛�(�X )) � T(X ) denotes the annihilator of ˛�(�X ) � T(�X ) with
respect to the pairing d�X : T(X )˝K T(�X )! K constructed in Section 2.
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It is clear that the TQFT (T; �) is non-degenerate if and only if ˛�(X ) = T(X )
for any A-space X . If (T; �) is non-degenerate then ˇ�(X ) = ˛�(X ) = T(X ).
This follows from the non-degeneracy of the pairing d�X (Theorem 2.1.1).

3.5. Lemma. Let (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) be two anomaly-free TQFT's with ground
ring K based on (B;A). Assume that for any closedB-space M , we have �1(M ) =
�2(M ). Then for any A-space X , there is a canonical isomorphism �X : ˇ�1(X )!
ˇ�2(X ).

Proof. Let X be an A-space. For i = 1; 2, set Ai = Ann(˛�i(�X )) � Ti(X ). For
an arbitrary B-space with X -parametrized boundary M , set

�X (�X1 (M ) (modA1)) = �X2 (M ) (modA2):

Extend �X by K-linearity to the whole module ˇ�1(X ). To show that this gives
a well-deˇned homomorphism ˇ�1(X ) ! ˇ�2(X ) it sufˇces to show the fol-
lowing assertion. Let fMrgr be a ˇnite family of B-spaces with X -parametrized
boundary such that for certain fkr 2 Kgr , we have

∑
r kr�

X
1 (Mr) 2 A1. Then∑

r kr�
X
2 (Mr) 2 A2. This assertion follows from the fact that for any B-space

with (�X )-parametrized boundary N , we have

d�2
X (
∑
r

kr�
X
2 (Mr)˝ ��X2 (N)) =

∑
r

kr�2(Mr [X N) =

=
∑
r

kr�1(Mr [X N) = d�1
X (
∑
r

kr�
X
1 (Mr)˝ ��X1 (N)) = 0:

Here the ˇrst and third equalities follow from Theorem 2.1.2, the second equality
follows from the assumptions of the lemma, and the last equality follows from the
assumption

∑
r kr�

X
1 (Mr) 2 A1. Therefore �X is a well-deˇned homomorphism

ˇ�1(X ) ! ˇ�2(X ). Exchanging the roles of (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) we get a ho-
momorphism ˇ�2(X )! ˇ�1(X ). By the very deˇnition of these homomorphisms
they are mutually inverse. Hence, �X is an isomorphism.

3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.3. Non-degeneracy of (Ti; �i) implies that for every
A-space X , we have ˇ�i(X ) = Ti(X ) where i = 1; 2. Lemma 3.5 yields an
isomorphism �X : T1(X ) ! T2(X ). Let us check that the isomorphisms f�X gX
constitute an isomorphism (T1; �1) ! (T2; �2). It follows from deˇnitions that
these isomorphisms commute with the action of A-homeomorphisms. It is clear
that �; = idK : K ! K . It follows from the multiplicativity axiom (1.4.2) that
for any A-spaces X; Y, we have �XqY = �X ˝ �Y . It remains to establish that
the isomorphisms f�X gX commute with the operator invariants of cobordisms.
Let (W;X; Y) be a (B;A)-cobordism. We should establish commutativity of the
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following diagram

(3.6.a)

T1(X )
�X���! T2(X )

�1(W)

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐��2(W)

T1(Y)
�Y���! T2(Y):

Since the TQFT (T1; �1) is non-degenerate it sufˇces to verify that the homo-
morphisms �Y ı�1(W) and �2(W)ı�X coincide on any �X1 (M ) 2 T1(X ) where M
is a B-space with X -parametrized boundary. Denote by W 0 the B-space obtained
by gluing of M to W along the A-homeomorphism @M ! X inverse to the given
parametrization X ! @M . It is clear that @W 0 = Y. In the absence of anomalies
the functoriality axiom (1.4.3) implies that for i = 1; 2,

�i(W
0) = �i(W)(�Xi (M )) 2 Ti(Y):

By the deˇnition of � we have �X (�X1 (M )) = �X2 (M ) and �Y(�1(W 0)) = �2(W 0).
Therefore

(�Y ı �1(W))(�X1 (M )) = �Y(�1(W
0)) = �2(W

0) =

= �2(W)(�X2 (M )) = (�2(W) ı �X )(�X1 (M )):

This proves commutativity of diagram (3.6.a) and completes the proof of the
theorem.

3.7. Theorem. Let (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) be anomaly-free TQFT's with ground
ring K based on (B;A). Assume that: (i) at least one of these two TQFT's
is non-degenerate; (ii) for any closed B-space M , we have �1(M ) = �2(M );
(iii) the ring K is a ˇeld of zero characteristic. Then the TQFT's (T1; �1) and
(T2; �2) are isomorphic.

Proof. Assume that (T1; �1) is non-degenerate. Let us show that ˇ�2(X ) = T2(X ).
We have

Dim(ˇ�2(X )) = Dim(ˇ�1(X )) = Dim(T1(X )) =

= �1(X � S1) = �2(X � S1) = Dim(T2(X )):

These equalities follow respectively from Lemma 3.5, the equality ˇ�1(X ) =
T1(X ), Theorem 2.1.3, the assumption (ii), and again Theorem 2.1.3. Since
ˇ�2(X ) is a quotient of a linear subspace of T2(X ) the equality of their di-
mensions implies that ˇ�2(X ) = T2(X ). (Here we use the assumption (iii).) Now
we just repeat the proof of the previous theorem.

3.8. Exercises. 1. Show that the TQFT dual to a non-degenerate TQFT (over an
involutive cobordism theory) is also non-degenerate.
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2. Show that the TQFT's deˇned in Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 are non-degenerate
and degenerate respectively.

4. Quantum invariants

4.0. Outline. According to Theorem 3.3 the invariants of closed B-spaces clas-
sify non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT's up to isomorphism. Here we give an
internal characterization of these invariants. To this end we introduce an abstract
notion of a quantum invariant. It is deˇned using only the deˇnitions of space-
structure and cobordism theory given in Sections 1.1 and 1.3. We show that
quantum invariants are exactly the invariants of closed B-spaces provided by
non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT's.

The material of this section will not be used in the remaining part of the book.

4.1. Quantum invariants of closedB-spaces. We need a few preliminary deˇni-
tions. We say that a B-space has a collar if it is B-homeomorphic to the result of
gluing of a certain B-space M and the cylinder @M � [0; 1] along @M = @M � 0.
(As usual, the B-structure on @M � [0; 1] is induced by the A-structure on @M
determined by the B-structure on M .) The gluing of the cylinder @M � [0; 1]
to M along @M = @M � 0 is called the gluing of a collar to M . It is clear that
such a gluing yields a B-space having a collar. Axiom (1.3.4) implies that if M
already has a collar then gluing of a collar to M yields a B-space homeomorphic
to M via a B-homeomorphism which is the identity on the boundary. The disjoint
union of B-spaces with collars gives a B-space with a collar. Note that in stan-
dard cobordism theories of manifolds all B-spaces have collars. In the general
cobordism theory (B;A) this is not necessarily the case.

Let �0 be a function assigning to every closedB-space M a certain �0(M ) 2 K .
Assume that �0 is aB-homeomorphism invariant so that for anyB-homeomorphic
closed B-spaces M;M 0, we have �0(M ) = �0(M 0). Let X be a A-space. Assume
that we have a ˇnite family of triples f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs where ks 2 K , Ms is
a B-space with X -parametrized boundary and a collar, and Ns is a B-space
with (�X )-parametrized boundary and a collar. We call this family of triples a
splitting system for X (with respect to �0) if, for an arbitrary pair (a B-space
with X -parametrized boundary M , a B-space with (�X )-parametrized boundary
N),

(4.1.a) �0(M [X N) =
∑
s

ks �0(M [X Ns) �0(Ms [X N):

For example, the triple (1;M 1 = ;; N 1 = ;) is a splitting system for X = ; if
and only if the invariant �0 is multiplicative with respect to disjoint union.
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A quantum invariant of closed B-spaces is a K-valued B-homeomorphism
invariant �0 of closed B-spaces satisfying the following three axioms.

(4.1.1) (Normalization). �0(;) = 1.

(4.1.2) (Multiplicativity). For any two closed B-spaces M;N , we have
�0(M q N) = �0(M ) �0(N).

(4.1.3) (Splitting). Any A-space X has a splitting system with respect to �0.
Any A-spaces X and Y have splitting systems f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs and f(k 0t ; M 0t; N 0t)gt
respectively such that the family f(ksk 0t ; Ms q M 0t; Ns q N 0t)g(s;t) is a splitting
system for X q Y.

We call the last family the product of the families f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs and f(k 0t ;
M 0t; N

0
t)gt . As an exercise the reader may verify that if the product of certain

splitting systems of X and Y yields a splitting system for X q Y then the same is
true for arbitrary splitting systems of X and Y. (We shall not use this fact.)

Although quantum invariants are deˇned for B-spaces without boundary, their
deˇnition explicitly involves A-spaces. Thus, to speak of a quantum invariant of
closed B-spaces we must involve the space-structure A as well as B-spaces with
boundary.

The next two lemmas clarify the relationships between quantum invariants and
topological quantum ˇeld theories.

4.2. Lemma. Let (T; �) be a non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT (with ground
ring K based on (B;A)). Then the function M 7! �(M ) on the class of closed
B-spaces is a quantum invariant.

We shall say that the quantum invariant M 7! �(M ) underlies the TQFT (T; �)
and that (T; �) extends this invariant.

Proof of Lemma. The only non-trivial point is to verify the splitting axiom (4.1.3).
Let X be a A-space. Let bX : K !T(�X )˝K T(X ) be the homomorphism con-
structed at the beginning of Section 2.3. Since the TQFT (T; �) is non-degenerate
we may present bX (1) in the following form:

(4.2.a) bX (1) =
∑
s

ks �
�X (Ns)˝ �X (Ms)

where s runs over a certain ˇnite set of indices, ks 2 K , Ms is a B-space with
X -parametrized boundary, and Ns is a B-space with (�X )-parametrized bound-
ary. Gluing collars to these spaces we get B-spaces with X -parametrized (resp.
(�X )-parametrized) boundary and collars. This new spaces still satisfy (4.2.a)
because of (1.4.3) and (1.4.4). We denote these B-spaces by the same symbols
Ms; Ns. We claim that the family f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs is a splitting system for X .
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Let us ˇrst show that

(4.2.b) idT(X ) =
∑
s

ks �
X (Ms; ;; X ) �X (Ns; X; ;) : T(X )!T(X ):

Here �X (Ns; X; ;) denotes the linear operator T(X )! K obtained by composing
�(Ns;�@Ns; ;) : T(�@Ns)! K with the parametrization isomorphism T(X )!
T(�@Ns). The homomorphism �X (Ms; ;; X ) is deˇned in a similar way and
coincides with the homomorphism k 7! k �X (Ms) : K !T(X ).

We shall deduce (4.2.b) from the formula idT(X ) = (dX ˝ idT(X ))(idT(X )˝ bX )
established in Section 2.3. Note that since the TQFT at hand is anomaly-free we
have no additional factors in this formula. Substituting on the right-hand side of
this formula the expression (4.2.a) for bX (1) we get

idT(X ) =
∑
s

ks dX (idT(X ) ˝ ��X (Ns)) �
X (Ms):

It follows from the symmetry of the self-duality pairings and Lemma 2.4 that

dX (idT(X ) ˝ ��X (Ns)) = d�X (��X (Ns)˝ idT(X )) = �X (Ns; X; ;):

Combining these formulas together we get (4.2.b). This proof of (4.2.b) is re-
produced in a schematic form in Figure 4.1 where the symbol

:
= indicates the

equality of the corresponding operator invariants.

M    s 

= k s∑
s

M    s 

N   s 

=

k s∑
s N   s 

 • =

 • =

Figure 4.1

Let us show that the family f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs is a splitting system for X . Let
M be a B-space with X -parametrized boundary and N be a B-space with
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(�X )-parametrized boundary. Using the functoriality axiom (1.4.3) and formula
(4.2.b) we get

�(M [X N) = �(N; X; ;) �(M; ;; X ) = �(N; X; ;) idT(X ) �(M; ;; X ) =

=
∑
s

ks �(N; X; ;) �X (Ms; ;; X ) �X (Ns; X; ;) �(M; ;; X ) =

=
∑
s

ks �(Ms [X N) �(M [X Ns):

Let us verify the second part of the splitting axiom. Let X and Y be
A-spaces. Let f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs be a family of triples associated to X as above
and satisfying (4.2.b). Let f(k 0t ; M 0t; N 0t)gt be a family of triples associated to Y in
a similar way and providing a decomposition of idT(Y) analogous to (4.2.b). Since
T(X q Y) = T(X ) ˝K T(Y) we have idT(XqY) = idT(X ) ˝ idT(Y). This implies
that the family f(ksk 0t ; MsqM 0t; NsqN 0t)g(s;t) yields a decomposition of idT(XqY)

analogous to (4.2.b). Therefore this family is a splitting system for X q Y.

4.3. Lemma. Every quantum invariant �0 of closed B-spaces extends to a non-
degenerate anomaly-free TQFT based on (B;A).

Proof. For every A-space X , we deˇne T (X ) to be the K-module freely generated
by B-spaces with X -parametrized boundary. Each B-space with X -parametrized
boundary M represents a generator of T (X ). Consider the bilinear pairing !X :
T (X ) � T (�X ) ! K deˇned on the generators by the formula !X (M;N) =
�0(M [X N). Let

AnnX = ft 2 T (X ) j !X (t; T (�X )) = 0g

be the left annihilator of this pairing. Set T(X ) = T (X )=AnnX . For any B-space
with X -parametrized boundary M , set [M ] = M (mod AnnX ) 2 T(X ).

Below we shall use one simple observation concerned with T(X ). Consider
B-spaces with X -parametrized boundary M;M 0 which are homeomorphic via a
B-homeomorphism M ! M 0 commuting with the parametrizations of @M; @M 0.
Then [M ] = [M 0]. Indeed, for any B-space with (�X )-parametrized boundary
N , the closed B-spaces M [X N and M 0 [X N are B-homeomorphic. Therefore
!X (M;N) = !X (M 0; N) and M �M 0 2 AnnX .

Let us show that the module T(X ) is projective. Let f(ks;Ms; Ns)grs=1 be a
splitting system for X where r is a positive integer. We deˇne a homomorphism
i = iX : Kr ! T(X ) by the formula i((x1; : : : ; xr)) =

∑r
s=1 ksxs[Ms] where

x1; : : : ; xr 2 K . We deˇne a homomorphism j = j X : T(X )! Kr by its values
on the generators:

j ([M ]) = (�0(M [X N 1); �0(M [X N 2); : : : ; �0(M [X Nr)):
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It follows from the deˇnition of T(X ) that j is a well-deˇned homomorphism.
Let us show that i ı j = idT(X ). This equality is equivalent to the fact that for
any B-space with X -parametrized boundary M , the formal linear combination
M �

∑r
s=1 ks�0(M [X Ns)[Ms] lies in AnnX . This fact follows directly from

(4.1.a). Thus i ı j = idT(X ) so that Kr = T(X )˚Ker(i). This implies projectivity
of T(X ).

It is obvious that the construction X 7! T(X ) is functorial with respect to
A-homeomorphisms. We claim that T is a modular functor. Let us check axioms
(1.2.1){(1.2.3) of modular functor. Axiom (1.2.1) is straightforward. To deˇne
the isomorphism T(X q Y) = T(X )˝K T(Y) note that for any B-spaces M , N
whose boundaries are parametrized by X and Y respectively, the disjoint union
M qN is a B-space with boundary parametrized by X q Y. Moreover, if W is a
B-space with boundary parametrized by �(X q Y) = (�X )q (�Y) then by the
very deˇnition of the form ! we have

!XqY(M q N;W) = !X (M;N [Y W) = !Y(N;M [X W):

These formulas imply that the disjoint union induces a homomorphism T(X )˝K
T(Y)! T(X q Y). Denote this homomorphism by u. Let us show that u is an
isomorphism. We deˇne a homomorphism v going in the opposite direction. Let
f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs be a splitting system for X and let f(k 0t ; M 0t; N 0t)gt be a splitting
system for Y such that their product is a splitting system for X q Y. For any
B-space V with boundary parametrized by X q Y, set

v([V]) =
∑
s;t

ks k
0
t !XqY(V;Ns q N 0t) [Ms]˝ [M 0t]:

The formula [V] 7! v([V]) deˇnes a homomorphism

v : T(X q Y)!T(X )˝K T(Y):

The multiplicativity of �0 (which we use here for the ˇrst time) implies that for
any generators [M ] 2 T(X ), [M 0] 2 T(Y), we have

vu ([M ]˝ [M 0]) = v ([M qM 0]) =

=
∑
s;t

ks k
0
t �0(M [X Ns) �0(M

0 [Y N 0t) [Ms]˝ [M 0t]:

The last expression is equal to (iX ı j X )([M ]) ˝ (iY ı j Y)([M 0]) where i; j are
the homomorphisms deˇned in the previous paragraph. Since i ı j = id we get
vu = id. Let us show that uv = id as well. It sufˇces to check that for any
generator [V] of T(X qY), we have uv([V]) = [V]. For any B-space W with the
boundary parametrized by (�X )q (�Y), we have

!XqY(uv([V]);W) =
∑
s;t

ks k
0
t �0(V [XqY (Ns q N 0t)) �0((Ms qM 0t) [XqY W):
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Since the family f(ksk 0t ; MsqM 0t; NsqN 0t)gs;t is a splitting system for X qY, the
right-hand side of the last formula is equal to �0(V [XqY W) = !XqY(V;W). This
shows that uv([V]) = [V]. Therefore u and v are mutually inverse isomorphisms.
It is straightforward to check that u is natural, commutative, and associative in
the sense speciˇed in the deˇnition of a modular functor. This completes the
veriˇcation of (1.2.2).

The formula M 7! �0(M ) deˇnes a homomorphism T(;)! K . Injectivity and
surjectivity of this homomorphism follow from (4.1.2) and (4.1.1) respectively.
Therefore T(;) = K . Note that under this identiˇcation the class of the empty
space [;] 2 T(;) corresponds to the unit 1K 2 K . This implies that for any
A-space Y, the identiˇcation T(Y) = T(; q Y) = T(;) ˝K T(Y) is induced by
T(;) = K . Therefore T is a modular functor.

Let us extend T to a TQFT. For any (B;A)-cobordism (M;X; Y), we deˇne
the homomorphism �(M ) : T(X )!T(Y) as follows. For a generator [V] 2 T(X )
represented by a B-space with X -parametrized boundary V, set

�(M;X; Y) ([V]) = [V [X M ] 2 T(Y)

where the boundary of V [X M is provided with the identity parametrization
Y = @(V [X M ). It follows from deˇnitions that this yields a well-deˇned ho-
momorphism T(X )!T(Y). It is easy to verify axioms (1.4.1){(1.4.3) with the
trivial anomaly k = 1. (To verify (1.4.1) we need the observation made after
the deˇnition of T(X ).) Let us verify (1.4.4) for an A-space X . Take a splitting
system f(ks;Ms; Ns)gs for X . The arguments given above show that the module
T(X ) is generated by the elements f[Ms]gs. By the deˇnition of splitting sys-
tem each Ms has a collar. Gluing X � [0; 1] to Ms along the parametrization
X � 0 = X ! @Ms we get a B-space with X -parametrized boundary M 0s home-
omorphic to Ms via a B-homeomorphism commuting with the parametrizations
of boundaries. The observation made at the beginning of the proof shows that
�(X � [0; 1])([Ms]) = [M 0s] = [Ms]. Therefore �(X � [0; 1]) = idT(X ).

4.4. Theorem. Assigning to each non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT its under-
lying quantum invariant we get a bijective correspondence between isomorphism
classes of non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT's based on (B;A) and quantum
invariants of closed B-spaces.

This theorem follows from two previous lemmas and Theorem 3.3. It solves
the isomorphism problem for non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT's in terms of
quantum invariants.

4.5. Remarks. 1. A direct veriˇcation of the splitting axiom (4.1.3) seems to be
quite hard even when we have a good candidate for a quantum invariant. In order
to verify this axiom we may extend the given invariant to a TQFT and apply
Lemma 4.2.
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2. The invariant � of closed 3-manifolds with v-colored ribbon graphs intro-
duced in Chapter II is a quantum invariant. Here the space-structure B is the
structure of a closed oriented topological 3-manifold with a numerical weight
and a v-colored ribbon graph inside, A is the structure of a closed oriented sur-
face with a distinguished Lagrangian subspace in real 1-homologies. For more
details, see Chapter IV. It would be very interesting to verify the splitting axiom
for � directly without appealing to TQFT's.

3. The proof of Lemma 4.3 shows that under favorable circumstances we may
dispense with the veriˇcation of the normalization axiom (1.4.4). Namely, if we
have a candidate (T; �) for TQFT satisfying all axioms except possibly (1.4.4)
and satisfying the non-degeneracy condition in the class of B-spaces with collars
then (T; �) satisˇes (1.4.4).

5. Hermitian and unitary TQFT's

5.0. Outline. We deˇne and study Hermitian structures on TQFT's. The main re-
sult (Theorem 5.3) provides a necessary and sufˇcient condition for the existence
of a Hermitian structure on a TQFT. This result will be used in Section IV.10
where we study Hermitian 3-dimensional TQFT's derived from Hermitian mod-
ular categories.

5.1. Algebraic preliminaries. Let K be a commutative ring with unit equipped
with a ring involution k 7! k : K ! K . (We assume that 1 = 1.) By antilinear
K-homomorphism we mean an additive homomorphism of K-modules f : P! Q
such that f (kx) = kf (x) for any k 2 K; x 2 P. The formula kf (x) = f (kx)
deˇnes a K-module structure in the set of antilinear K-homomorphisms P! Q.
The resulting K-module is denoted by HomK(P;Q).

A Hermitian form on a K-module P is a pairing (x; y) 7! hx; yi : P ˝K P! K
linear with respect to x , antilinear with respect to y, satisfying the identity hy; xi =
hx; yi, and non-degenerate in the sense that the adjoint homomorphisms P !
HomK(P;K) and P! HomK(P;K) are bijective.

5.2. Hermitian structures. Let (T; �) be a TQFT with ground ring K based
on an involutive cobordism theory (B;A) (see Exercise 2.8.3). Assume that K
is provided with a ring involution k 7! k : K ! K . A Hermitian structure
on (T; �) assigns to each A-space X a non-degenerate Hermitian form h: ; :iX :
T(X )˝K T(X )! K satisfying the following conditions:

(5.2.1) The pairing h: ; :iX is natural with respect to A-homeomorphisms and
multiplicative with respect to disjoint union; for X = ; the pairing h: ; :iX is
determined by the unit 1� 1-matrix over K .
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(5.2.2) For any B-cobordism (M;X; Y) and any x 2 T(X ); y 2 T(Y), we have

(5.2.a) h�(M;X; Y)(x); yiY = hx; �(�M;Y; X )(y)iX :

A TQFT with a Hermitian structure is called a Hermitian TQFT. In the case
where K = C with the usual complex conjugation and the Hermitian form h: ; :iX
is positive deˇnite for every X , we say that the Hermitian TQFT is unitary.

The following two features of Hermitian TQFT's are especially important. First
of all, if M is a closed B-space then �(�M ) = �(M ). This follows from (5.2.2).
Secondly, the group of A-self-homeomorphisms of any A-space X acts in T(X )
preserving the Hermitian form h: ; :iX . For instance, in the case of unitary TQFT
we get a unitary action. This observation allows us to estimate the absolute value
of the invariant � of the mapping torus Mg of an A-homeomorphism g : X ! X .
The result of Exercise 2.8.1 implies that for a unitary TQFT (T; �), we have
j�(Mg)j 	 dimCT(X ).

There is a simple description of Hermitian non-degenerate anomaly-free
TQFT's as follows.

5.3. Theorem. Let K be a commutative ring with unit equipped with a ring
involution k 7! k : K ! K . Let (T; �) be a non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT
with ground ring K based on an involutive cobordism theory (B;A). The TQFT
(T; �) admits a Hermitian structure if and only if �(�M ) = �(M ) for any closed
B-space M . If a Hermitian structure exists on (T; �) then it is unique.

Proof. Let us ˇrst prove uniqueness. To this end we compute the Hermitian form
h: ; :iX on the generators speciˇed in the deˇnition of non-degenerate TQFT's.
Consider an A-space X and aB-space with X -parametrized boundary (M; f : X !
@M). Set x = �X (M; f ) 2 T(X ). Take an arbitrary y 2 T(X ). The naturality of
the pairing h: ; :iX and axiom (5.2.2) imply that

hx; yiX = hf�1
# (�(M )); yiX = h�(M ); f#(y)i@M =

= h�(M; ;; @M )(1K); f#(y)i@M = h1K; �(�M; @M; ;)( f#(y))i;:
The pairing h: ; :i; is speciˇed by axiom (5.2.1) so that hx; yiX is determined
by the operator �(�M; @M; ;). Since the TQFT (T; �) is non-degenerate, the
elements x as above generate T(X ) so that the pairing h: ; :iX is determined by
�(�M; @M; ;). This establishes uniqueness of the Hermitian structure.

It remains to show that if �(�M ) = �(M ) for any closed B-space M then
(T; �) has a Hermitian structure. We ˇrst deˇne for an arbitrary A-space X an
antilinear homomorphism JX : T(X ) ! T(�X ). Let x = �X (M; f ) 2 T(X ) be
the element of T(X ) determined by a B-space with X -parametrized boundary
(M; f : X ! @M ). Set JX (x) = ��X (�M;�f ) 2 T(�X ). Extend the mapping
x 7! JX (x) to an antilinear homomorphism JX : T(X ) ! T(�X ). To show
that JX is well-deˇned it sufˇces to show the following assertion. Let fMrgr be
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a ˇnite family of B-spaces with X -parametrized boundary such that for certain
fkr 2 Kgr , we have

∑
r kr�

X (Mr) = 0. Then
∑

r kr�
�X (�Mr) = 0. To prove

this assertion consider an arbitrary B-space with X -parametrized boundary N . We
have ∑

r

kr dX (�X (N)˝ ��X (�Mr)) =
∑
r

kr �(N [X �Mr) =

=
∑
r

kr �(Mr [X �N) =
∑
r

kr dX (�X (Mr)˝ ��X (�N)) = 0:

Here the ˇrst and third equalities follow from Theorem 2.1.2, the second equality
follows from the conditions of Theorem 5.3 because �(N[X�Mr) = Mr[X�N ,
and the last equality follows from the assumption

∑
r kr�

X (Mr) = 0. Therefore
the linear combination

∑
r kr�

�X (�Mr) 2 T(�X ) annihilates under dX all ele-
ments of T(X ) of the form �X (N). Since such elements generate T(X ) and the
pairing dX is non-degenerate, the linear combination in question is equal to zero.
Thus, JX is a well-deˇned antilinear homomorphism T(X )! T(�X ). It is ob-
vious that the homomorphisms JX and J�X are mutually inverse. Therefore they
are isomorphisms.

For x; y 2 T(X ), set

hx; yiX = dX (x ˝ JX (y)):

It is obvious that the pairing h: ; :iX : T(X )˝K T(X )! K is linear with respect
to x and antilinear with respect to y. Since dX is non-degenerate and JX is an
isomorphism, the pairing h: ; :iX is also non-degenerate. Let us show that for
any x; y 2 T(X ), we have hy; xi = hx; yi. It sufˇces to prove this for generators
x = �X (M ); y = �X (N) where M;N are B-spaces with X -parametrized boundary.
We have

(5.3.a) hx; yi = dX (x ˝ JX (y)) = dX (�X (M )˝ ��X (�N)) = �(M [X �N):

Similarly, hy; xi = �(N [X�M ): The equality M [X �N = �(N [X�M ) implies
that hy; xi = hx; yi. Hence the pairing h: ; :iX is Hermitian.

It is straightforward to verify that the pairing h: ; :iX satisˇes (5.2.1). Let us
verify (5.2.2). Let (M;X; Y) be a B-cobordism. To prove (5.2.a) it sufˇces to
consider the case of generators x = �X (A; f ); y = �X (B; g) where (A; f : X ! @A)
and (B; g : Y ! @B) are B-spaces with parametrized boundary. Denote by W the
B-space obtained by gluing M;A; and �B along f and g. We claim that

(5.3.b) h�(M;X; Y)(x); yiY = �(W) = hx; �(�M;Y; X )(y)iX :

To prove the ˇrst equality denote by A 0 the result of gluing A and M along
f �1 : @A ! X . Clearly, @A 0 = Y. The functoriality axiom (1.4.3) ensures that
�(A 0) = �(M;X; Y)(x). Since W is the result of gluing of A 0 and �B along
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g : Y ! @B we have

�(W) = dY(�(A 0)˝ (�g)�1
# (�(�B))) = dY(�(A 0)˝ ��Y(�B)) =

= dY(�(M;X; Y)(x)˝ JY(y)) = h�(M;X; Y)(x); yiY:
Since �W is obtained by gluing �M;B;�A along g : Y ! @B and f : X ! @A,
a similar argument applied to the cobordism (�M;Y; X ) shows that �(�W) =
h�(�M;Y; X )(y); xiX . Therefore

�(W) = �(�W) = h�(�M;Y; X )(y); xiX = hx; �(�M;Y; X )(y)iX :

This completes the proof of (5.3.b), (5.2.a), and the theorem.

5.4. Exercises. Let (T; �; h: ; :i) be a Hermitian anomaly-free TQFT based on
an involutive cobordism theory (B;A).

1. Let M and N be B-spaces and f : @M ! @N be an A-homeomorphism.
Show that �(M [f �N) = hf#(�(M )); �(N)i@N .

2. Denote by K the ground ring K of (T; �; h: ; :i) viewed as a K-bimodule
where the left (resp. right) K-action is determined by the ring multiplication
(resp. by the formula k 0k = k 0k). For an A-space X and y 2 T(X ), denote
the K-homomorphism x 7! hx; yiX : T(X )! K by ~y. The formula y 7! 1 ˝ ~y
determines an isomorphism of left K-modules T(X )! K˝K (T(X ))?. Show that
these isomorphisms form an isomorphism of TQFT's (T; �) ! K ˝K (T?; �?).
This implies that (T?; �?) = K ˝K (T; �).

6. Elimination of anomalies

6.0. Outline. We introduce a renormalization technique for TQFT's. Under fa-
vorable conditions this technique transforms a TQFT (T; �) with anomalies into
an anomaly-free TQFT. The condition in question amounts to the existence of
a so-called anomaly 2-cocycle of (T; �). To renormalize (T; �) we replace the
underlying cobordism theory with another one determined by this cocycle.

The renormalization technique will be applied to 3-dimensional TQFT's in
Chapter IV. We reproduce a simpliˇed version of this technique in Chapter IV
so that the reader interested mainly in 3-manifolds may skip this section.

6.1. Gluing patterns. The notion of a gluing pattern plays a technical role in the
deˇnition of anomaly cocycles. A gluing pattern is a triple (M;N; f ) where M;N
are (B;A)-cobordisms and f : @+M ! @�N is an A-homeomorphism. Any gluing
pattern P = (M;N; f ) gives rise to a cobordism (M [f N; @�M; @+N) obtained
by gluing of M to N along f . We shall say that this cobordism is obtained by
gluing of M to N from below.
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By a homeomorphism of gluing patterns (M;N; f )! (M 0; N 0; f 0) we mean a
pair of B-homeomorphisms g : M ! M 0 and h : N ! N 0 transforming bases
onto the corresponding bases and such that f 0gj@+M = hf : @+M ! @�(N 0).

6.2. Two-cocycles. We deˇne 2-cocycles of the cobordism theory (B;A). This
deˇnition is inspired by the properties of anomalies of TQFT's. The relationship
with anomalies will be discussed in Section 6.4.

A 2-cocycle of (B;A) with values in an abelian group G is a function assigning
to each gluing pattern P a certain g(P) 2 G satisfying the following four axioms.

(6.2.1) (Naturality). If the gluing patterns P and P0 are homeomorphic then
g(P) = g(P0).

(6.2.2) (Multiplicativity). If the gluing pattern P is the disjoint union of gluing
patterns P1 and P2 then g(P) = g(P1) g(P2).

Here we use multiplicative notation for the group operation in G.

(6.2.3) (Normalization). For any (B;A)-cobordism M , we have

g(M; @+M � [0; 1]; x ! x � 0 : @+M ! @+M � 0) = 1:

(6.2.4) (Compatibility with disjoint union). Let M;N;W be (B;A)-cobordisms
such that @�W is the disjoint union of A-spaces X and Y. Let e : @+M ! X and
f : @+N ! Y be A-homeomorphisms. Then

g(M q N;W; eq f ) =

= g(M; (W;X; @+W q�Y); e) g(N; (M [e W; Y;�@�M q @+W); f ):

Axiom (6.2.3) means that if the upper cobordism of a gluing pattern is a
cylinder then the value of g on this pattern is equal to 1. Axiom (6.2.4) stipulates
that when the disjoint union of two cobordisms M qN is glued from below to a
cobordism W the associated value of g is equal to the product of the values of g
associated to the gluing of M and W and the gluing of the resulting cobordism
to N .

Note that exchanging the roles of M and N , we get a different decomposition
of g(M qN;W; eq f ) as the product of two values of g. Therefore the last axiom
implies the identity

g(M; (W;X; @+W q�Y); e) g(N; (M [e W; Y;�@�M q @+W); f ) =

= g(N; (W;Y; @+W q�X ); f ) g(M; (N [f W; X;�@�N q @+W); e):

We shall say that the 2-cocycle g is symmetric if the value of g on any gluing
pattern (M;N; f ) coincides with the value of g on the \opposite" gluing pattern

((N;�@+N;�@�N); (M;�@+M;�@�M );�f �1 : �@�N !�@+M ):
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Any symmetric cocycle satisˇes the following version of (6.2.4) in which the
disjoint union M q N is glued to W from above.

(6:2:4)0 Let M;N;W be (B;A)-cobordisms such that @+W is the disjoint union
of A-spaces X and Y. Let e : X ! @�M and f : Y ! @�N be A-homeomorphisms.
Then

g(W;M q N; eq f ) =

= g((W; @�W q�Y; X );M; e) g((W [e M; @�W q�@+M;Y); N; f ):

An example of a symmetric 2-cocycle is given in Section 6.6.

6.3. Cobordism theory (BG;A)g. The idea behind elimination of anomalies
is as follows: we provide B-spaces with an additional structure which allows
us to renormalize the operator invariants of cobordisms by scalar factors. The
additional structure in question amounts to attaching to B-spaces certain elements
of an abelian group G. This leads to a space-structure BG deˇned below. We use
a G-valued 2-cocycle g of (B;A) in order to deˇne the gluing of BG-spaces and
a cobordism theory (BG;A)g. It is this tricky gluing which will eventually allow
us to kill anomalies.

Fix an abelian group G and a G-valued 2-cocycle g of (B;A). For any non-
empty topological space X , set BG(X ) = B(X )�G. Thus, a non-empty BG-space
is a pair (a non-empty B-space M , an element k 2 G). The last element is called
the (multiplicative) weight of the BG-space (M; k). The set of BG-structures on
the empty space by deˇnition consists of one element; we assume that the weight
of the empty space is equal to 1 2 G.

For a homeomorphism of topological spaces f : X ! Y, the induced bijec-
tion B( f ) : B(X ) ! B(Y) uniquely lifts to a weight-preserving bijection
BG( f ) : BG(X )! BG(Y). For any topological spaces X; Y, we deˇne a map-
ping BG(X )�BG(Y)! BG(X q Y) to be the product of the canonical map-
ping B(X )�B(Y)! B(X q Y) and the group multiplication G � G! G. This
makes BG a space-structure compatible with disjoint union.

It remains to deˇne the boundary of BG-spaces, the cylinder structures, and
the gluing of BG-spaces (it is here that we use g). The boundary @(M; k) of
a BG-space (M; k) is the A-space @M . (The boundary does not depend on the
weight.) The naturality of the boundary with respect to BG-homeomorphisms
and the appropriate behavior with respect to disjoint union follow from the cor-
responding properties of (B;A). For any A-space X , we deˇne the BG-space
X � [0; 1] to be the pair (X � [0; 1]; 1) where X � [0; 1] is the cylinder over X
provided by (1.3.3) and 1 is the unit of G. The gluing of BG-spaces is deˇned
as follows. Let (M; k) be a BG-space whose boundary is the disjoint union of
A-spaces X; Y; Z and let f : X !�Y be an A-homeomorphism. Let M 0 be the B-
space obtained from M by gluing of X to Y along f . Denote by P(M;X; Y; Z; f )
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the gluing pattern

((X � [0; 1]; ;; (�X � 0)q (X � 1)); (M;�X q�Y; Z );

id�X q f : (�X � 0)q (X � 1)!�X q�Y):

We deˇne the BG-space obtained from (M; k) by gluing of X to Y along f to be
the pair (M 0; k � g(P(M;X; Y; Z; f )) 2 G).

6.3.1. Lemma. For any 2-cocycle g, the space-structures BG and A with bound-
ary, gluing, and cylinder structures deˇned above form a cobordism theory (in
the sense of Section 1:3) denoted by (BG;A)g.

Proof. We have to check axioms (1.3.1){(1.3.4). Let us ˇrst verify that the gluing
is independent of the order X; Y, i.e., that (in the notation used above) the BG-
spaces obtained by gluing along f : X ! �Y and �f �1 : Y ! �X coincide.
It sufˇces to show that the values of g on the gluing patterns P(M;X; Y; Z; f )
and P(M;Y; X; Z;�f �1) are equal to each other. In fact, these two patterns are
homeomorphic. Their homeomorphism is induced by the identity idM : M ! M
and the composition ofB-homeomorphisms f �id[0;1] : X�[0; 1]! (�Y)�[0; 1]
and (y; t) 7! (y; 1�t) : (�Y)�[0; 1]! Y�[0; 1]. Therefore the desired equality
follows from (6.2.1).

The naturality and multiplicativity of g imply that the gluing of BG-spaces is
natural with respect to BG-homeomorphisms and commutes with disjoint union.

Let us show that successive gluings along disjoint A-subspaces of @M give the
same result as the gluing along their union. Assume that @M is the disjoint union
of A-spaces X; Y; Z and that f : X !�Y is a A-homeomorphism. Assume that X
is the disjoint union of A-spaces X 1 and X 2. Set Yr = f (Xr) for r = 1; 2. Denote
by N the B-space obtained by gluing of X 1 � [0; 1] to M along

idq f : (�X 1 � 0)q (X 1 � 1)!�X 1 q�Y1:

We have to show that

g(P(M;X; Y; Z; f )) = g(P(M;X 1; Y1; Z q X 2 q Y2; f jX 1 )) g(P(N;X 2; Y2; Z; f jX 2 )):

This equality follows directly from (6.2.4) where the role of W is played by M
and the role of two cobordisms glued to W from below is played by

(X 1�[0; 1]; ;; (�X 1�0)q(X 1�1)) and (X 2�[0; 1]; ;; (�X 2�0)q(X 2�1)):

Axioms (1.3.3) and (1.3.4) follow from the corresponding axioms for (B;A)
and (6.2.3).

6.4. Anomaly cocycles for TQFT's. Let (T; �) be a TQFT with ground ring
K based on the cobordism theory (B;A). According to the functoriality axiom
(1.4.3) any (B;A)-cobordisms M 1;M 2 and any A-homeomorphism f : @+(M 1)!
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@�(M 2) give rise to certain gluing anomalies. We shall be interested in the case
where each such triple has a speciˇed anomaly which yields a cocycle in the
sense of Section 6.2.

Denote by K� the (abelian) group of invertible elements of the ring K . An
anomaly cocycle for the TQFT (T; �) is a K�-valued symmetric 2-cocycle g of
(B;A) such that for any (B;A)-cobordisms M 1;M 2 and any A-homeomorphism
f : @+(M 1) ! @�(M 2), the element k = g(M 1;M 2; f ) 2 K satisˇes (1.4.3) and
the following axiom holds:

(6.4.1) For any two (B;A)-cobordisms M;N and any A-homeomorphism
f : @+M ! @�N , the value of g on the gluing pattern

(6.4.a) (M [id:@+M!@+M�0 (@+M � [0; 1]); N; f : @+M � 1! @�N)

is equal to g(M;N; f ).

Note that if M has a collar (in the sense of Section 4.1) then this equality
holds for the obvious reason: the gluing pattern (6.4.a) is B-homeomorphic to
the gluing pattern (M;N; f ). Therefore in the case when all B-spaces have collars,
axiom (6.4.1) is super�uous.

The existence of an anomaly cocycle seems to be a natural and not very re-
strictive assumption on TQFT's. In interesting topological quantum ˇeld theories
the gluing anomalies are usually computed by an explicit formula. It is reasonable
to expect that such a formula yields an anomaly cocycle.

Note ˇnally that the trivial cocycle assigning 1 2 K� to all cobordisms is
an anomaly cocycle for any anomaly-free TQFT. Therefore the class of TQFT's
admitting anomaly cocycles includes anomaly-free TQFT's.

6.5. Anomaly-free renormalization. Let (T; �) be a TQFT based on the cobor-
dism theory (B;A). Let g be an anomaly cocycle for (T; �). We shall deˇne
an anomaly-free TQFT (T; �g) based on the cobordism theory (BK�;A)g. The
modular functor of (T; �g) is the same modular functor T based on A. For a
BK�-cobordism (M; k 2 K�) (where M is a B-cobordism), set

�g(M; k) = k�1�(M ) : T(@�M )!T(@+M ):

6.5.1. Theorem. For any anomaly cocycle g of (T; �), the modular functor T
together with �g forms an anomaly-free TQFT based on (BK�;A)g.

Proof. Axioms (1.4.1), (1.4.2), and (1.4.4) follow directly from the corresponding
properties of (T; �) and deˇnitions. Let us verify (1.4.3) with k = 1. Let (M; r 2
K�) be a (BK�;A)g-cobordism obtained from the disjoint union of two (BK�;A)g-
cobordisms (P; p 2 K�) and (Q; q 2 K�) by gluing along an A-homeomorphism
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f : @+P! @�Q. By the deˇnition of an anomaly cocycle, we have

�(M ) = g(P;Q; f ) �(Q) ı f# ı �(P):

By the deˇnition of gluing for BK�-spaces, we have r = pqA with A =
g(N 1; N 2; h) where N 1 and N 2 are the gluing patterns (@+P� [0; 1]; ;; (�@+P�
0)q (@+P � 1)) and (P q Q;�@+P q @�Q;�@�P q @+Q) respectively, and

h = �idq f : (�@+P � 0)q (@+P � 1)!�@+P q @�Q:

The property (6:2:4)0 of symmetric 2-cocycles implies that A = g1g2 where g1

and g2 are the values of the cocycle g on the gluing patterns

((@+P� [0; 1];�@+P� 1;�@+P� 0); (P;�@+P; @�P); id : �@+P� 0!�@+P)

and

(P [id:@+P!@+P�0 (@+P � [0; 1]); Q; f : @+P � 1! @�Q):

The symmetry of the anomaly cocycle and axiom (6.2.3) imply that g1 = 1. The
axiom (6.4.1) implies that A = g2 = g(P;Q; f ). Combining these formulas we
get

�g(M ) = r�1�(M ) = p�1q�1A�1�(M ) =

= p�1q�1�(Q) ı f# ı �(P) = �g(Q) ı f# ı �g(P):

6.6. Example. Consider the TQFT constructed in Section 1.5.2. It is easy to
see that the formula for its anomalies given in Section 1.5.2 yields an anomaly
2-cocycle. Therefore this TQFT admits an anomaly-free renormalization. The
underlying quantum invariant of the renormalized TQFT assigns to every pair
(a ˇnite cell space, k 2 K�) the element k�1. This invariant does not look very
exciting. Still, this example indicates that the concepts introduced in this section
do work.

6.7. Exercises. 1. If a TQFT (T; �) is non-degenerate then the TQFT (T; �g) is
also non-degenerate.

2. Any anomaly cocycle for a TQFT, based on an involutive cobordism theory
(cf. Exercise 2.8.3), is also an anomaly cocycle for the dual TQFT.

Notes

Section 1. The notion of a modular functor arose in the framework of 2-dimensional rational
conformal ˇeld theory (see [MS1], [MS2]). An axiomatic treatment of 2-dimensional
modular functors was ˇrst given by Segal [Se] and Moore and Seiberg [MS1]. Here we
give a generalized version of this notion abandoning all connections with the topology of
surfaces and conformal structures.
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The concept of topological quantum ˇeld theory is inspired by the work of E. Witten,
see [Wi1], [Wi2]. Basic axioms of unitary TQFT's were ˇrst formulated by Atiyah [At1]
extending G. Segal's axioms for the modular functor. Quinn [Qu1], [Qu2] has carried
out a systematic study of axiomatic foundations of TQFT's in an abstract set up. Our
approach differs considerably from that of Quinn. We use space-structures rather than
domain categories as in [Qu1], [Qu2]. See also Walker [Wa] for an axiomatic deˇnition
of unitary 3-dimensional TQFT's.

The notion of a space-structure seems to be new, albeit not very interesting in itself.
Example 1.5.1 is borrowed from [Qu1].

Section 2. Theorem 2.1.1 has been independently obtained by Quinn [Qu1], [Qu2] and
the author [Tu14]. Theorem 2.1.3 is well known in physical literature. Theorem 2.1.2 is
also known in a disguised form: physicists consider only unitary TQFT's and use the
corresponding Hermitian pairings instead of the self-duality pairing d (cf. Exercise 5.4).
Our ability to state and to prove such theorems in an abstract setting shows that our
mathematics adequately formalizes physical ideas.

Section 3. The results of this section are new.

Section 4. The deˇnitions and results of this section are new. The construction of the
module T(X ) in the proof of Lemma 4.3 is inspired by the construction of a 3-dimensional
TQFT due to P. Vogel and his collaborators, see [BHMP1], [BHMP2].

Section 5. Hermitian structures appeared in the very ˇrst works on topological quantum
ˇeld theory. Theorem 5.3 is new.

Section 6. The deˇnitions of this sections formalize ideas well known to physicists.



Chapter IV
Three-dimensional topological quantum ˇeld
theory

Fix up to the end of this chapter a strict modular category (V; fVigi2I) with ground
ring K and rank D 2 K .

1. Three-dimensional TQFT: preliminary version

1.0. Outline. In this section we deˇne a preliminary 3-dimensional TQFT
(T; �) = (TV; �V). It is non-degenerate but has anomalies which will be studied
in further sections. The heart of the construction is the deˇnition of an operator
invariant of 3-cobordisms with embedded v-colored ribbon graphs. (The ribbon
graphs may meet the bases of cobordisms along bases of some bands.) The main
idea is to reduce the general case to the case of closed 3-manifolds and apply
the invariant � introduced in Chapter II. With this in mind we shall consider
3-cobordisms with a very strong structure on the boundary. The boundary is as-
sumed to be parametrized in the sense that each of its components is provided
with a homeomorphism onto a standard surface. The standard surfaces are the
boundaries of standard unknotted handlebodies in R3. Each standard handlebody
contains a canonical ribbon graph with one uncolored coupon, a few uncolored
bands, and a few colored bands. This ribbon graph may be viewed as the core of
the handlebody.

The operator invariant of 3-cobordisms is constructed roughly as follows. Con-
sider a 3-cobordism with parametrized boundary M and a v-colored ribbon graph
˝ � M . Glue to M (copies of) standard handlebodies along the parametriza-
tion homeomorphisms of the components of @M . This gives a closed 3-manifold
~M . Under appropriate assumptions on the parametrizations, the canonical ribbon

graphs contained in the standard handlebodies match well with ˝. Their union is a
ribbon graph ~̋ � ~M . The uncolored bands and coupons of the canonical ribbon
graphs give rise to uncolored bands and coupons of ~̋ . Choosing their colors we
get a v-colored ribbon graph in ~M . The invariant � yields a K-valued function of
the varying colors of uncolored bands and coupons of ~̋ . This function is poly-
linear with respect to the colors of coupons. Assembling together the coupons
associated to the bottom (resp. top) base of M we rewrite this polylinear function
as an operator invariant of (M;˝). This train of ideas leads to a TQFT based
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on compact oriented 3-cobordisms with parametrized decorated boundary and
with embedded v-colored ribbon graphs. Here we need the notion of a decorated
surface which formalizes the properties of the system of arcs ˝ \ @M .

A considerable part of this section is devoted to the language of decorated and
parametrized surfaces, standard handlebodies, ribbon graphs in 3-manifolds, etc.
One may ˇrst read this section ignoring distinguished arcs on surfaces and ribbon
graphs in 3-manifolds. This would considerably simplify the reading and lead to
a TQFT based on compact oriented 3-cobordisms with parametrized boundary
(without decorations and ribbon graphs). Note however that even in this special
case our constructions use the full power of the theory of ribbon graphs developed
in Chapter I.

1.1. Decorated surfaces and decorated types. By an arc on a surface ˙ we
mean a simple oriented arc lying in ˙ n @˙. (The arcs are not assumed to be
parametrized.) An arc on ˙ endowed with an object W of V and a sign � = ˙1
is said to be marked. The pair (W; �) is called the mark of this arc. The object W
and the number � are called the label and the sign of this arc respectively.

A closed connected orientable surface is said to be decorated if it is oriented
and endowed with a ˇnite totally ordered set of disjoint marked arcs. (To ˇx a
total order in this set it sufˇces to number the arcs by 1, 2,: : : ) A non-connected
surface is said to be decorated if its connected components are decorated. For the
sake of brevity, decorated surfaces will be also called d-surfaces. By their very
deˇnition, d-surfaces are oriented and closed. Note that the distinguished family
of arcs on a decorated surface may be empty.

A d-homeomorphism of d-surfaces is a degree 1 homeomorphism of the under-
lying surfaces preserving the distinguished arcs together with their orientations,
marks, and order (on each component).

There is a natural negation of the structure on a d-surface. For a d-surface ˙,
the opposite d-surface �˙ is obtained from ˙ by reversing the orientation of ˙,
reversing the orientation of its distinguished arcs, and multiplying the signs of
all distinguished arcs by �1 while keeping the labels and the order of these arcs.
Clearly, �(�˙) = ˙. The transformation ˙ 7! �˙ is natural in the sense that
any d-homeomorphism f : ˙! ˙0 induces a d-homeomorphism �f : �˙!�˙0

which coincides with f as a mapping.
A decorated type or, brie�y, a type is a tuple (g; (W1; �1); : : : ;(Wm; �m)) where

g is a non-negative integer, W1; : : : ;Wm are objects of the category V, and
�1; : : : ; �m 2 f1;�1g. For a type t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)), we deˇne the
opposite type �t = (g; (W1;��1); : : : ;(Wm;��m)). It is clear that �t = t if and
only if m = 0.

The type t(˙) of a connected non-empty d-surface ˙ is the tuple formed by the
genus g of ˙ and the sequence of marks of distinguished arcs on ˙ written down in
the given order. It is clear that t(�˙) = �t(˙). Note that the d-homeomorphism
class of a connected non-empty d-surface is completely determined by its type.
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This follows from the fact that for any closed connected oriented surfaces of the
same genus ˙;˙0, there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ˙! ˙0.

1.2. Standard d-surfaces. For every decorated type t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm;
�m)), we construct a canonical d-surface ˙t of type t. It will play the role of a
surface of reference, a standard d-surface of type t.

Denote by Rt the ribbon (0; m)-graph in R3 presented by the diagram in Figure
1.1. This ribbon graph lies in the plane R � 0 � R which is identiˇed with the
plane of the picture. The graph is formed by one coupon and m + g bands (we
only draw their cores). The preferred side of this graph is the one turned towards
the reader (in other words, the surface of Rt is oriented counterclockwise). The
m vertical bands are untwisted and unlinked. The r-th vertical band is colored
with Wr and directed down if �r = 1 and up otherwise. The g cap-like bands
are not colored, their cores are oriented from right to left. The bottom base of
the coupon is its lower horizontal base. The coupon is not colored. Note that the
broken horizontal lines in Figure 1.1 are the lines R� 0� 0 and R� 0� 1.

R   t

((W  ,   m 
ν     m 

((W ,
   1

ν  
   1 •    •    •

•    •    •

Figure 1.1

Fix a closed regular neighborhood Ut of Rt in the strip R2 � [0; 1]. It is clear
that Ut is a handlebody of genus g. We provide Ut with right-handed orientation
and provide the surface @Ut with the induced orientation. The graph Rt lies in
Int(Ut) except for the upper bases of the vertical bands

(1.2.a) f [j � (1=10); j + (1=10)]� 0� 1 j j = 1; : : : ; m g

which lie on the surface @Ut . Orient these intervals to the right and provide the set
of these intervals with the natural order from left to right. Provide each interval
[j � (1=10); j + (1=10)]� 0� 1 with the mark (Wj ; �j ). In this way the surface
@Ut acquires the structure of a d-surface of type t. This d-surface is denoted ˙t

and is called the standard d-surface of type t.
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A non-connected standard d-surface is a disjoint union of a ˇnite number of
connected standard d-surfaces. The empty set will be considered as the empty
standard d-surface.

Since the d-surfaces ˙�t and �˙t have the same type �t, they are d-
homeomorphic. For each decorated type t, ˇx a d-homeomorphism revt : ˙�t !
�˙t . We may assume that for any t, we have rev�t = (�revt)�1 : ˙t ! �˙�t.
Indeed, in the case m 6= 0 we choose a representative t from each pair ft;�tg,
take an arbitrary d-homeomorphism revt : ˙�t ! �˙t , and deˇne rev�t by the
formula rev�t = (�revt)�1. If m = 0 then t = �t and we take revt to be an
orientation-reversing involution of ˙t .

1.3. Parametrized d-surfaces. A connected d-surface ˙ of type t is said to be
parametrized if it is equipped with a d-homeomorphism ˙t ! ˙. This homeo-
morphism is called a parametrization of ˙. The negation for d-surfaces naturally
lifts to a negation for parametrized d-surfaces. Namely, for any parametrized con-
nected d-surface (˙; f : ˙t ! ˙), its opposite is deˇned to be (�˙; (�f )revt :
˙�t !�˙). The equality (�revt) ı rev�t = id ensures involutivity of this nega-
tion.

The notion of a parametrization extends to non-connected d-surfaces in the
obvious way. Simply instead of connected standard d-surfaces we should use
non-connected ones. In other words, a non-connected d-surface is parametrized
if and only if all its components are parametrized. The negation extends to non-
connected d-surfaces component-wise.

The simplest example of a parametrized d-surface is provided by a standard
d-surface with the identity parametrization.

The structure of a parametrized d-surface is an involutive space-structure com-
patible with disjoint union (see Section III.1.1). Formally speaking we deˇne the
space-structure Ad = AdV of parametrized d-surfaces as follows. For any topolog-
ical space X , the class Ad (X ) consists of homeomorphisms of standard d-surfaces
onto X . The action Ad (X )! Ad (Y) of a homeomorphism X ! Y is deˇned in
the obvious way via composition. It is clear that an Ad -space is nothing but a
parametrized d-surface (possibly empty). An Ad -homeomorphism of Ad -spaces is
a d-homeomorphism of parametrized d-surfaces commuting with the parametriza-
tions.

1.4. Modular functor T. We deˇne a modular functor T = TV based on the
space-structure Ad of parametrized d-surfaces.

For every decorated type t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)), we deˇne a projec-
tive K-module �t as follows. For i = (i1; : : : ; ig) 2 Ig, set

˚(t; i) = W�1
1 ˝W

�2
2 ˝ � � � ˝W

�m
m ˝

g⊗
r=1

(Vir ˝ V�ir )
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where W+1 = W and W�1 = W�. (Here ˝ is the tensor product in V so that
˚(t; i) is an object of V.) Set

(1.4.a) �t =
⊕
i2Ig

Hom(&;˚(t; i)):

The module �t may be interpreted in terms of the ribbon graph Rt and its v-
colorings. The choice of i 2 Ig determines a coloring of the g uncolored bands
of Rt (we count these bands from left to right). Having made such a choice, the
module Hom(&;˚(t; i)) is exactly the module of possible colors for the coupon
of Rt . We say that �t is the module generated by v-colorings of Rt . For example,
if g = 1 and m = 0 then �t = Kcard(I):

For a parametrized d-surface ˙, we deˇne the module T(˙) to be the non-
ordered tensor product of the modules �t where t runs over the types of compo-
nents of ˙. For instance, if ˙ is connected and non-empty then T(˙) = �t where
t = t(˙) is the type of ˙. If ˙ = ; then T(˙) = K . By deˇnition T(˙) = T(˙0)
where ˙0 is the standard d-surface parametrizing ˙.

The action f# : T(˙)!T(˙0) of a d-homeomorphism f : ˙! ˙0 commuting
with parametrizations is deˇned in a tautological way. If ˙;˙0 are connected then
f# is the identity in T(˙) = T(˙0). For non-connected ˙;˙0, we deˇne f# to be
the tensor product of the identity isomorphisms induced by the restrictions of f
to connected components.

1.4.1. Lemma. The functor (˙ 7! T(˙); f 7! f#) is a modular functor based on
the space-structure Ad .

The proof is obvious: axioms (III.1.2.1){(III.1.2.3) of a modular functor follow
directly from the deˇnitions.

The construction of the modular functor T is rather formal. Parametrized d-
surfaces may be regarded as copies of standard d-surfaces so that it is no won-
der that we may ascribe to them \standard" modules determined by their deco-
rated types. We conˇne ourselves to tautological homeomorphisms between these
copies and there is nothing spectacular in assigning to such homeomorphisms the
identity endomorphisms of modules. The really deep aspect in the deˇnition of
T is the choice of the modules f�tgt . The fact that these modules are generated
by colorings of elementary ribbon graphs will eventually ensure non-triviality of
the theory and in particular naturality of T with respect to homeomorphisms of
surfaces not commuting with parametrizations.

Example III.1.5.2 suggests that one may regard the module T(˙) as a quan-
tum version of the group ring K[H 1(˙)]. In accordance with this viewpoint, the
dimension of this module depends on the genus of ˙ in an exponential way, see
Section 12 where we compute the dimension of �t . In the simplest case where
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m = 0, i.e., t = (g; )

Dim(T(˙t)) = Dim(�t) = D2g�2
∑
j2I

(dim(j ))2�2g:

In the sequel we shall need an endomorphism � = f�(˙) : T(˙)! T(˙)g˙
of the modular functor T. For a connected parametrized d-surface ˙ of type
t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)), the endomorphism �(˙) : �t ! �t preserves
the splitting (1.4.a) and acts in each summand Hom(&;˚(t; i)) as multiplication
by D1�gdim(i) where for i = (i1; : : : ; ig) 2 Ig, we set dim(i) =

∏g
n=1 dim(in).

For non-connected parametrized d-surfaces, the homomorphism �(˙) is deˇned
by multiplicativity so that �(˙1q˙2) = �(˙1)˝�(˙2). For the empty d-surface
˙ = ;, set �(˙) = idK : K ! K .

1.5. Ribbon graphs in 3-manifolds revisited. In Section II.2.3 we introduced
ribbon graphs without \free ends" in 3-manifolds. We deˇne here more general
ribbon graphs with free ends which should be attached to certain speciˇed arcs
in the boundary of ambient 3-manifolds.

Let M be a 3-manifold whose boundary is endowed with a ˇnite family of
disjoint marked arcs. A ribbon graph in M is an oriented surface ˝ embedded
in M and decomposed as a union of a ˇnite number of directed annuli, directed
bands, and coupons such that: ˝ meets @M transversally along the distinguished
arcs in @M which are bases of certain bands of ˝; other bases of bands lie on
the bases of coupons; otherwise the bands, coupons, and annuli are disjoint; the
orientation of ˝ induces on each distinguished arc of @M the orientation opposite
to the given one; near each distinguished arc in @M with the sign +1 (resp. �1)
the incident band is directed inside (resp. outside) M . It is understood that every
distinguished arc of @M serves as a base of a certain band of ˝.

We deˇne colored and v-colored ribbon graphs in M in the same way as
in Section I.2.2 with one additional condition on the colors of bands: for each
distinguished arc in @M labelled with an object W, the band attached to this arc
should be colored with the same object W. Thus, the labels and signs of the
distinguished arcs in @M determine the colors and directions of incident bands.

1.6. Decorated 3-manifolds. A decorated 3-manifold is a compact oriented
3-manifold with parametrized decorated boundary and with a v-colored ribbon
graph sitting in this 3-manifold. We shall regard this v-colored ribbon graph and
the structure on the boundary as a kind of additional structure on the underlying
3-manifold. We deˇne the boundary of a decorated 3-manifold to be the usual
boundary with its structure of parametrized d-surface.

A d-homeomorphism of decorated 3-manifolds is a degree 1 homeomor-
phism of 3-manifolds preserving all additional structures in question. A d-homeo-
morphism of decorated 3-manifolds M ! M 0 restricts to a d-homeomorphism
@M ! @M 0 that commutes with the parametrizations.
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An example of a decorated 3-manifold is provided by the cylinder ˙� [0; 1]
over a parametrized d-surface ˙. We decorate the cylinder as follows. The surfaces
˙�0 and ˙�1 are parametrized and decorated via the identiˇcations ˙�0 = �˙
and ˙� 1 = ˙. Provide ˙� [0; 1] with the ribbon graph formed by the cylinders
over the distinguished arcs in ˙. More exactly, let ˛1; : : : ; ˛m be the distinguished
arcs in ˙. For each r = 1; : : : ; m, consider the band ˛r � [0; 1] � ˙ � [0; 1]
with the bases ˛r � 0; ˛r � 1. The color of this band is chosen to be the label
of ˛r . This band is directed down (towards ˙ � 0) if the sign of ˛r is equal
to +1 and up in the opposite case. Provide the surface of ˛r � [0; 1] with the
product orientation (recall that the arcs ˛1; : : : ; ˛m are oriented, the interval [0,1]
is right-oriented). The bands ˛1 � [0; 1]; : : : ; ˛m � [0; 1] form a colored ribbon
graph in ˙ � [0; 1]. The cylinder ˙ � [0; 1] with this colored ribbon graph is
a decorated 3-manifold with the boundary (�˙ � 0) q (˙ � 1). This decorated
3-manifold is called the cylinder over ˙ and is denoted ˙� [0; 1].

It is obvious that the structure of decorated 3-manifolds is a space-structure
compatible with disjoint union. Formally speaking, the corresponding func-
tor Bd = Bd

V assigns to any topological space X the class of homeomor-
phisms of decorated 3-manifolds onto X considered up to composition with d-
homeomorphisms of decorated 3-manifolds. It is clear that a Bd -space is noth-
ing but a decorated 3-manifold. A Bd -homeomorphism of Bd -spaces is a d-
homeomorphism of decorated 3-manifolds.

1.6.1. Lemma. The pair (Bd ;Ad ) is a cobordism theory in the sense of Section
III.1.3.

The proof is obvious. The gluing involved in (III.1.3.1) is the usual gluing
of 3-manifolds along orientation-reversing homeomorphisms of their boundary
components. (Note that the free ends of ribbon graphs match well under the
gluings in question.)

1.7. Standard decorated handlebodies. Let t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m))
be a decorated type. As it was explained in Section 1.4 any choice of x 2
Hom(&;˚(t; i)) with i 2 Ig determines a v-coloring of Rt . The handlebody Ut

with this v-colored ribbon graph inside is a decorated 3-manifold. It is bounded
by the standard d-surface ˙t with the identity parametrization. This decorated 3-
manifold is called a standard decorated handlebody and is denoted H(Ut; Rt; i; x).

Another standard decorated handlebody can be obtained from the ribbon
(m; 0)-graph �Rt (see Figure 1.2). We have �Rt = mir(Rt) where mir is the
mirror re�ection of R3 with respect to the plane R2 � 1=2 � R3 (this plane is
orthogonal to the plane of Figure 1.1 and intersects it along the horizontal line
lying between the broken lines and equidistant from them). The ribbon graph
�Rt is formed by one coupon and m + g bands lying in the plane of the picture.
As usual, the preferred side of �Rt is the one turned towards the reader and the
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bottom base of the coupon is its lower horizontal base. The r-th vertical band is
colored with Wr and directed down if �r = 1 and up otherwise. The g cup-like
bands of �Rt are not colored, they are directed from left to right. The coupon is
not colored.
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ν  
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Figure 1.2

Set U�t = mir(Ut). Clearly, U�t is a regular neighborhood of �Rt in R2�[0; 1].
We provide U�t with right-handed orientation and provide @(U�t ) with the induced
orientation. It is clear that the intersection (�Rt)\@(U�t ) consists of the intervals
f [j � (1=10); j + (1=10)]� 0� 0 j j = 1; : : : ; m g: Orient these intervals to the
left and provide the set of these intervals with the natural order from left to right.
Provide each interval [j � (1=10); j + (1=10)]� 0� 0 with the mark (Wj ;��j ).
In this way the surface @(U�t ) acquires the structure of a d-surface of type �t.
Note that the mirror re�ection mir induces mutually inverse d-homeomorphisms
�˙t ! @(U�t ) and @(U�t )!�˙t .

It is clear that any i 2 Ig determines a coloring of g uncolored bands of �Rt .
Any

x 2 Hom(˚(t; i); &) = (Hom(&;˚(t; i)))?

with i 2 Ig determines a v-coloring of �Rt . The handlebody U�t with this v-
colored ribbon graph inside and with the parametrization mir ı revt : ˙�t !
@(U�t ) of its boundary is a decorated 3-manifold. It is denoted H(U�t ;�Rt; i; x)
and is also called a standard decorated handlebody. We shall regard the module
�?
t = (T(˙t))? as the module generated by v-colorings of �Rt .

1.8. Operator invariants of decorated 3-cobordisms. Now we are ready to
extend the modular functor T constructed in Section 1.4 to a topological quantum
ˇeld theory based on decorated 3-cobordisms.

In accordance with the terminology of Section III.1 a decorated 3-cobordism
is a triple (M; @�M; @+M ) where @�M and @+M are parametrized d-surfaces
and M is a decorated 3-manifold with @M = (�@�M ) q @+M . We deˇne a
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K-homomorphism

(1.8.a) �(M ) = �(M; @�M; @+M ) : T(@�M )!T(@+M )

as follows. For any connected component ˙ of @�M of type t = t(˙), glue Ut

to M along the given parametrization @Ut = ˙t ! ˙. Perform such gluings
corresponding to all components of @�M . In a sense we ˇll in the components
of the bottom base of M using the standard handlebodies. Similarly, for every
component ˙ of @+M of type t = t(˙), glue U�t toM along the d-homeomorphism
(�f ) ımir : @(U�t )! �˙ where f : @Ut = ˙t ! ˙ is the given parametrization
of ˙.

These gluings result in a closed oriented 3-manifold ~M with a ribbon graph ~̋

sitting inside ~M . The graph ~̋ is obtained by gluing the given ribbon graph in M
and the ribbon graphs fRt;�Rtgt in the standard handlebodies. The ribbon graph
~̋ is in general neither colored nor v-colored. Indeed, the cap-like and cup-like
bands and the coupons of ~̋ contained in the newly glued handlebodies are not
colored. We vary the colors of these bands in the set fVigi2I and vary the colors
of the coupons in the corresponding K-modules discussed in Sections 1.4 and
1.7. For each such choice, say y, of colors, we get a v-coloring of ~̋ . Applying
the invariant � of v-colored graphs introduced in Section II.2 we get a certain
�( ~M; ~̋ ; y) 2 K . It is obvious that the mapping y 7! �( ~M; ~̋ ; y) is polylinear with
respect to the colors of coupons. In view of the interpretation of the modules
T(@�M ) and T(@+M ) in terms of the colorings of Rt and �Rt , the mapping
y 7! �( ~M; ~̋ ; y) induces a K-homomorphism

T(@�M )˝K (T(@+M ))?! K:

We consider the adjoint K-homomorphism T(@�M )! T(@+M ) and deˇne the
homomorphism (1.8.a) to be its composition with �(@+M ) : T(@+M )!T(@+M )
(see Section 1.4).

Note that if @�M or @+M is empty then we just do not perform the correspond-
ing gluings. If M is closed then we retrieve the invariant � of closed oriented 3-
manifolds with embedded v-colored ribbon graphs introduced in Chapter II. Note
also that the homomorphism �(M ) is preserved under isotopy of the parametriza-
tion homeomorphisms of the bases of M . (Isotopies should preserve the images
of distinguished arcs.)

1.9. Theorem. The function (M; @�M; @+M ) 7! �(M ) : T(@�M ) ! T(@+M )
extends the modular functor T to a non-degenerate topological quantum ˇeld
theory.

Theorem 1.9 is proven in Section 2. The main point is to verify the functoriality
axiom which is by no means straightforward. The proof is based on a geometric
technique that enables us to present decorated 3-cobordisms by ribbon graphs
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in R3 and to express the operator invariants of 3-cobordisms via the operator
invariants of ribbon graphs.

Theorem 1.9 yields a TQFT (T; �) based on parametrized d-surfaces and dec-
orated 3-manifolds. As we shall see in Section 4 this TQFT has anomalies which
may be computed in terms of Maslov indices of Lagrangian spaces. This compu-
tation will lead us to parametrization-free and anomaly-free renormalizations of
(T; �).

Up to normalization, the TQFT (T; �) is multiplicative with respect to con-
nected sum. The connected sum of two decorated 3-cobordisms M 1 and M 2 is
deˇned as follows. Take closed 3-balls B1 � Int(M 1) and B2 � Int(M 2) disjoint
from the given ribbon graphs and glue M 1 n Int(B1) to M 2 n Int(B2) along a home-
omorphism @B1 ! @B2. This homeomorphism is chosen so that the orientations
in M 1 n Int(B1) and M 2 n Int(B2) induced by those in M 1;M 2 are compatible. The
gluing yields a decorated 3-cobordism M 1#M 2 between @�(M 1) q @�(M 2) and
@+(M 1)q @+(M 2). The construction of connected sum has indeterminacy which
amounts to the choice of connected components of M 1;M 2 containing B1; B2; for
connected M 1;M 2, the sum is deˇned uniquely. It is easy to check that

(1.9.a) �(M 1#M 2) = D �(M 1 qM 2) = D �(M 1)˝ �(M 2)

(cf. formula (II.2.3.a)). In particular,

(1.9.b) �(M 1#(S1 � S2)) = D �(M 1)

where we view S1 � S2 as a 3-manifold decorated with the empty ribbon graph.

1.10. Remark. The fact that the invariant �(M ) introduced in Chapter II may be
included in a TQFT sheds additional light on the very deˇnition of this invariant.
Consider a closed oriented 3-manifold M obtained by surgery on S3 along a
framed m-component link L � S3. Let U be a closed regular neighborhood of L
in S3. The surface @U splits M into a union of the link exterior E = S3 n Int(U)
and m copies of S1 � B2. The components of @U = @E are parametrized 2-tori,
the parametrization being induced by the framing of L as in Section II.2.1. We
have T(S1 � S1) = Kcard(I) with a natural basis numerated by elements of I and
T(@U) = (Kcard(I))˝m with a natural basis numerated by colorings of L. We may
compute �(M ) as the composition of �(E; ;; @U) : K ! T(@U) with the tensor
product of m copies of �(S1 � B2; S1 � S1; ;) : Kcard(I) ! K . (We should take
into account the gluing anomaly.) Such a computation of �(M ) gives a formula
similar to (II.2.2.a) where the roles of F(�(L; �)) and dim(�(Ln)) are played by
the matrix coefˇcients of �(E; ;; @U) and �(S1 � B2; S1 � S1; ;) respectively.

1.11. Exercise. Let B3 be the 3-ball regarded as a decorated 3-manifold with an
arbitrary parametrization of the boundary by the standard d-surface ˙(0;) and the
empty ribbon graph. Show that �(B3; ;; @B3) : T(;) = K ! T(@B3) = K is the
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identity idK . In other words, �(B3) = 1 2 K . Show that �(B3; @B3; ;) : T(@B3) =
K !T(;) = K is multiplication by D�1.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.9

2.0. Outline. We ˇrst reduce Theorem 1.9 to three lemmas formulated in Sec-
tion 2.1. The proof of these lemmas relies on a technique of presentation of
3-cobordisms by ribbon graphs in R3. This technique in its full generality is
rather heavy. The reader may ˇrst conˇne himself to the case of cobordisms with
connected bases which is technically much simpler.

Only a small part of the ideas and results involved in the proof of Theorem 1.9
will be used in further sections. We shall often refer to Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.3
which are quite straightforward and independent of the rest of the section. Pre-
sentations of 3-cobordisms by ribbon graphs in R3 will be used in Sections 4.3,
5.4, 10.4, and in the last two sections of Chapter V.

2.1. Reduction to Lemmas. To prove Theorem 1.9 we have to verify the ax-
ioms (III.1.4.1){(III.1.4.4). The naturality axiom (III.1.4.1) follows from Theo-
rem II.2.3.2. The multiplicativity axiom (III.1.4.2) follows from the multiplica-
tivity of � with respect to disjoint union of closed 3-manifolds (see Section II.2).
The normalization and functoriality axioms are ensured by the following two
lemmas.

2.1.1. Lemma. For any parametrized decorated surface ˙,

(2.1.a) �(˙� [0; 1]) = idT(˙):

2.1.2. Lemma. If a decorated 3-cobordism M = M 2M 1 is obtained from
decorated 3-cobordisms M 1 and M 2 by gluing along a d-homeomorphism
p : @+(M 1)! @�(M 2) commuting with parametrizations then for some invertible
k 2 K ,

(2.1.b) �(M ) = k �(M 2) p # �(M 1):

To show that the TQFT (T; �) is non-degenerate we compute the value of
� on the decorated handlebody H(Ut; Rt; i; x) where x 2 Hom(&;˚(t; i)) (see
Section 1.4). Here we regard H(Ut; Rt; i; x) as a cobordism between the empty
surface and @H(Ut; Rt; i; x) = ˙t so that �(H(Ut; Rt; i; x)) 2 T(˙t) = �t (cf.
Section III.1.4).

2.1.3. Lemma. For any decorated type t with the underlying genus g and any
x 2 Hom(&;˚(t; i)) with i 2 Ig, we have �(H(Ut; Rt; i; x)) = x .

This lemma implies non-degeneracy of (T; �).
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The remaining part of Section 2 is devoted to the proof of these lemmas. In
Section 2.2 we introduce a functor h0 used in the proof. In Sections 2.3{2.5 we
introduce a geometric technique enabling us to present decorated 3-cobordisms
by ribbon graphs in R3 and to compute the operator invariants of 3-cobordisms.
Lemmas 2.1.1{2.1.3 are proven in Sections 2.6{2.9. For the convenience of the
reader, we distinguish in the proof of Lemma 2.1.2 and in the relevant preliminary
material the (simpler) case of cobordisms with connected bases.

2.2. Algebraic preliminaries. Recall the category Proj(K) of (ˇnitely generated)
projective K-modules and K-linear homomorphisms. Denote by h0 the covariant
functor V! Proj(K) transforming an object V into Hom(&; V) and transforming
a morphism f : V ! W into the homomorphism g 7! f g : Hom(&; V) !
Hom(&;W). The remaining part of this subsection is concerned with the behavior
of the tensor product in V with respect to h0. This study will be used in the proof
of Lemma 2.1.2 for cobordisms with non-connected bases. The reader pursuing
the case of cobordisms with connected bases may skip the rest of this subsection.

It is obvious that the functor h0 does not preserve tensor product. For example,
if V is a simple object of V non-isomorphic to & then h0(V) = h0(V�) = 0 whilst
h0(V ˝ V�) = K . On the other hand, the tensor multiplication of morphisms
induces a K-homomorphism

(2.2.a) ' : h0(W1)˝K h0(W2)˝K � � � ˝K h0(Wn)! h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn)

for any objects W1;W2; : : : ;Wn of V. The following argument shows that this
homomorphism is an embedding onto a direct summand of h0(W1˝� � �˝Wn) and
that it has a canonical left inverse. Note that tensor multiplication of morphisms
induces a K-homomorphism

(2.2.b)
n⊗
r=1

Hom(Wr; &)! Hom(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn; &):

By Lemma II.4.2.3 the module Hom(Wr; &) is dual to h0(Wr). For projective
K-modules, the tensor product commutes with the passage to the dual module
(up to a canonical isomorphism). Therefore dualizing the homomorphism (2.2.b)
we get a homomorphism

(2.2.c)  : h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn)! h0(W1)˝K � � � ˝K h0(Wn):

It follows from the deˇnitions that  ' = id. This implies that ' is an embedding
onto a direct summand of h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn).

It is clear that the endomorphism ' of h0(W1˝� � �˝Wn) is a projection onto
the image of '. We shall need an explicit formula for ' . So, consider for any
object W of V and for any i 2 I the morphism p (W; i) : W ! W corresponding
(under the functor F constructed in Section I.2) to the ribbon tangle presented in
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Figure II.1.1 where j should be replaced by W. Set

pW = D�2
∑
i2I

dim(i) p (W; i) : W ! W

where D 2 K is the rank of V. It follows from the isotopy invariance of F that
pW is natural with respect to morphisms in V: for any morphism f : V ! W, we
have pWf = f pV .

2.2.1. Lemma. For any objects W1;W2; : : : ;Wn of the category V, we have

(2.2.d) ' = h0(pW1 ˝ � � � ˝ pWn) 2 EndK(h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn)):

We shall prove this lemma at the end of Section 2.2 using Lemmas 2.2.2{2.2.4.

2.2.2. Lemma. For any objects V;W of the category V, there is a canonical
K-linear splitting

(2.2.e) h0(V ˝W) =
⊕
i2I

(
h0(V ˝ V�i )˝K h0(Vi ˝W)

)
:

The isomorphism transforming the right-hand side into the left-hand side is
given by the formula

(2.2.f) x ˝ y 7! (idV ˝ dVi ˝ idW)(x ˝ y);

where x 2 h0(V ˝ V�i ); y 2 h0(Vi ˝W), cf. Figure 2.1.

Proof. Recall that for any objects U;V;W of V, there exists a bijection between
the sets h0(V˝W) and Hom(V�;W) (see Exercise I.1.8.1). Using such bijections
it is easy to establish a correspondence between (2.2.e) and the splitting provided
by Lemma II.4.2.2 (with V and i replaced by V� and i� respectively).

V   iV

x

V W

x y⊗

V   i

W

y

V   i

Figure 2.1
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2.2.3. Lemma. For any objects W1;W2; : : : ;Wn of V with n � 2, there is a
canonical K-linear splitting

(2.2.g) h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn) =

=
⊕

i1;:::;in�12I

(
h0(W1 ˝ V�i1 )˝

n�1⊗
r=2

h0(Vir�1 ˝Wr ˝ V�ir )˝ h0(Vin�1 ˝Wn)

)
:

Proof. The case n = 2 is contained in the previous lemma. The general case is
proven by induction, the inductive assumption should be applied to the objects
W1; : : : ;Wn�2;Wn�1 ˝Wn .

A graphical form for elements of the summand corresponding to a sequence
i1; : : : ; in�1 2 I is given in Figure 2.2. Lemma 2.2.3 yields another proof of the
fact that the homomorphism ' considered above is an embedding. The image of
this embedding is the summand corresponding to i1 = � � � = in�1 = 0.

•    •    •

W   1 W   2 W   3 

i 1  

W   n 

i 2  i 3  i n - 1  

Figure 2.2

2.2.4. Lemma. (i) p& = id&.
(ii) For any j 2 I n f0g, we have pVj = 0.

Proof. The arguments given in Section II.3.3 show that for any j 2 I , the mor-
phism p (Vj ; i) : Vj ! Vj is multiplication by Si;j (dim(j ))�1. Therefore

pVj =

(
D�2(dim(j ))�1

∑
i2I

dim(i) Si;j

)
idVj :

It follows from formula (II.3.8.b) that the right-hand side equals 0 if j 6= 0 and
equals id& if j = 0.

2.2.5. Proof of Lemma 2.2.1. Set � = h0(pW1 ˝ � � � ˝ pWn ). To prove that
' = � it sufˇces to show that  =  � and that Im(�) � Im('). Then, since
' is a projection onto Im('), we would have ' = ' � = �.

To prove that  =  � we should show that for any x 2 h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wn)
and any fyr 2 Hom(Wr; &)gnr=1, we have

(y1 ˝ � � � ˝ yn) x = (y1 ˝ � � � ˝ yn)(pW1 ˝ � � � ˝ pWn ) x:

This follows from the equalities yipWi = p&yi = yi where i = 1; : : : ; n.
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To prove that Im(�) � Im(') we shall show that each summand of the de-
composition (2.2.g) is mapped by � into Im('). Fix i1; : : : ; in�1 2 I and consider
an element of the corresponding summand presented in Figure 2.2. The image
of this element under � is presented in Figure 2.3. Here we added n small cir-
cles linking the vertical bands. The bold points on the circles indicate that we
vary their colors in the set I and sum up the operator invariants of the resulting
v-colored ribbon graphs with coefˇcients D�2n∏

i dim(i) where i runs over the
colors of these n circles.

•    •    •i 1  

W   n 

i 2  i 3  i n - 1  

W   1 W   2 W   3 

Figure 2.3

If i1 = i2 = � � � = in�1 = 0 then the direct summand in question is just Im(').
In this case we may efface the arcs marked by i1; : : : ; in�1 in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.
The n circles linking the vertical arcs may be pushed down so that they become
unlinked with the arcs. The operator invariant of each of these circles colored
with i 2 I equals dim(i). Taking into account the coefˇcients mentioned above
and summing up over i 2 I we obtain that the factor contributed by these circles
is equal to 1. This shows that � is the identity on Im(').

Let us prove that if at least one term of the sequence i1; : : : ; in�1 2 I is non-zero
then the corresponding summand on the right-hand side of (2.2.g) is transformed
by � into 0. It sufˇces to show that the element of h0(W1 ˝ � � � ˝ Wn) shown
in Figure 2.3 is equal to zero. We may deform the left circle so that it links the
arc colored by i1. A segment of the last arc linked by this circle together with
the circle itself represents the morphism pVi1 . Lemma 2.2.4 ensures that if i1 6= 0
then this morphism is equal to 0 so that Figure 2.3 presents a zero morphism. If
i1 = 0 then we may efface the arc colored by i1 and apply the same argument to
the second circle, etc. This implies the inclusion Im(�) � Im(') and the claim
of the lemma.

2.3. Presentation of 3-cobordisms by graphs in R3: the case of connected
bases. As we know, any framed link in R3 gives rise to a closed oriented 3-
manifold via surgery on S3 = R3 [ f1g. More generally, a pair consisting of a
framed link L and a ribbon (0,0)-graph in R3 gives rise to a ribbon graph in the
closed 3-manifold obtained from S3 by the surgery along L. This construction is
universal in the sense that it produces all closed connected oriented 3-manifolds
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and all ribbon graphs in these manifolds. Here we extend this approach to ribbon
graphs in 3-cobordisms with connected bases. More precisely, we describe a
geometric construction deriving such decorated 3-cobordisms from certain ribbon
graphs in R3. We compute the operator invariants of these cobordisms via the
functor F of Chapter I.

Let m�; g�; m+; g+ be non-negative integers and let k� = m� + 2g� and
k+ = m+ + 2g+. Let ˝ be a ribbon (k�; k+)-graph in R3 (see Section I.2).
We say that ˝ is a (partially v-colored) special ribbon graph if it satisˇes the
following conditions (i){(iii). Set " = 1=10.

(i) For all odd i with 1 	 i 	 2g� � 1, the bottom boundary intervals

[m� + i� ";m� + i+ "]� 0� 0; [m� + i+ 1� ";m� + i+ 1 + "]� 0� 0

are the bases of a band e�i of ˝ directed towards the left base.
(ii) For all odd j with 1 	 j 	 2g+ � 1, the top boundary intervals

[m+ + j � ";m+ + j + "]� 0� 1; [m+ + j + 1� ";m+ + j + 1 + "]� 0� 1

are the bases of a band e+
j directed towards the right base.

(iii) These g� + g+ bands are not colored, all other bands and all coupons of
˝ are colored. Certain (but not necessarily all) annuli of ˝ may be colored.

For instance, the ribbon tangle presented by the diagram in Figure 2.4 is a
special ribbon graph with m� = m+ = m and g� = g+ = g. This ribbon tangle
consists of m vertical untwisted unlinked bands and g copies of the same (2,2)-
tangle. The vertical bands are colored with objects W1; : : : ;Wm of V, other bands
and annuli are not colored. The r-th vertical band is directed down if �r = 1 and
up otherwise, other bands are directed as shown in the ˇgure. Here e�i and e+

j

are the cap-like and cup-like bands respectively.

•    •    ••    •    •

((W ,
   1

ν  
   1

((W  ,   m 
ν     m 

Figure 2.4

To any special ribbon graph ˝ we associate two decorated types t� and t+ as
follows. For i = 1; : : : ; m�, denote by W�i the color of the band of ˝ attached
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to the boundary interval [i � "; i + "] � 0 � 0. Set ��i = 1 if this band is
directed towards this interval and set ��i = �1 if it is directed away. Similarly,
for j = 1; : : : ; m+, denote by W+

j the color of the band of ˝ attached to the
boundary interval [j � "; j + "] � 0 � 1. Set �+

j = �1 if this band is directed
towards this interval and set �+

j = 1 if it is directed away. Set

t� = (g�; (W�1 ; �
�
1 ); : : : ; (W�m� ; �

�
m�)); t+ = (g+; (W+

1 ; �
+
1 ); : : : ; (W+

m+ ; �+
m+)):

We shall call t� and t+ the bottom (decorated) type and the top (decorated) type
of ˝.

Each special ribbon graph ˝ with the bottom type t� and the top type t+ gives
rise to a decorated 3-cobordism (M;˙�;˙+) where the parametrized d-surfaces
˙�;˙+ have types t�; t+ respectively. The construction of this cobordism goes
as follows. Attach to the bottom of ˝ one uncolored coupon Q� = [0; k�+ 1]�
0 � [�1; 0] with the top base [0; k� + 1] � 0 � 0. Similarly, attach to the top
of ˝ one uncolored coupon Q+ = [0; k+ + 1]� 0� [1; 2] with the bottom base
[0; k+ +1]�0�1. This results in a partially v-colored ribbon graph in R3 without
free ends. Denote this ribbon graph by ˝0. Recall the standard ribbon graphs
Rt;�Rt and the standard handlebodies Ut; U�t introduced in Section 1. There
is an obvious embedding f � : Rt� ! ˝0 whose image comprises the coupon
Q�, the bands fe�i gi, and small pieces of m� colored bands of ˝0 attached to
the top base of Q�. These small pieces are narrow rectangles with lower bases
f[i�"; i+"]�0�0gi=1;:::;m� lying on the top base of Q�. The embedding f � maps
the coupon, the cap-like bands, and the vertical bands of Rt� onto Q�, the bands
fe�i gi, and these narrow rectangles, respectively. The embedding f � extends to
an orientation-preserving embedding Ut� ! S3, also denoted by f �. We shall
assume that the image of Ut� intersects ˝0 only along f �(Rt�). Similarly, there is
an obvious embedding f + : �Rt+ ! ˝0 whose image comprises the coupon Q+,
the bands fe+

j gj , and small pieces of the m+ colored bands of ˝0 attached to the
bottom base of Q+. These small pieces are narrow rectangles with upper bases
f[j � "; j + "]� 0� 1gj=1;:::;m+ lying on the bottom base of Q+. The embedding
f + maps the coupon, the cap-like bands, and the vertical bands of �Rt+ onto
Q+, the bands fe+

j gj , and these narrow rectangles, respectively. The embedding
f + extends to an orientation-preserving embedding U�t+ ! S3, also denoted by
f +. We shall assume that the image of f + is disjoint from the image of f � and
intersects ˝0 only along f +(�Rt+).

Cut out the open handlebodies f �(IntUt�) and f +(IntU�t+) from S3. This re-
sults in a compact oriented 3-cobordism E with bottom base ˙� = f �(@Ut�)
and top base ˙+ = f +(@U�t+). We provide E with an orientation induced by
right-handed orientation in S3, and ˙�;˙+ with orientations such that @E =
(�˙�) [ ˙+. It is clear that the homeomorphism f � restricted to ˙t� = @Ut�

yields an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ˙t� ! ˙�. The image of the
distinguished marked arcs on ˙t� under this homeomorphism yields the struc-
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ture of a parametrized d-surface on ˙�. The distinguished arcs on ˙� are the
upper horizontal bases of the narrow rectangles attached to Q� (as mentioned
above) with their natural order from left to right, right-handed orientation, and
marks (W�1 ; �

�
1 ); : : : ; (W�m�; �

�
m�). Similarly, the homeomorphism f + restricted

to @U�t+ and composed with the mirror re�ection ˙t+ = @Ut+ ! @U�t+ yields
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ˙t+ ! ˙+. The image of the dis-
tinguished marked arcs on ˙t+ under this homeomorphism yields the struc-
ture of a parametrized d-surface on ˙+. The distinguished arcs on ˙+ are the
lower horizontal bases of the rectangles attached to Q+ (as mentioned above)
with their natural order from left to right, right-handed orientation, and marks
(W+

1 ; �
+
1 ); : : : ; (W+

m+; �+
m+).

It is obvious that the part of ˝0 lying in E is a ribbon graph ˝00 in E. The
partial coloring of ˝0 induces a coloring of all bands and coupons of ˝00. (Indeed,
the only uncolored coupons Q�; Q+ and uncolored bands fe�i gi, fe+

j gj are cut out
from ˝0.) All annuli of ˝ survive in ˝00 and those which have been colored keep
their colors. The uncolored annuli of ˝ yield uncolored annuli in ˝00. The cores of
these uncolored annuli form a framed link in Int(E), the framing being orthogonal
to the annuli. Surgery on E along this framed link produces a compact oriented
3-cobordism M with parametrized decorated bases @�M = ˙� and @+M = ˙+.
The ribbon graph ˝00 with the uncolored annuli removed survives the surgery and
gives rise to a v-colored ribbon graph in M . This completes the construction of
the decorated 3-cobordism M associated to ˝.

We now give an explicit formula for computing the homomorphism �(M ) :
�t� ! �t+ from the operator invariants of ˝. With respect to the splittings
(1.4.a) of �t� and �t+ the homomorphism �(M ) may be presented by a block-
matrix �ji where i runs over sequences i1; : : : ; ig� 2 I and j runs over sequences
j 1; : : : ; j g+ 2 I . Each such sequence i determines a coloring e�n 7! in of the
uncolored cap-like bands of ˝ incident to its bottom boundary. Similarly, each
sequence j = (j 1; : : : ; j g+) 2 Ig+ determines a coloring e+

n 7! j n of the uncolored
cup-like bands of ˝ incident to its top boundary. Therefore a pair (i 2 Ig�; j 2
Ig+) determines a coloring of uncolored bands of ˝. Let L = L1[� � �[Lm be the
framed link formed by the uncolored annuli of ˝. Every � 2 col(L) determines
(together with i and j ) a v-coloring of ˝. Denote the resulting v-colored ribbon
graph in R3 by (˝; i; j ; �). Recall its operator invariant F(˝; i; j ; �) : ˚(t�; i)!
˚(t+; j ) deˇned in Chapter I. Recall the notation

dim(�) =
m∏
n=1

dim(�(Ln)):

The composition of a morphism &! ˚(t�; i) with F(˝; i; j ; �) deˇnes a K-linear
homomorphism Hom(&;˚(t�; i))! Hom(&;˚(t+; j )) denoted by F0(˝; i; j ; �).
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It follows from the very deˇnition of �(M ) that

(2.3.a) �ji = ��(L)D�g+��(L)�m dim(j )
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)F0(˝; i; j ; �):

In the case L = ; the right-hand side reduces to one term D�g+
dim(j )F0(˝; i; j ).

To present 3-cobordisms with empty top base we may use the same construc-
tions as above where ˝ is a (k�; 0)-graph and we do not involve Q+; f + and
do not cut out f +(IntU�t+). The case of empty bottom base is treated similarly.
Formula (2.3.a) extends to these cases; in order to avoid using the genus of the
empty set we should replace the term �g+ with (	(˙+)=2) � 1 where 	 is the
Euler characteristic. (The Euler characteristic of the empty set is equal to zero.)

Note ˇnally that the directions (of the cores) of uncolored annuli of ˝ are
irrelevant for the construction of M . In our pictures we shall suppress these
directions.

2.4. Presentation of 3-cobordisms by graphs in R3: the general case. The
results of Section 2.3 generalize to decorated 3-cobordisms with arbitrary, possibly
non-connected bases. The difference is that instead of one coupon, Q�, glued to
the bottom line of ˝ and one coupon, Q+, glued to the top line of ˝, we should
glue to these lines several coupons. Let ˝ be a ribbon (k�; k+)-graph in R3.
Assume that we have positive integers k�1 ; : : : ; k

�
r� and k+

1 ; : : : ; k
+
r+ such that

k�1 + � � � + k�r� = k� and k+
1 + � � � + k+

r+ = k+. Let us glue to the bottom
of ˝ disjoint coupons Q�1 ; : : : ; Q

�
r� � R � 0 � [�1; 0] numbered from left to

right such that the upper horizontal base of each Q�i includes k�i consecutive
bottom boundary intervals of ˝. Let us glue to the top line of ˝ disjoint coupons
Q+

1 ; : : : ; Q
+
r+ � R � 0 � [1; 2] numbered from left to right such that the lower

horizontal base of each Q+
j includes k+

j consecutive top boundary intervals of ˝.
We assume that moving from left to right along the top base of any Q�i or along
the bottom base of any Q+

j we encounter ˇrst the bases of colored bands of ˝ and
then several pairs of bases of uncolored bands of ˝. The uncolored bands should
have both their bases lying on the same Q�i or on the same Q+

j . (The bases of
each such band should lie next to each other and form one of the pairs mentioned
above.) Each such band should be directed toward its left (resp. right) base if
this base lies in the bottom (resp. top) line of ˝. All other bands and all coupons
of ˝ are assumed to be colored. Certain but not necessarily all annuli of ˝ are
colored. A ribbon graph ˝ satisfying these assumptions is said to be a (partially
v-colored) special ribbon graph. Now we perform the same constructions as in
Section 2.3 with the obvious changes. This yields a decorated 3-cobordism M
associated to ˝. Here the parametrized d-surfaces @�M and @+M have r� and
r+ connected components respectively.

The construction of M depends on the choice of sequences k�1 ; : : : ; k
�
r� and

k+
1 ; : : : ; k

+
r+ determining the splitting of the boundary ends of ˝ into consecutive
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families. By abuse of language we shall say sometimes that ˝ presents M . In the
case of connected bases, where r� = r+ = 1, both sequences in question reduce
to one-term sequences k� and k+.

Formula (2.3.a) for �(M ) extends to the general case as follows. The color-
ing and directions of the bands of ˝ attached to the coupons Q�1 ; : : : ; Q

�
r� and

Q+
1 ; : : : ; Q

+
r+ determine in the obvious way certain decorated types t�1 ; : : : ; t

�
r�

and t+1 ; : : : ; t
+
r+ respectively. Denote the numerical genera underlying these types

by g�1 ; : : : ; g
�
r� and g+

1 ; : : : ; g
+
r+ respectively. By deˇnition,

T(@�M ) =
r�⊗
p=1

�t�p =
⊕

i12Ig
�
1 ;:::;ir�2Ig

�
r�

⎛⎝ r�⊗
p=1

Hom(&;˚(t�p ; ip ))

⎞⎠ :

Similarly,

T(@+M ) =
⊕

j 12Ig
+
1 ;:::;j r+2Ig

+
r+

⎛⎝ r+⊗
q=1

Hom(&;˚(t+q ; j q))

⎞⎠ :

With respect to these splittings the homomorphism �(M ) : T(@�M )! T(@+M )
may be presented by a block-matrix

f�ji : ˝r�p=1Hom(&;˚(t�p ; ip ))!˝r+

q=1Hom(&;˚(t+q ; j q))gi;j

where i runs over sequences (i1 2 Ig�1 ; : : : ; ir� 2 Ig�r� ) and j runs over sequences
(j 1 2 Ig+

1 ; : : : ; j r
+ 2 Ig

+
r+ ). Let L denote the framed m-component link formed by

the uncolored annuli of ˝. Every � 2 col(L) determines (together with i and j
as above) a v-coloring of ˝. Denote the resulting v-colored ribbon graph in R3

by (˝; i; j ; �). The morphism

F(˝; i; j ; �) : ˝r�p=1˚(t�p ; ip )!˝r+

q=1˚(t+q ; j q)

induces a K-homomorphism

Hom(&;˝r�p=1˚(t�p ; ip ))! Hom(&;˝r+

q=1˚(t+q ; j q)):

Composing this homomorphism on the right with the natural inclusion

˝r�p=1Hom(&;˚(t�p ; ip ))! Hom(&;˝r�p=1˚(t�p ; ip ))

and on the left with the natural projection

Hom(&;˝r+

q=1˚(t+q ; j q))!˝r+

q=1Hom(&;˚(t+q ; j q))

(cf. Section 2.2) we get a homomorphism

˝r�p=1Hom(&;˚(t�p ; ip ))!˝r+

q=1Hom(&;˚(t+q ; j q)):
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Denote the last homomorphism by F0(˝; i; j ; �). It follows from the deˇnitions
that

�ji = ��(L)D��(L)�m�1+	(@+M )=2
r+∏
q=1

dim(j q)
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)F0(˝; i; j ; �)

where 	 is the Euler characteristic.

2.5. Lemma. Any decorated 3-cobordism considered up to homeomorphism may
be presented by a special ribbon graph in R3.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is essentially contained in Sections II.2 and 1.8
which provide a construction inverse to the construction of 3-cobordisms from
ribbon graphs in R3. Consider a decorated 3-cobordism M . As in Section 1.8,
glue to M standard handlebodies along the given parametrizations of components
of @M . This results in a closed oriented 3-manifold ~M with an embedded ribbon
graph ~̋ . Each component of @M contributes one coupon to ~̋ , other coupons of ~̋

correspond to coupons of the original ribbon graph in M . Denote by Q�1 ; : : : ; Q
�
r�

(resp. Q+
1 ; : : : ; Q

+
r+) the coupons of ~̋ which arise from components of @�M

(resp. from components of @+M ), the numbering of these coupons is arbitrary.
Present ~M as the result of surgery on the 3-sphere along a framed link L. By
slightly deforming ~̋ � ~M , we may push it into the exterior of L in S3. Thus we
may assume that ~̋ � S3nL. Let ˝0 denote the disjoint union of ˝ with uncolored
annuli obtained by thickening of the link L orthogonally to its framing. Pulling the
coupons Q�1 ; : : : ; Q

�
r� and Q+

1 ; : : : ; Q
+
r+ down and up respectively, we may deform

˝0 in S3 = R3 [ f1g so that it satisˇes the following conditions: the coupons
Q�1 ; : : : ; Q

�
r� lie in R�0�[�1; 0] with their top bases being the segments (I.2.1.a)

for a certain integer k; the coupons Q+
1 ; : : : ; Q

+
r+ lie in R� 0� [1; 2] with their

bottom bases being the segments (I.2.1.b) for a certain integer l; the remaining
part of ˝0 lies in the strip R2 � [0; 1]. Cutting off the coupons Q�1 ; : : : ; Q

�
r� and

Q+
1 ; : : : ; Q

+
r+ we get from ˝0 a special ribbon graph in R2 � [0; 1]. It follows

from deˇnitions that this ribbon graph presents M .

2.6. Lemma. Let t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) be a decorated type. Let ˝ be
the ribbon tangle in R3 shown in Figure 2:4. Then ˝ (together with the 1-term
sequences m + g and m + g) presents the cylinder ˙t � [0; 1].

Proof. Let M denote the decorated 3-cobordism presented by ˝. To construct
M we attach two uncolored coupons Q� and Q+ to the bottom and top of ˝
and consider their closed regular neighborhoods, T� and T+ in R2 � [�1; 0]
and R2 � [1;1] respectively. These neighborhoods are closed disjoint 3-balls
in S3. In the case g = 0 we do not perform any surgery but simply cut out
the open 3-balls Int(T�) and Int(T+) from S3. It is clear that the resulting
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3-cobordism M is the cylinder over the 2-sphere with m distinguished arcs marked
by (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m).

Assume that g � 1. Denote by T�r (resp. by T+
r ) a closed regular neighborhood

in R2�[0; 1] of the r-th cap-like (resp. the r-th cup-like) band of ˝. It is clear that
T�r and T+

r are solid 3-cylinders with bases lying in @T� and @T+ respectively.
Set

T = T� [ ([gr=1T
�
r ) [ T+ [ ([gr=1T

+
r ) � S3:

It is clear that T is a disjoint union of two unknotted unlinked handlebodies of
genus g in S3.

The cobordism M is obtained from S3 n Int(T ) by surgery along the framed
link determined by the annuli of ˝. Let Ar be the r-th annulus of ˝ where
r = 1; : : : ; g. We present this annulus in the form Ar = Dr n Int(D0r) where
Dr and D0r are concentric 2-disks in R2 � [0; 1] such that D0r � Int(Dr) and
D0r transversally intersects ˝ along two short intervals lying on two bands of ˝
linked by Ar , see Figure 2.5. Consider a regular neighborhood Dr � [�1; 1] in
R2�(0; 1) of the larger disk Dr = Dr�0. We assume that there are no redundant
crossings, i.e., that Dr � [�1; 1] is disjoint from Ds � [�1; 1]; T�s ; T

+
s for r 6= s.

We also assume that Dr � [�1; 1] crosses T�r (resp. T+
r ) in the simplest possible

way, i.e., along a subcylinder B�r � [�1; 1] (resp. B+
r � [�1; 1]) concentric to

Dr � [�1; 1]. Here B�r and B+
r are small closed disjoint 2-disks in Int(D0r).

A   r 

D'     r 

Figure 2.5

The surgery along the framed knot deˇned by Ar may be described as follows.
Consider the solid torus

Ar � [�1; 1] = (Dr � [�1; 1]) n (Int(D0r)� [�1; 1]) � S3:

Its boundary consists of four annuli Ar�(�1); Ar�1; @Dr�[�1; 1]; @D0r�[�1; 1].
We remove the interior of Ar � [�1; 1] from S3 n Int(T ) and glue in its place the
standard solid torus D2�S1 where D2 is a 2-disk. The gluing is performed along
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a homeomorphism @(Ar � [�1; 1]) ! @(D2 � S1) carrying each circle @D0r � t
with t 2 [�1; 1] onto a circle @D2 � x with x 2 S1. Let E(r) denote the solid
3-cylinder formed by the disks D2 � x glued to @D0r � t with t 2 [�1; 1]. Let
F(r) denote the complementary solid 3-cylinder (D2 � S1) n E(r).

We present M as the union of g+1 cobordisms with boundary as follows. For
r = 1; : : : ; g, consider the genus 2 handlebody

(D0r � [�1; 1]) n Int(T ) = (D0r n (Int(B�r [ B+
r )))� [�1; 1]

and glue E(r) to it as speciˇed above. This gives a 3-cobordism with bases
@B�r � [�1; 1] and @B+

r � [�1; 1] lying in @�M and @+M respectively. This
cobordism is a cylinder over @B�r � [�1; 1]. Indeed, for t 2 [�1; 1], the disk
D2�x � E(r) glued to @D0r� t and the disk with two holes (D0r nInt(B�r [B+

r ))� t
form an annulus with bases @B�r � t and @B+

r � t. These annuli corresponding to
all t 2 [�1; 1] form the cylinder in question. When r runs over 1; : : : ; g we get g
cylinder cobordisms inside M . The complementary part of M is obtained from S3n
Int(T [ (Dr� [�1; 1])) by gluing the cylinders F(1); F(2); : : : ; F(r). This gluing
may be accomplished inside S3. More exactly, we may glue each F(r) inside
Dr � [�1; 1]. The result of these gluings is the complement in S3 of the union of
two open 3-balls Int(T�)[Int(T+) with m+2g unlinked vertical tubes connecting
these balls. As it was already noticed in the case g = 0, such a space has a
natural cylindrical structure. In this way M splits as the union of g+1 cylindrical
cobordisms with boundary. One may check that the cylindrical structures are
compatible on the boundary and yield an identiˇcation M = @�M � [0; 1]. The
homeomorphism @�M ! @+M induced by this identiˇcation commutes with
parametrizations. Therefore the decorated 3-cobordism M is homeomorphic to
˙t � [0; 1].

2.7. Proof of Lemma 2.1.1. In view of the multiplicativity of � with respect to
disjoint union it sufˇces to consider the case when ˙ is connected. Without loss
of generality we may assume that ˙ = ˙t where t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m))
is a decorated type and ˙ is endowed with the identity parametrization.

Lemma 2.6 provides a special ribbon graph ˝ in R3 presenting ˙ � [0; 1].
To compute the homomorphism �(˙ � [0; 1]) : �t ! �t we apply (2.3.a).
Present this homomorphism by a block-matrix f�ji : Hom(&;˚(t; i)) !
Hom(&;˚(t; j ))gi;j with i; j 2 Ig. The sequences i and j determine a coloring
of the uncolored bands of ˝ as in Section 2.3. Let L be the trivial framed link
formed by g uncolored annuli of ˝. Clearly �(L) = 0. By (2.3.a),

(2.7.a) �ji = D�2g dim(j )
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)F0(˝; i; j ; �):

The arguments of Section II.3.6 (see also Exercise II.3.10.2) shows that the
sum on the right-hand side of (2.7.a) is equal to 0 unless i = j . (To see
this we may consider separately all (2,2)-tangles involved in ˝. The role
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of the object Vr in Section II.3.6 is played here by (Vi)�.) The same ar-
guments show that if i = j = (j 1; j 2; : : : ; j g) then the right-hand side
of (2.7.a) is equal to h0(F(˝j )) where ˝j is the colored ribbon tangle in
R3 consisting of m + 2g vertical unlinked untwisted bands whose colors are
W1; : : : ;Wm; Vj 1; Vj 1; Vj 2; Vj 2 : : : ; Vj g ; Vj g respectively and whose directions are
determined by the sequence �1; : : : ; �m; 1;�1; 1;�1; : : : ; 1;�1. It is obvious that
F(˝j ) = id and therefore �jj = id.

2.8. Proof of Lemma 2.1.2. If we replace the cobordism M 1 by the connected
sum of its components we change both �(M 1) and �(M 2M 1) by the same power
of D (cf. formulas (1.9.a) and (II.2.3.a)). Similar remarks apply to M 2. Therefore,
without loss of generality we may assume that both M 1 and M 2 are connected.

Consider ˇrst the case when the bases of M 1 and M 2 are connected surfaces.
Present M 1 and M 2 by special ribbon graphs ˝1 � R3 and ˝2 � R3 respectively.
The existence of a d-homeomorphism @+(M 1)! @�(M 2) implies that ˝1 and ˝2

are composable: we may put ˝2 on the top of ˝1 matching the bands together
with their colors and directions. Denote by ˝ the (partially v-colored) special
ribbon graph in R3 obtained by putting ˝2 on the top of ˝1 and compressing the
result into R2 � [0; 1].

We prove that ˝ presents M . Denote the genus of @+(M 1) by g. Let A1; : : : ; Ag
be the annuli of ˝ obtained from g uncolored bands of ˝1 attached to its top
boundary intervals and g uncolored bands of ˝2 attached to its bottom boundary
intervals (these bands are glued to each other to form exactly g annuli). Complete
the plane R2�(1=2) to a 2-sphere S2 = (R2�(1=2))[f1g � S3. We may assume
that every annulus Ar intersects S2 along two arcs each corresponding to a top
boundary interval of ˝1 and a bottom boundary interval of ˝2. Let X be a closed
regular neighborhood of S2[ ([gs=1As) in S3. Clearly, X is a handlebody of genus
2g. To construct the decorated 3-cobordism presented by ˝ we have to apply
surgery along all uncolored annuli of ˝. Since the uncolored annuli A1; : : : ; Ag lie
in X we may ˇrst apply surgery to X along A1; : : : ; Ag. The result of this surgery,
say N , is a 3-submanifold of the 3-cobordism presented by ˝. The manifold N
may be easily identiˇed to be the cylinder @+(M 1) � [�1; 1]. When we cut out
N from the ambient cobordism there remain two connected pieces which may be
identiˇed with M 1 and M 2. The cylinder structure in N determines the gluing
of M 1 and M 2 along the (only) homeomorphism @+(M 1)! @�(M 2) commuting
with parametrizations. This shows that the decorated 3-cobordism presented by
˝ is homeomorphic to M .

Let us prove formula (2.1.b). Denote the numerical genera of the d-surfaces
@�(M 1); @+(M 1) � @�(M 2); @+(M 2) by f; g; h respectively. Note that the ho-
momorphism p # in (2.1.b) is the identity endomorphism of �t where t is
the decorated type of @+(M 1) � @�(M 2). We present the homomorphisms
�(M ); �(M 1); �(M 2) by block-matrices as in Section 2.3. To prove (2.1.b) we
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should show that for any i 2 I f and l 2 Ih,

(2.8.a) �li(M ) = k
∑
j2Ig

�lj (M 2) �
j
i (M 1)

where k is an invertible element of the ground ring K independent of the choice
of i and l. Fix i 2 I f and l 2 Ih . Denote the framed links in S3 formed by
the uncolored annuli of ˝;˝1;˝2 by L; L1; L2 respectively. It is clear that L is
the union of L1; L2; and fA1; : : : ; Agg. For colorings �1 2 col(L1); �2 2 col(L2)
and a sequence j = (j 1; : : : ; j g) 2 Ig, denote by �(j ; �1; �2) the coloring of L
extending �1 and �2 and assigning j n to An for all n = 1; : : : ; g. It is obvious
that

(2.8.b) dim(�(j ; �1; �2)) = dim(j ) dim(�1) dim(�2):

It follows from the functoriality of F that

(2.8.c) F(˝; i; l; �(j ; �1; �2)) = F(˝2; j ; l; �2)F(˝1; i; j ; �1):

Since h0 is a covariant functor we have

(2.8.d) F0(˝; i; l; �(j ; �1; �2)) = F0(˝2; j ; l; �2)F0(˝1; i; j ; �1):

Multiplying the right-hand side and the left-hand side of this formula by the right-
hand side and the left-hand side of (2.8.b) and summing up over all �1; �2; j as
above we get

(2.8.e)
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)F0(˝; i; l; �) =
∑
j2Ig

dim(j )�

�

⎛⎝ ∑
�22col(L2)

dim(�2)F0(˝2; j ; l; �2)
∑

�12col(L1)

dim(�1)F0(˝1; i; j ; �1)

⎞⎠ :

Set

(2.8.f) k = (D��1)�(L1)+�(L2)��(L):

It is clear that

(2.8.g) ��(L)D�h��(L)�m = k ��(L2)D�h��(L2)�m2��(L1)D�g��(L1)�m1

where m;m1; m2 denote the number of components of L; L1; L2 respectively so
that m = m1 + m2 + g. Multiplying (2.8.e) and (2.8.g) and applying (2.3.a) we
get an equality equivalent to (2.8.a).

The case of 3-cobordisms with non-connected bases is considered in a similar
way. If the surface @+(M 1) � @�(M 2) is connected whilst @�(M 1) and/or @+(M 2)
are disconnected then we just repeat the same argument until we get (2.8.c). The
homomorphisms F0 appearing in (2.8.d) are not mere compositions of F and h0

as we have to involve the injections and projections used in Section 2.4. However,
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the same injections and projections appear on both sides of (2.8.d). This causes
no trouble: we still have (2.8.d) and proceed as above.

In the case when the surface @+(M 1) � @�(M 2) is non-connected we need more
serious changes. Number the components of this surface by integers 1; 2; : : : ; r.
Present M 1;M 2 by special ribbon graphs ˝1;˝2 in R3 equipped with numerical
sequences determining a splitting of their boundary intervals into consecutive fam-
ilies. Since we use the same numeration for components of @+(M 1) and @�(M 2)
the ribbon graphs ˝1 and ˝2 are composable: we may put ˝2 on the top of ˝1

matching the bands together with their colors and directions. Moreover, under
this matching the r families of consecutive top boundary intervals of ˝1 corre-
spond to the r families of consecutive bottom boundary intervals of ˝2. Denote
by ˝2 ˝1 the (partially v-colored) ribbon graph in R3 obtained by putting ˝2 on
the top of ˝1 and compressing the result into R2 � [0; 1]. We keep the splitting
of the top (resp. bottom) boundary intervals of ˝2 ˝1 into families induced by
the one for ˝2 (resp. ˝1). It is clear that ˝2 ˝1 is a special ribbon graph. In gen-
eral, this graph does not present the composition M of the cobordisms M 1 and
M 2. To construct a ribbon graph presenting M , we add to ˝ several uncolored
annuli. Denote by ˛1; : : : ; ˛r the untwisted uncolored annuli lying in the plane
R2� (1=2) and encircling the r families of top boundary intervals of ˝1 glued to
bottom boundary intervals of ˝2. The cores of these annuli bound r disjoint disks
in R2 � (1=2) each containing one of these families. Denote by ˝r the special
ribbon graph consisting of ˝2 ˝1 and r � 1 annuli ˛1; : : : ; ˛r�1. We claim that
˝r presents M . Indeed, consider the uncolored annuli fAsggs=1 of ˝2 ˝1 obtained
by gluing the uncolored bands of ˝1 attached to its top boundary intervals with
the uncolored bands of ˝2 attached to its bottom boundary intervals. Here g
is the sum of genera of components of @+(M 1). Each annulus As transversally
intersects the 2-sphere S2 = (R2 � (1=2)) [ f1g along two arcs disjoint from
˛1[˛2[� � �[˛r . To construct the 3-cobordism presented by ˝r we should surger
S3 along the cores of A1; : : : ; Ag; ˛1; : : : ; ˛r�1 and uncolored annuli of ˝1;˝2.

Let X be a closed regular neighborhood of S2[([gs=1As) in S3. We may assume
that X consists of the cylinder S2 � [�ı; ı] for a small positive ı and 2g one-
handles attached to it. Note that the uncolored annuli A1; : : : ; Ag; ˛1; : : : ; ˛r�1

lie inside X � S3. Surgering the handlebody X along the cores of A1; : : : ; Ag
we get a cylinder N over a connected closed surface of genus g. Cut out the
cylinders ˛1 � [�ı; ı]; : : : ; ˛r�1 � [�ı; ı] from N and glue in 2(r � 1) copies
of the 3-dimensional cylinder D2 � [�ı; ı] along the product homeomorphisms
@D2 � [�ı; ı] ! S1 � [�ı; ı] where S1 runs over all 2(r � 1) components of
@˛1; : : : ; @˛r�1. The resulting manifold, say N 0, has r connected components and
may be identiˇed with @+(M 1) � [�ı; ı]. The manifold N 0 naturally embeds
in the 3-cobordism presented by ˝r because the gluing of the 3-dimensional
cylinders used above may be performed inside the solid tori D2 � S1 attached
under the surgery to 2-tori bounding regular neighborhoods of ˛1; : : : ; ˛r�1. When
we cut out N 0 from M there remain two connected pieces which may be identiˇed
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with M 1 and M 2. This shows that the decorated 3-cobordism presented by ˝r is
homeomorphic to M .

For the sake of computation, it is more convenient to use the special ribbon
graph

˝ = ˝r [ ˛r = (˝2 ˝1) [ ˛1 [ � � � [ ˛r
instead of ˝r . It is easy to observe that ˛r lies in a 3-ball in N 0 � M as an
unknotted untwisted annulus. Therefore ˝ presents the decorated 3-cobordism
obtained from M by surgery along a trivial knot with zero framing. Hence ˝
presents M#(S1 � S2).

Now we are ready to complete the proof of the lemma. We argue in the same
way as in the case of connected bases. A generic coloring � = �(j ;ˇ; �1; �2)
of ˝ is determined by colorings j ; �1; �2 analogous to those involved in (2.8.b)
and by a sequence ˇ 2 I r determining the colors of ˛1; : : : ; ˛r . We may present
˝ as a composition of ˝2;�, and ˝1 where � is the ribbon tangle consisting of
˛1; : : : ; ˛r and r families of vertical bands linked by these annuli. The sequences
j and ˇ determine a coloring of � in the obvious way. Functoriality of F implies
that

F(˝; i; l; �(j ;ˇ; �1; �2)) = F(˝2; j ; l; �2)F(�; j ; j ; ˇ)F(˝1; i; j ; �1):

Lemma 2.2.1 computes

D�2r
∑
ˇ2Ir

dim(ˇ)F(�; j ;ˇ)

to be the composition of the inclusion and projection that appear in the deˇnitions
of F0(˝2; j ; l; �2) and F0(˝1; i; j ; �1) respectively. Therefore∑

ˇ2Ir
dim(ˇ)F0(˝; i; l; �(j ;ˇ; �1; �2)) = D2rF0(˝2; j ; l; �2)F0(˝1; i; j ; �1):

The remaining part of the proof repeats the arguments given in the cases con-
sidered above with the obvious changes. Although the ribbon graph ˝ presents
M#(S1 � S2) and not M , this does not spoil the argument because of (1.9.b).

2.9. Proof of Lemma 2.1.3. Let t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) and i =
(i1; : : : ; ig) 2 Ig. Let �(t; i; x) be the ribbon (0; m + 2g)-graph in R3 ob-
tained from the ribbon graph ˝ shown in Figure 2.4 by attaching one coupon
from below and coloring the cap-like bands with Vi1; : : : ; Vig . (The annuli and
the cup-like bands remain uncolored.) The coupon of �(t; i; x) is colored with
x 2 Hom(&;˚(t; i)). It is easy to see that �(t; i; x) presents the standard dec-
orated handlebody H(Ut; Rt; i; x). Indeed, the decorated 3-cobordism presented
by �(t; i; x) may be obtained from the cobordism presented by ˝ by gluing the
handlebody H(Ut; Rt; i; x) to the bottom base along the parametrization of this
base. Since ˝ presents ˙t � [0; 1] such a gluing yields H(Ut; Rt; i; x). Apply-
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ing to �(t; i; x) the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1 we get
�(H(Ut; Rt; i; x)) = x .

2.10. Remark. The reader may notice a certain redundancy in our argument: we
use the same computation to prove Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.3. In fact, Lemma 2.1.1
follows from Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. It sufˇces to apply Lemma 2.1.2 to the
composition of the standard decorated handlebody H(Ut; Rt; i; x) with the cylin-
der over its boundary. The result of this gluing is homeomorphic to the same
handlebody which shows that the homomorphism �(˙t � [0; 1]) acts as the iden-
tity on �(H(Ut; Rt; i; x)) = x for any x (cf. Remark III.4.5.3).

2.11. Exercise. Show that for any object W of V, the morphism pW : W ! W
deˇned in Section 2.2 is a projector, i.e., that (pW)2 = pW .

3. Lagrangian relations and Maslov indices

3.0. Outline. Lagrangian spaces, Lagrangian relations, and Maslov indices play a
crucial role in the study of gluing anomalies of 3-dimensional TQFT's. We discuss
here a part of the theory of Lagrangian spaces and Maslov indices necessary for
the study of TQFT's. This includes the deˇnition and properties of Lagrangian
relations and cocycle identities for Maslov indices (Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7).

3.1. Symplectic and Lagrangian spaces. A symplectic vector space is a ˇnite
dimensional real vector space H endowed with an antisymmetric bilinear form ! :
H�H ! R. The same vector space H with the opposite form �! will be denoted
by �H . If ! is non-degenerate then we say that the symplectic vector space H is
non-degenerate. A direct sum of symplectic vector spaces is a symplectic vector
space in the obvious way.

For a linear subspace A of a symplectic vector space (H;!), denote by Ann(A)
the annihilator of A with respect to !. Thus Ann(A) = fh 2 H j !(h; A) = 0g. It
is obvious that Ann(A) � Ann(H) and that for any linear subspaces A; A 0 � H ,

(3.1.a) Ann(A + A 0) = Ann(A) \ Ann(A 0):

If H is non-degenerate then dim(Ann(A)) = dim(H)�dim(A) where dim denotes
the dimension over R.

A linear subspace A � H is called isotropic if A � Ann(A), i.e., if !(A; A) =
0. A Lagrangian subspace of H is a maximal isotropic subspace of H . In other
words, a linear subspace � � H is Lagrangian if � = Ann(�). It is clear that any
Lagrangian subspace of H contains Ann(H). The set of Lagrangian subspaces of
H is denoted by 	(H).
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3.1.1. Lemma. Let (H;!) be a symplectic vector space. For any linear subspaces
A; A 0 � H , we have Ann(Ann(A)) = A + Ann(H) and

Ann(A \ A 0) = Ann(A) + Ann(A 0):

Proof. Replacing A; A 0 with A + Ann(H); A 0 + Ann(H) respectively we do not
change the annihilators Ann(A);Ann(A 0);Ann(A\A0). Therefore we may assume
that Ann(H) � A;Ann(H) � A 0. Factorizing out Ann(H) we reduce the lemma
to the case of non-degenerate H .

Assume that H is non-degenerate. The obvious inclusion A � Ann(Ann(A))
and the equalities

dim(Ann(Ann(A))) = dim(H)� dim(Ann(A)) = dim(A)

imply that A = Ann(Ann(A)). It follows from (3.1.a) that

Ann(Ann(A) + Ann(A 0)) = Ann(Ann(A)) \Ann(Ann(A 0)) = A \ A 0:

Taking the annihilators we obtain Ann(A) + Ann(A0) = Ann(A \ A 0).

3.2. Lagrangian contractions. Lagrangian contractions will serve as technical
tools in the study of Lagrangian relations in the next two subsections.

Let (H;!) be a symplectic vector space. Let A be an isotropic subspace of H
so that A � Ann(A). Denote by H jA the quotient vector space Ann(A)=A with
the antisymmetric bilinear form (x modA; y modA) = !(x; y). For a linear space
� � H , set

�jA = (�+ A) \Ann(A)=A � H jA:
We say that �jA is obtained from � by contraction along A.

3.2.1. Lemma. If � is a Lagrangian subspace of H then �jA is a Lagrangian
subspace of H jA.

The formula � 7! �jA deˇnes a mapping 	(H) ! 	(H jA) called the La-
grangian contraction along A.

Proof of Lemma. For any x; y; a; b 2 H ,

!(x + a; y + b) = !(x; y) + !(x + a; b) + !(a; y + b)� !(a; b):

If x; y 2 �; a; b 2 A, and x + a; y + b 2 Ann(A) then all four expressions on
the right-hand side are equal to 0 so that !(x + a; y + b) = 0. This implies that
�jA � Ann(�jA). Let us verify the opposite inclusion Ann(�jA) � �jA. Let x be
an element of Ann(A) annihilating (�+ A) \ Ann(A). Then

x 2 Ann((�+ A) \ Ann(A)) = Ann(�+ A) + Ann(Ann(A)) =

= (Ann(�) \ Ann(A)) + A + Ann(H) � Ann(�) + A = �+ A:

Therefore x 2 (�+ A) \ Ann(A): This implies that Ann(�jA) = �jA.
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3.3. Lagrangian relations. Lagrangian relations mimic on the algebraic level
the homological properties of odd-dimensional cobordisms of manifolds. Here we
deˇne Lagrangian relations and outline their basic properties.

Let H 1; H 2 be non-degenerate symplectic vector spaces. A Lagrangian relation
between H 1 and H 2 is a Lagrangian subspace of (�H 1)˚H 2. For a Lagrangian
relation N � (�H 1)˚H 2, we shall use the notation N : H 1 ) H 2. For instance,
for any symplectic isomorphism f : H 1 ! H 2, its graph fh ˚ f (h) j h 2 H 1g is
a Lagrangian relation between H 1 and H 2 (here we need the non-degeneracy of
H 1; H 2). In this way, Lagrangian relations generalize symplectic isomorphisms. In
particular, the graph of the identity endomorphism of a non-degenerate symplectic
space H

diagH = fh ˚ h 2 (�H)˚ H j h 2 Hg
is a Lagrangian relation H ) H . It is called the diagonal Lagrangian relation.

Non-degenerate symplectic vector spaces, as objects, and Lagrangian relations,
as morphisms, form a category. The composition N 2N 1 of Lagrangian relations
N 1 : H 1 ) H 2 and N 2 : H 2 ) H 3 is the subspace of (�H 1)˚H 3 consisting of
h1˚h3 such that for a certain h2 2 H 2, we have h1˚h2 2 N 1 and h2˚h3 2 N 2. To
verify that N 2N 1 is a Lagrangian subspace of (�H 1)˚H 3 consider the symplectic
space H = (�H 1)˚ H 2 ˚ (�H 2)˚ H 3 and its isotropic subspace

A = 0˚ diag˚ 0 = f0˚ h ˚ h ˚ 0 j h 2 H 2g:

It follows from the non-degeneracy of H 2 that Ann(A) = (�H 1) ˚ diag ˚ H 3.
Therefore H jA = (�H 1)˚H 3. It remains to observe that N 2N 1 = (N 1˚N 2)jA.
Lemma 3.2.1 implies that N 2N 1 is a Lagrangian subspace of (�H 1)˚ H 3.

It follows directly from deˇnitions that the composition of Lagrangian rela-
tions is associative. The diagonal Lagrangian relations play the role of identity
endomorphisms of symplectic spaces.

For a Lagrangian relation N : H 1 ) H 2, we deˇne the symmetric Lagrangian
relation Ns : H 2 ) H 1 to be the subspace of (�H 2)˚ H 1 consisting of (h2; h1)
such that (h1; h2) 2 N . Clearly, (Ns)s = N .

3.4. Lagrangian actions. Lagrangian relations act on Lagrangian spaces as fol-
lows. Let H 1; H 2 be non-degenerate symplectic vector spaces. Each Lagrangian
relation N : H 1 ) H 2 induces two mappings N � : 	(H 1) ! 	(H 2) and
N� : 	(H 2) ! 	(H 1). The mapping N� carries � 2 	(H 1) into the linear
space N�(�) � H 2 that consists of h2 2 H 2 such that for a certain h1 2 �, we
have (h1; h2) 2 N . To show that N �(�) is Lagrangian observe that the annihi-
lator of � ˚ 0 in (�H 1) ˚ H 2 is equal to � ˚ H 2. (We use the symbol � for
a Lagrangian subspace of H 1 and for the same Lagrangian space regarded as a
subspace of �H 1.) The symplectic space

((�H 1)˚ H 2)j(�˚ 0) = (�˚ H 2)=(�˚ 0)
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can be identiˇed with H 2. Under this identiˇcation, N j(� ˚ 0) = N�(�). Hence
N �(�) can be obtained from the Lagrangian space N � (�H 1)˚H 2 by contraction
along �˚ 0. Lemma 3.2.1 implies that N�(�) is a Lagrangian subspace of H 2.

Set N � = (Ns)� : 	(H 2) ! 	(H 1). Thus, for � 2 	(H 2), the Lagrangian
space N�(�) � H 1 consists of h1 2 H 1 such that for a certain h2 2 �, we have
(h1; h2) 2 N .

For example, if N is the graph of a symplectic isomorphism f : H 1 ! H 2

then the mapping N� : 	(H 1)! 	(H 2) carries � � H 1 into f (�) � H 2 and the
mapping N � : 	(H 2)! 	(H 1) carries � � H 2 into f �1(�) � H 1.

It is left to the reader to verify that the action of Lagrangian relations is
compatible with composition: for any Lagrangian relations N 1 : H 1 ) H 2 and
N 2 : H 2 ) H 3, we have

(N 2N 1)� = (N 2)�(N 1)�; (N 2N 1)
� = (N 1)

�(N 2)
�:

3.5. Maslov indices. Let �1; �2; �3 be three isotropic subspaces of a symplectic
vector space (H;!). Consider a bilinear form h: ; :i on (�1 + �2) \ �3 deˇned as
follows. For a; b 2 (�1 + �2) \ �3 where a = a1 + a2 with a1 2 �1; a2 2 �2 set

ha; bi = !(a2; b):

Note that a2 is determined by a up to addition of elements of �1 \ �2. These
elements annihilate b 2 �1 + �2 so that !(a2; b) is well-deˇned.

The bilinear form h: ; :i on (�1 +�2)\�3 is symmetric. Indeed, if b = b1 + b2

with b1 2 �1; b2 2 �2; b 2 �3 then

!(a; b) = !(a1; b1) = !(a2; b2) = 0

and therefore

!(a2; b)� !(b2; a) = !(a2 � a; b � b2) = !(�a1; b1) = 0:

The symmetric bilinear form h: ; :i on (�1 + �2) \ �3 may be degenerate, its
annihilator contains (�1 \ �3) + (�2 \ �3).

The Maslov index �(�1; �2; �3) 2 Z of the triple (�1; �2; �3) is the signature
of the bilinear form h: ; :i on (�1 + �2) \ �3, i.e., the number of positive entries
minus the number of negative entries in its diagonal form.

The Maslov index �(�1; �2; �3) is antisymmetric: for any isotropic spaces
�1; �2; �3 � H ,

(3.5.a) �(�1; �2; �3) = ��(�2; �1; �3) = ��(�1; �3; �2):

The ˇrst equality follows from the fact that the triples (�1; �2; �3) and (�2; �1; �3)
determine opposite symmetric bilinear forms on the vector space (�1 +�2)\�3 =
(�2 + �1) \ �3. (Indeed, !(a2; b) = !(a � a1; b) = �!(a1; b).) To prove the
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equality �(�1; �2; �3) = ��(�1; �3; �2) note that the splitting a = a1 + a2 with
a1 2 �1; a2 2 �2; a 2 �3 may be rewritten as a2 = �a1 + a. The formula a 7! a2

deˇnes an isomorphism of the form induced by h: ; :i on

((�1 + �2) \ �3) = (�1 \ �3)

onto the negative of the form induced by h: ; :i on

((�1 + �3) \ �2) = (�1 \ �2):

Hence �(�1; �2; �3) = ��(�1; �3; �2).
Formula (3.5.a) implies that the Maslov index �(�1; �2; �3) is invariant un-

der cyclic permutations of the triple (�1; �2; �3). Another important corollary of
(3.5.a): if two of the three Lagrangian spaces coincide then �(�1; �2; �3) = 0.
There is a more general criterion ensuring triviality of the Maslov index: if
�3 � (�1 \ �3) + (�2 \ �3) then �(�1; �2; �3) = 0. Indeed, in this case in the
decomposition a = a1 + a2 used above we may take a1 2 �1 \ �3; a2 2 �2 \ �3.
The inclusions a2; b 2 �3 imply that !(a2; b) = 0 so that the form h: ; :i on
(�1 + �2) \ �3 is identically 0.

3.6. Lemma. Let (H;!) be a symplectic vector space. For any Lagrangian sub-
spaces �1; �2; �3; �4 of H , we have

(3.6.a) �(�1; �2; �3)� �(�1; �2; �4) + �(�1; �3; �4)� �(�2; �3; �4) = 0:

Proof. Let E be the linear subspace of H ˚ H ˚ H ˚ H consisting of elements
h1 ˚ h2 ˚ h3 ˚ h4 such that hi 2 �i for i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 = 0:
(The last summation is performed in H .) Deˇne a bilinear symmetric form � :
E � E ! R by the formula

�(h1 ˚ h2 ˚ h3 ˚ h4; h
0
1 ˚ h02 ˚ h03 ˚ h04) = �!(h1; h

0
2)� !(h2; h

0
3)

�!(h3; h
0
4)� !(h4; h

0
1)� !(h01; h2)� !(h02; h3)� !(h03; h4)� !(h04; h1):

Let Ei be the linear subspace of E singled out by the linear equation hi = 0 where
i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Denote the signature of the form � restricted to Ei by �i.

Let us show that

(3.6.b) �(�1; �2; �3) = �4:

Consider the isomorphism E4 ! (�1 + �2) \ �3 deˇned by the formula

h1 ˚ h2 ˚ h3 ˚ 0 7! h3 (= �h1 � h2):

If h = h1 ˚ h2 ˚ h3 ˚ 0 2 E4 and h0 = h01 ˚ h02 ˚ h03 ˚ 0 2 E4 then

!(h1; h
0
2) = !(h1; h

0
1 + h02) = !(h1;�h03) =

= !(h1 + h3;�h03) = !(�h2;�h03) = !(h2; h
0
3):
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Exchanging h and h0 we get !(h01; h2) = !(h02; h3). Observe that

!(h02; h3) = �!(h3; h
0
2) = �!(h3 + h2; h

0
2) = !(h1; h

0
2) = !(h2; h

0
3):

Therefore

�(h; h0) = �4!(h2; h
0
3) = 4!(�h2; h

0
3) = 4 hh3; h

0
3i

where h: ; :i is the symmetric bilinear form on (�1 + �2) \ �3 deˇned in Sec-
tion 3.5. This shows that the isomorphism E4 ! (�1 + �2) \ �3 constructed
above transforms �jE4 into 4h: ; :i. Therefore �4 = �(�1; �2; �3). Applying this
equality to permutations of the tuple �1; �2; �3; �4 we get

(3.6.c) �(�2; �3; �4) = �1; �(�1; �3; �4) = �2; �(�1; �2; �4) = �3:

Set

G = E2 \ E4 = fa ˚ 0˚ (�a)˚ 0 j a 2 �1 \ �3g:
It is easy to see that �(G;E2) = �(G;E4) = 0. In other words, the annihilator
Ann(G) = Ann�(G) � E of G with respect to � contains the linear space E2 +E4

generated by E2 and E4. Let us show that Ann(G) = E2 + E4.
We verify the inclusion Ann(G) � E2+E4. Let h = h1˚h2˚h3˚h4 2 Ann(G).

Let a 2 �1\�3. The equality �(h; a˚ 0˚ (�a)˚ 0) = 0 implies that !(h4; a) =
!(h2; a): On the other hand !(h2+h4; a) = �!(h1+h3; a) = 0 since a 2 �1\�3.
This shows that !(h4; a) = !(h2; a) = 0: In other words, both h2 and h4 lie in the
annihilator of �1 \ �3 with respect to !: Since the spaces �1; �3 are Lagrangian,
this annihilator equals �1 + �3. Therefore h2 = h21 + h23 for certain h21 2 �1

and h23 2 �3. Now we may split h as the sum of (�h21)˚ h2 ˚ (�h23)˚ 0 and
(h1 +h21)˚0˚(h3 +h23)˚h4. These elements belong to E4 and E2 respectively.
Hence h 2 E2 + E4: Thus Ann(G) = E2 + E4 � G.

By Lemma 3.8 formulated below, the inclusion G � Ann(G) implies that
�(�) = �(�jAnn(G)). The signature of �jAnn(G) is equal to �(�jE2 ) + �(�jE4) =
�2 + �4 because E2 \ E4 annihilates both E2 and E4 with respect to �. Thus,
�(�) = �2 + �4. A similar argument shows that �(�) = �1 + �3. Therefore
�2 + �4 = �1 + �3. Combining this equality with (3.6.b) and (3.6.c) we get
(3.6.a).

3.7. Lemma. Let H;H 0 be non-degenerate symplectic vector spaces and let N �
(�H)˚ H 0 be a Lagrangian relation H ) H 0. Let �1; �2 � H and �01; �

0
2 � H 0

be Lagrangian subspaces. Then

(3.7.a) �(�1; �2; N
�(�01)) + �(N �(�1); �

0
1; �
0
2) =

= �(�1; �2; N
�(�02)) + �(N �(�2); �

0
1; �
0
2):
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This lemma generalizes Lemma 3.6 which corresponds to the case where H =
H 0 and N is the graph of the identity endomorphism of H .

Proof of Lemma. Set

�11 = �1 ˚ �01; �21 = �2 ˚ �01; �12 = �1 ˚ �02; �22 = �2 ˚ �02:

It is obvious that �11; �21; �12; �22 are Lagrangian subspaces of (�H)˚ H 0. Let
us show that

(3.7.b) �(�1; �2; N
�(�01)) = ��(�11; �21; N):

The Maslov index �(�11; �21; N) is the signature of the symmetric bilinear form
h: ; :i on

(�11 + �21) \ N = ((�1 + �2)˚ �01)) \ N
induced by the antisymmetric bilinear form on (�H)˚H 0. The projection on the
ˇrst summand p 1 : H ˚H 0 ! H carries ((�1 + �2)˚ �01)) \ N onto (�1 + �2) \
N �(�01). It is easy to deduce from the deˇnitions that this projection carries the
form h: ; :i on ((�1 + �2) ˚ �01)) \ N into the negative of the bilinear form on
(�1 + �2) \ N�(�01) induced by the antisymmetric bilinear form on H (and used
to deˇne �(�1; �2; N�(�01))). This implies (3.7.b).

We have

�(N �(�1); �
0
1; �
0
2) = �(�01; �

0
2; N�(�1)) = �(�01; �

0
2; (Ns)

�(�1)) =

= ��(�01 ˚ �1; �
0
2 ˚ �1; Ns) = �(�11; �12; N):

Here the third equality follows from (3.7.b) and the fourth equality follows from
the fact that the �ip x ˚ y 7! y ˚ x deˇnes an isomorphism (�H 0) ˚ H !
�((�H) ˚ H 0). Therefore the left-hand side of (3.7.a) may be computed as
follows:

�(�1; �2; N
�(�01)) + �(N �(�1); �01; �

0
2) = ��(�11; �21; N) + �(�11; �12; N) =

= �(�21; �12; N)� �(�11; �21; �12):

The last equality is obtained by application of (3.6.a) to the 4-tuple (�11; �21; �12,
N). The triviality criterion for Maslov indices mentioned in Section 3.5 and the
obvious inclusion �11 � (�11 \�21) + (�11 \�12) imply that �(�11; �21; �12) = 0:
Thus,

(3.7.c) �(�1; �2; N
�(�01)) + �(N �(�1); �

0
1; �
0
2) = �(�2 ˚ �01; �1 ˚ �02; N):

The three Maslov indices in this formula apply to Lagrangian spaces in H;H 0,
and (�H)˚ H 0 respectively.

Applying (3.7.c) to the symmetric Lagrangian relation Ns : H 0 ) H and the
Lagrangian spaces �02; �

0
1; �2, �1 we obtain that the right-hand side of (3.6.a) is

equal to the same Maslov index �(�2 ˚ �01; �1 ˚ �02; N) as the left-hand side.
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3.8. Lemma. Let E be a ˇnite dimensional real vector space endowed with a
symmetric bilinear form � : E � E ! R. Let G be a linear subspace of E such
that G � Ann(G). Then �(�) = �(�jAnn(G)).

Proof. Replacing G with G+ Ann(E) we do not change the annihilator Ann(G).
Therefore we may assume that Ann(E) � G. Factorizing out Ann(E) we may
assume that E is non-degenerate. Note that in this case G = Ann(Ann(G)) (cf.
Lemma 3.1.1).

Denote by A the vector space Ann(G) with the symmetric bilinear form ��.
It sufˇces to verify that �(�) + �(A) = �(E ˚ A) = 0. Choose an orthogonal
splitting E˚A = X+˚ X� ˚X 0 with X+ positive deˇnite, X� positive deˇnite,
and X 0 = Ann(E ˚ A) = 0˚ G self-orthogonal.

Set

J = f(g; h) 2 E ˚ A j g 2 Ann(G); h 2 g + Gg:
It is easy to check that J is a self-orthogonal linear space and

dim(J) = dim(A) + dim(G) = dim(E):

Since J is self-orthogonal, J \ X+ = 0 so that

dim(J) 	 dim(X�) + dim(X 0):

Similarly, the formula J \ X� = 0 implies that dim(J) 	 dim(X+) + dim(X 0).
Summing up these inequalities we obtain

2 dim(J) 	 dim(X+) + dim(X�) + 2 dim(X 0) = dim(E ˚ A) + dim(X 0) =

= dim(E) + dim(Ann(G)) + dim(G) = 2 dim(E) = 2 dim(J):

Hence the inequalities above are equalities so that dim(X+) = dim(X�). There-
fore �(E ˚ A) = dim(X+)� dim(X�) = 0.

3.9. Exercise. Verify that for any Lagrangian subspace � of a symplectic vector
space H ,

dim(�) = (1=2) (dim(H) + dim(Ann(H))):

4. Computation of anomalies

4.0. Outline. The TQFT (T; �) constructed in Section 1 has anomalies com-
puted here in terms of Maslov indices of Lagrangian spaces in the homologies of
surfaces.

The main result of this section (Theorem 4.3) will be crucial in further com-
putations in Sections 5{9. It will be used to deˇne various renormalizations of
(T; �) (see Sections 6 and 9).
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4.1. Lagrangian spaces in the homologies of surfaces. For any oriented surface
˙, the real vector space H 1(˙;R) supports the intersection pairing

(4.1.a) H 1(˙;R)� H 1(˙;R)! R:

This pairing is antisymmetric so that H 1(˙;R) is a symplectic vector space. For
compact ˙, the annihilator of this space is equal to the image of the inclusion
homomorphism H 1(@˙;R)! H 1(˙;R). If ˙ is closed then the pairing (4.1.a) is
non-degenerate and the dimension of any Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙;R) equals
(1=2) dimH 1(˙;R). If ˙ = ; then H 1(˙;R) = 0 contains a zero Lagrangian
subspace.

A natural source of Lagrangian spaces in the homologies of surfaces is pro-
vided by the theory of 3-manifolds. An oriented compact 3-manifold M gives rise
to a Lagrangian subspace in H 1(@M ;R) which is the kernel of the inclusion ho-
momorphism H 1(@M ;R)! H 1(M ;R). The fact that this subspace is Lagrangian
is a well-known corollary of the Poincar
e duality (see Hempel [He]).

We state a theorem due to C.T.C. Wall which elucidates the role of Maslov
indices in the framework of low-dimensional topology and gives us a key to the
anomalies of 3-dimensional TQFT's.

Let W be an oriented compact 4-manifold. The signature �(W) of W is the
signature of the homological intersection pairing H 2(W;R) � H 2(W;R) ! R.
Let M 0 be an oriented compact 3-manifold properly embedded into W so that
M 0 transversally intersects @W along @M 0 = M 0 \ @W. Assume that M 0 splits
W into two 4-manifolds W1 and W2 (see Figure 4.1). For i = 1; 2, denote by
Mi the compact 3-manifold @Wi n Int(M 0): Orient M 1 and M 2 so that @W1 =
M 0 [ (�M 1) and @W2 = (�M 0) [ M 2. The orientations of M 0;M 1;M 2 induce
the same orientation in the surface ˙ = @M 0 = @M 1 = @M 2. We shall use this
orientation to deˇne the intersection form in H 1(˙;R) and the Maslov indices
of Lagrangian subspaces of H 1(˙;R). For i = 0; 1; 2, denote by �i the kernel
of the inclusion homomorphism H 1(˙;R) ! H 1(Mi;R). As we know, �i is a
Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙;R).

4.1.1. Theorem. Under the conditions above

�(W) = �(W1) + �(W2) + �(�1; �0; �2):

For a proof (and for a generalization to higher dimensions), see [Wall].

4.2. Lagrangian functor. We assign to each parametrized d-surface a Lagrangian
subspace of its homologies and to each decorated 3-cobordism a Lagrangian re-
lation between the homologies of the bases. This construction may be regarded
as a covariant functor from the category of decorated 3-cobordisms to the cate-
gory whose objects are non-degenerate symplectic spaces with ˇxed Lagrangian
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M   0 ∑∑

Figure 4.1

subspaces and whose morphisms are Lagrangian relations. We shall not pursue
this categorical interpretation but simply describe the construction in question.

For a parametrized d-surface ˙, we deˇne a distinguished Lagrangian space
�(˙) � H 1(˙;R). (By homologies of decorated surfaces we mean the homologies
of the underlying topological surfaces.) For a standard surface ˙ = ˙t , we take
�(˙) to be the kernel of the inclusion homomorphism H 1(˙t;R)! H 1(Ut;R).
In other words, �(˙t) is the subspace of H 1(˙t;R) generated by the homology
classes of the meridianal loops of the standard handlebody Ut . For any connected
parametrized d-surface ˙, set �(˙) = f�(�(˙t)) where f is the parametrization
homeomorphism ˙t ! ˙ and f� is the induced isomorphism of 1-homologies.
For a disconnected parametrized d-surface ˙, we deˇne �(˙) to be the sub-
space of H 1(˙;R) generated by the distinguished Lagrangian subspaces in the
1-homologies of the connected components.

For any decorated 3-cobordism (M; @�M; @+M ), we have

H 1(@M ;R) = (�H 1(@�M ;R))˚ H 1(@+M ;R):

The kernel of the inclusion homomorphism H 1(@M ;R) ! H 1(M ;R) yields a
Lagrangian relation H 1(@�M ;R) ) H 1(@+M ;R). We denote this Lagrangian
relation by N(M ). (The construction of N(M ) uses neither the parametrizations
and marks of @�M; @+M nor the given ribbon graph in M .) If M is the cylinder
@�M � [0; 1] then N(M ) is the diagonal Lagrangian relation. The construction
M 7! N(M ) is covariant: if a 3-cobordism M is obtained from 3-cobordisms M 1

and M 2 by gluing along a degree 1 homeomorphism p : @+(M 1)! @�(M 2) then

N(M ) = N(M 2) p � N(M 1)

where p � denotes the Lagrangian relation H 1(@+(M 1);R) ) H 1(@�(M 2);R)
induced by the symplectic isomorphism p � : H 1(@+(M 1);R)! H 1(@�(M 2);R).
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The action of the Lagrangian relation N = N(M ) on Lagrangian spaces may
be described as follows. For any � 2 	(H 1(@�M ;R)), the Lagrangian space
N�(�) � H 1(@+M ;R) consists of the elements of H 1(@+M ;R) homological
in M to elements of �. For any � 2 	(H 1(@+M ;R)), the Lagrangian space
N�(�) � H 1(@�M ;R) consists of the elements of H 1(@�M ;R) homological in
M to elements of �.

For a decorated 3-cobordism (M; @�M; @+M ), denote the Lagrangian spaces
�(@�(M )) � H 1(@�M ;R) and �(@+(M )) � H 1(@+M ;R) by ��(M ) and �+(M )
respectively. Warning: these Lagrangian spaces are determined by the parametri-
zations of the bases of M and not by the intrinsic topology of M .

4.3. Theorem (computation of anomalies). Let M = M 2M 1 be a decorated
3-cobordism obtained from decorated 3-cobordisms M 1 and M 2 by gluing along
a d-homeomorphism p : @+(M 1) ! @�(M 2) commuting with parametrizations.
Set

Nr = N(Mr) : H 1(@�(Mr);R)) H 1(@+(Mr);R)

for r = 1; 2. Then

�(M ) = (D��1)m�(M 2) p # �(M 1)

with m = �(p �(N 1)�(��(M 1)); ��(M 2); N �2(�+(M 2))).

This theorem shows that the gluing anomaly is completely determined by the
topology of cobordisms under gluing and parametrizations of their bases. Note
that M 1 and M 2 play symmetric roles in the deˇnition of m. Indeed, since p
commutes with parametrizations we have ��(M 2) = p �(�+(M 1)). The anomaly
does not depend on the distinguished ribbon graphs in the cobordisms.

Proof of Theorem. Let us ˇrst consider the case where the cobordisms M 1;M 2

and their bases are connected. Let s; t; u be the decorated types of the d-surfaces
@�(M 1) = @�M; @+(M 1) � @�(M 2), and @+(M 2) = @+M respectively. We shall
use the links L; L1; L2 introduced in Section 2.8 in the course of the proof of
Lemma 2.1.2. A comparison of formulas (2.1.b) and (2.8.f) shows that it sufˇces
to prove that �(L1) + �(L2)� �(L) = m.

Recall the 4-manifold WL obtained from the 4-ball B4 by attaching 2-handles
along the components of the framed link L � S3 = @B4. It is clear that the
3-manifold @WL is glued from M and two standard handlebodies Us and Uu �
Uu where the gluing is performed along the parametrization homeomorphisms
@Us ! @�M and @Uu ! @+M . Therefore we may view WL as a 4-dimensional
cobordism (WL;Us; Uu) with boundary (M; @�M; @+M ). Similar remarks apply
to WL1 and WL2 . The arguments of Section 2.8 may be extended to show that
the cobordism (WL;Us; Uu) is obtained from the cobordisms (WL1 ; Us; Ut) and
(WL2 ; Ut; Uu) by gluing two copies of Ut . (To see this, take a 3-ball B3 � B4

splitting B4 into two halves such that @B3 is the two-sphere used in Section 2.8.
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Consider the union of 2-handles attached to B4 along regular neighborhoods of
the annuli A1; : : : ; Ag � @B4 mentioned in Section 2.8 with a narrow regular
neighborhood B3 � [�ı; ı] of B3 in B4 (here ı > 0). This union is a 4-manifold
which may be identiˇed with the cylinder Ut � [�ı; ı] embedded in WL . Its
complement in WL consists of two connected pieces which may be identiˇed
with WL1 and WL2 . Note that the manifold N appearing in Section 2.8 is nothing
but @Ut � [�ı; ı].)

By deˇnition, the numbers �(L); �(L1); and �(L2) are the signatures of the
4-manifolds WL;WL1; and WL2 . Therefore to compute the expression �(L1) +
�(L2) � �(L) we may apply Wall's formula. Let �0; �1; �2 � H 1(˙t;R) be
the kernels of the homology homomorphisms induced by the inclusions ˙t =
@Ut ! Ut , ˙t ! @WL1 n Int(Ut), and ˙t ! @WL2 n Int(Ut). Theorem 4.1.1 im-
plies that �(L) = �(L1) + �(L2) � �(�1; �0; �2). Here � denotes the Maslov
index of Lagrangian subspaces of H 1(˙t;R) with the symplectic form induced
by the canonical orientation in the standard surface ˙t . The minus in front of
� is due to the fact that the orientation in ˙t = @Ut used in Wall's formula is
opposite to the canonical one. Indeed, the former orientation is induced by the
one in M 2 via the parametrization homeomorphism ˙t ! @�(M 2) whereas, as
we know, @(M 2) = (�@�(M 2))q @+(M 2). Under the isomorphism H 1(˙t;R) =
H 1(@�(M 2);R) induced by the parametrization ˙t ! @�(M 2) the Lagrangian
spaces �0; �1; �2 correspond to ��(M 2); p �(N 1)�(��(M 1)); N�2(�+(M 2)) respec-
tively. Therefore �(�1; �0; �2) = m. This implies the claim of the theorem. The
case of non-connected cobordisms or non-connected bases is considered along
the same lines, using the observations made in Section 2.8.

5. Action of the modular groupoid

5.0. Outline. We deˇne a projective linear action of the modular groups of sur-
faces in the modules of states. This action relates the 3-dimensional TQFT's to
the theory of modular groups, Teichm�uller spaces, etc. It is this relationship which
suggested the terms modular functor and modular category.

We also deˇne a (more general) projective linear action of the so-called mod-
ular groupoid. The 2-cocycle determined by this action is computed in terms of
Maslov indices.

The action of the modular groupoid will be instrumental up to the end of
the chapter. In this section we use it to describe the dependency of the operator
invariant of 3-cobordisms on the choice of parametrizations of bases.

5.1. Action of the modular group. The modular group Modn of genus n is the
group of isotopy classes of degree 1 self-homeomorphisms of a closed oriented
surface of genus n. This group is also called the mapping class group or the
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homeotopy group of genus n. A similar deˇnition applies to d-homeomorphisms
of d-surfaces. Two d-homeomorphisms ˙! ˙0 are isotopic if they may be related
by an isotopy preserving the images of the distinguished arcs. For a decorated
type t = (n; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)), we deˇne the modular group Modt to be
the group of the isotopy classes of d-homeomorphisms ˙t ! ˙t . (We do not
assume that these homeomorphisms commute with the identity parametrization
of ˙t .) If m = 0 then Modt = Modn .

Set ˙ = ˙t and �t = �(˙t) � H 1(˙;R). We construct a projective linear
action of Modt on the module T(˙) = �t . For a d-homeomorphism g : ˙! ˙,
consider the cylinder ˙�[0; 1] decorated as in Section 1.6 with the only difference
that its bottom and top bases are parametrized by g and id˙ respectively. This
cylinder is a decorated 3-cobordism between (˙; g) and (˙; id˙). Denote this
cobordism by M (g). By deˇnition, ��(M (g)) = g�(�t) and �+(M (g)) = �t . Set

"(g) = �(M (g)) : �t ! �t :

Observe that for isotopic d-homeomorphisms g; g0 : ˙! ˙, we have "(g) =
"(g0). Indeed, let gu : ˙ ! ˙; u 2 [0; 1] be an isotopy between g0 = g and
g1 = g0. The homeomorphism

(x; u) 7! (g0g�1
u (x); u) : ˙� [0; 1]! ˙� [0; 1]

(where x 2 ˙; u 2 [0; 1]) regarded as a homeomorphism M (g) ! M (g0) com-
mutes with the parametrizations of the bases and preserves the distinguished
colored ribbon graphs. Hence, this is a d-homeomorphism M (g) ! M (g0).
The invariance of the operator invariant of decorated 3-cobordisms under d-
homeomorphisms implies that "(g) = "(g0).

By Theorem 1.9 (or Lemma 2.1.1), "(id˙) = id. It is easy to see that for
any d-homeomorphisms g; h : ˙t ! ˙t , the cobordism M (gh) is obtained from
M (g)qM (h) by gluing the top base of M (h) to the bottom base of M (g) along
g : ˙ ! ˙. The Maslov index corresponding to this gluing via Theorem 4.3 is
equal to

�((gh)�(�t); g�(�t); �t) = �(h�(�t); �t; g
�1
� (�t)):

Theorem 4.3 implies that

(5.1.a) "(gh) = (D��1)�(h�(�t);�t ;g�1
� (�t)) "(g) "(h):

This shows that g 7! "(g) is a projective linear action of Modt on �t .
Although we have not used formula (3.6.a) in these computations, it is this

formula that makes (5.1.a) consistent. Indeed, in order to compute " for a compo-
sition of three d-homeomorphisms f; g; h we may use the equality fgh = ( fg)h
or the equality fgh = f (gh). By (3.6.a), the powers of D��1 in the corresponding
expressions for "( fgh) are equal.
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5.2. Modular groupoid. The action of modular groups extends to an action of the
groupoid formed by homeomorphisms of d-surfaces which may not preserve the
order of distinguished arcs. The idea is that we may consider cylinder cobordisms
between d-surfaces with different orders of distinguished arcs.

A weak d-homeomorphism of d-surfaces is a degree 1 homeomorphism of the
underlying surfaces preserving the distinguished arcs together with their orienta-
tions and marks. A weak d-homeomorphism does not need to preserve the order
of the arcs. Two weak d-homeomorphisms ˙! ˙0 are isotopic if they may be
related by an isotopy preserving the images of distinguished arcs.

To each pair of standard d-surfaces (˙;˙0) we assign the set (possibly empty)
M(˙;˙0) consisting of the isotopy classes of weak d-homeomorphisms ˙! ˙0.
The modular groupoid is the family of sets fM(˙;˙0)g˙;˙0 provided with associa-
tive multiplicationM(˙;˙0)�M(˙0;˙00)!M(˙;˙00) induced by composition of
homeomorphisms. Here ˙ and ˙0 run independently over all standard d-surfaces.
(Note that connected standard d-surfaces are weakly d-homeomorphic if and only
if their types are equal up to the order of the marks.)

For any decorated type t, we have M(˙t;˙t) = Modt so that the modular
groupoid contains the modular groups. We construct a projective action of the
modular groupoid extending the action " of modular groups. For a weak d-
homeomorphism of standard d-surfaces g : ˙ ! ˙0, consider the cylinder ˙0 �
[0; 1] decorated as in Section 1.6 with the only difference that its top base ˙0 �
1 is decorated and parametrized via id˙0 whereas the bottom base ˙0 � 0 is
decorated and parametrized via g. Denote this cobordism by M (g). Set "(g) =
�(M (g)) : T(˙) ! T(˙0). As in Section 5.1, the actions of isotopic weak
d-homeomorphisms coincide. Theorem 1.9 ensures that "(id˙) = idT(˙). The
same argument as in Section 5.1 shows that for any weak d-homeomorphisms
h : ˙! ˙0 and g : ˙0 ! ˙00, we have

(5.2.a) "(gh) = (D��1)�(h�(�(˙));�(˙0);g�1
� (�(˙00))) "(g) "(h):

5.3. Applications to decorated 3-cobordisms. We employ the action " of the
modular groupoid to study the operator invariants of decorated 3-cobordisms.
More precisely, we describe in terms of this action the dependency of the operator
invariant on the choice of parametrizations of bases. This description will be used
in Section 6.

Let (M; @�M; @+M ) be a decorated 3-cobordism with the parametrizations
f� : ˙� ! @�M and f+ : ˙+ ! @+M . Let g� : ˙� ! ˙0� and g+ : ˙+ ! ˙0+
be weak d-homeomorphisms of standard d-surfaces. Provide @�M and @+M with
the structure of parametrized d-surfaces via f 0� = f�(g�)�1 : ˙0� ! @�M and
f 0+ = f+(g+)�1 : ˙0+ ! @+M . Denote the resulting parametrized d-surfaces by
@0�M and @0+M respectively. These are the same surfaces as @�M; @+M with
the same distinguished marked arcs but (possibly) different orders in the set
of distinguished arcs and different parametrizations. The cobordism M with the
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newly parametrized bases is a decorated 3-cobordism, say M 0, between @0�M and
@0+M .

By deˇnition of T, we have T(@�M ) = T(˙�), T(@0�M ) = T(˙0�), and
similar equalities with � replaced by +. Consider the diagram

(5.3.a)

T(@�M ) T(˙�)
"(g�)
���! T(˙0�) T(@0�M )

�(M )

⏐⏐� �(M )

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐��(M 0) ⏐⏐��(M 0)
T(@+M ) T(˙+)

"(g+)
���! T(˙0+) T(@0+M ):

We claim that this diagram is commutative up to a numerical factor computed as
follows. Note that the Lagrangian relations N(M ) : H 1(@�M ;R)) H 1(@+M ;R)
and N(M 0) : H 1(@0�M ;R) ) H 1(@0+M ;R) coincide. Set N = N(M ) = N(M 0).
Set

�+ = �(N �(��(M )); �+(M ); �+(M 0)); �� = �(��(M ); ��(M 0); N �(�+(M 0))):

(For the deˇnition of �� and �+, see Section 4.2.) Then

(5.3.b) �(M 0) "(g�) = (D��1)�+��� "(g+) �(M ):

To prove this formula denote by X the decorated 3-cobordism obtained from M
and the cylinder M (g+) by gluing of the bottom base of M (g+) to the top base of
M along f 0+ : ˙0+�0! @+M . Considered up to d-homeomorphism, X is the same
cobordism as M with the only difference that the top base of X is parametrized
via f 0+ rather than f+ (the bottom base of X is parametrized via f�). The same
decorated 3-cobordism X may be obtained from M 0 and M (g�) by gluing the top
base of M (g�) to the bottom base of M 0 along f 0� : ˙0� � 1 ! @�(M 0). Note
that the gluing homeomorphisms in question commute with parametrizations.
Therefore we may apply Theorem 4.3 to these two splittings of X which gives

�(X ) = (D��1)�+ "(g+) �(M ) = (D��1)�� �(M 0) "(g�):

This implies (5.3.b).

5.4. Computations on the torus. We may explicitly compute the action of the
modular group Mod1 = SL(2;Z) of the 2-torus ˙(1;) = @U(1;) = S1 � S1 with an
empty set of distinguished arcs. This turns out to be the projective linear action
of SL(2;Z) deˇned in Section II.3.9 in terms of matrices S and T . This fact
places the constructions of Section II.3.9 in a proper perspective and emphasizes
once more the role of the non-degeneracy axiom in the deˇnition of modular
categories.

The genus 1 handlebody U(1;) is a closed regular neighborhood of a ribbon
graph in R3 consisting of a coupon with one cap-like band attached from above, as
in Figure 5.1. Consider two loops ˛;ˇ in ˙(1;) = @U(1;) shown in Figure 5.1. Their
homological classes form a basis of H 1(˙(1;);Z) = Z˚ Z. We identify elements
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of this group with 2-columns via m˛ + nˇ  !
[
m
n

]
. The endomorphisms of

H 1(˙(1;);Z) are identiˇed with integer 2�2-matrices acting on the 2-columns by
multiplication on the left.

α
β

U
(1; )

Figure 5.1

It is well known that every automorphism of H 1(˙(1;);Z) is induced by an
orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of ˙(1;) unique up to isotopy. There-
fore Mod1 = SL(2;Z). The construction of Section 5.1 yields a projective linear
action of SL(2;Z) on the module �(1;) = ˚i2IHom(&; Vi ˝ V�i ). This is a free
K-module of rank card(I) with the basis fbi = bVi : &! Vi˝V�i gi2I . We compute
the action of the generators s; t 2 SL(2;Z) speciˇed in Section II.3.9.

Consider the special ribbon graph presented by the left diagram in Figure 5.2.
Let M denote the decorated 3-cobordism determined by this graph. Since the
complement of the Hopf link in S3 is the cylinder over the 2-torus, the cobordism
M is homeomorphic to S1 � S1 � [0; 1] with a certain parametrization of the
bases. To verify that M is homeomorphic to the cobordism M (s) as deˇned in
Section 5.1, we compute the composition

H 1(˙(1;);Z)
����! H 1(@�M ;Z)

����! H 1(@+M ;Z)
����! H 1(˙(1;);Z)

where the ˇrst and third isomorphisms are induced by the parametrizations of
the bases of M and the second isomorphism is obtained by pushing loops in
the bottom base of M to the top base using the cylindrical structure on M . A
direct computation shows that this composition carries ˛;ˇ into ˇ;�˛ respec-
tively. Therefore this endomorphism of H 1(˙(1;);Z) equals s. Hence, M = M (s).
Now we may compute "(s) : Kcard(I) ! Kcard(I). We present "(s) by a matrix
[�ji : Kbi! Kbj ]i;j2I and compute �ji using formula (2.3.a). (Here L = ; so that
the sum on the right-hand side of this formula degenerates to one term.) The com-
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putation given in Figure 5.3 shows that "(s) = D�1S. It is easy to deduce from
Lemma 2.6 that the right ribbon graph in Figure 5.2 also presents the cylinder
S1 � S1 � [0; 1] with a certain parametrization of the bases. As above, homolog-
ical computations show that this is M (t). We compute "(t) following the lines
of Section 2.7 or simply using the result of this section. There is one additional
left-hand twist here so that instead of the identity operator we obtain "(t) = T�1.

,
Figure 5.2

j

i

 • =i
 • = i, j 

–1
S jb(b ) 

–1
dim( j )i

jτ

Figure 5.3

5.5. Remark. Systematic appearance of Lagrangian spaces and Maslov indices
suggests an intimate relationship between 3-dimensional TQFT's and the Segal-
Shale-Weil representations of the metaplectic groups (cf. [LV]).

5.6. Exercises. 1. Denote the integer �+��� used in Section 5.3 by �(M;M 0).
Show that �(M 0;M ) = ��(M;M 0) and �(M;M 0) + �(M 0;M 00) = �(M;M 00).
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2. Let g : ˙! ˙0 be a weak d-homeomorphism of standard d-surfaces such
that g�(�(˙)) = �(˙0). Show that the homomorphism "(g) : T(˙) ! T(˙0)
does not depend on the choice of D. (Hint: the ˇrst Betti number of the manifold
~M (g), derived as in Section 1.8 from the cylinder M (g), is equal to the genus of

˙; cf. also Exercise II.2.5 and the deˇnition of � in Section 1.4.)

6. Renormalized 3-dimensional TQFT

6.0. Outline. In order to apply to a surface, ˙, the modular functor constructed
in Section 1 this surface should be parametrized by a standard one. The goal of
this section is to relax this underlying structure. We show how to replace the
parametrization of ˙ with a much weaker structure which amounts to a choice of
Lagrangian subspace in H 1(˙;R). We also show how to dispense with the order
of distinguished arcs on ˙. This leads to a simpliˇed version (Te; �e) of the TQFT
(T; �) which applies to so-called extended surfaces and extended 3-cobordisms.

The TQFT (Te; �e) has gluing anomalies which will be explicitly computed
in Section 7. This TQFT will be further improved in Section 9 where we kill
the anomalies. However, the constructions of Section 9 are rather formal: in a
sense we transform the problem of anomalies into a problem of gluing. From the
computational point of view this does not change anything at all. The author's
experience is that the TQFT (Te; �e) is quite suitable for computations.

The reader should pay attention to the notion of a weak e-homeomorphism in-
troduced in Section 6.3. These homeomorphisms will be instrumental in Sections
7 and 8.

6.1. Extended surfaces. The theory of extended surfaces runs parallel to the
theory of parametrized decorated surfaces. In the \extended" setting we involve
neither parametrizations of surfaces nor orders in the sets of arcs. Instead we use
Lagrangian spaces in real 1-homologies.

An extended surface or, brie�y, an e-surface is a closed oriented surface �
endowed with a ˇnite (possibly empty) family of disjoint marked arcs and a
Lagrangian space �(�) � H 1(�;R). (For the deˇnition of a marked arc, see
Section 1.1.) The disjoint union of a ˇnite number of e-surfaces is an e-surface in
the obvious way. The empty set will be treated as the empty e-surface. Warning:
in general the connected components of an e-surface do not inherit the structure
of an e-surface. The point is that the Lagrangian space �(�) is not obliged to be
decomposable. (A linear subspace of H 1(�;R) is decomposable if it splits as the
direct sum of its intersections with the homology groups of the components of
�.)

An e-homeomorphism of extended surfaces is a degree 1 homeomorphism of
the underlying surfaces preserving distinguished arcs together with their orienta-
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tions and marks and inducing an isomorphism of 1-homologies which preserves
the distinguished Lagrangian subspace.

The structure of an e-surface is subject to negation as follows. For any e-surface
�, the opposite e-surface �� is obtained from � by reversing the orientation
of �, reversing the orientation of distinguished arcs, and multiplying the signs
of these arcs by �1 while keeping the labels and the distinguished Lagrangian
space. Clearly, �(��) = �. The transformation � 7! �� is natural in the
sense that any e-homeomorphism f : �! �0 gives rise to an e-homeomorphism
�f : ��!��0 which coincides with f as a mapping.

It is clear that the structure of an e-surface is an involutive space-structure
compatible with disjoint union (see Section III.1.1). Formally speaking, the space-
structure Ae = AeV of extended surfaces is deˇned as follows. For any topological
space X , the class Ae(X ) consists of homeomorphisms of e-surfaces onto X con-
sidered up to composition with e-homeomorphisms of e-surfaces. The involution
in Ae(X ) transforms any homeomorphism � ! X into the same homeomor-
phism viewed as a mapping �� ! X . (In contrast to the decorated setting we
do not need the mappings frevtgt used in Section 1.) It is clear that an Ae-space
is nothing but an e-surface. An Ae-homeomorphism of Ae-spaces is just an e-
homeomorphism of e-surfaces.

6.2. Extended 3-manifolds. An extended 3-manifold is a compact oriented 3-
manifold with the structure of an e-surface on its boundary and with a v-colored
ribbon graph sitting in this 3-manifold. (For the deˇnition of a ribbon graph in
a 3-manifold, see Section 1.5, a ribbon graph will always meet the boundary of
the ambient 3-manifold along the distinguished arcs.) We deˇne the boundary of
an extended 3-manifold to be the usual boundary with its structure of e-surface.
Note that for closed 3-manifolds, there is no difference between extended and
decorated manifolds.

An e-homeomorphism of extended 3-manifolds is a degree 1 homeomorphism
of 3-manifolds preserving all additional structures in question (including the v-
colored ribbon graph). An e-homeomorphism of extended 3-manifolds M ! M 0

restricts to an e-homeomorphism @M ! @M 0.
For any e-surface �, the cylinder � � [0; 1] is oriented and provided with

a v-colored ribbon graph in the same way as in Section 1.6. The boundary of
this cylinder is regarded as an e-surface via the identiˇcations �� 0 = �� and
��1 = �. In this way ��[0; 1] acquires the structure of an extended 3-manifold.

It is obvious that the structure of extended 3-manifolds is a space-structure in
the sense of Section III.1.1. The corresponding functor Be = Be

V assigns to any
topological space X the class of homeomorphisms of extended 3-manifolds onto X
considered up to composition with e-homeomorphisms of extended 3-manifolds. It
is clear that a Be-space is just an extended 3-manifold. A Be-homeomorphism of
Be-spaces is an e-homeomorphism of extended 3-manifolds. The space-structure
Be is compatible with disjoint union in the obvious way.
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6.2.1. Lemma. The pair (Be;Ae) is a cobordism theory in the sense of Section
III.1.3.

This lemma follows from the deˇnitions. The gluing involved in (III.1.3.1) is
the usual gluing along homeomorphisms.

6.3. Modular functor Te. We deˇne a modular functor Te = TeV based on Ae.
First of all we assign to every e-surface � a K-module Te(�). The idea is

to consider all parametrizations of � by standard d-surfaces and to identify the
modules of states of these surfaces using the action of the modular groupoid.
By a parametrization of � we mean a pair (a standard d-surface ˙, a degree 1
homeomorphism f : ˙ ! � which transforms the distinguished arcs of ˙ onto
those of � preserving orientations and marks). We do not impose any compati-
bility conditions on the distinguished Lagrangian space �(�) and the Lagrangian
space �(˙) deˇned in Section 4.2. It is obvious that the class of parametrizations
of � is non-empty. There are only a ˇnite number of standard d-surfaces which
may parametrize �. If � is connected then this number is equal to m! where m
is the number of distinguished arcs in �. On the other hand, the parametrization
homeomorphisms f : ˙! � in general are inˇnite in number (even considered
up to isotopy) since we may always compose any such homeomorphism with a
self-homeomorphism of ˙ preserving the distinguished arcs.

For parametrizations f0 : ˙0! �; f1 : ˙1! �, the composition f �1
1 f0 : ˙0 !

˙1 is a weak d-homeomorphism. Set

'( f0; f1) = (D��1)��(( f0)�(�(˙0));�(�);( f1)�(�(˙1))) "( f �1
1 f0) : T(˙0)!T(˙1):

For any parametrizations f0; f1; f2 of �, we have

(6.3.a) '( f1; f2)'( f0; f1) = '( f0; f2):

This follows from formula (5.2.a), formula (3.6.a) applied to the Lagrangian
spaces ( fr)�(�(˙r)) with r = 0; 1; 2 and �(�), and the invariance of the Maslov
index under symplectic isomorphisms. It is clear that '( f0; f0) = id. Applying
(6.3.a) to f2 = f0 we conclude that '( f0; f1) and '( f1; f0) are mutually inverse
isomorphisms.

Identify the modules fT(˙)g(˙;f ) corresponding to all parametrizations of �
along the intertwining isomorphisms f'( f0; f1)g( f0;f1). This yields a projective K-
module Te(�) depending solely on �. Elements of this module are compatible
families fx(˙; f ) 2 T(˙)g(˙;f ) where (˙; f ) runs over all parametrizations of �
and compatibility means that for any parametrizations (˙0; f0); (˙1; f1) of �, we
have x(˙1; f1) = '( f0; f1)(x(˙0; f0)). It is clear that such a family is completely
determined by any of its representatives. Hence, for any parametrization f0 : ˙0 !
�, the formula fx(˙; f )g(˙;f ) 7! x(˙0; f0) deˇnes an isomorphism Te(�) !
T(˙0). The inverse isomorphism T(˙0)!Te(�) is denoted by ( f0)#.
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In order to extend the construction � 7! Te(�) to a modular functor we
need to deˇne the action of e-homeomorphisms. We shall give a more general
deˇnition applying to weak e-homeomorphisms. A weak e-homeomorphism of
e-surfaces is a degree 1 homeomorphism of the underlying surfaces preserving
distinguished arcs with their orientations and marks. A weak e-homeomorphism
does not need to preserve the distinguished Lagrangian spaces.

Let g : � ! �0 be a weak e-homeomorphism. For any parametrization f :
˙! �, the pair (˙; gf ) is a parametrization of �0. Set

(6.3.b) g# = (D��1)��(g�(�(�));�(�0);(gf )�(�(˙)))(gf )#( f#)
�1 : Te(�)!Te(�0):

For instance, if g = id : �! � then g# = idTe(�).

6.3.1. Lemma. For any weak e-homeomorphism g : �! �0, the homomorphism
g# : Te(�)!Te(�0) does not depend on the choice of parametrization of �.

Proof. Let f0 : ˙0 ! � and f1 : ˙1 ! � be two parametrizations of �. To show
that the homomorphisms g# : Te(�) ! Te(�0) derived from f0 and f1 coincide
we have to show that

(D��1)��(g�(�(�));�(�0);(g f1)�(�(˙1))) '( f0; f1) =

= (D��1)��(g�(�(�));�(�0);(g f0)�(�(˙0))) '(g f0; g f1):

By deˇnition of the intertwining isomorphisms ', it sufˇces to establish the
identity

��(g�(�(�)); �(�0); (g f1)�(�(˙1)))� �(( f0)�(�(˙0)); �(�); ( f1)�(�(˙1))) =

��(g�(�(�)); �(�0); (g f0)�(�(˙0)))� �((g f0)�(�(˙0)); �(�0); (g f1)�(�(˙1))):

This identity follows from Lemma 3.6, the skew-symmetry of the Maslov index,
and the invariance of the Maslov index under isomorphisms of symplectic linear
spaces.

6.3.2. Lemma. For any weak e-homeomorphisms g : �! �0 and g0 : �0 ! �00,
we have

(6.3.c) (g0g)# = (D��1)�(g�(�(�));�(�0);(g0)�1
� (�(�00)))g0#g#:

Proof. To compute g#; g0#, and (g0g)# we use an arbitrary parametrization f : ˙!
� and the parametrizations f 0 = gf; f 00 = g0gf of �0 and �00. To establish (6.3.c)
it sufˇces to show that

��((g0g)�(�(�)); �(�00); f 00�(�(˙)))� �(g�(�(�)); �(�0); (g0)�1
� (�(�00))) =

= ��(g�(�(�)); �(�0); f 0�(�(˙))) � �(g0�(�(�0)); �(�00); f 00�(�(˙))):
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This equality follows from Lemma 3.6 and the invariance of the Maslov index
under isomorphisms of symplectic linear spaces.

6.3.3. Lemma. Assigning to each e-surface � the module Te(�) and to each
e-homeomorphism g the homomorphism g# we get a modular functor Te based
on Ae.

Proof. We should verify axioms (III.1.2.1){(III.1.2.3) with the words \A-space",
\A-homeomorphism" replaced with \e-surface", \e-homeomorphism" respec-
tively. If g is an e-homeomorphism then the Maslov index in formula (6.3.b)
vanishes so that g# = (gf )#( f#)�1. This implies (III.1.2.1). (This axiom follows
also from Lemma 6.3.2 because of the vanishing of the corresponding Maslov
index.) Axioms (III.1.2.2) and (III.1.2.3) follow directly from deˇnitions and the
properties of T.

6.4. Remarks. 1. The naturality condition (iii) in (III.1.2.3) holds also in the
case where f and g are weak e-homeomorphisms. This follows from deˇnitions
and the additivity of the Maslov index with respect to direct sums of symplectic
spaces and their Lagrangian subspaces.

2. There is a simpler construction of the modular functor Te which applies to
those e-surfaces � whose distinguished Lagrangian space is integral and decom-
posable. (A subspace of H 1(�;R) is integral if it is generated by its intersection
with the lattice of integer homologies.) If �(�) is integral and decomposable we
may restrict ourselves to parametrizations f : ˙! � such that f�(�(˙)) = �(�).
The integrality and decomposability of �(�) is a necessary and sufˇcient con-
dition for the existence of such parametrizations. (This follows from two facts:
(i) symplectic endomorphisms of H 1(�;Z) act transitively on the set of inte-
gral Lagrangian subspaces of H 1(�;R), (ii) if � is connected then any sym-
plectic endomorphism of H 1(�;Z) is induced by an orientation-preserving self-
homeomorphism of �.) In this restricted class of parametrizations the Maslov
index in the deˇnition of '( f0; f1) vanishes. If we conˇne ourselves to such
parametrizations then the deˇnition of the homomorphism �e in the next subsec-
tion and the veriˇcation of its properties become considerably simpler due to the
vanishing of almost all Maslov indices. The reader may pursue this simpliˇed
approach keeping in mind that it leads to a slightly less general TQFT.

6.5. Homomorphism �e. We deˇne an operator invariant �e = �eV of extended
3-cobordisms. In accordance with the terminology of Section III.1 an extended
3-cobordism is a triple (M; @�M; @+M ) where @�M and @+M are e-surfaces and
M is an extended 3-manifold with @M = (�@�M )q @+M . This equality implies
that �(@M) = �(@�M )˚ �(@+M ).
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For any extended 3-cobordism M , we deˇne a K-homomorphism

�e(M ) : Te(@�M )!Te(@+M )

as follows. Choose arbitrary parametrizations f� : ˙� ! @�M and f+ : ˙+ !
@+M where ˙� and ˙+ are standard d-surfaces. These parametrizations provide
@�M and @+M with the structure of a parametrized d-surface. In this way the
cobordism M acquires the structure of a decorated 3-cobordism which we denote
by �M . Set N = N(M ) : H 1(@�M ;R)) H 1(@+M ;R). Set

m�( �M ) = �(N �(�+(M )); ��(M ); ��( �M ))

and

m+( �M ) = �(N �(��( �M )); �+(M ); �+( �M ))

where �+(M ) = �(@+M ) is the Lagrangian space in H 1(@+M ;R) determined
by the structure of the e-surface on @+M whilst �+( �M ) is the Lagrangian space
in H 1(@+M ;R) determined by the parametrization, i.e., �+( �M ) = ( f+)�(�(˙+)).
Similar notation applies to the bottom base. Set

k( �M ) = (D��1)m�( �M)�m+( �M):

The modular functor T assigns to the bases of �M the modules T(@� �M ) = T(˙�)
and T(@+ �M ) = T(˙+) respectively. The TQFT (T; �) yields a linear operator
�( �M ) : T(˙�) ! T(˙+). We deˇne �e(M ) : Te(@�M ) ! Te(@+M ) to be the
composition of the following three homomorphisms:

Te(@�M )
( f�)�1

#���! T(˙�)
k( �M) �( �M)
�����! T(˙+)

( f+)#���! Te(@+M ):

(Recall that ( f�)# : T(˙�) ! Te(@�M ) and ( f+)# : T(˙+) ! Te(@+M ) are
isomorphisms.)

6.5.1. Lemma. The homomorphism �e(M ) does not depend on the choice of
parametrizations of @�M and @+M .

Proof. Let f 0� : ˙0� ! @�M and f 0+ : ˙0+! @+M be another pair of parametriza-
tions of @�M and @+M where ˙0�;˙

0
+ are standard d-surfaces. Using f 0� and f 0+ we

regard M as a decorated 3-cobordism which we denote by �M 0. Set '� = '( f�; f 0�)
and '+ = '( f+; f 0+). Consider the diagram

Te(@�M )
( f�)�1

#���! T(˙�)
k( �M) �( �M)
�����! T(˙+)

( f+)#���! Te(@+M )

id

⏐⏐� '�

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�'+

⏐⏐�id

Te(@�M )
( f 0�)�1

#���! T(˙0�)
k( �M 0) �( �M 0)
������! T(˙0+)

( f 0+)#

���! Te(@+M ):
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By deˇnition of Te(@�M ) and Te(@+M ), the left and right squares are commu-
tative. Let us prove that the middle square is also commutative. Commutativity
of this diagram would imply the claim of the lemma.

We have

'+ = (D��1)��(�+( �M);�+(M );�+( �M 0)) "(( f 0+)�1f+)

and similarly with the subscript + replaced by �. This and formula (5.3.b) applied
to g+ = ( f 0+)�1f+ and g� = ( f 0�)�1f� imply that

'+�( �M ) = (D��1)m�( �M 0)'�

where

m = �(��( �M ); ��(M ); ��( �M 0))� �(�+( �M ); �+(M ); �+( �M 0))+

+�(��( �M ); ��( �M 0); N �(�+( �M 0)))� �(N �(��( �M )); �+( �M ); �+( �M 0)):

To complete the proof it remains to show that

(6.5.a) m + m�( �M )� m+( �M )� m�( �M 0) + m+( �M 0) = 0:

We shall deduce this equality from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. Applying the formula
(3.6.a) to the 4-tuple of Lagrangian spaces

��( �M ); ��(M ); ��( �M 0); N �(�+(M ))

we obtain that the sum of the ˇrst summand of the expression for m with
m�( �M )�m�( �M 0) is equal to ��(��( �M ); ��( �M 0); N �(�+(M ))). Applying (3.6.a)
to the 4-tuple of Lagrangian spaces

�+( �M ); �+(M ); �+( �M 0); N �(��( �M ))

we get that the (algebraic) sum of the second and forth summands of m with
�m+( �M ) is equal to ��(�+(M ); �+( �M 0); N �(��( �M ))). Therefore the left-hand
side of (6.5.a) is equal to an algebraic sum of four Maslov indices. It is straightfor-
ward to check that this sum equals the difference between the left-hand side and
the right-hand side of formula (3.7.a) where �1 = ��( �M ); �2 = ��( �M 0); �01 =
�+( �M 0), and �02 = �+(M ). This completes the proof of the lemma.

6.6. Theorem. The function (M; @�M; @+M ) 7! �e(M ) extends the modular func-
tor Te to a non-degenerate topological quantum ˇeld theory based on extended
surfaces and extended 3-manifolds.

This theorem is essentially obvious: all axioms of TQFT's and non-degeneracy
of (Te; �e) follow from the corresponding properties of (T; �). We shall compute
the anomalies of (Te; �e) in Section 7.

The TQFT (Te; �e) = (TeV; �eV) should be viewed as a reparametrized version
of (T; �) adapted to the \extended" setting. This setting is considerably more
natural and simpler than the \decorated" one. The parametrizations of surfaces
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and orderings of marked arcs involved in the decorated setting are quite clumsy,
and the appearance of Lagrangian spaces seems to be a rather mild price to pay
in order to get rid of them. The values of �e on closed oriented 3-manifolds with
v-colored ribbon graphs sitting inside coincide with the values of � and thus with
the invariant deˇned in Chapter II.

The TQFT (Te; �e) behaves nicely with respect to connected sum. For any
extended 3-cobordisms M 1;M 2 we have

�e(M 1#M 2) = D �e(M 1 qM 2) = D �e(M 1)˝ �e(M 2):

6.7. Forgetful functor (T; �) ! (Te; �e). There is a natural forgetful functor
relating the TQFT's (T; �) and (Te; �e). This functor is not a homomorphism
of TQFT's in the sense of Section III.1.4 because these TQFT's are based on
different cobordism theories. We shall not develop a general theory of functors
relating TQFT's based on different cobordism theories. Instead we simply deˇne
the functor in question.

Let ˙ be a d-surface with a parametrization f : ˙0! ˙ where ˙0 is a standard
d-surface. Denote by ˙ the underlying e-surface of ˙ obtained by forgetting the
order of distinguished arcs and the parametrization while ˇxing the Lagrangian
space f�(�(˙0)) � H 1(˙;R). The construction ˙ 7! ˙ is natural with respect
to d-homeomorphisms: any d-homeomorphism g : ˙ ! ˙0 of parametrized
d-surfaces induces a weak e-homeomorphism g of the underlying e-surfaces co-
inciding with g as a mapping. If, in addition, g commutes with parametrizations
then g is an e-homeomorphism. Similarly, each decorated 3-manifold M gives
rise to an underlying extended 3-manifold M . We should just replace the structure
of parametrized d-surface on @M with the underlying structure of e-surface.

For any parametrized d-surface ˙, we deˇne a canonical isomorphism �(˙) :
T(˙) ! Te(˙). Consider the given parametrization f : ˙0 ! ˙ by a stan-
dard d-surface ˙0. Viewed as a mapping ˙0 ! ˙ it yields a parametrization f
of the e-surface ˙. We deˇne �(˙) to be the composition of the identiˇcation
isomorphism T(˙) = T(˙0) and the isomorphism (f )# : T(˙0)!Te(˙):

The isomorphisms f�(˙)g˙ form a forgetful functor (T; �)! (Te; �e) in the
following sense.

6.7.1. Theorem. For any d-homeomorphism g : ˙ ! ˙0 of parametrized
d-surfaces, the following diagram is commutative:

(6.7.a)

T(˙)
"(g)
���! T(˙0)

�(˙)

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐��(˙0)

Te(˙)
(g)#

���! Te(˙0):
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For any decorated 3-cobordism M , the following diagram is commutative:

(6.7.b)

T(@�M )
�(M )
���! T(@+M )

�(@�M )

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐��(@+M )

Te(@�(M ))
�e(M)
���! Te(@+(M )):

Commutativity of (6.7.a) implies that the forgetful functor transforms the ac-
tion " of the modular groupoid into an action of the groupoid formed by the
isotopy classes of weak e-homeomorphisms. In this way we may reformulate "
completely in terms of weak e-homeomorphisms.

To prove Theorem 6.7.1 we need the following lemma.

6.7.2. Lemma. Let ˙ be a closed oriented surface with a ˇnite family of disjoint
marked arcs. Let �; �0 be Lagrangian subspaces of H 1(˙;R). Denote by C the
cylinder ˙�[0; 1] viewed as an extended 3-cobordism between (˙; �) and (˙; �0).
Let id�;�

0
denote the identity mapping (˙; �)! (˙; �0) viewed as a weak e-homeo-

morphism. Then

�e(C) = (id�;�
0
)# : Te(˙; �)!Te(˙; �0):

Proof. Choose a standard d-surface ˙0 and a degree 1-homeomorphism f : ˙0 !
˙ preserving the distinguished arcs with their orientations and marks. We regard
f as a parametrization of the e-surface (˙; �). Denote by f 0 the same mapping f
viewed as a parametrization of the e-surface (˙; �0). In other words, f 0 = id�;�

0 ıf :
˙0 ! (˙; �0). By deˇnition,

�e(C) = (D��1)m�( �C)�m+( �C) f 0# �( �C) f �1
#

where �C is the cylinder ˙ � [0; 1] whose bases are parametrized and decorated
via f . By Theorem 1.9 (or Lemma 2.1.1), �( �C) = id : T(˙0) ! T(˙0). It is
easy to compute that m�( �C) = �(�0; �; f�(�(˙0))) and m+( �C) = 0. Therefore

�e(C) = (D��1)��(�;�0;f�(�(˙0))) f 0# f
�1
# :

Formula (6.3.b) implies that the last expression is equal to (id�;�
0
)#.

6.7.3. Proof of Theorem 6.7.1. The commutativity of (6.7.b) is essentially tau-
tological. To compute �e(M ) in (6.7.b) we should choose parametrizations of the
e-surfaces @�(M ); @+(M ) and transform in this way the extended 3-cobordism
M into a decorated 3-cobordism �M . We choose the parametrizations to be those
induced by the parametrizations of @�M and @+M . This transforms M into the
original decorated 3-cobordism M . The corresponding numbers m� and m+ as de-
ˇned in Section 6.5 are both equal to 0. Now, the commutativity of (6.7.b) follows
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directly from the deˇnition of �e given in Section 6.5 because the homomorphisms
( f�)#; ( f+)# used there coincide with the homomorphisms �(@�M ); �(@+M ).

We ˇrst show commutativity of (6.7.a) in the case where g commutes with
parametrizations. We may assume that ˙ and ˙0 are connected d-surfaces of
a certain type t. Let f and f 0 denote the given parametrizations ˙t ! ˙ and
˙t ! ˙0. Since f 0 = gf , the homomorphism "(g) : T(˙) ! T(˙0) is the
composition of the identiˇcation isomorphisms T(˙) = T(˙t) = T(˙0) provided
by the very deˇnition of the modular functor T on parametrized d-surfaces. The
Maslov index which enters (6.3.b) is equal to 0 because

g�(�(˙)) = g�f�(�(˙t)) = f 0�(�(˙t)) = �(˙0):

Formula (6.3.b) implies that (g)# = (f 0)#(f )�1
# . Comparing this expression for

(g)# with the deˇnitions of homomorphisms �(˙) and �(˙0), we obtain commu-
tativity of (6.7.a).

Let us prove commutativity of (6.7.a) for an arbitrary weak d-homeomorphism
g : ˙ ! ˙0. Let f and f 0 denote the given parametrizations of ˙ and ˙0. De-
note by ˙00 the surface ˙ parametrized and decorated via g�1f 0. Present g as the
composition of the identity mapping g0 = id : ˙! ˙00 and a d-homeomorphism
g00 : ˙00 ! ˙0 commuting with parametrizations and coinciding with g as a
mapping. (Note that g0 = (g00)�1g is a weak d-homeomorphism.) Using formula
(5.2.a) and Lemma 6.3.2 we may reduce commutativity of (6.7.a) to commu-
tativity of two diagrams obtained from (6.7.a) by the substitutions g = g0 and
g = g00. (The Maslov indices appearing in (5.2.a) and Lemma 6.3.2 both vanish.)
The case g = g00 was treated above. Consider the case g = g0. It follows from
the deˇnition of " that "(g0) = �(C) where C is the cylinder ˙ � [0; 1] whose
bottom and top bases are parametrized and decorated via g0f and f respectively.
It follows from Lemma 6.7.2 that (g0)# = �e(C): Therefore diagram (6.7.a) with
g = g0 coincides with (6.7.b) for M = C. Commutativity of (6.7.b) implies
commutativity of (6.7.a).

6.8. Bundle of states. Let ˙ be a closed oriented surface with a ˇnite family of
disjoint marked arcs. For any Lagrangian space � 2 	 = 	(H 1(˙;R)), the pair
(˙; �) is an e-surface so that we may consider the module Te(˙; �). The modules
corresponding to all � form a �at bundle over 	 called the bundle of states of ˙.
Strictly speaking, we can not use here the notion of a topological bundle because
the ˇbers in question are projective modules over a commutative ring K without
any topology. Instead of giving appropriate general deˇnitions, we simply deˇne
the bundle we have in mind.

Denote by p : ~	! 	 the universal covering of 	 (the space 	 is connected
and has inˇnite cyclic fundamental group, see [Ar]). By [Ler], [Tu1], there exists
a function ` : ~	� ~	! Z satisfying the following two properties: (a) it is locally
constant on the set of pairs x; y 2 ~	 such that the Lagrangian spaces p (x) and
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p (y) are transversal to each other, (b) for any x; y; z 2 ~	,

`(x; y)� `(x; z) + `(y; z) = �(p (x); p (y); p (z)):

Moreover, the function ` is uniquely characterized by these properties. This
implies that ` is invariant under covering transformations and `(x; x) =
�(p (x); p (x); p (x)) = 0 for any x 2 ~	.

For x; y 2 ~	, consider the isomorphism

L(x; y) = (D��1)�`(x;y)(idp(x);p(y))# : Te(˙; p (x))!Te(˙; p (y))

(cf. Lemma 6.7.2). It follows from Lemma 6.3.2 and the properties of ` that for
any x; y; z 2 ~	,

(i) L(x; x) = id,
(ii) L(y; z) L(x; y) = L(x; z),
(iii) the isomorphisms fL(x; y)gx;y commute with the covering transformations

of p .
Using the ˇrst two properties we can regard the union [x2 ~	Te(˙; p (x)) as

a trivial bundle over ~	. The isomorphisms fL(x; y)gx;y provide this bundle with
a �at connection. The property (iii) shows that this �at bundle may be pushed
down to 	.

6.9. Exercises. 1. Let �0 be an e-surface obtained from an e-surface � by adding
an arc marked with (&; 1) or (&;�1) to the set of distinguished arcs. Show that
Te(�0) = Te(�).

2. Let �0 be an e-surface obtained from an e-surface � by replacing a distin-
guished arc marked with (W;�1) (where W is an object of V) by the same arc
marked with (W�; 1). Show that Te(�0) = Te(�).

3. Let �0 be an e-surface obtained from an e-surface � by replacing two
distinguished arcs marked with (V; 1) and (W; 1) (where V;W are objects of V)
by one arc marked with (V ˝W; 1). Show that Te(�0) = Te(�).

4. A weak e-homeomorphism of extended 3-manifolds is a degree 1 home-
omorphism of 3-manifolds preserving their additional structures except possibly
the Lagrangian space associated to the boundary. A weak e-homeomorphism of
extended 3-manifolds M 1 ! M 2 restricts to a weak e-homeomorphism @M 1 !
@M 2. Let g : (M 1; @�(M 1); @+(M 1)) ! (M 2; @�(M 2); @+(M 2)) be a weak e-
homeomorphism of extended 3-cobordisms. Set N = N(M 2) : H 1(@�(M 2);R))
H 1(@+(M 2);R) and

(6.9.a) m = �(N �(gj@�(M 1))�(��(M 1)); (gj@+(M 1))�(�+(M 1)); �+(M 2))�

��((gj@�(M 1))�(��(M 1)); ��(M 2); N
�(�+(M 2))):
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Show that the following diagram is commutative:

Te(@�(M 1))
(gj@�(M1))#

�����! Te(@�(M 2))

(D��1)m�e(M 1)

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐��e(M 2)

Te(@+(M 1))
(gj@+(M1))#

�����! Te(@+(M 2)):

7. Computations in the renormalized TQFT

7.0. Outline. We compute the gluing anomalies of (Te; �e). In fact, the gluing
of extended 3-cobordisms may be performed not only along e-homeomorphisms
but, more generally, along weak e-homeomorphisms. We compute the anomalies
of (Te; �e) for these generalized gluings. As an application, we compute the
invariant � for closed oriented 3-manifolds ˇbered over a circle.

7.1. Theorem. Let M = M 2M 1 be an extended 3-cobordism obtained from
extended 3-cobordisms M 1 and M 2 by gluing along a weak e-homeomorphism
p : @+(M 1) ! @�(M 2). For r = 1; 2, set Nr = N(Mr) : H 1(@�(Mr);R) )
H 1(@+(Mr);R). Set

n = �(p �(N 1)�(��(M 1)); p �(�+(M 1)); N
�
2(�+(M 2)))

and

n0 = �(p �(�+(M 1)); ��(M 2); N
�
2(�+(M 2))):

Then

�e(M ) = (D��1)n+n0�e(M 2) p # �
e(M 1):

Note that if p : @+(M 1)! @�(M 2) is an e-homeomorphism then n0 = 0.

Proof of Theorem. Consider the e-surfaces @�(M 1); @+(M 1); @+(M 2) and ˇx their
parametrizations

f� : ˙� ! @�(M 1); f0 : ˙0 ! @+(M 1); f+ : ˙+ ! @+(M 2)

by certain standard d-surfaces ˙�;˙0;˙+. Clearly, p f0 : ˙0 ! @�(M 2) is a
parametrization of @�(M 2). These parametrizations provide M 1;M 2;M with the
structure of decorated 3-cobordisms denoted by �M 1; �M 2; �M respectively. Theo-
rem 4.3 implies that �( �M ) = (D��1)m�( �M 2) p # �( �M 1) where

m = �(p �(N 1)�(��( �M 1)); ��( �M 2); N
�
2(�+( �M 2))):

The Lagrangian spaces in the last formula are determined by the parametrizations
f�; p f0; f+, i.e., ��( �M 1) = ( f�)�(�(˙�)), etc. Note that under the identiˇcations
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T(@+( �M 1)) = T(˙0) and T(@�(M 2)) = T(˙0) determined by f0 and p f0 the
isomorphism p # : T(@+( �M 1)) ! T(@�(M 2)) corresponds to the identity endo-
morphism of T(˙0).

By deˇnition, �e(M ) = k( �M ) ( f+)# �( �M ) ( f�)�1
# . Similarly

�e(M 1) = k( �M 1) ( f0)# �( �M 1) ( f�)�1
# ; �e(M 2) = k( �M 2) ( f+)# �( �M 2) (p f0)

�1
# :

By (6.3.b), the homomorphism p # : Te(@+(M 1)) ! Te(@�(M 2)) is equal to
(D��1)�q(p f0)#( f0)�1

# where q = �(p �(�+(M 1)); ��(M 2); ��( �M 2)). Therefore

�e(M 2) p # �
e(M 1) = k( �M 1) k( �M 2) (D��1)�q ( f+)# �( �M 2) �( �M 1) ( f�)�1

# =

= k( �M 1) k( �M 2) (D��1)�q�m ( f+)# �( �M) ( f�)�1
# = (D��1)l �e(M )

where

l = m�( �M 1)� m+( �M 1) + m�( �M 2)� m+( �M 2)� m�( �M ) + m+( �M )� q � m:

It remains to show that l + n + n0 = 0.
Let us ˇrst compute the numbers

x = m�( �M 1)� m�( �M ) + n and y = �m+( �M 2) + m+( �M )� m:

It is obvious that ��( �M ) = ��( �M 1) and ��(M ) = ��(M 1). Applying Lemma 3.7
to the Lagrangian relation N 1 and the Lagrangian spaces

�1 = ��(M 1); �2 = ��( �M 1); �
0
1 = �+(M 1); �

0
2 = p�1

� N
�
2(�+(M 2))

we get

x = �((N 1)�(��( �M 1)); �+(M 1); p
�1
� N

�
2(�+(M 2))):

Here we use the equalities N(M ) = N 2p �N 1 and (N(M ))� = N�1p
�N�2. Similarly,

using the equalities �+( �M ) = �+( �M 2) and �+(M ) = �+(M 2), we compute that

y = �(N �2(�+(M 2)); ��( �M 2); p �(N 1)�(��( �M 1))) =

= �(p�1
� N

�
2(�+(M 2)); �+( �M 1); (N 1)�(��( �M 1))):

The second equality follows from the formula ��( �M 2) = p �(�+( �M 1)). Thus, x
and y are the Maslov indices of certain Lagrangian spaces in H 1(@+(M 1);R).
Applying Lemma 3.6 to the 4-tuple of Lagrangian spaces

p�1
� N

�
2(�+(M 2)); �+( �M 1); (N 1)�(��( �M 1)); �+(M 1) � H 1(@+(M 1);R)

we get

x + y � m+( �M 1) = �(p�1
� N

�
2(�+(M 2)); �+( �M 1); �+(M 1)):

Applying Lemma 3.6 to the 4-tuple of Lagrangian spaces

p�1
� N

�
2(�+(M 2)); �+( �M 1); �+(M 1); p

�1
� (��(M 2)) � H 1(@+(M 1);R)
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we get that the sum of the last Maslov index with m�( �M 2) � q + n0 is equal to
zero. This implies the equality l + n + n0 = 0.

7.2. Applications to mapping tori. Let � be an extended surface and let g :
�! � be a weak e-homeomorphism. The mapping torus Mg of g is the closed
extended 3-manifold obtained from the cylinder � � [0; 1] by gluing the top
base to the bottom base along g : � � 1 ! � � 0. (The distinguished ribbon
graph in Mg consists of colored annuli whose number is equal to the number of
orbits of the permutation induced by g in the set of distinguished arcs of �.) It
is clear that Mg is a ˇber bundle over a circle. The following theorem computes
�(Mg) = �e(Mg) in terms of traces and Maslov indices.

7.2.1. Theorem. For any weak e-homeomorphism g : �! �,

�(Mg) = (D��1)r Tr(g# : Te(�)!Te(�))

with r = �(�(g); �(�)˚ g�(�(�)); diagH ) where H = H 1(�;R), g� is the endo-
morphism of H induced by g, � is the Maslov index of the Lagrangian spaces in
�H ˚H , and �(g) is the graph of g�, i.e., the subspace of (�H)˚H consisting
of vectors x ˚ g�(x) with x 2 H .

For the deˇnition of diagH , see Section 3.3.
Note that the extended 3-manifold Mg and its invariant �(Mg) do not de-

pend on the Lagrangian space �(�). However, the module Te(�) and thus the
homomorphism g# depend on the choice of �(�). Different choices lead to ho-
momorphisms which are conjugate up to a power of D��1. This explains the
appearance of the factor (D��1)r in Theorem 7.2.1.

In the case when g acts as the identity in H 1(�;R) we have �(g) = diagH
so that r = 0 and �(Mg) = Tr(g#). Applying this formula to g = id� we get
�(��S1) = Dim(Te(�)). In Section 12 we shall explicitly compute Dim(Te(�))
in terms of the genus of � and labels of the distinguished arcs.

Proof of Theorem. Set P = Te(�) and Q = Te(��). The cylinder � � [0; 1]
gives rise to two extended 3-cobordisms: M�

1 = (��[0; 1]; ;; (���0)q(��1))
and M�

2 = (� � [0; 1]; (� � 0) q (�� � 1); ;). Denote the operators �e(M�
1 ) :

K ! Q ˝K P and �e(M�
2 ) : P ˝K Q ! K by b� and d� respectively. The

same argument as in Section III.2.3 shows that these two operators satisfy the
conditions of Lemma III.2.2. Moreover, in the notation of that lemma k = k 0 = 1.
For, consider the Maslov indices n and n0 from Theorem 7.1 corresponding to
the gluing in Figure III.2.1. Since this gluing is performed along an (identity)
e-homeomorphism, n0 = 0. By Theorem 7.1, we have n = �(�1; �2; �3) where

�1 = �(�)˚ diagH; �2 = �(�)˚ �(�)˚ �(�); �3 = diag�H ˚ �(�)
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are Lagrangian spaces in H ˚ (�H) ˚ H . These Lagrangian spaces satisfy the
formula �2 � (�1\�2) + (�3\�2) which ensures vanishing of the Maslov index.
Therefore n = n0 = 0. Thus, b� and d� satisfy the conditions of Lemma III.2.2
with k = k 0 = 1. This allows us to use these operators to compute the trace of
any K-linear homomorphism G : P! P. Namely,

Tr(G) = d� PermQ;P (idQ ˝ G) b� 2 EndK(K) = K

where PermQ;P is the �ip q˝p ! p˝q : Q˝K P! P˝K Q (cf. Lemma III.2.6).
As in Section III.2.3 we have d�PermQ;P = d��. Applying these formulas to
G = g# we get Tr(g#) = d��(idQ ˝ g#) b�.

Now we may compute �(Mg) = �e(Mg). The mapping torus Mg may be
obtained by gluing M�

1 to M��
2 along the weak e-homeomorphism of their bases

id�� q g : (��� 0)q (�� 1)! (��� 0)q (�� 1):

By Theorem 7.1,

�e(Mg) = (D��1)r �e(M��
2 ) (id�� q g)# �

e(M�
1 ) =

= (D��1)r d�� (idQ ˝ g#) b
� = (D��1)r Tr(g#)

where

r = �(�(g); �(�)˚g�(�(�)); diagH )+�(�(�)˚g�(�(�)); �(�)˚�(�); diagH ):

The same criterion for the vanishing of Maslov indices as above ensures that the
second Maslov index is equal to 0. This gives the formula for r speciˇed in the
statement of the theorem.

7.3. Exercise. Show that the self-duality pairing d� : Te(�)˝K Te(��)! K
deˇned as in Section III.2 is natural with respect to weak e-homeomorphisms of
e-surfaces. (Hint: use Lemma 6.7.2 and Theorem 7.1.)

8. Absolute anomaly-free TQFT

8.0. Outline. In this section, we turn aside from our quest for a 3-dimensional
anomaly-free TQFT derived from V and instead consider an anomaly-free TQFT
obtained by tensor multiplication of (TeV; �eV) and (Te

V
; �e
V

). The anomalies of
these two TQFT's cancel each other which gives an anomaly-free TQFT. More-
over, using weak e-homeomorphisms we can get rid of distinguished Lagrangian
spaces in homologies. This yields an anomaly-free TQFT (T̂; �̂) assigning pro-
jective K-modules to closed oriented surfaces with marked arcs and assigning
homomorphisms of these modules to compact oriented 3-cobordisms with embed-
ded v-colored ribbon graphs. In contrast to previously considered 3-dimensional
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TQFT's this one involves neither parametrizations of surfaces nor Lagrangian
spaces in homologies.

8.1. Absolute square. Recall the mirror modular category V deˇned in Sections
I.1.4 and II.1.9.2. As the rank of V, we take the rank D of V. Since the underlying
categories of V and V are the same, the structures of extended surfaces and
extended 3-manifolds over V and V coincide. Therefore the TQFT's (TeV; �eV)
and (Te

V
; �e
V

) are based on the same cobordism theory (Be;Ae). Equality (II.2.4.a)
implies that

D��1
V = (D��1

V )�1:

Therefore the anomalies of these two TQFT's are mutually inverse. Hence, their
tensor product (in the sense of Section III.1.4)

(Ts; �s) = (TeV; �eV)˝ (TeV; �
e
V)

is an anomaly-free TQFT based on (Be;Ae). It may be viewed as a kind of
absolute square of (TeV; �eV).

Weak e-homeomorphisms act in (Ts; �s) as follows. For any weak e-
homeomorphism of e-surfaces g : �1 ! �2, we deˇne its action ~g : Ts(�1)!
Ts(�2) to be the tensor product of g# : TeV(�1)!TeV(�2) and g# : Te

V
(�1)!

Te
V

(�2), for the deˇnition of the last homomorphisms, see Section 6.3. It follows
from Lemma 6.3.2 that the formula g 7! ~g transforms composition into com-
position without any additional factors. Similarly, Theorem 7.1 implies that the
TQFT (Ts; �s) produces no anomalies when we glue extended 3-manifolds along
weak e-homeomorphisms.

8.2. Elimination of Lagrangian spaces. The TQFT (Ts; �s) deˇned in Sec-
tion 8.1 is based on the cobordism theory (Be;Ae) formed by e-surfaces and
extended 3-manifolds. It turns out that we may forget about Lagrangian spaces in
homologies of surfaces. More precisely, the TQFT (Ts; �s) induces another TQFT
(T̂; �̂) = (T̂V; �̂V) based on space-structures which differ from the structures of
e-surfaces and extended 3-manifolds in that we omit all mention to Lagrangian
spaces.

We ˇrst deˇne the cobordism theory (B̂; Â) underlying (T̂; �̂). The space-
structures Â and B̂ are deˇned in the same way as Ae;Be (see Sections 6.1, 6.2)
with the difference that all references to Lagrangian spaces should be omitted.
Thus, an Â-space is a closed oriented surface equipped with a ˇnite family of
disjoint marked arcs. A B̂-space is a compact oriented 3-manifold equipped with
a v-colored ribbon graph over V. (For the deˇnition of a ribbon graph in a 3-
manifold, see Section 1.5. Note that the families of arcs on surfaces as well as
ribbon graphs in 3-manifolds may be empty.)

Now we deˇne the modular functor T̂ based on Â. Let ˙ be a closed
oriented surface equipped with a ˇnite family of disjoint marked arcs. For
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any Lagrangian spaces �; �0 2 	(H 1(˙;R)), the identity mapping (˙; �) !
(˙; �0) is a weak e-homeomorphism of e-surfaces inducing an isomorphism
Ts(˙; �) ! Ts(˙; �0). These isomorphisms form a commuting system. Iden-
tifying the modules fTs(˙; �) j� 2 	(H 1(˙;R))g along these isomorphisms
we get a K-module T̂(˙) independent of the choice of Lagrangian space but
canonically isomorphic to any one of the modules Ts(˙; �). The action of an
Â-homeomorphism g : ˙1 ! ˙2 is deˇned in the obvious way: choose arbitrary
�1 2 	(H 1(˙1;R)); �2 2 	(H 1(˙2;R)) and deˇne g# : T̂(˙1) ! T̂(˙2) to be
the composition

T̂(˙1)
����! Ts(˙1; �1)

����! Ts(˙2; �2)
����! T̂(˙2)

where the ˇrst and third mappings are the canonical isomorphisms and the
second mapping is the isomorphism induced by the weak e-homeomorphism
g : (˙1; �1) ! (˙2; �2). This composition does not depend on the choice of
the Lagrangian spaces �1; �2. It is easy to check that T̂ is a modular functor
based on closed oriented surfaces with marked arcs.

The operator invariant �̂ of a 3-cobordism M is deˇned in a similar way:
choose Lagrangian spaces in the 1-homologies of the bases, consider the operator
invariant �s(M ) : Ts(@�M ) ! Ts(@+M ), and consider the induced homomor-
phism T̂(@�M )! T̂(@+M ). It follows from Lemma 6.7.2 and Theorem 7.1 that
this homomorphism does not depend on the choice of Lagrangian spaces.

8.3. Theorem. (T̂; �̂) is an anomaly-free TQFT based on closed oriented sur-
faces with marked arcs and compact oriented 3-cobordisms with v-colored ribbon
graphs.

This theorem is essentially obvious. The axioms of TQFT's and anomaly-
freeness follow directly from the corresponding properties of (Ts; �s) and Theo-
rem 7.1. We call (T̂; �̂) the absolute anomaly-free TQFT derived from V.

The passage from (Te; �e) to (T̂; �̂) simpliˇes the theory by eliminating La-
grangian spaces and anomalies. On the other hand, we loose some information
when we take the tensor product of two TQFT's. For instance, the invariant �̂ does
not distinguish a closed oriented 3-manifold M from the same manifold with the
opposite orientation �M whilst �e may distinguish these manifolds. Nevertheless,
the TQFT (T̂; �̂) is non-trivial even if we restrict it to closed oriented surfaces
with empty systems of arcs and compact oriented 3-cobordisms with empty rib-
bon graphs. This restricted TQFT will be studied further in Chapter VII. It will
be computed in terms of state models on triangulations of 3-manifolds. For the
more powerful TQFT (Te; �e), such a computation is not known.
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Note ˇnally that for any closed oriented 3-manifold M with a v-colored ribbon
graph ˝ inside, we have

�̂(M;˝) = �s(M;˝) = �V(M;˝) �V(M;˝) = �V(M;˝) �V(�M;˝):

9. Anomaly-free TQFT

9.0. Outline. We show how to kill the gluing anomalies of (Te; �e). The idea
is to incorporate the anomalies into an additional structure on the 3-manifolds.
This additional structure is used to renormalize the TQFT via multiplication of the
operator invariants of cobordisms by certain scalar factors. (We do not change the
modular functor.) This approach follows the general lines of Section III.6; for the
convenience of the reader, we reproduce the necessary deˇnitions adapted to the
3-dimensional setting. The resulting 3-dimensional TQFT (Te; �w) is anomaly-
free and non-degenerate. This TQFT is more fundamental than the one constructed
in Section 8, but we pay the price of a slightly more complicated ground structure
on the 3-manifolds.

9.1. Weighted extended 3-manifolds. A weighted extended 3-manifold is a pair
(M;m) where M is an extended 3-manifold in the sense of Section 6.2 and m is an
integer satisfying the only condition that if M = ; then m = 0. We say that M is
the underlying extended 3-manifold of (M;m) and m is its (additive) weight. The
disjoint union of weighted extended 3-manifolds is deˇned in the obvious way, the
weight being additive under disjoint union. By an e-homeomorphism of weighted
extended 3-manifolds with equal weights we mean an e-homeomorphism of the
underlying extended 3-manifolds.

For any e-surface �, the cylinder ��[0; 1] acquires the structure of an extended
3-manifold as described in Section 6.2. Ascribing to this cylinder the zero weight
we get the weighted extended cylinder over �.

It is obvious that the structure of weighted extended 3-manifolds is a space-
structure compatible with disjoint union. Formally speaking, the corresponding
functor Bw is deˇned by the formula Bw(X ) = Be(X )� Z if X 6= ; and Bw(;)
is a one-element set. It is clear that a Bw-space is just a weighted extended
3-manifold. A Bw-homeomorphism of Bw-spaces is an e-homeomorphism of
weighted extended 3-manifolds with equal weights.

The space-structures Bw and Ae form a cobordism theory. The boundary of
a weighted extended 3-manifold is the usual boundary with its structure of an
e-surface. The gluing of weighted extended 3-manifolds is deˇned as follows.
Let (M;m) be a weighted extended 3-manifold whose boundary is the disjoint
union of e-surfaces X; Y; Z such that X is e-homeomorphic to �Y. Denote by R
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the Lagrangian relation

�H 1(Z ;R)) H 1(X q Y;R) = H 1(X ;R)˚ H 1(Y;R)

determined by the cobordism (M;�Z; X q Y). Denote by M 0 the extended 3-
manifold obtained from M by gluing X to Y along an e-homeomorphism f : X !
�Y. We deˇne the weighted extended 3-manifold obtained from (M;m) by gluing
X to Y along f to be the pair

(M 0; m � �(�(�f ); �(X )˚ �(Y); R�(�(�Z ))))

where �(�f ) � H 1(X ;R)˚H 1(Y;R) is the graph of the symplectic isomorphism
(�f )� : �H 1(X ;R)! H 1(Y;R) and

�(X ) � H 1(X ;R); �(Y) � H 1(Y;R); �(�Z ) � �H 1(Z ;R)

are the Lagrangian spaces determined by the structure of the e-surfaces on X; Y,
�Z . (For the deˇnition of the graph of a symplectic isomorphism, see Section 3.3.)
Here � denotes the Maslov index of Lagrangian spaces in H 1(X ;R)˚H 1(Y;R).

9.1.1. Lemma. The space-structures Bw and Ae form a cobordism theory in the
sense of Section III.1.3.

Proof. The only non-trivial point is that the successive gluing along disjoint closed
subsurfaces of @M gives rise to the same weight as the gluing along their union.
This follows from the formula (3.7.c). More exactly, let M;m; X; Y; Z; f; R be the
same objects as above. Assume that X is a disjoint union of e-surfaces X 1 and X 2.
For r = 1; 2, set Yr = f (Xr) and fr = f jXr : Xr ! �Yr . The desired equality of
weights follows from elementary homological computations and formula (3.7.c)
applied to the non-degenerate symplectic spaces

H = �H 1(X 1 q Y1;R); H 0 = H 1(X 2 q Y2;R);

the Lagrangian relation N = R�(�(�Z )) : H ) H 0, and the Lagrangian spaces

�1 = �( f1) � H; �2 = �(�X 1)˚ �(�Y1) � H;

�01 = �(X 2)˚ �(Y2) � H 0; �02 = �(�f2) � H 0:
Using (3.7.c) we should keep in mind that the three Maslov indices in this formula
apply to Lagrangian spaces in H;H 0, and (�H)˚ H 0 respectively.

9.2. Renormalized TQFT. We deˇne a TQFT (Te; �w) = (TeV; �wV) based on
the cobordism theory (Bw;Ae). Here Te is the modular functor introduced in
Section 6 based on e-surfaces. The operator invariant �w of a weighted extended
3-cobordism (M;m) = (M; @�M; @+M;m) is deˇned by the formula

�w(M;m) = (D��1)�m�e(M ) : Te(@�M )!Te(@+M ):
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9.2.1. Theorem. (Te; �w) is an anomaly-free non-degenerate TQFT based on
extended surfaces and weighted extended 3-manifolds.

Proof. We already know that Te is a modular functor, so we only have to check
axioms (III.1.4.1){(III.1.4.4). Veriˇcation of the naturality, multiplicativity, and
normalization axioms is straightforward. Let us check the functoriality axiom. Let
(M;m) be a weighted extended 3-cobordism obtained from weighted extended
3-cobordisms (M 1; m1) and (M 2; m2) by gluing along an e-homeomorphism p :
@+(M 1)! @�(M 2). Here the role of M;X , and Y in the deˇnition of gluing given
above is played by M 1qM 2; @+(M 1), and �@�(M 2) respectively. The deˇnition
of �w and Theorem 7.1 imply that

�w(M;m) = (D��1)�m�e(M ) = (D��1)n+n0�m�e(M 2) p # �
e(M 1) =

= (D��1)n+n0+m1+m2�m�w(M 2; m2) p # �
w(M 1; m1)

where n; n0 are the integers speciˇed in the statement of Theorem 7.1. To complete
the proof it remains to show that m = n + n0 + m1 + m2.

For r = 1; 2, set Nr = N(Mr) : H 1(@�(Mr);R)) H 1(@+(Mr);R). Set

H = �H 1(@+(M 1);R); H 0 = �H 1(@�(M 2);R):

From the deˇnition of gluing of weighted 3-manifolds we have m = m1 +m2�m0
where

m0 = �(�(�p ); �+(M 1)˚ ��(M 2); (N 1)�(��(M 1))˚ N �2(�+(M 2))):

Here � denotes the Maslov index of Lagrangian spaces in the symplectic
space (�H) ˚ H 0 and �(�p ) denotes the graph of the symplectic isomorphism
(�p )� : H ! H 0. Warning: we use here (as in Section 3) the same symbol for a
Lagrangian subspace of a symplectic vector space and for the same Lagrangian
space regarded as a subspace of the opposite symplectic vector space. In the
expression for m0 the Lagrangian spaces ��(M 2); N �2(�+(M 2)) are regarded as
subspaces of H 0 = �H 1(@�(M 2);R).

To compute m0 we use formula (3.7.c) with

N = �(�p ) � (�H)˚ H 0; �1 = (N 1)�(��(M 1)) � H;

�2 = �+(M 1) � H; �01 = ��(M 2) � H 0; �02 = N �2(�+(M 2)) � H 0:
We obtain

m0 = �(�2˚ �01; �1˚ �02; N) = �(�1; �2; (�p )�1
� (�01)) +�((�p )�(�1); �

0
1; �
0
2) =

= �((�p )�(�1); (�p )�(�2); �
0
1) + �((�p )�(�1); �

0
1; �
0
2) =

= �((�p )�(�1); (�p )�(�2); �
0
2) + �((�p )�(�2); �

0
1; �
0
2):

(The last equality follows from Lemma 3.6.) The last two Maslov indices are
exactly the Maslov indices used in Theorem 7.1 to deˇne n and n0. However, we
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work here in the symplectic space H 0 = �H 1(@�(M 2);R) opposite to the one
used in Theorem 7.1. Therefore m0 = �n � n0, so that m = m1 + m2 + n + n0.

9.2.2. Corollary. Considered up to isomorphism, the TQFT (Te; �w) does not de-
pend on the choice of d-homeomorphisms frevt : ˙�t !�˙tgt (see Section 1:2).

Indeed, different choices lead to TQFT's based on the same cobordism the-
ory and coinciding on closed oriented 3-manifolds with v-colored ribbon graphs.
Theorems 9.2.1 and III.3.3 imply that these TQFT's are isomorphic. As an exer-
cise the reader may give a direct construction of an isomorphism between these
TQFT's.

9.3. Summary. The construction of the TQFT (Te; �w) is one of the major
achievements of this monograph. It crowns our efforts towards a 3-dimensional
topological quantum ˇeld theory. From any modular category V we derive a non-
degenerate anomaly-free 3-dimensional TQFT. Our construction involves four
major steps: (a) a construction of isotopy invariants of ribbon graphs in R3 (see
Chapter I), (b) a deˇnition of the topological invariant � of closed 3-manifolds
with embedded v-colored ribbon graphs (see Chapter II), (c) a deˇnition of the
TQFT (T; �) (see Sections 1 and 2), (d) a renormalization of this TQFT. In
contrast to the constructions of Section 8 we loose no information under the
passage from (T; �) to (Te; �w): up to technical though important modiˇcations
these TQFT's are equivalent.

The category V is used in the construction of (Te; �w) at every stage. This
category also appears in the very deˇnition of extended surfaces and weighted
extended 3-manifolds. The objects of V are used as labels (or colors) of distin-
guished arcs on surfaces and bands and annuli of ribbon graphs. The morphisms
of V are used as colors of coupons of ribbon graphs.

We may restrict (Te; �w) to surfaces with an empty set of distinguished arcs
and to 3-cobordisms with empty ribbon graphs. This gives an anomaly-free TQFT
whose domain of deˇnition does not depend on V. Generally speaking, though,
even this restricted TQFT depends on the choice ofV. For instance, the dimension
of the module of states of a closed surface strongly depends on this choice (see
Section 12).

We may apply the results of Chapter III to (Te; �w). In particular, the in-
variant �w of weighted closed oriented 3-manifolds with v-colored ribbon graphs
is a quantum invariant in the sense of Section III.4. This is essentially the K-
valued invariant deˇned in Chapter II. Namely, if (M;m) is a weighted extended
3-manifold with empty boundary then �w(M;m) = (D��1)�m�(M ). By Theo-
rem III.4.4, this invariant determines the TQFT (Te; �w) up to isomorphism.

9.4. Remark. The deˇnition of gluing of 3-manifolds given in Section 9.1 and
its properties established in Lemma 9.1.1 extend to weak e-homeomorphisms
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word for word. The computation of gluing anomalies given in the proof of The-
orem 9.2.1 also extends to weak e-homeomorphisms without any changes. These
observations may be useful for concrete computations.

10. Hermitian TQFT

Throughout this section, V is a Hermitian modular category with conjugation
f ! f , ground ring K , and rank D 2 K such that D = D (see Section II.5).

10.0. Outline. The TQFT (Te; �w) derived from the Hermitian modular category
V is shown to be Hermitian. We compute explicitly the Hermitian form on the
module of states of a surface and show that it is invariant under the action of the
modular groupoid deˇned in Section 5.2.

10.1. Negation. In order to speak of Hermitian structures on (Te; �w) we need
a negation for weighted extended 3-manifolds. Let (M;˝; m) be a weighed ex-
tended 3-manifold where M is a compact oriented 3-manifold with extended
boundary, ˝ is a v-colored ribbon graph in M , and m 2 Z. We deˇne the op-
posite weighted extended 3-manifold to be (�M;�˝;�m) where �M is the
manifold M with the opposite orientation and the opposite extended structure
on the boundary, �˝ is obtained from ˝ by the transformations (T1) and (T2)
introduced in Section II.5.1. It is easy to see that �˝ is a v-colored ribbon graph
in �M so that the triple (�M;�˝;�m) is a weighted extended 3-manifold. In
this way the structure of weighted extended 3-manifolds Bw = Bw

V becomes an
involutive space-structure. Since @(�M ) = �@M , the cobordism theory (Bw;Ae)
is involutive. Note that the conjugation f ! f in V is used in the deˇnition of
the transformation (T2).

10.2. Theorem. The TQFT (Te; �w) = (TeV; �wV) derived from the Hermitian
modular category V admits a unique Hermitian structure.

Proof. As we know, the TQFT (Te; �w) is non-degenerate and anomaly-free so
that we may apply Theorem III.5.3. This theorem guarantees that the Hermitian
structure in question is unique and that its existence would follow from the identity
�w(�M;�˝;�m) = �w(M;˝; m) where (M;˝; m) runs over weighted extended
3-manifolds with empty boundary. It follows from formula (II.5.6.a) that

(10.2.a) D��1 = (D��1)�1:

Since �w(M;˝; m) = (D��1)�m�(M;˝), the desired identity follows from The-
orem II.5.4.
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10.3. Naturality of the Hermitian form. For every e-surface �, Theorem 10.2
provides the module Te(�) with a Hermitian form that is invariant under
e-homeomorphisms of e-surfaces. The next theorem asserts that, more generally,
this form is invariant under weak e-homeomorphisms.

10.3.1. Theorem. For any weak e-homeomorphism of e-surfaces g : � ! �0,
the induced isomorphism g# : Te(�)!Te(�0) preserves the Hermitian form.

Proof. Every weak e-homeomorphism may be presented as a composition of
an e-homeomorphism and a weak e-homeomorphism which is the identity as a
mapping. Since e-homeomorphisms induce isometries of the Hermitian forms, it is
enough to consider the case where � and �0 have the same underlying topological
surface with marked arcs, say ˙, and g = id˙ : � ! �0. (The e-surfaces �;�0

may differ by the distinguished Lagrangian spaces �(�); �(�0) � H 1(˙;R).)
Denote by C(�;�0) the cylinder ˙� [0; 1] whose boundary is provided with

the structure of an e-surface via the identiˇcations ˙� 0 = �� and ˙� 1 = �0.
It is clear that (C(�;�0);�;�0) is an extended 3-cobordism between � and �0.
By Lemma 6.7.2,

�(C(�;�0);�;�0) = g# : Te(�)!Te(�0):

Exchanging the roles of � and �0 we get

�(C(�0;�);�0;�) = (g�1)# = (g#)
�1 : Te(�0)!Te(�)

where the equality (g�1)# = (g#)�1 follows from Lemma 6.3.2.
It is straightforward to verify that the mapping (a; t) 7! (a; 1�t) : ˙�[0; 1]!

˙� [0; 1] induces an e-homeomorphism

(�C(�;�0);�0;�) � (C(�0;�);�0;�)

that extends the identity homeomorphisms of the bases. Therefore

�(�C(�;�0);�0;�) = �(C(�0;�);�0;�) = (g#)
�1:

This formula together with (III.5.2.a) implies that for any x; y 2 Te(�),

hg#(x); g#(y)i = h�(C(�;�0);�;�0)(x); g#(y)i =

= hx; �(�C(�;�0);�0;�)g#(y)i = hx; yi:

10.3.2. Corollary. The action of the modular groupoid deˇned in Section 5:2
preserves the Hermitian structure on T induced by the Hermitian structure on
Te via the forgetful functor.

This follows from the previous theorem and Theorem 6.7.1.
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10.4. Explicit description of the Hermitian structure. For an e-surface �, The-
orem 10.2 yields a Hermitian form h: ; :i� : Te(�)˝K Te(�)! K . We compute
this Hermitian form explicitly. Since this form is multiplicative with respect to
disjoint union we may restrict ourselves to the case of connected �. It is clear that
� is weakly e-homeomorphic to the underlying e-surface of a standard d-surface
˙t for a certain decorated type t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)). Therefore it is
enough to consider the case where � is the underlying e-surface of ˙t with the
Lagrangian space in 1-homologies �(˙t) = Ker(incl� : H 1(˙t;R)! H 1(Ut;R)).
In this case

Te(�) = T(˙t) = �t =
⊕
i2Ig

Hom(&;˚(t; i))

where g is the genus of �.

10.4.1. Theorem. The direct summands of �t are orthogonal with respect
to the Hermitian form h: ; :i�. For elements of the same summand x; y 2
Hom(&;˚(t; i)), we have

hx; yi� = Dg�1(dim(i))�1tr(xy) = Dg�1(dim(i))�1tr(yx):

Proof. Let

x 2 Hom(&;˚(t; i)) � Te(�); y 2 Hom(&;˚(t; j )) � Te(�)

where i; j 2 Ig. To compute hx; yi� we shall use formula (III.5.3.a). Consider the
standard handlebodies H(Ut; Rt; i; x) and H(Ut; Rt; j ; y). Endow each of them
with the zero numerical weight and the Lagrangian space �(˙t). Denote the
resulting weighted extended 3-manifolds by M and N respectively. It is clear
that @M = @N = �. Gluing of M to �N along the identity homeomorphism of
their boundaries yields a closed weighted extended 3-manifold M [id �N . By
(III.5.3.a) (cf. also Exercise III.5.4), hx; yi� = �w(M [id �N). The numerical
weight of M [id �N computed according to Section 9.1 is equal to zero because
the corresponding Maslov index vanishes. Therefore

hx; yi� = �w(M [id �N) = �(M [id �N):

It should be stressed that M [id �N is a pair (a closed oriented 3-manifold, a
distinguished v-colored ribbon graph in this manifold). In particular, by �(M [id

�N) we mean the invariant � of this pair. The 3-manifold in question is obtained
by gluing two copies of the standard handlebody of genus g along the identity
homeomorphism of the boundaries. This 3-manifold splits as a connected sum of
g copies of S1 � S2. The distinguished ribbon graph in M [id �N is obtained by
gluing two copies of Rt . The coloring of its bands is determined by the sequences
t; i; j , the two coupons of this ribbon graph are colored with x and y.
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To compute �(M [id �N) we shall present M [id �N as the result of surgery
on the 3-sphere. Consider the special ribbon (0,0)-graph ˝ � R3 shown in Figure
10.1. This ribbon graph consists of two coupons, m vertical bands, and g fragments
each formed by three annuli, a cup-like band, and a cap-like band. The vertical
bands are directed and colored, their directions and colors are determined by t
in the usual way. The cap-like bands are directed to the left and colored with
i1; : : : ; ig where i = (i1; : : : ; ig). The cup-like bands are directed to the right and
colored with j 1; : : : ; j g where j = (j 1; : : : ; j g). The annuli are neither directed
nor colored. These annuli form a 3g-component framed link L � S3 which splits
as a disjoint union of g three-component framed links.

y

x
((W ,

   1
ν  
   1 •    •    • •    •    •

((W  ,   m 
ν     m 

Figure 10.1

We shall show that the ribbon graph ˝ presents the closed extended 3-manifold
M [id �N . This means that surgering S3 along L while keeping the remaining
part of ˝ we get M [id �N with its distinguished ribbon graph. This allows us
to compute �(M [id �N) from the deˇnition of � given in Section II.2.3. It is
easy to check that �(L) = 0 so that the normalizing factor in the deˇnition of
�(M [id�N) is equal to D�3g�1. To compute �(M [id�N) we vary the colors of
3g components of L and sum up the operator invariants of the resulting v-colored
ribbon graphs with the appropriate coefˇcients. We apply the result of Exercise
II.3.10.2 two times to the k-th fragment of ˝ where k = 1; : : : ; g. This yields that
if ik 6= j k then the summation mentioned above gives 0, whereas if ik = j k then
up to multiplication by D4 dim(ik)

�1 we may replace the k-th fragment with a
pair of vertical untwisted unlinked bands colored with ik . Therefore if i 6= j then
the summation gives 0 so that hx; yi� = �(M [id �N) = 0. If i = j then up to
multiplication by D4g(dim(i))�1 we may replace all g fragments of ˝ with vertical
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untwisted unlinked bands. The operator invariant of the resulting v-colored ribbon
graph is equal to y(x). Therefore

hx; yi� = �(M [id �N) = Dg�1(dim(i))�1y(x) = Dg�1(dim(i))�1tr(yx):

To prove that ˝ presents M [id �N we use the technique of decorated 3-
manifolds. We can lift the negation of extended 3-manifolds to a negation of
decorated 3-manifolds as follows. For a decorated 3-manifold N , the opposite
decorated 3-manifold �N is obtained from N by reversing the orientation in
N , negating the structure of parametrized d-surface on @N , and applying the
transformations (T1) and (T2) to the given v-colored ribbon graph in N . Let
us view M = H(Ut; Rt; i; x) and N = H(Ut; Rt; j ; y) as decorated 3-manifolds
whose boundary is decorated and parametrized via the identity id : ˙t ! ˙t .
Recall the special ribbon graph �(t; i; x) presenting the decorated 3-cobordism
(M; ;; @M ) (see Section 2.9). Recall the negation of v-colored ribbon graphs
in R3 deˇned in Section II.5.1. This negation extends to partially colored rib-
bon graphs in R3 word for word. It is straightforward to verify that the ribbon
graph ��(t; j ; y) is special and presents (�N; @N; ;). (More exactly, the special
ribbon graph ��(t; j ; y) presents a decorated 3-cobordism d-homeomorphic to
(�N; @N; ;), the d-homeomorphism in question is induced by the mirror re�ec-
tion of R3 with respect to the plane R2 � 1=2 � R3.) Putting ��(t; j ; y) on the
top of �(t; i; x) we get ˝. By the results of Section 2.8 (the case of connected
bases), ˝ presents the composition of decorated 3-cobordisms (M; ;; @M ) and
(�N; @N; ;), i.e., M [id �N .

10.5. Example. We may explicitly compute the Hermitian pairing in the module
Te(S1 � S1) = �(1;). This is a free K-module of rank card(I) with basis fbi =
bVi : &! Vi˝V�i gi2I (see Section 5.4). Theorem 10.4.1 implies that hbi; bj i = 0
for i 6= j and hbi; bii = (dim(i))�1tr(bibi). By (II.5.1.a), hbi; bii = 1. Therefore
fbigi2I is an orthonormal basis of Te(S1 � S1).

It follows from the computations of Section 5.4 and Corollary 10.3.2 that the
action of the matrices D�1S and T�1 on Te(S1 � S1) preserves the Hermitian
form. That T is an isometry means that vivi = 1, which we already know. That
D�1S is an isometry (together with (II.3.8.a)) implies that for any i; j 2 I ,

Si;j = Si;j � :

10.6. Computation of Hermitian forms. Theorem 10.4.1 suggests that we should
study in greater detail the Hermitian form (x; y) 7! tr(xy) on Hom(&;W), where
W is an object of V. Here we discuss the structure of this form in the case where
W decomposes into a tensor product.

Assume that W = W1 ˝ � � � ˝ Wn where W1; : : : ;Wn are objects of V.
Lemma 2.2.3 gives us a splitting of Hom(&;W) = h0(W) into a direct sum
of K-modules, each of the summands being a tensor product of n modules.
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10.6.1. Lemma. The direct summands of Hom(&;W) = h0(W) are orthogonal
to each other with respect to the form (x; y) 7! tr(xy).

Proof. Let x and y be elements of the summands corresponding to the sequences
i1; : : : ; in�1 and j 1; : : : ; j n�1 respectively. To compute tr(xy) = tr(yx) present
x and y as in Figure 2.2, apply the transformation D 7! �D described in Sec-
tion II.5.1 to the picture of y, and attach the resulting picture of y on the top of the
picture of x (here we use Lemma II.5.1.3). This gives a diagram of a ribbon (0,0)-
graph with 2n coupons presenting the composition yx . For each r = 1; : : : ; n�1,
we can split this diagram by a vertical line into two smaller diagrams comprising
2r coupons and 2(n � r) coupons respectively. This line crosses the diagram in
two points lying on the bent arcs colored with ir and j r . Now, if ir 6= j r then
the morphism Vir ! Vj r represented by the left diagram is equal to zero so that
yx = 0. This shows that if the sequences i1; : : : ; in�1 and j 1; : : : ; j n�1 are distinct
then the corresponding summands of Hom(&;W) are orthogonal.

10.6.2. Lemma. The canonical Hermitian form in the direct summand of h0(W)
corresponding to i = (i1; : : : ; in�1) 2 In�1 is equal to the tensor product of the
Hermitian forms (x; y) 7! tr(xy) on the tensor factors of this summand multiplied
by (dim(i))�1 =

∏n�1
r=1(dim(ir))�1.

Proof. Use the same pictures as in the proof of the previous lemma. Apply in-
duction on k and the fact that any endomorphism z of Vir is multiplication by
(dim(ir))�1tr(z).

10.7. Signatures. The results of the previous subsection allow us to compute the
canonical Hermitian form in Hom(&; Vj 1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vj n ) in terms of the Hermitian
forms in Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk) where i; j ; k run over I . If K = C with the
usual complex conjugation this allows us to compute the signature �j 1:::j n of the
Hermitian form in Hom(&; Vj 1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vj n ). For i 2 I , denote by "i the sign of
dim(i) 2 R. Then

�j 1:::j n =
∑

i2;:::;in�22I

(
n�2∏
r=2

"ir

n�1∏
r=2

�ir�1j r i
�
r

)

where i1 = j 1 and in�1 = j �n . Combining this result with Theorem 10.4.1 we get
a computation of the signature of the Hermitian form in Te(�).

10.8. Exercise. Let ˝ be a special ribbon graph in R3 presenting a decorated 3-
cobordism (N; @�N; @+N). Then the special ribbon graph�˝ presents a decorated
3-cobordism d-homeomorphic to (�N; @+N; @�N).
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11. Unitary TQFT

Throughout this section, V is a unitary modular category over K = C with
conjugation f ! f and rank D > 0.

11.0. Outline. We show that the TQFT (Te; �w) derived from the unitary modular
category V is itself unitary in the sense of Section III.5.2. We use this fact to
establish two estimates for the absolute value of �(M ) where � is the invariant of
closed oriented 3-manifolds deˇned in Chapter II. At the end of the section we
state a theorem presenting �(M ) as a limit. The results of this section demonstrate
that unitary TQFT's are considerably more sensitive to the topology of manifolds
than general TQFT's.

11.1. Theorem. The TQFT (Te; �w) = (TeV; �wV) derived from the unitary mod-
ular category V is a unitary TQFT.

Proof. Theorem 10.2 implies that the TQFT (Te; �w) is Hermitian. By a remark
made in the ˇrst paragraph of Section II.5.5, we have dim(i) > 0 for any i 2 I .
The inequalities D > 0; dim(i) > 0; tr(xx) > 0 and Theorem 10.4.1 imply that the
Hermitian form h: ; :i� is positive deˇnite for every e-surface �. Hence (Te; �w)
is a unitary TQFT.

11.2. Theorem. Let � be an e-surface and Mg be the mapping torus of a weak
e-homeomorphism g : �! �. Then

j�(Mg)j 	 dimC(Te(�)):

Here dimC is the usual dimension of vector spaces over C.

Proof of Theorem. It follows from (10.2.a) that jD��1j = 1. Theorem 7.2.1
implies that j�(Mg)j = jTr(g#)j. Theorem 10.3.1 ensures that g# : Te(�) !
Te(�) preserves the Hermitian form. By Theorem 11.1, this form is unitary.
Therefore jTr(g#)j 	 dimC(Te(�)).

11.3. Corollary. If a closed oriented 3-manifold M (with the empty ribbon graph
inside) ˇbers over S1 with ˇber a surface of genus 	 g then

j�(M )j 	 D2g�2
∑
j2I

(dim(j ))2�2g:

This follows from Theorem 11.2 and the formula for the dimension of Te(�)
established in Section 12.
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11.4. The Heegaard genus. The Heegaard genus is a classical numerical in-
variant of closed oriented 3-manifolds, see, for instance, [He]. Its deˇnition is
based on the notion of a Heegaard decomposition. A Heegaard decomposition
of a closed 3-manifold M is a splitting M = U [ U0 where U;U0 are two 3-
dimensional handlebodies embedded in M such that U \ U0 = @U = @U0. Note
that 3-dimensional handlebodies with homeomorphic boundaries are themselves
homeomorphic. Hence we may view U0 as a copy of U glued to U along a home-
omorphism of the boundaries. It is well known that every closed 3-manifold M
admits a Heegaard decomposition (cf. Exercise 11.7).

In the case of orientable M the handlebodies U;U0 and the surface @U = @U0

are orientable. The genus of this surface is called the genus of the Heegaard
decomposition M = U [U0. The genus g(M ) of M is the minimal integer g � 0
such that M admits a Heegaard decomposition of genus g. The following theorem
estimates the genus from below in terms of the invariant � derived from the unitary
modular category V.

11.5. Theorem. If a closed oriented 3-manifold M admits a Heegaard decom-
position of genus g then j�(M )j 	 Dg�1.

Proof. Let U be an orientable 3-dimensional handlebody with g handles. We
provide U with an empty ribbon graph, zero weight, and the distinguished La-
grangian space in H 1(@U;R) which is the kernel of the inclusion homomorphism
H 1(@U;R)! H 1(U;R). In this way U acquires the structure of a weighted ex-
tended 3-manifold. Since M admits a Heegaard decomposition of genus g, it may
be obtained by gluing U to �U along an orientation-preserving homeomorphism
f : @U! @U. Set x = �w(U) 2 Te(@U). We have �w(M ) = hf#(x); xi where f# is
the unitary endomorphism of Te(@U) induced by f . Therefore

j�(M )j = j�w(M )j = jhf#(x); xij 	 hf#(x); f#(x)i1=2 hx; xi1=2 = hx; xi:

Note that gluing U to �U along the identity id : U ! U we get the connected
sum g(S1 � S2) of g copies of S1 � S2 provided with zero weight. (The Maslov
indices corresponding to this gluing from Theorem 7.1 vanish.) Hence

hx; xi = �w(g(S1 � S2)) = �(g(S1 � S2)) = Dg�1:

Therefore j�(M )j 	 Dg�1.

11.5.1. Corollary. For any closed oriented 3-manifold M , j�(M )j 	 Dg(M )�1.

11.5.2. Corollary. For each j 2 I , we have dim(j ) � 1.

Proof. Let �g denote a closed connected oriented surface of genus g � 0. We
regard �g as an e-surface with empty family of distinguished arcs and an arbi-
trary distinguished Lagrangian space. By Theorem 7.2.1 and the computations of
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Section 12,

�(�g � S1) = dimC(Te(�g)) = D2g�2
∑
j2I

(dim(j ))2�2g:

We construct a Heegaard decomposition of �g�S1 of genus 2g+1. Choose two
small disjoint closed disks D0; D1 � �g. Present S1 as a union of two semi-circles
˛0; ˛1 with common ends. For r = 0; 1, set

Ur = ((� n Int(Dr))� ˛r) [ (D1�r � ˛1�r) � �g � S1:

It is easy to observe that U0; U1 are handlebodies of genus 2g + 1 forming a
Heegaard decomposition of �g � S1. By Theorem 11.5,

D2g�2
∑
j2I

(dim(j ))2�2g 	 D2g:

Therefore the sum
∑

j2I(dim(j ))2�2g is bounded from above by D2 for any g � 0.
Note that fdim(j )gj2I are positive real numbers. Hence for each j 2 I , we have
dim(j ) � 1.

11.5.3. Corollary. j�j = D � (card(I))1=2.

11.6. Wenzl's limit. Under favorable algebraic conditions we compute the in-
variant � = �V of a closed 3-manifold as a limit of certain expressions. (This
limit was ˇrst considered by Wenzl [We5].) The expressions in question involve
cabled links in S3 whose components are colored with a \fundamental" object of
V. The algebraic conditions that allow us to consider the Wenzl limit amount to
the unitarity of V and the existence of a fundamental simple object of V. It is
this speciˇc algebraic setting which makes the Wenzl limit especially intriguing.

An object V of a modular category is said to be fundamental if the family
&; V; V˝2 = V˝V; V˝3; : : : dominates this category in the sense of Section II.1.3.
For instance, the category V(G;K; c; ') introduced in Section I.1.7.2 has funda-
mental objects if and only if the group G is cyclic. Every generator of G is a
fundamental object of this category.

We describe the cabling of links involved in the Wenzl limit. Let L be a
framed oriented link in S3 with m components L1; : : : ; Lm . Let z = (z1; : : : ; zm)
be a sequence of non-negative integers. As usual, we may thicken L1; : : : ; Lm
into annuli orthogonal to the framing. For i = 1; : : : ; m, choose inside the i-th
annulus zi disjoint concentric subannuli. (They are isotopic to each other and
to the original annulus.) The orientation of L induces directions of the resulting
jzj = z1 + z2 + � � �+ zm annuli. This yields a ribbon graph in R3 consisting of jzj
annuli. It is denoted by Lz . We say that Lz is obtained from L by cabling.

Fix l 2 I and assign to each component of Lz the object Vl of V. This gives
a colored ribbon graph in R3 denoted by Lzl .
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11.6.1. Theorem. Let Vl with l 2 I be a fundamental object of a unitary mod-
ular category (V; fVigi2I). Let M be the closed oriented 3-manifold obtained by
surgery on S3 along a framed oriented link L � S3. Then

(11.6.a) �V(M ) = ��(L)D��(L)+m�1 lim
N!1

∑
z2f1;2;:::;Ngm

(dim(l))�jzjF(Lzl )

Nm
:

For the deˇnition of �(L), see Section II.2.1. Note that the ground ring of V
is C and, in particular, F(Lzl ) 2 C. Recall that dim(l) 2 R. This allows us to
consider the limit on the right-hand side of (11.6.a). Note also that the left-hand
side and, due to this theorem, the right-hand side of (11.6.a) do not depend on
the choice of orientation of L.

The proof of Theorem 11.6.1 is given in Section 12.7. It uses the Verlinde
algebra of V discussed in Sections 12.2 and 12.4.

11.7. Exercise. Let M be a triangulated closed 3-manifold. Let U denote a closed
regular neighborhood of (the union of) edges and vertices of the triangulation of
M . Show that M = U[(M n U) is a Heegaard decomposition of M . (Hint: notice
that M n U is a closed regular neighborhood of (the union of) edges and vertices
of the cell subdivision of M dual to the given triangulation, cf. Section IX.2.2).
Show that in the case of orientable M the genus of this decomposition equals
�3 + 1 where �3 is the number of 3-simplices in the triangulation of M . Hence
�3 + 1 � g(M ) and j�(M )j 	 D�3 . (This estimate is very rough.)

12. Verlinde algebra

In this section (V; fVigi2I) is a strict modular category with ground ring K and
rank D 2 K . (In Section 12.7 V is unitary).

12.0. Outline. Our goal is to compute the dimension of the module T(˙t) = �t

introduced in Section 1. The main role in this computation is played by a commu-
tative associative algebra V(V) called the Verlinde algebra (or the fusion algebra)
of V. At the end of the section we use this algebra to prove Theorem 11.6.1.

This section is essentially independent of the constructions of Sections 1{11.
We need only the deˇnition of the module �t given in Section 1 and Lemmas
2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

12.1. Formula for Dim(�t). Let t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) be a deco-
rated type where g is a non-negative integer, W1; : : : ;Wm are objects of V, and
�1; : : : ; �m = ˙1. We give an explicit formula computing Dim(�t) 2 K in terms
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of the matrix S = [Si;j ]i;j2I used in the deˇnition of modular categories. Recall
that Si;j = tr(cVj ;Vi ı cVi;Vj ) 2 K where c is the braiding in V.

Consider ˇrst the case when �1 = � � � = �m = 1 and all objects W1; : : : ;Wm

belong to the family fVigi2I .

12.1.1. Theorem. Let t = (g; (Vi1; 1); : : : ; (Vim ; 1)) with i1; : : : ; im 2 I . Then

Dim(�t) = D2g�2
∑
j2I

(
(dim(j ))2�2g�m

m∏
n=1

Sin;j

)
:

Recall that D2 =
∑

j2I(dim(j ))2. Theorem 12.1.1 implies that Dim(�t) does
not depend on the choice of rank D of V. In the case m = 0 we get the following
formula.

12.1.2. Corollary. If t = (g; ) then

Dim(�t) = D2g�2
∑
j2I

(dim(j ))2�2g:

The reader may directly verify this formula for g = 0 and g = 1.
To generalize Theorem 12.1.1 to arbitrary marks we need the following nota-

tion. For an object W of V and j 2 I , set Dimj (W) = Dim(Hom(Vj ;W)). For
� = ˙1, set

(12.1.a) S(W;�);j =
∑
i2I

Dimi(W
�) Si;j 2 K

where W1 = W and W�1 = W�. For instance, if W = Vr and � = 1 then
S(W;�);j = Sr;j .

12.1.3. Theorem. For any decorated type t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)),

(12.1.b) Dim(�t) = D2g�2
∑
j2I

(
(dim(j ))2�2g�m

m∏
n=1

S(Wn;�n);j

)
:

It is clear that Theorem 12.1.3 contains Theorem 12.1.1 as a special case. To
prove Theorem 12.1.3 we introduce the Verlinde algebra of V (Sections 12.2{
12.4). Theorem 12.1.3 is proven in Sections 12.5{12.6.

12.2. Verlinde's algebra V. Consider the K-module V freely generated by abstract
generators fbigi2I numerated by the set I . The elements of V are formal linear
combinations

∑
i2I kibi where ki 2 K for all i 2 I . Addition, subtraction, and the

action of K are deˇned coordinate-wise. We deˇne multiplication in V by the
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formula

bibj =
∑
r2I

hi;jr br

where

hi;jr = Dimr(Vi ˝ Vj ) = Dim(Hom(Vr; Vi ˝ Vj )) 2 K:

12.2.1. Lemma. V is a commutative associative algebra with unit b0.

Proof. Commutativity follows from the identity hi;jr = hj ;ir . The equality bib0 =
bi for all i follows from the equality V0 = & and deˇnitions. Associativity is
equivalent to the following identity:∑

r2I
hi;jr h

r;p
q =

∑
r2I

hi;rq h
j ;p
r

for any i; j ; p ; q 2 I : This identity follows from the equalities

Hom(Vq; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vp ) =
⊕
r2I

(
Hom(Vq; Vr ˝ Vp )˝K Hom(Vr; Vi ˝ Vj )

)
;

Hom(Vq; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vp ) =
⊕
r2I

(
Hom(Vq; Vi ˝ Vr)˝K Hom(Vr; Vj ˝ Vp )

)
:

These equalities follow from Lemma II.4.2.2 (cf. below Lemmas VI.1.1.1 and
VI.1.1.2).

12.2.2. Remark. The algebra V may be regarded as a version of the Grothen-
dieck ring K0(V) of the category V. This ring is deˇned in the case where V
is an additive category so that we may speak of direct sums of objects. The
Grothendieck ring K0(V) is the K-module generated by the isomorphism classes
of the objects of V subject to the relation [V˚W] = [V] + [W] where the square
brackets denote the isomorphism class of the module. Multiplication in K0(V)
is deˇned by the formula [V] [W] = [V ˝ W]. Assume that every object of V
may be decomposed into a direct sum of objects belonging to the family fVigi2I
(possibly with multiplicities). Then the ring K0(V) is canonically isomorphic to
V. The isomorphism K0(V)! V carries [V] into

∑
i2I Dimi(V) bi. The inverse

isomorphism is deˇned by the formula bi 7! [Vi].

12.3. Trace tr : V ! K. Consider the algebra End(V) of K-linear endomor-
phisms of V. Choosing a basis of V over K (for instance, fbigi2I) we may represent
any K-endomorphism of V 57 over K . The standard trace of matrices yields a
function tr : End(V)! K . As usual, the trace does not depend on the choice of
basis of V.

The action of V on itself via left multiplication yields a linear representation
� : V ! End(V). Thus, �(v)w = vw for v;w 2 V. For any v 2 V, set tr(v) =
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tr(�(v)) 2 K . Choosing fbigi2I as the basis for V we obtain

tr(
∑
i2I

kibi) =
∑
i2I

ki tr(bi) =
∑
i;j2I

kih
i;j
j :

The trace tr : V ! K is K-linear and satisˇes the identity tr(vw) = tr(wv) for
any v;w 2 V.

12.4. Algebraic structure of V. The algebra V can be decomposed into a direct
product of algebras of rank 1. To this end consider the matrix S�1 = [s0i;j ]i;j2I
inverse to the matrix S. (By (II.3.8.a), we have s0i;j = D�2Si;j �). For i 2 I , set

bi =
∑
k2I

s0i;kbk = D�2
∑
k2I

Si;k�bk:

It is clear that fbigi2I is a basis for V and that bk =
∑

i2I Sk;ib
i for any k 2 I .

The next lemma shows that multiplication in V is diagonal in the basis fbigi2I .
Invertibility of dim(i) 2 K used in the statement of this lemma follows from
Lemma II.4.2.4.

12.4.1. Lemma. For any i; j 2 I , we have bibj = ıij (dim(i))�1bi where ıij is the
Kronecker symbol.

Proof. We have

bibj =
∑
k;l2I

s0i;ks
0
j ;lbkbl =

∑
k;l;r2I

s0i;ks
0
j ;lh

k;l
r br =

∑
k;l;r;p2I

s0i;ks
0
j ;lh

k;l
r Sr;p b

p :

By Theorem II.4.5.1, the last expression is equal to∑
k;l;p2I

s0i;ks
0
j ;lSk;p Sl;p (dim(p ))�1bp =

∑
p2I

ıip ı
j
p (dim(p ))�1bp = ıij (dim(i))�1bi:

12.5. Computation of Dim(�t). We compute the dimension of �t in terms of the
representation � : V! End(V). In the case of non-zero genus this computation
involves the trace tr : V ! K . In the case of zero genus it involves a certain
matrix coefˇcient of �.

We need the following notation. For an object W of V and � = ˙1 set

(12.5.a) [W; �] =
∑
i2I

Dimi(W
�) bi 2 V:

12.5.1. Lemma. For a decorated type t = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) with g >
0, set

(12.5.b) vt =
m∏
n=1

[Wn; �n] (
∑
i2I

bibi�)
g�1 2 V:

Then Dim(�t) = tr(vt) 2 K .
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Proof. Replacing (Wn;�1) by (W�n; 1) we change neither �t nor vt . Therefore it
sufˇces to consider the case �1 = �2 = � � � = �m = 1.

Lemma 2.2.2 implies that

�t =
⊕
r2I

(
Hom(&;W1 ˝ V�r )˝K �tr

)
=
⊕
r2I

(Hom(Vr;W1)˝K �tr )

where tr is the decorated type obtained from t by replacing W1 with Vr . Therefore

(12.5.c) Dim(�t) =
∑
r2I

Dimr(W1) Dim(�tr ):

Comparing this equality with (12.5.a) and (12.5.b) and taking into account the
additivity of the trace we conclude that it sufˇces to prove this lemma in the
case where W1 = Vr with r 2 I . Since the tensor product in V is commutative
up to braiding isomorphisms we may apply similar arguments to W2; : : : ;Wm .
Therefore it sufˇces to consider the case where W1 = Vr1 ;W2 = Vr2; : : : ;Wm =
Vrm for certain r1; : : : ; rm 2 I .

Let i = (i0; i1; : : : ; ig�1) 2 Ig. Recall the object ˚(t; i) of V introduced in
Section 1.4. It is convenient to replace ˚(t; i) with an isomorphic object:

(12.5.d) ˚(t; i) � Vi0 ˝ Vr1 ˝ Vr2 ˝ � � � ˝ Vrm ˝
g�1⊗
n=1

(Vin ˝ V�in )˝ V
�
i0 :

It follows from Lemma 2.2.3 that

(12.5.e) Dim0(˚(t; i)) = Dim(Hom(&;˚(t; i))) =

=
∑

j 1;:::;j m+2g�32I

(
m∏
n=1

hrn;j n�1
j n

g�1∏
n=1

(hin;j m+2n�2
j m+2n�1

h
i�n;j m+2n�1
j m+2n

)

)

where j 0 = j m+2g�2 = i0.
To compute Dim(�t) we have to sum up the right-hand side of (12.5.e) over

all i = (i0; i1; : : : ; ig�1) 2 Ig. We ˇrst freeze i0 and sum up the right-hand sides
of (12.5.e) over all i1; : : : ; ig�1. Note that (hqjk )j ;k2I is the matrix of the operator
�(bq) with respect to the basis fbigi2I . Therefore the resulting sum equals the i0-th
diagonal matrix coefˇcient of the operator

�

(
m∏
n=1

brn (
∑
i2I

bibi�)
g�1

)
: V! V

with respect to the basis fbigi2I . Summing up over all i0 2 I we get Dim(�t) =
tr(vt).
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12.5.2. Lemma. For any decorated type t = (0; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)), we have
Dim(�t) = a0;0 where (ai;j )i;j2I is the matrix of �(

∏m
n=1[Wn; �n]) with respect

to the basis fbigi2I of V.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 12.5.1. Instead of the
isomorphism (12.5.d) we should use the isomorphism

W1 ˝W2 ˝ � � � ˝Wm = V0 ˝W1 ˝W2 ˝ � � � ˝Wm ˝ V0

induced by the equality V0 = &.

12.6. Proof of Theorem 12.1.3. Let us ˇrst compute the product vtbj where vt

is deˇned by (12.5.b) and j 2 I . It follows from Lemma 12.4.1 that

bib
j =

∑
k2I

Si;kb
kbj = Si;j (dim(j ))�1bj :

Therefore

vtbj =

⎧⎨⎩(dim(j ))2�2g�m
m∏
n=1

(∑
i2I

Dimi(W
�n
n )Si;j

) (∑
i2I

Si;j Si�;j

)g�1
⎫⎬⎭ bj :

Since Si�;j = Si;j � , it follows from (II.3.8.a) that
∑

i2I Si;j Si�;j = D2. Using
(12.1.a) we get

(12.6.a) vtbj =

{
D2g�2(dim(j ))2�2g�m

m∏
n=1

S(Wn;�n);j

}
bj :

If g > 0 then Lemma 12.5.1 implies that Dim(�t) = tr(vt): Thus, (12.6.a) implies
(12.1.b).

Consider the case g = 0. Set

 = D�2
∑
i2I

(dim(i))3 bi 2 V:

For any v 2 V, denote the matrix of the operator �(v) : V! V with respect to
the basis fbigi by (avi;j )i;j . Let us show that for any v 2 V,

av0;0 = tr(v):

Since both sides are K-linear functions of v, it is enough to consider the case
v = bj with j 2 I . We have bj b0 = bj and therefore av0;0 = ıj0. On the other
hand,

v = bj = D�2
∑
i;k2I

(dim(i))3Sj ;kb
ibk = D�2

(∑
i2I

(dim(i))2Sj ;i
)
bi:
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Since tr(bi) = (dim(i))�1,

tr(v) = D�2
∑
i2I

dim(i)Sj ;i:

It follows from (II.3.8.b) that the last expression equals ıj0 = av0;0.
By Lemma 12.5.2, we have Dim(�t) = av0;0 = tr(v) where

v =
m∏
n=1

[Wn; �n] =
m∏
n=1

(∑
i2I

Dimi(W
�n
n )bi

)
:

It is easy to compute that

vbj = vbj = D�2(dim(j ))2vbj =

{
D�2(dim(j ))2�m

m∏
n=1

S(Wn;�n);j

}
bj :

These observations imply (12.1.b) in the case g = 0.

12.7. Proof of Theorem 11.6.1. Set V = Vl . Let z = (z1; : : : ; zm) be a sequence
of non-negative integers. Denote by ~Lz the colored framed oriented link obtained
from L by assigning to each component Ln the tensor product V˝zn = V˝� � �˝V
of zn copies of V. Corollary I.2.8.3 and Lemma II.4.4 imply that

F(Lzl ) = F( ~Lz) =
∑

�2col(L)

(
F(L; �)

m∏
n=1

Dim�(Ln)(V
˝zn )

)
:

Substituting this expression in the formula (11.6.a) and comparing with the deˇ-
nition of �(M ) we observe that to prove (11.6.a) it sufˇces to show that for any
k 2 I ,

(12.7.a) lim
N!1

N�1

(
N∑
z=1

(dim(l))�zDimk(V
˝z)

)
= D�2dim(k):

To compute Dimk(V˝z) we may inductively apply (II.4.5.c) or use Lemma 2.2.3.
Little inspection shows that

(12.7.b) Dimk(V
˝z) =

∑
l=r0;r1;:::;rz�2;rz�1=k2I

(
z�1∏
s=1

hlrs�1
rs

)
:

We rewrite the last formula in a more concise form as follows. Denote by f the
C-linear endomorphism (dim(l))�1�(bl) of V. By deˇnition,

f (bk) = (dim(l))�1
∑
j2I

hlkj bj :
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It follows from (12.7.b) that for any integer z � 1,

f z(b0) =
∑
k2I

(dim(l))�zDimk(V
˝z) bk:

Therefore to prove (12.7.a) it sufˇces to show that

(12.7.c) lim
N!1

N�1
N∑
z=1

f z(b0) = D�2
∑
k2I

dim(k) bk:

Here the limit is taken with respect to the standard topology in V = Ccard(I).
To prove (12.7.c) we compute the eigenvalues of f : V! V. It follows from

Lemma 12.4.1 that f is diagonal with respect to the basis fbigi2I of V. We have

f (bi) = (dim(l))�1blb
i = ˛ib

i

where ˛i = (dim(l))�1(dim(i))�1Sl;i. Note that ˛0 = 1. Corollary II.5.5.2 implies
that j˛ij 	 1 for any i 2 I n f0g. (It is here that we use the unitarity of V.) We
shall show that ˛i 6= 1 for i 6= 0. Indeed, assume that ˛i = 1 for a certain i 2 I .
An analysis of the proof of the inequality j˛ij 	 1 shows that the equality ˛i = 1
implies that for any j 2 I , the composition of a morphism Vj ! Vl ˝ Vi with

cVi;Vl cVl;Vi : Vl ˝ Vi! Vl ˝ Vi

induces the identity endomorphism of Hom(Vj ; Vl ˝ Vi). Using the fact that
the family fVj gj2I dominates Vl ˝ Vi, we deduce that cVi;Vl cVl;Vi is the identity
endomorphism of Vl ˝ Vi. In other words, cVi;Vl = c�1

Vl;Vi
. Hence, we may push

bands colored with Vl across bands colored with Vi without changing the operator
invariant of v-colored ribbon graphs. Since the object Vl is fundamental we may
decompose the identity endomorphism of any object W of V in a ˇnite sum of
compositions W ! V˝nl ! W, cf. Figure 12.1. Therefore we may push a band
colored with W across a band colored with Vi without changing the operator
invariant. Consider the Hopf link whose components are colored with Vi and Vk
and push the component colored with Vk far away from the second component.
This gives a trivial link. Since this transformation preserves the operator invariant,
we get Si;k = dim(i) dim(k) = dim(i)S0;k for all k 2 I . Hence, the i-th row of
the matrix S is proportional to its 0-th row. Since S is invertible, this is possible
only for i = 0. Therefore ˛i 6= 1 for all i 2 I n f0g.

Since f (b0) = b0,

lim
N!1

N�1

(
N∑
z=1

f z(b0)

)
= b0:
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Figure 12.1

For i 6= 0, we have

lim
N!1

N�1

(
N∑
z=1

f z(bi)

)
=
(

lim
N!1

N�1(˛N+1
i � 1)=(˛i � 1)

)
bi = 0:

This implies that for any x =
∑

k2I xkb
k 2 V, the sequence fN�1

N∑
z=1

f z(x)gN

converges to x0b0 = xb0. Therefore for x = b0, this sequence converges to

b0b
0 = b0 = D�2

∑
k2I

dim(k) bk:

This implies (12.7.c) and the claim of the theorem.

Notes

Section 1. A mathematical construction of a non-trivial 3-dimensional TQFT was ˇrst
outlined by Reshetikhin and Turaev at the end of 1988, see [RT1], [RT2]. We derived
3-dimensional TQFT's from quasitriangular Hopf algebras and, in particular, from the
quantum group Uq(sl2C) at roots of unity.

Here we follow the lines of [RT2, Section 4] using modular categories instead of
Hopf algebras. Note that in [RT2] we restricted ourselves to a simpliˇed setting where
surfaces have no distinguished arcs, ribbon graphs have no free ends, and cobordisms have
connected bases. The general case is treated here for the ˇrst time.

There is another, essentially equivalent, approach to the construction of 3-dimensional
TQFT's due to Kontsevich [Kon], Crane [Cr1], Kohno [Ko1], [Ko2]. These authors start
with the 2-dimensional modular functor arising in 2-dimensional conformal ˇeld theory.
They appeal to Heegaard decompositions or handle decompositions of 3-manifolds to show
that this modular functor extends to a 3-dimensional TQFT.
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Section 2. The technique of presentation of 3-cobordisms by ribbon graphs in R3 is in-
troduced in [RT2]. Lemma 2.1.2 is contained in [RT2] in the case of cobordisms with
connected bases. Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 are new.

Section 3. The deˇnitions and results of Section 3 are standard except Lemma 3.7. (The
proof of Lemma 3.6 seems also to be new.) For more information on Maslov indices, the
reader is referred to [Ar], [GS], [Ler], [LV].

Section 4. The anomalies of the 3-dimensional TQFT were computed in [CLM] and [Tu12].

Section 5. The action of the modular group was deˇned in [RT2] using presentations of
homeomorphisms of surfaces by tangles in R3. A counterpart of this action is well known
in 2-dimensional conformal ˇeld theory. The action of the modular groupoid is introduced
here for the ˇrst time.

Section 6. The TQFT (Te; �e) is new. The idea to involve Lagrangian spaces in 1-
homologies of surfaces in order to renormalize the 3-dimensional TQFT constructed from
quantum groups was put forward by Walker [Wa], although he did not fully develop this
approach.

The function `(x; y) used in Section 6.8 was introduced by Leray [Ler] for pairs
x; y 2 ~	 such that p(x) and p(y) are transversal. For the extension to arbitrary x; y 2 ~	,
see [Tu1], [Tu2].

Sections 7 and 8. The material of these sections is new.

Section 9. Theorem 9.2.1 is new. The idea to use numerical weights in order to eliminate
anomalies was suggested by Walker [Wa].

Section 10. The material of this section is new.

Section 11. Estimates of genera of surfaces via quantum invariants were studied by Walker
in 1990 (unfortunately his results are not available to the author). See also [Ga], [Ko3].

The limit in Theorem 11.6 was ˇrst considered by Wenzl [We5] in the setting of
quantum groups at the roots of unity of type e2�i=r . He showed that the limit exists and
yields an invariant of closed oriented 3-manifolds. In the ˇrst versions of his paper, Wenzl
conjectures that this limit yields the invariants of 3-manifolds deˇned in [RT2] and [TW].
Here we prove this conjecture. It has been also proven by Wenzl himself in a different
way, see [We5].

Section 12. The deˇnition of fusion algebra and the formula for the dimension of the
module of states reproduce in our setting the deˇnitions and results of Verlinde [Ver] in
2-dimensional conformal ˇeld theory.



Chapter V
Two-dimensional modular functors

1. Axioms for a 2-dimensional modular functor

1.0. Outline. After a few preliminaries we give an axiomatic deˇnition of a
2-dimensional modular functor. This is a version of the deˇnition of a modu-
lar functor given in Section III.1 with a few additional axioms speciˇc to the
dimension 2.

The exposition in this section is independent of the material of Chapters I{IV.

1.1. Monoidal classes. A monoidal class C is a class with a preferred element
& 2 C and a rule assigning to any V;W 2 C an element VW 2 C such that
&V = V& = V for any V 2 C and (UV)W = U(VW) for any U;V;W 2 C. For
example, the objects of a strict monoidal category form a monoidal class with
multiplication VW = V ˝W.

1.2. Marked surfaces. Fix a monoidal class C. A marked surface or, brie�y,
m-surface (over C) is a compact oriented surface ˙ endowed with a Lagrangian
subspace of H 1(˙;R) and such that each connected component of @˙ is provided
with a base point, sign ˙1, and an element of C. The element of C assigned to
a component X of @˙ is called the label of X . The pair consisting of the label of
X and the sign of X is called the mark of X . We provide @˙ with the orientation
induced by the one in ˙.

For example, a closed m-surface is a closed oriented surface ˙ with a dis-
tinguished Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙;R). We consider the empty set as an
empty marked surface.

An m-homeomorphism of m-surfaces is a homeomorphism of the underly-
ing surfaces preserving the orientation, the distinguished Lagrangian space in
1-homologies, and the base points, labels, and signs of the boundary components.
Two m-homeomorphisms ˙1 ! ˙2 are said to be isotopic if they can be related
by an isotopy in the class of m-homeomorphisms.

A disjoint union of a ˇnite family of m-surfaces is an m-surface in the obvious
way. The distinguished Lagrangian space in its 1-homology is the direct sum of
the Lagrangian spaces assigned to the surfaces of this family. The operation of
disjoint union for m-surfaces will be denoted by the symbol q. Warning: the
Lagrangian space assigned to a non-connected m-surface is not obliged to split as
a direct sum of Lagrangian spaces in the 1-homologies of the components. This
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shows that in general there is no natural way to regard the connected components
of an m-surface as m-surfaces.

As we shall explain in Section 4.2, the notion of an m-surface is essentially
equivalent to the notion of an extended surface introduced in Section IV.6. How-
ever, m-surfaces are more convenient for an axiomatic study of 2-dimensional
modular functors.

1.3. Gluing of boundary components. Let ˙ be an m-surface over a monoidal
class C. Two distinct components of @˙ are said to be subject to gluing if they
are labelled with the same element of C and their signs are opposite. Let X; Y be
components of @˙ subject to gluing. There is a (unique up to isotopy) orientation-
reversing homeomorphism X ! Y carrying the base point of X into the base point
of Y. Identifying X � ˙ with Y � ˙ along such a homeomorphism we obtain
an orientable surface ˙0 and a projection ˙! ˙0 that carries X and Y onto the
same simple loop p (X ) = p (Y) � Int(˙0) and restricts to a homeomorphism
˙ n (X [ Y)! ˙ n p (X ).

We provide ˙0 with the structure of an m-surface as follows. Endow the com-
ponents of @˙0 = @˙ n (X [ Y) with the base points, labels, and signs determined
by the corresponding data for ˙. Orient ˙0 so that p preserves orientation. Provide
H 1(˙0;R) with the linear subspace which is the image of the given Lagrangian
subspace of H 1(˙;R) under p � : H 1(˙;R) ! H 1(˙0;R). (This image is a La-
grangian subspace of H 1(˙0;R).) The resulting m-surface will be denoted by
˙=[X = Y]. We shall say that it is obtained from ˙ by gluing X and Y.

The construction of the m-surface ˙0 involves a choice of a homeomorphism,
X ! Y, in the isotopy class of base point preserving orientation-reversing home-
omorphisms. In Appendix III, we show that different choices lead to essentially
the same m-surfaces. In the sequel, we shall ignore the dependence of ˙0 on the
choice of this homeomorphism.

The gluing is natural with respect to m-homeomorphisms. Indeed, let f : ˙1 !
˙2 be an m-homeomorphism of m-surfaces and X; Y be components of @(˙1)
subject to gluing. Then f (X ); f (Y) � @(˙2) are subject to gluing and f induces
an m-homeomorphism ˙1=[X = Y]! ˙2=[ f (X ) = f (Y)].

1.4. Planar m-surfaces. We introduce a class of m-surfaces lying in the plane
R2. Note ˇrst that for any subsurface E of the plane, the intersection form in
H 1(E;R) is zero. Therefore H 1(E;R) contains only one Lagrangian subspace,
coinciding with H 1(E;R).

For ˇnite sequences W;W1;W2; : : : ;Wn 2 C and �; �1; : : : ; �n 2 f+1;�1g,
we deˇne a planar m-surface as follows. Let B2 � R2 be a closed Euclidean
2-disk. Let b1; b2; : : : ; bn be disjoint closed Euclidean 2-disks contained in B2

such that their centers lie on the horizontal line passing through the center of B2.
It is understood that moving along this line from left to right we meet the centers
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of b1; b2; : : : ; bn in this order. Set

E = B2 n
(

n⋃
r=1

Int(br)

)
:

It is clear that E is a compact surface. We provide E with counterclockwise
orientation and with the Lagrangian space H 1(E;R). The boundary of E consists
of n + 1 Euclidean circles: @E = @B2 [

(
[nr=1@br

)
. Provide these circles with

base points which are their lowest points with respect to the second (vertical)
coordinate in R2. Mark @br with (Wr; �r) for r = 1; : : : ; n and mark @B2 with
(W; �). The resulting m-surface is denoted by E((W; �); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n))
or by E(�W; �1W1; : : : ; �nWn), see Figure 1.1. The circle @br is called the r-th
internal boundary component of this m-surface, the circle @B2 is called the external
boundary component. The counterclockwise orientation of E induces clockwise
orientations in @b1; : : : ; @bn and counterclockwise orientation in @B2.

We shall ignore the dependence of the m-surface E(�W; �1W1; : : : ; �nWn)
on the choice of centers and radii of B2; b1; b2; : : : ; bn. The reason is that
the m-surfaces corresponding to different choices are related by canonical m-
homeomorphisms commuting up to isotopy.

For W 2 C, we shall denote a pair (W; � 2 f+1;�1g) by �W. The pair (W;�1)
will be denoted by �W. The pair (W;+1) will be denoted by W or +W.

ν1W1 νnWn 

νW

•   •   •   

ν1W1 ,..., νnWn )νWE ( ;

Figure 1.1

In the sequel, we shall often consider the m-surface E(�W; �1W1; : : : ; �nWn)
for n = 0; 1; 2. For n = 0, this surface is a marked disk E(�W), see Figure 1.2.
For n = 1, this is an annulus. For n = 2, this is a disk with two holes. We shall
call a disk with two holes a trinion.

1.5. Modular functors. Fix a commutative ring with unit, K , and a monoidal
class C. By m-surfaces, we shall mean m-surfaces over C.
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E(W ) E(–W )

–WW

Figure 1.2

A two-dimensional modular functor over (C; K), brie�y 2-DMF, assigns to
every m-surface ˙ a projective K-module (of ˇnite type) H(˙) and to every
m-homeomorphism of m-surfaces f : ˙1 ! ˙2 a K-isomorphism f# : H(˙1) !
H(˙2) depending only on the isotopy class of f . The module H(˙) is called
the module of states of ˙, its elements are called states on ˙. Further data and
conditions are formulated as axioms (1.5.1){(1.5.8).

(1.5.1) (Functoriality axiom). For arbitrary m-homeomorphisms of m-surfaces
g : ˙1 ! ˙2 and f : ˙2 ! ˙3, we have ( f g)# = f#g# : H(˙1)!H(˙3).

Thus, H is a covariant functor from the category of m-surfaces and m-homeo-
morphisms into the category of projective K-modules and K-isomorphisms. For
the identity homeomorphism of an m-surface id˙ : ˙ ! ˙, we have (id˙)# =
idH(˙). (Proof: apply (1.5.1) to f = g = id˙.) For any m-homeomorphism f :
˙1 ! ˙2, we have f �1

# = ( f#)�1. (Proof: apply (1.5.1) to g = f �1.)

(1.5.2) (Disjoint union axiom). For disjoint m-surfaces ˙1;˙2, there is an
identiˇcation isomorphism

(1.5.a) H(˙1 q ˙2) = H(˙1)˝K H(˙2)

satisfying the following three conditions.
(i) (Commutativity). The diagram

H(˙1 q ˙2) H(˙1)˝K H(˙2)

=

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�Perm

H(˙2 q ˙1) H(˙2)˝K H(˙1)

is commutative. (Here Perm is the �ip x ˝ y 7! y ˝ x .)
(ii) (Associativity). For any m-surfaces ˙1;˙2;˙3, the composition of identi-

ˇcations

(H(˙1)˝K H(˙2))˝K H(˙3) = H(˙1 q ˙2)˝K H(˙3) = H(˙1 q ˙2 q ˙3) =

= H(˙1)˝K H(˙2 q ˙3) = H(˙1)˝K (H(˙2)˝K H(˙3))

is the standard isomorphism (x ˝ y)˝ z 7! x ˝ (y ˝ z):
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(iii) (Naturality). For any m-homeomorphisms f : ˙1 ! ˙01; g : ˙2 ! ˙02, the
diagram

(1.5.b)

H(˙1 q ˙2)
( f qg)#���! H(˙01 q ˙02)

=

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�=

H(˙1)˝K H(˙2)
f#˝g#���! H(˙01)˝K H(˙02)

is commutative.

(1.5.3) (Normalization axiom). H(;) = K and for any m-surface ˙, the iden-
tiˇcation H(˙) = H(; q ˙) = H(;)˝K H(˙) is induced by H(;) = K .

Axioms (1.5.1){(1.5.3) reproduce in the present setting, the deˇnition of a
modular functor given in Section III.1. Thus, every 2-DMF is a modular functor
in the sense of Section III.1. The following axioms (1.5.4){(1.5.8) are speciˇc to
the dimension 2.

(1.5.4) (Gluing axiom). Let ˙0 be the m-surface obtained from an m-surface
˙ by identiˇcation of two components of @˙ subject to gluing (see Section 1.3).
Then there is a distinguished K-homomorphism H(˙)!H(˙0) called the gluing
homomorphism, that satisˇes the following conditions:

(i) (Naturality). If an m-homeomorphism of m-surfaces f : ˙1 ! ˙2 induces
an m-homeomorphism of m-surfaces f 0 : ˙01 ! ˙02 where ˙01;˙

0
2 are obtained

by gluing of boundary components from ˙1;˙2 respectively, then the following
diagram of induced isomorphisms and gluing homomorphisms is commutative:

(1.5.c)

H(˙1)
f#���! H(˙2)⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�

H(˙01)
f 0#���! H(˙02):

(ii) (Commutativity). The gluing homomorphisms corresponding to gluings
along disjoint pairs of boundary components commute as follows. For distinct
boundary components X; Y; X 0; Y 0 of any m-surface ˙ such that the pairs (X; Y)
and (X 0; Y 0) are subject to gluing, the following diagram of gluing homomor-
phisms is commutative:

H(˙) ���! H(˙=[X = Y])⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�
H(˙=[X 0 = Y 0]) ���! H(˙=[X = Y; X 0 = Y 0]):

(iii) (Compatibility with disjoint union). For the gluing homomorphism q :
H(˙1)!H(˙01) corresponding to a gluing ˙1 ! ˙01 and for any m-surface ˙2,
the following diagram of gluing homomorphisms and identiˇcation isomorphisms
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is commutative:

H(˙1 q ˙2) H(˙1)˝K H(˙2)⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�q˝id

H(˙01 q ˙2) H(˙01)˝K H(˙2):

Condition (ii) allows us to deˇne the gluing homomorphism for a gluing of
several disjoint pairs of boundary components of an m-surface. It is deˇned as the
composition of the gluing homomorphisms corresponding to consecutive gluings
of these pairs.

Note that we do not require the gluing homomorphisms to be surjective (or
injective).

We shall often consider the gluing homomorphisms in the following special
case. Assume that we have two m-surfaces ˙1;˙2 and that certain components
X 1 � @˙1, X 2 � @˙2 are subject to gluing. We form the disjoint union ˙1 q ˙2

and glue X 1 to X 2. This results in an m-surface ˙. We say that ˙ is obtained
by gluing ˙1 and ˙2 along X 1; X 2. Composing the identiˇcation isomorphism
(1.5.a) with the gluing homomorphism H(˙1 q ˙2)! H(˙), we get a K-linear
homomorphism H(˙1) ˝K H(˙2) ! H(˙). For h1 2 H(˙1); h2 2 H(˙2), the
image of h1 ˝ h2 under this homomorphism is denoted by h1 ˘ h2 and called the
result of gluing h1 and h2 along X 1; X 2. The pairing

(h1; h2) 7! h1 ˘ h2 : H(˙1)�H(˙2)!H(˙)

is bilinear. Note that gluing ˙2;˙1 along X 2; X 1 gives the same m-surface ˙. It
follows from (1.5.2) (i) that the corresponding pairing H(˙2)�H(˙1)!H(˙)
is obtained from the previous one via the permutation (h2; h1) 7! (h1; h2).

The gluing of states on surfaces is associative in the following sense. Assume
that we have three m-surfaces ˙1;˙2;˙3 such that ˙1 may be glued to ˙2 along
boundary components X 1 � @˙1; X 2 � @˙2 and ˙2 may be glued to ˙3 along
boundary components X 02 � @˙2; X 3 � @˙3 where X 2 6= X 02. It follows from
deˇnitions and axioms (1.5.1){(1.5.4) that for any h1 2 H(˙1); h2 2 H(˙2); h3 2
H(˙3),

(1.5.d) (h1 ˘ h2) ˘ h3 = h1 ˘ (h2 ˘ h3):

On the left-hand side h1 ˘ h2 is the result of gluing h1 and h2 along X 1; X 2, and
(h1 ˘ h2) ˘ h3 is the result of gluing h1 ˘ h2 and h3 along X 02; X 3. Similarly, on
the right-hand side h2 ˘ h3 is the result of gluing h2 and h3 along X 02; X 3, and
h1 ˘ (h2 ˘ h3) is the result of gluing h1 and h2 ˘ h3 along X 1; X 2.

Thus, similarly to puzzle games where various pictures are glued from small
pieces of colored paper, we may glue the states on surfaces from smaller pieces.
This may lead to interesting identities between these pieces, cf. Figure 1.4.
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(1.5.5) (Disk axiom). The K-modules H(E(+&));H(E(�&)) are isomorphic
to K . For any � 2 f+1;�1g and any (free) generator e� 2 H(E(�&)) = K � e�,
we have the following: if an m-surface ˙0 is obtained from an m-surface ˙ by
gluing E(�&) along a boundary component of ˙ marked with (&;��), then the
gluing homomorphism

h 7! h ˘ e� : H(˙)!H(˙0)

is an isomorphism.

The inverse isomorphism H(˙0) ! H(˙) is called the excision of e�. Note
that the transformation ˙0 7! ˙ cuts out E(�&) from the interior of ˙0 and creates
an additional boundary component marked with (&;��). By the disk axiom, this
transformation does not change the module of states up to isomorphism.

For V;W 2 C, consider the trinion E(�VW;V;W) whose internal boundary
components are marked with (V;+1); (W;+1) and whose external boundary com-
ponent is marked with (VW;�1), see Figure 1.3.

(1.5.6a) (First excision axiom). For any V;W 2 C, there is a distinguished
state eV;W 2 H(E(�VW;V;W)). For any m-surface ˙0 obtained by gluing an
m-surface ˙ and E(�VW;V;W) along a component of @˙ marked with +VW
and the external component of @E(�VW;V;W), the gluing homomorphism

(1.5.e) h 7! h ˘ eV;W : H(˙)!H(˙0)

is an isomorphism.

The isomorphism inverse to (1.5.e) is called the excision of eV;W .
The axiom (1.5.6a) relates the gluing homomorphisms to multiplication in

C. This axiom shows that we may cut off the distinguished states on trinions
from arbitrary states on m-surfaces. Note that the surface ˙ has fewer boundary
components than ˙0. Iterating the excision isomorphisms, we may reduce the
computation of the module of states to the case where @˙ = S1 or @˙ = ;.

We shall present eV;W 2 H(E(�VW;V;W)) graphically by drawing the symbol
eV;W on the trinion E(�VW;V;W), see Figure 1.3.

 e 
   V, W 

–VW 
V W

Figure 1.3

(1.5.6b) (Second excision axiom). For any W 2 C and any m-surface ˙0

obtained by gluing an m-surface ˙ and E(�W; &;W) along a component of @˙
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marked with �W and the second internal component of @E(�W; &;W), the gluing
homomorphism

h! h ˘ e&;W : H(˙)!H(˙0)

is an isomorphism.

(1.5.7) (Basic identity). For any U;V;W 2 C, we have

(1.5.f) eU;V ˘ eUV;W = eV;W ˘ eU;VW:

On the left-hand side, the pairing ˘ corresponds to the gluing of m-surfaces
E(�UV;U;V) and E(�UVW;UV;W) along the boundary components labelled
with UV. On the right-hand side, the pairing ˘ corresponds to the gluing of m-
surfaces E(�VW;V;W) to E(�UVW;U;VW) along the boundary components
labelled with VW. Both gluings give E(�UVW;U;V;W) so that equality (1.5.f)
makes sense. For the graphical form of (1.5.f), see Figure 1.4, where the equality
means the equality of the elements of H(E(�UVW;U;V;W)) obtained by gluing
the pieces on the right-hand and left-hand sides.

VW

 =

–UVW

 e 
   U V, W 

 e 
   U,V

UV
–UV

 e 
   V, W 

–UVW

–VW 

 e 
   U,V W 

U WV VU W

VW 

Figure 1.4

Note that on both sides of (1.5.f) we glue planar disks with holes, E1; E2, along
the external boundary component of E1 and an internal boundary component of
E2. In a sense, we ˇll one of the holes of E2 with E1. This gives another planar
disk with holes, E, and a pairing (h1; h2) 7! h1 ˘ h2 : H(E1)�H(E2)!H(E).
We shall often use such pairings in the formulas to follow.

Axiom (1.5.7) may be viewed as a consistency condition for the excision
isomorphisms. This axiom will play a fundamental role in the study of 2-DMF's
in Section 2.

To formulate the next axiom we need a few preliminary constructions. Fix
generators e+ 2 H(E(&)) = H(E(+&)) and e� 2 H(E(�&)). For any V;W 2 C,
we shall deˇne an element

x(V;W) 2 H(E(�W;WV;�V)):
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Using the disk axiom with � = 1 and � = �1 consecutively, we obtain isomor-
phisms

H(E(�V; &; V))!H(E(�V;V))!H(E(�V;�&; V)):

(We ˇrst glue in e� and then cut out e+.) Let zV 2 H(E(�V;�&; V)) denote the
image of e&;V 2 H(E(�V; &; V)) under these isomorphisms.

It is obvious that the trinion E(�V;�&; V) is homeomorphic to E(�&;V;�V)
via an m-homeomorphism 
 that carries the broken intervals drawn in Figure
1.5 onto the broken intervals. The m-homeomorphism 
 is unique up to isotopy.
Consider the induced isomorphism

(1.5.g) 
# : H(E(�V;�&; V)) ! H(E(�&;V;�V)):

Gluing 
#(zV) to e
W;& along the boundary components labelled by & yields


#(zV) ˘ e
W;& 2 H(E(�W;W;V;�V)):

Cutting out eW;V , we get x(V;W), see Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.5
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Figure 1.6

Note that gluing E(�WV) to E(�W;WV;�V) along the boundary components
labelled by WV yields E(�W;�V). For D 2 H(E(�WV)), set

~D = D ˘ x(V;W) 2 H(E(�W;�V)):
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(1.5.8) (Duality axiom). To each V 2 C there are assigned certain V� 2 C
and D = DV 2 H(E(�V�V)) such that ~D 2 H(E(�V�;�V)) has the following
non-degeneracy property. If an m-surface ˙0 is obtained by gluing an m-surface
˙ and E(�V�;�V) along a component of @˙ marked with +V� and the external
component of @E(�V�;�V) then the homomorphism

(1.5.h) h! h ˘ ~D : H(˙)!H(˙0)

is an isomorphism.

The element V� 2 C is called the dual of V. We do NOT require that V�� = V,
(VW)� = W�V�, or &� = &.

Note that the state x(V; V�) on E(�V�;V�V;�V) depends on the choice of
generators e+ 2 H(E(&)) and e� 2 H(E(�&)). Therefore x(V; V�) and ~D are
deˇned up to multiplication by invertible elements of K . This does not spoil the
formulation of the duality axiom.

 ~ D  =
–V

–V *  

V * V

x (V,V * )

D

Figure 1.7

This completes the list of axioms for a 2-dimensional modular functor. The
simplest example of a 2-DMF is obtained as follows. Let C be the class of
all projective K-modules. Assign the module K to all marked surfaces over C
and the identity idK : K ! K to all m-homeomorphisms and gluings. Take the
distinguished states mentioned in (1.5.6a), (1.5.8) to be 1 2 K . This example
shows that the axioms of a 2-DMF are consistent.

In Section 2 we shall show that 2-DMF's are closely related to ribbon cate-
gories. We shall derive from any 2-DMF H over (C; K) a ribbon Ab-category
VH with ground ring K . The objects of this category are the elements of C. The
ribbon category VH is called the underlying category of H.

1.6. Rational modular functors. An important class of 2-DMF's is formed by
so-called rational modular functors. A rational 2-DMF is a pair (H; fVigi2I) where
H is a 2-DMF over a monoidal class C and a commutative ring with unit K and
fVigi2I is a family of elements of C numerated by a ˇnite set I such that the
following four axioms are satisˇed.
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(1.6.1) (Second normalization axiom). There exists a unique 0 2 I such that
V0 = &.

(1.6.2) (Third normalization axiom). For each i 2 I , the module of states
H(E(�Vi;Vi)) is isomorphic to K . For each i 2 I , there exists a unique i� 2 I such
that H(E(Vi;Vi�)) is isomorphic to K . If i; j 2 I and j 6= i� then H(E(Vi;Vj )) =
0.

To formulate the next axiom, we need more notation. Let ˙ be an m-surface. A
simple loop on ˙ is a closed curve in Int(˙) which has no self-intersections and
which is provided with an orientation and a base point. (We do not assume that the
loop is parametrized.) By an s-loop on ˙ we mean a simple loop on ˙ such that its
homology class in H 1(˙;R) belongs to the distinguished Lagrangian subspace of
H 1(˙;R). Cutting out ˙ along an s-loop a we get a compact oriented surface ˙a.
We shall transform this surface into an m-surface. We assign to ˙a the preimage
of the given Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙;R) under the natural homomorphism
H 1(˙a;R)! H 1(˙;R). (This preimage is a Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙a;R).)
The boundary of ˙a consists of @˙ and two copies of a. Each component of @˙
has a base point, a label, and a sign. Denote the copies of a in @˙a by a+ and
a� so that the orientation of a+ induced by that of ˙a coincides with the given
orientation in a and the orientation of a� induced by that of ˙a is opposite
to the given orientation in a. The base point on a gives rise to base points on
a+; a�. We provide a+; a� with the signs +1 and �1 respectively. Labelling both
a+ and a� with V 2 C we transform ˙a into an m-surface denoted by ˙a(V).
We have the obvious gluing mapping ˙a(V) ! ˙ induced by the identiˇcation
a+ = a�. By the gluing axiom, this mapping gives rise to a gluing homomorphism
H(˙a(V))!H(˙).

(1.6.3) (Splitting axiom). For any s-loop a on an m-surface ˙, the sum of
gluing homomorphisms

(1.6.a)
⊕
i2I
H(˙a(Vi))!H(˙)

is an isomorphism.

It should be emphasized that the family fVigi2I does not depend on the choice
of ˙ and a. The isomorphism (1.6.a) gives a splitting

(1.6.b) H(˙) =
⊕
i2I
H(˙a(Vi)):

Note that this splitting is available only under the assumption that a is a simple
loop in Int(˙) whose homology class in H 1(˙;R) belongs to the distinguished
Lagrangian space.
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To state the last axiom, we need to involve the underlying ribbon category of
H. It would be nice to reformulate this axiom in terms of m-surfaces avoiding
the underlying category.

(1.6.4) (Non-degeneracy axiom). The pair consisting of the underlying ribbon
category of H and the family fVigi2I satisˇes the non-degeneracy axiom (II.1.4.4).

The axioms of 2-DMF's and rational 2-DMF's look pretty complicated. It is
by no means clear that they deˇne interesting objects worth any serious attention.
A most striking phenomenon is the existence of non-trivial rational 2-DMF's and
their deep connections with the theory of representations of Lie algebras and
topology of 3-manifolds. In Section 4 we shall show that any modular category
V with rank D gives rise to a rational 2-DMF whose underlying ribbon category
is isomorphic to V. Combining this construction with those of Chapter XI we
obtain that semisimple complex Lie algebras endowed with roots of unity give
rise to rational 2-DMF's. The relationships between modular categories, rational
2-DMF's, and invariants of 3-manifolds will be discussed in Section 4.1 in more
detail.

1.7. Remark. The mapping i 7! i� : I ! I given in (1.6.2) is an involution.
Indeed, the marked annulus E(Vi;Vj ) is m-homeomorphic to E(Vj ;Vi) and there-
fore i�� = i for any i 2 I . Note also that 0� = 0 because, by the disk axiom,

H(E(V0;V0)) = H(E(&; &)) = H(E(&)) = K:

2. Underlying ribbon category

Fix up to the end of this section a monoidal class C, a commutative ring with
unit, K , and a 2-DMF H over (C; K).

2.0. Outline. We derive from the 2-DMF H a ribbon Ab-category VH.

2.1. Objects and morphisms of VH. The objects of VH are the elements of
C. For V;W 2 C, consider the marked annulus E(�V;W) = E(�V; +W) (see
Section 1.4). Set

Hom(V;W) = H(E(�V;W)):

Thus, morphisms V ! W are the states on E(�V;W).
Let us deˇne the composition rule

(2.1.a) Hom(U;V)� Hom(V;W)! Hom(U;W)

where U;V;W 2 C. Gluing the annuli E(�U;V) and E(�V;W) along their bound-
ary components labelled with V yields the annulus E(�U;W). The gluing homo-
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morphism

H(E(�U;V))˝K H(E(�V;W))!H(E(�U;W))

induces a bilinear pairing (2.1.a), see Figure 2.1 where g 2 Hom(U;V); f 2
Hom(V;W). We use this pairing as a composition rule. Associativity of compo-
sition follows from (1.5.d).

 =

V

–V

g 

f 

W

–U

f g

W

–U

Figure 2.1

2.2. Lemma. There exists a unique state e� on the disk E(�&) such that

(2.2.a) e� ˘ (e� ˘ e&;&) = e�:

The state e� is a free generator of H(E(�&)), i.e., H(E(�&)) = K � e�.

Proof. Consider a generator e of H(E(�&)) = K � e. Gluing E(�&) to E(�&; &; &)
along the second internal component of @E(�&; &; &) gives E(�&; &). By the
second excision axiom, the gluing homomorphism

h 7! h ˘ e&;& : H(E(�&))!H(E(�&; &))

is an isomorphism. Gluing a copy of E(�&) to E(�&; &) gives E(�&). By the
disk axiom, the gluing homomorphism

g 7! e ˘ g : H(E(�&; &))!H(E(�&))

is an isomorphism. We conclude that e˘ (e˘ e&;&) is a generator of H(E(�&)) =
K � e. Therefore e ˘ (e ˘ e&;&) = x e where x is an invertible element of K . Set

e� = x�1e 2 H(E(�&)). It is clear that e� is a generator of H(E(�&)) and is the
unique element of H(E(�&)) satisfying (2.2.a).

2.3. Identity morphisms. Let V 2 C. Gluing e� to e&;V along the ˇrst internal
component of @E(�V; &; V) gives the state e� ˘ e&;V on E(�V;V). We denote
this state as well as the corresponding morphism V ! V by idV , see Figure 2.2.
The following sequence of lemmas results in Lemma 2.3.4 which shows that idV
is the identity endomorphism of V.
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V

–V

 = id 
      V 

 e 
     , V

e–

Figure 2.2

2.3.1. Lemma. The gluing of E(�V;V) to an m-surface ˙ along the external
component of @E(�V;V) and a component of @˙ marked with +V yields an
m-surface ˙0 such that the gluing homomorphism h 7! idV ˘ h : H(˙)!H(˙0)
is an isomorphism.

Proof. This follows from the ˇrst excision axiom and the disk axiom.

2.3.2. Lemma. The gluing of E(�V;V) to an m-surface ˙ along the internal
component of @E(�V;V) and a component of @˙ marked with �V yields an
m-surface ˙0 such that the gluing homomorphism h 7! idV ˘ h : H(˙)!H(˙0)
is an isomorphism.

Proof. This follows from the second excision axiom and the disk axiom.

2.3.3. Lemma. (idV)2 = idV:

Proof. The formula (idV)2 = idV is proven in Figure 2.3. The left picture presents
(idV)2. The equality follows from the basic identity (1.5.f). By (2.2.a), the right
picture presents e� ˘ e&;V = idV .

 =
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V

 e 
       ,V

–V
V

–V

 e 
       ,V

e–e– e–
V
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–

 e 
       ,

 e 
       ,V
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Figure 2.3
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2.3.4. Lemma. The morphism idV : V ! V is the identity endomorphism of V.

Proof. Let U 2 C. We ˇrst prove that idVf = f for any f 2 Hom(U;V). Denote
the mapping

f 7! idVf : Hom(U;V)! Hom(U;V)

by '. Lemma 2.3.1 applied to ˙ = E(�U;V) implies that ' is an isomorphism.
Lemma 2.3.3 implies that '2 = '. Therefore ' is the identity so that idVf = f
for any f 2 Hom(U;V).

Similar arguments, using Lemma 2.3.2 instead of Lemma 2.3.1, show that
f idV = f for any f 2 Hom(V;U). Hence idV is the identity endomorphism of V.

2.3.5. Lemma. Let id0V : V ! V be the morphism corresponding to the state on
E(�V;V) obtained by gluing e� to e

V;& along the second internal component of

@E(�V;V; &). Then idV = id0V .

Proof. Arguments analogous to those used in the proof of Lemma 2.3.3 show
that (id0V)2 = id0V . Similar to Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.4, f = id0Vf for any f 2
Hom(U;V). In particular, idV = id0V idV . By Lemma 2.3.4, id0V idV = id0V .

2.4. Tensor product in VH. The tensor product of two objects V;W of VH is
deˇned to be their product in C. Thus, V ˝W = VW 2 C. By the deˇnition of a
monoidal class, this tensor product is strictly associative and V ˝ & = &˝V = V
for any V.

Let f : V ! V 0 and g : W ! W 0 be two morphisms in VH. Denote the
corresponding states on E(�V;V 0) and E(�W;W 0) by the same symbols f; g.
Glue these states to eV;W along the boundary components labelled by V;W. This
gives f ˘ (g ˘ eV;W) 2 H(E(�VW;V 0;W 0)). The ˇrst excision axiom implies that
f ˘ (g ˘ eV;W) = eV 0;W 0 ˘ h for a unique h 2 H(E(�VW;V 0W 0)). Set f ˝ g = h
(see Figure 2.4). Thus, f ˘ (g ˘ eV;W) = eV 0;W 0 ˘ ( f˝ g).

 =

f ⊗ g

 e 
   V ' , W ' 

–V' W'
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 e 
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2.4.1. Theorem. The category VH with the tensor product deˇned above is a
strict monoidal category.

Proof. Let us verify the axioms of a monoidal category formulated in Section I.1.1.
Let f : U ! U0; g : V ! V 0; h : W ! W 0 be three morphisms in the category
VH. In Figure 2.5 we show that ( f ˝ g) ˝ h = f ˝ (g ˝ h). To simplify the
pictures, we omit in Figure 2.5 (and in certain ˇgures to follow) the labels of
boundary circles. They can be reconstructed uniquely from the states speciˇed in
the pictures. Comparing the ˇrst and last pictures in Figure 2.5 and applying the
ˇrst excision axiom we get ( f˝ g)˝ h = f˝ (g ˝ h).

The same argument as in the proof of the equality idVf = f in Section 2.3.4
proves the equalities in Figure 2.6. Therefore idV ˝ idW = idV˝W . In Figure 2.7
we show that f 0f˝ g0g = ( f 0 ˝ g0)( f˝ g) for any f : U! U0; f 0 : U0 ! U00; g :
V ! V 0; g0 : V 0 ! V 00. For a morphism f : U ! U0, the formula id& ˝ f = f
is equivalent to the formula in Figure 2.8. Gluing e� to both sides we observe
that this formula is equivalent to the equality idU0 f = f idU. This equality is
obvious since both sides are equal to f . The equality f ˝ id& = f is proven
similarly, although instead of id we should consider the morphism id0 deˇned in
Lemma 2.3.5 and use the result of that Lemma.

2.5. Braiding in VH. In this subsection we provide VH with a braiding. Consider
the trinion E obtained by cutting out two small disjoint open disks Int(b1); Int(b2)
from a larger Euclidean 2-disk B2. Assume that the centers of these three disks
lie on a horizontal line in R2 and that the radii of b1; b2 are equal. Let  be a
homeomorphism E! E characterized (up to isotopy) by the following properties:
 is the identity on @B2,  permutes @b1 and @b2 and transforms the intervals x1; x2

connecting the base point of @B2 with the base points of @b1, @b2 in the way shown
in Figure 2.9. It is instructive to think of  as the ˇnal stage of an isotopy of B2 in
itself. This isotopy slowly pushes the disks b1; b2 (via parallel translations) in the
counterclockwise direction. When b1 reaches the position of b2 and b2 reaches
the position of b1 we get  : E! E. We shall call  the positive permutation of
@b1 and @b2.

For V;W 2 C, the homeomorphism  : E! E induces an m-homeomorphism
E(�VW;V;W)! E(�VW;W;V) (for notation, see Section 1.5). This m-homeo-
morphism is denoted by V;W or simply by .

Consider the homomorphism # : H(E(�VW;V;W)) ! H(E(�VW;W;V))
and the state #(eV;W) on E(�VW;W;V). Cutting off eW;V , we get a certain state
on E(�VW;WV). Denote this state and the corresponding morphism VW ! WV
by cV;W (see Figure 2.10). Thus

#(eV;W) = eW;V ˘ cV;W:
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2.5.1. Lemma. The morphisms fcV;WgV;W form a braiding in VH.

Proof. The invertibility of cV;W will be proven in Section 2.6. Here we verify
formulas (I.1.2.b), (I.1.2.c), and (I.1.2.d).
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Formula (I.1.2.b) in our present notation may be rewritten as follows

(2.5.a) cU;VW = (idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW):

The disk with three holes E(�UVW;U;V;W) can be obtained by gluing the trin-
ions E(�UVW;U;VW) and E(�VW;V;W). Similarly, E(�UVW;V;W;U) can be
obtained by gluing E(�UVW;VW;U) and E(�VW;V;W). Extending the home-
omorphism

U;VW : E(�UVW;U;VW)! E(�UVW;VW;U)

by the identity self-homeomorphism of E(�VW;V;W) we obtain an m-homeo-
morphism E(�UVW;U;V;W) ! E(�UVW;V;W;U). Denote this m-homeo-
morphism by �. It follows from the basic identity (1.5.f) and deˇnitions that

(2.5.b) �#(eU;V ˘ eUV;W) = �#(eV;W ˘ eU;VW) = eV;W ˘ eVW;U ˘ cU;VW:

We shall compute the state �#(eU;V ˘ eUV;W) in another way. Present � as the
composition �2 �1 of homeomorphisms

�1 : E(�UVW;U;V;W)! E(�UVW;V;U;W)

and

�2 : E(�UVW;V;U;W)! E(�UVW;V;W;U)

where �1 is the positive permutation of the U-labelled and V-labelled circles and
�2 is the positive permutation of the U-labelled and W-labelled circles. It follows
from deˇnitions that

�1
#(eU;V ˘ eUV;W) = (U;V)#(eU;V) ˘ eUV;W = eV;U ˘ cU;V ˘ eUV;W:

This state on E(�UVW;V;U;W) is shown in the top left part of Figure 2.11.
As in Section 2.3, we do not change this state if we glue to it the state idW on
the annulus E(�W;W); the gluing in question proceeds along the component of
@E(�UVW;V;U;W) labelled with W. Thus

eV;U ˘ cU;V ˘ eUV;W = eV;U ˘ cU;V ˘ (idW ˘ eUV;W):

By the deˇnition of the tensor product in VH, the last expression equals

eV;U ˘ eVU;W ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW) = eU;W ˘ eV;UW ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW)

(see Figure 2.11). Thus

�1
#(eU;V ˘ eUV;W) = eU;W ˘ eV;UW ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW):

To compute the image of the last state on E(�UVW;V;U;W) under �2
# note that

�2 acts inside E(�UW;U;W) � E(�UVW;V;U;W) and keeps cU;V ˝ idW intact.
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A direct computation, similar to the one in Figure 2.11, shows that

�2
#(eU;W ˘ eV;UW ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW)) = eW;U ˘ cU;W ˘ eV;UW ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW) =

= eW;U ˘ cU;W ˘ (idV ˘ eV;UW) ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW) =

= eW;U ˘ eV;WU ˘ (idV ˝ cU;W) ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW) =

= eV;W ˘ eVW;U ˘ (idV ˝ cU;W) ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW):

Since � = �2 �1, we have �# = �2
#�

1
# and therefore

�#(eU;V ˘ eUV;W) = eV;W ˘ eVW;U ˘ (idV ˝ cU;W) ˘ (cU;V ˝ idW):

Comparing this formula with (2.5.b) and applying excision homomorphisms we
get (2.5.a). The proof of the second braiding identity (I.1.2.c) is similar.
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We may rewrite (I.1.2.d) in the following form:

(g ˝ f ) ˘ cV;W = cV 0;W 0 ˘ ( f˝ g)

where f 2 H(E(�V;V 0)); g 2 H(E(�W;W 0)), and

f˝ g 2 H(E(�VW;V 0W 0)); g ˝ f 2 H(E(�WV;W 0V 0)):

We have

eW 0;V 0 ˘ cV 0;W 0 ˘ ( f˝ g) = (V 0;W 0)#(eV 0;W 0) ˘ ( f˝ g) =
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= #(eV 0;W 0 ˘ ( f˝ g)) = #( f ˘ (g ˘ eV;W)) = g ˘ ( f ˘ (V;W)#(eV;W)) =

= g ˘ ( f ˘ eW;V ˘ cV;W) = eW 0;V 0 ˘ (g ˝ f ) ˘ cV;W
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(see Figure 2.12). These equalities follow from: (i) the deˇnition of the braiding
in VH, (ii) the fact that  considered up to isotopy is the identity near the
external boundary, (iii) the deˇnition of the tensor product in VH, (iv) the fact
that near each internal boundary component the homeomorphism  considered
up to isotopy is a parallel translation, (v) the deˇnition of the braiding, and
(vi) the deˇnition of the tensor product in VH. By the ˇrst excision axiom,
cV 0;W 0 ˘ ( f˝ g) = (g ˝ f ) ˘ cV;W .

2.6. Twist in VH. We deˇne a twist in VH as follows. Consider the annulus in
R2 obtained from a Euclidean 2-disk B2 by removing the interior of a concentric
2-disk b � B2. Let � denote the positive Dehn twist of this annulus, i.e., a self-
homeomorphism of B2 n Int(b) that is the identity on the boundary and transforms
the vertical interval connecting the base points of @B2; @b as indicated in Figure
2.13.

θ

Figure 2.13

For V 2 C, the mapping � : E(�V;V)! E(�V;V) is an m-homeomorphism
so that we may consider the induced endomorphism �# of H(E(�V;V)). Set

�V = �#(idV) 2 H(E(�V;V)) = Hom(V; V):

2.6.1. Lemma. The morphisms f�V : V ! VgV form a twist in VH.

Proof. Let us prove ˇrst that �V : V ! V is an isomorphism. The core of
E(�V;V) splits the annulus E(�V;V) into two concentric annuli. Let � be a
self-homeomorphism of E(�V;V) acting as � on the smaller annulus and as ��1

on the bigger annulus. Since � and ��1 are positive and negative Dehn twists
respectively, the m-homeomorphism � is isotopic to the identity. Hence �# acts
as the identity in H(E(�V;V)) = Hom(V; V). We have

idV = �#(idV) = �#(idV idV) = �#(idV) (��1)#(idV):

Similarly, (��1)#(idV) �#(idV) = idV . Therefore �V : V ! V is an isomorphism.
Let us check the naturality of f�VgV . Let U;V 2 C and f 2 H(E(�U;V)) =

Hom(U;V). Denote the identity mapping id : E(�U;V) ! E(�U;V) by j .
Clearly, j #( f ) = f . Note that the gluing of j to � : E(�V;V)! E(�V;V) along
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the internal component of @E(�U;V) gives a self-homeomorphism of E(�U;V)
isotopic to �. Therefore

�Vf = �#(idV) j #( f ) = �#(idVf ) = �#( f ):

Similarly,

f �U = j #( f ) �#(idU) = �#( f idU) = �#( f ):

Therefore �Vf = f �U.
Let us prove that

(2.6.a) (�V ˝ �W) cW;V cV;W = �VW:

We shall need an elementary equality in the mapping class group of the trinion E
considered in Section 2.5. This group consists of the isotopy classes of homeo-
morphisms E! E that are equal to the identity on @E. The equality in question
relates the homeomorphism  : E ! E deˇned in Section 2.5 with the Dehn
twists acting on E near @E. Denote the positive Dehn twist in a narrow annulus
neighborhood of the ˇrst (resp. second) internal component of @E by 1 (resp.
2). Denote the positive Dehn twist in an annulus neighborhood of the external
component of @E by . Then

 = 12
2:

One way to prove this equality is to rewrite it in the form �1 = 12
and to compare the images under �1;12 of the intervals x1; x2 drawn in
Figure 2.9. (Alternatively one may compute the action of �1 and 12 on
the fundamental group.)

Let us glue eV;W to both sides of (2.6.a). The gluing of eV;W to the left-hand
side is computed in Figure 2.14. The equalities in Figure 2.14 follow from: (i) the
deˇnition of the tensor product and the deˇnition of cW;V , (ii) the naturality of
the gluing homomorphisms and the fact that the homeomorphism , considered
up to isotopy, is the identity near the external component of @E and a parallel
translation near the internal components of @E, (iii) the deˇnition of cV;W and
the properties of the identity morphisms, (iv) the formula 2 = �1

1 �1
2  and

the deˇnition of �V; �W , and (v) the properties of the identity morphisms. Hence
the left-hand and right-hand sides of (2.6.a) yield the same under gluing of eV;W .
This and the ˇrst excision axiom imply (2.6.a).

2.6.2. Corollary. For any V;W 2 C, the morphism cV;W : V ˝W ! W ˝ V is
invertible.

This follows from (2.6.a) and the invertibility of �V; �W; �VW .

2.7. Lemma. Let V be a monoidal category. Assume that to each object V of
V there are assigned an object V� of V and two morphisms bV : &! V ˝ V�,
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dV : V� ˝ V ! & such that

(2.7.a) (dV ˝ idV�)(idV� ˝ bV) = idV�

and the homomorphism

(2.7.b) f 7! ( f˝ idV�) bV : Hom(V; V)! Hom(&; V ˝ V�)

is injective. Then the family fbV; dVgV is a duality in V.
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Proof. For an object V of V, set fV = (idV ˝ dV)(bV ˝ idV). We should check
that fV = idV . We have

( fV ˝ idV�)bV = (idV ˝ dV ˝ idV�)(bV ˝ idV ˝ idV�)bV =

= (idV˝dV˝idV�)(bV˝bV) = (idV˝dV˝idV�)(idV˝idV�˝bV)bV = (idV˝idV�)bV

where the last equality follows from (2.7.a). The injectivity of the homomorphism
(2.7.b) implies that fV = idV .

2.8. Duality in VH. Let D = DV 2 H(E(�V�V)) be the distinguished state
given in the duality axiom. Recall that

~D = D ˘ x(V; V�) 2 H(E(�V�;�V))

(see Figure 1.7). It is understood that in the deˇnition of x(V; V�) we use the
generator e� 2 H(E(�&)) given by Lemma 2.2 and an arbitrary generator e+ 2
H(E(+&)). It follows from the disk axiom that DV = e� ˘ dV for a unique
dV 2 H(E(�VV�; &)) (see Figure 2.15). The morphism V� ˝ V ! & determined
by dV is also denoted dV .

 d  
   V

=D

–VV *  –VV *  

e–

Figure 2.15

Let us construct bV : &! V ˝ V�. For any b 2 H(E(�&;VV�)), set

 (b) = ~D ˘ eV;V� ˘ b 2 H(E(�&;V;�V));

see Figure 2.16. This yields a K-homomorphism

 : H(E(�&;VV�))!H(E(�&;V;�V)):

The non-degeneracy of ~D and the ˇrst excision axiom imply that  is an isomor-
phism.

Recall the state zV on E(�V;�&; V) and the isomorphism


# : H(E(�V;�&; V)) ! H(E(�&;V;�V))

used to deˇne x(V; V�). Set

bV =  �1(
#(zV)) 2 H(E(�&;VV�)):
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Figure 2.16

Denote the corresponding morphism &! V ˝ V� by the same symbol bV .

2.8.1. Lemma. The morphisms fbV; dVgV satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2:7
and therefore form a duality in VH.

Proof. By the deˇnition of the tensor product in VH, for any b 2 H(E(�&;VV�))
and f 2 Hom(V; V) = H(E(�V;V));

 (( f˝ idV�) ˘ b) = f ˘  (b)

where f ˝ idV� 2 H(E(�VV�;VV�)) and the gluing on the right-hand side is
performed along the ˇrst internal component of @E(�&;V;�V) and the external
component of @E(�V;V). Therefore


�1
#  (( f˝ idV�) ˘ bV) = 
�1

# ( f ˘  (bV)) = f ˘ (
�1
#  )(bV) = f ˘ zV:

By the deˇnition of zV , we have e+ ˘ zV = idV 2 H(E(�V;V)). Therefore

(2.8.a) e+ ˘
�1
#  (( f˝ idV�) bV) = e+ ˘ ( f ˘ zV) = f ˘ (e+ ˘ zV) = f ˘ idV = f :

Hence the mapping f 7! ( f˝ idV�) bV has a left inverse. Therefore this mapping
is injective.

Let us prove (2.7.a). By the deˇnition of the tensor product of morphisms, we
have the equality in Figure 2.17. Consider the state ~D˘eV;V� on E(�VV�;V;�V).
Let us glue this state to both diagrams in Figure 2.17 along the second internal
boundary component. Applying the basic identity on the left-hand side and the
deˇnition of  on the right-hand side we get the ˇrst equality in Figure 2.18.
The second equality in Figure 2.18 follows from the formula  (bV) = 
#(zV)
and the equality in Figure 1.6 with W = V�. Let us cut out eV�;V from the ˇrst
and last diagram in Figure 2.18. Glue D 2 H(E(�V�V)) in the resulting hole.
On the right-hand side we obtain ~D 2 H(E(�V�;�V)), this follows directly
from the deˇnition of ~D. To compute the left-hand side replace D with e� ˘ dV
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(cf. Figure 2.15) and replace ~D with ~D ˘ idV� . By the deˇnition of the tensor
product of morphisms, this gives the left diagram in Figure 2.19. Now, replace
~D with ~D ˘ idV� in the right diagram in Figure 2.19. The non-degeneracy of D
allows us to cut off ~D on both sides. By the deˇnition of the identity morphism,
e� ˘ e&;V� = idV� . Thus, the equality in Figure 2.19 implies (2.7.a).

 =

–V *  

VV *  V *  

id
V * ⊗ b

V 

 e 
   V *, V V *

–V*VV* 

–V *  

VV *  V *  

b
V 

 e 
   V *, 

Figure 2.17
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2.8.2. Lemma. The duality in VH is compatible with twist.

Proof. It follows from (2.8.a) that e+ ˘
�1
#  ((�V˝ idV�) bV) = �V for any V 2 C.

A similar calculation shows that e+˘
�1
#  ((idV˝�V�) bV) = �V . Since  ; 
#, and

the excision of e+ are isomorphisms, we have (�V ˝ idV�) bV = (idV ˝ �V�) bV .

2.9. Theorem. The category VH is a strict ribbon Ab-category.

Proof. The axioms of a ribbon category were veriˇed in Sections 2.1{2.8. The K-
linear structure in Hom(V;W) is induced by the one in H(E(�V;W)): Bilinearity
of the tensor product and composition follows from the properties of the gluing
homomorphisms.

2.10. Theorem. For any rational 2-DMF (H; fVigi2I), the ribbon Ab-category
VH with the distinguished objects fVigi2I is a strict modular category.

Proof. The objects fVigi2I of VH are simple because, by (1.6.2), Hom(Vi; Vi) =
= H(E(�Vi;Vi)) ' K where ' denotes isomorphism of K-modules.

Let us verify axioms (II.1.4.1){(II.1.4.4) of modular categories. The existence
of 0 2 I with V0 = & follows from (1.6.1). Let us check (II.1.4.2). It sufˇces to
show that for each i 2 I , the object Vi� is isomorphic to V�i = (Vi)� where i� 2 I is
provided by (1.6.2). We shall show the existence of morphisms g 2 Hom(Vi�; V�i )
and f 2 Hom(V�i ; Vi�) such that idVi� = f g. Such morphisms are mutually inverse
isomorphisms. Indeed, since V�i is a simple object, gf = k idV�i with k 2 K . The
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equalities

idVi� = idVi� idVi� = ( f g)( fg) = f (gf )g = k f g = k idVi�

imply that k = 1.
Let us construct f; g. By (1.6.2), H(E(�Vi� ;Vi�)) = K . Applying (1.6.3) to

the core of the annulus E(�Vi� ;Vi�) (oriented counterclockwise), we get

H(E(�Vi� ;Vi�)) =
⊕
j2I
H(E(�Vi� ;�Vj ))˝K H(E(Vj ;Vi�)):

By (1.6.2), the j -th summand on the right-hand side is equal to 0 unless j = i
and H(E(Vi;Vi�)) = K . Therefore idVi� 2 H(E(�Vi� ;Vi�)) can be obtained by
gluing certain g0 2 H(E(�Vi� ;�Vi)) and f 0 2 H(E(Vi;Vi�)) along the boundary
component labelled with Vi. The annulus E(�Vi� ;�Vi) can be obtained by gluing
two annuli E(�Vi� ;V�i ) and E(�V�i ;�Vi) along the boundary component labelled
with V�i . The duality axiom implies that g0 = ~D ˘ g where g 2 H(E(�Vi� ;V�i ))
and ~D 2 H(E(�V�i ;�Vi)). Hence

idVi� = f 0 ˘ g0 = f 0 ˘ ( ~D ˘ g) = ( f 0 ˘ ~D) ˘ g:

Therefore idVi� is the composition of g 2 Hom(Vi�; V�i ) with a morphism f :
V�i ! Vi� represented by f 0 ˘ ~D 2 H(E(�V�i ;Vi�)).

Let us prove the domination axiom (II.1.4.3). Let V 2 C. Applying axiom
(1.6.3) to the core of the annulus E(�V;V) (equipped with clockwise orientation)
we get

H(E(�V;V)) =
⊕
i2I
H(E(�V;Vi))˝K H(E(�Vi;V)):

We rewrite this formula as

Hom(V; V) =
⊕
i2I

Hom(V; Vi)˝K Hom(Vi; V)

where each inclusion Hom(V; Vi) ˝K Hom(Vi; V) ! Hom(V; V) is induced by
the composition of morphisms. This implies that the family fVigi2I dominates V.

The non-degeneracy axiom (II.1.4.4) for VH follows directly from axiom
(1.6.4). This completes the proof of the theorem.

2.11. Remark. We may generalize the gluing homomorphisms provided by axiom
(1.5.4). Instead of boundary components of an m-surface labelled with the same
object ofVH (and opposite signs) we may consider boundary components labelled
with isomorphic objects of VH (and opposite signs). Moreover, it is enough to
have a morphism between these objects in VH. Let X; Y be boundary components
of an m-surface ˙ marked by +V and �W, respectively. Let f 2 H(E(�V; +W))
be a morphism V ! W in the category VH. Gluing the annulus E(�V; +W) to ˙
along X [Y we obtain an m-surface ˙0. The homomorphism h 7! h˘ f : H(˙)!
H(˙0) can be viewed as a generalized gluing homomorphism determined by f . In
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the case V = W and f = idV we essentially recover the homomorphism provided
by (1.5.4). (Note that although the m-surface ˙0 differs from ˙=[X = Y], they
are canonically m-homeomorphic, see Section 4.4.)

2.12. Exercises. 1. Show that for any V 2 C, we have H(E(�V)) = Hom(V; &)
and H(E(+V)) = Hom(&; V). Show that H(S2) = K .

2. Give a proof of the invertibility of the braiding morphisms constructed in
Section 2.5 without using the twist.

3. Let ˙0 be an m-surface obtained from an m-surface ˙ by replacing the
label, V 2 C, of a distinguished arc with another label W 2 C such that V and
W are isomorphic in the category VH. Show that the modules H(˙) and H(˙0)
are isomorphic.

3. Weak and mirror modular functors

3.0. Outline. In Section 3.1 we introduce a version of 2-DMF's which applies
to a larger class of homeomorphisms of m-surfaces.

In Section 3.2 we brie�y discuss a mirror modular functor.

3.1. Weak 2-DMF's. For practical computations, it is convenient to involve the
homeomorphisms of m-surfaces that do not preserve the distinguished Lagrangian
spaces in 1-homologies. We introduce here a version of 2-DMF's that satisˇes
the functoriality axiom (1.5.1) in a weakened form (up to a factor).

A weak m-homeomorphism of m-surfaces is a homeomorphism of the under-
lying surfaces preserving the orientation and the base points, labels, and signs of
the boundary components. A weak m-homeomorphism does not need to preserve
the distinguished Lagrangian space in 1-homologies.

A weak 2-DMF H is deˇned in the same way as a 2-DMF with the following
changes: to any weak m-homeomorphism f : ˙1 ! ˙2 the functor H assigns
a K-isomorphism f# : H(˙1) ! H(˙2) depending only on the isotopy class
of f ; in the naturality conditions in axioms (1.5.2) and (1.5.4) we replace \m-
homeomorphism" with \weak m-homeomorphism"; instead of (1.5.1) we have

(3.1.1) There is an invertible element r 2 K such that for any weak m-
homeomorphisms of m-surfaces g : ˙1 ! ˙2 and f : ˙2 ! ˙3,

(3.1.a) ( f g)# = r�(g�(�1);�2;( f�)�1(�3))f#g#

where �i is the distinguished Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙i;R), the star � denotes
the induced homomorphism in the real 1-homologies, and � denotes the Maslov
index of the Lagrangian subspaces of H 1(˙2;R).
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Note that a weak 2-DMF is not a modular functor in the sense of Chapter III,
unless r = 1. The element r 2 K is called the charge of H.

If the homeomorphisms f; g in (3.1.1) preserve the distinguished Lagrangian
spaces in 1-homologies then �(g�(�1); �2; ( f�)�1(�3)) = 0, and we recover axiom
(1.5.1). Therefore, restricting a weak 2-DMFH to m-homeomorphisms, we obtain
a 2-DMF in the sense of Section 1. The underlying ribbon category of this 2-DMF
is called the underlying ribbon category of H and denoted VH.

The deˇnitions of Section 1.6 apply to weak 2-DMF's word for word and give
a weak rational 2-DMF.

3.2. Mirror modular functor. Consider the following \negation" of the structure
of an m-surface. For an m-surface ˙, the opposite m-surface :˙ is obtained from
˙ by reversing the orientation of ˙ while keeping the Lagrangian space in the
1-homologies and the labels, signs, and base points of the components of @˙.
Clearly :(:˙) = ˙. The transformation ˙ 7! :˙ is natural in the sense that any
(weak) m-homeomorphism f : ˙1 ! ˙2 gives rise to a (weak) m-homeomorphism
:f : :˙1 ! :˙2 which coincides with f as a mapping. This transformation
commutes with disjoint union.

For a 2-DMF H over (C; K), we deˇne a mirror modular functor H over
(C; K). For an m-surface ˙, set H(˙) = H(:˙). For an m-homeomorphism f ,
set f# = (:f )#. Similarly, the gluing homomorphism H(˙) ! H(˙0) is deˇned
to be the gluing homomorphism H(:˙)!H(:˙0). We keep the family fVigi2I
and the rule V 7! V� : C ! C. The surfaces :E(�VW;V;W) and :E(˙V)
can be identiˇed with E(�VW;W;V) and E(˙V) via the symmetry in R2 with
respect to the vertical axis. The state

#(eV;W) 2 H(E(�VW;W;V)) = H(:E(�VW;V;W)) = H(E(�VW;V;W));

deˇned in Section 2.5, is chosen as the preferred element of H(E(�VW;V;W)).
Take

DV 2 H(E(�V�V)) = H(:E(�V�V)) = H(E(�V�V))

as the preferred element of H(E(�V�V)). It is straightforward to verify that H
satisˇes all axioms of a 2-DMF except possibly the duality axiom. Conjecturally,
the duality axiom is also satisˇed.

For a weak 2-DMF H with charge r 2 K , we similarly deˇne a weak 2-DMF
H with charge r�1 2 K (modulo a veriˇcation of the duality axiom).

3.3. Exercise. Verify the basic identity (1.5.7) in H. Show that the underlying
ribbon category of H is isomorphic to the mirror ribbon category VH.
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4. Construction of modular functors

4.0. Outline. We show that every modular category V gives rise in a canonical
way to a weak rational 2-DMF H(V). The underlying ribbon category of H(V)
is isomorphic to V.

4.1. Theorem. Let V be a modular category with ground ring K and rank
D 2 K . Let C be the class of objects of V. There exists a weak rational 2-DMF
H = H(V) over (C; K) with charge r = D��1

V 2 K such that the underlying
ribbon Ab-category of H is isomorphic to V.

Restricting H to m-homeomorphisms, we obtain a rational 2-DMF with un-
derlying ribbon category V.

The relationships between modular categories and 2-DMF's may be summa-
rized as follows. There are two arrows

modular category V with rank D 7!

weak rational 2-DMF H(V) with charge D��1
V

and

weak rational 2-DMF 7! underlying modular category:

The composition of these arrows (in this order) is the identity. It seems natural to
conjecture that the composition of these arrows in the opposite order is also the
identity so that any weak rational 2-DMF H is isomorphic to the weak 2-DMF
H(VH). We conjecture also that if r is the charge of a weak rational 2-DMF H
then r�V is a rank of the underlying modular category V.

To prove Theorem 4.1, we shall construct H from the 3-dimensional TQFT
(Te; �e) deˇned in Section IV.6. The 2-DMF H is essentially a disguised version
of the modular functor Te, although to deˇne the gluing homomorphisms we
need �e. To sum up, our construction of a weak rational 2-DMF involves four
major steps: (a) a construction of isotopy invariants of ribbon graphs in R3 (see
Chapter I), (b) a deˇnition of the topological invariant � of closed 3-manifolds
with embedded v-colored ribbon graphs (see Chapter II), (c) a deˇnition of the
TQFT (Te; �e) (see Sections IV.1{IV.6), (d) a deˇnition of the gluing homo-
morphisms and a veriˇcation of the axioms of 2-DMF's. This shows that the
study of 2-DMF's is closely related to the study of 3-manifold invariants and
3-dimensional TQFT's.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 occupies the remaining part of this section and
Section 5. In this section we deˇne the modules of states of m-surfaces, the
action of weak m-homeomorphisms, and the gluing homomorphisms. We also
verify axioms (1.5.1){(1.5.4). In Section 5 we shall verify the remaining axioms.
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4.2. Marked surfaces versus extended surfaces. Recall that an extended sur-
face or, brie�y, an e-surface is a closed oriented surface � endowed with a
ˇnite (possibly empty) family of disjoint marked arcs and a Lagrangian space
�(�) � H 1(�;R) (cf. Section IV.6.1, for the deˇnition of a marked arc, see
Section IV.1.1). The notions of marked and extended surfaces are essentially
equivalent; one may switch from the language of marked surfaces to the lan-
guage of extended surfaces and back. We shall use only one direction of this
equivalence, namely, that every marked surface naturally determines an extended
surface. More exactly, as we shall see below, every m-surface ˙ embeds into an
e-surface ˙ such that the complement ˙ n ˙ consists of 2-disks.

Let B2 denote the unit disk fz 2 C j jzj 	 1g. Set S1 = @B2 = fz 2 C j jzj = 1g.
We provide S1 with clockwise orientation and base point �

p
�1. Endow B2 with

the horizontal diameter connecting the points �1;+1 2 S1 and oriented from �1
to +1.

Let ˙ be an m-surface with distinguished Lagrangian space �(˙) � H 1(˙;R).
For a component X of @˙ with base point x 2 X , a parametrization of X is an
orientation-preserving homeomorphism (S1;�

p
�1) ! (X; x). (Recall that the

orientation of X is induced by the orientation of ˙.) Choose parametrizations of all
components of @˙ and glue a copy of B2 along each of these parametrizations. This
yields a closed surface denoted by ˙. Clearly, ˙ � ˙ and ˙n˙ consists of m copies
of Int(B2) where m is the number of components of @˙. We provide ˙ with the
structure of an e-surface as follows. It is clear that the orientation of ˙ extends to
an orientation of ˙. The inclusion homomorphism incl� : H 1(˙;R)! H 1(˙;R)
preserves the homological intersection form. The kernel of this homomorphism
is the annihilator of the homological intersection form in H 1(˙;R). Therefore
incl�(�(˙)) is a Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙;R). Set �(˙) = incl�(�(˙)). The
role of distinguished arcs on ˙ is played by the preferred diameters of the m
copies of B2 in ˙. Mark each of these m diameters with the same object of V and
the same sign ˙1 as the corresponding component of @˙. In this way, ˙ acquires
the structure of an e-surface. By deˇnition, if ˙ = ; then ˙ = ;.

Strictly speaking, the e-surface ˙ depends on the choice of parametrizations
of the components of @˙. However, the e-surfaces corresponding to different
parametrizations are e-homeomorphic via e-homeomorphisms deˇned in a canon-
ical way (up to isotopy). This follows from the fact that any two parametrizations
of a component of @˙ are isotopic (cf. Appendix III). Therefore we can regard
the e-surfaces corresponding to different parametrizations of @˙ as copies of the
same e-surface.

A weak m-homeomorphism of marked surfaces f : ˙1! ˙2 extends uniquely
(up to isotopy) to a weak e-homeomorphism f : ˙1 ! ˙2. It is obvious that
the formulas (˙ 7! ˙; f 7! f ) deˇne a covariant functor from the category of
m-surfaces and (weak) m-homeomorphisms into the category of e-surfaces and
(weak) e-homeomorphisms. Although we shall not need it, note that this is an
equivalence of categories.
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4.3. The module H(˙). For a marked surface ˙, set

H(˙) = Te(˙)

where Te is the modular functor deˇned in Section IV.6.
For a weak m-homeomorphism of marked surfaces f : ˙1 ! ˙2, set

(4.3.a) f# = f# : H(˙1) = Te(˙1)!Te(˙2) = H(˙2):

Axioms (1.5.1){(1.5.3) follow from Lemma IV.6.3.3. The commutativity of di-
agram (1.5.b) for weak m-homeomorphisms f; g follows from Remark IV.6.4.1.
Axiom (3.1.1) with r = D��1

V 2 K follows from Lemma IV.6.3.2.

4.4. A model for gluing. To deˇne the gluing homomorphisms, we need a slightly
different deˇnition of the gluing of m-surfaces. Let ˙ be an m-surface. Let X; Y be
components of @˙ marked with +W and �W respectively, where W is an object
of V. Consider the m-surface ˙0 obtained by attaching the cylinder X � [0; 1]
to ˙ along its bases: the bottom base X � 0 = X is identiˇed with X � ˙ and
the top base X � 1 is identiˇed with Y � ˙ via an orientation-reversing base
point preserving homeomorphism X � 1 ! Y. Extend the orientation of ˙ to
an orientation of ˙0 and endow the components of @˙0 = @˙ n (X [ Y) with
the base points, labels, and signs determined by the corresponding data for ˙.
Finally, provide H 1(˙0;R) with the Lagrangian subspace which is the image of
the given Lagrangian subspace of H 1(˙;R) under the inclusion homomorphism
H 1(˙;R)! H 1(˙0;R). It follows from the next lemma that the m-surface ˙0 is
m-homeomorphic to the m-surface ˙=[X = Y] via an m-homeomorphism deˇned
in a canonical way up to isotopy (cf. Section 1.3). For technical reasons, attaching
a cylinder as above is more convenient than the identiˇcation X = Y. In Sections
4 and 5, we shall use ˙0 as a model for ˙=[X = Y]. We shall denote the m-surface
˙0 by ˙=[X � Y].

4.4.1. Lemma. Let ~̇ be an m-surface obtained by attaching the cylinder X �
[0; 1] to ˙ along X �0 = X . Let U = X � [�1; 0] be a cylindrical neighborhood
of X = X � 0 in ˙. Let j : ˙! ~̇ be a mapping that is the identity outside U
and carries each point x � t 2 U with x 2 X; t 2 [�1; 0] into the point

x � (2t + 1) 2 X � [�1; 1] = U [X�0 (X � [0; 1]) � ~̇ :

Then j is an m-homeomorphism and the isotopy class of j does not depend on
the choice of U.

Proof. It is obvious that j is an m-homeomorphism. All cylinder neighborhoods of
X in ˙ are isotopic and therefore the m-homeomorphisms obtained from different
neighborhoods of X are isotopic in the class of m-homeomorphisms.
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4.5. Elementary cobordisms. Let ˙;˙0; X; Y;W be the same objects as in Sec-
tion 4.4. To deˇne the gluing homomorphism H(˙)!H(˙0) we shall construct
an extended 3-cobordism M between the e-surfaces ˙ and ˙0. (For the deˇnition
of extended 3-cobordisms, see Section IV.6.)

Let BX � ˙; BY � ˙ be the copies of the unit 2-disk B2 bounded by X; Y in
˙. Let ˛X � BX ; ˛Y � BY be the distinguished diameters of these disks marked
with +W and �W respectively. Consider the cylinder ˙ � [0; 1] regarded as an
extended 3-cobordism with bottom base ˙�0 and top base ˙�1. Recall that the
distinguished ribbon graph in ˙� [0; 1] consists of the vertical bands ˛� [0; 1]
where ˛ runs over the distinguished arcs in ˙ (cf. Sections IV.1.6 and IV.6.2).
The extended 3-cobordism M between ˙ and ˙0 will be obtained by attaching to
˙� [0; 1] a 1-handle connecting BX � 1 to BY � 1 (cf. Figure 4.1).

First, attach the 1-handle C = BX � [0; 1] to the top base of ˙ � [0; 1] as
follows. Glue BX � 0 � C to BX � 1 � ˙ � 1 along BX � 0 = BX = BX � 1.
Glue BX � 1 � C to BY � 1 � ˙ � 1 along a homeomorphism induced by
the homeomorphism z 7! �Re(z) +

p
�1 Im(z) : B2 ! B2. Note that the arc

˛X�1 � C is identiˇed with ˛Y�1 via an orientation-reversing homeomorphism.
This gluing yields a 3-cobordism M = (˙� [0; 1]) [ C with bottom base ˙� 0
and top base

(˙ n Int(BX [ BY)) [X[Y (@BX � [0; 1]) = ˙0:

The bands ˛X � [0; 1]; ˛Y � [0; 1] � ˙ � [0; 1], and ˛X � [0; 1] � C form a
band, say ˇ, in M . The directions of the bands ˛X � [0; 1]; ˛Y � [0; 1] (down
and up, respectively) are compatible and induce a direction of ˇ. Similarly, the
product orientations of the rectangles ˛X�[0; 1]; ˛Y�[0; 1] (induced by the given
orientations in ˛X ; ˛Y and right-hand orientation in [0,1]) are compatible and
induce an orientation of ˇ. We color ˇ with W. The band ˇ meets the boundary of
M along its bases ˛X�0; ˛Y�0 � ˙�0 and the intervals x�[0; 1]; x 0�[0; 1] � C
where x; x 0 are the endpoints of ˛X . To eliminate the last intersection, push ˇ
slightly inside M keeping its bases ˇxed. This gives a colored oriented directed
band ˇ0 � M . We endow M with the colored ribbon graph formed by ˇ0 and the
vertical bands ˛� [0; 1] � ˙� [0; 1] � M , where ˛ runs over the distinguished
arcs in ˙ distinct from ˛X; ˛Y . In this way we transform M into an extended
3-cobordism between ˙ and ˙0. This cobordism is denoted by the same symbol
M . It is schematically shown in Figure 4.1.

The dual handle decomposition of M consists of one 2-handle (with a standard
band inside) attached to ˙0 � [0; 1] from below. By a 2-handle with standard
band we mean the product B2 � [0; 1] with the band ˛ � [0; 1] where ˛ is the
distinguished diameter of B2. The intervals ˛�0; ˛�1 are the bases of this band.
The band is colored with W, directed towards ˛�0 and endowed with the product
of right-hand orientations in ˛ and [0; 1]. The 2-handle B2� [0; 1] is glued to the
base ˙0�0 of ˙0�[0; 1] along a homeomorphism f �id : S1�[0; 1]! X�[0; 1]
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∑  ×  [0,1]βX βY  

β' 

αX αY  
Figure 4.1

where f : S1 ! X is a parametrization of X and X � [0; 1] is the cylinder glued
to ˙ to form ˙0 = ˙0 � 0.

Consider the Lagrangian relation N = N(M ) : H 1(˙;R) ) H 1(˙0;R), see
Section IV.4.2. We shall need the following property of N :

(4.5.a) N�(�(˙)) = �(˙0); N �(�(˙0)) = �(˙):

Indeed, if X and Y lie on different components of ˙, then the Lagrangian relation
N is induced by an isomorphism H 1(˙;R) � H 1(˙0;R) which transforms �(˙)
onto �(˙0). If X and Y lie on the same component of ˙, then the symplectic
space H 1(˙0;R) is a direct sum of H 1(˙;R) and a 2-dimensional non-degenerate
symplectic space. We have �(˙0) = �(˙) ˚ Rm where m is the vector of that
2-dimensional symplectic space represented by a meridian of the 1-handle C. It
is easy to check that for any Lagrangian space � � H 1(˙;R), we have N�(�) =
�˚ Rm and N �(�˚ Rm) = �. This implies (4.5.a).

4.6. Gluing homomorphisms. Let ˙0 be an m-surface obtained from an m-surface
˙ by gluing, as described in Section 4.4. Consider the extended 3-cobordism
M between the e-surfaces ˙ and ˙0 constructed in Section 4.5. We deˇne the
gluing homomorphism H(˙)!H(˙0) to be the composition of the identiˇcation
isomorphisms H(˙) = Te(˙);H(˙0) = Te(˙0) and the homomorphism

�e(M;˙;˙0) : Te(˙)!Te(˙0):

We verify axiom (1.5.4). The naturality of gluing homomorphisms with respect
to m-homeomorphisms follows directly from the naturality of �e with respect to
e-homeomorphisms of extended 3-cobordisms. To prove Theorem 4.1 we also
have to check the naturality of gluing homomorphisms with respect to weak m-
homeomorphisms. Thus, we should verify that diagram (1.5.c) is commutative for
any weak m-homeomorphism f : ˙1 ! ˙2 inducing a weak m-homeomorphism
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f 0 : ˙01 ! ˙02 where the m-surfaces ˙01;˙
0
2 are obtained from ˙1;˙2 by the gluing

of boundary components. Consider the extended 3-cobordisms (M 1;˙1;˙01) and
(M 2;˙2;˙02) determined by gluings ˙1 7! ˙01;˙2 7! ˙02 as above. The homeo-
morphisms f; f 0 extend to a weak e-homeomorphism g : M 1 ! M 2. Therefore,
by the result of Exercise IV.6.9.4, diagram (1.5.c) is commutative up to multi-
plication by (D��1)�1��2 where �1; �2 are the Maslov indices in (IV.6.9.a). We
claim that �1 = �2 = 0. By (4.5.a), the second and third Lagrangian spaces in
the formula for �2 coincide. Therefore �2 = 0. Under the isomorphisms

f� : H 1(˙1;R)! H 1(˙2;R); f 0� : H 1(˙01;R)! H 1(˙02;R)

the Lagrangian relation N(M 1) corresponds to the Lagrangian relation N =
N(M 2). By deˇnition, gj@�(M 1) = f and gj@+(M 1) = f 0. Therefore

N �(gj@�(M 1))�(��(M 1)) = N� f�(�(˙1)) =

= f 0�(N(M 2))�(�(˙1)) = f 0�(�(˙01)) = (gj@+(M 1))�(�+(M 1)):

Here the third equality follows from (4.5.a). Hence the ˇrst and second Lagrangian
spaces in the formula for �1 coincide. Therefore �1 = �2 = 0, and diagram
(1.5.c) is commutative.

Let us verify condition (ii) of axiom (1.5.4). Let BX; BY; BX 0; BY 0 be copies
of the unit 2-disk bounded by X; Y; X 0; Y 0 in ˙. Set ˙0 = ˙=[X � Y] and
˙00 = ˙=[X � Y; X 0 � Y 0] (cf. Section 4.4). Let (M 1;˙;˙0) be the extended
3-cobordism obtained from ˙� [0; 1] by attaching a 1-handle connecting BX � 1
to BY � 1. Similarly, let (M 2;˙0;˙00) be the extended 3-cobordism obtained from
˙0 � [0; 1] by attaching a 1-handle connecting BX 0 � 1 to BY 0 � 1. Gluing M 1 to
M 2 along the identity id : ˙0 ! ˙0 gives an extended 3-cobordism (M;˙;˙00).
The cobordism M is obtained from ˙ � [0; 1] by attaching two 1-handles: one
connecting BX �1 to BY�1 and one connecting BX 0 �1 to BY 0 �1. By deˇnition,
the gluing homomorphisms H(˙) ! H(˙0) and H(˙0) ! H(˙00) are equal to
�e(M 1) and �e(M 2) respectively. To compute the composition �e(M 2) �e(M 1) we
use Theorem IV.7.1. In the notation of that theorem, p = id, ��(M 1) = �(˙),
and �+(M 1) = ��(M 2) = �(˙0). We have p �(�+(M 1)) = ��(M 2) and therefore
n0 = 0. It follows from (4.5.a) that (N(M 1))�(��(M 1)) = �+(M 1) and therefore
n = 0. By Theorem IV.7.1, �e(M 2) �e(M 1) = �e(M ). A similar computation
shows that the composition of gluing homomorphisms H(˙)!H(˙=[X 0 � Y 0])
and H(˙=[X 0 � Y 0]) ! H(˙00) is also equal to �e(M ). This implies condition
(ii) of (1.5.4).

Condition (iii) of (1.5.4) follows directly from the multiplicativity of �e with
respect to disjoint union of extended 3-cobordisms and the fact that for any
e-surface �, we have �e(�� [0; 1]) = idTe(�).
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5. Construction of modular functors continued

5.0. Outline. We ˇnish the proof of Theorem 4.1.

5.1. Digression on the TQFT (Te; �e). We analyze the modules of states of
extended 2-spheres and develop a technique which allows us to present elements
of these modules by v-colored ribbon graphs in R3.

Let V1; : : : ; Vm;W1; : : : ;Wn be objects of V and let "1; : : : ; "m; �1; : : : ; �n 2
f+1;�1g. Denote the sequences (V1; "1); : : : ; (Vm; "m) and (W1; �1); : : : ;
(Wn; �n) by � and �0 respectively. Let ˝ be a v-colored ribbon graph in R3

such that � (resp. �0) is the sequence of colors and directions of those bands
of ˝ which hit the bottom (resp. top) boundary intervals. As usual, the sign +1
corresponds to the downward direction near the corresponding boundary interval
and the sign �1 corresponds to the upward direction. In the notation of Chap-
ter I, � = source(˝); �0 = target(˝), and ˝ represents a morphism � ! �0 in
the category of ribbon graphs RibV. We inscribe ˝ in a 3-ball B3 so that the
free bands of ˝ (slightly extended and rounded) are attached to a big circle in
S2 = @B3, see Figure 5.1 where this circle lies in the plane of the picture. Pro-
vide the bases of the bands lying on this circle with clockwise orientation. We
view these m + n bases as arcs on S2 = @B3. Mark the bottom and top arcs
with (V1;�"1); : : : ; (Vm;�"m) and (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n) respectively. Provide
B3 with right-handed orientation.

Ω

(W1 , ν1) (Wn , νn )

(V1 , –ε1) (Vm , –εm)

•  •  • 

•  •  • 

Figure 5.1

It is clear that the pair (B3;˝) is an extended 3-manifold. It is bounded by an
extended 2-sphere with m + n marked arcs (and with the zero Lagrangian space
in 1-homologies). Denote this extended 2-sphere by � = �(�;�0). The TQFT
(Te; �e), constructed in Section IV.6, yields an element �e(B3;˝) 2 Te(�). The
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following lemma shows that �e(B3;˝) is completely determined by the operator

F(˝) 2 Hom(V"1
1 ˝ � � � ˝ V

"m
m ;W

�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

�n
n ):

(Here Hom = HomV, W+1 = W, and W�1 = W�.)

5.1.1. Lemma. Let ˝1;˝2 be v-colored ribbon graphs in R3 such that
source(˝1) = source(˝2) = �, target(˝1) = target(˝2) = �0, and F(˝1) =
F(˝2). Then �e(B3;˝1) = �e(B3;˝2) 2 Te(�(�;�0)).

Proof. Consider arbitrary v-colored ribbon (0; 0)-graphs ˝01;˝
0
2 in R3 which

coincide outside a 3-ball and are equal to ˝1;˝2 inside this ball. We claim
that F(˝01) = F(˝02). Indeed, we may present ˝01 as the closure of the com-
position ˝ ˝1 where ˝ is a v-colored ribbon graph with target(˝) = � and
source(˝) = �0. Similarly, ˝02 is the closure of the composition ˝ ˝2 with the
same ˝. By Corollary I.2.7.2,

F(˝01) = trF(˝ ˝1) = tr (F(˝)F(˝1))=tr (F(˝)F(˝2)) = trF(˝ ˝2) =F(˝02).

To compute �e(B3;˝1); �e(B3;˝2) we glue to (B3;˝1); (B3;˝2) a 3-ball with
a standard v-colored ribbon graph inside and evaluate the operator invariant F
of the resulting ribbon graphs in S3 (see Section IV.1). These ribbon graphs in
S3 satisfy the conditions of the previous paragraph. Therefore they have equal
operator invariants. Hence �e(B3;˝1) = �e(B3;˝2).

5.1.2. Lemma. Let ˝f be the elementary v-colored ribbon graph with
source(˝) = ((V1; "1); : : : ; (Vm; "m)), target(˝) = ((W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)),
and

f 2 Hom(V"1
1 ˝ � � � ˝ V

"m
m ;W

�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

�n
n ):

(see Figure I.2.4). Let � = �((V1; "1); : : : ; (Vm; "m); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)).
The homomorphism

(5.1.a) f 7! �e(B3;˝f) : Hom(V"1
1 ˝ � � � ˝ V

"m
m ;W

�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

�n
n )!Te(�)

is an isomorphism.

Recall that ˝f consists of one f -colored coupon with m untwisted unlinked
bands attached from below and n untwisted unlinked bands attached from above.
The i-th band attached from below is colored with Vi and directed down if "i = 1
and up otherwise. The i-th band attached from above is colored with Wi and
directed down if �i = 1 and up otherwise. The surface of this ribbon graph is
oriented counterclockwise.

Proof of Lemma. In the case m = 0 the surface � coincides with the standard
decorated surface ˙t where t = (0; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)), see Section IV.1. We
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have

Te(�) = T(˙t) = Hom(&;W�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

�n
n ):

It follows from deˇnitions that �e(B3;˝f) = f . This implies the claim of the
lemma for m = 0.

The case m 6= 0 may be reduced to the case m = 0 pushing the bottom bands
of ˝f upwards along the big circle. Indeed, the extended 3-ball (B3;˝f) is e-
homeomorphic to the extended 3-ball (B3;˝0) bounded by the extended 2-sphere

�0 = �(;; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n); (Vm;�"m); (Vm�1;�"m�1); : : : ; (V1;�"1));

the ribbon graph ˝0 is schematically shown in Figure 5.2. (In contrast to Figure
5.1, in Figure 5.2 and in the ˇgures to follow we represent bands by their cores; as
usual, the bands themselves are parallel to the plane of the picture.) Consider an
e-homeomorphism j : �! �0 that extends to an e-homeomorphism (B3;˝f )!
(B3;˝0). We have j #(�e(B3;˝f)) = �e(B3;˝0). By Lemma 5.1.1, �e(B3;˝0) =
�e(B3;˝g) where g is the image of f under the isomorphism

Hom(V"1
1 ˝� � �˝V

"m
m ;W

�1
1 ˝� � �˝W

�n
n )=Hom(&;W�1

1 ˝� � �˝W
�n
n ˝V�"mm ˝� � �˝V�"1

1 )

(cf. Exercises I.1.8.1, I.2.9.2, and Figure 5.2; it is understood that in Figure 5.2
the coupon of ˝g is incident to m+ n bands attached from above). Therefore the
homomorphism (5.1.a) is the composition of the isomorphism f 7! g = g( f ), the
isomorphism g 7! �e(B3;˝g) 2 Te(�0), and the isomorphism j �1

# : Te(�0) !
Te(�).

5.2. A computation of H. In this subsection we consider the modules of states
of planar m-surfaces introduced in Section 1.4. We adjust the technique of Sec-
tion 5.1 in order to present the elements of these modules by v-colored ribbon
graphs in R3. Such presentations will be used systematically up to the end of
Section 5.

Consider the marked disk with holes E = E((W;��); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)),
where W;W1;W2; : : : ;Wn are objects of V and �; �1; : : : ; �n 2 f+1;�1g. It is
clear that E is an extended 2-sphere (for the deˇnition of E, see Section 4.2). We
can describe E more precisely. Recall that each component X of @E is a metric
circle in R2. We parametrize X by the homeomorphism S1 ! X , which stretches
the unit circle uniformly over X and carries �

p
�1 2 S1 into the base point of

X . It is clear that the images of the points �1;+1 2 S1 lie on the horizontal line
dividing E into two equal parts (and used in the deˇnition of E in Section 1.4).
This line intersects E in n + 1 intervals whose endpoints are exactly the images
of �1;+1 on the components of @E. These n + 1 intervals together with the
distinguished arcs in E (i.e., the distinguished diameters of the 2-disks glued to
E in E) form a circle in E.

We shall identify the extended 2-sphere E with the extended 2-sphere
� = �((W; �); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)) introduced in Section 5.1. (Both ex-
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•  •  • 

•  •  • 

Figure 5.2

tended spheres contain n+1 distinguished arcs marked by (W;��); (W1; �1); : : : ;
(Wn; �n).) The identiˇcation � = E is determined by an m-homeomorphism
� ! E, which carries the big circle in � mentioned in Section 5.1 onto the
circle in E constructed above. Such an m-homeomorphism is well-deˇned up to
isotopy. Thus,

Te(�) = Te(E) = H(E):

Combining these equalities with the technique of Section 5.1 we obtain that every
v-colored ribbon (1; n)-graph ˝ in R3 with source(˝) = (W; �) and target(˝) =
((W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)) gives rise to an element �e(B3;˝) 2 H(E). In our ˇgures
we shall represent this element by the graph ˝ inscribed in a circle.

5.2.1. Lemma. The state �e(B3;˝) 2 H(E) depends only on F(˝).

This follows from Lemma 5.1.1.
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Taking ˝ to be the elementary ribbon graph used in Lemma 5.1.2 (with m =
1; V1 = W; "1 = �) we obtain a homomorphism

Hom(W�;W�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W

�n
n )!H(E((W;��); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)))

deˇned by the rule f 7! �e(B3;˝f) and denoted by ��1W1;:::;�nWn
�W .

5.2.2. Lemma. The homomorphism ��1W1;:::;�nWn
�W is an isomorphism.

This follows from Lemma 5.1.2.

5.2.3. Lemma. Let ˝1 be a v-colored ribbon (1; n)-graph in R3 such that
source(˝1) = (W; �) and target(˝1) = ((W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)). Let ˝0 be a
v-colored ribbon (1; m)-graph in R3 with source(˝0) = (Wi; �i) for a certain
i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Let ˝ � R3 be the v-colored ribbon (1; m+n�1)-graph obtained
by attaching ˝0 to the i-th upper free band of ˝1. Set

E1 = E((W; �); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)); E0 = E((Wi; �i); target(˝0));

and E = E((W; �); target(˝)). Then

(5.2.a) �e(B3;˝) = �e(B3;˝0) ˘ �e(B3;˝1)

where

�e(B3;˝) 2 H(E); �e(B3;˝0) 2 H(E0); �e(B3;˝1) 2 H(E1):

The gluing of E0 and E1 in (5.2.a) proceeds along the external component of @E0

and the i-th internal component of @E1.

Note that

target(˝) = ((W1; �1); : : : ; (Wi�1; �i�1); target(˝0); (Wi+1; �i+1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)):

Proof of Lemma. Let M 1 denote the disjoint union of the extended 3-balls
(B3;˝0), (B3;˝1). We regard M 1 as a cobordism between @�(M 1) = ; and
@+(M 1) = E0 q E1. It follows from the properties of TQFT's that �e(M 1) : K =
Te(;)!Te(E0)˝K Te(E1) carries 1 2 K into �e(B3;˝0)˝ �e(B3;˝1).

To compute the state �e(B3;˝0) ˘ �e(B3;˝1) on E we should consider the
cylinder over E0 q E1 = E0qE1 and attach a 1-handle connecting the 2-disks in
E0; E1 glued to the external component of @E0 and the i-th internal component
of @E1. This gives an extended 3-cobordism, M 2, between E0 q E1 and E. By
deˇnition,

�e(B3;˝0)˘�e(B3;˝1) = �e(M 2)(�
e(B3;˝0)˝�e(B3;˝1)) = �e(M 2) �

e(M 1)(1):

To compute the right-hand side, we glue M 1 to M 2 from below along the iden-
tity id : @+(M 1) ! @�(M 2). This gives an extended 3-cobordism M = M 2M 1
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between ; and E. The cobordism M is schematically shown in Figure 5.3 where,
in order to distinguish M 1 from M 2, we have shaded M 2. By Theorem IV.7.1,
we have �e(M ) = �e(M 2) �e(M 1). (The corresponding gluing anomaly is equal
to 1 because H 1(S2;R) = 0.) Hence

�e(B3;˝0) ˘ �e(B3;˝1) = �e(M )(1):

It is easy to observe that the extended 3-manifold M is e-homeomorphic to the
extended 3-ball (B3;˝). Moreover, the e-homeomorphism in question extends
the identiˇcation of the boundaries @M = E = @(B3;˝). Therefore �e(M )(1) =
�e(B3;˝).

Ω2

Ω1

•  •  •

• • • • • •

Figure 5.3

5.3. The disk axiom. We verify (1.5.5). By the results of Section 5.2, we have
an isomorphism

�;
�& : Hom(&�; &)!H(E((��)&)):
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Clearly, Hom(&+; &) = Hom(&; &) = K � id&. By Corollary I.2.6.2, the morphisms
b& : & ! &� and d& : &� ! & are mutually inverse isomorphisms. Therefore
Hom(&�; &) = Hom(&�; &) = K � d&. The generators

e� = �;
+&(id&) 2 H(E(�&)) ' K; e+ = �;

�&(d&) 2 H(E(+&)) ' K

are exhibited in Figure 5.4. More precisely, denote by ˝�;˝+ the elementary
v-colored ribbon (1,0)-graphs contained in the circles in Figure 5.4. Then e� =
�e(B3;˝�) and e+ = �e(B3;˝+).

Ω– 

d

Ω+

,

id e+  =e–  =

Figure 5.4

It is enough to verify the second part of axiom (1.5.5) for the generators e�; e+

introduced above. We need the following lemma.

5.3.1. Lemma. Let � and �0 be e-surfaces such that �0 is obtained from � by
forgetting a distinguished arc ˛ marked with (&; �) where � = ˙1. Let (M;�;�0)
be the extended 3-cobordism obtained from the cylinder � � [0; 1] by replacing
the band ˛ � [0; 1] with the ribbon (1; 0)-graph ˝� deˇned above. Then the
homomorphism �e(M ) : Te(�)!Te(�0) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By replacing ˛� [0; 1] with ˝�, we mean drawing ˝� on ˛� [0; 1] and
forgetting ˛� [0; 1]. In other words, we replace the band ˛� [0; 1] with a shorter
band, say ˛�[0; 1=2], colored with &, directed downwards if � = �1 and upwards
if � = 1, and one coupon lying in �� [1=2; 1) such that its bottom base contains
˛ � 1=2. The coupon is colored with id& if � = �1 and with d& : &� ! & if
� = 1. The distinguished ribbon graph in M consists of this copy of ˝� and the
bands ˇ� [0; 1] where ˇ runs over the distinguished arcs in � distinct from ˛.
Forgetting ˝� transforms M into �0 � [0; 1].

Consider the case � = �1. Here is the key observation underlying the proof
of the lemma. If a v-colored ribbon graph ˝0 � R3 is obtained from a v-colored
ribbon graph ˝ � R3 by adding a coupon colored with id& and a band con-
necting the bottom base of this coupon to the top base of a coupon of ˝ then
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F(˝) = F(˝0). This follows from deˇnitions and the isotopy invariance of F ,
see Section I.2. Thus, we may safely add or remove such a coupon and a band
without changing the operator invariants of ribbon graphs in R3.

It is enough to consider the case of connected �. To compute �e(M ), we need to
transform M into a decorated cobordism, i.e., to parametrize � and �0 by standard
decorated surfaces (see Section IV.1). Parametrize �0 by a standard decorated
surface ˙0 of type t0 = (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) where (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)
are the marks of the distinguished arcs on �0 and g is the genus of �0. Let ˙ be
the standard decorated surface of type t = (g; (&;+1); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)).
Recall that ˙ = ˙t is the boundary of a regular neighborhood Ut of the ribbon
graph Rt � R3 (see Section IV.1.2). There is a homeomorphism Ut ! Ut0

obtained by pushing a cylindrical neighborhood of the leftmost band inside Ut0 .
This homeomorphism restricts to a homeomorphism ˙! ˙0. The composition of
the last homeomorphism and the parametrization ˙0 ! �0 yields a parametrization
of �. In this way the cobordism (M;�;�0) acquires the structure of a decorated
3-cobordism. Denote this decorated cobordism by �M .

In the notation of Section IV.1.4, ˚(t0; i) = &˝˚(t; i) = ˚(t; i) for any i 2 Ig.
Therefore

T(˙0) = �t0 = �t = T(˙):

The deˇnition of the homomorphism �( �M ) : T(˙) ! T(˙0) given in Sec-
tion IV.1.8 is based on a reduction to v-colored ribbon graphs in R3 and their
operator invariants. The observation made at the beginning of the proof implies
that to compute �( �M) we may forget about the additional band and coupon.
Therefore �( �M) = �(�0 � [0; 1]) = id�t . By deˇnition (see Section IV.6.5), the
homomorphism �e(M ) : Te(�)! Te(�0) equals (up to an invertible factor) the
composition of an isomorphism Te(�) � T(˙), the homomorphism �( �M ) = id�t ,
and an isomorphism Te(˙0) � T(�0). Therefore �e(M ) is an isomorphism.

The case � = +1 is treated similarly with obvious changes.

5.3.2. Veriˇcation of the second part of (1.5.5). Let ˝+;˝� denote the v-
colored ribbon (1,0)-graphs inscribed in the circles in Figure 5.4. Let �� denote
the extended 2-sphere E(�&). (It contains one distinguished arc marked by (&; �).)
As explained in Section 5.2, the boundary of the extended 3-ball (B3;˝�) can be
identiˇed with ��. Let M 1 be the disjoint union of the cylinder ˙� [0; 1] and the
extended 3-ball (B3;˝�). We regard M 1 as a cobordism between @�(M 1) = ˙ and
@+(M 1) = ˙q��. It follows from the properties of TQFT's and deˇnitions that
the homomorphism �e(M 1) : Te(˙) ! Te(˙) ˝K Te(��) is the tensor product
of the identity acting on Te(˙) and the homomorphism K = Te(;) ! Te(��)
that carries 1 2 K into e� = �e(B3;˝�) 2 Te(��). Thus, �e(M 1) carries any
h 2 Te(˙) into h ˝ e� 2 Te(˙)˝K Te(��). By Lemma 5.1.2, Te(��) = K � e�.
Therefore the homomorphism �e(M 1) is an isomorphism.
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To compute the homomorphism h 7! h ˘ e� : H(˙) ! H(˙0) we should
consider the cylinder over the e-surface ˙q�� and attach a 1-handle from above
as speciˇed in Section 4.5. This gives an extended 3-cobordism, M 2, between
˙q �� and ˙0. For any h 2 H(˙) = Te(˙),

h ˘ e� = �e(M 2)(h ˝ e�) = �e(M 2) �
e(M 1)(h):

To compute �e(M 2) �e(M 1) we glue M 1 to M 2 from below along @+(M 1) =
@�(M 2). This gives an extended 3-cobordism M = M 2M 1 between ˙ and ˙0.
Up to an invertible factor, �e(M ) = �e(M 2) �e(M 1). It is easy to observe that
the extended 3-cobordism M is exactly of the type studied in Lemma 5.3.1. (The
corresponding picture is similar to Figure 5.3 where ˝0 is replaced with ˝�

and (B3;˝1) is replaced with the cylinder over ˙, cf. Figure 5.7 where M 2 is
shaded.) Therefore �e(M ) is an isomorphism. Hence �e(M 2) = �e(M )(�e(M 1))�1

is an isomorphism.

5.4. The ˇrst excision axiom. For objects V;W of V, set E = E(�VW;V;W)
where VW = V ˝W. Set

eV;W = �+V;+W
+V˝W (idV˝W) 2 H(E)

where

�+V;+W
+V˝W : Hom(V ˝W;V ˝W)!H(E)

is the isomorphism constructed in Section 5.2. The deˇnition of eV;W may be
reformulated as follows. Let ˝V;W denote the elementary v-colored ribbon graph
˝f used in Lemma 5.1.2 where m = 1, n = 2, V1 = V ˝ W;W1 = V;W2 =
W; �1 = �2 = "1 = 1, and f = idV˝W . Let B3

V;W denote the extended 3-ball
(B3;˝V;W). As explained in Section 5.2, the boundary of B3

V;W may be identiˇed
with the extended 2-sphere E. By deˇnition,

eV;W = �e(B3
V;W) 2 Te(@B3

V;W) = Te(E) = H(E):

For a graphical form of this equality, see Figure 5.5.

V ⊗ W 

 e 
   V, W  = id

    V ⊗ W 

V W

Figure 5.5
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To verify the second part of axiom (1.5.6a) we need the following lemma.

5.4.1. Lemma. Let � and �0 be e-surfaces such that �0 is obtained from � by
replacing a distinguished arc ˛ marked by +V ˝ W with two disjoint subarcs
˛0; ˛00 � ˛ marked by +V and +W, respectively. (The orientations of ˛0; ˛00

are induced by the one in ˛ and ˛0 precedes ˛00 on ˛.) Let (M;�;�0) be the
extended 3-cobordism obtained from the cylinder �� [0; 1] by replacing the band
˛ � [0; 1] with ˝V;W . Then the homomorphism �e(M ) : Te(�) ! Te(�0) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. By replacing the band ˛� [0; 1] with ˝V;W , we mean replacing ˛� [0; 1]
with three shorter bands ˛� [0; 1=3], ˛0 � [2=3; 1]; ˛00 � [2=3; 1] directed towards
�� 0 and colored with V˝W;V;W, respectively, and the coupon ˛� [1=3; 2=3]
with bottom base ˛ � 1=3 and color idV˝W . The distinguished ribbon graph in
M consists of this copy of ˝V;W and the bands ˇ� [0; 1] where ˇ runs over the
distinguished arcs in � distinct from ˛.

Besides the elementary v-colored ribbon graph ˝V;W in R3 introduced above,
we need the elementary v-colored ribbon graph ˝V;W in R3. It is deˇned as ˝f

in Lemma 5.1.2 where m = 2, n = 1, V1 = V; V2 = W;W1 = V ˝W; "1 = "2 =
�1 = 1, and f = idV˝W . Clearly, F(˝V;W) = F(˝V;W) = idV˝W .

Let (M 0;�0;�) be the extended 3-cobordism obtained from the cylinder
� � [0; 1] by replacing the band ˛ � [0; 1] with ˝V;W . It is clear that the
composition M 0M is obtained from � � [0; 1] by replacing the band ˛ � [0; 1]
with ˝V;W˝V;W . The equality F(˝V;W˝V;W) = idV˝W implies that this does not
change the operator invariant. Hence �e(M 0M ) = �e(� � [0; 1]) = idTe(�). Sim-
ilarly, �e(MM 0) = idTe(�0). On the other hand, �e(M 0M ) = k �e(M 0) �e(M ) and
�e(MM 0) = k 0�e(M ) �e(M 0) with invertible k; k 0 2 K . Therefore �e(M ) is an
isomorphism.

5.4.2. Veriˇcation of the second part of (1.5.6a). Our arguments are similar
to those used in Section 5.3.2. Let M 1 denote the disjoint union of the cylinder
˙� [0; 1] and the extended 3-ball B3

V;W . We regard M 1 as a cobordism between

@�(M 1) = ˙ and @+(M 1) = ˙ q E where E = E(�VW;V;W). It follows from
the properties of TQFT's that �e(M 1) is the tensor product of the identity acting
on Te(˙) and the homomorphism

�e(B3
V;W; ;; E) : K = Te(;)!Te(E)

that carries 1 2 K into eV;W = �e(B3
V;W) 2 Te(E). Hence, �e(M 1)(h) = h ˝ eV;W

for any h 2 Te(˙).
To compute the gluing homomorphism (1.5.e) we should consider the cylinder

over ˙q E = ˙qE and attach a 1-handle from above as speciˇed in Section 4.5.
This gives an extended 3-cobordism M 2 between ˙ q E and ˙0. For any h 2
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H(˙) = Te(˙),

h ˘ eV;W = �e(M 2)(h ˝ eV;W) = �e(M 2) �
e(M 1)(h) 2 H(˙0) = Te(˙0):

To compute �e(M 2) �e(M 1), we glue M 1 to M 2 from below along the iden-
tity id : @+(M 1) ! @�(M 2). This gives an extended 3-cobordism M = M 2M 1

between ˙ and ˙0. We have �e(M ) = k �e(M 2) �e(M 1) with invertible k 2 K .
(In fact, k = 1 but we do not need this.) Thus, h ˘ eV;W = k�1�e(M )(h) for any
h 2 Te(˙). It is easy to observe that the extended 3-cobordism M is exactly of
the type studied in Lemma 5.4.1. (The corresponding picture is similar to Figure
5.3 where ˝0 is replaced with ˝V;W and (B3;˝1) is replaced with the cylinder
over ˙, cf. Figure 5.7.) Therefore �e(M ) : Te(˙)! Te(˙0) is an isomorphism.
Hence the homomorphism h 7! h ˘ eV;W : H(˙)!H(˙0) is an isomorphism.

5.5. The second excision axiom

5.5.1. Lemma. Let � and �0 be e-surfaces such that � has a distinguished arc ˛
marked with �W and �0 is obtained from � by adding a distinguished arc marked
with +&. Let (M;�;�0) be the extended 3-cobordism obtained from the extended
cylinder ��[0; 1] by replacing the band ˛�[0; 1] with the v-colored ribbon graph
˝W shown in Figure 5:6. Then the homomorphism �e(M ) : Te(�)! Te(�0) is
an isomorphism.

, W

W

id
W*

W

W

id
W 

ΩW ΩW

Figure 5.6

The proof of Lemma 5.5.1 is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4.1. The key
observation is that the v-colored ribbon graphs ˝W;˝W � R3 shown in Figure
5.6 satisfy the identities F(˝W) = F(˝W) = idW� and therefore F(˝W˝W) =
F(˝W˝W) = idW� .

Axiom (1.5.6b) is veriˇed in the same way as (1.5.6a). Instead of B3
V;W , we

use B3
&;W , and instead of Lemma 5.4.1 refer to Lemma 5.5.1. The corresponding
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id
W    

W

W

W ∑  ×  [0,1]

Figure 5.7

cobordismM = M 2M 1 is schematically shown in Figure 5.7 (the part representing
M 2 is shaded).

5.6. Veriˇcation of (1.5.7). Set EU;V = E(�UV;U;V). Set

EUV;W = E(�UVW;UV;W); E = E(�UVW;U;V;W):

Let M 1 denote the disjoint union of the extended 3-balls B3
U;V and B3

UV;W (for
notation, see Section 5.4). Regard M 1 as a cobordism between the empty set
and EU;V q EUV;W . We have �e(M 1)(1) = eU;V ˝ eUV;W where 1 2 K = Te(;),
eU;V 2 H(EU;V) = Te(EU;V) and eUV;W 2 H(EUV;W) = Te(EUV;W).

To compute the left-hand side of the basic identity (1.5.f) we should consider
the cylinder over EU;V q EUV;W and attach a 1-handle from above as speciˇed in
Section 4.5. This gives an extended 3-cobordism, M 2, between EU;V qEUV;W and
E. We have

eU;V ˘ eUV;W = �e(M 2)(eU;V ˝ eUV;W) = �e(M 2) �
e(M 1)(1) 2 Te(E) = H(E):

To compute the composition �e(M 2) �e(M 1) we glue M 1 to M 2 from below
along EU;V qEUV;W . This gives an extended 3-cobordism M = M 2M 1 between ;
and E. The manifold M is schematically presented by the left diagram in Figure
5.8 where M 2 is shaded. It follows from Theorem IV.7.1 and the remarks at
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the end of Section 4.5 that �e(M ) = �e(M 2) �e(M 1). Therefore eU;V ˘ eUV;W =
�e(M )(1). The right-hand side of (1.5.f) is computed similarly to be �e(M 0) where
M 0 is the extended 3-manifold obtained by gluing the extended 3-balls B3

V;W; B
3
U;VW

to the cylinder over E(�VW;V;W) q E(�UVW;U;VW) with an attached 1-
handle. The manifold M 0 is schematically presented by the right diagram in Figure
5.8.

The boundaries of both M and M 0 are identiˇed with E. This identiˇcation
extends to a homeomorphism of the 3-balls underlying M;M 0. Lemma 5.2.1
implies the equalities in Figure 5.8. Hence �e(M ) = �e(M 0) and

eU;V ˘ eUV;W = �e(M ) = �e(M 0) = eV;W ˘ eU;VW:

id
U V W    

id
U V    

U V 

VW  

UV W 

UV 

UV W

UV W 

id
U V W    

U V W

WV 

id
V W    

U VW  

id
U V W    

UV W 

 =  =

Figure 5.8

5.7. The normalization axioms. Axiom (1.6.1) follows directly from axiom
(II.1.4.1) in the deˇnition of modular categories. Let us verify axiom (1.6.2).
For i 2 I , the e-surface E(�Vi;Vi) is a 2-sphere with two distinguished arcs
marked by (Vi;�1) and (Vi;+1). Hence

H(E(�Vi;Vi)) = Te(E(�Vi;Vi)) ' Hom(&; V�i ˝ Vi) = Hom(Vi; Vi) = K:
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Similarly, for i; j 2 I ,

H(E(Vi;Vj )) ' Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ) = Hom(V�i ; Vj ) = Hom(Vi�; Vj ):

The last module equals K if j = i� and 0 otherwise.

5.8. The duality axiom. The object V� is the dual object to V provided by duality
in the category V. By the results of Section 5.2, we have an isomorphism

�;+V�V : Hom(V�V; &)!H(E(�V�V)):

Set DV = �;+V�V(dV) where dV 2 Hom(V� ˝ V; &) is the duality morphism in
V. We may present DV graphically by the same diagram as e� in Figure 5.4
although the band should be colored with V�V and the coupon should be colored
with dV (cf. Figure 5.20). To verify axiom (1.5.8) we present zV and x(V;W) by
ribbon graphs where W is an arbitrary object of V. We shall use the generators
e+ 2 H(E(&)); e� 2 H(E(�&)) shown in Figure 5.4. By Lemma 5.2.3, the left
diagram in Figure 5.9 presents the state e� ˘ e&;V on E(�V;V). The ˇrst equality

V

 id 
      V

V

V
id

V

 =  =

 =

V

V

 id 
      V

 id 
      V

d

η

Figure 5.9

in Figure 5.9 follows from Lemma 5.2.1. Set

� = b& ˝ idV : V = &˝ V ! &� ˝ V:

Note that (d& ˝ idV)� = idV . Therefore Lemma 5.2.1 implies also the second
equality in Figure 5.9. Recall that zV 2 H(E(�V;�&; V)) is the image of e�˘e&;V
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under the excision of e+. It follows from Lemma 5.2.3 and the equalities in
Figures 5.4, 5.9 that the element z 2 H(E(�V;�&; V)) shown in Figure 5.10
has the property e+ ˘ z = e� ˘ e&;V 2 H(E(�V;V)). Hence z = zV . Using the
deˇnition of the m-homeomorphism 
 : E(�V;�&; V)! E(�&;V;�V), we can
give a graphical formula for 
#(zV) 2 H(E(�&;V;�V)), see Figure 5.11 where
the second and third equalities follow from Lemma 5.2.1. (We use the equality
F(\�&)(id&˝ b&) = id& which follows from the equalities F(\�&) = F(\&) = d&
and id& ˝ b& = b&.) Now we compute 
#(zV) ˘ e

W;&, see Figure 5.12 where
id = idW˝V and the second equality follows from Lemma 5.2.1. It follows from
Lemma 5.1.2 that the element x 2 H(E(�W;WV;�V)) shown in Figure 5.13 has
the property eW;V ˘ x = 
#(zV) ˘ e

W;&. Hence x = x(V;W). This gives a graphical

expression for ~DV = DV ˘ x(V; V�), see Figure 5.14 where the second equality
follows from Lemma 5.2.1 and the formula (dV ˝ idV�)(idV� ˝ bV) = idV� . Now,
to prove that the gluing homomorphism (1.5.h) is an isomorphism, it sufˇces to
repeat the arguments used in Section 5.4 using the following lemma instead of
Lemma 5.4.1.

V

V

η =z

Figure 5.10

5.8.1. Lemma. Let � and �0 be e-surfaces such that �0 is obtained from � by
replacing the mark +V� of a distinguished arc ˛ with �V. Let (M;�;�0) be
the extended 3-cobordism obtained from the cylinder �� [0; 1] by replacing the
band ˛� [0; 1] with the v-colored ribbon graph ˝1 shown in Figure 5:15. Then
the homomorphism �e(M ) : Te(�)!Te(�0) is an isomorphism.

The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.4.1, the role
of ˝V;W and ˝V;W is played by the ribbon graphs shown in Figure 5.15.

5.9. The splitting axiom: the case of a non-separating loop. Here we verify
axiom (1.6.3) in the case where a+ and a� lie in the same connected component
of ˙a.
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W⊗V V

W

 =x id

Figure 5.13
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V
V

V *  

 =V* ⊗ V   ~ D
V  =

V *  

id
V*  

  d
      V 

id

Figure 5.14

,

V

V *  

 id 
      

V

V *  

 id 
      

Ω1 Ω2

Figure 5.15

It is enough to consider the case where the surface ˙ is connected. Moreover,
we can restrict ourselves to standard ˙ and a as follows. Let g be the genus
of ˙ and (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m) be the marks of the distinguished arcs on ˙
(enumerated in an arbitrary way). Since there is a non-separating loop on ˙,
we have g � 1. Denote the tuple (g; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m)) by t. Consider
the standard decorated surface ˙t = @Ut where Ut is the standard handlebody
in R3 obtained as a closed regular neighborhood of the standard ribbon graph
Rt � R2 � [0; 1] (see Figure IV.1.1). Recall that the distinguished Lagrangian
space of ˙t is the kernel of the inclusion homomorphism H 1(˙t;R)! H 1(Ut;R).
Denote by at a simple loop on ˙t which is a meridian of the leftmost cap-
like band of Rt . (In other words, at � @Ut is a meridian of the leftmost 1-
handle of the handlebody Ut .) The orientation of at is chosen so that its linking
number with the leftmost cap-like band of Rt directed to the left is equal to
+1. The base point of a is its highest point over the plane of Rt . It is obvious
that there is a weak e-homeomorphism ˙ ! ˙t carrying a onto at . (Note that
there may be no e-homeomorphism ˙ ! ˙t .) The invariance of the gluing
homomorphisms under weak e-homeomorphisms implies that we may restrict
ourselves to the case where ˙ = ˙t and a = at . For k 2 I , the surface ˙a(Vk)
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may be identiˇed with the standard decorated surface ˙tk = @Utk where tk is the
tuple (g � 1; (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wm; �m); (Vk; 1); (Vk;�1)).

We have H(˙) = Te(˙) = Te(˙t). By deˇnition (see Section IV.1.4),
Te(˙t) = T(˙t) = �t where

�t =
⊕

(i1;:::;ig)2Ig
Hom(&;W�1

1 ˝ � � � ˝W
�m
m ˝

g⊗
r=1

(Vir ˝ V�ir )):

Similarly, H(˙a(Vk)) = Te(˙tk ) = �tk . It follows from deˇnitions that

�t =
⊕
k2I

�tk :

Therefore

Te(˙t) =
⊕
k2I
Te(˙tk ):

Consider the gluing homomorphism

(5.9.a) �tk = Te(˙tk )!Te(˙t) = �t :

We claim that this is just the inclusion �tk ,! �t . This claim implies the splitting
axiom.

By deˇnition, the gluing homomorphism (5.9.a) is equal to �e(Mk) where Mk

is an extended 3-cobordism obtained from the cylinder ˙t � [0; 1] by attaching
a 2-handle B2 � [�1; 1] along an embedding @B2 � [�1; 1] ,! ˙t � 0 onto a
regular neighborhood of the loop at � 0 � ˙t � 0, cf. Section 4.5. Since both
bases of Mk are standard decorated surfaces we may regard Mk as a decorated
3-cobordism and use the technique of Section IV.2 to compute �e(Mk) = �(Mk).

We shall present decorated 3-cobordisms by ribbon graphs, as in Sec-
tion IV.2.3. By Lemma IV.2.6, the cylinder C = ˙t � [0; 1] is presented by
the colored ribbon tangle ˝t drawn in Figure IV.2.4. In order to obtain Mk we
should add the 2-handle mentioned above. A direct analysis of deˇnitions shows
that Mk may be presented by the colored ribbon tangle ˝tk obtained from ˝t

by coloring its leftmost bottom cap-like band with k. (Geometrically, this is the
same ribbon tangle, but since the band in question is colored we no longer cut
out its neighborhood from S3 in order to obtain the corresponding 3-cobordism.
This amounts to attaching one 2-handle to C.) We may apply formula (IV.2.3.a)
to compute �(C); �(Mk). The only difference between the resulting expressions
is that in the case of C all bottom cap-like bands of ˝t are uncolored and we can
color them with arbitrary i1; : : : ; ig 2 Ig. In the case of Mk , we can color the g�1
uncolored bottom cap-like bands of ˝tk with arbitrary i2; : : : ; ig 2 Ig. This shows
that the operator �(Mk) is the restriction of �(C) to �tk . By Lemma IV.2.1.1,
�(C) = id. Therefore �(Mk) is the inclusion �tk ,! �t .
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5.10. The splitting axiom: the case of a separating loop. We verify axiom
(1.6.3) in the case where a+ and a� lie in different connected components of
˙a. It is enough to consider the case where the surface ˙ is connected. Then the
surface ˙a(Vk) has two connected components ˙+(Vk) and ˙�(Vk) containing
a+ and a� respectively. Hence

H(˙a(Vk)) = H(˙+(Vk))˝K H(˙�(Vk)):

Note that any non-separating s-loop on ˙+(Vk) is simultaneously a non-separating
s-loop on ˙. The results of the previous subsection allow us to split both H(˙)
and H(˙+(Vk)) along such loops. Similar arguments apply to ˙�(Vk). Therefore,
splitting along non-separating s-loops on ˙+(Vk);˙�(Vk), we can reduce the
veriˇcation of (1.6.3) to the case where the genera of ˙;˙+(Vk), and ˙�(Vk) are
equal to 0.

Let (U1; "1); : : : ; (Um; "m); (Vk;�1) be the marks of the distinguished arcs on
˙�(Vk). Denote the tuple (0; (U1; "1); : : : ; (Um; "m); (Vk;�1)) by t�. As in the
previous subsection, we may restrict ourselves to the case where ˙�(Vk) is the
standard decorated surface ˙t� of type t�. Similarly, we can assume that ˙+(Vk) is
the standard decorated surface ˙t+ of a certain type t+ = (0; (Vk; 1); (W1; �1); : : : ;
(Wn; �n)). Then the surface ˙ may be identiˇed with ˙t where

t = (0; (U1; "1); : : : ; (Um; "m); (Vk;�1); (Vk;+1); (W1; �1); : : : ; (Wn; �n)):

Set U = U"1
1 ˝ � � � ˝ U"m

m and W = W�1
1 ˝ � � � ˝W�n

n . We have

Te(˙t�) = �t� = Hom(&; U˝ V�k);

Te(˙t+) = �t+ = Hom(&; Vk ˝W);

Te(˙t) = �t = Hom(&; U˝W):

Consider the gluing homomorphism

(5.10.a) Te(˙t�)˝K Te(˙t+) = Te(˙t� q ˙t+)!Te(˙t)

deˇned in Section 4.6. We claim that this homomorphism is equal to the homo-
morphism

Hom(&; U˝ V�k)˝K Hom(&; Vk ˝W)! Hom(&; U˝W)

deˇned by the formula

(5.10.b) x ˝ y 7! (idU ˝ dVk ˝ idW)(x ˝ y)

where x 2 Hom(&; U˝V�k), y 2 Hom(&; Vk˝W). This claim and Lemma IV.2.2.2
would imply the splitting axiom.

The homomorphism (5.10.a) is equal to �e(Mk) where Mk is an extended 3-
cobordism between ˙t�q˙t+ and ˙t obtained by attaching a 2-handle B2�[�1; 1]
to the cylinder ˙t � [0; 1] along an embedding @B2 � [�1; 1] ,! ˙t � 0 onto
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a regular neighborhood of the loop at � 0 � ˙t � 0, cf. Section 4.5. Since the
bases of Mk are standard surfaces we may regard Mk as a decorated 3-cobordism
and use the technique of Section IV.2.4 to compute �e(Mk) = �(Mk). Let ˝t

denote the colored ribbon tangle in R3 consisting of m + n vertical untwisted
unlinked bands colored with U1; : : : ; Um;W1; : : : ;Wn. The directions of these
bands are determined by the signs "1; : : : ; "m; �1; : : : ; �n in the usual way. The
colored ribbon tangle ˝t presents C in the sense speciˇed in Section IV.2. Indeed,
attaching to ˝t a coupon from below and a coupon from above and removing
from S3 regular neighborhoods of these two coupons we obtain ˙t � [0; 1]. (No
surgery is involved.) In order to obtain Mk , we should paste the 2-handle (with
a Vk -colored band inside) mentioned above. This can be done inside a regular
neighborhood of the lower coupon. A direct analysis of deˇnitions shows that Mk

may be presented by the colored ribbon tangle ˝ shown in Figure 5.16 together
with the integers k�1 = m + 1; k�2 = n+ 1; k+

1 = m + n (see Section IV.2.4, here
r� = 2; r+ = 1). Note that the cap-like band in Figure 5.16 is the band contained
in the 2-handle in question. It follows from deˇnitions (or from the results of
Section IV.2.4) that the homomorphism �(Mk) is induced by the morphism

F(˝) : U˝ V�k ˝ Vk ˝W ! U˝W:

Therefore the gluing homomorphism (5.10.a) is computed by formula (5.10.b).

•   •   •
Vk 

m + 1 n + 1

U1 , ε1
( ) ( ) W1 , ν1

( ) ( )

•   •   •

Um , εm Wn , νn 

Figure 5.16

5.11. The underlying ribbon category. Let W denote the underlying ribbon
category of the weak 2-DMF H. We shall construct an isomorphism of ribbon
categories R : V!W. The categories W and V have the same class of objects
and we deˇne R to be the identity on this class. For any morphism f : V ! W
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in V, deˇne R( f ) : V ! W as follows. Consider the additive isomorphism

�+W
+V : HomV(V;W)!H(E(�V;W)) = HomW(V;W)

deˇned in Section 5.2. Set R( f ) = �+W
+V ( f ). It is easy to deduce from Lem-

mas 5.2.1, 5.2.3, and the deˇnition of the composition in W that R carries the
composition of morphisms in V into the composition in W.

The identity endomorphism of an object V of W is equal to e� ˘ e&;V 2
H(E(�V;V)). It follows from the computation of e� ˘ e&;V given in Section 5.8,
that R carries the identity of V in V into the identity of V in W. Thus, R :
V ! W an isomorphism of Ab-categories. We claim that R carries the tensor
product, braiding, twist, and duality in V into the tensor product, braiding, twist,
and duality inW. This will imply that R is an isomorphism of ribbon categories.

The fact that R commutes with tensor product is proven in Figure 5.17.
Here f : V ! V 0 and g : W ! W 0 are morphisms in V. Both diagrams in
Figure 5.17 represent elements of H(E(�VW;V 0;W 0)). The left diagram rep-
resents R( f ) ˘ (R(g) ˘ eV;W) where R( f ) 2 HomW(V; V 0) = H(E(�V;V 0))
and R(g) 2 HomW(W;W 0) = H(E(�W;W 0)). The right diagram represents
eV 0;W 0 ˘ R( f˝ g) where

R( f˝ g) 2 HomW(V ˝W;V 0 ˝W 0) = H(E(�VW;V 0W 0)):

The equality in Figure 5.17 follows from Lemma 5.2.1. This equality and the
deˇnition of the tensor product in W imply that R( f˝ g) = R( f )˝R(g).

WV

V' W'

f g

 =

V ⊗ W

id
V ⊗ W 

V' W'

id
V' ⊗ W' 

V ⊗ W

V'⊗ W'

f ⊗ g

Figure 5.17

The fact that R carries the braiding cV;W : V ˝ W ! W ˝ V in V into the
braiding in W is proven in Figure 5.18. Both diagrams in Figure 5.18 represent
elements of H(E(�VW;W;V)). The left diagram represents eW;V ˘R(cV;W) where

R(cV;W) 2 HomW(V ˝W;W ˝ V) = H(E(�VW;WV)):

There is an obvious e-homeomorphism of the extended 3-balls presented schemat-
ically in Figure 5.5 and on the right-hand side of Figure 5.18. This homeo-
morphism restricts to the e-homeomorphism of the boundaries induced by the
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homeomorphism  : E(�VW;V;W) ! E(�VW;W;V) deˇned in Section 2.5.
Therefore the right diagram in Figure 5.18 represents the state #(eV;W) 2
H(E(�VW;W;V)). The equality in Figure 5.18 follows from Lemma 5.2.1.
Therefore eW;V ˘ R(cV;W) = #(eV;W). This equality and the deˇnition of the
braiding in W (see Section 2.5) imply that R(cV;W) is the braiding in W.

VW

V ⊗ W

WV

W V

 c 
   V, W 

 =

V ⊗ W

id
V ⊗ W 

id
W ⊗ V 

W⊗ V

Figure 5.18

The fact that R carries the twist �V : V ! V in V into the twist in W is
proven similarly, see Figure 5.19. The diagrams in Figure 5.19 represent ele-
ments of H(E(�V;V)) = HomW(V; V). The left diagram represents R(�V). The
right diagram represents �#(R(idV)) where � : E(�V;V)! E(�V;V) is the m-
homeomorphism considered in Section 2.6. As we know, R carries the identity
in V into the identity in W. Therefore the second diagram represents �#(idV),
that is the twist in W.

V

V

 =  id 
      V

V

V

θV  

Figure 5.19

The fact that R carries the duality morphism V� ˝ V ! & in V into the
duality morphism V� ˝ V ! & in W is almost tautological. Denote these two
morphisms by dV and d 0V respectively. The equalities in Figure 5.20 follow from
the deˇnition of DV and Lemma 5.2.1. The id&-colored coupon with the &-colored
band attached from below represents e�. By Lemma 5.2.3, cutting off this coupon
is equivalent to the excision of e�. Therefore, the duality morphism d 0V can be
computed as in Figure 5.21. This implies that d 0V = R(dV).
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It remains to show that R carries the duality morphism &! V˝V� in V into
the duality morphism &! V ˝ V� in W. Note that in any ribbon category, any
morphism x 2 Hom(&; V ˝ V�) can be written in the form

x = ((idV ˝ dV)(x ˝ idV)˝ idV�) bV:

(To obtain this equality, use the graphical calculus of Section I.1.1 and the identity
(dV ˝ idV�)(idV� ˝ bV) = idV� .) Hence there exists at most one morphism x :
&! V ˝V� such that (idV ˝ dV)(x ˝ idV) = idV . It is clear that both the duality
morphism & ! V ˝ V� in W, and the image under R of the duality morphism
bV : &! V ˝V� in V, satisfy the last condition. Therefore they are equal. Thus,
R is an isomorphism of ribbon categories.

 =

V* ⊗ V 

  d 
      V

  d 
      V

D 
    V 

 =

V* ⊗ V 

 id 
      

Figure 5.20

d 
V  =d'

V 

V* ⊗ V 

Figure 5.21

5.12. The non-degeneracy axiom. The isomorphism of ribbon categories R :
V ! W = VH constructed in Section 5.11 carries the distinguished objects
fVigi2I of V into the distinguished objects fVigi2I of W. Since axiom (1.6.4)
holds for V, it holds also forW. This ˇnishes the construction of a weak rational
2-DMF and the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Notes

Section 1. The concept of a rational modular functor was conceived in the framework
of 2-dimensional conformal ˇeld theory (CFT), see [MS1], [MS2], [Se]. Our exposition
differs in a few essential points. As marks we use pairs (an element of a ˇxed monoidal
class, a sign ˙1) rather than elements of a ˇnite set I , as it is common in CFT. This
enables us to introduce axioms (1.5.6), (1.5.7), (1.5.8) crucial for our study. We consider
gluing homomorphisms rather than just the splitting (1.6.b). Also, we pay proper attention
to Lagrangian spaces in 1-homologies which were missing in previous works.

Axioms (1.5.1){(1.5.5), (1.6.1){(1.6.3) are known in 2-dimensional CFT (modulo the
remarks above). Axioms (1.5.6){(1.5.8), (1.6.4) are new.

In CFT the module H(˙) assigned to a surface ˙ is called the module of conformal
blocks of ˙. This term apparently has no convincing justiˇcation in physics; we prefer the
more neutral term \the module of states".

Note also that in CFT one usually applies modular functors to closed surfaces with
distinguished points provided with tangent vectors and labels. These are smooth analogues
of the e-surfaces introduced in Chapter IV; we use oriented arcs rather than points with
tangent vectors in order to avoid smooth structures on surfaces. As was already mentioned
above, the notions of an e-surface and an m-surface are essentially equivalent.

Sections 2{5. The material of these sections is new.
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Chapter VI
6 j-symbols

Fix up to the end of this chapter a strict semisimple ribbon Ab-category (V,
fVigi2I) with ground ring K .

1. Algebraic approach to 6j-symbols

1.0. Outline. We derive from the category V a system of tensors, called 6j -
symbols. They are numerated by ordered 6-tuples of elements of the set I . Each
6j -symbol is a tensor of 4 variables running over certain multiplicity modules. As
it will be clear from deˇnitions, the system of 6j -symbols describes associativity
of the tensor product in V in terms of multiplicity modules.

We study in this section simple algebraic properties of 6j -symbols. Their ge-
ometric nature will be revealed in Section 5.

1.1. Lemmas. The following two lemmas will be instrumental in the deˇnition
of 6j -symbols.

1.1.1. Lemma. Let U;V;W be objects of V. For each i 2 I , the formula ( f; g) 7!
(idV ˝ g)f deˇnes a K-homomorphism

(1.1.a) Hom(U;V ˝ Vi)˝K Hom(Vi;W)! Hom(U;V ˝W):

The direct sum of these homomorphisms is an isomorphism

(1.1.b)
⊕
i2I

Hom(U;V ˝ Vi)˝K Hom(Vi;W)! Hom(U;V ˝W):

Proof. Consider the isomorphisms Hom(U;V ˝ W) ! Hom(V� ˝ U;W) and
Hom(U;V˝Vi)! Hom(V�˝U;Vi) constructed in Exercise I.1.8.1. Under these
isomorphisms the homomorphism (1.1.a) corresponds to the homomorphism

Hom(V� ˝ U;Vi)˝K Hom(Vi;W)! Hom(V� ˝ U;W)

induced by composition. (To see this use the graphical notation for morphisms.)
Therefore the lemma follows from Lemma II.4.2.2.
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1.1.2. Lemma. Let U;V;W be objects of V. For each i 2 I , the formula ( f; g) 7!
(g ˝ idW)f deˇnes a K-homomorphism

(1.1.c) Hom(U;Vi ˝W)˝K Hom(Vi; V)! Hom(U;V ˝W):

The direct sum of these homomorphisms is an isomorphism

(1.1.d)
⊕
i2I

Hom(U;Vi ˝W)˝K Hom(Vi; V)! Hom(U;V ˝W):

The proof of this lemma repeats the proof of the previous lemma with the iso-
morphisms of Exercise I.1.8.1 replaced by the isomorphisms of Exercise I.2.9.3.

Note that the direct sums which appear in (1.1.b) and (1.1.d) are ˇnite even
if the set I is inˇnite. Indeed, it follows from Lemma II.4.2.1 that only a ˇnite
number of summands are non-trivial.

1.2. Multiplicity modules. For any i; j ; k 2 I consider the K-modules

Hij
k = Hom(Vk; Vi ˝ Vj ) and Hk

ij = Hom(Vi ˝ Vj ; Vk):

These are \modules of multiplicities". By Lemma II.4.2.1, these modules are
projective. By Lemma II.4.2.3, the bilinear pairing

(x; y) 7! tr(yx) : Hij
k ˝K Hk

ij ! K

is non-degenerate. We shall identify the dual modules (Hij
k )? = HomK(Hij

k ; K)
and (Hk

ij )
? = HomK(Hk

ij ; K) with Hk
ij and Hij

k respectively (via this pairing).

In the graphical notation elements x 2 Hij
k , y 2 Hk

ij are presented in Fig-
ure 1.1. Here we have diagrams of two v-colored elementary ribbon graphs in
R3 whose operator invariants are equal to x and y respectively. As usual, the
symbols i; j ; k; : : : attached to strings signify that these strings are colored with
Vi; Vj ; Vk; : : : respectively. The trace tr(yx) = tr(xy) is presented in Figure 1.2.
Here, as in Chapters I and II, the symbol

:
= denotes equality of the operator

invariant of a v-colored ribbon graph and a morphism in the category V. Note
that the composition yx : Vk ! Vk is multiplication by (dim(k))�1tr(yx).

1.3. Deˇnition of 6j-symbols. For each (ordered) 6-tuple of elements of the
set I , we deˇne a tensor of 4 variables called the 6j -symbol of this tuple. The
6j -symbol of a 6-tuple (i; j ; k; l; m; n) 2 I6 is a K-linear homomorphism

(1.3.a)
{ i j k
l m n

}
: Hkl

m ˝K H
ij
k ! Hin

m ˝K Hj l
n :

It is deˇned as follows. Lemma 1.1.1 yields an isomorphism

(1.3.b)
⊕
n2I

H in
m ˝K Hj l

n ! Hom(Vm; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vl):
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,
ji

kji

k

yx

Figure 1.1

j k

x

y

 • =t r (yx ) i

Figure 1.2

Lemma 1.1.2 yields an isomorphism

(1.3.c)
⊕
k2I

Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ! Hom(Vm; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vl):

Composing the second isomorphism with the inverse of the ˇrst one we get an
isomorphism

(1.3.d)
⊕
k2I

Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k !

⊕
n2I

H in
m ˝K Hj l

n :

Restricting this isomorphism to the summand on the left-hand side correspond-
ing to a given k 2 I and projecting into the summand on the right-hand side
corresponding to a given n 2 I we get the homomorphism (1.3.a). Thus, the
homomorphisms (1.3.a) corresponding to ˇxed i; j ; l; m and arbitrary k; n form
a block-matrix of the isomorphism (1.3.d).

The 6j -symbol (1.3.a) has the following ˇniteness property: for any i; j ; l; m,
there is only a ˇnite number of pairs (k; n) such that (1.3.a) is non-zero. This
follows from Lemma II.4.2.1.
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In the graphical notation the deˇnition of 6j -symbol is presented in Figure
1.3. The left graph in Figure 1.3 has two empty boxes which may be ˇlled in
with arbitrary elements of Hkl

m and Hij
k . When we put in these boxes elements,

say x 2 Hkl
m and y 2 Hij

k , we get a diagram of a v-colored ribbon graph. Its
operator invariant is equal to (y ˝ idVl )x : Vm ! Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vl . Thus the left
graph represents the K-homomorphism

(1.3.e) x ˝ y 7! (y ˝ idVl )x : Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ! Hom(Vm; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vl):

Similarly, the graph in the right part of Figure 1.3 represents the K-homomorphism

a ˝ b 7! (idVi ˝ b)a : Hin
m ˝K Hj l

n ! Hom(Vm; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vl):

The equality in Figure 1.3 indicates that the composition of the last homomor-
phism with homomorphism (1.3.a) summed up over all n 2 I is equal to (1.3.e).
This equality is a straightforward corollary of deˇnitions.

 • =

i j l

k

m

i j l

i   j   k  
l  m n° 

m

n∑
n ∈ I

}{

Figure 1.3

1.4. Reformulation of the 6j-symbols. Projectivity of the K-modules Hkl
m and

Hij
k implies that the 6j -symbol (1.3.a) corresponds to an element of the K-module

(1.4.a) (Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k )? ˝K Hin

m ˝K Hj l
n = Hm

kl ˝K Hk
ij ˝K Hin

m ˝K Hj l
n :

We shall denote this element by

(1.4.b)
{ i j k
l m n

}0
:

This is an equivalent version of the 6j -symbol (1.3.a). The relationship between
these two forms of 6j -symbol may be more exactly described as follows. Each
element x of the module (1.4.a) determines an adjoint homomorphism ~x : Hkl

m˝K
Hij
k ! Hin

m ˝K H
j l
n as follows. Present x as a sum

∑
p x

p
1 ˝ x

p
2 ˝ x

p
3 ˝ x

p
4 where

p runs over a certain ˇnite set of indices and xp1 2 Hm
kl; x

p
2 2 Hk

ij ; x
p
3 2 Hin

m; x
p
4 2

Hj l
n . The homomorphism ~x is deˇned by the formula

~x(y1 ˝ y2) =
∑
p

tr(xp1y1) tr(xp2y2) x
p
3 ˝ x

p
4
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for any y1 2 Hkl
m ; y2 2 Hij

k . The 6j -symbol (1.4.b) is the unique element of
the module (1.4.a) such that its adjoint homomorphism is equal to (1.3.a). The
6j -symbol (1.4.b) admits the following geometric interpretation.

1.4.1. Lemma. We have the equality in Figure 1:4.

i

j

k

l

m

n

i j k

l m n
dim(n) • ='}{

Figure 1.4

Both sides of the formula in Figure 1.4 should be treated as K-linear functionals

Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ˝K Hm

in ˝K Hn
j l ! K:

Proof of Lemma. Denote by ˛ the K-homomorphism

Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ˝K Hn

j l ! Hin
m

adjoint to the 6j -symbol (1.3.a). We ˇrst prove that for any x 2 Hkl
m ; y 2 H

ij
k ,

z 2 Hn
j l ,

(1.4.c) ˛(x ˝ y ˝ z) = dim(n)(idVi ˝ z)(y ˝ idVl )x:

By Lemma 1.1.1

(1.4.d) (y ˝ idVl)x =
∑

q2I;r2Rq

(idVi ˝ br;q)ar;q

where Rq is a ˇnite set of indices depending on q 2 I and ar;q 2 Hiq
m; br;q 2 Hj l

q :
By the very deˇnition of 6j -symbols, we have for each q 2 I ,{ i j k

l m q

}
(x ˝ y) =

∑
r2Rq

ar;q ˝ br;q:
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Composing (1.4.d) with idVi ˝ z we get

(idVi ˝ z)(y ˝ idVl )x =
∑

q2I;r2Rq

(idVi ˝ z br;q)ar;q:

The homomorphism z br;q : Vq ! Vn is multiplication by (dim(n))�1tr(zbr;n) if
q = n and equals zero if q 6= n. Hence

(idVi ˝ z)(y ˝ idVl )x =
∑
r2Rn

(dim(n))�1tr(zbr;n)ar;n:

This implies (1.4.c).
Now, for any t 2 Hm

in , we have

(1.4.e) t ˛(x ˝ y ˝ z) = dim(n) t (idVi ˝ z)(y ˝ idVl)x 2 Hom(Vm; Vm):

Applying the trace to the left-hand side we get the canonical coupling between
the 6j -symbol (1.4.b) and x ˝ y˝ t˝ z. On the other hand, if we assign x; y; z; t
to the boxes in Figure 1.4 then the operator invariant of the resulting v-colored
ribbon graph will be equal to the trace of t(idVi ˝ z)(y ˝ idVl )x . Therefore the
equality in Figure 1.4 follows directly from (1.4.e).

1.5. The Biedenharn-Elliott identity. One of the main properties of the 6j -
symbols is a far-reaching generalization of the Biedenharn-Elliott identity well
known for 6j -symbols associated to the Lie algebra sl2(C) (see [BL1]). We give
here two forms of this identity formulated in terms of the 6j -symbol (1.3.a) and
the modiˇed 6j -symbol (1.4.b). We shall write idijk for the identity endomorphism
of Hij

k .

1.5.1. Theorem. For any j 0; j 1; : : : ; j 8 2 I , we have∑
j2I

(idj 1j 7
j 0
˝
{ j 2 j 3 j
j 4 j 7 j 8

}
)(
{ j 1 j j 6
j 4 j 0 j 7

}
˝ idj 2j 3

j )(idj 6j 4
j 0
˝
{ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 3 j 6 j

}
) =

= (
{ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 7

}
˝ idj 3j 4

j 8
)P23 (

{ j 5 j 3 j 6
j 4 j 0 j 8

}
˝ idj 1j 2

j 5
)

where P23 is the permutation (the �ip) of the second and third factors in the
tensor product.

Both sides of this equality are homomorphisms Y ! X where

(1.5.a) Y = Hj 6j 4
j 0
˝K Hj 5j 3

j 6
˝K Hj 1j 2

j 5
and X = Hj 1j 7

j 0
˝K Hj 2j 8

j 7
˝K Hj 3j 4

j 8
:

The ˇniteness of 6j -symbols implies that the sum in Theorem 1.5.1 is ˇnite.
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Proof of Theorem. Consider the module

Z = Hom(Vj 0; Vj 1 ˝ Vj 2 ˝ Vj 3 ˝ Vj 4 ):

Computing here the tensor product in the order 1(2(34)) and using Lemma 1.1.1
we may identify Z with the direct sum of the modules fX = X (j 7; j 8)g corre-
sponding to arbitrary j 7; j 8 2 I . Computing the same tensor product in the order
((12)3)4 and using Lemma 1.1.2 we may identify Z with the direct sum of the
modules fY = Y(j 5; j 6)g corresponding to arbitrary j 5; j 6 2 I . This gives an
isomorphism

(1.5.b)
⊕
j 7;j 82I

X (j 7; j 8) �
⊕
j 5;j 62I

Y(j 5; j 6):

This isomorphism may be presented as a composition of isomorphisms induced by
rearrangements of brackets. There are two different ways leading from 1(2(34)) to
((12)3)4, namely 1(2(34)) 7! 1((23)4) 7! (1(23))4 7! ((12)3)4 and 1(2(34)) 7!
(12)(34) 7! ((12)3)4. Each arrow here corresponds to a tensor product of a matrix
of 6j -symbols and a certain identity isomorphism idijk . The compositions of these
two sequences of arrows give the same isomorphism (1.5.b). This yields the claim
of the theorem.

The same argument may be given in a graphical form, see Figures 1.5 and 1.6.
To simplify these ˇgures we have shrunk all coupons into points. In Figure 1.6
the symbol L(j ; j 0; j 1; : : : ; j 8) denotes the summand on the left-hand side of the
equality in Theorem 1.5.1. Each of these two ˇgures provides a decomposition
of the embedding Y(j 5; j 6) ,! Z into a linear combination of compositions
Y(j 5; j 6) ! X (j 7; j 8) ,! Z . Since Z = ˚j 7;j 8X (j 7; j 8) we have the equality
of the corresponding homomorphisms Y(j 5; j 6)! X (j 7; j 8). In other words, for
each pair j 7; j 8 2 I , the coefˇcients in the ˇnal expressions in Figures 1.5 and
1.6 are equal.

1.5.2. Tensor contractions. In order to reformulate Theorem 1.5.1 in terms of the
symbol (1.4.b) we pass to non-ordered tensor products of multiplicity modules
(cf. Section III.1.2) and replace composition of homomorphisms with contraction
of tensors. When there is a tensor product (ordered or non-ordered) of several
K-modules so that among the factors there is a matched pair Hij

k , Hk
ij we may

contract any element of this tensor product using the canonical duality between
Hij
k and Hk

ij . For example, any element x ˝ y ˝ z 2 H ˝ Hij
k ˝ Hk

ij contracts
into tr(zy)x 2 H . This operation is called the contraction along Hk

ij (or along

Hij
k ) and denoted by �kij . The contraction is well-deˇned only when there is a

decomposition into a tensor product and the factors Hij
k , Hk

ij to be contracted are
matched. It is clear that contractions along disjoint pairs of factors commute.
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Figure 1.5

1.5.3. Corollary of Theorem 1.5.1. For any j 0; j 1; : : : ; j 8 2 I , we have

(1.5.c)
∑
j2I
�jj 2j 3
�j 7
j j 4
�j 6
j 1j

(
{ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 3 j 6 j

}0˝{ j 1 j j 6
j 4 j 0 j 7

}0˝{ j 2 j 3 j
j 4 j 7 j 8

}0
) =

= �j 0
j 5j 8

(
{ j 5 j 3 j 6
j 4 j 0 j 8

}0 ˝ { j 1 j 2 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 7

}0
):

Here both sides lie in the non-ordered tensor product of six K-modules

Hj 6
j 5j 3

; H j 5
j 1j 2

; H j 0
j 6j 4

; H j 1j 7
j 0

; H j 2j 8
j 7

; H j 3j 4
j 8

:

The permutation P23 used in Theorem 1.5.1 does not appear in this context be-
cause we are dealing here with non-ordered tensor products.

Proof of Corollary. Note ˇrst that the homomorphism (1.3.a) may be expressed
in terms of the modiˇed 6j -symbol (1.4.b) as follows: for any x 2 Hkl

m ˝K H
ij
k ,

we have { i j k
l m n

}
(x) = �mkl �kij (

{ i j k
l m n

}0 ˝ x):

Now we can prove the Corollary. Denote by A the tensor product of the three
6j -symbols on the left-hand side of (1.5.c). Denote by B the tensor product of the
two 6j -symbols on the right-hand side of (1.5.c). Recall the modules X; Y given
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Figure 1.6

by (1.5.a). Denote by f; g the homomorphisms Y ! X provided by the left-hand
and right-hand sides of the equality in Theorem 1.5.1. By this theorem, f = g. It
follows from the remarks above that for any y 2 Y,

f (y) =
∑
j2I
�j 7
j j 4
�jj 2j 3
�j 0
j 6j 4
�j 6
j 1j
�j 6
j 5j 3
�j 5
j 1j 2

(A ˝ y) =

= �j 0
j 6j 4
�j 6
j 5j 3
�j 5
j 1j 2

⎛⎝∑
j2I
�jj 2j 3
�j 7
j j 4
�j 6
j 1j

(A)˝ y

⎞⎠ :
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Note that contractions involved in this formula commute and may be applied in
an arbitrary order. Similarly,

g(y) = �j 0
j 5j 8
�j 5
j 1j 2
�j 0
j 6j 4
�j 6
j 5j 3

(B˝ y) = �j 0
j 6j 4
�j 6
j 5j 3
�j 5
j 1j 2

(
�j 0
j 5j 8

(B)˝ y
)
:

Since f (y) = g(y) for any

y 2 Y = Hj 6j 4
j 0
˝K Hj 5j 3

j 6
˝K Hj 1j 2

j 5
;

we have ∑
j2I
�jj 2j 3
�j 7
j j 4
�j 6
j 1j

(A) = �j 0
j 5j 8

(B):

This is the claim of the Corollary.

1.6. Overview of further sections. Until now we have developed essentially
a purely algebraic approach to 6j -symbols, the ˇgures have served as a mere
graphical notation for algebraic formulas. This technique is inadequate to derive
deep properties of 6j -symbols, in particular their tetrahedral symmetry. One of
the problems encountered here is the rigid structure of coupons which does not
allow us to pull bands from one base to another.

In the next sections we develop another (though related) technique which gives
more insight in the properties of 6j -symbols. The essential ingredients of this
technique are unimodal categories, symmetrized multiplicity modules, and framed
graphs. These three notions will be discussed in the three following sections.
Armed with the results of these sections we shall be able to consider 6j -symbols
from a more �exible and productive viewpoint.

2. Unimodal categories

2.0. Outline. Unimodality is a minor technical condition on semisimple (and mod-
ular) ribbon categories. It is under this condition that we shall give a geometric
formulation of 6j -symbols.

2.1. Unimodal categories. An element i 2 I is said to be self-dual if i� = i. For
each self-dual i 2 I , we have

Hom(V ˝ V; &) = Hom(V; V�) � Hom(V; V) = K

where V = Vi and the symbol � indicates the existence of a K-isomorphism. The
formula x 7! x(idV˝�V)cV;V deˇnes a K-endomorphism of Hom(V˝V; &) which
must be multiplication by a certain "i 2 K . In view of (I.1.2.d), (I.1.2.h) the square
of this endomorphism is the mapping x 7! x�V˝V . Since x�V˝V = �&x = x we
have ("i)2 = 1. In particular, if K is a ˇeld then "i = ˙1.
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The semisimple category (V; fVigi2I) is called unimodal if for every self-dual
i 2 I , we have "i = 1. In other words, the semisimple category (V; fVigi2I) is
unimodal if for any i 2 I with i� = i and any x 2 Hom(V ˝ V; &), we have
x(idV ˝ �V)cV;V = x . A unimodal modular category will be called unimodular
category.

For example, the category V(G;K; c; ') introduced in Sections I.1.7.2 and
II.1.7.2 is unimodal if and only if '(g) = 1 for any element g 2 G of order 2. In
particular, if ' = 1 then this category is unimodal.

2.2. Lemma. If V is unimodal then there exists a family of isomorphisms fwi :
Vi! (Vi�)�gi2I such that for every i 2 I , we have

(2.2.a) dVi(wi� ˝ idVi) = F(\�Vi� )(idVi� ˝wi):

The isomorphism w0 : V0 ! (V0)� may be chosen so that both sides of (2.2.a)
with i = 0 are equal to id& : &! &.

The graphical form of (2.2.a) is given in Figure 2.1.

 • =

i *  i ii *  

w
   i 

w
   i* 

Figure 2.1

Proof of Lemma. Consider ˇrst the case i� 6= i. Take as wi an arbitrary isomor-
phism Vi ! (Vi�)� and choose wi� so that it satisˇes (2.2.a). There is only one
such wi� deˇned by the formula

wi� = (F(\�Vi� )˝ idV�i )(idVi� ˝ wi ˝ idV�i )(idVi� ˝ bVi):

(The reader may draw the corresponding picture.)
Let i� = i. We shall show that an arbitrary isomorphism w = wi = wi� : Vi !

(Vi)� satisˇes (2.2.a). Set V = Vi. Let x 2 Hom(V ˝ V; &) be the morphism
presented by the left diagram in Figure 2.1. It is easy to express w = wi via x . In
the algebraic notation w = (x˝ idV�)(idV˝bV), while drawing the corresponding
picture is left to the reader. Substituting this expression in place of wi in the right
diagram in Figure 2.1 we get the left diagram in Figure 2.2. Using the isotopy in
Figure 2.2 we observe that these diagrams represent x(idV ˝ �V)cV;V = x . Hence
the equality in Figure 2.1 is true.
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≈
i *  i *  i i

x

x

Figure 2.2

Let us show that w0 = b& : &! &� satisˇes the last assertion of the lemma.
By Corollary I.2.6.2, w0 is an isomorphism. The results of the previous paragraph
show that equality (2.2.a) is true. The morphism presented by the right diagram
in Figure 2.1 with i = 0 equals

F(\�&)(id& ˝ b&) = F(\�&)b& = F(\�&)F([&) = F(\�&[&) = tr(id&) = id&:

2.3. Exercises. 1. Show that if V is unimodal then the mirror category (V; fVigi2I)
is also unimodal.

2. Show that any family of isomorphisms fwi : Vi ! (Vi�)�gi2I satisfying
(2.2.a) also satisˇes the equalities

(wi ˝ idV�i )bVi = (idV�
i�
˝wi�)F([�Vi� ); (idV�i ˝w

�1
i )bVi� = (w�1

i� ˝ idVi)F([�Vi):

3. Show that the existence of a family of isomorphisms satisfying Lemma 2.2
is equivalent to unimodality of V.

4. For each self-dual i 2 I , the formula x 7! (�V ˝ idV)cV;Vx (where V = Vi)
deˇnes an endomorphism of Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vi) � K which is multiplication by a
certain "i 2 K . Show that ("i)2 = 1. Show that "i = "i.

5. The element 0 of I is self-dual because the object V�0 = &� is isomorphic to
V0 = &. Show that "0 = 1.

3. Symmetrized multiplicity modules

3.0. Outline. By deˇnition, each multiplicity module Hij
k or Hk

ij is determined
by an ordered triple (i; j ; k) of elements of the set I . We deˇne here a symmet-
ric version of multiplicity modules. The symmetrized multiplicity modules are
canonically isomorphic to the original non-symmetric ones but depend on non-
ordered triples of indices. This will allow us to rewrite 6j -symbols in a more
convenient form, see Section 5. Note that whereas the deˇnitions of Section 1
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do not use the ribbon structure in the category V, the deˇnition of symmetrized
multiplicity modules uses both the braiding and the twist in V.

3.1. Conventions. From now on we assume (unless explicitly stated otherwise)
that the ˇxed semisimple category (V; fVigi2I) is unimodal. In order to develop a
geometric approach to 6j -symbols and in particular in order to deˇne a symmetric
version of multiplicity modules we need to make certain choices. Namely, we ˇx
a family of isomorphisms fwi : Vi ! (Vi�)�gi2I and two families fdim0(i)gi2I ,
fv0igi2I of elements of K . The isomorphisms fwigi2I are assumed to satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 2.2. The set fdim0(i)gi2I is just a family of square roots of
the dimensions fdim(i)gi2I such that dim0(0) = 1 and for every i 2 I ,

(dim0(i))2 = dim(i); dim0(i�) = dim0(i):

Recall that the twist � acts in each simple object Vi via multiplication by an
invertible element vi 2 K . Equality (I.1.8.a) implies that vi� = vi for all i 2 I .
The equality �& = id& implies that v0 = 1. We assume that v0i 2 K is a \half-twist"
such that v00 = 1 and for every i 2 I ,

(v0i)
2 = vi; v0i� = v0i:

The existence of the family fwi : Vi ! (Vi�)�gi2I is ensured by Lemma 2.2.
The existence of the families fdim0(i)gi2I , fv0igi2I is a quite mild restriction on
the category V. Although in general we can not extract square roots in K , we
may overcome this problem by formally adding to K elements fdim0(i)gi2I , fv0igi2I
with the desired properties and extending V to include these elements (cf. Sec-
tion II.1.6).

Neither the family fwigi2I , nor the families fdim0(i)gi2I , fv0igi2I are unique. It
is important that we ˇx this data once for all. Further constructions will depend
on this data, although a different choice would lead to equivalent results.

3.2. Symmetrization of multiplicity modules. Let i; j ; k 2 I . Set

Hij k = Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk):

The modules fHij kgi;j ;k2I present an equivalent version of the multiplicity modules
considered in Section 1. Using the braiding in V it is easy to show that the six
modules corresponding to the permutations of the triple fi; j ; kg (i.e., the modules
Hij k; H j ki; Hkij ; H j ik ; H ikj ; Hkj i) are mutually isomorphic. Using the unimodality
of V we construct a commuting system of isomorphisms between these modules.
In other words, we construct an action of the symmetric group S3 in this system
of modules. Note that the braiding directly induces an action of the group of
braids on 3 strings in this system of modules. In order to factorize down to S3 we
involve the twists. Identifying the modules Hij k; H j ki; Hkij ; H j ik ; H ikj ; Hkj i along
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the resulting action of S3 we shall obtain the symmetrized multiplicity module
associated to the non-ordered triple fi; j ; kg.

It sufˇces to construct isomorphisms �1(ij k) : Hij k ! Hj ik and �2(ij k) :
Hij k ! Hikj such that

(3.2.a) �1(j ik)�1(ij k) = id;

(3.2.b) �2(ikj )�2(ij k) = id;

(3.2.c) �1(j ki)�2(j ik)�1(ij k) = �2(kij )�1(ikj )�2(ij k):

For x 2 Hij k = Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk), set

�1(ij k)(x) = v0iv
0
j (v
0
k)
�1(cVi;Vj ˝ idVk )x

where cVi;Vj : Vi ˝ Vj ! Vj ˝ Vi is the braiding isomorphism. In the graphical
notation the element x and its image under �1(ij k)(x) are represented by (the
v-colored ribbon graphs presented by) the diagrams in Figure 3.1.

v '   i v '
  j 

v '
  k ( )

–1

k

x

i j k

x

ij

Figure 3.1

Similarly, set

�2(ij k)(x) = v0j v
0
k(v
0
i)
�1(idVi ˝ cVj ;Vk )x:

It is a nice geometric exercise to see that the ribbon graphs presented by the
diagrams in Figure 3.2 are isotopic (with the top ends ˇxed !). Therefore formula
(3.2.a) follows from deˇnitions and the fact that insertion of a positive (resp.
negative) twist in a band of color Vl leads to multiplication of the operator
invariant by vl = (v0l)

2 (resp. v�1
l = (v0l)

�2). The proof of (3.2.b) is similar and
(3.2.c) follows from Yang-Baxter identity (I.1.2.f).

The K-module obtained by identiˇcation of the modules Hij k; H j ki; Hkij ; H j ik ,
Hikj ; Hkj i along the isomorphisms constructed above is denoted by H(i; j ; k).
An element x of H(i; j ; k) is a function assigning to every ordering i1; i2; i3 of
the set fi; j ; kg an element x i1i2i3 of Hi1i2i3 so that the elements corresponding
to different orderings are related by these isomorphisms. It is obvious that the
formula x 7! x i1i2i3 deˇnes a canonical isomorphism H(i; j ; k) ! Hi1i2i3 . The
module H(i; j ; k) is called the symmetrized multiplicity module associated to the
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≈

Figure 3.2

triple fi; j ; kg. It is important to emphasize that this module is determined by the
non-ordered triple fi; j ; kg: permutations of this triple do not change H(i; j ; k). For
instance, H(i; j ; k) and H(j ; i; k) are actually the same module (and not merely
isomorphic modules).

The symmetrized multiplicity modules are closely related to the multiplicity
modules introduced in Section 1. For any triple i; j ; k 2 I , we deˇne an isomor-
phism Hij

k ! Hij k� by the formula

x 7! (x ˝w�1
k� )bVk

(see Figure 3.3). Composing this isomorphism with the canonical isomorphism
Hij k� ! H(i; j ; k�) (constructed in the previous paragraph) we get an isomor-
phism Hij

k ! H(i; j ; k�). Similarly, we deˇne an isomorphism Hk
ij ! Hkj �i� by

the formula

y 7! (y ˝w�1
j � ˝w�1

i� )(idVi ˝ bVj ˝ idV�i )bVi

(see Figure 3.4). Composing this isomorphism Hk
ij ! Hkj �i� with the canonical

isomorphism Hkj �i� ! H(k; j �; i�) we get an isomorphism Hk
ij ! H(k; j �; i�).

kk

i j k*  i j

x   – 1  w  k*
x

Figure 3.3

3.3. Duality for symmetrized multiplicity modules. Let A and B be two non-
ordered triples of elements of I . We say that these triples are dual if there is
a ˇxed bijection between the elements of A and the elements of B so that the
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i *  j *  

  – 1  w   j*

k

y

i

j

k

i j

y
  – 1  w   i*

Figure 3.4

corresponding terms are related by the involution i 7! i� : I ! I . For any dual
triples A and B, we construct a non-degenerate pairing H(A) ˝K H(B) ! K
as follows. Let i; j ; k be elements of A written down in a certain order and let
i�; j �; k� be the corresponding elements of B. There is a bilinear pairing aij k :
Hij k � Hk�j �i� ! K assigning to any pair (x 2 Hij k; y 2 Hk�j �i�) the operator
invariant of the v-colored ribbon (0,0)-graph shown in Figure 3.5.

i j k

x y

w
   i 

w
   j w

  k 

k*  i*  j*  

Figure 3.5

It is easy to deduce from formula (2.2.a) (cf. Figure 2.1) that

aij k(x; y) = ak
�j �i�(y; x):

The pairing aij k is compatible with the identiˇcation isomorphisms between the
modules Hij k; H j ki; Hkij ; H j ik ; H ikj ; Hkj i induced by permutations of indices.
Speciˇcally, for any x 2 Hij k; y 2 Hk�j �i� we have

aij k(x; y) = aj ik(�1(ij k)(x); �2(k
�j �i�)(y)) = aikj (�2(ij k)(x); �1(k�j �i�)(y)):

(The reader is advised to draw the corresponding pictures.) These equalities follow
from deˇnitions and the formulas �1(ij k) = (�1(j ik))�1, �2(ij k) = (�2(ikj ))�1
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proven above. Thus we have a correctly deˇned bilinear pairing

(3.3.a) H(A)˝K H(B) = H(i; j ; k)˝K H(i�; j �; k�)! K:

It is easy to see that under the isomorphisms Hij
k� ! H(i; j ; k), Hk�

ij !
H(k�; j �; i�) = H(i�; j �; k�) the pairing considered in Section 1.2 corresponds
to the pairing (3.3.a). Therefore the pairing (3.3.a) is non-degenerate.

For a pair of dual unordered triples A; B � I , we shall identify the dual of
H(A) with H(B) using the pairing (3.3.a).

3.4. Multiplicity modules for the mirror category. We extend Conven-
tions 3.1 to the mirror category (V; fVigi2I) keeping the families fwi : Vi !
(Vi�)�gi2I ; fdim0(i)gi2I and choosing as half-twists the inverses of the ˇxed half-
twists fv0igi. The multiplicity modules Hij k corresponding to V and V are the same
because the underlying monoidal categories of V and V are the same. It is easy
to deduce from deˇnitions and formulas (3.2.a), (3.2.b) that the identiˇcation
isomorphisms �1(ij k); �2(ij k) corresponding to V and V coincide. Therefore
the symmetrized multiplicity modules associated to V are identical with the sym-
metrized multiplicity modules associated to V.

3.5. The color 0. When one of the indices i; j ; or k is equal to 0 2 I the module
H(i; j ; k) may be non-trivial only if the other two indices are dual to each other.
If this is the case then the module H(i; j ; k) is isomorphic to K . We specify here
a canonical isomorphism H(i; i�; 0)! K .

Consider the homomorphism z : K ! Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vi�) such that

z(1) = (dim0(i))�1(idVi ˝w�1
i� )bVi :

(Invertibility of dim0(i) 2 K is ensured by Lemma II.4.2.4.) The homomor-
phism z is an isomorphism because under the identiˇcation Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vi�) =
Hom(V�i ; Vi�) introduced in Exercise I.1.8.1 the morphism (idVi ˝w�1

i� )bVi corre-
sponds to the isomorphism w�1

i� which freely generates Hom(V�i ; Vi�). We identify
Hii�0 = Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vi�) with K via z. It is easy to check that the identiˇcation
isomorphisms Hii�0 = K;Hi�i0 = K and the isomorphism �1(ii�0) : Hii�0 ! Hi�i0

form a commutative diagram. (One should use the result of Exercise 2.3.2.) In
this way we obtain an identiˇcation H(i; i�; 0) = K .

In the case i = 0 we obtain an identiˇcation H 000 = K which is nothing but
the obvious equality

Hom(&; &˝ &˝ &) = Hom(&; &) = K:

The identiˇcation H(0; 0; 0) = K is also induced by this equality.
The duality pairing introduced in Section 3.3 yields a duality between two

copies of H(i; i�; 0). It is easy to verify that under the identiˇcation H(i; i�; 0) = K
this pairing is presented by the unit 1� 1-matrix over K . It is here that the factor
(dim0(i))�1 in the deˇnition of z plays its role.
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4. Framed graphs

Everywhere in this section we adhere to Conventions 3.1.

4.0. Outline. We introduce a geometric technique of framed graphs. Framed
graphs are versions of ribbon graphs with a relaxed structure in the vertices:
instead of coupons we involve 2-disks, i.e., we omit all references to bases of
coupons. The distinction between framed and ribbon graphs mirrors on the ge-
ometric level the distinction between symmetrized and non-symmetrized multi-
plicity modules.

We show how to pass from ribbon graphs to framed graphs and back. To
this end we introduce two transformations: (i) ribboning, which transforms any
framed graph into a ribbon graph, and (ii) rounding of corners, which acts in
the opposite direction. We caution that these geometric transformations are not
mutually inverse. We deˇne an invariant of colored framed graphs corresponding
to the operator invariant F of colored ribbon graphs under both (i) and (ii). Thus,
from the viewpoint of operator invariants, the transformations (i) and (ii) may be
regarded as mutually inverse. This shows that the languages of ribbon and framed
graphs are essentially equivalent. The choice of language is mainly a matter of
convenience. As we shall see in Section 5, framed graphs perfectly suit the theory
of 6j -symbols. The technique of framed graphs will be used also in Chapter X.

4.1. Trivalent graphs and their colorings. By a graph we mean a ˇnite 1-
dimensional cell space. Each graph consists of a ˇnite number of vertices, edges,
and circle components. Every edge connects two (possibly coinciding) vertices
called the end points of this edge. Note that we deal with open edges, i.e., we do
not include end points in the edges. Every vertex x of a graph has a neighborhood
consisting of several half-open intervals with common end point x . The number
of these intervals is called the valency of x . We shall never consider graphs
with 2-valent vertices. By circle components we mean connected components
homeomorphic to S1. These components do not contain vertices. Edges and circle
components of a graph are called its 1-strata.

Let  be a graph. By an oriented 1-stratum of  we mean a 1-stratum of 
(i.e., an edge or a circle component) equipped with an orientation. By a coloring
of  we mean a function assigning to every oriented 1-stratum of  an element
of the set I so that the elements assigned to opposite orientations of the same
1-stratum are related by the involution i 7! i� : I ! I . It is obvious that every
graph admits (card(I))n colorings where n is the number of its 1-strata. A graph
endowed with a coloring is said to be colored.

By a trivalent graph we mean a graph whose vertices have valency 3. For
instance, a circle is a trivalent graph because it has no vertices. We shall treat the
empty space ; as a trivalent graph.
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For each colored trivalent graph , we deˇne a K-module H(). For a vertex
x of , consider the module Hx () = H(i; j ; k) where i; j ; k are the colors of
three 1-strata of  incident to x and oriented towards x . (Since the triple i; j ; k has
no natural order, it is important here that symmetrized multiplicity modules are
determined by non-ordered triples.) Set H() = ˝xHx () where x runs over all
vertices of . It follows from Lemma II.4.2.1 that H() is a projective K-module.
Set

H?() = (H())? = HomK(H(); K):

For instance, if  is a circle or a disjoint union of circles then H?() = H() = K .
Set H(;) = K .

By a v-colored trivalent graph we mean a colored trivalent graph  with a
preferred element chosen in each module Hx () where x runs over all vertices
of .

Warning: by their very deˇnition the modules Hx () and H() depend on the
data ˇxed in Section 3.1.

4.2. Framed graphs. The notion of a framed graph is a modiˇcation of the
notion of a ribbon graph. The main difference is that the role of vertices is no
longer played by boxes with distinguished bases but rather by 2-disks without any
additional geometric structure. This renders framed graphs much more �exible in
comparison to ribbon graphs. We restrict ourselves here to framed graphs with
3-valent vertices and without free ends.

Before giving a deˇnition of framed graphs we need to adjust our terminol-
ogy. In order to avoid confusion between bands (topological rectangles with a
distinguished pair of opposite bases) and M�obius bands we shall use for M�obius
bands the term twisted annuli. The untwisted annulus is of course the annulus
S1 � [0; 1].

A framed graph is a compact surface decomposed into a union of a ˇnite num-
ber of annuli (twisted or untwisted), bands, and 2-disks such that the following
conditions hold: the bases of bands lie on the boundary of the 2-disks, otherwise
the bands, 2-disks, and annuli are disjoint, and each of the 2-disks is incident to
exactly 3 bands (counted with multiplicities). The surface in question is said to
be the surface of the framed graph. In contrast to ribbon graphs, the surfaces of
framed graphs are not assumed to be oriented or even orientable, the bands and
annuli of framed graphs are not assumed to be directed.

Each framed graph � has a core  which is a trivalent graph in the sense of
Section 4.1. The vertices of  are the centers of the 2-disks of �, the 1-strata of 
are the cores of the annuli and the cores of the bands extended slightly to reach
vertices of . It is clear that  lies in the surface of � as a deformation retract.
Vertices, 1-strata, and colorings of  will be called vertices, 1-strata, and colorings
of � respectively. Thus, a coloring of � assigns elements of I to oriented cores
of bands and annuli of � so that the elements assigned to opposite orientations of
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the same core are related by the involution i 7! i�. The set of all colorings of �
will be denoted by col(�). A framed graph endowed with a coloring is said to be
colored. Note an important distinction between colorings of ribbon and framed
graphs: to color bands and annuli of ribbon graphs we use objects of V whereas
to color bands and annuli of framed graphs we use elements of the set I .

For each 2-disk D of a colored framed graph �, we deˇne the module HD(�)
to be Hx () where x is the corresponding vertex of . In other words, HD =
H(i; j ; k) where i; j ; k are the colors of the (cores of the) bands of � attached
to D and directed towards D. Set H(�) = H() = ˝DHD(�) so that H(�)
is the tensor product over K of the modules assigned to the 2-disks of �. Set
H?(�) = (H(�))?. When it is necessary to stress the role of the category V we
denote the modules H(�); H?(�) by HV(�); H?

V(�) respectively.
By a v-colored framed graph we mean a colored framed graph endowed with

a distinguished element in each module HD where D runs over all 2-disks of the
graph. This element is called the color of D.

By a framed graph in a 3-manifold M we mean a framed graph embedded in
Int(M). Two framed graphs in M are isotopic if they can be smoothly deformed
into each other in the class of framed graphs in M preserving the splitting into
the annuli, bands, and 2-disks during the deformation. By an isotopy of colored
(resp. v-colored) graphs we mean a color-preserving isotopy.

We shall present framed graphs in R3 by plane diagrams in the way similar to
the one used for ribbon graphs. Namely, we shall draw 2-disks and cores of the
bands and annuli. Unless speciˇed otherwise, the bands and annuli themselves
are assumed to go close and parallel to the plane of the picture. In our pictures
of colored framed graphs we shall indicate the colors corresponding to certain
directions of the cores; it is understood that the colors corresponding to opposite
directions are obtained via the involution i 7! i�. Note ˇnally that the notion of
a framed graph generalizes the notion of a framed link used in Chapters I and II.

4.3. Invariants of framed graphs and ribboning. For each v-colored framed
graph � � R3, we deˇne an isotopy invariant F(�) = FV(�) 2 K . This invariant
should be viewed as a version of the invariant F of v-colored ribbon graphs
studied in Chapter I.

We ˇrst assume that the surface of � is oriented. We shall use the given
orientation, say ˛, of this surface to transform � into a v-colored ribbon (0,0)-
graph ˝�. (Recall that ribbon (0,0)-graphs are just ribbon graphs without free
ends.) The transformation � 7! ˝� is called ribboning. The v-colored ribbon
(0,0)-graph ˝� is not uniquely determined by (�; ˛) but its invariant F(˝�) 2 K
depends solely on �. This will allow us to deˇne F(�) = F(˝�). A posteriori we
shall see that F(�) does not depend on the choice of ˛.

The ribboning modiˇes annuli, bands, and 2-disks of �. Roughly speaking,
annuli and 2-disks of � give rise to annuli and coupons of ˝�, while each band of
� gives rise to two shorter bands and one coupon between them as in Figure 4.1.
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Here are the details. We direct the annuli of � (i.e., orient their cores) in an
arbitrary way and attach to each annulus the object Vi where i 2 I is the color
of this directed annulus provided by the given coloring of �. The transformation
of bands is slightly more complicated because we want all bands of ˝� to be
directed towards the coupons obtained from the 2-disks of �. With this in mind,
we add in the middle of each band b of � a coupon B, see Figure 4.1. (In contrast
to the previous ˇgures, in Figures 4.1 and 4.3 we draw bands and not just their
cores; the band b is shaded in Figure 4.1.) Note that the given orientation ˛ of
the surface of � enables us to choose a preferred side of this surface. In Figure
4.1 and in the next ˇgures the preferred side is the one turned towards the reader.
In other words, the band b regarded as a surface is oriented counterclockwise.
The arrows in the left part of Figure 4.1 indicate opposite orientations of the core
of b and the labels i; i� specify the corresponding colors. The coupon B cuts b
into two shorter bands. We equip these bands with directions leading out of B
and with colors Vi; Vi� , as in Figure 4.1. Each base of B is incident to one of
these two bands. An arbitrary base of B is chosen to be the bottom base, the
opposite base being the top one. (In Figure 4.1 the bottom base of B is the lower
horizontal base.) Equip B with the color wi : Vi ! V�i� where Vi is the color of
the band incident to the bottom base of B. This procedure replaces each band of
� with one colored coupon and two colored directed bands.

V
    i* 

V
   i

b

Bw
   i 

i *  

i

Figure 4.1

It remains to transform the 2-disks of � into coupons which is the heart of the
construction. Let D be a 2-disk of �. Choose a small arc a in @D disjoint from the
bases of bands attached to D. Split this arc into three consecutive subarcs which
will play the role of sides and bottom base of the coupon. The complement of
a in @D will play the role of the top base. Thus, bases of bands attached to D
lie in the top base of the resulting coupon. The orientation ˛ in the surface of
� restricted to D induces an orientation in @D. Consider the three bands of �
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attached to D. Let i; j ; k be the colors of their cores oriented towards D and taken
in the order opposite to the one induced by the orientation in @D restricted to
@D na (see Figure 4.2 where D is oriented counterclockwise). The given element
of HD = H(i; j ; k) (the color of D) canonically determines an element of Hij k

which we choose to be the color of this coupon.

a

i j k i j k

Figure 4.2

Applying this procedure to all bands, annuli, and 2-disks of � we get a v-
colored ribbon (0,0)-graph ˝ = ˝� in R3. The orientation in the surface of ˝ is
induced by ˛ in the obvious way. We say that ˝ is obtained by ribboning of �.
Set

F(�) = F(˝) 2 K:
The construction of ˝� and, in particular, the insertion of additional coupons

in the middle of bands may look artiˇcial. In a sense these coupons are intended
to compensate for the coupons which appear in the deˇnitions at the end of
Section 3.2, cf. Figures 3.3, 3.4. This will become clearer in Section 4.5.

4.3.1. Lemma. F(�) is an isotopy invariant of � independent of the choices
made in the construction of ˝.

Lemma 4.3.1 ensures that F(�) is correctly deˇned. Before proving this lemma
we state a few properties of F(�).

4.3.2. Lemma. If a v-colored framed graph �0 is obtained from � by one positive
twist of a band of � then

(4.3.a) F(�0) = vi F(�) = vi� F(�)

where i; i� are the colors corresponding to two directions of this band. If a v-
colored framed graph �0 is obtained from � by positive half-twists applied to the
three bands incident to a 2-disk D of � as in Figure 4:3 then

(4.3.b) F(�0) = v0iv
0
j v
0
k F(�)
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where i; j ; k are the colors of these bands directed towards D.

DD

i

j

ki

j

k

Figure 4.3

In the second claim the framed graphs �0 and � differ in the neighborhood
of D shown in Figure 4.3 and coincide otherwise. It is understood that the given
orientations in the surfaces of �0 and � coincide outside the neighborhood of D
shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3.3. Lemma. F(�) does not depend on the choice of orientation in the surface
of �.

This assertion should be contrasted with the fact that the orientation in the
surface of � has been heavily used in the deˇnition of ribboning of �. Dif-
ferent choices of orientation may lead to different v-colored ribbon graphs. By
Lemma 4.3.3, all these ribbon graphs have the same operator invariant. This
lemma also allows us to view F as an isotopy invariant of v-colored framed
graphs with orientable (but not necessarily oriented) surface.

4.3.4. Proof of Lemma 4.3.1. In the construction of ˝ we have made the
following choices. We chose directions of annuli, bottom bases of the coupons
inserted in the bands of �, and small arcs in the boundaries of 2-disks. We shall
show that these choices do not affect F(˝).

Independence of F(˝) of the choice of directions of annuli follows from
Lemma I.2.8.1. Independence of the choice of bottom bases of coupons inserted
in bands follows from the equality in Figure 4.4 where the bottom bases of the
coupons are their lower horizontal bases. This equality in its turn follows from
the formula in Figure 2.1.

To show independence of F(˝) of the choice of a � @D it sufˇces to show
that F(˝) is not changed when we replace a with an arc a0 as in Figure 4.5. When
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i i

i*  i*  

w
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w
   i* 

Figure 4.4

we use a (resp. a0) to effect the ribboning of � we obtain the pictures in the left
(resp. right) part of Figure 4.6. We have to prove the equality in this ˇgure where
X 2 Hij k and X 0 2 Hkij are elements representing the color of D. By deˇnition
of HD, we have X = �2(ikj )�1(kij )(X 0). Substituting here the expressions for
�1; �2 (see Section 3.2) we get the desired equality.

i

a

j

k

j

k
i

a'

Figure 4.5
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j

k

 • =

Figure 4.6
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4.3.5. Proof of Lemma 4.3.2. The ˇrst claim follows directly from the deˇnition
of vi. Let us prove the second claim. The ribboning transforms � and �0 into
v-colored ribbon graphs ˝ and ˝0 respectively. We shall prove that F(˝0) =
v0iv
0
j v
0
kF(˝). This would imply that F(�0) = v0iv

0
j v
0
kF(�).

Let Q and Q0 be the coupons of ˝ and ˝0 obtained from D. (It is understood
that we use the same arc a � @D to construct ˝ and ˝0.) Because of the ad-
ditional half-twists, the orientations in the surfaces of � and �0 induce opposite
orientations, say ˛ and ˛0 = �˛, in D. For concreteness, we assume that ˛ is the
counterclockwise orientation and ˛0 is the clockwise orientation in Figure 4.3. To
transform D into Q;Q0 we have to use opposite orientations both in D and in @D.

Let i; j ; k be the colors of three bands of � attached to D, directed towards
D and taken in the order determined by ˛, as in Figure 4.3. Let y 2 Hij k be
the color of Q determined by the given color xD 2 HD of D. Using ˛0 = �˛
we encounter the same three bands but in the opposite order. Therefore the color
of Q0 is a certain y 0 2 Hkj i determined by the same xD 2 HD. By deˇnition of
HD = H(i; j ; k) we have

(4.3.c) y 0 = �1(j ki)�2(j ik)�1(ij k)(y):

In a neighborhood of Q;Q0 the graphs ˝ and ˝0 look as in Figure 4.7 where
each boldface point stands for one positive half-twist of the band around its core.
Here we have drawn mirror images of the letters y 0 and Q0 to stress that the
coupon Q0 is oriented clockwise. In other words, we look at this coupon from the
wrong side, the natural view would be from below the page. Keeping three top
ends ˇxed and rotating to the right we deform the right-hand graph into the graph
drawn in the left part of Figure 4.8. In particular, this deformation undoes the
half-twists of the bands and yields a coupon oriented counterclockwise, i.e., in the
same way as Q. Substituting the graphical expressions for �1; �2 in (4.3.c), and
substituting the resulting expression for y 0 in Figure 4.8 we get (up to isotopy)
the ribbon graph in the right part of Figure 4.8. Thus, F(˝0) = v0iv

0
j v
0
kF(˝).

i j k

Q'

i j k

Q
,

y y'

Figure 4.7
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i j k
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 • =

i j k
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Figure 4.8

4.3.6. Proof of Lemma 4.3.3. Let � be a colored framed graph and let ˛; ˛0 be
different orientations of its surface. We prove that F(�; ˛) = F(�; ˛0). Consider
ˇrst the case where � is connected and ˛0 = �˛. If � is an annulus then rotation
of � in R3 around its core by an angle of � yields the same annulus with the
opposite orientation. Since F is invariant under isotopies, F(�; ˛) = F(�;�˛).
Assume that � is not an annulus. Apply to each 2-disk of � the transformation
shown in Figure 4.3. This yields a new framed graph �0 with the same 2-disks
as in �. We provide the surface of �0 with an orientation ˛0 which coincides on
these 2-disks with �˛. By Lemma 4.3.2 we have F(�0; ˛0) = vF(�; ˛) with

v = (
∏
i

v0i)
2 =

∏
i

vi

where i runs over the colors of the bands of �. Next, apply to each band of �0

one negative twist. This yields a new framed graph �1 with the same 2-disks
as in �. We provide the surface of �1 with an orientation ˛1 which coincides
on these 2-disks with �˛. By Lemma 4.3.2 we have F(�1; ˛1) = v�1F(�0; ˛0).
It is easy to observe that �1 is isotopic to � via an isotopy identical on the
2-disks and transforming ˛1 into �˛. The isotopy invariance of F implies that
F(�1; ˛1) = F(�;�˛). Combining these equalities we get F(�; ˛) = F(�;�˛).

If � is not connected we apply the same argument to those connected compo-
nents of � where ˛0 = �˛.

4.4. Invariants of framed graphs continued. The invariant F(�) deˇned in
Section 4.3 readily extends to the case when � is a v-colored framed graph
in R3 with non-orientable surface. Let b1; : : : ; bn be the bands and annuli
of �. Let (i1; i�1); : : : ; (in; i�n) be their colors. For any sequence of integers
m = (m1; : : : ; mn), apply to b1; : : : ; bn respectively m1; : : : ; mn half-twists in
the positive direction. Denote the resulting v-colored framed graph by �m . We
choose m so that the surface of �m is orientable. Then the invariant F(�m) 2 K
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is well-deˇned. Set

(4.4.a) F(�) = (v0i1 )
�m1 (v0i2 )

�m2 : : : (v0in )
�mnF(�m):

A simple cohomological argument shows that different sequences m (such that the
surface of �m is orientable) can be related by the following two modiˇcations and
their inverses. The ˇrst modiˇcation increases one term of m by 2. The second
modiˇcation increases by 1 the three terms of m corresponding to three bands
attached to a 2-disk of �. By Lemma 4.3.2, the right-hand side of formula (4.4.a)
is invariant under these modiˇcations of m. Therefore F(�) does not depend on
the choice of m. Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 imply that F(�) is correctly deˇned and
is an isotopy invariant of �. It is obvious that Lemma 4.3.2 applies to framed
graphs with non-orientable surfaces without any changes.

Using the same idea as at the end of Section 1.3 (cf. Figures 1.3 and 1.4)
we can derive from F an isotopy invariant of colored framed graphs in R3 with
non-colored 2-disks. This invariant is also denoted by F = FV and takes values
in certain tensor products of multiplicity modules. In this sense it is a tensor
invariant. More exactly, its value on a colored framed graph � � R3 is an element
of H?(�) deˇned as follows. Take for each 2-disk D of �, a certain xD 2 HD and
denote the family fxDgD by x . The pair (�; x) is a v-colored framed graph in R3 so
that we may consider F(�; x) 2 K . It is obvious that F(�; x) is linear with respect
to each xD. Therefore the formula ˝DxD 7! F(�; x) deˇnes a K-homomorphism
H(�)! K . This homomorphism regarded as an element of H?(�) yields F(�).

4.5. Rounding the corners. Essentially no information is lost under the passage
from the operator invariant F of ribbon graphs to the invariant F of framed graphs
(at least in the case of trivalent graphs without free ends). Indeed, for each v-
colored ribbon graph ˝ with trivalent coupons and colors of bands belonging to
the set fVigi2I , we can deˇne in a canonical way a v-colored framed graph � such
that F(�) = F(˝): We shall need this construction only in the special case when
each coupon of ˝ has the following property: either there are 2 bands attached
to the bottom base and 1 band attached to the top base or the other way round,
the bands incident to the top base are incoming whereas the bands incident to
the bottom base are outgoing. The graph � is obtained from ˝ by replacing all
coupons with 2-disks while keeping the annuli and bands. It is understood that
we forget directions of bands and annuli and the orientation of the surface of ˝.
The coloring of bands of ˝ induces a coloring of bands of �: if a band of ˝
has a color Vi then the corresponding band of �, being considered with the same
direction as in ˝, has the color i and being considered with the opposite direction
has the color i�. Analogous conventions apply to the annuli of �. The colors of
2-disks of � are obtained from the colors of coupons of ˝ via the isomorphisms
constructed at the end of Section 3.2. We say that � is obtained from ˝ by
rounding the corners. The equality F(�) = F(˝) is a nice exercise on deˇnitions.
(Note that the ribbon graph ˝� obtained by ribboning of � does not coincide with
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˝. Still, F(˝�) = F(˝). To see this, look at Figures 3.3, 3.4 and notice that the
isomorphisms constructed at the end of Section 3.2 involve insertion of a coupon
(colored with w�1

i ) in every outgoing band. This is equivalent to insertion of one
coupon in every band. This coupon is compensated by the coupon inserted under
ribboning and colored with wi.)

The equality F(�) = F(˝) implies a similar equality for the derived tensor
invariants of colored (but not v-colored) graphs. The only subtle point is that
these invariants are not equal but rather correspond to each other under the iso-
morphisms deˇned at the end of Section 3.2.

The operations of ribboning and rounding the corners act in opposite directions:
from framed graphs to ribbon graphs and back. On the geometric level these
operations are not mutually inverse. However, on the level of invariants F and
F they are indeed mutually inverse. This fact will allow us to pass from framed
graphs to ribbon graphs and back without changing the invariants in question. We
shall extensively use this in Section 5 in order to deduce identities for invariants
of framed graphs from identities involving ribbon graphs.

4.6. Effacing of 0-colored bands. Let � be a colored framed graph in R3

containing a few annuli and/or bands colored with 0 2 I . Assume that for every
2-disk D of � incident to a 0-colored band, the colors of (the cores of) two
other bands incident to D and oriented towards D are dual to each other. Let
�0 be the colored framed graph in R3 obtained from � by effacing all 0-colored
bands and annuli (and keeping the colors of the remaining bands and annuli). We
shall show that H(�0) = H(�) and we shall give an explicit formula computing
F(�0) 2 H(�0) from F(�) 2 H(�).

Here is a more detailed description of �0. By a 0-annulus (respectively 0-band)
we mean an annulus (respectively a band) such that the given color of its core
with a certain (and hence with any) orientation is 0 2 I . Remove from � all
0-annuli (twisted and untwisted) and all 0-bands. Efface any 2-disk of � incident
to three such bands. By assumption there are no 2-disks of � incident to exactly
two 0-bands. Each 2-disk D of � incident to one 0-band together with two other
bands attached to D forms a new, longer band of �0 or an annulus of �0. According
to our assumptions the colors of these two bands of � are compatible and induce
a coloring of the new band (or annulus) of �0. This completes the description
of the colored framed graph �0. Because of the identiˇcation H(i; i�; 0) = K
speciˇed in Section 3.5 we have HD(�) = K for any 2-disk D of � incident to
exactly one 0-band. Therefore when we remove such a disk, the tensor product
of the modules HD(�) corresponding to all 2-disks of � does not change. Hence
H(�0) = H(�).

For any 2-disk D of � incident to one 0-band, set d 0(D) = dim0(i) = dim0(i�) 2
K where i and i� are the colors of two other bands incident to D. Set d 0(�) =∏

D d
0(D) 2 K where D runs over all 2-disks of � incident to exactly one 0-band.
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4.6.1. Lemma. F(�0) = d 0(�)F(�).

Proof. It follows from deˇnitions, Exercise I.2.9.2, and the equality v00 = 1 that ef-
facing of a 0-annulus does not change F(�). Similar arguments show that effacing
a 0-band which connects a 2-disk to itself also does not change F(�). Denote by
�0 the colored framed graph obtained from � by effacing one 0-band connecting
different 2-disks D1; D2. Let us show that F(�) = (d 0(D1)d 0(D2))�1F(�0).

To visualize the passage from � to �0 we ˇrst deform � so that this band looks
as in the left part of Figure 4.9. By deˇnition,

(d 0(D1)d
0(D2))

�1 = (dim0(i) dim0(j ))�1

where i; j are the colors of the bands attached to D1; D2, see Figure 4.9. Provide
HD1 (�) = K and HD2 (�) = K with preferred elements corresponding to 1 2 K .
Set

f = (dim0(i))�1w�1
i� 2 Hom(V�i ; Vi�); g = (dim0(j ))�1w�1

j � 2 Hom(V�j ; Vj �):

The ribboning of the fragment of � shown in the left part of Figure 4.9 yields the
ribbon graph in Figure 4.9. Five coupons colored with w0; wi; wj ; wi�; wj � arise
in accordance with the instructions for ribboning. Two coupons colored with f
and g are due to the deˇnition of the identiˇcation isomorphisms HD1 (�) =
K;HD2 (�) = K . It follows from (I.1.2.e) that the coupon colored with w0 and
two incident 0-bands may be removed without changing the operator invariant.
The coupons colored with f and wi� cancel each other and contribute the scalar
factor (dim0(i))�1. Similarly, the coupons colored with g and wj � contribute the
scalar factor (dim0(j ))�1. This yields the equality in Figure 4.9. Therefore F(�) =
(dim0(i) dim0(j ))�1F(�0). Applying this formula inductively to all 0-bands of �
connecting different 2-disks we get F(�0) = d 0(�)F(�).

4.7. Invariants of framed graphs in 3-manifolds. In the case where V is
a modular category, the deˇnitions and results of Sections 4.3{4.6 extend to
framed graphs in any closed oriented 3-manifold M . The only difference is that
instead of F(˝) we should use the invariant �(M;˝) = �(V;D)(M;˝) deˇned
in Section II.2.3. In this way we get for any v-colored framed graph � � M ,
an invariant �(M;�) 2 K . Lemmas 4.3.1{4.3.3 extend to this setting word for
word. We may obtain the same invariant �(M;�) using directly the formulas of
Section II.2.3 but replacing ribbon graphs in R3 and their invariant F with framed
graphs in R3 and their invariant F.

As in Section 4.4, for any colored (but not v-colored) framed graph � � M ,
we get an invariant �(M;�) 2 H?(�). If M = S3 then �(M;�) = D�1F(�).

4.8. Exercise. Prove that for any colored framed graph � � R3,

FV(�) = FV(�) 2 H?
V(�) = H?

V(�)
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where � is the mirror image of � with respect to a plane in R3. If V is a modular
category then for any colored framed graph � in a closed oriented 3-manifold M ,

�(V;D)(�M;�) = �(V;D)(M;�):
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5. Geometric approach to 6j-symbols

We continue to adhere to Conventions 3.1.

5.0. Outline. We use the technique of framed graphs to deˇne a more geometric
and more symmetric version of 6j -symbols. Its deˇnition proceeds roughly as
follows. Consider a 3-dimensional simplex T � R3. We regard the 1-skeleton of
T as a trivalent graph lying in the topological 2-sphere @T . A regular neighborhood
of this graph in @T may be viewed as a framed graph in R3 with 6 edges and 4
vertices. We color the edges with six elements of the set I . The invariant F of this
colored framed graph is a tensor of 4 variables running over certain symmetrized
multiplicity modules. We call this tensor the normalized 6j -symbol corresponding
to the chosen 6 elements of I .

We show how to relate the geometric approach of this section with the alge-
braic approach of Section 1. We also establish a few fundamental properties of
normalized 6j -symbols including the tetrahedral symmetry, the Biedenharn-Elliott
identity, the orthonormality identity, and the Racah identity. For completeness,
we establish also an analogue of the Yang-Baxter braiding equality (I.1.2.f) for
normalized 6j -symbols, it will not be used in what follows.

We shall use the normalized 6j -symbols in order to construct state sum in-
variants of 3-manifolds and shadows, see Chapters VII and X. The tetrahedral
symmetry and the identities mentioned above form the background for our study
of these invariants.

5.1. Deˇnition of normalized 6j-symbols. Let i; j ; k; l; m; n 2 I . Consider
the colored framed graph � = �(i; j ; k; l; m; n) � R3 shown in Figure 5.1.
The framed graph � is formed by 4 disks and 6 bands lying in the 2-sphere
S2 � R3. The symbols i; j ; k; l; m; n 2 I in Figure 5.1 are the colors assigned to
the indicated directions of the bands of �. As usual, to the opposite directions of
these bands we assign the dual colors i�; j �; k�; l�; m�; n� 2 I .

By deˇnition, the K-module H(�) is the non-ordered tensor product over K of
the four K-modules H(i; j ; k�); H(i�; m; n�); H(j �; l�; n); H(k; l; m�). We deˇne
the normalized 6j -symbol of the tuple (i;j ;k; l;m;n) to be

(5.1.a)

∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n

∣∣∣∣ = F(�) 2 H?(�):

Here H?(�) = HomK(H(�); K) is the non-ordered tensor product over K of the
modules H(i�; j �; k), H(i; m�; n), H(j ; l; n�), H(k�; l�; m).

It follows directly from deˇnitions that the normalized 6j -symbol has the
symmetries of a tetrahedron. In particular,

(5.1.b)

∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ j k� i�

m n l

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ k l m
n� i j �

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ j i k
m� l� n�

∣∣∣∣ :
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Figure 5.1

These equalities hold because the corresponding four colored framed graphs are
isotopic in R3. For example, the framed graph �(i; j ; k; l; m; n) is isotopic to
�(j ; k�; i�; m; n; l) which implies the ˇrst equality. (It is curious to note that the
ˇrst three framed graphs are isotopic in S2 while to pass to the fourth graph we
have to get out to R3.)

More generally, consider any permutation (a; b; c; d; e; f; a�; b�; c�; d�; e�; f �)
of the tuple (i; j ; k; l; m; n; i�; j �; k�; l�; m�; n�) preserving the set of (non-
ordered) triples (i; j ; k�); (i�; m; n�); (j �; l�; n); (k; l; m�). Then the normalized
6j -symbols of the tuples (i; j ; k; l; m; n) and (a; b; c; d; e; f ) are equal. This fol-
lows from the fact that the three permutations corresponding to the equalities
(5.1.b) generate the whole group of such permutations.

The framed graph �(i; j ; k; l; m; n) may be easily deformed into the plane
R2 � R3. This fact and the result of Exercise 4.8 imply that the 6j -symbols
corresponding to the semisimple category (V; fVigi2I) and to the mirror category
(V; fVigi2I) are equal.

5.2. Comparison with the previously deˇned 6j-symbols. Let i; j ; k; l; m; n 2
I . We compare the normalized 6j -symbol (5.1.a) with the 6j -symbol

(5.2.a)
{ i j k
l m n

}0 2 Hm
kl ˝K Hk

ij ˝K Hin
m ˝K Hj l

n

deˇned in Section 1. A tensor product of the isomorphisms constructed at the end
of Section 3.2 yields an isomorphism

Hm
kl ˝K Hk

ij ˝K Hin
m ˝K Hj l

n ! H?(�)

where � = �(i; j ; k; l; m; n). Pushing forward the element (5.2.a) along the last
isomorphism we get an element of H?(�) denoted by{ i j k

l m n

}00
:
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It is obvious that the framed graph �(i; j ; k; l; m; n) can be obtained from the
ribbon graph in the right part of Figure 1.4 by rounding the corners and isotopy
in R3. Therefore the formula in Figure 1.4 and the results of Section 4.5 imply
that

(5.2.b)
{ i j k
l m n

}00
= dim(n)

∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n

∣∣∣∣ :
5.3. Computation for the color 0. Let us compute the 6j -symbol (5.1.a) for the
case n = 0. This 6j -symbol is an element of the tensor product of four modules
H(i�; j �; k), H(i; m�; 0), H(j ; l; 0), H(k�; l�; m). If m 6= i or l 6= j � then this
tensor product is zero and the 6j -symbol (5.1.a) is equal to 0. If m = i and
l = j � then H(i; m�; 0) = K;H(j ; l; 0) = K and the tensor product in question is
equal to the tensor product of two dual modules H(i�; j �; k)˝K H(i; j ; k�).

In general, the tensor product of dual projective K-modules H 1; H 2 contains a
canonical element determined by the duality. Indeed, a (non-degenerate) duality
pairing H 1 ˝K H 2 ! K may be considered as an element of (H 1 ˝K H 2)? =
H?

2˝K H?
1 = H 1˝K H 2. Here the ˇrst equality is obvious and the second equality

is induced by the adjoint isomorphisms H?
2 ! H 1; H?

1 ! H 2. For example, if
H 1; H 2 are free K-modules of ˇnite rank and fergr , fergr are dual bases in H 1; H 2

then this canonical element of H 1 ˝K H 2 is equal to
∑

r er ˝ er .
Denote by Id(i; j ; k) the canonical element of H(i; j ; k) ˝K H(i�; j �; k�) de-

termined by the duality deˇned in Section 3.3.

5.3.1. Lemma. For any i; j ; k; l; m 2 I , we have∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m 0

∣∣∣∣ = ım;i ıl;j � (dim0(i))�1(dim0(j ))�1Id(i; j ; k�);

where ı is the Kronecker delta.

Proof. In the case m 6= i or l 6= j � both sides of the formula are equal to zero.
Assume that m = i and l = j �. Denote by �0 the colored framed graph in Figure
5.2 formed by two disks and three bands. It follows from Lemma 4.6.1 that∣∣∣∣ i j k

j � i 0

∣∣∣∣ = (dim0(i))�1(dim0(j ))�1F(�0):

Therefore it sufˇces to note that F(�0) = Id(i; j ; k�). This follows from the results
of Section 3.3 and deˇnitions.

5.4. Fundamental identities between 6j-symbols. We establish fundamental
identities between normalized 6j -symbols. To this end we need a contraction
of tensors parallel to the one introduced in Section 1.5.2. If we have a tensor
product of several K-modules so that among the factors there is a matched pair
H(i; j ; k), H(i�; j �; k�) then we may contract this tensor product using the duality
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between H(i; j ; k) and H(i�; j �; k�). This transformation is called the contraction
along H(i; j ; k) and denoted by �ij k . Note that contractions along H(i; j ; k) and
H(i�; j �; k�) coincide. The remarks made in Section 1.5.2 apply in this setting
with the obvious changes.

The contraction �kij introduced in Section 1.5.2 is compatible with �ij k� under

the isomorphisms Hij
k ! H(i; j ; k�) and Hk

ij ! H(i�; j �; k) deˇned in Figures
3.3 and 3.4. This follows from the discussion in Section 3.3.

The following assertion follows from Corollary 1.5.3, formula (5.2.b), and the
invertibility of dim(j 7); dim(j 8).

5.4.1. Theorem (the Biedenharn-Elliott identity). For any j 0; j 1; : : : ; j 8 2 I ,∑
j2I

dim(j ) �j �j 2j 3 �j j 4j �7
�j j 1j �6

( ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 3 j 6 j

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j j 6
j 4 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 3 j
j 4 j 7 j 8

∣∣∣∣ )

= �j �0j 5j 8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 5 j 3 j 6

j 4 j 0 j 8

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5

j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣ ):
Here both sides lie in the non-ordered tensor product of six K-modules

H(j �3; j
�
5; j 6); H(j �1; j

�
2; j 5); H(j 0; j

�
4; j
�
6);

H(j �0; j 1; j 7); H(j 2; j
�
7; j 8); H(j 3; j 4; j

�
8):

5.4.2. Theorem (the orthonormality relation). For any i; j ; k; k 0; l; m 2 I ,

(5.4.a) dim(k)
∑
n2I

dim(n) �im�n �j ln�
( ∣∣∣∣ i� j � k�

l� m� n�

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ i j k 0

l m n

∣∣∣∣ ) =

= ık;k 0 Id(i; j ; k�)˝ Id(k; l; m�):

Theorem 5.4.2 is proven in Section 5.5.
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5.4.3. Theorem (the Racah identity). For any j 1; j 2; j 3; j 4; j 5; j 6 2 I ,

(5.4.b)
∑
j2I

(v0j )
�1dim(j ) �j �j 1j 4 �j j 2j �5

( ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 4 j
j 2 j 5 j 6

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 1 j 3
j 4 j 5 j

∣∣∣∣ ) =

= v0j 3
v0j 6

(v0j 1
v0j 2
v0j 4
v0j 5

)�1

∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 3
j 4 j 5 j 6

∣∣∣∣ :
This theorem is proven in Section 5.6. Applying this theorem to the mirror

semisimple category we obtain the following corollary.

5.4.4. Corollary. For any j 1; j 2; j 3; j 4; j 5; j 6 2 I ,

(5.4.c)
∑
j2I

v0j dim(j ) �j �j 1j 4 �j j 2j �5

( ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 4 j
j 2 j 5 j 6

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 1 j 3
j 4 j 5 j

∣∣∣∣ ) =

= (v0j 3
v0j 6

)�1v0j 1
v0j 2
v0j 4
v0j 5

∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 3
j 4 j 5 j 6

∣∣∣∣ :
The Biedenharn-Elliott identity, the orthonormality relation, and the Racah

identity form the basis for the study of 6j -symbols. We shall heavily rely on
these identities in our proof of the topological invariance of partition functions
introduced in Chapters VII and X. These fundamental identities imply quite a
number of other identities between 6j -symbols. We present one such identity in
Section 5.7 and another one in Exercise 5.8.1. (These identities will not be used
in further chapters.)

5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.4.2. The easiest way to prove the orthonormality relation
is to note that it follows from the Biedenharn-Elliott identity, the tetrahedral
symmetry of the normalized 6j -symbols, and Lemma 5.3.1. To see this it sufˇces
to substitute j 8 = 0; j 7 = j 2; j 4 = j �3 in the Biedenharn-Elliott identity. (The
details are left to the reader as an exercise.)

We give here another, more geometric proof of the orthonormality relation.
Consider the isomorphism inverse to (1.3.d). Restricting this isomorphism to the
summand in the source corresponding to n 2 I and projecting into the summand
in the target corresponding to k 2 I we get a homomorphism

(5.5.a) Hin
m ˝K Hj l

n ! Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k :

Denote this homomorphism by

(5.5.b)
{ i j k
l m n

}
inv:
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The homomorphisms (5.5.b) corresponding to ˇxed i; j ; l; m and varying k; n
form a block-matrix of the isomorphism inverse to (1.3.d). Therefore

(5.5.c)
∑
n2I

{ i j k
l m n

}
inv ı

{ i j k 0

l m n

}
= ı(k; k 0 j i; j ; l; m)

where

ı(k; k 0 j i; j ; l; m) : Hk 0l
m ˝K H

ij
k 0 ! Hkl

m ˝K H
ij
k

is zero if k 6= k 0 and is the identity homomorphism if k = k 0.
Denote by

(5.5.d)
{ i j k
l m n

}0
inv

the element of the module

(5.5.e) (Hin
m ˝K Hj l

n )? ˝K Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k = Hm

in ˝K Hn
j l ˝K Hkl

m ˝K H
ij
k

corresponding to (5.5.b). In terms of this element and the modiˇed 6j -symbol
(1.4.b) we may rewrite formula (5.5.c) as follows. Consider the tensor

ık;k 0(i; j ; l; m) 2 Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ˝K Hm

k 0l ˝K Hk 0

ij

equal to 0 if k 6= k 0 and otherwise corresponding to the tensor product of the
elements of Hkl

m ˝K Hm
kl and Hij

k ˝K Hk
ij determined by duality. Then

(5.5.f)
∑
n2I
�min �nj l

({ i j k
l m n

}0
inv ˝

{ i j k 0

l m n

}0)
= ık;k 0(i; j ; l; m):

The 6j -symbol (5.5.d) may be interpreted as a normalized 6j -symbol along the
lines of Section 5.2. To this end we apply the pictorial formalism to (5.5.a) and
(5.5.d) reproducing the pictures of Sections 1.3 and 1.4 with the obvious changes.
An analogue of Lemma 1.4.1 for the symbol (5.5.d) is given in Figure 5.3. Round-
ing the corners of the ribbon graph in Figure 5.3 we get a colored framed graph
isotopic to �(i�; j �; k�; l�; m�; n�). A tensor product of isomorphisms constructed
at the end of Section 3.2 yields an isomorphism of the module (5.5.e) onto
H?(�(i�; j �; k�; l�; m�; n�)). The formula in Figure 5.3 and the results of Sec-
tion 4.5 imply that pushing forward (5.5.d) along the last isomorphism we obtain

dim(k)

∣∣∣∣ i� j � k�

l� m� n�

∣∣∣∣ 2 H?(�(i�; j �; k�; l�; m�; n�)):

This observation together with similar observations made in Section 5.2 shows
that equality (5.5.f) implies the orthonormality relation (5.4.a).

5.6. Proof of Theorem 5.4.3. Consider the action of the braiding in V with
respect to the decomposition (1.3.c). More exactly, consider the homomorphism

Hom(Vm; Vi �˝Vj ˝ Vl)! Hom(Vm; Vi �˝Vl ˝ Vj )
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Figure 5.3

obtained by composing with idVi ˝ cVj ;Vl : Using the decomposition (1.3.c) and
the same decomposition with exchanged j and l we present this homomorphism
by a block-matrix of homomorphisms

(5.6.a) Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ! Hnj

m ˝K Hil
n

where k; n independently run over I . Denote the resulting homomorphism (5.6.a)
by

(5.6.b)
{ i j k
l m n

}
br:

Denote the associated element of the module

(5.6.c) (Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k )? ˝K Hnj

m ˝K Hil
n = Hm

kl ˝K Hk
ij ˝K Hnj

m ˝K Hil
n

by

(5.6.d)
{ i j k
l m n

}0
br:

We shall use the technique of framed graphs to compute the 6j -symbol (5.6.d)
in terms of normalized 6j -symbols. The deˇnition of the 6j -symbol (5.6.a) is
rewritten in a graphical form in Figure 5.4. For an analogue of Lemma 1.4.1, see
Figure 5.5. Note that both sides of the equality in Figure 5.5 should be treated as
K-linear functionals

Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ˝K Hm

nj ˝K Hn
il ! K
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or, equivalently, as elements of the module (5.6.c). The proof of the equality in
Figure 5.5 repeats the proof of Lemma 1.4.1 with the only difference that instead
of (y ˝ idVl )x we should consider (idVi ˝ cVj ;Vl )(y ˝ idVl )x .

Rounding the corners of the ribbon graph in Figure 5.5 we obtain a colored
framed graph �, see Figure 5.6. A tensor product of isomorphisms constructed
in Section 3.2 yields an isomorphism of the module (5.6.c) onto

H?(�) = H(m; k�; l�)˝K H(k; i�; j �)˝K H(n; j ; m�)˝K H(i; l; n�):

The equality in Figure 5.5 and results of Section 4.5 imply that pushing forward
the 6j -symbol (5.6.d) along these isomorphisms we get dim(n)F(�) 2 H?(�).
Therefore in order to compute the 6j -symbol (5.6.d) it sufˇces to compute F(�).
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j
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Figure 5.6

The colored framed graph � is isotopic to the colored framed graph obtained
from �(j ; i; k; l; m; n) by positive half-twists of the bands marked by i; m and
negative half-twists of the bands marked by k; n. (To see this we may deform �
in R3 by pushing the j -band to the left and simultaneously rotating the two 2-disks
attached to this band around their vertical axis by an angle of �.) Therefore

F(�) = v0iv
0
m(v0kv

0
n)
�1 F(�(j ; i; k; l; m; n)) = v0iv

0
m(v0kv

0
n)
�1

∣∣∣∣ j i k
l m n

∣∣∣∣ :
This completes the computation of (5.6.d).

Combining the equalities in Figures 1.3 and 5.4 we get the equality in Figure
5.7. Attaching to both sides from above the same ribbon graph and taking the
trace we get for any i; j ; k; l; m; n0 2 I the equality in Figure 5.8 where M (n; p )
denotes the K-homomorphism

idHm
in0
˝ idHn0

lj
˝
{ i l p
j m n

}{ i j k
l m p

}
br :

Hm
in0
˝K Hn0

lj ˝K Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ! Hm

in0
˝K Hn0

lj ˝K Hin
m ˝K Hlj

n :

The colored ribbon graph in the right part of Figure 5.8 represents a linear
functional

(5.6.e) Hm
in0
˝K Hn0

lj ˝K Hin
m ˝K Hlj

n ! K:

The right-hand side of the equality in Figure 5.8 is obtained by composing this
functional with M (n; p ) and summing up over all n; p 2 I . This yields an element
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Figure 5.8

of the module

(5.6.f) Hom(Hm
in0
˝K Hn0

lj ˝K Hkl
m ˝K H

ij
k ; K) = Hin0

m ˝K Hlj
n0
˝K Hm

kl ˝K Hk
ij :

The equality in Figure 5.8 means that the colored ribbon graph in the left part of
this ˇgure represents the same element of this module.

A tensor product of isomorphisms of Section 3.2 yields an isomorphism of the
module (5.6.f) onto

(5.6.g) H(i; n0; m
�)˝K H(l; j ; n�0)˝K H(m; k�; l�)˝K H(k; i�; j �):
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Our next aim is to compute the elements of the last module determined by the
left-hand and right-hand sides of the equality in Figure 5.8.

The functional (5.6.e) may be easily computed as the tensor product of the
duality pairings

Hm
in0
˝K Hin0

m ! K; Hn0
lj ˝K Hlj

n0
! K

multiplied by (dim(n0))�1ın0
n . Therefore the element of the module (5.6.f) deter-

mined by the right-hand side of the equality in Figure 5.8 is equal to

(dim(n0))
�1
∑
p2I
�pil �mpj

({ i l p
j m n0

}0 ˝ { i j k
l m p

}0
br

)
:

The computations of the 6j -symbols (1.4.b), (5.6.d) made above show that pass-
ing to the symmetrized multiplicity modules we transform the last expression
into

(5.6.h)
∑
p2I

dim(p ) �p�il �m�pj v0iv0m(v0kv
0
p )�1

( ∣∣∣∣ i l p
j m n0

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j i k
l m p

∣∣∣∣ ):
This is the element of the module (5.6.g) determined by the right-hand side of
Figure 5.8.

Now we compute the element of the module (5.6.g) represented by the colored
ribbon graph in the left part of Figure 5.8. To this end it sufˇces to round the
corners of this ribbon graph and compute the invariant F of the resulting colored
framed graph, say �. The colored framed graph � is isotopic to the framed graph
obtained from �(i; j ; k; l; m; n) by a positive half-twist of the band marked by n0

and negative half-twists of the bands marked by j and l. The easiest way to see
this is to rotate the coupon of � incident to these three bands to the left by an
angle of �. Therefore

F(�) = v0n0
(v0j v

0
l)
�1F(�(i; j ; k; l; m; n0)) = v0n0

(v0j v
0
l)
�1

∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n0

∣∣∣∣ :
The equality in Figure 5.8 implies that the last expression is equal to the expression
(5.6.h). Substituting i = j 1; j = j 2; k = j 3; l = j 4; m = j 5; n0 = j 6; p = j we
get the claim of the theorem.

5.7. Theorem (the Yang-Baxter identity). For any j 1; j 2; : : : ; j 9 2 I and any
" = ˙1,∑

j2I
(v0j 5

v0j 7
v0j 9
v0j )

"dim(j ) �j �j 2j 4 �j j 1j �6
�j j 3j �8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 4 j
j 1 j 6 j 5

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 3 j j 8
j 1 j 7 j 6

∣∣∣∣˝
˝
∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 4 j 9
j 2 j 8 j

∣∣∣∣ ) =
∑
j2I

(v0j 4
v0j 6
v0j 8
v0j )

"dim(j ) �j �j 3j 5 �j j 2j �7
�j �j 1j 9

( ∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 5 j
j 2 j 7 j 6

∣∣∣∣˝
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˝
∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 4 j 9
j 1 j j 5

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 9 j 8
j 1 j 7 j

∣∣∣∣ ):
Proof. Let us transform the second 6j -symbol from LHS as follows

(5.7.a)

∣∣∣∣ j 3 j j 8
j 1 j 7 j 6

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 6 j
j 3 j 8 j 7

∣∣∣∣ =

∑
q2I

(v0j 1
v0j 3
v0j 6
v0j 8

(v0qv
0
j 7
v0j )
�1)"dim(q) �qj 1j �3

�qj 6j �8

( ∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 3 q
j 6 j 8 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 6 j �1 j
j 3 j 8 q

∣∣∣∣ ):
Here the ˇrst equality follows from the tetrahedral symmetry, and the second
equality follows from Theorems 5.4.3 and 5.4.4. Substitute (5.7.a) into LHS and
sum up the terms of the resulting expression involving j over all j 2 I . This
yields∑
j2I

dim(j ) �j �j 2j 4 �j j 1j �6
�j j 3j �8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 4 j
j 1 j 6 j 5

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 6 j �1 j
j 3 j 8 q

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 4 j 9
j 2 j 8 j

∣∣∣∣ ) =

=
∑
j2I

dim(j )�j �j 2j 4�j j 1j �6
�j j 3j �8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 4 j
j 1 j 6 j 5

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j �8 j j �3
j 1 q� j 6

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j �8 j 2 j �9
j 4 j �3 j

∣∣∣∣ ) =

=
∑
j2I

dim(j )�j �j 2j 4�j j 1j �6
�j j 3j �8

( ∣∣∣∣ j �8 j 2 j �9
j 4 j �3 j

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j �8 j j �3
j 1 q� j 6

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 4 j
j 1 j 6 j 5

∣∣∣∣ ) =

�qj 5j �9

( ∣∣∣∣ j �9 j 4 j �3
j 1 q� j 5

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j �8 j 2 j �9
j 5 q� j 6

∣∣∣∣ ) = �qj 5j �9

( ∣∣∣∣ j 5 j �1 j 4
j 3 j 9 q

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ q j 5 j 9
j 2 j 8 j 6

∣∣∣∣ ):
These equalities follow from the tetrahedral symmetry, the fact that we deal with
non-ordered tensor products of modules, and Theorem 5.4.1. Therefore LHS is
equal to∑

q2I
dim(q)(v0q)

�"(v0j 1
v0j 3
v0j 5
v0j 6
v0j 8
v0j 9

)" �qj 1j �3
�qj 6j �8

�qj 5j �9

( ∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 3 q
j 6 j 8 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝
˝
∣∣∣∣ j 5 j �1 j 4
j 3 j 9 q

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ q j 5 j 9
j 2 j 8 j 6

∣∣∣∣ ):
Similarly, substituting in RHS the expression∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 4 j 9

j 1 j j 5

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 5 j 4
j 3 j 9 j

∣∣∣∣ =

∑
q2I

dim(q)(v0j 1
v0j 3
v0j 5
v0j 9

(v0qv
0
j v
0
j 4

)�1)" �qj 1j �3
�qj 5j �9

( ∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 3 q
j 5 j 9 j

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 5 j �1 j 4
j 3 j 9 q

∣∣∣∣ )
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and applying the formula∑
j2I

dim(j ) �j �j 3j 5 �j j 2j �7
�j �j 1j 9

( ∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 5 j
j 2 j 7 j 6

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 3 q
j 5 j 9 j

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 9 j 8
j 1 j 7 j

∣∣∣∣ ) =

=
∑
j2I

dim(j )�j �j 3j 5�j j 2j �7
�j �j 1j 9

( ∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 3 q
j 5 j 9 j

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j �1 j j 9
j 2 j 8 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝∣∣∣∣ j 3 j 5 j
j 2 j 7 j 6

∣∣∣∣ ) =

= �qj 6j �8

( ∣∣∣∣ q j 5 j 9
j 2 j 8 j 6

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j �1 j 3 q
j 6 j 8 j 7

∣∣∣∣ )
we easily obtain that RHS is equal to the same expression as LHS. This completes
the proof of the theorem.

5.8. Remark. In the quantum theory of angular momentum one considers also 3j -
symbols, 9j -symbols, 12j -symbols, etc., see [BL1], [BL2] and references therein.
Although we shall not need them, it is instructive to discuss their possible ana-
logues in our setting. To deˇne analogues of 3j -symbols we should assume that
the objects fVigi2I of V are vector spaces. Fix a basis for each Vi; i 2 I . Ma-
trix coefˇcients of homomorphisms Vk ! Vi ˝ Vj may be viewed as linear
functionals on Hij

k , i.e., as elements of Hk
ij . These elements are analogues of

the classical 3j -symbols. Of course they depend on the choice of the bases of
Vi; i 2 I . Analogues of 9j -symbols, 12j -symbols, etc. may be deˇned in an
invariant way without additional assumptions. The standard deˇnitions of these
symbols as polynomial expressions of 6j -symbols directly extend to our setting.

5.9. Exercises. 1. Show that for any i; k; l 2 I and any " = ˙1,

hkli
∑
j2I

(v0j )
"dim(j ) �ij �l

( ∣∣∣∣ i k l
i j l

∣∣∣∣ ) = hkli ((v0k)
�1vivl)

"Id(i; k; l�):

(Hint: substitute j 6 = 0 in the Racah identity.)

2. Deduce the Racah identities (5.4.b), (5.4.c) from the Yang-Baxter identity.
(Hint: substitute j 5 = 0.)

3. Give a proof of Corollary 5.4.4 along the lines of the proof of Theorem 5.7,
i.e., without appealing to mirror categories. (Hint: see Chapter I of [Tu13].)

Notes

Section 1. Numerical 6j -symbols associated to the Lie algebra sl2(C) are used in mathe-
matical physics in the framework of the quantum theory of angular momentum. They were
introduced by Racah [Ra] and Wigner [Wi] in the early 1940's. Both Racah and Wigner
realized that the 6j -symbols re�ect associativity of the tensor product of sl2(C)-modules
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in connection with decompositions into direct sums of irreducible modules. Although
there are no fundamental obstructions to dealing with 6j -symbols associated to arbitrary
semisimple Lie algebras, the study of 6j -symbols has been traditionally limited to the case
of sl2(C). This considerably simpliˇes deˇnitions and computations because the represen-
tation theory of sl2(C) is exceptionally simple. In particular the corresponding multiplicity
modules are either zero or may be identiˇed with C. Therefore the 6j -symbols associated
to sl2(C) are complex numbers rather than tensors. There are explicit formulas for these
numbers as functions of their 6 parameters (see [BL1, page 114]). For more information
on the 6j -symbols associated to sl2(C) and extensive bibliography, see [BL1], [BL2].

Askey and Wilson [AsW] introduced q-analogues of classical 6j -symbols in the frame-
work of the theory of q-orthogonal polynomials. It was established by Kirillov and
Reshetikhin [KR1] that these (numerical) 6j -symbols naturally arise in the theory of quan-
tum groups. They appear in the representation theory of the Hopf algebra Uq(sl2(C)) and
play in this setting the same role as the Racah-Wigner 6j -symbols in the representation
theory of sl2(C).

The deˇnition of 6j -symbols given in Section 1 directly generalizes the deˇnition of
6j -symbols associated to the classical and quantum sl2(C). The Biedenharn-Elliott identity
(Theorem 1.5.1) generalizes the identity for 6j -symbols associated to sl2(C) discovered in-
dependently by L. Biedenharn and J. Elliott in the early 1950's. For \quantum" 6j -symbols
associated to sl2(C), this identity was established in [KR1].

Section 2. The notion of a unimodal category is new. For modules over quantum groups,
the existence of isomorphisms satisfying Lemma 2.2 was established in [RT2] in the case
of Uq(sl2(C)) and in [TW] in the case of quantum groups associated to other classical
semisimple Lie algebras.

Section 3. The material of this section is new.

Section 4. The material of this section is new. The deˇnition of F was inspired by the
constructions of [KR1].

Section 5. The geometric deˇnition of normalized 6j -symbols is new. The orthonormality
relation, the Racah identity, and the Yang-Baxter identity generalize identities known for
the classical and quantum 6j -symbols associated to sl2(C) (see [BL1], [KR1]).

Note that the normalized 6j -symbols may be deˇned without appealing to framed
graphs. Namely, formula (5.2.b) may be used as the deˇnition of the normalized 6j -symbol
that appears on the right-hand side of (5.2.b).



Chapter VII
Simplicial state sums on 3-manifolds

Fix up to the end of this chapter a strict unimodular category (V; fVigi2I) with
ground ring K and rank D 2 K .

1. State sum models on triangulated 3-manifolds

1.0. Outline. We deˇne a state sum model on any triangulated closed 3-manifold
M . The deˇnition goes roughly as follows. The states of the model are colorings
of the edges of the triangulation of M with elements of the set I . Having such a
state ', we associate to every tetrahedron T of this triangulation a normalized 6j -
symbol jT'j determined by the '-colors of the six edges of T . Multiplying these
6j -symbols over all tetrahedra T (and further multiplying by a simple numerical
factor) we obtain the term jM j' 2 K of the state sum corresponding to '. To
be more precise we should speak of tensor contraction rather than multiplication.
The 6j -symbol jT'j lies in the tensor product of 4 symmetrized multiplicity
modules determined by the 2-faces of T . Every 2-face of (the triangulation of)
M is adjacent to exactly two tetrahedra and gives rise to dual factors of the
corresponding tensor products. To obtain jM j' we consider the product ˝T jT'j
over all tetrahedra T and contract it along the dual pairs of factors determined by
the 2-faces of M .

The main result is independence of the sum
∑

' jM j' 2 K of the choice
of triangulation. This sum yields a homeomorphism invariant of M . A similar
invariant is deˇned for compact 3-manifolds with triangulated boundary.

1.1. Normal orientations and colorings. Let M be a triangulated manifold,
possibly, with boundary. By a normal orientation of an edge e of M we mean
an orientation in the normal vector bundle of e in M . Since this bundle is trivial,
e has two (opposite) normal orientations. To specify a normal orientation of e it
sufˇces to specify an orientation in a small disk in M transversally intersecting e
in one point.

Denote by Edg(M) the set of normally oriented edges of M . Inversion of
orientation deˇnes an involution e 7! e� in Edg(M ). By a coloring of M we mean
a mapping ' : Edg(M )! I such that '(e�) = ('(e))� for any e 2 Edg(M ). The
set of colorings of M is denoted by col(M ). If M has n non-oriented edges then
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Edg(M ) has 2n elements and col(M ) has (card(I))n elements. Each coloring ' of
M gives rise to a dual coloring '� of M deˇned by the formula '�(e) = '(e�).
Clearly, '�� = '. The manifold M equipped with a coloring is said to be colored.

It is obvious that the boundary of M inherits a triangulation from M . Each
coloring ' of M induces a coloring @' of @M in the following way. For an edge e
of @M , every normal orientation ˛ of e in @M induces a normal orientation of e in
M determined by the pair (the tangent vector directed outside M , ˛). This gives
an imbedding Edg(@M )! Edg(M ) equivariant under inversion. Composing this
imbedding with any coloring ' : Edg(M )! I we get the coloring @' of @M .

1.2. Colored tetrahedra and their symbols. Let T be a 3-dimensional tetrahe-
dron (with its standard triangulation consisting of one 3-simplex, four faces, six
edges, and four vertices). Suppose that T is colored in the sense of the previous
subsection. For each face t of T , we deˇne a K-module Ht as follows. Note
ˇrst that every edge of t has a natural normal orientation determined by t and T .
Namely, if A; B; C are the vertices of t and D is the fourth vertex of T then the
normal orientation of the edge AB is determined by the pair of vectors ( ~AC; ~AD)
(or equivalently ( ~BC; ~BD)). Let i; j ; k be the (given) colors of the three edges of
t with these normal orientations. Set Ht = H(i; j ; k). This deˇnition is consistent
because the module H(i; j ; k) does not depend on the order in the set fi; j ; kg.
Denote by H(T ) the non-ordered tensor product (over K) of four K-modules
associated in this way to the faces of T .

To each colored tetrahedron T we assign an element jT j 2 H(T ) called the
symbol of T . Let  be the 1-skeleton of the tetrahedron dual to T . Vertices of  are
centers of the faces of T , edges of  are straight intervals connecting its vertices
inside T . The graph  has 4 vertices and 6 edges. Oriented edges of  canonically
correspond to the normally oriented edges of T . For example, if A; B; C;D are the
vertices of T then the oriented edge of  leading from the center of the face ABD
to the center of ABC corresponds to the edge AB with the normal orientation
presented by the pair of vectors ( ~AD; ~AC). In this way the given coloring of T
induces a coloring of . The graph  lies in T in a topologically trivial way in
the sense that it lies on a 2-sphere embedded in T . Let � be the framed graph
obtained by thickening  in this 2-sphere. It is clear that � consists of four 2-disks
lying in the faces of T and of six untwisted unlinked bands. We may view � as
the thickened 1-skeleton of the tetrahedron dual to T . Since the core  of � is
colored we may consider the modules H(�) = H() and H?(�) = H?() deˇned
in Sections VI.4.1 and VI.4.2. It follows from deˇnitions that H(T ) = H?(�).

Let us embed T in R3 so that � � T makes a colored framed graph in R3. Note
that there are two isotopy classes of embeddings T ! R3 obtained from each
other by a mirror re�ection in R3. However, the resulted embeddings � ! R3

are isotopic because of the planarity of �. Therefore we are safe to deˇne

jT j = F(�) 2 H?(�) = H(T ):
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(For the deˇnition of F, see Section VI.4. Note that we continue to adhere to
Conventions VI.3.1.)

To have an explicit expression for jT j it is convenient to enumerate the vertices
of T . Let i be the color of the edge AB equipped with the normal orientation de-
termined by the pair of vectors ( ~AD; ~AC). Similarly, let j ; k; l; m; n be the colors
of the edges BC; AC;CD; AD; BD with the normal orientations determined by
the pairs of vectors ( ~BD; ~BA), ( ~AB; ~AD), ( ~CB; ~CA), ( ~AC; ~AB), ( ~BA; ~BC) respec-
tively. Then it follows from deˇnitions that

(1.2.a) jT j =

∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n

∣∣∣∣ 2 H(T ):

(The reader may draw the corresponding colored framed graph � � T and visu-
alize that it is isotopic to the colored framed graph in Figure VI.5.1.)

In order to apply formula (1.2.a) it is convenient to provide T with the orienta-
tion determined by the triple of vectors ( ~AB; ~AC; ~AD). (Or the other way round,
if T is oriented then we choose its vertices A; B; C;D so that the given orientation
of T is determined by this triple of vectors.) Now each orientation ˛ of an edge of
T gives rise to a normal orientation ˛0 of this edge such that the pair (˛; ˛0) deter-
mines the given orientation of T . Therefore we may use orientations of the edges
of T instead of their normal orientations. It is easy to check that the normal ori-
entations used above correspond to the oriented edges ~BA; ~CB; ~CA; ~DC; ~DA; ~DB.
This gives the equality in Figure 1.1. Orientations of edges are more handy than
normal orientations and will be often used below. However, the language of edge
orientations is applicable only when the tetrahedra at hand are oriented.

=

A

B

C

D

m

n
k

l

i

j

i  j  k
l m n

Figure 1.1

1.3. Simplicial state sum model on closed 3-manifolds. Let M be a compact
triangulated 3-manifold. Consider a coloring ' of M . For each edge e of M , set
dim'(e) = dim('(~e)) and dim0'(e) = dim0('(~e)) where ~e is the edge e with a
certain normal orientation. The equalities dim(i) = dim(i�), dim0(i) = dim0(i�)
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ensure independence of dim'(e); dim0'(e) of the choice of normal orientation.
Clearly dim'(e) = (dim0'(e))2.

For each 3-simplex T of M , the coloring ' restricts to a coloring of T . Denote
the resulting colored tetrahedra by T'. Set

H' = H'(M ) =
⊗
T

H(T')

where T runs over all 3-simplices of the given triangulation of M . According
to deˇnitions, the module H(T') is the non-ordered tensor product of the sym-
metrized multiplicity modules corresponding to four faces of T'.

Assume that @M = ;. Then each face of (the given triangulation of) M is
adjacent to exactly two 3-simplices and contributes two factors to H'. These fac-
tors correspond to dual triples of colors and therefore they are dual to each other
(see Section VI.3.3). Contracting H' along all such pairs of factors yields a ho-
momorphism H'! K . Denote this homomorphism by cntr. Note that the tensor
product of 6j -symbols jT'j 2 H(T') over all 3-simplices T of the triangulation
of M yields an element ˝T jT'j 2 H'. Denote by a the number of vertices of the
triangulation of M . Set

jM j' = D�2a(
∏
e

dim'(e)) cntr(˝T jT'j) 2 K

where e runs over all (non-oriented) edges of M and T runs over all 3-simplices
of M . It is instructive to note that each simplex of M contributes exactly one
term in the expression for jM j'. Namely, each vertex contributes D�2, each edge
e contributes the factor dim'(e), each face gives rise to a contraction along two
dual factors of H', and each 3-simplex contributes its symbol.

Consider the state sum (also called the partition function)

jM j = jM jV =
∑

'2col(M )

jM j' 2 K:

1.4. Theorem. For any closed 3-manifold M , the state sum jM j does not depend
on the choice of triangulation of M .

This theorem will be proven in Section 2.
Theorem 1.4 yields a K-valued invariant of closed 3-manifolds. Note that the

manifolds are not assumed to be oriented or even orientable. It is clear that jM j
does not depend on the choice of rank D of V.

The main advantage of this approach over the one of Chapter II is its intrinsic
character: the computation of jM j proceeds inside M and does not appeal to
surgery. As we shall see in Section 4, the invariant jM j is closely related to the
3-manifold invariant � deˇned in Chapter II.
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In Section 1.6 we shall generalize the invariant jM j to compact 3-manifolds
with triangulated boundary. The generalized invariant takes value in a certain
module associated to the boundary of the manifold at hand. This module is deˇned
in the next subsection.

1.5. Digression on triangulated surfaces. For any triangulated compact surface
˙ we deˇne here a projective K-module ~E(˙). It will serve as the ambient module
of invariants of compact 3-manifolds bounded by ˙.

For each coloring  of ˙, we deˇne a K-module H (˙) as follows. Let t be a
2-simplex of the given triangulation of ˙. Let i; j ; k be the  -colors of the edges
of t with the normal orientation directed \inside t". Set Ht; = H(i; j ; k) and
H (˙) = ˝tH t; where t runs over all faces of ˙. Set

(1.5.a) ~E(˙) =
⊕

 2col(˙)

H (˙):

It follows from Lemma II.4.2.1 that ~E(˙) is a projective K-module. This module
of course depends on the choice of triangulation in ˙.

We shall formally consider the empty set ; as a closed surface with unique
triangulation and unique coloring. Set ~E(;) = K .

The module H �(˙) is dual to H (˙), the duality pairing

h: ; :i : H �(˙)˝K H (˙)! K

being induced by the duality H(i�; j �; k�)˝K H(i; j ; k)! K with i; j ; k 2 I . The
duality pairings corresponding to all colorings of ˙ determine a bilinear form
h: ; :i : ~E(˙)˝K ~E(˙)! K by the formula

h
⊕

 2col(˙)

x ;
⊕

 2col(˙)

y i =
∑

 2col(˙)

hx ; y �i 

where x ; y 2 H (˙) for all  2 col(˙). It is obvious that the form h: ; :i in
~E(˙) is symmetric and non-degenerate. The direct summands H (˙), H 0(˙) of
~E(˙) are orthogonal unless  0 =  � in which case they are coupled via h: ; :i .

1.6. Simplicial state model on 3-manifolds with boundary. Let M be a trian-
gulated compact 3-manifold with boundary. Let ' be a coloring of M . Consider
the tensor product H' = ˝TH(T') where T runs over all 3-simplices of the
given triangulation of M . Every face of M not lying in @M is adjacent to exactly
two of these 3-simplices and gives rise to two dual factors in H'. Every face t of
@M gives rise to one factor in H' which is nothing but the module Ht;@' deˇned
in the previous subsection. (Recall that @' is the coloring of @M induced by '.)
Contracting H' along pairs of factors corresponding to the faces of M not lying
in @M we obtain a homomorphism H'! H@'(@M) = ˝tH t;@' where t runs over
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all 2-simplices of @M . Denote this homomorphism by cntr. Set

jM j' = D�2a�c(
∏
e

dim'(e))(
∏
e0

dim0'(e0)) cntr(˝T jT'j) 2 H@'(@M)

where a is the number of vertices of the triangulation of M n@M , c is the number
of vertices of the triangulation of @M , e runs over all edges of M n @M , e0 runs
over all edges of @M , and T runs over all 3-simplices of M . Set

jM j = jM jV =
∑

'2col(M )

jM j' 2 ~E(@M):

It is obvious that

(1.6.a) jM j = ˚ 2col(@M)jM; j

where

jM; j =
∑

'2col(M );@'= 

jM j' 2 H (@M):

1.7. Theorem. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with triangulated boundary. The
state sum jM j 2 ~E(@M) does not depend on the choice of triangulation of M
extending the given triangulation of @M .

This theorem will be proven in Section 2. In view of formula (1.6.a), Theo-
rem 1.7 is equivalent to the assertion that for any  2 col(@M), the state sum
jM; j does not depend on the choice of triangulation of M extending the given
triangulation of @M .

Theorem 1.7 yields a topological invariant of compact 3-manifolds with tri-
angulated boundary. One of the most important properties of this invariant is
the following multiplicativity theorem. In Section 3 this multiplicativity will be
interpreted in the framework of a topological ˇeld theory.

1.8. Theorem. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with triangulated boundary. Let ˙
be a closed triangulated surface lying inside M and splitting M into 3-manifolds
M 1;M 2 so that @(M 1) = ˙q ˙1; @(M 2) = ˙q ˙2, and @M = ˙1 q ˙2. Then

jM j = cntr˙(jM 1j ˝ jM 2j)

where cntr˙ is the contraction

~E(˙1)˝K ~E(˙)˝K ~E(˙2)˝K ~E(˙)! ~E(˙1)˝K ~E(˙2)

induced by the form h: ; :i in ~E(˙).

Theorem 1.8 follows directly from deˇnitions.
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1.9. Remarks. 1. It is well known that any triangulation of the boundary of a
3-manifold M extends to a triangulation of M . This extension is non-unique since
we may always subdivide it in Int(M ).

2. The deˇnition of jM j seems to be ready for practical computations. Un-
fortunately, triangulations of 3-manifolds usually involve quite a large number
of 3-simplices. For sufˇciently complicated 3-manifolds it is rather hard to give
an explicit description of a triangulation. From the computational point of view
these technical difˇculties overshadow the beauty and simplicity of the deˇnition
of jM j. In the next chapters we shall develop another approach to this invariant
based on the theory of skeletons of 3-manifolds. This approach is better suited
for computational purposes.

1.10. Exercise. Show that for any closed 3-manifold M , we have jM jV = jM jV.

2. Proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7

2.0. Outline. The proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7 relies on the theory of bistellar
moves on triangulations due to U. Pachner. This theory allows us to connect any
two triangulations of the same 3-manifold by a ˇnite sequence of local transfor-
mations. We verify that our state sum is preserved under these transformations.

2.1. Bistellar moves. We recall the results of Pachner [Pa1] relating different
triangulations of a manifold via so-called bistellar moves.

Let M be a triangulated 3-manifold. For each simplex of the triangulation
of M not lying in @M , we deˇne the bistellar move along this simplex. This
move produces a new triangulation of M . Let T be a 3-dimensional simplex
of the triangulation of M with vertices A; B; C;D. The bistellar move along T
adds one new vertex O in the center of T and replaces T with four tetrahedra
OABC;OABD;OACD;OBCD. Let f be a face of the triangulation of M not lying
in @M . The face f is adjacent to two tetrahedra of M , say ABCD and A 0BCD,
where B;C;D are the vertices of f . The bistellar move along f replaces these
two tetrahedra with three tetrahedra AA 0BC; AA 0BD; AA 0CD. This transformation
does not add new vertices but adds the edge AA0. The transformations inverse
to the bistellar moves along tetrahedra and faces are called bistellar moves along
vertices and edges respectively. Thus, there are four types of bistellar moves
in dimension 3. By their very deˇnition the bistellar moves do not change the
triangulation of the boundary of the 3-manifold.

2.1.1. Theorem (Pachner). Any two triangulations of a closed 3-manifold can
be transformed into one another by a ˇnite sequence of bistellar moves and an
ambient isotopy.
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For a proof and generalizations to higher dimensions, see [Pa1]. The proof
relies on classical ideas and results due to J. Alexander and M.H.A. Newman.
More exactly, Alexander [Al] showed that any two combinatorially equivalent
triangulations of a closed 3-manifold may be related by a ˇnite sequence of so-
called stellar subdivisions and inverse transformations. Pachner showed that every
transformation used by Alexander may be decomposed into a ˇnite sequence of
bistellar moves. Note also that according to Moise [Moi] any two triangulations of
a 3-manifold (considered up to ambient isotopy) are combinatorially equivalent.

Here is a relative version of Pachner's theorem.

2.1.2. Theorem. Any two triangulations of a compact 3-manifold M coinciding
in @M can be transformed into one another by a ˇnite sequence of bistellar moves
and an ambient isotopy in M identical on @M .

The proof is obtained by a direct application of Pachner's technique. Instead
of the Alexander result mentioned above we should use its relative version es-
tablished in [TV, Appendix I]. Instead of the Moise theorem mentioned above
we should use its relative version also due to Moise: any two triangulations of a
3-manifold M coinciding on @M are ambiently isotopic (via isotopies identical on
@M) to triangulations of M which are combinatorially equivalent to each other.

2.2. Algebraic lemmas

2.2.1. Lemma. Let Z be a projective K-module and let ıZ 2 Z � ˝K Z be the
element determined by duality (see Section VI.5.3). Then the evaluation pairing
y ˝ z 7! y(z) : Z � ˝K Z ! K transforms ıZ into Dim(Z ) 2 K .

Proof. In the notation of Section I.1.7.1 we have Dim(Z ) = dZPermZ;Z�bZ (1) 2 K
where dZ : Z � ˝K Z ! K is the evaluation pairing. Therefore the lemma follows
from the obvious equality ıZ = PermZ;Z�bZ (1). (Here is an alternative proof
applicable to free modules. Choose a basis fzj gj of Z and the dual basis fzj gj
of Z �. It is obvious that the evaluation pairing carries ıZ =

∑
j z

j ˝ zj into∑
j z

j (zj ) =
∑

j 1 = Dim(Z ).)

2.2.2. Lemma. Let Z be a projective K-module and ıZ 2 Z �˝K Z be the element
determined by duality. For any K-module V and any a 2 V ˝K Z , the evaluation
pairing Z ˝K Z � ! K transforms a ˝ ı 2 V ˝K Z ˝K Z � ˝K Z into a.

A graphical proof along the lines of Section I.1 is given in Figure 2.1.

2.3. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let M 0 be the manifold M endowed with a triangu-
lation. It is obvious that the state sum jM 0j is invariant under ambient isotopies
of the triangulation. In view of Theorem 2.1.1 it remains to check that jM 0j is
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Figure 2.1

invariant under bistellar moves on M 0. Consider ˇrst the bistellar move along
a 3-simplex T of M 0. Let A; B; C;D be the vertices of T . The bistellar move
replaces T with 4 subtetrahedra

T 1 = OABC; T 2 = OABD; T 3 = OBCD; T 4 = OACD

where O is the center of T . Denote the manifold M endowed with the resulting
triangulation by M 1. Fix a coloring ' of M 0. It is clear that ' induces a coloring
of all edges of M 1 except OA;OB;OC;OD. Let ˚ be the set of colorings of M 1

extending '. We shall show that

(2.3.a) jM 0j' =
∑
 2˚

jM 1j :

This would imply that jM 0j = jM 1j.
We compare different factors on the right-hand and left-hand sides of (2.3.a).

It sufˇces to prove that

(2.3.b) jT'j = D�2
∑
 2˚jT

(
dim (OA) dim (OB) dim (OC) dim (OD)�

� cntr(jT 1 j ˝ jT
 
2 j ˝ jT

 
3 j ˝ jT

 
4 j)
)

where cntr denotes the tensor contraction along the factors corresponding to the
faces OAB;OAC;OAD;OBC;OBD, OCD and ˚jT denotes the set of colorings
of T 1 [ T 2 [ T 3 [ T 4 extending '. Since this equality is a local one we may pass
from the language of normal edge orientations to the language of edge orientations
as described in Section 1.2. With this view we provide T and its subtetrahedra
T 1� T 4 with the orientation determined by the triple of vectors ~AB; ~AC; ~AD. To
compute jT'j we shall use formula (1.2.a). Let j 1; j 2; j 5; j 8; j 0; j 7 be the '-colors
of the oriented edges ~BA; ~CB; ~CA; ~DC; ~DA; ~DB. (The choice of notation for the
colors will become clear below.) It follows from (1.2.a) that

(2.3.c) jT'j =
∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣ :
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Similarly, let j = j ( ); j 3 = j 3( ); j 4 = j 4( ); j 6 = j 6( ) be the  -colors of
the edges ~OB; ~OC; ~DO; ~OA respectively. It follows from (1.2.a) that

jT 1 j =
∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 3 j 6 j

∣∣∣∣ ; jT 2 j = ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j j 6
j 4 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣ ;
jT 3 j =

∣∣∣∣ j 2 j 3 j
j 4 j 7 j 8

∣∣∣∣ ; jT 4 j = ∣∣∣∣ j 6 j �3 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 4

∣∣∣∣ :
Set


(j 0; : : : ; j 8) =
∑
j2I

dim(j ) �j �j 2j 3 �j j 4j �7
�j j 1j �6

(
jT 1 j ˝ jT

 
2 j ˝ jT

 
3 j
)
:

Substituting here the expressions for jT 1 j; jT
 
2 j; jT

 
3 j given above and applying

Theorem VI.5.4.1, we get


(j 0; : : : ; j 8) = �j �0j 5j 8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 5 j 3 j 6
j 4 j 0 j 8

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣ ):
Therefore the sum on the right-hand side of (2.3.b) is equal to∑
j 3;j 4;j 62I

dim(j 3)dim(j 4)dim(j 6)�j 3j 4j �8
�j 3j 5j �6

�j �0j 4j 6

(

(j 0; : : : ; j 8)˝

∣∣∣∣ j 6 j �3 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 4

∣∣∣∣ )

=
∑

j 3;j 4;j 62I
dim(j 3)dim(j 4)dim(j 6) �j 3j 4j �8

�j 3j 5j �6
�j �0j 4j 6 �j �0 j 5j 8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 5 j 3 j 6
j 4 j 0 j 8

∣∣∣∣˝
˝
∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ j 6 j �3 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 4

∣∣∣∣ ):
Using the tetrahedral symmetry we may rewrite the ˇrst and third 6j -symbols in
the last expression as follows:∣∣∣∣ j 5 j 3 j 6

j 4 j 0 j 8

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ j �5 j 0 j 8
j �4 j 3 j 6

∣∣∣∣ ; ∣∣∣∣ j 6 j �3 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 4

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ j 5 j �0 j �8
j 4 j �3 j �6

∣∣∣∣ :
Now we are in position to apply the orthonormality relation involving the ˇrst
and third 6j -symbols and the contractions �j 3j 5j �6

; �j �0j 4j 6 . This relation shows that
the last sum is equal to

(2.3.d)
∑
j 3;j 42I

dim(j 3)dim(j 4)(dim(j 8))
�1 �j 3j 4j �8

�j �0j 5j 8

( ∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5
j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝
˝Id(j �0; j 5; j 8)˝ Id(j 3; j 4; j

�
8)
)
:

The contraction �j 3j 4j �8
in this expression applies to Id(j 3; j 4; j �8). Lemma 2.2.1

shows that

�j 3j 4j �8
(Id(j 3; j 4; j

�
8)) = Dim(H(j 3; j 4; j

�
8)):
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The contraction �j �0 j 5j 8 in (2.3.d) matches the factor H(j �0; j 5; j 8) involved in the
ambient module of the 6j -symbol (2.3.c) and the factor H(j 0; j �5; j

�
8) involved in

Id(j �0; j 5; j 8). Lemma 2.2.2 implies that

�j �0j 5j 8(

∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5

j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣˝ Id(j �0; j 5; j 8)) =

∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5

j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣ :
We conclude that the right-hand side of (2.3.b) is equal to

D�2

⎛⎝ ∑
j 3;j 42I

dim(j 3)dim(j 4)(dim(j 8))
�1Dim(H(j 3; j 4; j

�
8))

⎞⎠∣∣∣∣ j 1 j 2 j 5

j 8 j 0 j 7

∣∣∣∣ :
Formula (II.4.5.f) shows that this expression is equal to the 6j -symbol (2.3.c).
This implies (2.3.b).

Let us prove the invariance of jM 0j under the bistellar move along a face BCD.
Let ABCD and A 0BCD be the tetrahedra of M 0 adjacent to BCD. (For the sake of
visual convenience, we may think that these two tetrahedra form a convex body
in M containing the interval AA 0.) Replacing ABCD and A 0BCD with tetrahedra
AA 0BC; AA 0CD;AA 0BD we get a new triangulation M 1 which is the result of
the bistellar move on M 0 along BCD. We should prove that jM 1j = jM 0j. This
formula follows from an equality of local contributions which corresponds to the
generalized Biedenharn-Elliott identity (Theorem VI.5.4.1). To establish these
correspondence it sufˇces to denote by j ; j 0; j 1; j 2; j 3; j 4; j 5; j 6; j 7; j 8 the colors
of the oriented edges

~AA 0; ~DC; ~A 0C; ~BA 0; ~AB; ~DA; ~BC; ~AC; ~DA0; ~DB:

This completes the proof of the theorem.

2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Proof of Theorem 1.7 is analogous to the proof of
Theorem 1.4. The only difference is that instead of Theorem 2.1.1, we should
use Theorem 2.1.2.

2.5. Remark. The proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7 only uses a few properties of
6j -symbols namely the tetrahedral symmetry, the generalized Biedenharn-Elliott
identity, and the orthonormality. Any system of tensors with these properties
would give invariants of 3-manifolds. Moreover, if we apply this approach to ori-
ented 3-manifolds then the tetrahedral symmetry may be restricted to those per-
mutations which preserve orientation of the tetrahedron. Systems of 6j -symbols
with such properties may be extracted from the theory of subfactors (see [Oc],
[DJN], [EK]).
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3. Simplicial 3-dimensional TQFT

3.0. Outline. We reformulate the simplicial state sum invariant introduced in
Section 1 as an operator invariant of 3-cobordisms. This reformulation allows
us to construct a TQFT (E; j � � � j) based on closed surfaces and compact 3-
manifolds (without any additional structure). The construction proceeds in several
steps starting off with 3-cobordisms with triangulated bases. As we shall see
in Section 4 the TQFT (E; j � � � j) is closely related to 3-dimensional TQFT's
introduced in Chapter IV.

3.1. Reformulation of the invariant jMj. Let M = (M; @�M; @+M ) be a 3-
dimensional cobordism with triangulated bases. Thus, M is a compact 3-manifold
and @�M; @+M are triangulated disjoint closed subsurfaces of @M whose union
equals @M . Consider the state sum invariant

jM j 2 ~E(@M ) = ~E(@�M )˝K ~E(@+M ) = HomK( ~E(@�M ); ~E(@+M )):

The last isomorphism is induced by the non-degenerate form h: ; :i in ~E(@�M ).
Therefore the invariant jM j gives rise to a K-homomorphism ~E(@�M ) !
~E(@+M ). This homomorphism is denoted by ~e(M ) = ~e(M; @�M; @+M ). It is
clear that ~e(M ) is natural with respect to homeomorphisms of 3-cobordisms pre-
serving the triangulation of the boundary. It follows from deˇnitions that the
homomorphism ~e corresponding to the same cobordism M regarded upside down
is dual to ~e(M ):

~e(M; @+M; @�M ) = (~e(M; @�M; @+M ))?:

It follows from Theorem 1.8 that the homomorphism ~e is multiplicative with
respect to gluing of cobordisms: if a triangulated closed surface ˙ � Int(M )
splits M into two cobordisms (M 1; @�M;˙) and (M 2;˙; @+M ) then ~e(M ) =
~e(M 2) ~e(M 1).

3.2. The module E for triangulated surfaces. The functor assigning the module
~E(˙) to any triangulated closed surface ˙ and assigning the homomorphism ~e(M )
to any 3-cobordism M looks like a topological quantum ˇeld theory. However
this functor does not satisfy the normalization axiom which requires the homo-
morphism assigned to the cylinder over a surface to be the identity. In order to
fulˇll this axiom we introduce a submodule of ~E(˙) preserved by ~e.

Let ˙ be a closed surface with a triangulation ˛. Consider the cylinder cobor-
dism Id(˙;˛) = (˙� [0; 1];˙� 0;˙� 1) with the triangulation of both ˙� 0 and
˙�1 induced by ˛. Consider the endomorphism ~e(Id(˙;˛)) of ~E(˙; ˛) determined
by this cobordism. Set

(3.2.a) E(˙; ˛) = Im(~e(Id(˙;˛))) � ~E(˙; ˛):
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It is obvious that the module E(˙; ˛) is natural with respect to triangulation-
preserving homeomorphisms of surfaces. This module is multiplicative with re-
spect to disjoint union of surfaces. Indeed, it follows from deˇnitions that for any
disjoint closed surfaces ˙1;˙2 with triangulations ˛1; ˛2, we have

~E((˙1; ˛1)q (˙2; ˛2)) = ~E(˙1; ˛1)˝K ~E(˙2; ˛2)

and

~e(Id(˙1q˙2;˛1q˛2)) = ~e(Id(˙1;˛1))˝K ~e(Id(˙2;˛2)):

Therefore

(3.2.b) E((˙1; ˛1)q (˙2; ˛2)) = E(˙1; ˛1)˝K E(˙2; ˛2):

3.2.1. Lemma. For any 3-dimensional cobordism M with triangulated bases,

~e(M )(E(@�M )) � E(@+M ):

Proof. Denote the homomorphism ~e(M ) : ~E(@�M ) ! ~E(@+M ) by f . Glue the
cylinder @+M � [0; 1] to M along @+M = @+M � 0 to get a new cobordism
between @�M and @+M . It is obvious that this cobordism is homeomorphic to M
via a homeomorphism identical on the bases. Therefore ~e(Id@+M ) f = f : Hence
Im( f ) � E(@+M ).

Lemma 3.2.1 implies that restricting the homomorphism ~e(M ) to E(@�M ) �
~E(@�M ) we get a K-homomorphism E(@�M ) ! E(@+M ). It is denoted by
e(M ) = e(M; @�M; @+M ). Multiplicativity of ~e(M ) with respect to gluing of
cobordisms implies a similar multiplicativity of e(M ). The next lemma shows
that the module E(˙; ˛) is projective and that the endomorphism of this module
induced by the cylinder cobordism is the identity.

3.2.2. Lemma. For any closed surface ˙ with triangulation ˛, the module
E(˙; ˛) is projective and e(Id(˙;˛)) = idE(˙;˛).

Proof. Set E = ~E(˙; ˛) and p = ~e(Id(˙;˛)) : E ! E. Since the gluing of the
cylinder Id(˙;˛) to itself along a base produces another copy of the same cylinder,
the results of Section 3.1 imply that p 2 = p . Therefore p acts as the identity in
E(˙; ˛) = Im(p ) which proves the second claim of the lemma.

It follows from deˇnitions and Lemma II.4.2.1 that the module E is pro-
jective. Therefore projectivity of E(˙; ˛) = Im(p ) follows from the equality
E = Ker(p )˚ Im(p ).

3.2.3. Remark. It is instructive to note that the splitting ~E(˙; ˛) = E(˙; ˛) ˚
Ker(p ) constructed in the proof of the previous lemma is orthogonal with respect
to the non-degenerate bilinear form h: ; :i in ~E(˙; ˛). Indeed, the cylinder cobor-
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dism Id(˙;˛) turned upside down yields a homeomorphic cobordism. Therefore
the operator p is self-dual, p? = p . In other words, hx; p (y)i = hp (x); yi for any
x; y 2 ~E(˙; ˛). This implies our claim. Restricting the form h: ; :i to E(˙; ˛) we
get a K-valued non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form in E(˙; ˛).

3.3. The module E for non-triangulated surfaces. The functors (˙ 7!
E(˙);M 7! e(M )) form a TQFT based on triangulated surfaces and 3-cobordisms
with triangulated boundary. In order to get rid of triangulations we employ es-
sentially the same idea as in Section IV.6: we identify the modules of states cor-
responding to different triangulations of the same surface. This will allow us to
assign a projective module E(˙) to any closed topological surface ˙ (without any
additional structure). We construct E(˙) as follows. For each triangulation ˛ of ˙
consider the module E(˙; ˛) deˇned in Section 3.2. For any triangulations ˛0; ˛1

of ˙, consider the 3-cobordism with triangulated bases (˙� [0; 1];˙� 0;˙� 1)
where the triangulations of ˙ � 0 and ˙ � 1 are induced by ˛0 and ˛1 via the
identiˇcations ˙� 0 = ˙, ˙ � 1 = ˙. Denote by '(˛0; ˛1) the homomorphism
E(˙; ˛0)! E(˙; ˛1) determined by this cobordism. The results of Sections 3.1
and 3.2 imply the following:

(i) for any triangulation ˛ of ˙, we have '(˛; ˛) = idE(˙;˛),
(ii) for any triangulations ˛0; ˛1; ˛2 of ˙, we have

'(˛0; ˛2) = '(˛1; ˛2)'(˛0; ˛1):

Applying the property (ii) to ˛2 = ˛0 we obtain that
(iii) '(˛0; ˛1) and '(˛1; ˛0) are mutually inverse isomorphisms.
Identify the modules fE(˙; ˛)g˛ corresponding to all triangulations of ˙ along

the intertwining isomorphisms '(˛0; ˛1) corresponding to all pairs of triangu-
lations. This yields a module E(˙) independent of the choice of triangulation.
Elements of these modules are families fx(˛) 2 E(˙; ˛)g˛ such that for any
two triangulations ˛0; ˛1 of ˙, we have x(˛1) = '(˛0; ˛1)(x(˛0)). The formula
fx(˛)g˛ 7! x(˛0) deˇnes a canonical isomorphism E(˙)! E(˙; ˛0) for every
triangulation ˛0 of ˙. Lemma 3.2.2 implies that the module E(˙) is projective.

The construction ˙ 7! E(˙) is natural with respect to homeomorphisms of
surfaces. Indeed, let g : ˙! ˙0 be a homeomorphism of (closed) surfaces. For
any triangulation ˛ of ˙, we may consider its direct image g(˛) on ˙0 which
is a triangulation of ˙0. The homeomorphism g induces in the obvious way an
isomorphism E(˙; ˛) ! E(˙0; g(˛)). These isomorphisms corresponding to all
˛ commute with the intertwining isomorphisms constructed above. (Indeed, any
triangulation A of ˙ � [0; 1] induces a triangulation A 0 = (g � id[0;1])(A) of
˙0 � [0; 1]. If A relates triangulations ˛0; ˛1 of ˙ then A 0 relates triangulations
g(˛0); g(˛1) of ˙0. This implies commutativity of the corresponding diagram of
isomorphisms.) Therefore the isomorphisms fE(˙; ˛)! E(˙0; g(˛))g˛ induce an
isomorphism E(˙)! E(˙0). It is denoted by g#. It is clear that (id˙)# = idE(˙)
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and that (gg0)# = g#g0# whenever g; g0 are composable homeomorphisms of closed
surfaces.

The isomorphisms (3.2.b) corresponding to different triangulations obviously
commute with the intertwining isomorphisms. Therefore they induce a natural
isomorphism

(3.3.a) E(˙1 q ˙2) = E(˙1)˝K E(˙2):

Summing up, we conclude that the correspondence (˙ 7! E(˙); g 7! g#) is a
modular functor in the sense of Section III.1. Here the underlying space-structure
A assigns a one-point set to closed topological surfaces (in particular to ;) and
the empty set to other topological spaces.

The next two assertions show that the action g# of a homeomorphism g depends
only on its isotopy class.

3.3.1. Lemma. Let ˙ be a closed topological surface endowed with a triangu-
lation ˛. Let h be a self-homeomorphism of ˙ isotopic to the identity. Then the
homomorphism E(˙; ˛)! E(˙; h(˛)) induced by h is equal to '(˛; h(˛)).

Proof. Let ˛0; ˛1 be arbitrary triangulations of ˙ and let A be a triangulation
of the cylinder ˙ � [0; 1] extending (˛0 � 0) q (˛1 � 1). Since h is isotopic
to identity there exists a homeomorphism H : ˙ � [0; 1] ! ˙ � [0; 1] which
is the identity on ˙ � 0 and such that H(x � 1) = h(x) � 1 for any x 2 ˙.
Using A to compute '(˛0; ˛1) and using H(A) to compute '(˛0; h(˛1)) we
easily conclude that '(˛0; h(˛1)) = ~h ı'(˛0; ˛1) where ~h is the homomorphism
E(˙; ˛1) ! E(˙; h(˛1)) induced by h. Applying this formula to ˛0 = ˛1 = ˛
and using the equality '(˛; ˛) = id we get the claim of the lemma.

3.3.2. Corollary. The action g# : E(˙)! E(˙0) of a homeomorphism of closed
surfaces g : ˙! ˙0 depends only on the isotopy class of g.

Proof. Lemma 3.3.1 implies that any self-homeomorphism of a closed surface ˙
isotopic to the identity id˙ acts in E(˙) as the identity. This implies the corollary.

3.4. TQFT (E; j � � � j). We can now construct a topological quantum ˇeld theory
for compact topological 3-manifolds. The modular functor of this theory is the
modular functor E constructed in Section 3.3. For any compact 3-dimensional
cobordism M = (M; @�M; @+M ) we deˇne a K-homomorphism

jM j = jM; @�M; @+M j : E(@�M )! E(@+M )

as follows. Triangulate the bases of this cobordism via certain triangulations
˛�; ˛+, consider the homomorphism

e(M; (@�M;˛�); (@+M;˛+)) : E(@�M;˛�)! E(@+M;˛+);
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and compose it with the canonical isomorphisms

E(@�M;˛�) = E(@�M ); E(@+M;˛+) = E(@+M ):

The resulting homomorphism E(@�M )! E(@+M ) does not depend on the choice
of ˛�; ˛+. This follows from the deˇnition of the intertwining isomorphisms
'(˛0; ˛1) and the multiplicativity of e with respect to gluing of cobordisms.

It is straightforward to verify that the pair (E; j � � � j) satisˇes all axioms of
TQFT's formulated in Section III.1. Here the role of the space-structure B (resp.
A) is played by the functor assigning a one-point set to compact topological
3-manifolds (resp. to closed topological surfaces) and the empty set to other
topological spaces. This TQFT does not have anomalies.

Although the operator jM j does not depend on the choice of triangulation in
M , we need to triangulate M in order to compute this operator. This is why we
call this TQFT a simplicial TQFT (it is also called a lattice TQFT). It would be
interesting to give a direct deˇnition of jM j without appealing to triangulations.

For any closed 3-manifold M considered as a cobordism between two copies
of the empty space, the homomorphism jM j is multiplication in E(;) = K by the
invariant jM j 2 K deˇned in Section 1.3.

The TQFT (E; j � � � j) may be extended to surfaces with marked arcs and 3-
cobordisms with framed graphs inside. For a simplicial construction of such an
extension, see [Tu13]; cf. Section X.7.

3.5. Remark. Elements of the module E(˙) associated to a closed surface ˙ may
be represented by geometric objects in ˙. Fix a triangulation � of ˙. Consider a
coloring  of (˙; �) and a function h assigning to each 2-face t of � a certain
ht 2 Ht; , cf. Section 1.5. Such a pair ( ; h) determines an element ˝tht 2
H (˙) � ~E(˙). The image of ˝tht under the projection ~E(˙)! E(˙) should be
viewed as the element of E(˙) represented by (�;  ; h). Of course, there are non-
trivial relations between the elements determined by different triples (�;  ; h).

Instead of triangulations we may use the dual language of trivalent graphs
(see Section VI.4.1). Each triangulation � of ˙ gives rise to a trivalent graph
 = � � ˙ dual to the 1-skeleton of �. The vertices of  are the barycenters of
the 2-faces of � and the edges of  connect the barycenters of adjacent 2-faces.
(The reader unfamiliar with this construction should draw a few pictures.) Each
coloring  of � induces a dual coloring  ? of  by the formula  ?(e) =  (e?)
where e is an oriented edge of  and e? is the dual normally oriented edge
of �. The formula  7!  ? establishes a bijective correspondence between the
colorings of � and the colorings of . It is obvious that H (˙) = H(;  ?).
Therefore instead of the pairs ( ; h) as above we may simply speak of v-colorings
of . Thus, every v-coloring of  determines an element of E(˙). More generally,
any v-colored trivalent graph in ˙ (not necessarily dual to a triangulation of ˙)
determines an element of E(˙) (see [Tu13]).
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This description of the module E(˙) resembles the well-known description of
simplicial homologies in terms of cycles and boundaries. The triples (�;  ; h) as
above (or more generally the v-colored trivalent graphs in ˙) are the analogues
of cycles, the roles of the boundary operator and homologies are played by the
projector ~E(˙)! ~E(˙) and its image.

4. Comparison of two approaches

4.0. Outline. We have developed two different approaches to 3-dimensional
TQFT's: one based on surgery (see Chapters II and IV) and one based on 6j -
symbols and simplicial state sums (see Chapters VI and VII). Here we discuss
relationships between these two approaches.

The theorems stated in this section will be proven in Chapter X.

4.1. The case of closed oriented 3-manifolds. For any closed oriented 3-
manifold M , we have two invariants jM j = jM jV (see Section 1) and �(M ) =
�V(M ) (see Chapter II). Both invariants lie in the ground ring K of V. The in-
variant jM j is deˇnitely weaker because it does not distinguish M from the same
manifold with opposite orientation �M . The following theorem relates these in-
variants.

4.1.1. Theorem. For any closed oriented 3-manifold M , we have

jM j = �(M ) �(�M ):

Theorem 4.1.1 shows that the simplicial state sum based on 6j -symbols com-
putes �(M ) �(�M ). When V is a Hermitian modular category we have

jM j = �(M ) �(�M ) = �(M ) �(M ):

When V is a unitary modular category, we have

jM j = �(M ) �(�M ) = �(M ) �(M ) = j�(M )j2

so that jM j computes the square of the absolute value of �(M ). Theorem 4.1.1
implies that for any unitary unimodular category V, we have jM jV � 0.

Theorem 4.1.1 will be proven in Sections X.3{X.6. The ideas involved in the
proof may be outlined as follows. The heart of the proof is a computation of �(M )
in terms of an arbitrary compact oriented piecewise-linear 4-manifold W bounded
by M . We use 2-dimensional skeletons of W, i.e., simple 2-polyhedra in W such
that W may be obtained from their regular neighborhoods by attaching 3-handles
and 4-handles. Each such 2-polyhedron X � W may be naturally decomposed
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as a disjoint union of 0-strata (vertices), 1-strata, and 2-strata. We endow all 2-
strata of X with their self-intersection numbers in W. These numbers are called
gleams of the 2-strata, the polyhedron X whose 2-strata are endowed with the
gleams is said to be shadowed. We introduce a state sum model on X based on
the normalized 6j -symbols associated to V. This model incorporates the gleams
and yields �(M ). This gives a computation of �(M ) in terms of W.

The subtle point is the independence of the state sum on X of the choices
of X and W with a given @W = M . We ˇrst ˇx the 4-manifold W and de-
scribe local transformations relating arbitrary 2-skeletons of W. This description
uses the Matveev-Piergallini moves on simple 2-polyhedra. We deˇne slightly
more elaborate shadow moves on shadowed 2-polyhedra. It turns out that the
shadowed 2-skeleton X � W is determined by W up to shadow moves and a
so-called stabilization. To describe possible changes in W with @W = M we
involve 5-dimensional cobordisms between 4-manifolds. This leads us to the no-
tion of cobordism for shadowed 2-polyhedra. Finally, we show that the shad-
owed 2-polyhedron X is determined by M up to shadow moves, stabilization,
and cobordism. Then we prove that the state sum on X is invariant under these
transformations. This implies independence of this state sum of the choices of X
and W. To compute this state sum as a function of M we choose W to be the
4-manifold WL obtained as in Section II.2 from a surgery presentation L � S3

of M . Every diagram of L gives rise to a 2-skeleton X � WL . The state sum
model on X may be computed in terms of the diagram. This allows us to relate
this model to the operator invariants introduced in Chapter I and to prove that
the state sum on X � WL equals �(M ).

To prove Theorem 4.1.1 we apply this approach to the 4-manifold W = M �
[�1; 1]. We choose as a skeleton of W the 2-skeleton X � M = M � 0 of the
cell decomposition of M dual to a triangulation of M . The state sum model on
X is closely related to the state sum model considered in Section 1 and yields
jM j. The results stated above imply that this state sum model gives �(@W) =
�(M q (�M )) = �(M ) �(�M ). This implies Theorem 4.1.1.

The proof of Theorem 4.1.1 is based on the notion of a shadow introduced
and studied in Chapters VIII{X. The reader willing to simplify his way towards
the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 may read Sections VIII.1, VIII.2.1, VIII.2.2, VIII.6,
IX.1 and then proceed to Chapter X coming back to Chapters VIII and IX when
necessary.

4.2. Theorem. Suppose that the ground ring K of V is a ˇeld of zero characteris-
tic. Then the simplicial TQFT (E; j � � � j) restricted to oriented closed surfaces and
oriented compact 3-cobordisms is isomorphic to the absolute anomaly-free TQFT
(T̂; �̂) restricted to oriented closed surfaces (with void families of distinguished
arcs) and oriented compact 3-cobordisms (with empty ribbon graphs).
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This theorem is one of the main results of this monograph relating the surgery
and simplicial approaches to 3-dimensional TQFT's. The main advantage of the
TQFT (E; j � � � j) lies in its intrinsic deˇnition. The construction of the module
E(˙) proceeds entirely inside ˙� [0; 1] and the homomorphism jM j is computed
entirely inside M . Another strong point of the simplicial approach is its applica-
bility to non-orientable 3-manifolds. On the other hand, the simplicial approach
produces a weaker invariant and applies only under the unimodality condition on
the modular category.

It is tempting to deduce Theorem 4.2 from Theorem 4.1.1 using the abstract
nonsense of Section III.3. Such a deduction requires the non-degeneracy of at
least one of the TQFT's in question. The author does not know if these TQFT's
(restricted as in the statement of the theorem) are non-degenerate. To circumvent
this problem we shall generalize Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.2 to the setting of framed
graphs in 3-manifolds. This will eventually allow us to use the non-degeneracy
of the TQFT (Te; �e) and to apply Theorem III.3.7.

It seems plausible that the condition on the ground ring in Theorem 4.2 may
be relaxed.

4.3. Comparison of modular functors. Theorem 4.2 implies that for oriented
closed surfaces (with void families of distinguished arcs), the simplicial modular
functor E = EV deˇned in Section 3 is isomorphic to the modular functor T̂ = T̂V
deˇned in Section IV.8. In particular, for any oriented closed surface ˙, we may
compute the module E(˙) in terms of the modules of states deˇned in Chapter IV.
Namely, if ˙ is endowed with a Lagrangian space � � H 1(˙;R) then

(4.3.a) EV(˙) = T̂V(˙) = TeV(˙; �)˝K TeV(˙; �):

This decomposition is natural with respect to orientation-preserving homeomor-
phisms of surfaces. (We do not assume that the homeomorphisms preserve �, for
the deˇnition of the action of homeomorphisms in Te, see Section IV.6.3.) We
may combine (4.3.a) with the following lemma.

4.3.1. Lemma. For an oriented closed surface ˙ with distinguished Lagrangian
space � � H 1(˙;R) (and with void family of distinguished arcs), there is a
natural K-isomorphism

(4.3.b) TeV(˙; �) = (TeV(˙; �))? = HomK(TeV(˙; �); K):

Lemma 4.3.1 implies that

(4.3.c) EV(˙) = TeV(˙; �)˝K (TeV(˙; �))? = End(TeV(˙; �)):

Note that the algebra End(TeV(˙; �)) does not depend on the choice of �. This
follows from (4.3.c) or from the fact that the modules TeV(˙; �) corresponding to
different Lagrangian spaces are canonically isomorphic (see Section IV.6). The
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equality EV(˙) = End(TeV(˙; �)) gives a geometric interpretation of the algebra
End(TeV(˙; �)).

Similarly, if ˙ is endowed with a parametrization by a standard surface (with
a void family of distinguished arcs) then

EV(˙) = TV(˙)˝K TV(˙) = TV(˙)˝K (TV(˙))? = End(TV(˙)):

The isomorphism of TQFT's provided by Theorem 4.2 and hence the isomor-
phism EV(˙) = End(TeV(˙; �)) are not explicit. Recall the additive generators
of EV(˙) represented by v-colored triangulations of the surface ˙ or, in the dual
language, by v-colored trivalent graphs in ˙ (cf. Remark 3.5). Conjecturally, the
endomorphism of TeV(˙; �) determined by a v-colored trivalent graph  � ˙
coincides (up to a scalar factor) with the endomorphism of TeV(˙; �) deˇned as
follows. Regard a narrow neighborhood of  in ˙ = ˙� 0 as a v-colored framed
graph in ˙� [�1; 1]. Ribboning this framed graph we obtain a v-colored ribbon
graph in ˙� [�1; 1]. The cylinder ˙� [�1; 1] with this v-colored ribbon graph
inside is an extended 3-cobordism between two copies of (˙; �). Its operator
invariant �e deˇned in Section IV.6 yields an endomorphism of TeV(˙; �).

Proof of Lemma. Recall the non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT (Te; �w) =
(TeV; �wV) based on the cobordism theory (Bw;Ae) formed by e-surfaces and
weighted extended 3-manifolds (see Section IV.9). We deˇne another TQFT
based on the same cobordism theory. For an e-surface �, denote by :�
the same e-surface with the opposite orientation (we keep the distinguished
arcs with their orientations and marks). For a weighted extended 3-cobordism
M = (M; @�(M ); @+(M )), denote by :M = (:M;:@�(M );:@+(M )) the same
cobordism with the opposite orientations in M and in @M (we keep the embed-
ded v-colored ribbon graph and the weight). It is easy to verify that the rule
(� 7! Te(:�);M 7! �w(:M )) deˇnes a TQFT based on (Bw;Ae). Denote this
TQFT by (T0; �0). Since the TQFT (Te; �w) is non-degenerate and anomaly-free,
the TQFT (T0; �0) is also non-degenerate and anomaly-free. For any weighted
extended 3-manifold M with empty boundary, we have

(4.3.d) �0(M ) = �w(:M ) = �wV(M )

where the last equality follows from formula (II.2.5.a). Note that the deˇni-
tion of the space-structures Ae and Bw involves only the underlying category
of V (with its tensor product and duality) and does not involve the braiding
and twist. Therefore the TQFT (Te

V
; �w
V

) is based on the same cobordism the-
ory (Bw;Ae). Theorem III.3.3 and the identity (4.3.d) imply that the TQFT's
(Te
V
; �w
V

) and (T0; �0) are isomorphic. In particular, for any e-surface �, there
is a K-isomorphism Te

V
(�) = T0(�). By Theorem III.3.3, this isomorphism is

natural with respect to e-homeomorphisms. Moreover, it is easy to show (us-
ing Lemma IV.6.8.2) that this isomorphism is also natural with respect to weak
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e-homeomorphisms. When the family of distinguished arcs in � is void we have
:� = �� so that

TeV(�) = T0(�) = TeV(:�) = TeV(��):

The last module is isomorphic to (TeV(�))? = HomK(TeV(�); K) via the iso-
morphism induced by the self-duality pairing deˇned in Section III.2. (This iso-
morphism is natural with respect to arbitrary orientation-preserving homeomor-
phisms of surfaces, cf. Exercise IV.7.3.) Combining these isomorphisms we get
Te
V

(�) = (TeV(�))?. Applying this equality to � = (˙; �) we get (4.3.b).

4.4. The case of non-oriented 3-manifolds. The results of the previous subsec-
tions may be extended to the non-orientable setting. For simplicity, we restrict
ourselves to the case of closed 3-manifolds.

Let M be a closed connected non-orientable 3-manifold. Note ˇrst that the
surgery invariant � is not deˇned for non-orientable 3-manifolds. Therefore to
compute jM j via � we have to appeal to other 3-manifolds. Consider the oriented
2-sheeted covering M of M determined by the ˇrst Stiefel-Whitney class w1(M ) 2
H 1(M ;Z=2Z). The manifold M is orientable. Moreover, the covering involution
M ! M inverts the orientation in M so that the orientation in M is unique up
to homeomorphism. The following theorem is the analogue of Theorem 4.1.1 in
the non-orientable setting.

4.4.1. Theorem. For any closed connected non-orientable 3-manifold M , we
have jM j = �(M ).

Theorem 4.4.1 will be proven in Section X.3.

4.5. Exercise. Show (without the assumption that K is a ˇeld) that for any
closed oriented surface ˙ equipped with a Lagrangian subspace in 1-homologies,
we have Dim(E(˙)) = (Dim(Te(˙)))2.

Notes

Sections 1 and 2. The state sum model for jM j is similar to the lattice model of Ponzano
and Regge [PR] known in physics literature in the context of Regge calculus. Ponzano and
Regge used numerical 6j -symbols associated to the Lie algebra sl2(C). These symbols are
inˇnite in number and do not provide a ˇnite model. (Indeed, the category of represen-
tations of sl2(C) is semisimple but not modular.) The attention of physicists concerned
with the Ponzano-Regge model was focused on the asymptotic form, continuum limit,
and physical interpretations of the corresponding state sum, see e.g. [HP], [Le], [Oo1].
A ˇnite state sum model was introduced by Turaev and Viro [TV]. It is based on the
6j -symbols associated with Uq(sl2(C)) where q is a complex root of unity. The state sum
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model introduced in Section 1 generalizes the model of [TV]. For other generalizations
and reformulations of this model, see [DJN], [FG], [Ka6], [KaL].

Section 3. The construction of the simplicial TQFT generalizes the construction introduced
in [TV].

Section 4. Theorem 4.1.1 was independently obtained by the author (see [Tu7]{[Tu9]) and
Walker [Wa] in the case of 6j -symbols associated to Uq(sl2(C)) where q is a complex
root of unity. Theorem 4.4.1 in this case is contained in [Tu8]. Theorem 4.2 is new.



Chapter VIII
Generalities on shadows

Fix, up to the end of the chapter, an abelian group A and an element ! 2 A.

1. Deˇnition of shadows

1.0. Outline. We begin a study of two-dimensional geometric objects called
shadows. The idea of a shadow is inspired by the properties of 2-skeletons of
4-manifolds. As we shall see in Chapter IX, every compact oriented piecewise-
linear 4-manifold gives rise to a shadow.

1.1. Simple 2-polyhedra. The role of underlying topological spaces in the theory
of shadows is played by so-called simple 2-polyhedra. The class of simple 2-
polyhedra includes compact surfaces as well as 2-dimensional polyhedra with
singular points. The singularities in question are rather mild and locally standard;
they can not be destroyed by small deformations of polyhedra. By polyhedra we
mean ˇnite (compact) simplicial spaces.

We ˇrst deˇne simple 2-polyhedra without boundary. A 2-dimensional poly-
hedron X is called a simple 2-polyhedron without boundary if every point of X
has a neighborhood homeomorphic either to

(1.1.1) the plane R2, or to
(1.1.2) the union of three half-planes in R3 meeting along their common bound-

ary line, or to
(1.1.3) the cone over the 1-skeleton of a 3-dimensional simplex.

More generally, a 2-dimensional polyhedron X is called a simple 2-polyhedron
(with boundary) if each point of X has a neighborhood homeomorphic to one of
the spaces (1.1.1), (1.1.2), (1.1.3), or to

(1.1.4) the halfplane R2
+, or to

(1.1.5) the union of three copies of the positive quadrant f(x; y) 2 R2 : x �
0; y � 0g meeting each other along the half-line x = 0; y � 0 (cf. Figure 1.1).

For example, any compact surface is a simple 2-polyhedron. A more elaborate
example of a simple 2-polyhedron may be obtained by gluing a compact surface
˙ to a compact surface ˙0 along a generic immersion @˙! Int(˙0) = ˙0 n @˙0.
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The points of a simple 2-polyhedron X which have neighborhoods homeomor-
phic to R2 form a surface, denoted by Int(X ). Connected components of Int(X )
are called 2-strata or regions of X . Compactness of X implies that the number
of regions of X is ˇnite. We say that X is orientable (oriented) if Int(X ) is ori-
entable (oriented). It is clear that any orientation of Int(X ) induces orientations
of all regions of X .

For a simple 2-polyhedron X , the set X n Int(X ) is a graph in the sense of
Section VI.4.1. Its vertices are those points of X which either have a neighborhood
of type (1.1.3) and correspond to the cone point or have a neighborhood of type
(1.1.5) and correspond to the point x = y = 0. Each vertex of X n Int(X )
has valency four, i.e., it is incident to four edges of X n Int(X ) counted with
multiplicities. The vertices and 1-strata of the graph X n Int(X ) will be called
vertices and 1-strata of X . Some components of X nInt(X ) may be homeomorphic
to the circle. These components do not have vertices.

The graph X n Int(X ) splits as a union of two subgraphs:

X n Int(X ) = sing(X ) [ @X:

The graph sing(X ) consists of those points of X which have no neighborhoods
homeomorphic to R2 or R2

+. The graph @X is called the boundary of X and
consists of those points of X which have no neighborhoods homeomorphic to
the spaces (1.1.1), (1.1.2), or (1.1.3). This graph is trivalent. The intersection
sing(X ) \ @X coincides with the set of vertices of @X and equals the set of 1-
valent vertices of sing(X ). The graph @X has a collar in X , i.e., a neighborhood
homeomorphic to @X � [0; 1]. It is clear that X is a simple polyhedron without
boundary in the sense speciˇed above if and only if @X = ;.

It is clear that the closure Y of a region Y � X consists of Y and several
vertices and 1-strata of X . Two regions Y1; Y2 are said to be adjacent if there is
a 1-stratum of X contained both in Y1 and Y2.

It is obvious that any homeomorphism of simple polyhedra X ! X 0 carries
Int(X ); @X; and sing(X ) homeomorphically onto Int(X 0); @X 0; and sing(X 0).

1.2. Shadowed 2-polyhedra. A shadowed polyhedron over (the ˇxed abelian
group) A is an orientable simple 2-polyhedron such that each of its regions is
endowed with an element of A. The element of A assigned to a region Y is called
the gleam of Y and denoted by gl(Y).

By homeomorphisms of shadowed polyhedra we shall mean homeomorphisms
of the underlying polyhedra preserving the gleams of regions.

The gleam of a region should be viewed as a sort of global measure of this
region. Sometimes it is convenient to think that the gleam is concentrated in
certain parts of the region or even in certain points of the region. This leads to
the following convention always used in our pictures: if certain elements of A
are attached to disjoint parts of a region then the gleam of this region equals the
sum of these elements.
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1.3. Basic shadow moves. We deˇne three local moves P1; P2; P3 on shadowed
polyhedra over A. These moves are shown in Figure 1.1 where the symbols
a1; a2; a3; : : : ; a; b; c; e; f stand for the gleams (or parts of gleams) of the corre-
sponding regions. The symbol 0 stands for the zero of A. The move P1 changes
the way in which the bottom half-plane is glued to the rest of the polyhedron.
After the application of P1 this half-plane is glued along the curve drawn in bold.
Note that the resulting 2-polyhedron can not be embedded into R3. The move
P2 (resp. P3) pushes the top half-plane across a 1-stratum (resp. a vertex) of the
polyhedron. For visual convenience, one may think that the moves P2; P3 proceed
inside a 3-ball.
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Figure 1.1 depicts local patterns for the moves P1; P2; P3. When applying these
moves one should keep in mind that certain distinct regions in the local models
of Figure 1.1 may actually lie in the same region of a shadowed polyhedron. The
convention of Section 1.2 concerned with the gleams should be always followed.
For example, if we apply P1 so that the domains marked by a1; a2 belong to one
\big" region, then the total contribution of these two domains to the gleam of
this region equals a1 + a2 before the move and a1 + a2� 2! after it. An example
concerning P2: the domains marked by a4; a6 belong to one region before the
move and contribute a4 +a6 to the gleam of this region. After the move these two
domains belong either to one region or two different regions. In the ˇrst case they
contribute a4 + a6 to the gleam of the ambient region, in the second case they
contribute a4 and a6 to the gleams of the ambient regions. This shows that the
move P2 is not determined solely by the underlying geometric transformation and
may depend on the speciˇc splitting of a4 + a6 2 A as the sum of two elements
a4; a6 2 A.

Each of the moves P1; P2; P3 creates a new region which is an open disk with
the gleam ! in the case of P1 and zero gleam in the case of P2; P3. The moves
P2; P3 do not change the total gleam whilst P1 decreases it by !.

The moves P1; P2; P3 have obvious unique inverses denoted by P�1
1 ; P�1

2 ; P�1
3 .

The geometric transformation underlying P�1
2 may break the orientability of sim-

ple 2-polyhedra. We shall speak of the move P�1
2 and apply this move to shadowed

polyhedra only when it preserves orientability.
The moves P˙1

1 ; P˙1
2 ; P˙1

3 are called basic shadow moves. All basic moves are
performed away from the boundary of shadowed polyhedra and do not change
the boundary.

1.4. Shadows. Two shadowed 2-polyhedra over A are called shadow equivalent
if they can be obtained from each other by a homeomorphism and a sequence of
basic moves P˙1

1 ; P˙1
2 ; P˙1

3 performed in the class of shadowed 2-polyhedra over
A. Equivalence classes of shadowed 2-polyhedra are called shadows over A. In
order to emphasize the role of the distinguished element ! 2 A, which enters the
deˇnition of shadows via P1, we shall sometimes speak of shadows over the pair
(A;!).

Notation: the shadow equivalence class of a shadowed polyhedron X is denoted
by [X ]. We shall say that X represents the shadow [X ].

Note that the basic shadow moves preserve the simple homotopy type of 2-
polyhedra. Therefore, each shadow has a well-deˇned simple homotopy type
which is just the simple homotopy type of the underlying 2-polyhedra. In particu-
lar, shadows have homotopy groups, homologies, and other standard topological
invariants of polyhedra. This allows one to talk about connected shadows, simply-
connected shadows, etc.

Since the basic moves preserve the boundary of shadowed polyhedra, each
shadow ˛ has a boundary @˛. Clearly, @˛ is a trivalent graph.
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An important class of shadows is formed by compact orientable surfaces with
gleams. Every compact connected orientable surface ˙ endowed with a gleam a 2
A is a shadowed polyhedron. It is denoted by ˙a. This polyhedron has no singular
points so that the basic moves can not be applied to ˙a. Hence, the shadow
equivalence class [˙a] consists solely of shadowed surfaces homeomorphic to
˙a.

1.5. Remarks. 1. The geometric transformations of simple 2-polyhedra underlying
the basic moves P1; P2; P3 were studied by Matveev [Ma1] and Piergallini [Pi].
They showed that two simple 2-polyhedra may be related by such transformations
if and only if they may be obtained from each other by a 3-deformation, i.e., a
sequence of n-cell extensions and n-cell contractions with n 	 3. Thus, the theory
of shadows over the trivial group A = 0 is equivalent to the theory of simple
2-polyhedra considered up to 3-deformations.

2. If A is an abelian group containing A then each shadowed polyhedron over
A may be considered as a shadowed polyhedron over A. In this way, each shadow
over (A;!) gives rise to a shadow over (A;!). More generally, if f : A ! A is
a group homomorphism of abelian groups, then any shadow ˛ over (A;!) in the
obvious way produces a shadow f�(˛) over (A; f (!)). For instance, if A = 0, then
f�(˛) is the underlying 2-polyhedron of ˛ considered up to the transformations
of simple 2-polyhedra underlying P1 � P3.

2. Miscellaneous deˇnitions and constructions

2.0. Outline. We discuss a few technical points of the theory of shadows. The
deˇnitions and results of the ˇrst three subsections will be used systematically
in what follows. The material of Sections 2.4{2.6 is less important and may be
skipped.

2.1. Operations on shadows. We deˇne three simple operations on shadows:
negation, capping a circle component of the boundary, and summation.

Negation associates to any shadow ˛ the \opposite" shadow �˛ obtained by
negation of all gleams. More exactly, applying the involution a 7! �a : A ! A
to the gleams of regions of a shadowed polyhedron X we get the opposite shad-
owed polyhedron �X . The correspondence X 7! �X commutes with P2; P3 and
transforms P1 into a composition of P2 and P�1

1 , see Figure 2.1. (To simplify
Figure 2.1 we assume that the pieces of X shown in the initial picture contribute
zero to the gleams of the regions. In other words, these gleams are concentrated
outside of the picture. In view of our conventions this does not spoil the generality
of the argument. A similar simpliˇcation will be applied in the ˇgures to follow.)
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Therefore, the correspondence X 7! �X preserves the shadow equivalence. For
the shadow ˛ = [X ], set �˛ = [�X ].

Let X be a shadowed 2-polyhedron and S be a circle component of @X . We
form a shadowed 2-polyhedron X 0 = X [S D2 by gluing of the 2-disk D2 to X
along a homeomorphism @D2 ! S. It is understood that all regions of X keep
their gleams under the passage to X 0. The region of X 0 containing D2 inherits the
gleam of the region of X adjacent to S. We say that X 0 is obtained from X by
capping the circle S. Capping commutes with the basic moves so that we may
apply it to shadows.

For any connected shadows ˛;ˇ, we deˇne their sum ˛ + ˇ as follows.
Let X; Y be shadowed polyhedra representing ˛ and ˇ respectively. Consider
the shadowed 2-polyhedron X + Y obtained from the disjoint union X q Y by
identifying two closed disks D � Int(X ) and D0 � Int(Y) via a homeomorphism
f : D! D0. It is clear that the open 2-disk Int(D) = Int(D0) is a region of X +Y.
Its gleam is deˇned to be 0. The gleams of other regions of X + Y are equal to
the gleams of the corresponding regions of X qY so that the gleam of any region
of X q Y is equal to the gleam of its image in X + Y.

2.1.1. Lemma. The shadow equivalence class of X + Y does not depend on the
choice of D;D0; and f .

This lemma guarantees that the shadow class of X+Y depends only on ˛ = [X ]
and ˇ = [Y]. Set ˛ + ˇ = [X + Y]. The summation of shadows is commutative
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and associative. For a shadow ˛ and an integer m � 1, we shall denote by m˛
the sum of m copies of ˛.

Proof of Lemma. First consider the case when X is an (orientable) surface. The
independence of [X + Y] on the choice of D is clear since any two disks on a
connected surface are ambient isotopic. The independence of [X+Y] on the choice
of f follows from the fact that the pair (X;D) admits a self-homeomorphism
inverting orientation of D.

Consider the case sing(X ) 6= ;. To show independence of [X+Y] on the choice
of D (with a ˇxed D0) it sufˇces to consider the sums X + Y corresponding
to choices of D in adjacent regions of X . These sums may be related by a
composition of P2 and P�1

2 . Namely, if Z 1; Z 2; Z 3 are three regions of X attached
to a 1-stratum of sing(X ) then the sum X+Y corresponding to D � Z 2 is obtained
from the sum X + Y corresponding to D � Z 1 by pushing Z 3 across D. This
\pushing" is a composition of P2 and P�1

2 .
Figure 2.2 shows schematically that using P2 and P�1

2 we may relate the sums
X + Y obtained via different choices of f . Each transformation shown in Figure
2.2 corresponds to performing the P2-move followed by P�1

2 ; the composition of
three transformations of Figure 2.2 keeps D;D0 and replaces f by its composition
with an orientation reversing homeomorphism D! D.

D = D'  

X

Y

Figure 2.2

2.2. Suspension and stabilization. Recall that the symbol S2
0 denotes the 2-

sphere equipped with the zero gleam. By the suspension of a shadow ˛ we mean
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the shadow ˛ + [S2
0]. If ˛ is represented by a shadowed polyhedron X then its

suspension is represented by a shadowed polyhedron X 0 obtained by gluing a 2-
disk D0 to X along a homeomorphism of @D0 onto the boundary of a closed 2-disk
D � Int(X ). The open 2-disks Int(D); Int(D0) are regions of X 0 with zero gleams.
The gleams of other regions of X 0 are equal to the gleams of the corresponding
regions of X . In particular, if Y is the region of X containing D then the region
YnD of X 0 inherits the gleam of Y. There is a natural retraction X 0 ! X projecting
D0 onto D.

Two connected shadowed polyhedra X; X 0 are called stably shadow equivalent
if for certain integers m; n � 0,

[X ] + m [S2
0] = [X 0] + n [S2

0]:

Non-connected shadowed polyhedra X; X 0 are called stably shadow equivalent
if there exists a bijective correspondence between their connected components
such that corresponding components are stably shadow equivalent to each other.
By a stable shadow we mean a shadowed polyhedron considered up to stable
shadow equivalence. We have the stabilization mapping, stab, which assigns to
each shadow [X ] the stable shadow represented by X .

2.3. Simple deformations. If a shadowed polyhedron X 0 is obtained from a shad-
owed polyhedron X by a basic move P"i (i = 1; 2; 3; " = ˙1), then there exist
mutually inverse homotopy equivalences X ! X 0; X 0 ! X identical outside
the neighborhood where the move proceeds. Similarly, if X 0 = X + S2

0, then we
have the inclusion X ,! X 0 and the natural retraction X 0 ! X (see Section 2.2).
These mappings X ! X 0; X 0 ! X are called elementary simple deformations.
If X 1; : : : ; X n is a sequence of shadowed polyhedra such that each of them is
obtained from the preceding one by a basic move, or suspension, or desuspension
(X + S2

0 7! X ), then the composition X 1 ! Xn of the elementary simple defor-
mations X 1! X 2; X 2 ! X 3; : : : ; X n�1 ! Xn is called a simple deformation.

2.4. Augmented shadows. Let M be a topological space. By an M -augmented
shadowed polyhedron we mean a shadowed 2-polyhedron X provided with a
homotopy class of mappings X ! M . The mappings belonging to this class are
called augmentation mappings. By moves P1; P2; P3 in the class of augmented
shadowed polyhedra we mean the same transformations X 7! X 0 as in Section 1.3
such that the following diagrams are commutative up to homotopy:

(2.4.a)

X ���! X 0⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�
M M;

X 0 ���! X⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�
M M:

Here the vertical arrows are the given augmentation mappings and the horizontal
arrows are the elementary simple deformations deˇned in Section 2.3. The ele-
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mentary simple deformations at hand are homotopy equivalences and therefore
the commutativity of the ˇrst diagram is equivalent to the commutativity of the
second one. By a suspension in the class of augmented shadowed polyhedra we
mean the transformation X 7! X 0 = X + S2

0 such that diagrams (2.4.a) are com-
mutative up to homotopy. The commutativity of these diagrams implies that the
restriction of the augmentation mapping X 0 ! M to S2

0 � X 0 is homotopically
trivial.

We deˇne M -augmented shadows and M -augmented stable shadows in the
same way as in Sections 1.4, 2.2 with the only difference that instead of shadowed
polyhedra we shall speak of M -augmented shadowed polyhedra. There is an
obvious \forgetting of M" operation which assigns to each M -augmented shadow
an ordinary shadow called its source.

2.5. Sliding of regions. In analogy with the addition of handles in the Morse-
Smale theory, we deˇne slidings of regions of a shadowed 2-polyhedron over
certain disk regions. The sliding preserves the shadow equivalence class of the
shadowed polyhedron. The construction of sliding is somewhat technical, it will
be used a few times in Chapter IX.

Let X be a shadowed 2-polyhedron. We say that a region Y � X is a disk
region if its closure Y � X is a closed embedded 2-disk with interior Y and
Y \ @X = ;. We may regard X as the result of gluing the 2-disk Y to the simple
2-polyhedron X n Y along the inclusion @Y = Y n Y ,! X n Y. It is easy to see
that a regular neighborhood of the circle @Y in X n Y contains either an annulus
or a M�obius band with core @Y. In the former case the disk region Y is said to
be untwisted. The annulus S1 � [�1; 1] � X n Y with core S1 � 0 = @Y is called
a collar of Y. The loops S1 � (�1); S1 � 1 � X n Y are called longitudes of Y.

Let Y; Z; T be three distinct regions of X such that Y \ T = ; and Y is an
untwisted disk region with zero gleam. We assume that Z is adjacent to both T
and Y. Fix a narrow collar S1 � [�1; 1] � X n Y of Y such that the longitude
` = S1�1 traverses Z . Consider an embedded band ˇ � Z such that a base of ˇ
lies in a 1-stratum of X contained in T \ Z and the opposite base of ˇ lies in `.
Otherwise, ˇ should be disjoint from sing(X ) and the collar of Y. With this data,
we deˇne a sliding of T over Y along ˇ. (The reader is recommended to draw a
corresponding picture.)

The sliding of T over Y produces a shadowed 2-polyhedron X 0 constructed
as follows. Let a; c be the bases of ˇ such that a � T \ Z and c � `. Let b; d
be the sides of ˇ so that @ˇ is formed by four consecutive intervals a; b; c; d .
We cut T out of X and then glue it back along a mapping @T ! X n T which
is the identity on @T n a and which maps a onto the arc a0 going along b; ` n c,
and d . This operation gives a simple 2-polyhedron X 0. We equip the regions
of X 0 with gleams as follows. Consider the 1-strata of sing(X ) which cross @Y
(transversally). They split the half-collar S1 � [0; 1] into m rectangles where
m � 0 is the number of vertices of X lying in @Y. The interval c lies on the
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boundary of one of these rectangles, say R1. (If m = 0 then the role of R1 is
played by the half-collar S1 � [0; 1].) The remaining rectangles R2; : : : ; Rm give
rise to regions Int(R2); : : : ; Int(Rm) of X 0. The gleams of these m � 1 regions
are taken to be zero. The regions Y; Z; T preserve their gleams. (If ˇ splits Z
into two regions, then they are provided with arbitrary gleams with their sum
equal to gl(Z ).) If T 1 is the region of X attached to a and distinct from T; Z ,
then T 01 = T 1 [ Int(R1) [ ˇ n (b [ d) is a region of X 0. Set gl(T 01) = gl(T 1). All
other regions of X survive in X 0 (up to subtracting R2; : : : ; Rm) and preserve the
gleams. This makes X 0 a shadowed 2-polyhedron.

2.5.1. Theorem. The shadowed polyhedra X; X 0 are shadow equivalent.

Proof. There is an obvious homotopy of the interval a modulo its ends carrying a
into a0. The homotopy proceeds in the union of ˇ; Y; and the half-collar S1�[0; 1].
This homotopy may be lifted to a composition of the move P2 pushing a into Y
along ˇ, the move P3 applied m times to the arc under homotopy (where m is
the same number as above), and the move P�1

2 pushing the arc out of Y in its
ˇnal position. The intermediate 2-polyhedra may be equipped with gleams in a
natural way so that the composition of the moves transforms X into X 0. Thus,
[X ] = [X 0].

2.6. Exercise. Show that the shadow equivalences over (A;!) and (A;�!) co-
incide. (Hint: use the arguments given in Section 2.1.)

3. Shadow links

3.0. Outline. We introduce shadow links in shadowed polyhedra. This notion is
inspired by the classical theory of plane link diagrams. Instead of link diagrams
in the plane we involve shadowed loops in 2-polyhedra and suitable analogues
of the Reidemeister moves. The relationships with ordinary links in 3-manifolds
and their diagrams will be clariˇed in Chapter IX.

Shadow links will be instrumental in the next section where we deˇne surgery
on shadowed polyhedra.

At ˇrst reading, the reader may conˇne himself to the simpler case where the
underlying 2-polyhedron X is a surface.

3.1. Shadow links. Let X be a shadowed 2-polyhedron over A. A generic system
of loops L = L1 [ � � � [ Lm in X is a ˇnite collection of loops L1; : : : ; Lm in
X n @X such that:

(i) L1; : : : ; Lm have only double transversal crossings and self-crossings lying
in Int(X ),
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(ii) L1; : : : ; Lm do not meet vertices of X and meet 1-strata of X transversally.
Connected components of the surface Int(X ) n L are called regions of L (in

X ).
A shadowed system of loops in X (over A) is a generic system of loops

L = L1 [ � � � [ Lm in X such that :
(3.1.1) each loop Lj is provided with an element of A, called the pre-twist of

Lj ;
(3.1.2) each region of L is provided with an element of A, called the gleam

of this region;
(3.1.3) for any region Y of X , the sum of the gleams of regions of L contained

in Y equals gl(Y).

The remarks on the gleams of regions made in Section 1.2 will be applied in
the setting of shadowed loops as well.

We introduce eight moves S1 � S8 on shadowed systems of loops in X , see
Figures 3.1{3.3. In Figures 3.2, 3.3 the loops are drawn in bold in order to
distinguish them from 1-strata of X . The moves S1; S2; S3 proceed in Int(X ) and
S4�S8 proceed in a neighborhood of sing(X ) far away from @X . (In the case where
X is a surface only three moves S1; S2; S3 are relevant; these are shadow versions
of the Reidemeister moves on link diagrams.) The symbols a; b; !;�!;�2! in
the ˇgures stand for parts of the gleams of the corresponding regions contributed
by the depicted domains. As above, we specify only changes in the gleams. One
may think that before application of the moves the gleams of the \big" regions
have been concentrated outside of the neighborhoods where the moves proceed,
so that the displayed pieces of regions contribute 0 to the gleams (except in the
case of S2 and S5 where one of \big" regions has the gleam a + b). Only the
moves S1; S4 change the pre-twists. The moves S1; S4 decrease the pre-twist of
the loop by 2! and ! respectively. This is schematically shown by small boxes
with the symbols �2! and �! inside attached to the loop. Note that the moves
S2; S5 are not determined by the underlying geometric transformation and may
depend on the speciˇc splitting of a + b 2 A as the sum of two elements a; b 2 A.
The moves S1 � S8 have obvious unique inverses. By S�1

j we mean an arbitrary
inverse to Sj .

Two shadowed systems of loops in X are called isotopic if they can be obtained
from each other by a sequence of moves S1 � S8, the inverse moves, and an
ambient isotopy in X . Isotopy classes of shadowed systems of loops in X are
called shadow links in X .

As we shall see in Chapter IX, shadow links are closely related to framed
links in 3-manifolds. Forgetting of the pre-twists corresponds to forgetting of the
framings. Thus, shadow links may be thought of as framed.

3.2. Cylinders and cones over shadow links. To each shadowed system of loops
L = L1 [ � � � [ Lm in a shadowed 2-polyhedron X we associate two shadowed
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2-polyhedra COL and CYL called the cone and the cylinder over L. Glue m copies
of the 2-disk to X along arbitrary parametrizations S1 ! L1; : : : ; S1 ! Lm . This
yields a simple 2-polyhedron, say Z , with @Z = @X . The regions of Z are regions
of L in X and m disks attached to the loops of L. The regions of the ˇrst type
are already equipped with gleams. We provide each region of the second type
with the gleam equal to the pre-twist of the corresponding loop. This makes Z a
shadowed 2-polyhedron. It is denoted by COL and called the (shadow) cone over
L.

Similarly, glue m copies of the cylinder S1�[0; 1] to X along parametrizations
S1 � 1 ! L1; : : : ; S1 � 1 ! Lm . This produces a simple 2-polyhedron, say C,
with @C = @X q mS1. The regions of C are regions of L in X and m cylinders
S1 � (0; 1) attached to the loops of L. As above, the regions of the ˇrst type
are already equipped with gleams. We provide each region of the second type
with the gleam equal to the pre-twist of the corresponding loop. This makes C a
shadowed 2-polyhedron. It is denoted by CYL and called the (shadow) cylinder
over L. It is obvious that capping the components of mS1 � @(CYL) we get COL .
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3.2.1. Theorem. If two shadowed systems of loops K; L in X are isotopic, then
the shadowed polyhedra CYK; CYL are shadow equivalent.

Theorem 3.2.1 implies a similar assertion for cones. Theorem 3.2.1 shows that
to each shadow link ˛ in X we may associate two shadows CO˛ = [COL]; CY˛ =
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[CYL] where L is an arbitrary shadowed system of loops in X representing ˛. The
shadows CO˛ and CY˛ are called the cone and the cylinder over ˛ respectively.
Clearly, @(CY˛) = @X q mS1 where m is the number of components of ˛. The
shadow CO˛ is obtained from CY˛ by capping all components of mS1.

Proof of Theorem. It sufˇces to consider the case when K is obtained from L by
the move Si; i = 1; : : : ; 8. If i = 2; 4; 5; 7; 8, then CYK is obtained from CYL by
P2, P1, P2, P3, P3 respectively. Consider the move S3. The shadowed polyhedron
CYL may be obtained from CYK by a composition of P1; P�1

3 ; P3, and P�1
1 : see

Figure 3.4 where the horizontal plane presents a small disk neighborhood in X ,
and the two vertical half-planes present pieces of S1 � [0; 1] glued along two
branches of L. The cylinder glued to the loop under isotopy is not drawn but its
presence is understood. (The gleam of this cylinder decreases by ! under the ˇrst
deformation and increases by ! under the fourth deformation; these changes are
not indicated in Figure 3.4.) The move S6 is treated similarly to S3.
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It remains to consider the move S1. Let K be obtained from L by an application
of S1 to a small arc `. Applying, if necessary, S2 we may assume that ` hits another
branch of L (possibly lying on the same loop as `). See Figure 3.5 where the
horizontal plane represents X , the vertical half-plane represents a piece of the
cylinder glued along the branch of L crossed by `, and ` is drawn in bold. Figure
3.5 shows that CYK may be obtained from CYL by a composition of P1; P1; P3,
and P�1

2 . Thus, CYK is shadow equivalent to CYL .
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3.3. Remarks. 1. Figure 3.5 shows that the move S1 applied inside a component
of a shadowed polyhedron with non-empty singular set may be presented as a
composition of S4; S4; S7; S2.

2. Eliminating certain loops from a shadowed system of loops (and adding
appropriate gleams), we get shadowed subsystems of loops. This gives us the
notion of shadow sublinks.

3. Each generic loop L in a simple 2-polyhedron X has a natural normal
bundle which is a linear vector bundle over the circle parametrizing L. At points
of L \ Int(X ) this is the standard normal bundle. Along L \ sing(X ) the usual
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construction also applies since in a neighborhood of any such point the loop L
traverses two branches of Int(X ) locally forming a 2-disk.

4. Surgeries on shadows

4.0. Outline. We describe a cobordism theory for shadows. We do not attempt
to introduce \shadowed 3-polyhedra" and to use them as cobordisms between
2-dimensional shadows. We instead introduce shadow analogues of Morse surg-
eries and deˇne cobordisms as compositions of such surgeries. These cobordisms
imitate the cobordisms of 4-manifolds; as we shall see in Chapter IX the shadows
of cobordant 4-manifolds are cobordant.

4.1. Surgeries on shadowed polyhedra. A shadowed 2-polyhedron X over A
may be surgered along an arbitrary shadow link ˛ in X . The surgery, deˇned
below, yields a shadow with the same boundary @X .

We ˇrst deˇne the longitude-meridianal shadow link associated with ˛. Present
˛ by a shadowed system of loops L = L1[� � �[Lm in X where m is the number of
components of ˛. Let B1; : : : ; Bm be small disjoint closed 2-disks in Int(X ) such
that Bj \ L = Bj \ Lj is a diameter of Bj for j = 1; : : : ; m. This diameter splits
Bj into two half-disks, say B1

j and B2
j . We deˇne a shadowed system of loops ~L

in X with the underlying loops L1; : : : ; Lm; @B1; : : : ; @Bm . The loops L1; : : : ; Lm
inherit their pre-twists from ˛; the loops @B1; : : : ; @Bm are equipped with zero
pre-twists. The open disks Int(B1

j ) and Int(B2
j ) are regions of ~L, we endow them

with the gleams 2! and �2! respectively. The gleams of other regions of ~L are
uniquely determined by the condition that L is a sublink of ~L, i.e., that the gleam
of an arbitrary region Y of L is equal to the sum of the gleams of regions of ~L
contained in Y.

The isotopy class of ~L does not depend on the order B1
j ; B

2
j . An isotopy in-

verting this order is shown in Figure 4.1 where the pre-twist of the circle under
isotopy equals zero at the beginning and at the end of the isotopy. The isotopy
class of ~L does not depend on the choice of the disks B1; : : : ; Bm . A typical iso-
topy pushing Bj along Lj across a self-intersection of L or across an intersection
of Lj with sing(X ) is shown in Figure 4.2. (As usual we indicate only changes
in the gleams of \big" regions, the pre-twist of the circle under isotopy equals
zero.) The isotopy class of ~L also does not depend on the choice of the shadowed
system of loops L representing ˛. Indeed, pushing B1; : : : ; Bm along L we may
assume that these disks do not interfere with an isotopy of L.

The shadow link in X presented by ~L is called the longitude-meridianal link
associated with ˛. The shadow cone over this link is called the result of surgery
on X along ˛. This cone is a shadow over A with boundary @X .
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It is obvious that the surgery along a shadow link may be presented as a
composition of surgeries along shadow knots (i.e., 1-component shadow links).
We shall see in Chapter IX that surgeries along shadow knots may be regarded as
shadow versions of the index 2 surgeries on 4-manifolds. The loops L1; : : : ; Lm
play the role of the left-hand spheres of a surgery, the 2-spheres composed from
B1; : : : ; Bm and the 2-disks attached to @B1; : : : ; @Bm in the cone play the role of
the right-hand spheres.

4.2. Lemma. Let X be a shadowed polyhedron. Let L be a shadowed simple
closed curve in Int(X ) bounding a small disk in Int(X ) such that the pre-twist of
L equals zero and the gleam of the disk region bounded by L equals 2!. Then
the surgery on X along L produces X + S2

2! + S2
�2!.

Proof. The longitude-meridianal link associated to L is isotopic (via S2) to the
shadow link presented by two disjoint simple loops `1; `2 � Int(X ) such that
`1 bounds a disk in Int(X ) containing `2, the pre-twists of both `1 and `2 are
equal to zero, the gleam of the annulus region between `1 and `2 equals �2!,
the gleam of the disk region bounded by `2 equals 2!. It is easy to observe that
the cone over this shadowed system of loops represents (X + S2

�2!) + S2
2!. (The

disks involved in these two addition operations are the disks glued to X along `1

and `2 to form the cone.)
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4.3. Cobordism of shadows. Two shadowed 2-polyhedra over A are called cobor-
dant if they can be obtained from each other by a homeomorphism, the moves
P1; P2; P3, surgeries, and their inverse transformations. Two shadows are cobor-
dant if certain shadowed polyhedra representing these shadows are cobordant.

By deˇnition, cobordism is an equivalence relation in the class of shadows.
This relation is rather coarse. For instance, the fundamental group does not survive
surgeries: each shadow is cobordant to a simply-connected one. In fact, surgery on
a shadowed polyhedron over a link whose components generate the fundamental
group produces a simply-connected shadow.

Non-triviality of shadow cobordisms will be established in Section 5 and Chap-
ter X where we introduce cobordism invariants of shadows.
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The cobordism classes of connected shadows form an abelian semigroup under
the addition of shadows. Lemma 4.2 shows that the class of S2

2! + S2
�2! =

S2
2! + (�S2

2!) is the zero element of this semigroup. Warning: in general, the
shadow X + (�X ) is not cobordant to zero.

We deˇne a stable cobordism of shadows to be the equivalence relation gen-
erated by suspension and cobordism. Two shadows ˛ and ˇ are stably cobordant
if and only if for some integers m; n � 0, the shadow ˛+m[S2

0] is cobordant to
ˇ+ n[S2

0]. The relation of stable cobordism also applies to stable shadows in the
obvious way.

4.4. Reformulation of surgeries. In Section X.2 we shall need the following
equivalent description of surgeries. Let X be a shadowed polyhedron over A and
L = L1 [ � � � [ Lm be a shadowed system of loops in X . Consider the shadow
cone C = COL over L. Let D1; : : : ; Dm be the closed 2-disks glued to X along
the components of L to form C. Choose inside D1; : : : ; Dm small closed disks
D01; : : : ; D

0
m respectively. Glue to C another family of m disks D001; : : : ; D

00
m along

homeomorphisms of their boundaries onto @D01; : : : ; @D
0
m . This yields a simple

2-polyhedron containing C. Denote this polyhedron by Z . Homotopically, Z is
the wedge of C and m copies of S2. We equip the regions of Z with gleams. The
regions of Z lying in X keep the gleams which they have as regions of L. For
each i = 1; : : : ; m, set gl(IntD0i) = �2!; gl(IntD00i ) = 2!, and set gl(Int(Di)nD0i)
to be the pre-twist of Li. This makes Z a shadowed polyhedron over A. (Note
that C is a subpolyhedron but not a shadow subpolyhedron of Z .)

4.4.1. Lemma. The shadowed polyhedron Z is shadow equivalent to the result of
surgery on X along L = L1 [ � � � [ Lm .

This lemma suggests an equivalent deˇnition of surgery on L which does not
involve the longitude-meridianal systems of loops and therefore does not involve
the geometric argument given in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. However, our original
deˇnition ˇts better the surgery theory of manifolds (cf. Chapter IX).

Proof of Lemma. Let Z 0 be the shadow cone over a longitude-meridianal shadowed
system of loops in X associated to L. The lemma follows from the fact that the
shadowed polyhedron Z 0 may be obtained from Z by m consecutive applications
of the basic move P2. To see this, let us apply to Z the following transformations.
Choose for each i = 1; : : : ; m, a region Yi of Z lying in X and adjacent to Li.
Let us push Yi across @D0i as follows. Choose a simple arc in Di nD0i connecting
@Yi with @D0i. Deform a small segment of @Yi along this arc to make it close to
@D0i, and apply P2 to Z pushing this segment inside D0i. After this transformation
the segment in question will split D0i into two half-disks with gleams 0 and �2!.
Applying to Z such transformations for all i = 1; : : : ; m, we get a shadowed
polyhedron which is easily seen to be homeomorphic to Z 0.
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5. Bilinear forms of shadows

Everywhere in this section the coefˇcient group of homologies is Z.

5.0. Outline. We deˇne a symmetric A-valued bilinear form in the integer 2-
homologies of a shadow over A. When A is a subgroup of the additive group of
real numbers the signature of this form is a cobordism invariant of shadows. The
bilinear form of shadows is closely related to the intersection form of 4-manifolds,
see Chapter IX.

5.1. Bilinear forms of a shadowed polyhedron. Let X be a shadowed 2-
polyhedron. Each region Y of X , provided with an orientation, gives rise to an
additive homomorphism

h 7! hhjYi : H 2(X; @X )! Z:

This homomorphism is induced by the contraction X=@X ! X=(X n Y) and the
identiˇcation H 2(X=(X n Y)) = Z determined by the orientation of Y. For any
h1; h2 2 H 2(X; @X ), the product hh1jYihh2jYi 2 Z does not depend on the choice
of orientation of Y. Set

(5.1.a) ~QX (h1; h2) =
∑
Y

hh1jYihh2jYigl(Y) 2 A;

where Y runs over all regions of X . It is clear that ~QX is an A-valued symmetric
bilinear form in H 2(X; @X ). Restricting this form to H 2(X ) � H 2(X; @X ) we get
an A-valued symmetric bilinear form in H 2(X ) denoted by QX .

The annihilators Ann(QX ) � H 2(X ) and Ann( ~QX ) � H 2(X; @X ) of these
forms may be non-trivial. Since H 2(X ) and H 2(X; @X ) are free abelian groups,
these annihilators are also free abelian groups. The rank of Ann(QX ) is called the
nullity of X and denoted by null(X ).

For example, if X is a compact connected orientable surface equipped with a
gleam a 2 A, then ~QX is presented by the 1 � 1-matrix [a]. We have QX = ~QX

in the case @X = ; and QX = 0 in the case @X 6= ;.

5.2. Theorem. Let X; X 0 be shadow equivalent shadowed 2-polyhedra. Then any
simple deformation X ! X 0 induces isomorphisms of the forms ~QX and QX onto
~QX 0 and QX 0 respectively.

Theorem 5.2 shows that the bilinear forms ~Q;Q are invariant under shadow
equivalence. Therefore, we may speak of the bilinear forms ~Q˛;Q˛ of any shadow
˛. These are A-valued symmetric bilinear forms on H 2(˛; @˛) and H 2(˛) respec-
tively. (These abelian groups and the forms ~Q˛;Q˛ on them are deˇned only up
to isomorphism.) It is obvious that the forms ~Q˛;Q˛ are additive with respect to
summation of shadows.
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Theorem 5.2 implies that the nullity of shadowed polyhedra is preserved under
shadow equivalence and yields an invariant of shadows. It is denoted by null.

The quotients of the bilinear forms ~Q;Q by their annihilators are invariant
under suspension of shadows and yield bilinear forms of stable shadows.

Proof of Theorem. We shall show that ~QX is transformed into ~QX 0 by the isomor-
phism

(5.2.a) H 2(X; @X )! H 2(X
0; @X 0)

induced by a simple deformation X ! X 0. This would also imply the claim
concerning Q.

It sufˇces to consider the case of elementary simple deformation where X 0 is
obtained from X by the move Pi; i = 1; 2; 3. The cases i = 2 and i = 3 are
obvious since the gleams of the small disk regions created by P2; P3 are equal to
zero and therefore the expressions deˇning ~QX; ~QX 0 are identical.

Let i = 1. Denote by Y 013 the small disk region of X 0 created by P1. It is clear
that regions of X 0 distinct from Y 013 correspond naturally and bijectively to regions
of X . For a region Y of X , the corresponding region of X 0 will be denoted by
Y 0. For any h 2 H 2(X; @X ), denote by h0 the image of h under the isomorphism
(5.2.a). Orient all regions of X 0 and equip the regions of X with the induced
orientation. It is obvious that for any region Y of X , we have

hh0jY 0i = hhjYi:

Let Y0; Y1; Y2; Y3; Y12; Y23 be the regions of X marked by a; a1; a2, a3, a12; a23

respectively (see Figure 1.1). For h 2 H 2(X; @X ), set hi = hhjYii and h13 =
hh0jY 013i; where i = 0; 1; 2; 3; 12; 23. For any g; h 2 H 2(X; @X ), we have

(5.2.b) ~QX 0(g
0; h0)� ~QX (g; h) =

= (g12h12 + g23h23 + g13h13 � g0h0 � g1h1 � g2h2 � g3h3)!:

It remains to show that the number in parentheses is equal to 0.
Note that by inverting the orientation of Yi we replace gi and hi with �gi

and �hi while keeping gj ; hj with j 6= i. This does not change the expression in
parentheses. Therefore, we may assume that the orientations of regions correspond
to the counterclockwise orientation in the plane of the picture under the projection
of Figure 1.1. We have the following obvious compatibility conditions on the
numbers fhig:

h2 + h3 � h23 = h0 + h12 � h3 = h0 + h13 � h2 = h3 + h13 � h1 = 0:

Thus,

h0 = h2 + h3 � h1; h12 = h1 � h2; h13 = h1 � h3; h23 = h2 + h3:
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Similarly,

g0 = g2 + g3 � g1; g12 = g1 � g2; g13 = g1 � g3; g23 = g2 + g3:

Substituting these expressions in the right-hand side of (5.2.b) we get 0.

5.3. Signature of shadows. Let A be a subgroup of the additive group of real
numbers and let ! 6= 0. We deˇne the signature �(˛) of a shadow ˛ over A to
be the signature of the form R ˝A Q˛. The signature is an additive invariant of
shadows. Since �([S2

0]) = 0 this is an invariant of stable shadows.
It is a simple exercise to check that for cobordant shadows ˛;ˇ over A, the

bilinear forms R ˝A Q˛ and R ˝A Qˇ are isomorphic up to factorizing out the
annihilators and stabilization by the form[

0 2!
2! 0

]
:

(It is here that we need the assumption ! 6= 0.) This implies that the signature is
a cobordism invariant of shadows.

5.4. Remark. For any 2-component shadow link L = L1 [ L2 in a shadowed
polyhedron X such that QX = 0 and L1; L2 are homologically trivial, we can de-
ˇne a linking number lk(L1; L2) 2 A. Namely, set lk(L1; L2) = ~QC(u1; u2) where
C is the shadow cylinder of L and u1; u2 are arbitrary elements of H 2(C; @C) car-
ried by the boundary homomorphism H 2(C; @C) ! H 1(@C) into the homology
classes of the boundary circles of C corresponding to L1; L2. This is a shadow
analogue of the standard linking number of knots in a homological 3-sphere (cf.
Section IX.5).

5.5. Exercise. Show that b1(˛) + null(˛) is an additive cobordism invariant of
shadows. (Here b1 is the ˇrst Betti number over R.)

6. Integer shadows

6.0. Outline. For each region Y of a simple 2-polyhedron without boundary
X , we deˇne a residue �(Y) 2 Z=2 determined by topological properties of X
in a neighborhood of Y. This suggests that we should consider shadowed 2-
polyhedra whose gleams are integers representing these residues (mod 2). For
technical reasons, it is more convenient to consider shadowed 2-polyhedra whose
gleams are integers or half-integers determined (mod 1) by these residues. This
leads to the notions of integer shadowed polyhedron and integer shadow without
boundary. Similar ideas work for shadowed polyhedra with boundary, under the
assumption that the boundary is framed, i.e., thickened into a framed graph.
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We shall see in Chapter IX that the shadows of 4-manifolds are integer shad-
ows.

6.1. Simple polyhedra with framed boundary. By a simple 2-polyhedron with
framed boundary we mean a pair (X;�) where X is a simple 2-polyhedron and
� is a framed graph with core @X . (For the deˇnition of framed graphs see
Section VI.4.2.) In other words, a simple 2-polyhedron with framed boundary is
a simple 2-polyhedron X whose boundary is thickened into a framed graph �. It
is understood that X \ � = @X . If @X = ; then � = ;.

For any simple 2-polyhedron with framed boundary (X;�), the union X 0 =
X [ � is a simple 2-polyhedron. It is obvious that sing(X 0) = sing(X ) [ @X and
@X 0 = @�.

For instance, a shadowed polyhedron X whose boundary consists of circles
admits a canonical framing � = @X � [�1; 1] where @X � 0 = @X .

6.2. The residue �. The objective of this subsection is to associate to any region
Y of an orientable simple 2-polyhedron with framed boundary (X;�) a residue
�(Y) 2 Z=2Z. This residue will be instrumental in the deˇnition of integer shad-
ows.

It is clear that Y is a region of X 0 = X [� and its closure Y � X does not meet
@X 0 = @�. Just to give the idea consider the case when Y is an embedded surface
with the interior Y. A regular neighborhood of @Y in X 0 n Y contains several
annuli and M�obius bands whose cores are components of @Y. Set �(Y) = n(mod
2) where n is the number of M�obius bands in this family. In particular, if Y is a
closed surface then �(Y) = 0.

Here is a deˇnition of �(Y) in the general case. Let Y0 be a compact subsurface
of Y which is a deformation retract of Y so that Y n Y0 = @Y0 � [0; 1). We may
view Y nY0 as the cylinder of a local embedding f : @Y0 ! sing(X 0). The compact
1-manifold @Y0 is determined by Y uniquely up to ambient isotopy in Y. This
1-manifold is the \inˇnity of Y".

We construct a line bundle � = �(Y) over @Y0 as follows. Denote by V the
set of vertices of sing(X 0). Since f : @Y0 ! sing(X 0) is a local embedding, the
ˇnite set f �1(V) splits @Y0 into a ˇnite number of open intervals which are
mapped by f homeomorphically onto 1-strata of sing(X 0). Each such interval,
say e, determines a branch of Int(X 0) attached to f (e) � sing(X 0) (this branch lies
in Y and hits f (e) from the side of e). The other two branches of Int(X 0) attached
to f (e) form together with f (e) a 2-manifold. Take the normal line bundle of f (e)
in this 2-manifold and transfer it back to e via f . This yields a line bundle over
@Y0 n f �1(V). It is easy to see that this line bundle uniquely extends to a line
bundle � over @Y0 such that f extends to a local embedding of the total space
of � into X 0. Set �(Y) = n(mod 2) where n is the number of components of @Y0

over which � is non-orientable.
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It is obvious that �(Y) is the (only) obstruction to the extension of the linear
bundle � to Y0.

Note the role of the framing � of @X : we use it to form X 0 and to deˇne the
residue � for the regions of X adjacent to @X .

6.3. Integer shadowed polyhedra and integer shadows. Denote the additive
group of integers and half-integers by (1=2)Z. An integer shadowed polyhedron
X is a shadowed polyhedron over (1=2)Z provided with a framing of @X so that
the gleam of any region Y of X is determined (modZ) by the residue �(Y) as
follows:

(6.3.a) gl(Y) + �(Y)=2 = 0 (modZ):

In other words, an integer shadowed polyhedron is an orientable simple 2-polyhed-
ron X , with framed boundary, such that all regions of X are provided with integer
or half-integer gleams and the gleam of a region Y is an integer if and only if
�(Y) = 0.

It is a simple exercise to check that condition (6.3.a) is preserved under the
shadow moves P˙1

1 where ! = 1=2 and the moves P�1
2 ; P˙1

3 . In the theory of
integer shadowed polyhedra, by P2 we mean any move of type P2 preserving
(6.3.a). Everywhere in this theory ! = 1=2.

An integer shadow is an equivalence class of integer shadowed polyhedra under
the equivalence relation generated by homeomorphism and the moves P˙1

1 ; P˙1
2 ,

P˙1
3 . Note that these moves preserve the boundary and its framing. Thus, any

integer shadow has a framed boundary.
Each integer shadowed polyhedron determines an underlying shadowed poly-

hedron over (1=2)Z, it is obtained by forgetting the framing of the boundary.
In this way each integer shadow determines an underlying shadow over the pair
((1=2)Z; 1=2). Therefore all invariants of shadows over ((1=2)Z; 1=2) can be
viewed as invariants of integer shadows.

The deˇnitions and results of Sections 1, 2, 5 extend to integer shadows with
the obvious changes. In particular, by a stable integer shadow we shall mean an
integer shadow considered up to stabilization.

6.4. Integer shadow links. Here we deˇne integer shadow links and explain how
to view the results of Sections 3, 4 in this setting.

Let X be an integer shadowed polyhedron. An integer shadowed system of
loops L in X is a shadowed system of loops in X over A = (1=2)Z such that all
regions of the shadow cone over L satisfy (6.3.a). For example, if X = S2 then
this condition means that the pre-twists of the loops are integers and the gleam
of a region Y of L in X belongs to Z if the number of vertices of Y is even and
to (1=2) + Z otherwise.

It is straightforward to check that the moves S˙1
i ; i = 1; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8 and

S�1
2 ; S�1

5 on integer shadowed system of loops preserve condition (6.3.a) on the
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shadow cone. By S2; S5 we shall mean in this setting the moves of type S2; S5

preserving (6.3.a).
Two integer shadowed systems of loops in X are called isotopic if they can

be obtained from each other by a sequence of moves S˙1
i ; i = 1; : : : ; 8 and an

ambient isotopy in X . Isotopy classes of integer shadowed systems of loops in X
are called integer shadow links in X .

In the same way as in Sections 3, 4 we deˇne shadow cones over integer
shadow links and surgery and cobordism for integer shadows. The results of
Section 4 extend to this setting with obvious changes.

6.5. Remarks. 1. Every orientable simple 2-polyhedron X without boundary
may be transformed into a shadowed polyhedron over Z=2Z by assigning to each
region Y of X the residue �(Y). The reader may verify that under the transforma-
tions of simple 2-polyhedra underlying P1�P3, these residues behave in the way
indicated in Figure 1.1 where ! = 1(mod 2). Thus, simple 2-polyhedra considered
modulo these transformations determine shadows over (Z=2Z; 1(mod 2)).

Similarly, every generic system of loops in an orientable simple 2-polyhedron
without boundary canonically upgrades to a shadowed system of loops over Z=2Z.
(The pre-twists and gleams should be deˇned as the residues associated to the
corresponding regions of the cone.) It is easy to check that homotopic systems
of loops determine isotopic shadowed system of loops.

2. The relationships between shadows and 4-manifolds established in the next
chapter may be exploited to study integer shadows. For example, the results of
Section IX.5 imply that the bilinear form of any integer shadow takes values in
Z (a priori its values lie in (1=2)Z). It would be interesting to have a direct proof
of this fact.

7. Shadow graphs

7.0. Outline. The notion of a shadow graph generalizes the notion of a shadow
link. The only essential difference is that in the setting of graphs there are two
additional moves, involving vertices of graphs.

The deˇnitions and results of this section will be used in Section IX.8 and in
the last sections of Chapter X.

7.1. Deˇnition of shadow graphs. Consider a simple 2-polyhedron X and a
graph  (in the sense of Section VI.4.1). An immersion f : ! X is said to be
generic if all vertices of  are mapped to Int(X ), the image of f does not meet
@X and the vertices of X , the image of f intersects 1-strata of X transversally,
all self-crossing points of f are double transversal crossings of 1-strata of  and
lie in Int(X ). The image g = f () of a generic immersion f :  ! X is called
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an immersed graph in X . We say that  is the underlying abstract graph of g and
f is a parametrization of g. The connected components of the surface Int(X ) n g
are called regions of g (in X ).

Assume that X is a shadowed 2-polyhedron over A. A shadowed graph in X
(over A) is an immersed graph g in X such that:

(7.1.1) each 1-stratum of the underlying abstract graph of g is provided with
an element of A, called the pre-twist of this 1-stratum;

(7.1.2) each region of g is provided with an element of A, called the gleam of
this region;

(7.1.3) for any region Y of X , the sum of the gleams of regions of g contained
in Y equals gl(Y).

Besides the moves S1 � S8 introduced in Section 3 we may apply the moves
S9 and S10 shown in Figure 7.1 where the graphs are drawn in bold. The move
S9 proceeds in Int(X ) and does not change the gleams of \big" regions, neither
does S10. The gleams of the small disk regions created by S9 and S10 are equal
to zero.

0S9 

S10 
0

Figure 7.1

Two shadowed graphs in X are called isotopic if they can be obtained from
each other by (a sequence of) moves S1 � S10, their inverses, and an ambient
isotopy in X . Isotopy classes of shadowed graphs in X are called shadow graphs
in X .

To each shadowed graph g in X we assign a shadowed 2-polyhedron CYg
called the shadow cylinder over g. Geometrically, this is the cylinder of the
generic immersion  ! g parametrizing g. The regions of CYg are the regions
of g in X and the cylinders e� (0; 1) where e runs over 1-strata of . The regions
of the ˇrst type are already equipped with gleams. Each region of the second
type is provided with the gleam equal to the pre-twist of e. This makes CYg
a shadowed 2-polyhedron. It is obvious that @(CYg) = @X q . Theorem 3.2.1
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directly generalizes to the setting of graphs. Namely, if two shadowed graphs in X
are isotopic, then the shadow cylinders over these graphs are shadow equivalent.
This allows us to speak of shadow cylinders of shadow graphs.

7.2. Integer shadow graphs. Consider a simple 2-polyhedron X and a framed
graph � with core . Note that the cylinder C of a generic immersion  ! X
is a simple 2-polyhedron with boundary @C = . This boundary is framed via
the inclusion  � �. Thus, the pair (C;�) is a simple 2-polyhedron with framed
boundary.

Assume that X is an integer shadowed polyhedron. An integer shadowed graph
in X (modelled on �) is the image of a generic immersion  ! X satisfying
(7.1.1){(7.1.3) with A = (1=2)Z such that the pair (the shadow cylinder C of this
immersion, �) is an integer shadowed polyhedron. Thus, all regions of C should
satisfy (6.3.a).

The moves S˙1
i ; i = 1; 3; 4; 6; : : : ; 10 and S�1

2 ; S�1
5 on shadowed graphs pre-

serve condition (6.3.a). By S2; S5, we shall mean the moves of type S2; S5 pre-
serving (6.3.a).

Two integer shadowed graphs in X are called isotopic if they can be obtained
from each other by a sequence of moves S˙1

i ; i = 1; : : : ; 10 and an ambient
isotopy in X . Isotopy classes of integer shadowed graphs in X are called integer
shadow graphs in X . To each shadow graph in X we associate the cylinder over
this graph. In the notation above this is the integer shadow represented by (C;�).

Notes

Shadows were introduced in [Tu9], [Tu10]. The exposition in this chapter follows the lines
of [Tu9] with minor modiˇcations.

It seems appropriate to mention the original motivation for the introduction of shadow
links, which were precursors of shadows. It is customary to use the orthogonal projection
R3 ! R2 in order to present links in R3 by plane diagrams. There is another important
mapping relating dimensions 3 and 2, namely, the Hopf ˇbration S3 ! S2 with ˇber
S1. One may ask if it can be used to describe knots in S3 in terms of some pictures in
S2. (The author's attention to this problem was attracted by the work of Thomas Fiedler
[Fi1] on algebraic links in S3 and their Hopf images in S2.) The image of a link under
the Hopf mapping is a system of loops in S2 without overcrossings and undercrossings:
the preimage of a crossing point consists of two points in a circle and there is no way to
distinguish their roles. The solution lies in ascribing additional information (the gleams)
not to crossing points but to components of the complement of the loops in S2. This leads
to a theory of shadowed loops in surfaces which describes links in 3-manifolds ˇbered
over surfaces with the ˇber S1 and deˇnes quantum invariants of such 3-manifolds and
links, see [Tu10]. To generalize these constructions to arbitrary 3-manifolds we involve
simple 2-polyhedra as is done in [Tu9] and here in Chapters VIII{X.



Chapter IX
Shadows of manifolds

1. Shadows of 4-manifolds

1.0. Outline. The objective of this section is to deˇne the shadow of a com-
pact oriented piecewise-linear 4-manifold. This deˇnition underlies the role of
shadows in the topology of low-dimensional manifolds. Using the shadows of
4-manifolds and the state sum invariants of shadows introduced in Chapter X we
shall eventually develop a shadow approach to quantum invariants of 3-manifolds.

We begin with background material on 4-dimensional topology: categories of
4-manifolds, 2-polyhedra in 4-manifolds, skeletons of 4-manifolds, etc. Then we
introduce shadows of 4-manifolds and state their main properties. They will be
proven in Section 7.

1.1. Categories of 4-manifolds. In contrast to the theory of 3-manifolds, in di-
mension 4 there is an essential difference between smooth and topological settings
(see [FrQ]). On the other hand, the categories of smooth and PL (piecewise-linear)
4-manifolds are equivalent. It is well known that every smooth manifold admits
a natural C1-smooth PL-structure. For 4-manifolds, this gives a bijective corre-
spondence between isotopy classes of smooth and piecewise-linear structures (see
[Ca1], [Ca2]).

We shall not consider topological 4-manifolds. Since the categories of
piecewise-linear and smooth 4-manifolds are equivalent, the choice of a cate-
gory is a technical matter. We shall work mainly in the piecewise-linear category
occasionally involving smooth structures. In particular, by a 4-manifold we mean
a piecewise-linear 4-manifold and by homeomorphisms of 4-manifolds we mean
piecewise-linear homeomorphisms, unless the smooth setting is mentioned ex-
plicitly.

1.2. Locally �at and smooth 2-polyhedra in 4-manifolds. The deˇnition of
shadows of 4-manifolds is based on a study of 2-polyhedra in 4-manifolds. Here
we make a few general remarks on polyhedra in 4-manifolds.

By a polyhedron in a PL-manifold W, we mean a subpolyhedron of a PL-
triangulation of W. A 2-dimensional polyhedron X � W is said to be �at in a
point x 2 X if, in a neighborhood of x , the polyhedron X lies in a 3-dimensional
(piecewise-linear) submanifold of W. This means that x has a neighborhood
Ux � W which can be piecewise-linearly embedded in Rn with n = dimW such
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that Ux \ X � R3 � Rn . The 2-polyhedron X � W is said to be locally �at if it
is �at at all points. This condition excludes local knottedness of X (cf. Remark
1.13 below).

In the smooth setting the notion parallel to that of a locally �at polyhedron is
the notion of a smooth polyhedron. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to simple
2-polyhedra with empty boundary (see Section VIII.1.1). A simple 2-polyhedron
with empty boundary X lying in a smooth 4-manifold W is said to be smooth
if every point x 2 X has a neighborhood Ux � W which can be smoothly
embedded in R4 such that the image of Ux \X equals one of the standard subsets
(VIII.1.1.1){(VIII.1.1.3) of R3� 0 � R4. This generalizes the standard notion of
a smooth surface in a 4-manifold. Note that if X is a smooth simple 2-polyhedron
in a smooth 4-manifold W then sing(X ) is a smooth graph in W and Int(X ) is a
smooth surface in W attached to sing(X ) in a locally standard fashion.

The languages of locally �at and smooth 2-polyhedra are equivalent. If X
is a smooth simple 2-polyhedron in a smooth 4-manifold W then W has a PL-
triangulation containing X as a locally �at subpolyhedron. Conversely, if X is a
locally �at simple 2-polyhedron in a piecewise-linear 4-manifold W then both X
and the PL-structure in W are smooth with respect to a certain smooth structure
in W. This follows from the smoothing results of Cairns [Ca1], [Ca2] and the
Schoen�ies theorem in dimension 3 due to Alexander [Al1].

The language of smooth polyhedra has the advantage of allowing us to use
tangent and normal vector bundles on manifolds and other notions of differential
topology. On the other hand, the language of locally �at 2-polyhedra is better
suited to the combinatorial nature of 2-polyhedra. We shall freely switch between
these two languages.

1.3. Handles and handlebodies. A 4-dimensional i-handle (or handle of index
i) is the pair (Bi � B4�i; @Bi � B4�i) where Bn denotes a closed n-dimensional
Euclidean ball. The space @Bi�B4�i is called the base of this handle. In particular,
a 4-handle is just a 4-ball whose base is its boundary sphere. We shall often use
3-handles (B3� [�1; 1]; S2 � [�1; 1]) where S2 = @B3 and 1-handles ([�1; 1]�
B3; f�1; 1g � B3).

We say that a 4-manifold W is obtained from a 4-manifold W 0 by attaching
an i-handle if W is a union of W 0 and an i-handle meeting along the base of this
handle lying in @W 0.

A (closed) 4-handlebody is a compact connected 4-manifold obtained by at-
taching several 1-handles to a closed 4-ball. The simplest handlebodies are the
4-ball itself and the product B3 � S1. The interior of a closed 4-handlebody is
called an open 4-handlebody.

1.4. Skeletons of 4-manifolds. A skeleton of a compact 4-manifold W is a locally
�at orientable simple 2-polyhedron without boundary X � Int(W) = W n@W such
that
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(�) the manifold W may be obtained from a closed regular neighborhood of
X in W by attaching 3-handles and 4-handles.

For instance, if W is the total space of a disk bundle over a closed orientable
surface ˙ then the zero section ˙ � W is a skeleton of W. In this case W itself
is a closed regular neighborhood of ˙.

Condition (�) implies that the part of X lying in a connected component of W
is connected. Since dim(X ) = 2, the part of WnX lying in a connected component
of W is also connected.

Using the duality between 1-handles and 3-handles in 4-manifolds we may
reformulate condition (�) in terms of W n X . In the case of closed connected W,
condition (�) holds if and only if W nX is an open 4-handlebody, in other words,
(�) holds if and only if the complement in W of an open regular neighborhood
of X is a closed 4-handlebody. For example, the 2-sphere S2 = CP1 � CP2 is a
skeleton of CP2 because its complement is an open 4-ball. Similarly, the 2-sphere
lying in S4 as the boundary of a 3-ball is a skeleton of S4 because its complement
is homeomorphic to Int(B3)� S1.

Let W be a compact connected 4-manifold with non-empty boundary. A collar
of @W in W is a closed regular neighborhood of @W in W identiˇed with the
cylinder W � [0; 1] so that @W = @W � 0. It is easy to see that a locally �at
orientable simple 2-polyhedron without boundary X � W n @W satisˇes condition
(�) if and only if the complement in W of an open regular neighborhood of X is
obtained from a collar @W � [0; 1] � W by attaching 1-handles to @W � 1.

The following theorem ensures the existence of skeletons.

1.5. Theorem. Every compact oriented (piecewise-linear) 4-manifold has a skele-
ton.

Theorem 1.5 follows from elementary properties of handle decompositions of
4-manifolds. We prove this theorem in Section 7.

1.6. Shadowing of skeletons. Let X be a skeleton of a compact oriented 4-mani-
fold W. We shall equip X with the structure of an integer shadowed polyhedron.
Since @X = ; we need only specify the gleams of regions of X . Note that the
deˇnition of gleams given below is local in the sense that it proceeds in a small
neighborhood of X in W.

If Y is a connected component of X homeomorphic to a closed surface then
Y is a region of X . For such a region, deˇne gl(Y) 2 Z � (1=2)Z to be the self-
intersection number of Y in W. Thus, gl(Y) = u � u where u 2 H 2(W;Z) is the
homological class represented by the surface Y with a certain orientation and the
dot � denotes the intersection product. Note that (�u) � (�u) = u � u and therefore
gl(Y) 2 Z does not depend on the choice of orientation of Y. The number u � u
may be computed as follows: deform Y in W into a transversal position Y 0 and
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sum up the local intersection indices over all points of Y\Y 0 where the orientation
of Y 0 is induced by that of Y.

Let Y be a region of X not homeomorphic to a closed surface. Then Y is non-
compact and contains a compact subsurface Y0 � Y as a deformation retract (cf.
Section VIII.6.2). Denote by �W = �W(Y0) the normal bundle of Y0 in W. This is
a 2-dimensional real vector bundle over Y0. Recall the line bundle � = �(Y) over
@Y0 constructed in Section VIII.6.2. The bundle � may be viewed as a subbundle
of the restriction of �W to @Y0. (This is clear from the description of �(Y) as the
normal bundle of @Y0 in a disjoint union of annuli and M�obius bands lying in W
and containing the components of @Y0 as their cores. These annuli and M�obius
bands are determined by a regular neighborhood of @Y in X .) Roughly speaking,
the gleam of Y is the obstruction to the extension of � to a line subbundle of
�W . Here are the details. Let 
 : E 7! Y0 be the projective bundle associated
to �W , the ˇber of 
 over a point y 2 Y0 being the set of all lines in the ˇber
of �W over y passing through the origin. The circle bundle 
 is trivial since Y0

is homotopically 1-dimensional. Orient the surface Y0 in an arbitrary way. This
orientation together with the one of W induce orientations in �W and 
. The line
bundle � induces a section of 
 over @Y0. The obstruction to the extension of
this section to Y0 is an element of H 2(Y0; @Y0;�1(S1)) = H 2(Y0; @Y0;Z) = Z

where the former identiˇcation is induced by the orientation of 
 and the latter
identiˇcation is induced by the orientation of Y0. We deˇne gl(Y) to be one half of
the resulting integer. Note that gl(Y) does not depend on the choice of orientation
in Y0 (we have used this orientation twice). Clearly, gl(Y) 2 (1=2)Z.

1.6.1. Lemma. The skeleton X of W with the gleams of regions deˇned above is
an integer shadowed polyhedron.

Proof. We ought to show that for any region Y of X , we have gl(Y) + �(Y)=2 =
0 (mod 1) where �(Y) is the residue mod 2 deˇned in Section VIII.6.2. If Y is
a closed surface then this equality is obvious because gl(Y) 2 Z and �(Y) = 0.
Assume that Y is non-compact. Let 
 : E 7! Y0 be the circle bundle used above.
To compute gl(Y) consider a trivialization E = Y0�S1 of 
 where the orientation
in the ˇbers of E corresponds to a certain ˇxed orientation in S1. The line bundle
� induces a section of 
 over @Y0, i.e., a mapping f : @Y0 ! S1. The degree of
this mapping with respect to the ˇxed orientation of S1 and the orientation of
@Y0 induced by that of Y0 is the obstruction used in the deˇnition of gl(Y). Thus
gl(Y) = deg( f )=2.

Let n be the number of components of @Y0. Then deg( f ) = deg( f1) + � � � +
deg( fn) where fi is the restriction of f to the i-th component of @Y0. It is obvious
that the integer deg( fi) is even if and only if the mapping fi lifts to the non-trivial
2-fold covering of S1. This occurs when the restriction of � to the i-th component
of @Y0 is a trivial line bundle. Therefore, by the deˇnition of �(Y), we have
�(Y) = deg( f ) (mod 2) and gl(Y) + �(Y)=2 = 0 (mod 1).
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1.7. Theorem. Let W be a compact oriented 4-manifold. Any two skeletons of W
shadowed as above are stably shadow equivalent in the class of integer shadowed
2-polyhedra.

Theorem 1.7 is the main result of this chapter. It allows us to deˇne the
shadow sh(W) of W to be the stable shadow equivalence class of any skeleton
of W shadowed as in Section 1.6. Thus, sh(W) is an integer stable shadow. It
follows from deˇnitions that this shadow has empty boundary and commutes with
disjoint union. It is obvious that sh(�W) = �sh(W).

The shadow sh may be viewed as a geometric invariant of 4-manifolds which
encodes 4-dimensional topology in terms of 2-dimensional polyhedra. This geo-
metric invariant is by no means complete: in general it is impossible to reconstruct
4-manifolds from their shadows. For instance, the exterior of a 4-handlebody ly-
ing in a compact oriented 4-manifold W has the same shadow as W. (Indeed, a
shadowed skeleton of this exterior is at the same time a shadowed skeleton of
W.) As it will be clear below, this is the only kind of indeterminacy which may
occur in the reconstruction problem. This shows that the shadow is a rather strong
invariant of 4-manifolds. In particular, the shadow captures the intersection form
and the signature of 4-manifolds. The problems concerning the reconstruction of
4-manifolds from their shadows and realization of shadows by 4-manifolds will
be addressed in Section 6.

The simplest examples of 4-manifolds whose shadows may be explicitly
computed are provided by disk bundles over surfaces. Let W be the total
space of a 2-disk bundle over a closed connected orientable surface ˙. Then
sh(W) = stab ([˙	]) where 	 is the self-intersection number of ˙ in W. Since
puncturing a 4-manifold (i.e., removing a small open 4-ball) preserves its shadow,
we have

(1.7.a) sh(CP2) = stab([S2
1]) and sh(�CP2) = stab([S2

�1]):

Here we use the fact that punctured CP2 (resp. �CP2) is the total space of a
disk bundle over S2 with the self-intersection number of S2 being 1 (resp. �1).
Another simple example: sh(S4) = sh(B4) = stab([S2

0]).
The deˇnition of shadows of 4-manifolds may be extended to 4-manifolds with

framed graphs in the boundary. The resulting shadows have non-empty boundary.
We shall discuss this extension in Section 8.

Theorem 1.7 as well as Theorems 1.8{1.11 formulated below are proven in
Section 7. It will be clear from the proof of Theorem 1.7 that the shadow moves
relating skeletons of W may be performed inside W. This leads to a more precise
version of Theorem 1.7 concerned with augmented skeletons. By an augmented
shadowed skeleton of W we mean a pair (a shadowed skeleton X of W, the
inclusion X ,! W).
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1.8. Theorem. LetW be a compact oriented 4-manifold. Any two augmented shad-
owed skeletons of W are stably shadow equivalent in the class of W-augmented
integer shadowed 2-polyhedra.

This theorem allows us to upgrade sh(W) to a W-augmented shadow.
Now we state main properties of the shadows of 4-manifolds.

1.9. Theorem (additivity). Let W1 and W2 be compact connected oriented 4-
manifolds. Then sh(W1#W2) = sh(W1) + sh(W2): If @W1 6= ; and @W2 6= ; then
sh(W1#@W2) = sh(W1) + sh(W2) where W1#@W2 is the result of gluing W1 and
W2 along 3-balls lying in their boundaries.

Theorem 1.9 is quite straightforward and the reader may prove it right away
as an exercise. (We shall give a proof in Section 7.)

1.10. Theorem (comparison of bilinear forms). Let W be a compact oriented
4-manifold. Let X � W be a skeleton of W shadowed as in Section 1:6. Then
the inclusion homomorphism j : H 2(X ;Z)! H 2(W;Z) is surjective and for any
u; v 2 H 2(X ;Z), we have j (u) � j (v) = QX (u; v).

As above, the dot denotes the intersection product. For the deˇnition of the
bilinear form QX , see Section VIII.5. Theorem 1.10 shows that, considered modulo
their annihilators, the intersection form of W and the bilinear form of sh(W) are
isomorphic. In particular, they have equal signatures.

The next theorem justiˇes the notion of cobordism of shadows and relates it
to cobordisms of 4-manifolds.

1.11. Theorem. Let W;W 0 be compact connected oriented 4-manifolds with home-
omorphic boundaries. If W;W 0 are cobordant modulo the boundary then their
shadows sh(W); sh(W 0) are cobordant.

We say that W;W 0 are cobordant modulo the boundary if the 4-manifold ob-
tained by gluing W and W 0 along @W = @W 0 bounds a compact oriented 5-
manifold. It is well known that compact oriented 4-manifolds with homeomorphic
boundaries are cobordant modulo the boundary if and only if their signatures are
equal.

1.12. Overview of further sections. To prove Theorems 1.7{1.11 we intro-
duce another (independent) approach to shadows of 4-manifolds. We construct
a shadow sh0(W) of a 4-manifold W using handle decompositions of W rather
than skeletons of W. This construction given in Section 4 uses shadows of links
in 3-manifolds deˇned in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 5 we relate the bilinear
form of sh0(W) to the intersection form in H 2(W). In Section 6 we show how to
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thicken integer shadows into 4-manifolds. This thickening is essentially inverse to
the construction of sh0. In Section 7 we show that sh(W) = sh0(W). This allows
us to deduce Theorems 1.7{1.11 from the corresponding properties of sh0(W).
In Section 8 we extend the shadow sh to 4-manifolds with framed graphs in the
boundary.

1.13. Remark. The local �atness of skeletons of 4-manifolds is essential in the
constructions of Section 1.6. It allows us to switch to the smooth category and
use normal vector bundles. We may reformulate the local �atness in terms of
polyhedral links of points. Let X be a 2-polyhedron in a 4-dimensional PL-
manifold W. Every point x 2 X lies inside a closed 4-ball U � W such that the
3-sphere @U intersects X transversally and X\U is the cone over the 1-polyhedron
@U \ X with the cone point x . It is well known that the pair (@U; @U \ X ) does
not depend on the choice of U up to PL-homeomorphisms (see [RS]). This pair
is called the polyhedral link of x . It follows from deˇnitions that the polyhedron
X is �at in the point x if and only if the polyhedral link of x is unknotted in the
sense that the 1-polyhedron @U \ X lies in a certain 2-sphere S2 � @U = S3. In
the case where X is a simple 2-polyhedron, the homeomorphism type of @U \ X
may be described explicitly. If x 2 Int(X ) then @U \ X = S1. If x 2 sing(X )
then @U \ X is a �-curve, i.e., a union of three intervals with common vertices.
Finally, if x is a vertex of X then @U \ X is homeomorphic to the 1-skeleton of
a 3-simplex.

2. Shadows of 3-manifolds

2.0. Outline. We deˇne shadows of 3-manifolds. This deˇnition is independent of
the material of Section 1 and proceeds entirely in the framework of 3-dimensional
topology.

This section paves the way for a more elaborate setting of Section 3 where
we deˇne shadows of links in 3-manifolds. This will eventually lead to another
deˇnition of shadows of 4-manifolds and a proof of the theorems formulated in
Section 1.

2.1. Skeletons of 3-manifolds. The skeleton of a compact 3-manifold M is an
orientable simple 2-polyhedron (with empty boundary) X � M n @M such that
M nX is a disjoint union of open 3-balls and an open collar @M � [0; 1) � M of
@M . For instance, the standard 2-sphere S2 � S3 is a skeleton of S3. The closed
orientable surface ˙ is a skeleton of ˙� [�1; 1].

2.1.1. Theorem. Every compact 3-manifold has skeletons.
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The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 given in Section 2.3 uses the technique of dual
cell subdivisions of triangulations due to H. Poincar
e. This technique is outlined
in Section 2.2.

Different skeletons of the same 3-manifold may be related by so-called
Matveev-Piergallini moves. By Matveev-Piergallini moves we mean the geomet-
ric transformations of orientable simple 2-polyhedra underlying the basic shadow
moves P2; P3, the suspension X 7! X + S2

0, and the inverse transformations. As
usual, we use inverse transformations only when they preserve the orientablility.
Note that we do not include the transformation underlying P1 and its inverse in the
set of Matveev-Piergallini moves. There are no gleams in the Matveev-Piergallini
theory.

2.1.2. Theorem. Let M be a compact 3-manifold. Any two skeletons of M may be
related by a ˇnite sequence of Matveev-Piergallini moves in the class of skeletons
of M .

It is understood that the moves are performed inside small 3-balls in M which
serve as the ambient 3-space in Figure VIII.1.1. It is obvious that each such move
applied to a skeleton of M produces a skeleton of M .

Theorem 2.1.2 follows from the results of Casler, Matveev, and Piergallini
concerned with spines of 3-manifolds. We recall these results in Section 2.4 and
prove Theorem 2.1.2 in Section 2.5.

We upgrade any skeleton X � M to a shadow by equipping all regions of
X with zero gleams. This yields an integer shadowed polyhedron. (Condition
(VIII.6.3.a) follows from the fact that the normal line bundle of Y0 in M yields
an extension of �(Y) to Y0 and therefore �(Y) = 0.) It is obvious that the
Matveev-Piergallini moves on skeletons lift to the basic shadow moves P2; P3;
the suspension, and the inverse moves. Note that neither non-zero gleams nor the
move P1 appear in this context. Ignoring this fact and considering the skeletons
of M up to all shadow moves and suspension we get the following corollary.

2.1.3. Corollary. Let M be a compact 3-manifold. Any two skeletons of M
equipped with zero gleams are stably shadow equivalent in the class of integer
shadowed 2-polyhedra.

From now on we shall consider skeletons of 3-manifolds as integer shadowed
polyhedra with the gleams of regions equal to zero. The stable integer shadow
represented by a skeleton of M is called the (stable) internal shadow of M and
denoted by ish(M ). For example, ish(S3) = stab([S2

0]). The internal shadow is
deˇned for non-oriented and even non-orientable 3-manifolds.

The language of shadowed polyhedra may look artiˇcial in this setting since
we encounter only zero gleams. This language will be justiˇed in Section 3.
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2.2. Dual cell subdivisions of manifolds. We outline the classical construction
of the dual cell subdivision of a piecewise-linear triangulation. For more details,
see [RS].

Let � be a piecewise-linear triangulation of an m-dimensional manifold M ,
possibly with boundary. For a strictly increasing sequence E0 � E1 � � � � � En of
(closed) simplices of �, we denote by [E0; E1; : : : ; En] the n-dimensional linear
simplex in En whose vertices are the barycenters of E0; E1; : : : ; En . Such sim-
plices corresponding to all sequences E0 � E1 � � � � � En with ˇxed En form a
simplicial subdivision of En . Therefore the simplices [E0; E1; : : : ; En] correspond-
ing to all strictly increasing sequences of simplices of � form a simplicial subdi-
vision of �. It is called the ˇrst barycentric subdivision of � and denoted by �1.

Let us construct the cell subdivision �� of M dual to �. (The reader unfamiliar
with this construction is recommended to experiment with triangulations of the
2-disk and to draw a few ˇgures.) For any simplex E of � denote by E� the
union of all simplices [E0; E1; : : : ; En] of �1 with E0 = E. Each such simplex
intersects E in one point which is the barycenter of E. Therefore E� intersects E
solely in the barycenter of E. Since � is piecewise-linear, E� is a closed PL-cell of
dimension m� dim(E). (This means that E� is piecewise-linearly homeomorphic
to the standard closed PL-ball of dimension m�dim(E).) If E does not lie in @M
then the sphere @E� � M n @M is the union of the cells F� where F runs over all
simplices of � containing E and distinct from E. Therefore, in the case @M = ;
the cells fE� j E is a simplex of �g form a cell subdivision of M . This is the cell
subdivision �� dual to �.

If @M 6= ; we use the triangulation @� of @M induced by � and the dual cell
subdivision (@�)� of @M . To each simplex E of � lying in @M we associate two
cells: the cell E� � M deˇned above and the cell E�@ � @M dual to E with respect
to @�. It is obvious that E�@ = E� \ @M � @E�. Moreover, the sphere @E� is the
union of E�@ and the cells F� where F runs over all simplices of � containing E
and distinct from E. This shows that the cells fE� j E is a simplex of �g and fE�@
j E is a simplex of @�g form a cell subdivision of M . This is the cell subdivision
�� dual to �. Note that the cell space (@M; (@�)�) is a cell subspace of (M;��).

2.3. Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Choose a triangulation � of M and consider the
dual cell subdivision �� of M . Denote by X the 2-skeleton of ��, i.e., the union
of 0-cells, 1-cells, and 2-cells of ��. It is clear that X is a 2-dimensional poly-
hedron embedded in M . Its complement in M consists of open 3-cells of ��.
An inspection of the local behavior of X shows that X is a simple polyhedron
whose regions are open 2-cells of ��. (The vertices and 1-strata of X are the
0-cells and open 1-cells of ��.) Thus, X is an orientable simple 2-polyhedron
in M . If @M = ; then X is a skeleton of M . In the case @M 6= ; we have
@M � X . Pushing X inside M slightly we get an orientable simple 2-polyhedron
in M whose complement consists of open 3-balls and an open collar of @M . This
2-polyhedron is a skeleton of M .
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2.4. Spines of 3-manifolds. A spine of a closed 3-manifold is a 2-polyhedron
X � M such that M n X is an open 3-ball. A spine of a compact 3-manifold M
with @M 6= ; is a 2-polyhedron X � M n @M such that M n X is homeomorphic
to @M � [0; 1).

A simple 2-polyhedron X is said to be special if @X = ;, all regions of X are
open 2-disks, and the graph sing(X ) has no components homeomorphic to S1. A
spine X of a compact 3-manifold M is said to be special if it is a special simple
2-polyhedron.

According to Casler [Cas], every compact 3-manifold M has a special spine.
This result is much deeper than the existence of skeletons. Explicit constructions
of spines are rather involved, fortunately we shall not need them.

According to [Mat2] and [Pi], any two special spines of M may be related by
a (ˇnite) sequence of transformations underlying the shadow moves P˙1

2 ; P˙1
3 . It

is understood that these transformations are performed inside 3-balls in M and
that all intermediate 2-polyhedra are special spines of M .

2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Consider in more detail the suspension on a skeleton
X � M . Take a region Y of X and a small closed 2-disk D � Y. The suspension
attaches a closed 2-disk D0 to X along the circle @D0 = @D. The disk D0 is attached
inside a small 3-ball in M . The resulting 2-polyhedron X 0 = X [ D0 � M is a
skeleton of M . The region Y of X gives rise to a region Y n D of X 0. Pushing
D0 across a 1-stratum of X adjacent to Y (via the move P2) we get a skeleton
X 00 � M whose regions are either open 2-disks or homeomorphic to regions of X .
Thus, if X is special then so is X 00. It is obvious that a closed regular neighborhood
of X 00 in M is homeomorphic to a closed regular neighborhood of X 0 in M . It is
obtained from a closed regular neighborhood of X in M by puncturing (removing
a small open 3-ball).

We may also follow the suspension X 7! X 0 with a transformation pushing D
across several 1-strata of X adjacent to Y. This gives a skeleton ~X � M which
has the same regions as X except that Y is replaced by one or several regions
with simpler topology and a few open 2-disks. Iterating the construction X 7! ~X
we can transform any skeleton X � M into a special skeleton of M .

Now we can prove the theorem. Let X 1; X 2 be two skeletons of M . Applying
to X 1 and X 2 the construction X 7! ~X described above, we transform both X 1

and X 2 into special skeletons of M . Applying the construction X 7! X 00, we can
transform the latter skeletons into special skeletons Z 1; Z 2 � M such that the
complements of their regular neighborhoods in M consist of an equal number of
small open 3-balls and a collar of @M (if @M 6= ;).

It is well known that any two collars of @M are ambiently isotopic in M .
Similarly, any two systems of small disjoint open 3-balls consisting of an equal
number of balls are ambiently isotopic in M . Therefore applying to Z 1 an ambient
isotopy in M we may assume that certain regular neighborhoods of Z 1 and Z 2 in
M coincide as sets. Denote this common regular neighborhood of Z 1 and Z 2 by U.
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It is obvious that both Z 1 and Z 2 are special spines of U. The Matveev-Piergallini
theorem quoted in Section 2.4 guarantees that Z 1 and Z 2 may be related by a
sequence of Matveev-Piergallini moves inside U. This implies the claim of the
theorem.

2.6. Remarks. 1. There is a stronger, non-stable version of the internal shadow
of a 3-manifold represented by an arbitrary spine of this 3-manifold (with zero
gleams of regions). However, the stable shadow is sufˇcient for our aims.

2. The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 derives a skeleton of a 3-manifold M from
a triangulation of M . Theorem 2.1.2 implies that for any skeleton X obtained
from a triangulation of M , the stable shadow stab([X ]) does not depend on the
choice of triangulation. This fact may be established by purely combinatorial
methods using Pachner's theory of bistellar subdivisions (see Section VII.2.1) or
Alexander's theory of elementary subdivisions of triangulations, see [Al2], [TV].
This yields a combinatorial construction of ish(M ) avoiding the theory of spines.

3. There is another approach to skeletons of 3-manifolds based on Heegaard
surfaces. A Heegaard surface in a closed connected 3-manifold M is a closed
surface ˙ � M splitting M in the union of two 3-dimensional handlebodies. Let
fDigi and fD0j gj be systems of meridianal disks in these two handlebodies. (A
system of meridianal disks in a handlebody U is a collection of disjoint, properly
embedded 2-disks in U such that splitting U along these disks gives a closed
3-ball.) Assume that the loops f@Digi; f@D0j gj lie in general position in ˙. Then
X = ˙ [ ([iDi) [ ([j D0j ) � M is a skeleton of M whose complement consists
of two disjoint open 3-balls. Hence ish(M ) = stab([X ]): This formula may be
used to compute the internal shadow of M . It may be used also as a deˇnition of
ish(M ) based on the theory of Heegaard decompositions. The independence of
stab([X ]) of the choice of Heegaard surface and meridianal disks can be deduced
from the Singer theorem on stable equivalence of Heegaard decompositions of
M and the fact that all systems of meridianal disks in a handlebody are related
by disk slidings.

Similar constructions apply to 3-manifolds with boundary. A Heegaard surface
in a compact connected 3-manifold M with @M 6= ; is a closed surface ˙ � M
splitting M into a union of a 3-dimensional handlebody and a 3-manifold obtained
by attaching several 3-dimensional handles of index 2 to the top base of the
cylinder ˙� [0; 1]. The cores of these handles play the role of meridianal disks
in the constructions above. This approach is equivalent to the one based on self-
indexing Morse functions f : M ! R with f (@M) = 3. The equivalence goes by
assigning to such a function f , the Heegaard surface f �1(3=2).

The techniques of dual cell subdivisions and Heegaard splittings are more
classical but slightly less satisfactory than the technique of spines, since they do
not produce all skeletons of 3-manifolds. Any of these three approaches suits our
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aims. For the sake of practical computations, the technique of Heegaard splittings
seems to be the most convenient.

2.7. Exercise. Show that for any compact 3-manifold M , we have �ish(M ) =
ish(M ): If M 0 is obtained from M by puncturing then ish(M 0) = ish(M ): For any
compact connected 3-manifolds M;N , we have ish(M#N) = ish(M ) + ish(N).

3. Shadows of links in 3-manifolds

3.0. Outline. The objective of this section is to construct shadow cones of framed
links in 3-manifolds. This is a decisive step towards a second deˇnition of shadows
of 4-manifolds given in Section 4.

First of all we extend the classical theory of planar link diagrams to framed
links in compact oriented 3-manifolds. In the role of the plane we use skeletons of
3-manifolds. The link diagrams on skeletons are deˇned as in the classical theory
with one essential difference: for each link component, we specify an integer or
half-integer indicating the number of \additional" twists in the framing. Instead
of three Reidemeister moves we have eight moves. The next step is to deˇne the
shadow projection of a link diagram. This projection replaces the information on
over/undercrossings with numbers (gleams) located in the regions of the diagram.
Combining these two constructions we pass from framed links in 3-manifolds to
shadow links in 2-polyhedra. Taking the cone (as deˇned in Section VIII.3.2) we
obtain the shadow cone for framed links in 3-manifolds.

3.1. Diagrams of links. Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold with a skeleton
X � M . Assume that the surface Int(X ) is equipped with a normal direction
in M . (A normal direction on Int(X ) in M is an orientation of the normal line
bundle of Int(X ) in M .) A link diagram in X is a generic system of loops in X
(cf. Section VIII.3.1) such that at each crossing point of the loops one of the two
intersecting branches is distinguished and said to be the lower one, the second
branch being the upper one. Recall that the crossings of generic loops may occur
only inside Int(X ). Pushing slightly all upper branches in M n X along the given
normal direction we associate to every link diagram d a link ` = `(d) � M . Its
normal bundle �M (`) in M has two transversal 1-dimensional subbundles �1 and
�2 deˇned as follows. The line bundle �1 on ` is induced by the normal bundle of
Int(X ) � M restricted to d . (The bundle �1 is well-deˇned in a point of d\sing(X )
since, in a neighborhood of such a point, d traverses two regions of X locally
forming a 2-disk.) The line bundle �2 on ` is induced by the normal bundle of d
in X (cf. Remark VIII.3.3.3). The line bundles �1; �2 on ` are isotopic, an isotopy
is obtained by rotation of �1 around ` in the positive direction determined by the
orientation of M .
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An enriched link diagram in X is a link diagram in X whose underlying loops
are equipped with integers or half-integers called pre-twists. The pre-twist of a
loop L belongs to Z if the normal line bundle of L in X is trivial and to (1=2)+Z
otherwise. Thus, the pre-twist of L is an integer if and only if the normal line
bundles �1 � �2 on the corresponding knot `(L) � M are trivial.

An enriched link diagram in X gives rise to a framed link in M as follows.
Consider ˇrst the link ` � M with normal line bundle �1 determined by the
underlying link diagram with pre-twists forgotten. Then twist �1 around each
component of ` as many times as the pre-twist of the corresponding loop. (The
positive direction of the twist is determined by the orientation of M . For instance,
a pre-twist of 1/2 gives rise to a positive half-twist of �1.) This produces a trivial
line bundle on `. Its non-zero sections yield the desired framing of `.

It is easy to see that every framed link in M may be presented by an en-
riched link diagram in X . According to [Tu13] two such diagrams present isotopic
framed links if and only if these diagrams may be obtained from each other by
a sequence of moves ˝1; : : : ;˝8 (see Figures 3.1{3.3), their inverses, and an
ambient isotopy in X . The moves ˝1;˝2;˝3 proceed in Int(X ), and ˝4; : : : ;˝8

,

Ω 1  

–1  

Ω 2  

Ω 3  

Figure 3.1
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–1 / 2 

Ω 4  

Ω 5  

Ω 6  

Figure 3.2

Ω 7  

Ω 8  

Figure 3.3

proceed in a neighborhood of sing(X ). In Figures 3.2, 3.3 the link diagrams on
X are drawn in bold in order to distinguish them from 1-strata of X . The moves
˝2;˝3;˝5; : : : ;˝8 do not change the pre-twists, while ˝1 and ˝4 decrease the
pre-twist by 1 and 1/2 respectively. (We assume that in the pictures of ˝1;˝4 the
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orientation in M corresponds to right-handed orientation in R3.) This completes
the description of framed links in M in terms of enriched link diagrams in X .

3.2. Shadow projections of links. Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold and
let X � M n @M be a skeleton of M . To each framed link ` � M we associate
an integer shadow link in X . It is denoted by sh(`;X ) and called the shadow
projection of ` into X .

Fix an orientation in Int(X ). This orientation, together with that of M , deter-
mines a normal direction on Int(X ) in M . This allows us to present framed links
in M by link diagrams in X .

Let D be an enriched link diagram in X presenting a framed link ` � M .
We deˇne an integer shadowed system of loops sh(D) in X as follows. The
loops of sh(D) and their pre-twists are those of D. Each self-crossing point of
D contributes to the gleams of four adjacent regions as in Figure 3.4 where the
orientation of Int(X ) is counterclockwise. Each point of D \ sing(X ) contributes
to the gleams of ˇve adjacent regions as in Figure 3.5 where the orientation of
M is the right-handed one. The gleam of a region of sh(D) is deˇned to be the
sum of the contributions of adjacent crossing points.

–1/2

–1/2

1/2 1/2

Figure 3.4

–1/4

1/4–1/4

1/4

0

Figure 3.5

3.2.1. Lemma. sh(D) is an integer shadowed system of loops in X .
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It is a simple exercise to check that each move ˝i; i = 1; : : : ; 8 applied to
a link diagram D induces the corresponding move Si on sh(D). Therefore, the
results of Section 3.1 imply that the shadow link in X represented by sh(D)
depends only on the isotopy class of ` in M . This shadow link is the shadow
projection sh(`;X ) of ` into X .

The shadow link sh(`;X ) does not depend on the choice of orientation in
Int(X ). The constructions of a diagram D of ` and the shadow sh(D) use this
orientation but their composition is independent of it. Note that sh(`;X ) depends
on the orientation of M .

Proof of Lemma. It is obvious that the sum of the gleams of regions of sh(D)
contained in any ˇxed region of X is equal to zero. Therefore sh(D) is a shadowed
system of loops in X . It remains to show that the gleam of any region Y of sh(D)
belongs to (1=2)Z and that the shadow cone over sh(D) satisˇes (VIII.6.3.a).
Recall the compact subsurface Y0 of Y and the line bundle �(Y) over @Y0 deˇned
in Section VIII.6.2. We may view the 1-manifold @Y0 as a polygon whose vertices
correspond in a natural way to (i) vertices of sing(X ) adjacent to Y, (ii) self-
crossings of D adjacent to Y, and (iii) crossing points of sing(X ) with D adjacent
to Y. The contributions of the vertices of types (i), (ii), (iii) to gl(Y) are equal to
0, ˙1=2, ˙1=4 respectively. The edges of @Y0 correspond to 1-strata of sing(X )
and arcs of D adjacent to Y. The vertices of @Y0 of type (iii) split @Y0 into two
parts corresponding to sing(X ) and D respectively. Therefore such vertices are
even in number and gl(Y) 2 (1=2)Z.

Consider the shadow cone over sh(D). For the disk regions of this cone at-
tached to the loops of sh(D), condition (VIII.6.3.a) follows from the condition on
the pre-twists imposed in Section 3.1. Therefore it sufˇces to check (VIII.6.3.a)
for the regions of sh(D). Let Y be a region of sh(D) in X . For any vertex of
@Y0 corresponding to a self-crossing point of D, we may smooth D at this point
so that Y remains a region of the resulting diagram. The smoothing proceeds
in a small disk neighborhood of the crossing point and replaces two intersecting
branches of D with two disjoint branches with the same ends (cf. Figure XII.1.1).
This transformation adds to gl(Y) either +1=2 or �1=2 and removes one half-
twist from the line bundle �(Y). Therefore this transformation keeps the residue
(gl(Y) + �(Y)=2)(mod 1) intact. Hence, it is enough to consider the case when
there are no self-crossing points of D adjacent to Y, i.e., the polygon @Y0 has no
vertices of type (ii). Denote by a the part of this polygon formed by (closed)
edges corresponding to 1-strata of sing(X ). The normal orientation of Y � Int(X )
in M induces a trivialization of �(Y) over a. Every connected component b of
@Y0 n a corresponds to a simple arc in D adjacent to Y, connecting two points
of sing(X ) \ D. Each end of b contributes ˙1=4 to gl(Y). It is a nice geometric
exercise to verify that if the joint contribution of the ends of b is equal to zero
then the trivialization of �(Y) over a extends across b. If this joint contribution
is equal to ˙1=2 then the trivialization of �(Y) over a does not extend across
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b. This implies that the line bundle �(Y) is trivial over a connected component
S1 � @Y0 if and only if the vertices of this component of type (iii) contribute
an integer amount to gl(Y). Summing up over all components of @Y0 we get
gl(Y) + �(Y)=2 2 Z:

3.3. Shadow cones of framed links. Let ` be a framed link in a compact oriented
3-manifold M . The shadow cone CO(M; `) of ` is the cone over the shadow
projection sh(`;X ) of ` into a skeleton X � M . This is a stable integer shadow
with empty boundary (cf. Sections VIII.3.2 and VIII.6.4). It does not depend on
the choice of X . Indeed, any two skeletons of M may be related by a sequence
of Matveev-Piergallini moves proceeding inside small 3-balls in M . At each step
we may deform ` out of the 3-ball where the move proceeds so that the move
does not interfere with a diagram of `. Therefore this move may be viewed as
a corresponding shadow move (or a suspension, or an inverse shadow move) on
the shadow cone. The resulting shadow moves (together with the shadow moves
induced by the isotopy of `) establish stable shadow equivalence of the cones
obtained from different skeletons.

Example: CO(M; ;) = ish(M ).
Similarly, we may deˇne shadow cylinders of framed links. They will be

discussed in a more general context in Section 8.

3.4. Exercise. Show additivity of the shadow cone: if k; ` are framed links in
compact connected oriented 3-manifolds M;N then

(3.4.a) CO(M#N; k q `) = CO(M; k) + CO(N; `):

Show that

(3.4.b) CO(�M; `) = �CO(M; `):

4. Shadows of 4-manifolds via handle decompositions

4.0. Outline. We construct a shadow sh0 of 4-manifolds using the technique of
handle decompositions, link diagrams, and shadow projections. The advantage of
this approach over the one of Section 1 stems from the fact that we can prove
consistency of the deˇnition of sh0 directly. Equivalence of these two approaches
will be established in Section 7.

4.1. Shadow of a 4-manifold. It is well known that any compact piecewise-linear
4-manifold may be obtained from a ˇnite number of disjoint closed 4-balls by
attaching i-handles with i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Such a decomposition of the manifold
into handles is called a handle decomposition, the initial 4-balls are viewed as
0-handles.
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Let W be a compact oriented (piecewise-linear) 4-manifold. Fix a handle de-
composition of W and denote by H the union of 0-handles and 1-handles. It is
clear that connected components of H are oriented 4-dimensional handlebodies.
(Each component of W contains exactly one component of H .) The 2-handles
of W are attached to H along certain disjoint solid tori fp j : S1 � B2 ,! @Hgj .
These solid tori give rise to a framed link ` � @H with components fp j (S1�x)gj
and framing determined by the longitudes fp j (S1 � y)gj where x and y are two
distinct points of the 2-disk B2. We provide @H with an orientation induced by
that of H so that the pair (the tangent vector directed into WnH , the orientation of
@H) determines the given orientation of W. Consider the shadow cone CO(@H; `)
of ` (see Section 3). This is a stable integer shadow with empty boundary. Set
sh0(W) = CO(@H; `).

4.2. Theorem. For any compact oriented (piecewise-linear) 4-manifold W, the
shadow sh0(W) does not depend on the choice of handle decomposition of W.

This theorem shows that sh0(W) is well-deˇned. It is obvious that sh0 commutes
with disjoint union. We shall show in Section 7 that sh0(W) = sh(W).

Proof of Theorem. It is well known that any two handle decompositions of W are
related by a sequence of handle slidings and births and deaths of complementary
handle pairs. Births and deaths of complementary (0,1)- or (3,4)-handle pairs do
not change the topological type of the pair (H; `). A birth of a complementary
(2,3)-handle pair does not change H and adds to ` one unknotted unlinked com-
ponent with the trivial framing. This results in a suspension of the shadow cone
which does not change its stable type. A birth of a complementary (1,2)-handle
pair replaces (@H; `) by its connected sum with (S1 � S2; k) where k = S1 � x
with the framing corresponding to the longitude S1 � y; where x and y are two
distinct points of S2. Let ˛ be the shadow cone of the knot k � S1 � S2. In
view of (3.4.a) it sufˇces to show that ˛ = stab ([S2

0]): Let r; s be distinct points
of S1 and let B2

+; B
2
� be complementary hemispheres of S2 with B2

+ \ B2
� = S1.

Set X = (S1 � S1) [ (r � B2
+) [ (s � B2

�) � S1 � S2. It is obvious that X is a
skeleton of S1 � S2. The shadow projection of k in X is presented by the loop
S1 � r � S1 � S1 � X with the zero pre-twist and zero gleams of all regions.
Therefore ˛ is represented by the torus S1 � S1 with three 2-disks glued to it
along the circles r � S1; s� S1; and S1� r, the gleams of all regions being equal
to zero. This shadowed polyhedron, say X 0, may be embedded in S3 so that its
complement in S3 consists of three disjoint open 3-balls. Hence X 0 is a skeleton
of S3. Since all skeletons of S3 are stably shadow equivalent,

˛ = stab ([X 0]) = stab ([S2
0]):

Let us prove the invariance of CO(@H; `) under the handle slidings. The slid-
ings of handles of indices 1 and 3 do not change the topological type of the pair
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(@H; `). The slidings of handles of index 2 have the effect of band summation
on the components of `. A band summation replaces one of the components of
` by its band sum with another component, taking proper care of the framings.
Replacing, if necessary, ` with an isotopic link in @H we may assume that the
given band is narrow and short. Present ` by an enriched link diagram D on a
skeleton X of @H . We may choose X small enough that it approximates `, its
framing, and the band very closely. Hence, we can assume that this band lies in
Int(X ) and only intersects D along its bases lying on two loops d and e of D. We
may also assume that d and e have no intersections and self-intersections and that
the pre-twist of e is equal to 0. This ensures that a regular neighborhood of e in
X contains an annulus (and not a M�obius band). Therefore the 2-disk B2

e attached
to e in the shadow cone of sh(D) is untwisted in the sense of Section VIII.2.5 and
has zero gleam. The link obtained from ` by the band move may be presented
by the enriched link diagram D0 obtained from D by replacing the loop d with a
loop d 0 which goes around d and a longitude of e in X . The pre-twist of d 0 equals
that of d , other loops preserve their pre-twists. It is easy to see that the cone over
sh(D0) can be obtained from the cone over sh(D) by sliding the 2-disk region
attached to d over the disk region Int(B2

e). Theorem VIII.2.5.1 implies that these
two cones are shadow equivalent. Therefore the shadow CO(@H; `) is invariant
under band summation. This completes the proof of the theorem.

4.3. The W-augmented shadow. Let W be a compact oriented 4-manifold. The
construction of the shadow sh0(W) is carried out more precisely, it produces a
W-augmented stable shadow with source sh0(W). Let H; ` be the same objects
as in Section 4.1 and let X be a skeleton of @H . Let f`igi be the components of
` and fLigi be the corresponding components of the shadow projection of ` into
X . For each Li, consider the 2-disk Bi � CO(@H; `) glued to X along Li to form
CO(@H; `). We deˇne a mapping Bi! W as follows: a small concentric subdisk
B0i is mapped homeomorphically onto the core of the 2-handle of W attached along
a regular neighborhood of `i in @H ; the annulus Bi n B0i is mapped onto a narrow
annulus in @H bounded by `i and Li. (It is understood that these two mappings
extend the same homeomorphism @B0i! `i.) These mappings fBi! Wgi extend
the inclusion X ,! @H to a mapping CO(@H; `) ! W. An inspection of our
construction shows that this last mapping considered up to homotopy determines
a W-augmented stable shadow depending solely on W. Its source is the stable
shadow sh0(W). Note that all mappings C ! W representing this W-augmented
shadow induce isomorphisms of fundamental groups and epimorphisms in the
2-dimensional homologies.

4.4. Examples. In many cases the shadow sh0(W) may be computed explicitly.
For instance, if W is obtained by attaching 2-handles to the 4-ball B4 along a
framed link ` � S3 = @B4 (and possibly some 3- and 4-handles), then by the
very deˇnition sh0(W) = stab(CO(S3; `)). For instance, taking ` = ; we get
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sh0(B4) = stab([S2
0]). Another example is provided by CP2. Since punctured CP2

may be obtained by attaching a 2-handle to the 4-ball along the trivial knot with
framing 1 we have sh0(CP2) = stab([S2

1]). Similarly, sh0(�CP2) = stab([S2
�1]).

4.5. Elementary properties of sh0. We list a few elementary properties of sh0.

4.5.1. Lemma. Let W be a compact oriented 4-manifold. Then sh0(�W) =
�sh0(W). If W0 is obtained by puncturing W then sh0(W0) = sh0(W). More
generally, if W0 is the closed exterior of a ˇnite graph lying in W n @W then
sh0(W0) = sh0(W).

Proof. The equality sh0(�W) = �sh0(W) follows from (3.4.b). Other equalities
follow from the fact that a handle decomposition of W may be obtained from that
of W0 by attaching handles of indices 3 and 4.

4.5.2. Lemma. Let W1;W2 be compact connected oriented 4-manifolds. Then
sh0(W1#W2) = sh0(W1) + sh0(W2): If @W1 6= ; and @W2 6= ; then

(4.5.a) sh0(W1#@W2) = sh0(W1) + sh0(W2):

For the deˇnition of #@, see Section 1.9.

Proof of Lemma. A handle decomposition of W1#@W2 can be obtained from
handle decompositions of W1;W2 by adding a 1-handle connecting W1 to W2. The
corresponding handlebodies H;H 1; H 2 formed by 0- and 1-handles are related
by the formula H = H 1#@H 2. Hence, @H = @H 1#@H 2 and (4.5.a) follows from
(3.4.a). The ˇrst claim of the Lemma follows from (4.5.a) and the previous
lemma. Indeed, the puncturing transforms # into #@.

4.6. Exercises. 1. Show that for any compact oriented 4-manifold W with non-
empty boundary, sh0(W#@ (S2 � B2)) = sh0(W).

2. Show that the shadowed polyhedron X 0 constructed in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.2 is shadow equivalent to S2

0 + S2
0.

5. Comparison of bilinear forms

5.0. Outline. The main result of this section (Theorem 5.1) relates the intersection
form of a 4-manifold W to the bilinear form Q of sh0(W). This is a version of
Theorem 1.10 for sh0.
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5.1. Theorem. Let W be a compact connected oriented 4-manifold. Let f : Z ! W
be a mapping representing the augmented shadow of W, where Z is an integer
shadowed 2-polyhedron representing sh0(W). Then the induced homomorphism
f� : H 2(Z )! H 2(W) is surjective and for any u; v 2 H 2(Z ),

(5.1.a) f�(u) � f�(v) = QZ (u; v):

Here and below in this section, the coefˇcient group of homologies is Z.
Theorem 5.1 will be proven in Section 5.3 using the shadow computation of

linking numbers given in Section 5.2.

5.2. Linking numbers. Let ` = `1[� � �[`r be a framed oriented r-component link
in a compact oriented 3-manifold M . A formal linear combination m1`1 + � � �+
mr`r with m1; : : : ; mr 2 Z is said to be homologically trivial if this combination,
considered as a cycle, represents 0 2 H 1(M ). For two homologically trivial
combinations

(5.2.a) " = m1`1 + � � �+ mr`r and � = n1`1 + � � �+ nr`r;

we deˇne their linking number lk("; �) as follows. Consider the longitudes
`01; : : : ; `

0
r of `1; : : : ; `r determined by the framing. For any compact oriented

(possibly singular) surface ˙ � M bounded by the cycle n1`01 + � � �+ nr`0r , set:

lk("; �) =
r∑
i=1

mi(`i � ˙):

Here `i � ˙ is the intersection product of `i with ˙. Homological triviality of "
ensures the independence of lk("; �) of the choice of ˙. The linking number is
symmetric: lk("; �) = lk(�; "). This linking number generalizes the usual one
deˇned in the case where " = `1 and � = `2. (In this case the linking number is
independent of the framing of `.)

We shall give a \shadow" computation of lk("; �). Let C be the cone over a
shadow projection of ` into a skeleton X � M . Provide the 2-disks glued to X to
form C with the orientation induced by the given orientation of `. It is obvious
that the quotient C=X obtained from C by contracting X � C into a point is a
wedge of r oriented 2-spheres. Denote by si 2 H 2(C=X ) the homological class
of the i-th oriented 2-sphere where i = 1; : : : ; r. It is obvious that s1; : : : ; sr is a
basis in H 2(C=X ) = Zr .

Let j denote the projection C ! C=X and let j � denote the induced homo-
morphism H 2(C)! H 2(C=X ). The homological triviality of " and � implies the
existence of u; v 2 H 2(C) such that

(5.2.b) j �(u) = m1s1 + � � �+ mrsr and j �(v) = n1s1 + � � �+ nrsr :
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5.2.1. Lemma. For any u; v 2 H 2(C) satisfying (5.2.b),

(5.2.c) lk("; �) = QC(u; v)

Proof. Theorem VIII.5.2 and the argument of Section 3.3 imply that if (5.2.c)
holds for one choice of a skeleton X � M then it holds for any other choice. We
choose X as follows. Let U1; : : : ; Ur be disjoint closed regular neighborhoods of
`1; : : : ; `r in M n@M . Set M 0 = M n (U1 [ � � � [ Ur). Clearly, M 0 is a compact 3-
manifold with @M 0 = @Mq@U1q� � �q@Ur . Fix a triangulation of M 0 and consider
the 2-skeleton Z of the dual cell-subdivision. It was already noted in Section 2.3
that Z is a simple 2-polyhedron in M 0 with @M 0 � Z . The complement of Z in
M 0 consists of disjoint open 3-balls.

Shifting `i along its framing, we get a simple closed curve `0i � @Ui. Consider a
meridianal disk Di of the solid torus Ui; i = 1; : : : ; r. We assume that `0i intersects
@Di transversally in one point lying inside a region of Z . We also assume that
both `0i and @Di traverse this region exactly once and split it into four subregions
Fi; Gi; Hi; I i as shown in Figure 5.1. (In Figure 5.1 we are looking at Z from a
point inside Ui.)

F  i G
   i

I
  i

H
   i

l '
   i

∂D
        i

Figure 5.1

It is obvious that the simple 2-polyhedron X = Z [ D1 [ � � � [ Dr � M is
a skeleton of M . The loops `01; : : : ; `

0
r (equipped with zero pre-twists) represent

the shadow projection of ` into X . We take C to be the cone over this shadowed
system of loops in X . The gleams of the regions of C are computed directly from
deˇnitions:

gl(Fi) = gl(I i) = �1=2; gl(Gi) = gl(Hi) = 1=2 (i = 1; : : : ; r);

all other regions of C have zero gleam.
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Equip the regions Fi; Gi; Hi; I i with orientations corresponding to the coun-
terclockwise orientation in the plane of Figure 5.1. Equip Di with an orientation
such that `i � Di = 1.

Take arbitrary u; v 2 H 2(C) satisfying (5.2.b). Formula (VIII.5.1.a) implies
that QC(u; v) = (�1 + � � �+ �r)=2 where

�i = hujGiihvjGii+ hujHiihvjHii � hujFiihvjFii � hujI iihvjI ii:

For any u 2 H 2(C), we have hujGii = hujFii + hujDii. Since j �(u) = m1s1 +
� � �+ mrsr , we have

hujHii = hujFii+ mi; hujI ii = hujGii+ mi = hujFii+ hujDii+ mi:

The formula j �(v) = n1s1 + � � � + nrsr implies similar equalities with u re-
placed by v and mi replaced by ni. Substituting these expressions into the formula
QC(u; v) = (�1 + � � �+ �r)=2 we get

QC(u; v) = �1
2

r∑
i=1

(mihvjDii+ nihujDii):

To compute the right-hand side we keep the orientation of the regions
Fi; Gi; Hi; I i, Di and orient all other regions of C in an arbitrary way. Consider
the following integer 2-chains in C

˙u = �
∑
Y

hujYi[Y]; ˙v = �
∑
Y

hvjYi[Y]

where Y runs over all regions of C except the 2-disks attached to `01; : : : ; `
0
r . It

follows from (5.2.b) that these 2-chains are bounded by the 1-cycles m1`01 + � � �+
mr`0r and n1`01 + � � �+ nr`0r respectively. It is obvious that `i � ˙u = �hujDii and
`i � ˙v = �hvjDii for any i. Therefore

lk("; �) =
r∑
i=1

mi(`i � ˙v) = �
r∑
i=1

mihvjDii:

Similarly,

lk(�; ") =
r∑
i=1

ni(`i � ˙u) = �
r∑
i=1

nihujDii:

Hence

QC(u; v) = (lk("; �) + lk(�; "))=2 = lk("; �):

5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Fix a handle decomposition of W and denote by H
and ` the same objects as in Section 4.1. Let C be the cone over the shadow
projection of ` into a skeleton of @H . Let g : C ! W be the augmentation
mapping constructed in Section 4.3. It follows from the deˇnition of augmented
shadows that there are simple deformations h : C! Z and h0 : Z ! C such that
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up to homotopy f ı h = g and g ı h0 = f . The ˇrst equality and surjectivity of
g� : H 2(C) ! H 2(W) imply the surjectivity of f�. The equality g ı h0 = f and
Theorem VIII.5.2 show that it sufˇces to consider the case Z = C; f = g.

Let `1; : : : ; `r be the components of `, and let B1; : : : ; Br be the 2-disks glued
to the skeleton of @H to form C. Orient these disks in an arbitrary way. Fix
u; v 2 H 2(C) and set mi = hujBii; ni = hvjBii where i = 1; : : : ; r. It is obvious
that the homological class g�(v) 2 H 2(W) may be represented by a closed oriented
surface ˙(v) � W lying in the boundary of the union of H and 2-handles. We may
assume that the part of ˙(v) lying in the i-th 2-handle consists of jnij disks parallel
to g(Bi) with the orientation of Bi if ni > 0 and the opposite orientation if ni < 0.
Denote the part of ˙(v) lying in @H by ˙v. This is a compact oriented surface
obtained from ˙(v) by puncturing it jn1j + � � � + jnr j times. Provide `1; : : : ; `r
with orientations opposite to those induced by the orientations in B1; : : : ; Br .
It is clear that the surface ˙v is bounded by the 1-cycle n1`1 + � � � + nr`r .
Similar constructions apply to u replacing ni with mi. Therefore the 1-cycles
" = m1`1 + � � � + mr`r and � = n1`1 + � � � + nr`r are homologically trivial in
@H . Deforming ˙(u) in a general position with respect to ˙(v) in W we easily
compute that

g�(u) � g�(v) = ˙(u) � ˙(v) =
r∑
i=1

mi(`i � ˙v) = lk("; �):

It is clear that u; v 2 H 2(C) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.2.1. Therefore
g�(u) � g�(v) = lk("; �) = QC(u; v):

6. Thickening of shadows

6.0. Outline. We show how to thicken integer shadows into 4-manifolds. This
thickening will be used in the next section to prove equivalence of the shadows
sh and sh0 of 4-manifolds.

The idea of thickening is very simple and well known in dimension 1. Any
graph lying in R2 may be thickened into a framed graph in R2 just by extending
its vertices and edges to 2-disks and bands. We may additionally twist these
bands in R3 around their cores. To this end we should specify for each edge the
number of twists. The thickening of shadowed polyhedra is similar in spirit but
technically more complicated because there is no ambient space playing the role
of R2 or R3. Instead of numbers assigned to the edges of a graph we use the
gleams of regions. The reader may skip the technical part of this section without
much harm.

6.1. Thickening of shadowed polyhedra. Let X be a integer shadowed polyhe-
dron with empty boundary. The objective of this subsection is to construct in a
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canonical way a compact oriented 4-manifold WX containing X as a deformation
retract.

We deˇne WX for connected X and then extend it to non-connected X via
disjoint union. Assume from now on that X is connected. If sing(X ) = ;, i.e.,
if X is a closed connected orientable surface then WX is the total space of the
2-disk bundle over X with Euler class equal to the gleam gl(X ) 2 Z of the only
region of X . The 4-manifold WX contains X as the zero section. We provide WX

with an orientation such that the self-intersection number of X � WX is equal to
gl(X ).

Consider the case sing(X ) 6= ;. The idea is to compose WX from pieces
obtained from the vertices, 1-strata, and regions of X . We ˇrst prepare a piece
Me associated to a 1-stratum e of X . This is a 3-manifold containing a regular
neighborhood of e in X and constructed as follows. By a topological tripod we
shall mean a union of three closed intervals meeting only in a common vertex.
To each point x 2 e we associate a tripod formed by three intervals meeting each
other in their common vertex x and lying in the three regions of X attached to e.
We assume that these segments touch e transversally in x . When x moves in e
the associated tripod moves along, forming the normal bundle of e in X with the
tripod as a ˇber. Using the embedding of the tripod into a plane triangle shown
in Figure 6.1 we extend this normal bundle of e to a ˇbration 
 over e with the
triangle as a ˇber. We distinguish two cases: e is a circle and e is an open interval
whose endpoints are vertices of X . In the ˇrst case Me is the total space of 
. It is
obvious that Me is homeomorphic either to the product S1 � B2 or to the twisted
product S1 ~�B2. Consider the case where e is an open interval with endpoints a
and b (possibly a = b). Let us restrict 
 to a long closed subinterval of e which
almost exhausts e. Denote by Me the total space of the resulting (trivial) bundle
over this subinterval. This 3-manifold is homeomorphic to [0; 1]�B2 and may be
regarded as a 3-dimensional polytope with two triangular faces and three square
faces. The triangular faces are the ˇbers of 
 over the endpoints of the subinterval
of e. We shall denote these triangles by V 0e(a) and V 0e(b) where it is understood
that V 0e(a) (resp. V 0e(b)) is the ˇber of 
 lying over the endpoint in question close
to a (resp. to b). The vertices of V 0e(a) and V 0e(b) correspond in the obvious way
to the (germs of) three regions of X attached to e.

Figure 6.1
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Now we introduce a \detail" Ka associated to a vertex a of X . Denote by Ta
the 3-dimensional tetrahedron whose vertices are numerated by the four (germs
of) edges of X incident to a. The 1-skeleton of Ta is just the polyhedral link
of a in X . Denote by Ka the convex 3-dimensional polytope obtained from Ta
by cutting out small disjoint tetrahedral neighborhoods of its four vertices. The
boundary of Ka consists of 4 hexagons and 4 triangles. These triangles are called
the bases of Ka. They correspond in the obvious way to the vertices of Ta, i.e.,
to the (germs of) edges of X incident to a. The base of Ka corresponding to
the edge e is denoted by Ve(a). The three vertices of Ve(a) correspond in the
obvious way to the (germs of) three regions of X attached to e. The detail Ka

has six \long" edges lying on the edges of Ta and twelve \short" edges bounding
the bases. The long edges of Ka correspond to the (germs of) six regions of X
adjacent to a. A regular neighborhood of a in X lies in Ka as a cone whose cone
point a is the barycenter of Ka and whose base is formed by 6 long edges of
Ka together with four tripods inscribed in the triangular bases of Ka. There is a
retraction of Ka on this cone such that the preimage of a consists of 4 intervals
connecting a to the barycenters of the hexagonal faces of Ka.

At the next step we construct a compact 3-manifold MX depending on the
germ of the graph sing(X ) in X . Consider the disjoint union of the 3-manifolds
Me and Ka corresponding to all 1-strata e and vertices a of sing(X ). For each edge
e of sing(X ) and for each endpoint a of e, identify the triangles Ve(a) � @Ka and
V 0e(a) � @Me along a homeomorphism which identiˇes vertices corresponding
to the same regions of X attached to e. (Such a homeomorphism is unique up
to an isotopy constant on the vertices of triangles.) Denote by MX the compact
3-manifold obtained from the disjoint union of fMege and fKaga by these iden-
tiˇcations. This manifold contains a closed regular neighborhood, say u, of the
graph sing(X ) in X so that @u � @(MX ). Note that @u consists of a ˇnite number
of disjoint embedded circles in @(MX ). It is obvious that MX is a disjoint union
of 3-dimensional handlebodies and that u is a deformation retract of MX . We note
that MX may be non-orientable.

It is well known that all 3-manifolds may be smoothed in an essentially unique
manner. The construction of MX may be easily adopted to the smooth category.
This allows us to view MX as a smooth manifold and to use its tangent bundle.

Now we derive from the pair (MX; @u) a 4-manifold H = HX . Consider the
determinant line bundle of the tangent vector bundle of MX . Choose a Euclidean
metric in this line bundle. Let H ! MX be the subbundle formed by the vectors
of length 	 1. This is a locally trivial bundle over MX with the ˇber [�1; 1]
called the determinant segment bundle of MX . It is clear that H is a compact 4-
manifold containingMX as the zero section. The manifold H possesses a canonical
orientation deˇned in a point x 2 MX � H by the 4-tuple (˛;ˇ; ; ˛ ^ ˇ ^ )
where ˛;ˇ;  are linearly independent vectors tangent to MX in x . The 1-manifold
@u � @(MX ) � @H is a link in @H . We endow @u with its normal line bundle in
@(MX ).
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The piece of WX associated to a region Y of X is the 4-manifold Y0 � B2

where Y0 = Y n u and B2 is the 2-disk. Here Y0 is a compact surface lying in
Y as a deformation retract. The surface Y0 lies in Y0 � B2 as the zero section
of the trivial disk bundle Y0 � B2 ! Y0. We provide the 4-manifold Y0 � B2

with a framed link in the boundary. The link is presented by @Y0 � @(Y0 � B2),
its framing is determined by any non-zero section of the bundle Y0 � B2 ! Y0

restricted to @Y0.
The next and most important step is to glue Y0 � B2 to H = HX . We shall

glue these 4-manifolds along solid tori in their boundaries obtained as regular
neighborhoods of the links speciˇed above. More exactly, let `1; : : : ; `m be the
components of @Y0. Each circle `i lies as a knot in @(Y0�B2) where it is equipped
with a framing. Since @Y0 = @u\Y � @u, a copy of `i lies as a knot in @H where
it is endowed with a normal line bundle. We twist this line bundle as follows.
Choose for each i a number ri which belongs to Z if the normal line bundle on
`i � @H is orientable, and to (1=2) + Z if not. It follows from the deˇnition of
integer shadowed polyhedra that

m∑
i=1

ri = �(Y)=2 = gl(Y) (modZ):

Therefore we may choose frigi so that

m∑
i=1

ri = gl(Y):

For every i = 1; : : : ; m, twist the normal line bundle on `i in @H exactly ri
times around `i. (Note that a (1/2)-twist inserts a rotation by the angle �.) The
positive direction of the twist corresponding to ri > 0 is determined by the
orientation of @H induced by that of H . This twist produces an orientable normal
line bundle over `1 [ � � � [ `m � @H . A non-singular section of this bundle
yields a framing of this link. It is obvious that the identity mapping `i ! `i
extends to a homeomorphism of regular neighborhoods of `i in @H and @(Y0�B2)
inverting the orientation and identifying the speciˇed framings. We glue Y0 � B2

to H along these homeomorphisms corresponding to i = 1; : : : ; m. It turns out
that the resulting 4-manifold does not depend on the choice of frigi up to a
homeomorphism which is the identity on H . To prove this, it sufˇces to consider
the case where ri; rj with certain i 6= j are traded for ri˙1; rj�1 respectively. We
construct a self-homeomorphism of Y0 � B2 which conjugates the corresponding
two gluings of Y0 � B2 to H . Choose a simple arc in Y0 connecting `i with `j .
The self-homeomorphism of Y0 � B2 in question is the identity in those points
of Y0 � B2 whose projection to Y0 lies outside a narrow neighborhood of this
arc. When a moving point y in Y0 crosses this arc transversally, the 2-disk lying
over y in Y0 � B2 is rotated by 2�. Two possible directions of this rotation
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correspond to replacing ri; rj with ri + 1; rj �1 or with ri�1; rj + 1. This yields
a self-homeomorphism of Y0 � B2 conjugating the two gluings.

Let us glue to H the manifolds fY0 � B2gY corresponding to all regions Y of
X . This gives a compact connected orientable 4-manifold. The orientation of H
extends to a certain orientation of this manifold. Denote the resulting oriented
4-manifold by WX . It is clear that the polyhedron X lies in WX as a deformation
retract. Moreover, there is a retraction f = fX : WX ! X such that: (i) the
restriction of f to f �1(Int(X )) is a locally trivial 2-disk bundle over Int(X );
(ii) for any point a of a 1-stratum of X , the set f �1(a) is a product of a tripod
and a closed interval; (iii) for any vertex a of X , the set f �1(a) is the union of
four squares along one common edge.

The construction ofWX may be carried out in both piecewise-linear and smooth
categories. The manifold WX is determined by X up to orientation-preserving
piecewise-linear (resp. smooth) homeomorphisms.

The next theorem relates the thickening of 2-polyhedra to the theory of shad-
ows.

6.2. Theorem. Let X and Y be integer shadowed 2-polyhedra with empty bound-
ary. If X and Y are shadow equivalent then the manifolds WX , WY are piecewise-
linearly homeomorphic. If Y = X + S2

0 then WY = WX#@(S2 � B2).

Proof. To prove the ˇrst claim it sufˇces to consider the case when Y is obtained
from X by the basic move Pi where i = 1; 2; 3. For i = 2; 3, the claim is
essentially obvious. Indeed, let U;V be the subsets of X; Y shown in Figure
VIII.1.1 so that the move Pi replaces U with V. We may regard U and V as subsets
of a 3-ball B3 with @U = @V � @B3. The part of WX lying \over" U (i.e., the set
f �1
X (U) � WX ) may be identiˇed with a closed regular neighborhood of U in B3

multiplied by [�1; 1]. Similarly, the part of WY lying over V may be identiˇed
with a closed regular neighborhood of V in B3 multiplied by [�1; 1]. It is obvious
that there exists an isotopy of B3 in itself constant on @B3 and carrying the regular
neighborhood of U onto that of V. Therefore there exists an isotopy of B3�[�1; 1]
in itself constant on the boundary and carrying f �1

X (U) homeomorphically onto
f �1
Y (V). The resulting self-homeomorphism of B3 � [�1; 1] can be extended by

the identity on the complement of B3� [�1; 1] to a homeomorphism WX ! WY .
The case of P1 is more complicated since then Y can not be embedded in

Euclidean 3-space. We need the following auxiliary deˇnition. Let K be a detail
described in Section 6.1. Denote by E(K) the subsurface of @K formed by 4
triangular bases of K and narrow closed regular neighborhoods of 6 long edges
of K . By its very deˇnition, the surface E(K) is subdivided into 4 disjoint triangles
and 6 bands connecting these triangles. The complement of E(K) in the 2-sphere
@K consists of four open 2-disks. We call E(K) the frame of K . Topologically
the surface E(K) is a 2-sphere with four holes.
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Let us analyzeWX more closely. Let K be the detail corresponding to the vertex
of U shown in the ˇrst picture of Figure VIII.1.1. The detail K is a closed regular
neighborhood of this vertex in the 3-manifold MX constructed in Section 6.1.
We may assume that K \ X = U. The manifold WX is obtained by gluing the
4-ball f �1

X (U) = K � [�1; 1] to f �1
X (X n U) along E(K) � [�1; 1]. The gluing

is determined by the gleams of six regions of X adjacent to a and the position
of the frame E(K) in S3 = @(K � [�1; 1]). (The gluing is performed along a
closed regular neighborhood of E(K) in this 3-sphere, to determine the gluing we
need E(K) itself.) Note that the frame E(K) is unknotted in S3, i.e., lies on the
boundary of a 3-ball in S3.

Let us analyze MY and WY . To form MY we ought to glue two details, K1; K2,
corresponding to two vertices of Y created by P1 and two polytopes fMege asso-
ciated to the short edges connecting these vertices (see Figure VIII.1.1). Each Me

is the cylinder over a triangle, it is glued to K1; K2 along its triangular bases. We
may ignore these two polytopes Me and simply glue the corresponding triangular
bases of K1; K2 to each other. Thus, K1; K2 are glued along two pairs of bases
corresponding to two short edges of Y. Denote the result of this gluing by ˚.
Clearly, ˚ is the twisted (non-orientable) product S1 ~�B2. Figure 6.2 shows the
details K1; K2 with the gluing performed along one pair of bases. Here the long
edges of K1; K2 correspond to the regions of Y marked by the same labels in
Figure VIII.1.1. The long edges of K1; K2 marked by 0 and 13 correspond to
the regions marked by a � ! and ! respectively. The four triangular bases of
K1; K2 which are not glued in ˚ form together with band neighborhoods in @˚
of the six long edges marked by 0, 1, 2, 3, 12, 23 a subsurface of @˚. Denote
this subsurface equipped with this splitting into 4 triangles and 6 bands by E.
Clearly, E is homeomorphic to the frame of a detail.

2 0 13 2 0

23 1 12

3

Figure 6.2

Denote by Z the small disk region created by P1 (marked in Figure VIII.1.1
by !). Denote by Z 0 a small closed 2-disk in Z . To construct WY we consider the
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determinant segment bundle over ˚ and glue the 4-ball Z 0�B2 to its total space
following the instructions of Section 6.1. Denote the resulting compact oriented
4-manifold by B. It is easy to see (and will be shown below) that B is a 4-ball.
Note that E � @B. The manifold WY may be obtained by gluing B and f �1

X (X n U)
along a regular neighborhood of E in @B. The gluing mapping is determined by
the gleams of six regions of Y adjacent to Z . These gleams differ from the gleams
of the corresponding regions of X by ˙! = ˙1=2. To handle this difference we
apply a positive (resp. negative) half-twist to the bands of E � @B = S3 marked
by 12, 23 (resp. 0, 1, 2, 3). Here the positive direction of twisting is determined
by the orientation of @B induced by that of B. Denote by E0 the embedded frame
in @B obtained from E by these twists. Now, the manifold WY may be obtained
by gluing B and f �1

X (X n U) along a regular neighborhood of E0 in @B where the
gluing mapping is determined by the gleams of regions of X in the same way
as in the construction of WX . Therefore to conclude the proof it sufˇces to show
that the frame E0 is unknotted in @B = S3.

We construct an embedding ˚ ,! R4 as follows. Embed the details K1; K2

in R3 = R3 � 0 � R4 as in Figure 6.2. Let b1; b2 be the top triangular bases
of K1; K2. To obtain ˚ we should glue b1 to b2. We assume that: b1; b2 lie in
distinct planes parallel to the plane 0 � R2; b2 may be obtained from b1 by a
parallel translation along the horizontal line R � 0 � 0; the top edges of b1; b2

are parallel to the line 0�R� 0; the triangle b1 is symmetric with respect to the
vertical line (parallel to 0�0�R ) passing through the bottom vertex of b1. Call
the last line the axis of b1. Orient the top edge of b1 towards the reader, i.e., in
the direction leading from the end lying on the edge marked by 0 to the end lying
on the edge marked by 2. Rotate b1 around its axis in x � R3 � R4 and at the
same time increase the ˇrst (horizontal) coordinate x so that when the triangle
b1 performs a �-rotation it will coincide with b2. The trace of this deformation
of b1 together with K1 [ K2 � R3 form the image of an embedding ˚ ,! R4.
Note that there are two possible senses for the rotation of b1: the positive one
where the oriented edge of b1 rotates towards 0 � 0 � 0 � R+ and the opposite
(negative) one. It is understood that we use the negative rotation.

To specify the position of ˚ in R4 consider the solid torus t = S1 � B2 � R3

formed by K1[K2 and a short prismatic cylinder with the bases b1 and b2. Let us
thicken t to a 4-dimensional solid torus � = S1�B3 � R4 so that �\(R3�0) = t.
The boundary of � consists of the positive and negative parts:

@+� = @� \ (R3 � R+) ; @�� = @� \ (R3 � R�):

We assume that the projection R4 ! R3 � 0 along the fourth coordinate maps
both @+� and @�� homeomorphically onto t. Let us provide t and � with the
orientations induced by the canonical orientations in R3 and R4. Provide @�
with the orientation induced by that of �. It follows from the deˇnitions that
the projections @+� ! t and @�� ! t invert and preserve the orientation,
respectively.
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We may assume that ˚ lies in � so that @˚ � @�. This enables us to identify
� with the total space of the determinant segment bundle over ˚.

It is obvious that the long edges of K1; K2 marked by 13 form a circle S1 � @˚.
Its regular neighborhood in @˚ is a M�obius band. The sense of the rotation of b1

chosen above ensures that this is a (�1=2)-twisted M�obius band in @� so that
a positive half-twist of this band around its core produces a \vertical" annulus
whose core lies in R3�0 and whose bases lie in R3�R+ and R3�R�. According
to the deˇnition of WY , we have to apply this half-twist before gluing � to the
4-ball Z 0 � B2 corresponding to the disk region Z created by P1. Therefore this
gluing may be performed inside R4. It amounts to attaching to � the 2-handle
obtained as a closed regular neighborhood in R4 of the plane disk in R3 n Int(t)
bounded by the circle S1 � @˚ mentioned above. This shows that the 4-manifold
B produced by the gluing in question is a 4-ball.

The position of the frame E in @� is shown in Figure 6.3. Here the band
drawn in bold presents the projection in R3 of a band in @+� and the \dotted"
band presents the projection in R3 of a band in @��. The remaining part of E
lies in the 2-torus @t. (This torus is not drawn but its presence is understood.)

2 0

23

1
12

3

Figure 6.3

Our next aim is to deform E0 � @� into @+� and to visualize the image of the
resulting frame under the projection @+� ! t. Note that with the exception of
the broken band the frame E lies in @+�. Therefore we may ignore the distinction
between the boldface and ordinary lines in Figure 6.3 and treat this ˇgure as the
image of E (minus the broken band) under the projection @+�! t. The broken
band connects in @�� two segments lying in @t = @(@��). This band can not
be deformed into @t. Recall that to construct E0 we apply a negative half-twist
to this band. The resulting band is isotopic (modulo its bases lying in @t) to a
band in @t. This last band is dashed in Figure 6.4. It remains to insert positive
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(resp. negative) half-twists in the bands of E marked by 12, 23 (resp. 0, 1, 3). We
should be cautious here: since these bands lie in @+� and the projection @+�! t
inverts orientation we have to invert the sense of these additional half-twists in
our picture. This yields the picture of E0 in Figure 6.4. This ˇgure depicts the
image under the projection @+� ! t of a frame in @+� isotopic to E0 in @�.
Since this frame lies away from the 2-handle attached to � to produce B, the same
picture presents the frame E0 in @B = S3. It remains to observe that Figure 6.4
presents an unknotted frame. One way to see this is to note that the core of this
frame is an unknotted embedding of the 1-skeleton of a tetrahedron in R3. The
only possible knottedness may arise from the bands which may be twisted around
their cores. The corresponding twisting numbers are completely determined by
the linking numbers of the four boundary components of the frame. It is easy to
draw the link formed by the boundary components and to see that it is trivial.
Hence the linking numbers in question are equal to zero and the frame in Figure
6.4 is unknotted. This completes the proof of the ˇrst claim of the theorem. The
second claim of the theorem follows from deˇnitions.

Figure 6.4

6.3. Theorem. Let X be an integer shadowed polyhedron with empty boundary.
Then

sh0(WX ) = stab([X ]):

Proof. It sufˇces to consider the case where X is connected. It follows from the
previous theorem and Exercise 4.6.1 that the shadow sh0(WX ) is preserved under
suspension of X . Suspending if necessary X and applying the basic move P2 we
may guarantee that all regions of X are 2-disks and the graph sing(X ) is non-
empty, connected, distinct from S1, and has no loops (i.e., edges with coinciding
vertices). It is clear that the vertices and edges of sing(X ) together with the
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regions of X form a cell decomposition of X . Thickening this decomposition of
X � WX in the obvious way we get a handle decomposition of WX . The union of
0-handles and 1-handles of this handle decomposition coincides with the manifold
H = HX obtained as the total space of a segment bundle over a 3-dimensional
handlebody M = MX (see Section 6.1). The 2-handles of WX are attached to H
along a framed link ` � @M � @H whose components are the circles f@Y0gY ,
where Y runs over regions of X . The framing of the circle @Y0 � @H is obtained
by twisting its normal line bundle in @M exactly gl(Y) times and choosing a non-
singular section of the resulting trivial line bundle. (In the notation of Section 6.1
we have ` = @u.)

To compute sh0(WX ) we construct a skeleton of the closed 3-manifold @H
as follows. For each edge e of sing(X ), consider the common base ıe of two
details corresponding to the endpoints of e. This base is a proper 2-disk in M
that intersects e � sing(X ) � M transversally in one point. The complement of
these disks in M consists of disjoint 3-balls centered at the vertices of sing(X ).

The manifold @H supports an involution j induced by multiplication by �1 in
the ˇbers of the determinant line bundle over M . It is obvious that M = (@H)=j
and the ˇxed point set of j is @M . Each disk ıe � M lifts to @H in two different
ways. We choose one such lifting ~ıe � @H for each e. This is an embedded 2-disk
in @H bounded by @ıe � @M . Denote by ı0e a parallel copy of ~ıe, i.e., a 2-disk in
@H obtained by slightly pushing ~ıe into @H n ~ıe so that @ı0e � @M . We assume
that the disks corresponding to different edges are disjoint. Set

Z = @M [ [e( ~ıe [ j (ı0e)) � @H

where e runs over all edges of sing(X ). It is easy to observe that Z is a skeleton
of @H .

The framed link ` � @M � Z represents its own shadow projection in Z
where the gleams of all regions of ` in Z are equal to zero. The pre-twist of
the loop @Y0 corresponding to a region Y of X equals gl(Y). Denote by C the
shadow cone of this shadowed system of loops in Z . According to deˇnitions,
sh0(WX ) = stab([C]).

Let us show that stab([C]) = stab([X ]). For any edge e of sing(X ), the circles
@ıe � @M and @ı0e � @M bound a thin annulus �e in @M . The link ` intersects
�e in three short segments connecting @ıe with @ı0e and splitting �e into three
rectangular regions. Set ˙e = ~ıe [ j (ı0e) [ �e. It is obvious that ˙e is a 2-sphere
embedded in Z .

The complement in Z of the open annuli fInt(�e)ge (where e runs over all
edges of sing(X )) consists of disjoint 2-spheres corresponding to the vertices of
sing(X ). The 2-sphere corresponding to a vertex a 2 sing(X ) bounds a 3-ball in
M containing a and contained in the detail Ka . Denote this 2-sphere by ra.

Note that the gleams of the regions of C lying in the 2-spheres ˙e, ra are
equal to zero. Therefore we may remove from C an arbitrary disk region lying
in any of these spheres without changing the stable shadow type of C. We re-
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move from every sphere ˙e a rectangular region lying in �e. This transformation
keeps the spheres fraga intact. We remove from each of the latter spheres one
arbitrary region. It remains to observe that the resulting shadowed polyhedron is
homeomorphic to X . Thus sh0(WX ) = stab([C]) = stab([X ]).

6.4. Exercise. Show that for any shadowed 2-polyhedron X , the closed 3-manifold
@(WX ) is connected and the inclusion homomorphism of fundamental groups
�1(@(WX ))! �1(WX ) is surjective.

7. Proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.7{1.11

7.1. Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let W be a compact connected oriented 4-manifold.
Fix a handle decomposition of W. Let H be the 4-dimensional submanifold of W
formed by the 0-handles and 1-handles. Let ` � @H be the link formed by the
cores of the bases of 2-handles. Take a skeleton X of @H so small that ` lies in X
as a generic system of disjoint simple loops. The components of ` bound disjoint
2-disks in the corresponding 2-handles of W. These disks only meet X along their
boundaries. Denote by X 0 the union of these disks with X . It is obvious that X 0

is a locally �at orientable simple 2-polyhedron embedded in W. We shall show
that X 0 is a skeleton of W.

We should verify that the manifold W may be obtained from a closed regular
neighborhood of X 0 in W by attaching 3-handles and 4-handles. Let U be a closed
regular neighborhood of X 0 in W formed by the 2-handles of W and a closed
regular neighborhood of X in W. Since X is a skeleton of @H its complement
in @H consists of several open 3-balls B1; : : : ; Bm . We attach to U handles of
index 3 with the cores B1; : : : ; Bm . This operation performed inside W yields
a submanifold U0 of W formed by the 2-handles of W and a closed regular
neighborhood @H � [�1; 1] of @H = @H � 0 in W. Note that the handlebody H
may be obtained from @H�[0; 1] by attaching 3-handles and 4-handles. Therefore
adding to U0 these 3-handles and 4-handles (inside H) as well as 3-handles and
4-handles of the given handle decomposition of W we ˇll in W. Hence, X 0 is a
skeleton of W.

7.2. Lemma. Let W be a compact oriented 4-manifold. For any shadowed skeleton
X of W, we have stab([X ]) = sh0(W).

Proof. Let WX be the 4-manifold obtained by thickening X . We shall extend
the embedding X ,! W to a homeomorphism of WX onto a closed regular
neighborhood U of X in W. This would imply our claim. Indeed, Theorem 6.3
would imply that sh0(U) = sh0(WX ) = stab([X ]). Since X is a skeleton of W,
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the manifold W may be obtained by attaching 3-handles and 4-handles to U.
Therefore sh0(W) = sh0(U) = stab([X ]).

Let MX be the 3-manifold constructed in Section 6.1 and let u be a closed
regular neighborhood of sing(X ) in X properly contained in MX . First, we extend
the embedding u ,! W to an embedding MX ,! W.

Consider the component Me of MX derived from a circle 1-stratum e of
sing(X ). The manifold Me is the product (possibly twisted) of e = S1 and a
closed 2-disk. Let ue be the component of u containing e. Thus, ue is a closed
regular neighborhood of e � X such that (ue; @ue) � (Me; @Me). We treat ue as
a union of topological tripods associated to the points of e. Consider a neighbor-
hood e�B3 of e in W with e = e�0 where 0 is the center of B3. We assume that
the tripod associated to any point x 2 e lies in x � B3 with its three endpoints in
the 2-sphere x � @B3. Cutting out the solid torus e � B3 along a ˇber fptg � B3

we get the cylinder [0; 1] � B3 with a continuous family of triples of points in
the 2-spheres t � @B3, t 2 [0; 1]. All such families are homeomorphic to a stan-
dard (product) one. We conclude that the topological type of the pair (e�B3; ue)
is determined by the monodromy S2 ! S2 which preserves three distinguished
points of S2 as a set.

7.2.1. Claim. Any degree 1 self-homeomorphism of S2 preserving three distinct
points a; b; c 2 S2 is isotopic to the identity in the class of self-homeomorphisms
of S2 preserving a; b, and c.

This claim follows from the fact (due to M. Dehn) that any degree 1 self-
homeomorphism of a surface of ˇnite topological type may be presented as a
composition of Dehn twists along simple closed curves in this surface. There are
three isotopy classes of simple closed curves in S2nfa; b; cg. They are represented
by small loops encircling a; b; c. It is easy to see that the Dehn twists along these
loops are isotopic to the identity in the class of self-homeomorphisms of S2

preserving a; b; c.
Claim 7.2.1 implies that the position of X in a neighborhood of e = S1 is

determined up to homeomorphism by the permutation in the set of 3 distinguished
points induced by the monodromy. If this permutation is trivial then the pair
(e� B3; ue) is homeomorphic to the product of e and the pair (B3, a tripod lying
in an equatorial 2-disk B2 � B3). In this case we extend the embedding ue ,! W
to an embedding Me ,! W whose image is e�B2. If the permutation mentioned
above is a transposition of two points then the embedding Me ,! W is obtained
via a �-rotation of the equatorial 2-disk B2 � B3 around its diameter. Finally,
if the permutation in question acts cyclically then the embedding Me ,! W is
obtained via the rotation of B2 in itself by the angle ˙2�=3. In all cases we get
an embedding Me ,! W extending the embedding ue ,! W.

Recall that MX is glued from the polytopes fKaga and fMege where a runs over
vertices of sing(X ) and e runs over 1-strata of sing(X ). Since X is locally �at in
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W we may extend the embedding Ka\X ,! W to an embedding Ka ,! W whose
image lies in a small neighborhood of a 2 W. Let e be an (open) edge of sing(X ).
Let a and b be the endpoints of e. Consider a neighborhood e�B3 of e in W where
e = e� 0. We assume that the tripod in u associated to point x 2 e lies in x �B3

with its three endpoints in the 2-sphere x � @B3. The triangular base Ve(a) of Ka

gives rise to a triangle in the ˇber x � @B3 where x is a point of e lying close to
a. (Here by triangle we mean three embedded intervals AB; BC;CA intersecting
only in their vertices A; B; C.) The vertices of the triangle in question are the
endpoints of the tripod in u centered in x . Similarly, the triangular base Ve(b) of
Kb gives rise to a triangle in y � @B3 where y is a point of e lying close to b.
The vertices of this triangle are the endpoints of the tripod centered in y. Moving
along e from x towards y and keeping track of the endpoints of tripods we get a
homeomorphism x�@B3 ! y�@B3 carrying the vertices of the ˇrst triangle into
the vertices of the second one. It follows from Claim 7.2.1 that freezing the images
of these vertices we may deform this homeomorphism x�@B3 ! y�@B3 so that
it transforms the ˇrst triangle onto the second one. Now it is easy to embed Me

into W in the way compatible with the gluings Ve(a) = V 0e(a) and Ve(b) = V 0e(b)
and the chosen embeddings Ve(a) � Ka ,! W and Ve(b) � Kb ,! W. This
completes the construction of an embedding MX ,! W extending the embedding
u ,! W.

Let us identify the 3-manifold MX with its image in W. Using the orientation
of W we may identify the normal line bundle of MX in W with the determinant
line bundle of the tangent vector bundle of MX . This allows us to identify a
closed regular neighborhood of MX in W with the oriented 4-manifold H = HX

constructed in Section 6.1. As in Section 6.1, the 1-manifold @u � @(MX ) � @H
presents a link in @H .

Let Y be a region of X and let Y0 = Y n u be a compact subsurface of Y.
Let � be the normal line bundle of @Y0 � @u in @(MX ). We may identify � with
the line bundle �(Y) constructed in Section VIII.6.2 and used in Section 1.6 to
deˇne the gleam of Y. When we twist � around the components of @Y0 as in
Section 6.1, we get a normal line bundle over @Y0 which extends to a normal line
bundle over Y0 in W. Therefore the gluing of Y0 � B2 to H used in Section 6.1
may be carried out inside W so that Y0 = Y0� 0. This shows that the embedding
X ,! W extends to an embedding of WX onto a closed regular neighborhood of
X in W.

7.3. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Theorem 1.7 follows from Lemma 7.2 and the fact
that the shadow sh0(W) is well-deˇned.

7.4. Proof of Theorem 1.8. Repeating the proof of Theorem 1.7 while keeping
track of the inclusion X ,! W we obtain Theorem 1.8.
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7.5. Remark. Lemma 7.2 implies that sh(W) = sh0(W) for any compact oriented
4-manifold W. Similar arguments show that the augmented stable shadows of W
introduced in Sections 1.8 and 4.3 are equal.

7.6. Proof of Theorem 1.9. Theorem 1.9 follows from the equality sh = sh0 and
(4.5.2).

7.7. Proof of Theorem 1.10. Theorem 1.10 follows from the equality sh = sh0

and Theorem 5.1.

7.8. Lemma. Let W;W 0 be compact connected oriented 4-manifolds with homeo-
morphic boundaries. If W;W 0 are cobordant modulo the boundary then the shad-
ows sh0(W); sh0(W 0) are cobordant.

Proof. If W is cobordant to W 0 then there exists a sequence of surgeries of indices
2 and 3 which transforms W intoW 0. (Surgeries of indices 1 and 4 may be replaced
by surgeries of indices 3 and 2 along small unknotted spheres.) By duality, it is
enough to consider the case when W 0 is obtained from W by a surgery of index
2 along a 1-dimensional knot k � W.

Let H and ` be the objects used in the deˇnition of sh0(W). Since the inclusion
homomorphism �1(@H n `)! �1(W) is surjective and homotopic 1-knots in W
are isotopic, we may assume that k � @H n `. Equip k with a framing in @H such
that this framing together with the vector ˇeld on k directed inside H determine
the surgery at hand. Denote by m a small meridianal loop of k in @H n` equipped
with the trivial framing.

7.8.1. Claim. The shadow sh0(W 0) is represented by the shadow cone of the
framed link k [ ` [ m � @H .

This claim, proven below, implies the lemma. Indeed, consider a shadow pro-
jection of k [ `[m into a skeleton of @H . Capping the loops corresponding to `
yields a 2-component shadow link, say, k 0 [m0 in a shadowed polyhedron C. The
shadowed polyhedron C represents the shadow cone CO(@H; `) = sh0(W). The
shadow link k 0 [ m0 in C is the longitude-meridianal pair of the shadow knot k 0

in C (see Figure 7.1). Therefore the shadow cone of k [ `[m � @H is obtained
from C by a surgery along k 0. Claim 7.8.1 would imply that sh0(W 0) is obtained
from sh0(W) by a surgery.

–1

1 –1

1

Figure 7.1
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To prove (7.8.1) we construct a handle decomposition of W 0. We ˇrst construct
a handle decomposition of the (closed) exterior of k in W. Let t be a solid torus
k � B2 � @H n ` with core k. Let k � @B2 � [0; 1] be a collar of @t in t.
Denote by E the 4-manifold obtained from H by attaching k � B2 � [0; 1] along
k � @B2 � [0; 1] � @H . It is easy to construct a relative handle decomposition of
E(modH). Namely, E may be obtained from H by attaching a 2-handle along m
and attaching a 3-handle. On the other hand, it is obvious that E is diffeomorphic
to the exterior of the 1-knot in H obtained by pushing k into H n @H . Therefore,
the exterior of k in W may be obtained from H by attaching 2-handles along
m and components of `, followed by attaching handles of indices 3 and 4. To
obtain W 0 we also add a 2-handle along k and a 4-handle. This implies that W 0

may be obtained from H by attaching 2-handles along k, m, and components of
` followed by attaching handles of indices 3 and 4. This implies Claim 7.8.1 and
the lemma.

7.9. Proof of Theorem 1.11. Theorem 1.11 follows from the equality sh = sh0

and Lemma 7.8.

8. Shadows of framed graphs

8.0. Outline. As a generalization of the shadow of a 4-manifold, we deˇne the
shadow of a 4-manifold with a framed graph sitting in its boundary. This shadow
has a boundary which is the core of the given framed graph. On the whole the
theory runs parallel to the one developed in previous sections. We indicate only
the main changes leaving the details to the reader.

The results of this section will be used in Chapter X.

8.1. Four-dimensional graph pairs and their shadows. By a 4-dimensional
graph pair we mean a pair (a compact oriented piecewise-linear 4-manifold W, a
framed graph � in @W). The boundary of such a pair is the pair (@W;� � @W).
By homeomorphisms of 4-dimensional graph pairs we mean their orientation-
preserving piecewise-linear homeomorphisms.

A skeleton of a 4-dimensional graph pair (W;�) is a locally �at orientable
simple 2-polyhedron X � W with @X = X \ @W = X \� being a core of � such
that the manifold W may be obtained from a closed regular neighborhood of X
in W by attaching handles of indices 3 and 4. It follows from the last condition
that the part of X lying in a connected component of W is connected.

8.1.1. Theorem. Every compact oriented 4-dimensional graph pair (W;�) has a
skeleton.
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It is obvious that for any skeleton X of (W;�), the pair (X;�) is an orientable
simple 2-polyhedron with framed boundary. This polyhedron may be upgraded
to an integer shadowed polyhedron in the same way as in Section 1.6, although
to compute the gleam of a region of X adjacent to @X we should apply the
constructions of Section 1.6 to the simple 2-polyhedron X [ � = X [@X � � W.

8.1.2. Theorem. Any two skeletons of (W;�) shadowed as in Section 1:6 are
stably shadow equivalent in the class of integer shadowed 2-polyhedra.

This theorem allows us to deˇne sh(W;�) to be the stable shadow equivalence
class of a skeleton of (W;�) shadowed as in Section 1.6. Thus, sh(W;�) is an
integer stable shadow whose boundary is the core of �. It is easy to check that
sh(�W;�) = �sh(W;�). Clearly, sh(W; ;) = sh(W).

As in the case of 4-manifolds without graphs the shadow moves relating differ-
ent skeletons of (W;�) may be performed inside W. As an exercise the reader may
formulate analogues of Theorem 1.8 and 1.9 in this setting. Here are analogues
of Theorems 1.10 and 1.11.

8.1.3. Theorem. Let (W;�) be a 4-dimensional graph pair. Let X � W be a
skeleton of (W;�) shadowed as in Section 1:6. Then the inclusion homomorphism
j : H 2(X ;Z) ! H 2(W;Z) is surjective and for any u; v 2 H 2(X ;Z), we have
j (u) � j (v) = QX (u; v).

8.1.4. Theorem. Let (W1;�1) and (W2;�2) be 4-dimensional graph pairs with
homeomorphic boundaries. If W1;W2 are cobordant modulo the boundary then
the stable shadows sh(W1;�1) and sh(W2;�2) are cobordant.

The deˇnitions and arguments of Sections 2{7 directly generalize to the set-
ting of 4-dimensional graph pairs. We outline below the technique of graph dia-
grams on skeletons of 3-manifolds, the construction of shadow cylinder for framed
graphs in 3-manifolds, the deˇnition of shadow sh0 for 4-dimensional graph pairs,
and the construction of thickening for 2-polyhedra with boundary.

8.2. Graph diagrams. Let M be an oriented compact 3-manifold with a skeleton
X � M . Assume that the surface Int(X ) is equipped with a normal direction
in M . A graph diagram in X is a generic immersion of a graph  in X (see
Section VIII.7.1) such that at each crossing point one of the two intersecting
branches is distinguished and said to be the lower one, the second branch is said
to be the upper one. Here all crossings are transversal intersections of 1-strata in
Int(X ). Each graph diagram d in X determines a framed graph in M as follows.
Thicken d to an immersion of a framed graph in X . Each crossing point of d
gives rise to a crossing of two bands (or annuli) of this framed graph. Pushing
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slightly all \upper" bands in M n X along the speciˇed normal direction we get
a framed graph �(d) � M with the core .

An enriched graph diagram in X is a graph diagram in X such that all 1-strata
of the underlying abstract graph  are equipped with integer or half-integer pre-
twists. (We do not impose any conditions on these pre-twists, in particular for
loops we get a slightly more general theory than the one in Section 3.1.) Every
enriched graph diagram D in X gives rise to a framed graph �(D) � M obtained as
follows. Consider the framed graph determined by the underlying graph diagram
(with the pre-twists forgotten) and twist its bands and annuli along their cores as
dictated by the corresponding pre-twists.

The graph diagrams are subject to the moves ˝1 �˝8 shown in Figures 3.1{
3.3. (The comments on these moves made in Section 3.1 apply here as well.)
There are two additional moves ˝9 and ˝10 speciˇc to graph diagrams. For ˝9,
see Figure 8.1 where the orientation of M may correspond to left-handed or right-
handed orientation in R3. For ˝10, see the picture of S10 (Figure VIII.7.1) where
the symbol 0 should be omitted.

Ω 9  

Figure 8.1

It is easy to see that every framed graph in M may be presented by an enriched
graph diagram in X . Two graph diagrams present isotopic framed graphs if and
only if these diagrams may be obtained from each other by a sequence of moves
˝1 �˝10, their inverses, and an ambient isotopy in X . This yields a description
of framed graphs in M in terms of enriched graph diagrams in X .

8.3. Shadow projections and cylinders of framed graphs. Let M be a compact
oriented 3-manifold with skeleton X � M . Assume that the surface Int(X ) is
equipped with a normal direction in M . Let D be an enriched graph diagram
in X with underlying abstract graph . The diagram D determines an integer
shadowed graph in X modelled on the framed graph �(D). This shadowed graph
is geometrically represented by the immersion  ! X underlying D. The pre-
twists of the 1-strata are provided by D. The gleams of regions are deˇned in
exactly the same way as in the theory of link diagrams. (The vertices of  do not
contribute to gleams.) It is left to the reader to verify condition (VIII.6.3.a). The
resulting integer shadowed graph in X modelled on �(D) is called the shadow
projection of D. It is easy to check that graph diagrams related by the moves
˝1 �˝10 have shadow projections related by the moves S1 � S10.
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In contrast with the link theory, framed graphs in 3-manifolds do not generally
give rise to shadow cones. Instead they give rise to shadow cylinders deˇned as
follows. Consider a framed graph � � M . Present � by an enriched diagram D in
X . The shadow projection of D in X is an integer shadowed graph in X modelled
on �. The cylinder over this shadowed graph is an integer shadowed polyhedron
(C;�) whose boundary is the core of �, see Section VIII.7. We deˇne the shadow
cylinder CY(M;�) of � to be the stable integer shadow represented by (C;�).
This stable shadow depends only on the isotopy class of � in M and does not
depend on the choice of D;X , and normal direction on Int(X ) (cf. Section 3.3).

If � arises from a framed link ` � M via thickening of the components of
` into annuli, then the boundary of CY(M;�) consists of circles. Capping these
circles yields the shadow cone CO(M; `) deˇned in Section 3.3.

8.4. Shadow sh0 for 4-dimensional graph pairs. The deˇnition of the shadow
sh0 given in Section 4 extends to 4-dimensional graph pairs. Let (W;�) be a
4-dimensional graph pair. Fix a handle decomposition of W and consider the
same objects H; ` as in Section 4.1. The manifold W n Int(H) is obtained from a
collar @W � [0; 1] of @W by attaching handles of indices 0, 1, 2 to @W � 1. We
may assume that these handles do not meet � � 1 � @W � 1. Therefore � � 1
presents a framed graph, say �0, in @H . This framed graph is determined by �
up to isotopy and band summation with components of `. Denote by sh0(W;�)
the stable integer shadow obtained from the shadow cylinder CY(@H;�0 [ `) by
capping those components of its boundary which correspond to components of
`. Arguments similar to those in Section 4.2 show that sh0(W;�) is independent
of the choices made in the course of the construction. The boundary of sh0(W;�)
may be identiˇed with the core of �.

8.5. Thickening of integer shadowed polyhedra with boundary. To extend the
results of Sections 6 and 7 to 4-dimensional graph pairs we deˇne thickening for
integer shadowed polyhedra with boundary. Let (X;�) be an integer shadowed
polyhedron. Recall that @X is a core of � so that X 0 = X [ � is a simple 2-
polyhedron. Since the graph sing(X 0) = sing(X ) [ @X does not meet @X 0 = @�
we may apply the same constructions as in Section 6.1 to sing(X 0) and deˇne
a 3-manifold M = MX 0 properly containing a closed regular neighborhood of
sing(X 0) in X . An inspection shows that there is a copy of � sitting in @M . Now
we repeat the constructions of Section 6.1 word for word and obtain a 4-manifold
WX with a copy of � in @(WX ).

Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 extend directly to this setting. This allows us to show
that sh0(W;�) = sh(W;�) and to prove Theorems 8.1.1{8.1.4 following the lines
of Section 7.

Notes
The exposition follows the lines of [Tu9] with some modiˇcations.



Chapter X
State sums on shadows

Fix a strict unimodular category (V; fVigi2I) with ground ring K and rank D 2
K . We adhere to Conventions VI.3.1. Throughout the chapter the ground group
of shadows is the additive group of integers and half-integers (1=2)Z with the
distinguished element 1=2.

1. State sum models on shadowed polyhedra

1.0. Outline. We introduce a state sum model on shadowed 2-polyhedra. This
model will be instrumental throughout the chapter. It belongs to the class of face
models in the sense that the states (colors) are assigned to the faces (2-dimen-
sional regions) of 2-polyhedra. The main algebraic ingredients of the model are
the normalized 6j -symbols derived from V.

The state sum on shadowed 2-polyhedra is somewhat similar to the state sum
on triangulated 3-manifolds introduced in Chapter VII. The roles of tetrahedra,
2-faces, and edges of triangulations are played here by the vertices, edges, and
regions of shadowed 2-polyhedra respectively. A sketchy description of the model
may be given as follows. Consider a shadowed polyhedron X without boundary.
Fix a coloring of the regions of X by elements of the set I . We associate to a
vertex of X the normalized 6j -symbol determined by the colors of 6 adjacent
regions. This 6j -symbol lies in the tensor product of 4 symmetrized multiplicity
modules determined by the 4 edges of the graph sing(X ) attached to the vertex
at hand. Every edge connects two (possibly coinciding) vertices and gives rise
to dual factors of the corresponding tensor products. We form the tensor product
of the 6j -symbols associated to vertices of X and contract it along the dual
pairs of factors determined by the edges. This gives an element of K because
every factor of the tensor product in question is contracted with some other
factor. Multiplying this element of K by an expression computed from the Euler
characteristics, gleams, and colors of regions of X we obtain the term of the state
sum corresponding to the given coloring. For shadowed polyhedra with boundary,
we construct in a similar way an element of a certain module determined by the
boundary.

Although the model is quite involved, it becomes simpler for many concrete
polyhedra and does allow explicit computations.
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1.1. Preliminaries on trivalent graphs. Let  be a trivalent graph in the sense
of Section VI.4.1. To each coloring � of  we assign the K-module

H(; �) =
⊗
x

Hx (; �) =
⊗
x

H(ix ; j x ; kx )

where x runs over the vertices of  and ix ; j x ; kx are the �-colors of three 1-strata
of  attached to x and oriented towards x (cf. Section VI.4.1). Here H(i; j ; k) is
the symmetrized multiplicity module deˇned in Section VI.3.

Set

E() =
⊕

�2col()

H(; �)

where col() denotes the set of all colorings of . It follows from Lemma II.4.2.1
that E() is a projective K-module. For instance, E(S1) = Kcard(I) and E(;) =
H(;) = K . It is obvious that for any 3-valent graphs 1; 2 with colorings �1; �2

respectively, we have H(1 q 2; �1 q �2) = H(1; �1)˝K H(2; �2). Therefore
E(1 q 2) = E(1)˝K E(2).

For each coloring � 2 col(), we deˇne the dual coloring �� 2 col() by the
formula ��(~e) = (�(~e))� where ~e runs over oriented 1-strata of  and � is the
canonical involution in the set I , see Section II.1.4. Obviously, ��� = �. The
module H(; ��) is dual to H(; �), the duality pairing

h: ; :i� : H(; ��)˝K H(; �)! K

is induced by the duality H(i�; j �; k�) ˝K H(i; j ; k) ! K with i; j ; k 2 I .
The pairings h: ; :i� corresponding to colorings of  determine a pairing h: ; :i :
E()˝K E()! K by the formula

h
⊕

�2col()

x�;
⊕

�2col()

y� i =
∑

�2col()

hx�; y��i�

where x�; y� 2 H(; �) for � 2 col(). It is obvious that the form h: ; :i in
E() is symmetric and non-degenerate; the summands H(; �), H(; �0) of E()
are orthogonal unless �0 = �� in which case they are matched via h: ; :i�. For
instance, the form h: ; :i in E(S1) = Kcard(I) is given by the formula

h
⊕
i2I

x i;
⊕
i2I

yii =
∑
i2I

x iyi� 2 K

where x i; yi 2 K for i 2 I .

1.2. Face models on shadowed 2-polyhedra. Let X be a shadowed 2-polyhedron
over (1=2)Z. Recall that @X is a trivalent graph so that the deˇnitions of Sec-
tion 1.1 apply to @X . We construct a state sum model on X producing an element
jX j = jX j(V;D) of the module E(@X ). (In particular, if @X = ; then jX j 2 K .) We
shall see in Section 2 that jX j is a cobordism invariant of stable shadows.
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The model introduced here is rather heavy due to possibly complicated topo-
logical structure of X . At ˇrst reading, the reader may assume that all regions of
X are open 2-disks and all 1-stata of the graph sing(X ) are edges with at least one
end not lying in @X . This simpliˇes the model and a posteriori does not lead to a
loss of generality because any shadowed polyhedron is stably shadow equivalent
to a polyhedron satisfying this assumption.

Denote by Reg(X ) the set of oriented regions of X . Inversion of orientation
deˇnes an involution Y 7! Y� in Reg(X ). A coloring of X is a mapping ' :
Reg(X )! I such that '(Y�) = ('(Y))� for any oriented region Y of X . The set
of colorings of X is denoted by col(X ). This set has (card(I))r elements where r
is the number of (non-oriented) regions of X .

Any oriented 1-stratum ~e of @X gives rise to an orientation in the (unique)
region Y of X attached to this stratum. This orientation in Y is the one inducing
the given orientation in ~e; it is determined by a pair (a positively oriented tangent
vector of ~e, a vector pointing into Y). Denote the region Y with this orientation
by Y~e. It is obvious that inversion of orientation of ~e corresponds to inversion
of orientation of Y~e. Therefore any coloring ' of X induces a coloring @' of
@X by the formula @' (~e) = '(Y~e). We say that ' extends @' and that @' is the
restriction of ' to @X .

Fix a coloring ' 2 col(X ). We shall deˇne an element jX j' 2 H(@X; @'). The
construction of jX j' is as follows. First of all, we assign to each vertex x of X n@X
a module G(X; '; x) and an element jx j' of this module. Secondly, we assign to
each 1-stratum e of the graph sing(X ) a module G(X; '; e) and an element jej'
of this module. Then we show that the tensor product of these modules over all
x and certain 1-strata e may be canonically mapped into H(@X; @'). Multiplying
the image of (˝x jx j')˝ (˝e jej') under this mapping by a numerical factor we
obtain jX j' 2 H(@X; @').

To every oriented 1-stratum ~e of sing(X ) we assign the module G~e = H(i; j ; k)
where i; j ; k are '-colors of three regions of X attached to ~e and equipped with
orientations inducing the one in ~e. For each non-oriented 1-stratum e of sing(X ),
set

G(X; '; e) = G~e1
˝K G~e2

where ~e1 and ~e2 denote e with two opposite orientations. The modules G~e1
and G~e2

are dual to each other. We deˇne jej' 2 G(X; '; e) to be the canonical element
determined by duality.

Let x be a vertex of X not lying in @X . We deˇne the module G(X; '; x) to
be the tensor product of four modules G~e corresponding to four oriented edges
of sing(X ) incident to x and oriented towards x . (Recall that an edge of a graph
is a 1-stratum of this graph non-homeomorphic to a circle.) Our immediate aim
is to deˇne jx j' 2 G(X; '; x). Note that x has a closed neighborhood U of type
(VIII.1.1.3) where x corresponds to the cone point. Set L = U n Int(U) so that
L is the polyhedral link of x in X . It is clear that L is homeomorphic to the
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1-skeleton of a 3-simplex and U is the cone over L with the cone point x . Four
vertices of L lie on four arcs issuing from x in sing(X ). Six edges of L lie in six
(germs of) regions of X adjacent to x . Embed L into the unit 2-sphere S2 � R3

in an arbitrary way. Denote by �x the framed graph in S2 obtained by thickening
the vertices and edges of L into 2-disks and bands inside S2. (This is the same
framed graph as in Figure VI.5.1.) The coloring ' of X induces a coloring of �x
as follows. Every edge h of L is contained in a region of X , every orientation ˛
of h gives rise to an orientation of this region determined by the pair (˛, a tangent
vector based at a point of h and pointing out of U). We assign to the oriented
edge (h; ˛) the value of ' on this oriented region of X . This yields a coloring
of �x . Denote by �'x the resulting colored framed graph in S2 � R3. Considered
up to isotopy in R3 this colored framed graph does not depend on the choice of
embedding L ! S2 used in the construction. It is easy to deduce from deˇnitions
that G(X; '; x) = H?(�'x ). Set

jx j' =
∣∣�'x ∣∣ 2 G(X; '; x):

For the deˇnition of
∣∣�'x ∣∣, see Section VI.4; in the terminology of Chapter VI,∣∣�'x ∣∣ is a normalized 6j -symbol.

Consider the module

G =
⊗
x

G(X; '; x)˝K
⊗
f

G(X; '; f )

where x runs over all vertices of X not lying in @X and f runs over edges of
sing(X ) with both endpoints in @X . Since each factor of G is a tensor product
of modules of type G~e, the module G is decomposed into a tensor product of
such modules. Every edge e of sing(X ) with both ends in X n @X gives rise to
two dual factors in this decomposition corresponding to the germs of e in its
endpoints (or, equivalently, to two orientations of e). Denote by cntre the tensor
contraction of G along this pair of dual factors. The contractions cntre associated
to different edges involve disjoint pairs of factors and commute with each other.
Denote by cntr the composition of these contractions corresponding to all edges
of sing(X ) with both ends in X n @X . The module obtained from G via cntr may
be canonically identiˇed with H(@X; @'). Indeed, the factors of G surviving cntr
correspond to the edges of sing(X ) with either one or both endpoints in @X .
Each vertex of @X is incident to one such edge. If e is an edge of sing(X ) with
endpoints x 2 X n @X and y 2 @X then the factor of G(X; '; x) corresponding to
e may be identiˇed with Hx (@X; @'). If f is an edge of sing(X ) with endpoints
x; y 2 @X then G(X; '; f ) = Hx (@X; @') ˝K Hy(@X; @'). Therefore the factors
of G surviving cntr may be identiˇed with the modules fHx (@X; @')gx where
x runs over all vertices of @X . The tensor product of these factors is nothing
but H(@X; @'). In this way the tensor contraction cntr may be regarded as a
homomorphism G! H(@X; @').
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We now deˇne numerical coefˇcients associated to regions of X , edges of @X ,
and circle strata of sing(X ). For a region Y of X , set dim('(Y)) = dim('(~Y))
and v0'(Y) = v0

'(~Y)
where ~Y denotes Y with a certain orientation. The equalities

dim(i) = dim(i�); v0i = v0i� for i 2 I ensure the independence of dim('(Y)) and
v0'(Y) on the choice of orientation in Y. Similarly, for a (non-oriented) edge e of
@X , set dim0(@'(e)) = dim0(@'(~e)) where ~e is e with a certain orientation. The
equality dim0(i) = dim0(i�) for i 2 I ensures independence of dim0(@'(e)) on the
choice of orientation in e.

For a circle 1-stratum g of sing(X ), set

h'(g) = hij k = Dim (HomV(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk)) 2 K

where i; j ; k are '-colors of three regions of X attached to g and equipped with
the orientations inducing the same orientation in g. It follows from the results of
Section II.4.5 that h'(g) does not depend on the choice of orientation of g.

Set

jX j' = jX j'1 jX j
'
2 jX j

'
3 jX j

'
4 jX j

'
5 2 H(@X; @')

where

jX j'1 = (
∏
e

dim0(@'(e)))�1 2 K; jX j'2 =
∏
Y

dim('(Y))	(Y) 2 K;

jX j'3 =
∏
Y

(v0'(Y))2gl(Y) 2 K; jX j'4 =
∏
g

h'(g) 2 K;

jX j'5 = cntr((˝x jx j')˝ (˝f jf j')) 2 H(@X; @'):

Here e runs over edges (but not circle 1-strata) of @X , Y runs over regions of X , g
runs over circle 1-strata of sing(X ), x runs over vertices of X not lying in @X , and
f runs over edges of sing(X ) with both endpoints in @X . As usual, gl denotes the
gleam and 	 denotes the Euler characteristic. Note that the Euler characteristics of
non-compact regions of X are well deˇned because every region is homeomorphic
to the interior of a compact surface and has the same Euler characteristic as this
surface.

Recall that E(@X ) = ˚�H(@X; �) where � runs over all colorings of @X . We
deˇne a state sum jX j by the formula

jX j = D�b2(X )�null(X )
∑

'2col(X )

jX j' 2 E(@X ):

Here b2(X ) = dimH 2(X ;R) is the second Betti number of X and null(X ) is
the nullity (i.e., the rank of the annihilator) of the bilinear form QX deˇned
in Section VIII.5.1. The choice of the normalizing factor ensures convenient
properties of jX j, as will become clear below.
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For � 2 col(@X ), we denote by jX; �j the projection of jX j into the summand
H(@X; �) of E(@X ). In other words,

jX; �j = D�b2(X )�null(X )
∑

'2col(X );@'=�

jX j' 2 H(@X; �):

We shall regard jX; �j as an invariant of the shadowed polyhedron X with bound-
ary colored via �. It is clear that jX j = ˚� jX; �j where � runs over all colorings
of @X . We may also consider analogous state sum invariants of shadowed poly-
hedra with partially colored boundary. (This means that certain components of
the boundary are colored and others are not.)

1.3. Remarks and examples. 1. The deˇnition of jX j is ready for explicit
computations. The amount of computations may be somewhat reduced due to the
following observation. Assume that for certain i; j ; k 2 I , we have Hom(&; Vi ˝
Vj ˝ Vk) = 0. Assume that a coloring ' of X attains the values i; j ; k on three
oriented regions of X adjacent to a certain 1-stratum of sing(X ) so that their
orientations induce the same orientation in this 1-stratum. Then jX j' = 0. Indeed,
if the 1-stratum in question is a circle then hij k = 0 explicitly appears as a factor
of jX j'. If this 1-stratum is an edge of sing(X ) with at least one endpoint x not
lying in @X then the module Hom(&; Vi˝Vj ˝Vk) = 0 appears as a factor of the
ambient module of jx j' so that jx j' = 0: If both endpoints of this 1-stratum lie
in @X then Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk) = 0 appears as a factor of H(@X; @') so that
this module equals 0. Therefore such a coloring ' does not contribute to jX j.

2. For any closed connected oriented surface ˙ of genus g, we have∣∣˙0

∣∣ = D�2
∑
i2I

(dim(i))2�2g

and ∣∣˙n

∣∣ = D�1
∑
i2I

(v0i)
2n(dim(i))2�2g

for any non-zero gleam n 2 (1=2)Z. It is easy to compute (cf. formula (II.2.4.a))
that ∣∣S2

0

∣∣ = 1;
∣∣S2

1

∣∣ = D��1
V ;

∣∣S2
�1

∣∣ = D�1�V:

1.4. Multiplicativity with respect to gluing. We show that the state sum jX j
is multiplicative with respect to the gluing of shadowed 2-polyhedra along the
boundary. This property of jX j will play important role in the proof of the in-
variance of jX j under shadow moves. The multiplicativity of jX j is similar to the
multiplicativity of the 3-manifold invariant jM j.

Let X 1 and X 2 be two shadowed 2-polyhedra meeting along a trivalent graph
 = X 1 \ X 2. Assume that for both r = 1 and r = 2 the graph  is formed by
several connected components of @X r . It is clear that X = X 1 [ X 2 is a simple
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2-polyhedron with @X = (@X 1 n)q (@X 2 n). We deˇne the gleam of any region
Y of X to be the sum of the gleams of regions of X 1 and X 2 contained in Y. This
makes X a shadowed 2-polyhedron.

For r = 1; 2, consider the state sum

jXr j 2 E(@X r) = E(@X r n )˝K E():

Denote by 
 the homomorphism

E(@X 1n)˝K E()˝K E(@X 2n)˝K E()! E(@X ) = E(@X 1 n)˝KE(@X 2 n)

induced by the bilinear form E()˝K E()! K constructed in Section 1.1.

1.4.1. Lemma (the multiplicativity formula). We have

(1.4.a) jX j = Dc 
(jX 1j ˝ jX 2j)

where c = b2(X 1) + b2(X 2)� b2(X ) + null(X 1) + null(X 2)� null(X ).

To prove Lemma 1.4.1 we need the following assertion which follows directly
from Lemmas VII.2.2.1 and VII.2.2.2.

1.4.2. Lemma. Let Z be a projective K-module and ı 2 Z � ˝ Z be the
canonical element determined by duality. Let Z 1; : : : ; Zn be n copies of Z and
ı˝n 2 ˝ni=1(Z i ˝K Z �i ) be the tensor product of n copies of ı. Then the ho-
momorphism ˝ni=1(Z i ˝K Z �i ) ! K obtained by tensor contraction of the pairs
(Z �i = Z �; Z i+1 = Z ) for i = 1; : : : ; n � 1 followed by tensor contraction of the
pair (Z 1; Z �n) carries ı˝n into Dim(Z ) 2 K .

1.4.3. Proof of Lemma 1.4.1. It is obvious that the powers of D appearing
on the right-hand and left-hand sides of (1.4.a) are the same. Each coloring '
of X restricts to X 1; X 2 and yields colorings '1; '2 of these polyhedra. This
establishes a bijective correspondence between the colorings of X and pairs of
colorings ('1 2 col(X 1); '2 2 col(X 2)) such that '1; '2 induce dual colorings of
. Therefore it sufˇces to prove that for any ' 2 col(X ),

(1.4.b) jX j' = 
(jX 1j'1
˝ jX 2j'2

):

To prove (1.4.b) we compare the factors contributed to the left-hand side and the
right-hand side by regions, vertices, and 1-strata. More explicitly, we shall prove
that

(1.4.c) jX j'1 jX j
'
2 = jX 1j'1

1 jX 1j'1
2 jX 2j'2

1 jX 2j'2
2 ;

(1.4.d) jX j'3 = jX 1j'1
3 jX 2j'2

3 ;

(1.4.e) jX j'4 jX j
'
5 = jX 1j'1

4 jX 2j'2
4 
(jX 1j'1

5 ˝ jX 2j'2
5 ):
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Every region Y of X may be decomposed as a disjoint union

Y1 q � � � q Ym q e1 q � � � q en
where Y1; : : : ; Ym are regions of X 1, X 2, and e1; : : : ; en are 1-strata of . Since
the Euler characteristic of a circle 1-stratum equals 0 and the Euler characteristic
of an (open) edge equals �1, we have

	(Y) = 	(Y1) + � � �+ 	(Ym)� r

where r is the number of 1-strata, say ej 1; : : : ; ej r , among e1; : : : ; en which are
edges and not circles. Therefore

(1.4.f) dim('(Y))	(Y) =
m∏
k=1

dim('(Y))	(Yk ) (
r∏
l=1

dim(�(ej l )))
�1

where � = @'1 = (@'2)�. For any edge e of , we have �(e) = @'1(e) =
(@'2(e))� and therefore

dim(�(e)) = dim0(@'1(e)) dim0(@'2(e)):

Substituting this expression into (1.4.f) and multiplying the resulting equalities
over all regions Y of X we get a formula equivalent to (1.4.c).

Equality (1.4.d) follows from the fact that the gleam of any region Y of X is
equal to the sum of the gleams of regions of X 1; X 2 contained in Y.

Let us prove (1.4.e). First consider the case @X = ; so that @X 1 = @X 2 = .
The LHS and the RHS of (1.4.e) have many equal factors. Each circle 1-stratum
of X 1 or X 2 is a circle 1-stratum of X and contributes the same factor to the
LHS and the RHS. Each vertex of X contributes the same factors to the LHS and
the RHS. (Note that there are no vertices of X lying in .) Each edge of X 1; X 2

whose endpoints do not lie in  gives rise to the same tensor contractions on the
LHS and on the RHS. There are factors which appear on the LHS but not on
the RHS. Namely, the polyhedron X may have circle 1-strata formed by edges of
both sing(X 1) and sing(X 2), the corresponding factors appear only on the LHS.
The edges of X which pierce  are formed from several edges of X 1; X 2 and
yield contractions on the LHS which do not appear on the RHS. Similarly, there
are factors which appear on the RHS but not on the LHS. Every edge f of X 1 or
X 2 with both endpoints in  contributes a ı-type factor to the RHS which does
not appear on the LHS. Every vertex of  gives rise to a tensor contraction on
the RHS (via 
) which has no counterpart on the LHS. We have to match these
different contributions.

Consider the following equivalence relation in the set of edges of sing(X 1)q
sing(X 2): two edges are equivalent if they lie on the same 1-stratum of X . The
edges belonging to one equivalence class J lie on a 1-stratum g = gJ of X which
may be either a circle stratum or an edge. We shall show that in the ˇrst case the
joint contribution of the edges of the class J and the endpoints of these edges to
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the RHS of (1.4.e) is equal to h'(g). In the second case the joint contribution of
the edges of the class J and the endpoints of these edges to the RHS of (1.4.e)
is equal to cntrg(jx j'˝jyj') where x; y are the endpoints of g. This would imply
(1.4.e).

Consider the case where g is a circle 1-stratum of X meeting both X 1 and
X 2. This 1-stratum contributes h'(g) to the LHS of (1.4.e). The circle g may be
decomposed as a union of vertices x1; : : : ; x2n of , edges e1; : : : ; en of sing(X 1),
and edges f1; : : : ; fn of sing(X 2) such that x2j�1; x2j are the endpoints of ej , and
x2j ; x2j+1 are the endpoints of fj for j = 1; : : : ; n (where x2n+1 = x1). Each
edge e1; : : : ; en, f1; : : : ; fn contributes a ı-type factor to the RHS of (1.4.e). The
vertices x1; : : : ; x2n give rise to tensor contractions of matched modules. It is
easy to see that these contractions follow the pattern of Lemma 1.4.2 where
Z = H(i; j ; k) with i; j ; k being the @'1-colors of the edges of  incident to x1

and oriented towards x1. Lemma 1.4.2 implies that the joint contribution of the
edges e1; : : : ; en , f1; : : : ; fn and the vertices x1; : : : ; x2n to the RHS is equal to
Dim(H(i; j ; k)) = h'(g), i.e., to the contribution of g to the LHS.

Let g be an edge of X which pierces . Let x; y be the endpoints of g (possibly,
x = y). Since x; y are vertices of X they do not lie on . We can decompose g as
a union of vertices x1; : : : ; xm of  and edges e0; e1; : : : ; em of sing(X 1), sing(X 2)
such that x j ; x j+1 are the endpoints of ej for j = 1; : : : ; m � 1, e0 connects x
with x1, and em connects xm with y. All edges ej with even j lie in one of the
two sets sing(X 1), sing(X 2) and all edges ej with odd j lie in the second set. The
joint contribution of x; y; g to the LHS is equal to cntrg(jx j' ˝ jyj'). The joint
contribution of x; x1; : : : ; xm; y; e0; e1; : : : ; em to the RHS is obtained from

jx j' ˝ jyj' ˝ (˝m�1
j=1

∣∣ej ∣∣')

by tensor contractions in x1; : : : ; xm used in the deˇnition of 
. The edge e0 con-
tributes to the RHS an identiˇcation of a factor of G(Xr; 'r; x) with Hx1 (; @'r)
where r 2 f1; 2g such that x 2 Xr . This identiˇcation allows us to apply the
tensor contraction in x1 to jx j' ˝ je1j'. Similarly, em contributes an identiˇca-
tion of a factor of G(Xs; 's; y) with Hxm (; @'s) where s 2 f1; 2g such that
y 2 Xs. This identiˇcation allows us to apply the tensor contraction in xm
to jyj' ˝ jem�1j'. It follows from Lemma VII.2.2.2 that the contribution of
x; x1; : : : ; xm; y; e0; e1; : : : ; em to the RHS of (1.4.e) is equal to the same ex-
pression cntrg(jx j'˝jyj') as in the LHS. This completes the proof of (1.4.e) and
(1.4.b) in the case @X = ;.

In the case @X 6= ; the argument is similar, although we have to consider two
more possibilities for the 1-stratum g: it may connect two vertices of @X or a
vertex of @X with a vertex of X n @X .

1.5. Exercise. Show that jX j(V;D) = j�X j(V;D).
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2. State sum invariants of shadows

2.0. Outline. We show that the state sum introduced in Section 1 is invariant
under shadow moves, suspension, and cobordism. The Racah identity, the orthog-
onality relation, and the Biedenharn-Elliott identity ensure invariance of the state
sum under the basic shadow moves. The cobordism invariance is deduced from
formula (II.4.5.g). The reader should pay attention to Lemma 2.4 which often
serves as a convenient computational tool.

At the end of the section we use these results to deˇne a cobordism invariant
of stable shadows. This accomplishes our study of abstract shadows and their
state sum invariants. In further sections we shall apply this technique to shadows
of manifolds.

2.1. Theorem. For any shadowed polyhedron X , the state sum jX j is invariant
under basic shadow moves on X .

Note that the shadow moves do not change the boundary of X so that the state
sum jX j considered before and after the moves belongs to the same module.

Proof of Theorem. Consider ˇrst the move P2 which is slightly more subtle than
P1 and P3 since under this move one of the regions may split into two regions. The
move P2 applies inside a standard subpolyhedron of X shown in Figure VIII.1.1.
The remaining part of X is not changed under the move. Lemma 1.4.1 implies
that it sufˇces to prove P2-invariance of jX j in the case when X is the shadowed
2-polyhedron drawn in Figure VIII.1.1 (to the left of the P2-arrow) with arbitrary
integer or half-integer gleams a1; : : : ; a6. Let X 0 be the shadowed 2-polyhedron
drawn to the right of the P2-arrow in Figure VIII.1.1. We have @X 0 = @X . Denote
by D; Y1; Y2; :::; Y6 the regions of X 0 marked in Figure VIII.1.1 by 0; a1; a2; :::; a6

respectively.
Two colorings  1 and  2 of X 0 are said to be compatible if they coincide on

all oriented regions of X 0 except, possibly, D. Compatibility is an equivalence
relation in the set of colorings of X 0. The colorings in one equivalence class are
distinguished by their values on D. Each equivalence class consists of card(I)
elements.

Let G be an equivalence class of compatible colorings of X 0. Pick  2 G.
Denote by i; j ; k; k 0; m the  -colors of the regions Y3; Y1; Y4; Y6; Y5 respectively,
provided with orientations corresponding to the counterclockwise orientation in
the plane of Figure VIII.1.1. Denote by l; n the  -colors of the regions Y2 and
D provided with orientations corresponding to the clockwise orientation in the
plane of Figure VIII.1.1. By our assumptions, only the color n depends on the
choice of  2 G. It follows from deˇnitions that∣∣X 0∣∣ 1 = (dim0(i) dim0(j ) dim0(k) dim0(k 0) dim0(l) dim0(m))�1;



2. State sum invariants of shadows 445∣∣X 0∣∣ 2 = dim(i) dim(j ) dim(k) dim(k 0) dim(l) dim(m) dim(n);∣∣X 0∣∣ 3 = (v0i)
2a3 (v0j )

2a1 (v0k)
2a4 (v0k 0)

2a6 (v0l)
2a2 (v0m)2a5 :

Denote the right-hand side of the last formula by vG. Note that vG does not depend
on the choice of  in G. We also have

∣∣X 0∣∣ 4 = 1 and∣∣X 0∣∣ 5 = �im�n �j ln�
( ∣∣∣∣ i� j � k�

l� m� n�

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ i j k 0

l m n

∣∣∣∣ ):
Therefore∣∣X 0∣∣

 
= vG dim0(i) dim0(j ) dim0(k) dim0(k 0) dim0(l) dim0(m) dim(n)�

� �im�n �j ln�
( ∣∣∣∣ i� j � k�

l� m� n�

∣∣∣∣˝ ∣∣∣∣ i j k 0

l m n

∣∣∣∣ ):
If k 6= k 0 then the orthonormality relation for 6j -symbols implies that

(2.1.a)
∑
 2G

∣∣X 0∣∣
 

= 0:

Thus the total contribution of the colorings of class G to
∣∣X 0∣∣ vanishes. If k = k 0

then the colorings  2 G induce, in an obvious way, a coloring ' = 'G of X . A
similar computation shows that

jX j' = vG dim0(i) dim0(j ) dim0(l) dim0(m) Id(i; j ; k�)˝ Id(k; l; m�)

(for the deˇnition of Id(i; j ; k�), see Section VI.5.3). The orthonormality relation
for 6j -symbols implies that

(2.1.b)
∑
 2G

∣∣X 0∣∣
 

= jX j' :

Summing up the equalities (2.1.a), (2.1.b) over all equivalence classes G and
taking into account the formulas b2(X 0) = b2(X ) and null(X 0) = null(X ) we get∣∣X 0∣∣ = jX j.

Invariance of jX j under the moves P1; P3 is proven in a similar way using the
Racah identity and the Biedenharn-Elliott identity.

2.2. Theorem. For any connected shadowed polyhedra X 1; X 2, we have

jX 1 + X 2j = jX 1j ˝ jX 2j :

If the boundary of X 1 (or X 2, or both) is empty then the tensor product in the
last formula amounts to multiplication by an element of the ground ring K .
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Proof of Theorem. Let Z be the shadowed polyhedron representing X 1 + X 2

and obtained by gluing of X 1 to X 2 along a homeomorphism of closed 2-disks
D1 � Int(X 1) and D2 � Int(X 2). For r = 1; 2 denote by Yr the region of Xr

containing Dr . We provide Y1; Y2; D1; D2 with orientations which induce the same
orientation in the circle @D1 � @D2.

We may use the inclusion Xr � Z with r = 1; 2 to restrict any coloring  2
col(Z ) to a coloring  r 2 col(Xr). It is understood that  r(Yr) =  (Yr nDr). The
formula  7! ( 1;  2) deˇnes a surjective mapping col(Z )! col(X 1)� col(X 2).
Let G be a ˇber of this mapping consisting of all  2 col(Z ) with certain
given  1;  2. The colorings belonging to G are distinguished by their values
on Int(D1) = Int(D2). We claim that

(2.2.a)
∑
 2G
jZ j = jX 1j 1

˝ jX 2j 2
:

This follows directly from the deˇnitions and equality (II.4.5.b) where i =  1(Y1),
j =  2(Y2), and k is the  -color of Int(D1) = Int(D2). Summing up the equalities
(2.2.a) over all ˇbers G and taking into account the formulas b2(Z ) = b2(X 1) +
b2(X 2) and null(Z ) = null(X 1) + null(X 2) we get jZ j = jX 1j ˝ jX 2j.

2.3. Corollary. The state sum jX j is invariant under suspension.

This follows from Theorem 2.2 and the equality
∣∣S2

0

∣∣ = 1.

2.4. Lemma. Let X be a shadowed polyhedron with colored boundary. Let L be
a shadowed loop in X and C be the shadow cylinder over L. Endow @C with the
coloring extending the one of @X and assigning 0 2 I to the circle @C n @X � L.
Then jCj = jX j.

Note that if �0 is the coloring of @C that is the extension of a coloring � of @X
and assigns 0 to @C n @X then H(C; �0) = H(X; �)˝K K = H(X; �). Therefore
jCj and jX j belong to the same module so that the equality jCj = jX j makes
sense.

Proof of Lemma. Suspend X if necessary to ensure that sing(X ) 6= ;. Then apply
several P2-moves to X so that the resulting shadowed polyhedron, again denoted
by X , has no circle components in sing(X ). (The loop L does not interfere with
these moves since we may always deform it out of the neighborhoods where the
moves proceed.) Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 guarantee that both jCj and jX j
are invariant under these transformations. Thus, it sufˇces to consider the case
when sing(X ) has no circle components. Similarly, we may assume that L crosses
sing(X ) at least once (so that sing(C) also has no circle components) and that no
edge of sing(X ) has both ends in @X . The polyhedron C automatically inherits
this property. These assumptions simplify the expressions for jCj ; jX j.
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It is obvious that the regions of C are exactly the regions of L in X and one
additional region Y0 adjacent to the boundary circle @C n @X . To compute jCj we
ought to consider the colorings of C extending the given coloring of @C and in
particular assigning 0 2 I to Y0. As we know, the module H(0; i; j ) is non-trivial
if and only if j = i�. Remark 1.3.1 shows that it is enough to consider only those
colorings of C which satisfy the following condition: any two regions of L in
X attached from different sides to a small subarc of L (containing no crossing
points) and equipped with orientations inducing opposite orientations in this arc
have equal colors. In other words, it is enough to consider only those colorings
of C which are induced by colorings of X .

Let ' be an arbitrary coloring of X and let  be the induced coloring of C. (The
coloring  assigns 0 to Y0 and assigns to any oriented region Y of L the value
of ' on the region of X containing Y and provided with the induced orientation.)
We claim that

(2.4.a) jCj = jX j' :

Since b2(C) = b2(X ) and null(C) = null(X ), equality (2.4.a) would imply the
claim of the lemma.

Let us prove (2.4.a). It is obvious that jCj 1 = jX j'1 . By deˇnition of shadowed
loops, the gleam of any region Y of X is equal to the sum of the gleams of regions
of L in X contained in Y. This implies that jCj 3 = jX j'3 . Note also that under our
assumptions, we have jCj 4 = jX j'4 = 1:

It follows from Lemma VI.5.3.1 that for any crossing point x of L with an arc
of sing(X ), the associated 6j -symbol jx j is the product of a ı-type tensor and
a numerical factor (dim0(i) dim0(j ))�1 where i; j are the '-colors of two regions
of X adjacent to the arc of sing(X ) in question and containing the branch of
L crossing this arc. Similarly, for any self-crossing point x of L, the associated
symbol jx j is the product of a ı-type tensor and a numerical factor (dim(i))�1 =
(dim0(i))�2 where i is the '-color of the region of X containing x . Denote by q
the product of these numerical factors over all self-crossings of L and crossings
of L with sing(X ). We claim that

q jCj 2 = jX j'2 and q�1 jCj 5 = jX j'5 :

These equalities would imply (2.4.a).
For any region Y of X , we may compute the total number of entries dim0('(Y))

contributed to q by the self-crossing points of L lying inside Y and by the crossings
of L with the boundary of Y. An elementary counting of Euler characteristics
shows that this number is equal to 2(	(Y) �

∑
Z 	(Z )) where Z runs over all

regions of L contained in Y. This implies that q jCj 2 = jX j'2 .
Let us show that q�1 jCj 5 = jX j'5 . Since there are no edges of sing(X ) with

both ends in @X we have jX j'5 = cntr(˝x jx j') where x runs over all 4-valent
vertices of sing(X ) (i.e., over vertices of sing(X ) not lying in @X ) and cntr denotes
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the composition of tensor contractions corresponding to all edges of sing(X ) with
both ends of valency 4. Similarly, jCj 5 = cntr(˝x jx j ) where x runs over all 4-
valent vertices of sing(C) and cntr denotes the composition of tensor contractions
corresponding to all edges of sing(C) with both ends of valency 4. The vertices of
sing(C) are just the vertices of sing(X ), the self-crossings of L, and the crossings
of L with sing(X ). The presence of the factor q�1 in q�1 jCj 5 signiˇes that instead
of 6j -symbols jx j associated to self-crossings of L and the crossings of L with
sing(X ) we simply involve the corresponding ı-type tensors. In the case of self-
crossings of L these ı-type tensors are nothing but units in different copies of
the ground ring K . Indeed, each self-crossing of L is traversed by the boundary
of Y0 twice so that the associated 6-tuple of colors contains 0 twice. This leads
to the degeneration of the associated modules into the rank 1 module K (cf.
Section VI.3.5). The tensor contractions along the edges of sing(C) lying in L
identify these copies of K . Therefore we may safely forget about these factors and
their tensor contractions. The only remaining distinction between q�1 jCj 5 and
jX j'5 amounts to the ı-type factors in q�1 jCj 5 arising from the crossing points
of L with the edges of sing(X ). Each such crossing point x splits the ambient
edge of sing(X ) into two subedges. The tensor contractions along these subedges
completely eliminate the ı-type factor derived from x so that the contribution
of x together with these two subedges is the same as if there were no crossing
at x . In this way we may inductively eliminate all factors corresponding to the
crossings of L with sing(X ). This shows that q�1 jCj 5 = jX j'5 and completes the
proof of the lemma.

2.5. Theorem. The state sum jX j is invariant under surgeries on X .

Proof. Consider ˇrst the simple 2-polyhedron R obtained from two closed 2-
disks B and D by gluing along an embedding @B ! Int(D). Denote by D0 the
closed disk in Int(D) bounded by the image of @B � S1 under this embedding.
Provide the regions Int(B); Int(D0), and Int(D) n D0 with the gleams 1, �1, and
0 respectively. It is clear that R is a shadowed polyhedron with the boundary
@R = @D = S1. For k 2 I , denote by Rk the shadowed polyhedron R whose
boundary circle is oriented in an arbitrary way and labelled with k. It is clear that
b2(R) = null(R) = 1. It follows from deˇnitions that∣∣Rk∣∣ = D�2(dim0(k))�1

∑
i;j2I

hij kviv
�1
j dim(i) dim(j ) 2 K:

Formula (II.4.5.g) (with k replaced with k�) shows that
∣∣Rk∣∣ = ı0

k .
Let us prove the theorem for the case @X = ;. It is enough to prove the

invariance of jX j under surgeries along shadow knots in X . Let L be a shadowed
loop in X . Consider the shadow cylinder C = CYL over L and orient the circle @C
in an arbitrary way. For k 2 I , label @C with k and denote the resulting shadowed
polyhedron with colored boundary by Ck . The description of surgery given in
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Section VIII.4.4 shows that the shadow produced by surgery on X along L may
be obtained by gluing C and R along a homeomorphism @C ! @R. Denote the
shadowed polyhedron obtained via this gluing by Z . Lemma 1.4.1 implies that

jZ j = Dc hjCj ; jRji = Dc
∑
k2I

∣∣Ck∣∣ ∣∣Rk�∣∣ = Dc
∣∣C0

∣∣
where h: ; :i is the bilinear form in E(S1) = Kcard(I) discussed in Section 1.1 and

c = b2(C) + b2(R)� b2(Z ) + null(C) + null(R)� null(Z ) =

= 2 + b2(X )� b2(Z ) + null(X )� null(Z ):

It is easy to compute that if L is homologically trivial in X over R then b2(Z ) =
b2(X )+2 and null(Z ) = null(X ) so that c = 0. If L presents a non-trivial element
of H 1(X ;R) then b2(Z ) = b2(X ) + 1 and null(Z ) = null(X ) + 1 so that again
c = 0. Therefore in both cases jZ j =

∣∣C0
∣∣. According to Lemma 2.4 we have∣∣C0

∣∣ = jX j. Thus jZ j = jX j which completes the proof of the theorem in the case
@X = ;.

The case @X 6= ; is similar. The only difference is that instead of the pairing
h: ; :i we should use the homomorphism 
 introduced in Section 1.4.

2.6. Invariants of shadows. Theorem 2.1 shows that the state sum jX j is an invari-
ant of shadows (over ((1=2)Z; 1=2)). For any shadow ˛, set j˛j = jX j 2 E(@˛)
where X is an arbitrary shadowed polyhedron representing ˛. More generally, for
any coloring � of @˛, the state sum jX; �j is an invariant of the pair (˛; �). This
invariant will be denoted by j˛; �j. It is clear that j˛j =

∑
�2col(@˛) j˛; �j.

Theorem 2.2 implies that the invariant j � � � j is multiplicative under summa-
tion of connected shadows. Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 show that j˛j is a
cobordism invariant of stable shadows.

There is a convenient renormalization of j˛j involving the signature �(˛) 2 Z
(see Section VIII.5). For any shadow ˛, set

jj˛jj = (D��1
V )��(˛) j˛j :

Since �(˛) is a cobordism invariant of stable shadows, jj˛jj is also a cobordism
invariant of stable shadows. This invariant is multiplicative in the class of con-
nected shadows. The renormalized invariant jj � � � jj has one technical advantage
over j � � � j: it takes the value 1 not only on [S2

0], as j � � � j does, but also on [S2
1]

and [S2
�1]: ∣∣∣∣ [S2

0]
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ [S2
1]
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ [S2
�1]

∣∣∣∣ = 1:

For any coloring � of @˛, set

jj˛; �jj = (D��1
V )��(˛) j˛; �j :

It is clear that jj˛jj =
∑

�2col(@˛) jj˛; �jj.
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2.7. Remarks. 1. Applying the invariant j � � � j to cylinders over shadow links
and shadow graphs, we get isotopy invariants of links and graphs on shadowed
polyhedra. For instance, consider a shadow link ˇ on a shadowed polyhedron
without boundary. Assume that the components of ˇ are oriented and colored
with elements of the set I . This data induces a coloring, say �, of @(CYˇ). Thus,
we have a numerical invariant

∣∣CYˇ; �∣∣ 2 H(@(CYˇ); �) = K of ˇ. This invariant
is preserved under simultaneous inversion of orientation in all components of ˇ
and trading their colors for the dual ones.

2. An essential feature of our constructions is the ˇniteness of the state sum
introduced in Section 1. It is ensured by the fundamental assumption that the
given family fVigi2I of simple objects of V is ˇnite. However, this ˇniteness is
not necessary to deˇne colorings of shadowed polyhedra and individual terms of
the state sums. We may repeat word for word the deˇnitions of Section 1 using
an arbitrary unimodal semisimple category instead of V. Generally speaking,
this gives an inˇnite number of colorings and an inˇnite number of terms of
the state sum. There is a remarkable geometric situation where the number of
colorings contributing non-zero terms is ˇnite; this is the case for (cylinders
over) colored shadow links in the 2-disk with colored boundary. This fact follows
from the rudimentary ˇniteness property of semisimple categories mentioned at
the beginning of Section II.4.5. Therefore, for such links, we may derive state
sum invariants from unimodal semisimple categories generalizing the invariants
derived above from unimodular categories. More generally, the same construction
applies to colored shadow links (and shadow graphs) in connected shadowed
surfaces with non-empty colored boundary.

3. Invariants of 3-manifolds from the shadow viewpoint

3.0. Outline. We apply the technique of state sum invariants to the shadows
of 3-manifolds. The invariant of 3-manifolds obtained via the internal shadow
is equivalent to the state sum invariant deˇned in Chapter VII. This is due to a
duality between the models introduced in Chapter VII and in Section 1.

A deep result formulated in this section (Theorem 3.3) afˇrms that the state
sum invariants of shadows of 4-manifolds bounded by a 3-manifold M are equiv-
alent to the invariant �(M ) introduced in Chapter II. Theorem 3.3 allows us to
relate two different viewpoints: one based on surgery, Kirby moves, and split-
ting of link diagrams into elementary pieces and one based on shadows and
6j -symbols. This relationship yields a key to the proof of Theorems VII.4.1.1
and VII.4.4.1 given at the end of the section. The fundamental Theorem 3.3 will
be proven in Sections 4{6.
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3.1. Theorem. For any closed 3-manifold M , we have

(3.1.a) jj ish(M )jj = j ish(M )j = D2(b3(M )�b2(M )) jM j

where jM j is the simplicial state sum introduced in Section VII.1.

The expression b3(M )�b2(M ) may be rewritten as b0(M )�b1(M ). Indeed, it
follows from Poincar
e duality that the Euler characteristic of any closed 3-mani-
fold M is equal to zero and therefore b3(M ) � b2(M ) = b0(M ) � b1(M ). For
orientable M , b3(M ) = b0(M ) is the number of connected components of M and
b2(M ) = b1(M ).

Proof of Theorem. It is obvious that the bilinear form of the shadow ish(M )
is equal to zero. Therefore the signature of ish(M ) equals 0 and jjish(M )jj =
jish(M )j.

Let X be the skeleton of M derived from a triangulation � of M as in Sec-
tion IX.2.3. We consider X as a shadowed polyhedron over (1=2)Z with zero
gleam in every region. Each coloring ' of M induces a dual coloring '? of X by
the formula '?(e) = '(e?) where e is an oriented 2-cell of X and e? is the dual
normally oriented edge of �. This establishes a bijective correspondence between
the colorings of (M;�) and the colorings of X . We have

(3.1.b) jX j'? = D2(b3(M )�b2(M )) jM j' :

This follows directly from deˇnitions. We should take into account that X has
no boundary and sing(X ) has no circle strata, all 2-regions of X are 2-disks, and
b2(X ) = a+b2(M )�b3(M ) where a is the number of vertices of M . Summing up
equalities (3.1.b) over all colorings of (M;�) we get jX j = D2(b3(M )�b2(M )) jM j.
This implies (3.1.a).

3.2. External approach. The external approach involves 4-manifolds bounded
by a 3-manifold. Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold and let W be a compact
oriented 4-manifold bounded by M . (Existence of W is ensured by the Rokhlin
theorem mentioned in Section II.2.1.) Set

�0(M ) = �0
(V;D)(M ) = jjsh(W)jj(V;D) 2 K:

It is well known that the manifold W is unique up to cobordism and a connected
sum with several copies of CP2. (This follows from the fact that compact ori-
ented 4-manifolds with the same boundary and equal signatures are cobordant.)
Therefore the shadow sh(W) considered up to cobordism and summation with
[S2

1] depends solely on M . The results of Section 2.6 imply that �0(M ) is a well-
deˇned invariant of M . It is clear that �0 is multiplicative with respect to disjoint
union.
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3.3. Theorem. For any closed oriented 3-manifold M , we have

�(M ) = Db2(M )�b3(M ) �0(M )

where �(M ) is the invariant of M deˇned in Section II.2.2.

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is given in Sections 4{6. It is based on the passage
to the shadow world discussed in Sections 5 and 6.

Theorem 3.3 may be used as an alternative deˇnition of �(M ) based on the
technique of 6j -symbols and shadows. This alternative deˇnition is slightly less
general because we have to assume unimodality of V in order to use 6j -symbols.
On the other hand, such a deˇnition avoids the Kirby calculus.

3.4. Proof of Theorem VII.4.1.1. Let X be a skeleton of M . It is easy to see
(cf. Section IX.7.1) that X � (1=2) is a skeleton of M � [0; 1]. Since this skeleton
admits a global section of its \normal bundle" in M � [0; 1] the shadowing of
Section IX.1.6 yields identically zero gleams. Therefore

sh(M � [0; 1]) = stab([X ]) = ish(M ):

Hence

jjish(M )jj = jjsh(M � [0; 1])jj = �0((M � 1)q (�M � 0)) = �0(M ) �0(�M ):

Theorem 3.3 implies that the last expression is equal to

D2(b3(M )�b2(M ))�(M ) �(�M ):

On the other hand, Theorem 3.1 implies that jjish(M )jj = D2(b3(M )�b2(M )) jM j.
Hence jM j = �(M ) �(�M ).

3.5. Proof of Theorem VII.4.4.1. The proof is analogous to the proof of The-
orem VII.4.1.1 with the only difference that the role of M � [0; 1] is played by
the cylinder of the projection M ! M . (This cylinder is an orientable 4-manifold
bounded by M and containing M as a deformation retract.)

3.6. Remark. We may consider the product D2(b2(M )�b3(M ))jish(M )j 2 K for
any compact 3-manifold M . Theorem 3.1 shows that this product generalizes the
invariant jM j of closed 3-manifolds.

4. Reduction of Theorem 3.3 to a lemma

4.0. Outline. We reduce Theorem 3.3 to Lemma 4.1 concerned with invariants
of framed links in S3.
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4.1. Lemma. Let � be a colored framed graph in S3 consisting of annuli. Let
�� be the same framed graph with the dual coloring. Then∣∣CY(S3;�)

∣∣ = F(��):

This statement needs a few comments. For the deˇnitions of colored framed
graphs and their invariant F = FV, see Section VI.4. For the deˇnition of the
dual coloring, see Section 1.1. Since �� has no 2-disks, F(��) 2 K . The shadow
cylinder CY(S3;�) of � is a stable integer shadow whose boundary is identiˇed
with the disjoint union of the cores of annuli of � (see Section IX.8.3). The
given coloring of these cores allows us to treat CY(S3;�) as a shadow with
colored boundary. Since  = @(CY(S3;�)) consists of colored circles, we have∣∣CY(S3;�)

∣∣ 2 E() = K . Therefore the equality in the statement of the lemma
makes sense.

Lemma 4.1 is the key to the proof of Theorem 3.3. This lemma allows us to
compare invariants of framed links derived from the functor F of Chapter I with
those derived from 6j -symbols. We generalize Lemma 4.1 to framed tangles and
graphs in Section 5 and prove this generalized result in Section 6. The remaining
part of Section 4 is devoted to a deduction of Theorem 3.3 from Lemma 4.1.

4.2. Lemma. Let X be a shadowed 2-polyhedron over (1=2)Z whose boundary
consists of circles L1; : : : ; Lm . Let Z be the shadowed 2-polyhedron over (1=2)Z
obtained from X by capping all the components of @X . Then

jZ j = Db2(X )+null(X )�b2(Z)�null(Z)
∑

�2col(@X )

(
m∏
n=1

dim(�(Ln))

)
jX; �j :

Here we view each term jX; �j as an element of the ground ring K so that
both the right-hand and the left-hand sides belong to K .

Lemma 4.2 follows directly from deˇnitions.

4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.3. It is enough to consider the case where M is con-
nected so that b3(M ) = 1. Present M as the result of surgery on S3 along a framed
link L � S3 with components L1; : : : ; Lm . Fix an orientation of L. We shall use
this orientation to identify colorings of L with mappings from the set of compo-
nents of L into the set I . Pick a coloring � 2 col(L) of L. Thickening (L; �) along
the framing of L we get a colored framed graph �� consisting of m annuli. Since
the components of L are oriented we may also view �� as a colored ribbon graph
without coupons. By the very deˇnition of F we have F(��) = F(��) where on
the left-hand side �� is regarded as a ribbon graph and on the right-hand side ��
is regarded as a framed graph. Lemma 4.1 implies that F(��) =

∣∣CY(S3;���)
∣∣.
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It follows from this formula and the deˇnition of �(M ) that

�(M ) = ��(L)D��(L)�m�1
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)
∣∣CY(S3;���)

∣∣ :
Exchanging � and �� in this formula and using the equality dim(i�) = dim(i) we
obtain

(4.3.a) �(M ) = ��(L)D��(L)�m�1
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)
∣∣CY(S3;��)

∣∣ :
Let us compute �0(M ). Recall that �0(M ) = jjsh(W)jj = jjsh0(W)jj where W

is an arbitrary compact oriented 4-manifold bounded by M . We take W = WL to
be the 4-manifold obtained by attaching 2-handles to the 4-ball B4 along regular
neighborhoods of L1; : : : ; Lm in S3 = @B4 (cf. Section II.2.1). It follows from the
deˇnition of the shadow sh0 (see Section IX.4.1) that sh0(WL) = CO(S3; L).
Hence �0(M ) =

∣∣∣∣CO(S3; L)
∣∣∣∣. To compute

∣∣∣∣CO(S3; L)
∣∣∣∣, we consider the

shadow projection of L into S2 � S3. More exactly we take an enriched dia-
gram D of L in S2 and consider its shadow projection sh(D), cf. Section IX.3.2.
Denote by X the shadow cylinder of sh(D). As usual we may identify @X with
L. Denote by Z the shadowed polyhedron obtained from X by capping all com-
ponents of @X . By deˇnition, Z represents the cone CO(S3; L) of L. Lemma 4.2
implies that

�0(M ) =
∣∣∣∣CO(S3; L)

∣∣∣∣ = (D��1)��(Z) jZ j =

= ��(Z)D��(Z)+b2(X )+null(X )�b2(Z)�null(Z)
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�) jX; �j :

It is easy to compute that b2(X ) = null(X ) = 1 and b2(Z ) = m+1. It follows from
Theorem IX.5.1 and the equality sh0(WL) = stab([Z ]) that the manifold WL and
the shadowed polyhedron Z have equal signatures. Thus �(Z ) = �(L). Note that
the inclusion homomorphism H 2(Z ;R) ! H 2(WL ;R) is surjective with kernel
R. Therefore Theorem IX.5.1 implies that null(Z ) � 1 equals the nullity of the
intersection form in H 2(WL ;R). Poincar
e duality and the formula H 1(WL ;R) = 0
imply that the nullity of this intersection form equals b1(M ) = b2(M ). Therefore
null(Z ) = b2(M ) + 1.

By deˇnition, the pair (X; �) represents the shadow cylinder (with colored
boundary) CY(S3;��). Hence jX; �j =

∣∣CY(S3;��)
∣∣. Substituting these expres-

sions in the formula for �0(M ), we obtain

�0(M ) = ��(L)D��(L)�m�b1(M )
∑

�2col(L)

dim(�)
∣∣CY(S3;��)

∣∣ =

= D1�b2(M )�(M ) = Db3(M )�b2(M )�(M ):
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4.4. Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.3 sheds more light (or, so to say, more
gleam) on the role of the factor dim(�) in the deˇnition of �(M ) given in Chap-
ter II. From the shadow viewpoint this factor is contributed by the 2-disks glued
to the shadow cylinder of the link to form the shadow cone. These disks constitute
a shadow version of 2-handles attached to the 4-ball along the link components.

5. Passage to the shadow world

5.0. Outline. The goal of this section is to formulate a local version of Lemma 4.1
or, in other words, to generalize this lemma to tangles and graphs. To this end
we introduce framed graphs with free ends in R3. In analogy with the category of
v-colored ribbon graphs RibV (see Chapter I) we deˇne a category of v-colored
framed graphs FrV. We introduce two linear representations of FrV using the
functor F of Chapter I and the state sums based on 6j -symbols. The main result
formulated in this section (Theorem 5.6) establishes equivalence of these two
representations. Finally, we deduce Lemma 4.1 from Theorem 5.6. Note that to
prove Lemma 4.1 we do not need the full generality of Theorem 5.6, it is sufˇcient
to consider framed tangles, i.e., framed graphs without 2-disks.

5.1. Framed graphs with free ends. Let k; l be non-negative integers. A framed
(k; l)-graph in R3 is a compact surface � embedded in R2�[0; 1] and decomposed
into a union of ˇnite number of annuli (twisted and untwisted), bands, and 2-
disks satisfying the following conditions: � meets the planes R2 � 0 and R2 � 1
orthogonally along the intervals

(5.1.a) f [i� (1=10); i+ (1=10)]� 0� 0 j i = 1; : : : ; k g;

(5.1.b) f [j � (1=10); j + (1=10)]� 0� 1 j j = 1; : : : ; l g

which are bases of certain bands of �; other bases of bands lie in the boundary of
the 2-disks, otherwise the bands, 2-disks, and annuli are disjoint; each of the 2-
disks is incident to exactly three bands (counted with multiplicities). Any framed
(k; l)-graph in R3 has k + l \free ends" attached to the intervals (5.1.a) and
(5.1.b). For example, a framed (0; 0)-graph in R3 is nothing but a framed graph
in R2 � [0; 1] in the sense of Section VI.4.2.

Colorings and v-colorings of framed (k; l)-graphs are deˇned in exactly the
same way as colorings and v-colorings of framed graphs without free ends (see
Section VI.4.2). The notion of an isotopy readily extends to framed (k; l)-graphs
(the isotopies proceed in R2 � [0; 1], do not move the bases (5.1.a) and (5.1.b),
and keep colors ˇxed). A framed (k; l)-graph in R3 is said to be orientable if its
surface may be oriented so that in the points of the intervals (5.1.a) and (5.1.b)
the orientation is determined by the pair of tangent vectors ((1; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1)).
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The technique of diagrams easily extends to framed (k; l)-graphs. Let  be an
(abstract) graph with k+ l vertices of valency 1 and remaining vertices of valency
3. A graph (k; l)-diagram with underlying graph  is an immersion ! R�[0; 1]
such that

(i) the image of  meets the lines R� 0 and R� 1 transversally in the points

(5.1.c) (1; 0); (2; 0); : : : ; (k; 0); (1; 1); (2; 1); : : : ; (l; 1)

which are images of the 1-valent vertices of ,
(ii) all self-crossing points of the image of  are transversal intersections of

two 1-strata of ,
(iii) at each crossing point one of the two intersecting 1-strata is distinguished

and said to be the lower one, the second 1-stratum being the upper one.
Every graph (k; l)-diagram determines a framed (k; l)-graph in R3 via thick-

ening of the image of  in the strip R � [0; 1] and pushing all upper branches
up. (In the ˇgures to follow the plane R � 0 � R is identiˇed with the plane of
the picture and \up" means towards the reader.) The resulting framed (k; l)-graph
contains  as the core. The edges of  incident to its 1-valent vertices are called
free ends of the diagram.

An enriched graph (k; l)-diagram is a graph (k; l)-diagram such that all 1-
strata of the underlying abstract graph are equipped with integer or half-integer
pre-twists. Every enriched diagram gives rise to a framed graph in R2 � [0; 1]:
consider the framed graph determined by the underlying diagram with the pre-
twists forgotten and twist its bands and annuli along their cores as many times
as the corresponding pre-twists. It is easy to see that any framed (k; l)-graph �
in R3 may be presented by an enriched diagram in R� [0; 1].

5.2. Category of framed graphs. Following the lines of Section I.2 we deˇne
a category FrV of v-colored orientable framed graphs in R3. Its objects are ˇnite
sequences of elements of the set I including the empty sequence. A morphism
i ! j in FrV is an isotopy class of v-colored orientable framed (k; l)-graphs in
R3, such that i (resp. j ) is the sequence of colors of their bottom (resp. top)
free ends directed downwards. Composition of morphisms is deˇned in the same
way as in the setting of ribbon graphs. The identity morphisms are presented by
framed graphs consisting of vertical untwisted unlinked bands.

We can provide FrV with a tensor product in the same way as in the theory of
ribbon graphs but we do not need this.

5.3. Functor F : FrV ! V. We deˇne a covariant functor F : FrV ! V.
For any object i = (i1; : : : ; ik) of FrV, set F(i) = Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik . To deˇne the
action of F on the morphisms note that the ribboning of framed graphs deˇned in
Section VI.4.3 may be extended to orientable framed graphs with free ends word
for word. If � is a v-colored orientable framed (k; l)-graph in R3 representing
a morphism (i1; : : : ; ik) ! (j 1; : : : ; j l) then the ribboning of � yields a ribbon
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graph, say ˝�, whose bottom free ends are directed downwards and colored with
Vi1; : : : ; Vik respectively and whose top free ends are directed upwards and colored
with Vj �1 ; : : : ; Vj �l respectively. As is clear from the deˇnition of ribboning, the
ribbon graph ˝� is determined by � non-uniquely. However the same arguments
as in Section VI.4.3 show that the morphism

F(˝�) : Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik ! (Vj �1 )
� ˝ � � � ˝ (Vj �l )

�

does not depend on the indeterminacy in the deˇnition of ˝�. Set

F(�) = (w�1
j 1
˝ � � � ˝w�1

j l )F(˝�) : Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik ! Vj 1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vj l :

(For the deˇnition of homomorphisms fwj gj2I , see Section VI.3.) It follows from
the deˇnition of ribboning and Theorem I.2.5 that F is a covariant functor FrV !
V.

5.4. Digression: h0 and the tensor product. Recall the category Proj(K) of
projective K-modules and K-linear homomorphisms. Denote by h0 the covari-
ant functor V ! Proj(K) transforming an object V into h0(V) = HomV(&; V)
and transforming a morphism f : V ! W into the homomorphism g 7!
f g : HomV(&; V) ! HomV(&;W) (cf. Section IV.2.2). For any sequence
i = (i1; : : : ; ik) 2 Ik , the module h0(Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik ) may be described in terms
of multiplicity modules introduced in Sections VI.1.2 and VI.3.2. Let us call a
sequence m = (m0; m1; : : : ; mk) 2 Ik+1 admissible if m0 = mk = 0. For any
admissible sequence m = (m0; : : : ; mk), set

G(i; m) =
k⊗

p=1

H(mp�1; ip ; m
�
p ):

This is a projective K-module determined by i and m. If k = 0 then G(i; m) = K .
If k = 1 then G(i; m) = 0 unless i1 = 0 in which case G(i; m) = K . If k = 2
then G(i; m) = 0 unless m1 = i1 = i�2 in which case G(i; m) = K .

Consider the K-linear homomorphism

(5.4.a)
k⊗

p=1

H
mp�1ip
mp ! h0(Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik )

deˇned by the colored ribbon graph presented by the diagram in Figure 5.1. Here
the module

(5.4.b)
k⊗

p=1

H
mp�1ip
mp

appears as the module of all possible colorings of coupons in Figure 5.1.
Lemma VI.1.1.2 implies that the direct sum of the homomorphisms (5.4.a) over
all admissible sequences m 2 Ik+1 yields an isomorphism onto h0(Vi1˝� � �˝Vik ).
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Thus,

(5.4.c) h0(Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik ) =
⊕

m=(m0;:::;mk )2Ik+1;m0=mk=0

⎛⎝ k⊗
p=1

H
mp�1ip
mp

⎞⎠ :

m 
     1

m 
     2

i   1 i   2 
i   k 

m 
     k -1

•   •   •

•   •   •

Figure 5.1

Identifying Hmp�1ip
mp with H(mp�1; ip ; m�p ) along the canonical isomorphism we

get a splitting

(5.4.d) h0(Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik ) =
⊕

m=(m0;:::;mk )2Ik+1;m0=mk=0

G(i; m):

Although we shall not need it, note that the projection

h0(Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik )!
k⊗

p=1

H
mp�1ip
mp

carries any f 2 h0(Vi1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vik ) into
(∏k

p=1 dim(mp )
)
F(˝f) where ˝f is

the colored ribbon (0,0)-graph with one colored and k uncolored coupons drawn
in Figure 5.2 (cf. Lemmas IV.10.6.1 and IV.10.6.2). Here F(˝f) is a K-linear
functional

k⊗
p=1

H
mp

mp�1ip
! K;

i.e., an element of the module (5.4.b).

5.5. Functor G : FrV ! Proj(K). Our aim is to give a \shadow" computation
of the composition h0F : FrV ! Proj(K). With this in mind, we introduce another
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m 
     k -1

m 
     1

m 
     2

i   1 

f
i   2 i   k 

•   
•   

•

•   •   •

Figure 5.2

covariant functor G : FrV ! Proj(K). Its deˇnition is in terms of 6j -symbols and
state sum models on shadowed polyhedra. A posteriori we shall see that G = h0F.

The functor G acts on the objects of FrV in the same way as h0F. Namely,
G(i1; : : : ; ik) = h0(Vi1˝� � �˝Vik ). Let us deˇne the action of G on morphisms in
FrV. Let � be a v-colored orientable framed (k; l)-graph in R3. Let i = (i1; : : : ; ik)
and j = (j 1; : : : ; j l) be the sequences of colors of the bottom and top ends of �
directed downward. Consider the decomposition (5.4.d) and a similar decompo-
sition

(5.5.a) h0(Vj 1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vj l) =
⊕

n=(n0;:::;nl)2I l+1;n0=nl=0

G(j ; n):

For any sequences m; n entering into these decompositions, we shall construct
a K-homomorphism �nm : G(i; m) ! G(j ; n). These homomorphisms form a
block-matrix determining G(�) : ˚mG(i; m)!˚nG(j ; n).

We deˇne �nm : G(i; m)! G(j ; n) as follows. Consider an enriched diagram
D of � in R � [0; 1]. Choose a big positive number R so that D is contained in
(�R; R)� [0; 1]. (In particular, R > max(k; l).) Denote the rectangle [�R; R]�
[0; 1] by X . We provide the only region of X with the zero gleam and regard X
as a shadowed polyhedron. We regard D as a diagram of � in X . Consider the
shadow projection sh(D) of D in X . (It is deˇned as in Section IX.8, the free ends
of D do not contribute to the gleams of regions.) The shadow projection sh(D) is
a shadowed graph in X with k+ l ends lying in @X . Consider the shadow cylinder
C of sh(D) whose underlying 2-polyhedron is obtained by gluing � [0; 1] to X
along an immersion � 1! X parametrizing D; here  denotes the core of �.
The boundary of C is formed by the topological circle @X and a graph obtained
from  � 0 by attaching the intervals a � [0; 1] where a = a � 0 runs over
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1-valent vertices of . We identify this graph with  in the obvious way. Thus,
@C =  [ @X where the set  \ @X coincides with the set of 1-valent vertices of
 and with the set (5.1.c). The gleams of regions of C are deˇned in exactly the
same way as in Section VIII.7.1.

We endow @C with a coloring � = �m;n as follows. The 1-strata of  � @C
inherit a coloring from �. For each p = 1; : : : ; k�1, color the edge [p; p+1]�0
of @C directed to the right by mp . For each q = 1; : : : ; l � 1, color the edge
[q; q + 1] � 1 of @C directed to the left by nq . The edges of @C containing the
vertical intervals R � [0; 1] and (�R)� [0; 1] are colored with 0.

Recall the module H(@C; �) which is the tensor product of the symmetrized
multiplicity modules associated to vertices of @C. The given coloring of the 2-
disks of � induces a coloring of the vertices of  � @C. This means that each of
these vertices is provided with a preferred element of the corresponding multi-
plicity module. The remaining vertices of @C are the points (5.1.c) of @X . These
vertices are not colored. It is clear that the multiplicity modules associated to the
vertices (p; 0) and (q; 1) are H(mp�1; ip ; m�p ) and H(n�q�1; j

�
q; nq) respectively.

(Here p = 1; 2; : : : ; k and q = 1; 2; : : : ; l.) Therefore

H(@C; �) = H()˝K (˝kp=1H(mp�1; ip ; m
�
p ))˝K (˝lq=1H(n�q�1; j

�
q; nq)) =

= H()˝K ˝KG(i; m)˝K (G(j ; n))�:

Set

(5.5.b) dim0(�) =
∏
e

dim0(�(e))

where e runs over all (non-oriented) edges of  (including the edges incident to
the 1-valent vertices). Here dim0(�(e)) = dim0(�(~e)) where ~e denotes the edge
e with some orientation. Note that the circle 1-strata of  do not contribute to
dim0(�). Set

dimn
m(�) =

l∏
q=1

dim0(nq)
k∏

p=1

(dim0(mp ))�1:

The state sum invariant jC; ��j 2 H(@C; ��) gives rise to the following K-
linear functional �(m; n) : G(i; m)˝K (G(j ; n))� ! K . For any y 2 G(i; m)˝K
(G(j ; n))�,

�(m; n)(y) = (dim0(�))�1 dimn
m(�) h

∣∣C; ��∣∣ ; x ˝ yi 2 K
where x 2 H() is the tensor product of the given colors of trivalent vertices of
 so that x ˝ y 2 H(@C; �). For the deˇnition of the bilinear symmetric form
h: ; :i : H(@C; ��)˝K H(@C; �)! K , see Section 1.1. In particular, if � does not
have 2-disks then

�(m; n) = (dim0(�))�1 dimn
m(�)

∣∣C; ��∣∣ 2 H(@C; ��) = (G(i; m))� ˝K G(j ; n):
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Denote by �nm the K-homomorphism G(i; m) ! G(j ; n) corresponding to
�(m; n). It follows from the results of Sections VIII.7 and IX.8 that �nm does not
depend on the choice of D and only depends on the isotopy class of �.

5.6. Theorem. G : FrV ! Proj(K) is a covariant functor and h0F = G.

Theorem 5.6 is proven in Section 6.
By Theorem 5.6, for any v-colored orientable framed (k; l)-graph � � R3,

we have h0F(�) = G(�). In particular, for graphs without free ends (i.e., with
k = l = 0), we have F(�) = G(�) 2 K .

5.7. Corollary. Let � be a colored framed graph in S3 with oriented surface (and
without free ends). Let �� be the same framed graph with the dual coloring. Then

(5.7.a)
∣∣CY(S3;�)

∣∣ = dim0(�)F(��) 2 H(�):

Here dim0(�) = dim0(��) 2 K is deˇned by formula (5.5.b). For the deˇnition
of F(��) 2 H?(��), see Section VI.4.3. We identify H?(��) = HomK(H(��); K)
with H(�) using the duality pairing introduced in Section 1.1. Under this identi-
ˇcation both sides of (5.7.a) belong to H(�).

Proof of Corollary. The deˇnition of the shadow cylinder CY(S3;�) involves
diagrams of � in a skeleton of S3. On the other hand, Theorem 5.6 deals with
diagrams of � in the plane or in a plane rectangle. We have to relate these two
settings.

Let D be an enriched diagram of � in the skeleton S2 � S3. Let B be a 2-
disk in S2 containing the diagram D. Denote by C the cylinder of the shadow
graph sh(D) in B. It is clear that @C = @Bq  where  is the colored core of �.
Assigning r 2 I to the circle @B oriented counterclockwise, we transform C into
a shadowed polyhedron with colored boundary. Denote this polyhedron by Cr .

The shadow cylinder CY(S3;�) may be represented by the shadowed poly-
hedron CY obtained from C by capping of @B. In analogy with Lemma 4.2 we
have ∣∣CY(S3;�)

∣∣ = jCYj = Db2(Cr)+null(Cr)�b2(CY)�null(CY)
∑
r2I

dim(r) jCr j :

It is easy to compute that null(Cr) = b2(Cr) = 0 and null(CY) = b2(CY) = 1.
Hence

(5.7.b)
∣∣CY(S3;�)

∣∣ = D�2
∑
r2I

dim(r) jCr j 2 H() = H(�):

For each 2-disk d of ��, ˇx an element xd of the module H(i; j ; k) where
i; j ; k are the colors of the cores of three bands of �� attached to d and directed
towards d . Denote the family fxd gd by x . The pair (��; x) is a v-colored framed
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graph. Consider the disjoint union (�0; x) = (��; x) q Or � S3 where Or is an
unknotted untwisted annulus in S3 whose core is oriented and colored with r 2 I .
We claim that

(5.7.c) G(�0; x) = (dim0(�))�1 hjCr j ;˝dxd i

where h: ; :i is the duality pairing H()˝K H(�)! K . Equality (5.7.c) would
imply the claim of the Corollary. Indeed, Theorem 5.6 guarantees that G(�0; x) =
F(�0; x). It is obvious that F(�0; x) = dim(r)F(��; x). Therefore

hjCr j ;˝dxdi = dim(r) dim0(�)F(��; x):

Substituting this formula in (5.7.b) we get

h
∣∣CY(S3;�)

∣∣ ;˝dxdi = dim0(�)F(��; x):

This implies (5.7.a).
To prove (5.7.c) we may assume that B lies inside the rectangle

X = [�R; R]� [0; 1] � R2 = S2 n f1g

for large positive R. Provide the circle @X with the color 0 2 I . We present �0

by the diagram D0 = (D; ��) [ @B in Int(X ) where D is the colored enriched
diagram of � used above, � denotes the given coloring of �, and the circle @B
is provided with zero pre-twist and color r. We regard D0 as a colored enriched
graph diagram in X . Let C0 be the cylinder of the shadowed graph sh(D0) in X .
Since �0 has no free ends dim0

0(�) = 1. By deˇnition,

(5.7.d) G(�0; x) = (dim0(�))�1h
∣∣C0; (��)�∣∣ ;˝dxd i =

= (dim0(�))�1h
∣∣C0; �∣∣ ;˝dxd i:

The cylinder C0 differs from C only in that it has one additional region Int(X )nB
and one additional boundary component @X . Since this component is colored with
0 2 I the computation of

∣∣C0; �∣∣ involves only those colorings of C0 which assign
0 to Int(X ) n B. Such colorings restricted to C yield exactly the colorings of Cr
assigning r to the outer region of D in B (with counterclockwise orientation).
This implies that

∣∣C0; �∣∣ = jCr j (cf. Lemma 2.4). Substituting this expression in
(5.7.d) we get (5.7.c).

5.8. Proof of Lemma 4.1. Lemma 4.1 is a special case of Corollary 5.7 where �
has no 2-disks so that H(�) = K and dim(�) = 1.

5.9. Remark. The constructions and results of this section generalize directly to
framed graphs with a non-orientable surface.
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6. Proof of Theorem 5.6

6.0. Outline. We ˇrst show that G is a covariant functor and then compare the
values of h0F and G on generators of the category of framed graphs.

6.1. Lemma. G : FrV ! Proj(K) is a covariant functor.

Proof. Let i = (i1; : : : ; ik) be an object of FrV. Let us show that G(idi) =
idG(i). The identity morphism idi is the isotopy class of the colored framed (k; k)-
graph � formed by k untwisted unlinked vertical bands whose cores are oriented
downward and have colors i1; : : : ; ik respectively. We present � by a diagram in
R� [0; 1] consisting of k disjoint vertical intervals equipped with zero pre-twists.
The polyhedron C used in Section 5.5 to deˇne �nm may be described explicitly.
It has no vertices and has 2k + 1 rectangular regions whose gleams are equal to
zero. Let m = (m0; : : : ; mk) and n = (n0; : : : ; nk) be two admissible sequences.
If m 6= n then �nm = 0 because, in this case, C has no colorings that extend the
coloring � = �m;n of @C. In the case m = n there is exactly one such coloring
which attains the values i1; : : : ; ik; m0; m1; : : : ; mk on the corresponding regions
of C. We may compute jC; ��j directly from deˇnitions (see Section 1.2). This
gives

∣∣C; ��∣∣ =

⎛⎝ k∏
p=1

dim0(ip )

⎞⎠ k⊗
p=1

Id(mp�1; ip ; m
�
p ) = dim0(�)

k⊗
p=1

Id(mp�1; ip ; m
�
p ):

(Recall that Id(i; j ; k) is the canonical element of H(i; j ; k)˝K H(i�; j �; k�) de-
termined by the duality deˇned in Section VI.3.3.) Therefore

�(m;m) = ˝kp=1 Id(mp�1; ip ; m
�
p )

and �mm is the identity endomorphism of G(i; m).
Let us show that G transforms composition into composition. Let � be

a v-colored orientable framed (k; l)-graph in R3 representing a morphism
(i1; : : : ; ik) ! (j 1; : : : ; j l). Let �0 be a v-colored orientable framed (l; l0)-graph
in R3 representing a morphism (j 1; : : : ; j l) ! (j 01; : : : ; j

0
l0). Denote by �00 the

composition �0� obtained by placing �0 on the top of � and compressing the
result into R2 � [0; 1].

Consider ˇrst the case when � and �0 are framed tangles, i.e., have no 2-disks.
Let m 2 Ik+1 and n0 2 I l0+1 be admissible sequences of colors. Denote by cntr
the tensor contraction⊕
n

(
(G(i; m))� ˝K G(j ; n)˝K (G(j ; n))� ˝K G(j 0; n0)

)
!(G(i; m))� ˝K G(j 0; n0)

induced by the evaluation pairing G(j ; n)˝K (G(j ; n))� ! K . Here n runs over
admissible sequences of colors of length l+1. To show that G(�00) = G(�0)G(�)
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it is enough to show that

(6.1.a) �00(m; n0) = cntr (
∑
n

�(m; n)˝ �0(n; n0)):

Let us present � and �0 by enriched graph diagrams D and D0 respectively.
The composition �00 is presented by the diagram D00 = D0D obtained by putting
D0 on the top of D and compressing into R � [0; 1]. We assume that all three
diagrams D, D0, and D0D are contained in the rectangle [�R; R]� [0; 1] for large
positive R. We form the shadow cylinders C;C0; C00 of sh(D); sh(D0); sh(D00) as in
Section 5.5. We may regard C00 as the result of gluing C and C0 along the obvious
homeomorphism of the \top" part of C onto the \bottom" part of C0. Here the
top part of C consists of the interval [�R; R]� 1 and l intervals a � [0; 1] with
a = (1; 1); : : : ; (l; 1) glued to [�R; R]�1 along a = a�1. Similarly, the bottom
part of C0 consists of a copy of [�R; R] � 0 and l intervals a � [0; 1] with
a = (1; 0); : : : ; (l; 0). Note that the gleam of any region Y of C00 is equal to the
sum of the gleams of regions of C and C0 contained in Y.

The given coloring of �;�0 and the admissible sequences m; n0 determine a
coloring of @C00 in the same way as in Section 5.5. Denote this coloring by
�00 = �m;n0 . Similarly, for any admissible sequence n 2 I l+1, we have colorings
� = �m;n of @C and �0 = �n;n0 of @C0.

We have

�00(m; n0) = (dim0(�00))�1dimn0

m(�00)
∣∣C00; (�00)�∣∣ :

For any admissible sequence n 2 I l+1,

�(m; n) = (dim0(�))�1dimn
m(�)

∣∣C; ��∣∣ ;
�0(n; n0) = (dim0(�0))�1dimn0

n (�0)
∣∣C0; (�0)�∣∣ :

It is easy to compute that

dim0(�00) = (
l∏

q=1

dim0(j q))
�1dim0(�) dim0(�0);

dimn0

m(�00) = dimn
m(�) dimn0

n (�0):

Therefore to prove (6.1.a) it is enough to show that

(6.1.b)
∣∣C00; (�00m;n0)�∣∣ = (

l∏
q=1

dim0(j q))
�1cntr (

∑
n

(
∣∣C; (�m;n)�∣∣˝ ∣∣C0; (�0n;n0)�∣∣):

To compute
∣∣C00; (�00)�∣∣ 2 H(@C00; (�00)�) we should consider all colorings

'00 of C00 such that @'00 = �00. Each such coloring '00, restricted to C (resp.
C0), yields a coloring of C (resp. of C0) denoted by ' (resp. by '0). Denote
by n = n('00) = (n0; n1; : : : ; nl) the sequence of values of @'0 on the bottom
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intervals [0; 1] � 0; [1; 2] � 0; : : : ; [l; l + 1] � 0 � @C0 oriented to the right.
The same sequence may be obtained as the values of @' on the top intervals
[0; 1]� 1; [1; 2]� 1; : : : ; [l; l + 1]� 1 � @C oriented to the left. It follows from
deˇnitions that @' = �m;n and @'0 = �0n;n0 . Therefore to prove (6.1.b) it is enough
to show that for any '00 2 col(C00), we have

(6.1.c)
∣∣C00∣∣

'00
=

l∏
q=1

(dim0(j q))
�1 cntr (jCj' ˝

∣∣C0∣∣
'0

):

It is easy to compute that

∣∣C00∣∣'001 =
l∏

q=1

(dim0(j q) dim(nq)) jCj'1
∣∣C0∣∣'01 ;

∣∣C00∣∣'002 = (
l∏

q=1

dim(j q) dim(nq))
�1 jCj'2

∣∣C0∣∣'02 ;

∣∣C00∣∣'003 = jCj'3
∣∣C0∣∣'03 ;

∣∣C00∣∣'004 = jCj'4
∣∣C0∣∣'04 :

Using Lemma VII.2.2.2 we may compute that∣∣C00∣∣'005 = cntr (jCj'5 ˝
∣∣C0∣∣'05 ):

Multiplying these equalities we get (6.1.c). This completes the proof of the lemma
in the case when � and �0 are framed tangles. The general case is considered
similarly. Instead of cntr, we should use its tensor product with the obvious
isomorphism H(�)˝K H(�0) = H(�00).

6.2. Lemma. Let r; m 2 I and V = Vm ˝ Vr . Let

u :
⊕
i2I

H i
mr ˝K Hmr

i ! Hom(V; V)

be the isomorphism (II.4.2.b) applied to V = W = Vm ˝ Vr . Let ıimr be the
element of Hi

mr ˝K Hmr
i determined by duality. Then

u (
∑
i2I

dim(i) ıimr) = idV:

Proof. Set

u�1(idV) =
∑
i2I

∑
k2Ri

ai;k ˝ bi;k
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where ai;k 2 Hi
mr; bi;k 2 Hmr

i and k runs over a ˇnite set of indices Ri that
depends on i. Fix i 2 I . We shall prove that

(6.2.a) (dim(i))�1
∑
k2Ri

ai;k ˝ bi;k = ıimr :

This formula would imply the claim of the lemma.
Recall that the duality pairing Hi

mr ˝K Hmr
i ! K introduced in Section VI.1.2

carries a pair (x 2 Hi
mr; y 2 Hmr

i ) into tr(xy) 2 K where xy is the composition
of x : Vm ˝ Vr ! Vi and y : Vi ! Vm ˝ Vr . To prove (6.2.a) it is enough to
show that for arbitrary x 2 Hi

mr and y 2 Hmr
i ,

(6.2.b) tr(xy) = (dim(i))�1
∑
k2Ri

tr(xbi;k) tr(ai;ky):

We have

tr(xy) = tr(x idVy) =
∑

s2I;k2Rs

tr(x bs;k as;k y):

The homomorphism xbs;k : Vs ! Vi is non-zero only if s = i in which case this
homomorphism is multiplication by (dim(i))�1tr(xbs;k). Similar remarks apply to
as;ky : Vi! Vs. Therefore xy : Vi ! Vi is multiplication by

(dim(i))�2
∑
k2Ri

tr(xbi;k) tr(ai;ky):

This implies (6.2.b) and (6.2.a).

6.3. Lemma. Let r; m 2 I . There is a decomposition into a ˇnite sum

(6.3.a) idVm ˝
(
(idVr ˝w�1

r� ) bVr
)

=
∑

g2I;t2Tg

(ˇg;t ˝ idVr� )˛g;t

where ˛g;t 2 Hgr�
m ; ˇg;t 2 Hmr

g and t runs over a ˇnite set of indices Tg that
depends on g (see Figure 6:1). For any such decomposition and any g 2 I ,
the elements of the symmetrized multiplicity modules ˛0g;t 2 H(g; r�; m�); ˇ0g;t 2
H(m; r; g�) corresponding to the elements ˛g;t and ˇg;t under the isomorphisms
Hgr�
m = H(g; r�; m�), Hmr

g = H(m; r; g�) satisfy the equalities∑
t2Tg

˛0g;t ˝ ˇ0g;t = dim(g) Id(m�; r�; g):

Proof. Existence of decomposition (6.3.a) follows from Lemma VI.1.1.2. For any
decomposition (6.3.a), we have

(6.3.b) idVm˝Vr =
∑

g2I;t2Tg

ˇg;t �g;t
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 • =
β
    g, t 

m

g

m

  – 1  
w   r * 

r r *  

α
    g, t 

r r *  

m

∑
g ∈ I, t ∈ Τg

Figure 6.1

with

�g;t = (idVg ˝ dVr )(idVg ˝wr� ˝ idVr )(˛g;t ˝ idVr ) 2 Hg
mr:

(To see this draw the corresponding pictures.) Formula (6.3.b) and the previous
lemma imply that for any g 2 I ,

(6.3.c)
∑
t2Tg

�g;t ˝ ˇg;t = dim(g) ıgmr :

It follows from deˇnitions that the same ˛0g;t 2 H(g; r�; m�) corresponds to both

�g;t and ˛g;t under the identiˇcation isomorphisms Hg
mr = H(g; r�; m�) = Hgr�

m .
Therefore the claim of the lemma follows from (6.3.c) and the fact that the
identiˇcation isomorphisms Hg

mr = H(g; r�; m�); Hmr
g = H(m; r; g�) preserve

the duality pairing.

6.4. Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 6.1, G : FrV ! Proj(K) is a covariant
functor that coincides with h0F on the objects of FrV. To show that these two
functors are equal we shall use the technique of generators of categories discussed
in Section I.3.1. Here we need a slightly different notion of generators. We say
that a family of morphisms in FrV generates FrV if any morphism in this category
may be obtained from these generators and identity endomorphisms of objects
using composition. Here we do not involve tensor products of morphisms.

A morphism in the category FrV is the isotopy class of a v-colored orientable
framed graph in R3. An orientable framed graph may be presented by an en-
riched diagram in R � [0; 1] such that the pre-twists of all 1-strata are integers.
Introducing into this diagram an appropriate number of positive or negative curls
we may always replace it by another diagram, say D, of the same framed graph
such that the pre-twists of all 1-strata are equal to zero. Slightly deforming D
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in a neighborhood of crossing points, we may assume that near each such point
the upper branch goes from south-west to north-east as in Figure 6.2.a. Simi-
larly, deforming D in a neighborhood of vertices, we may assume that near any
vertex the diagram looks like Figure 6.2.b, i.e., one edge lies below the vertex
and two edges lie above the vertex. Using the same argument as in the proof
of Lemma I.3.1.1 we may split any such diagram as a composition of diagrams
shown in Figure 6.2 where the pre-twists of all 1-strata are equal to 0. The colors
of intervals and vertices are not indicated in Figure 6.2, it is understood that
they vary in the set I and the corresponding symmetrized multiplicity modules.
Therefore the v-colored framed graphs presented in Figure 6.2 generate FrV. To
prove the equality h0F = G it remains to show that both h0F and G take the
same values on these generators.

•   •   • •   •   •

(a)

•   •   • •   •   •

(c)

,

•   •   ••   •   •

(b)

•   •   • •   •   •

(d )
,

Figure 6.2

We shall explicitly compute the values of h0F and G on the colored framed
graph � presented in Figure 6.2.c. Let s (resp. k � s) be the number of vertical
strings lying to the left (resp. to the right) of the cup. Let i1; : : : ; ik be the colors
of vertical strings oriented downward. Let r be the color of the cup-like string
oriented to the right. The ribboning of � yields a colored ribbon tangle ˝� with
one coupon on each string. By deˇnition (see Section 5.3),

(6.4.a) F(�) = (w�1
i1 ˝ � � � ˝ w

�1
is ˝ w

�1
r ˝w�1

r� ˝w�1
is+1
˝ � � � ˝ w�1

ik )F(˝�):

It is obvious that the color win of the coupon on the n-th vertical string cancels
with w�1

in
. Therefore we may cancel these coupons and morphisms. Similarly,
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r *  

   – 1  
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   r * 
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  s 

•   •   •

i   s +1 
i 
  k 

Ω

•   •   •

Figure 6.3

we cancel w�1
r with the color of the coupon of the cup-like string. Therefore

F(�) = F(˝) where ˝ is the v-colored ribbon graph shown in Figure 6.3.
Set i = (i1; : : : ; ik) and j = (i1; : : : ; is; r; r�; is+1; : : : ; ik). We present the

homomorphism h0F(�) = h0F(˝) by a block-matrix fnmgnm : ˚mG(i; m) !
˚nG(j ; n) where m = (m0; : : : ; mk) and n = (n0; : : : ; nk+2) run over admissible
sequences. The homomorphism nm : G(i; m) ! G(j ; n) may be computed as
follows. Fix an admissible sequence m = (m0; : : : ; mk) 2 Ik+1.

Denote by ˝0 the colored ribbon graph obtained by attaching the dia-
gram in Figure 5.1 to the diagram of ˝ from below. The operator invariant
F(˝0) : G(i; m) ! G(j ) = ˚nG(j ; n) coincides with the homomorphism
fnmgn : G(i; m) ! ˚nG(j ; n). Here the module G(i; m) appears as the mod-
ule of colorings of uncolored coupons of ˝0. In order to compute F(˝0), present
˝0 as a composition of three colored ribbon graphs

˝0 = ˝1 ı (˝2˝ #is+1 ˝ � � �˝ #ik ) ı˝3

where ˝2 is the ribbon graph on the left-hand side of Figure 6.1 with m = ms.
Here ˝3 has k � s coupons and looks as the graph in Figure 5.1; ˝1 has s
coupons and looks as the graph in Figure 5.1 with a vertical band attached to the
bottom coupon from below and k� s+2 vertical bands added on the right. Using
Lemma 6.3 we may replace ˝2 with the ribbon graph on the right-hand side
of Figure 6.1. This yields a decomposition of F(˝0) into a linear combination
of operator invariants of ribbon graphs similar to the one in Figure 5.1. More
exactly, set

ng = (m0; : : : ; ms; g; ms; ms+1; : : : ; mk) 2 Ik+3

and denote by ˝(j ; ng) the colored ribbon graph shown in Figure 5.1 where k is
replaced with k + 2 and the sequences (i1; : : : ; ik) and (m0 = 0, m1; : : : ; mk�1,
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mk = 0) are replaced by the sequences j and ng respectively. Then

F(˝0) =
∑

g2I;t2Tg

F(˝(j ; ng; t))

where ˝(j ; ng; t) is the colored ribbon graph ˝(j ; ng) whose two coupons ob-
tained from ˝2 are colored with ˛g;t; ˇg;t . This implies that the image of
F(˝0) : G(i; m)! G(j ) = ˚nG(j ; n) is contained in˚g2IG(j ; ng). Thus, nm = 0
unless n = ng for some g 2 I . Lemma 6.3 implies that for any g 2 I , the homo-
morphism


ng
m =

∑
t2Tg

F(˝(j ; ng; t))

carries any x 2 G(i; m) into dim(g)x ˝ Id(ms; r; g�). (If s = 0, we use the case
m = 0 of Lemma 6.3.)

Let us compute the homomorphism �nm : G(i; m) ! G(j ; n) deˇned in Sec-
tion 5.5. Let C be the shadow cylinder over the diagram in Figure 6.2.c. As a
polyhedron, C consists of a big plane rectangle [�R; R]� [0; 1] and k+1 rectan-
gles which are glued to the big one along homeomorphisms of their bottom bases
onto k + 1 arcs shown in Figure 6.2.c. The gleams of all regions of C are equal
to zero. The coloring � = �m;n of @C is determined by the sequences i; m; n as
above. If n 6= ng for all g 2 I then C has no colorings extending �m;n . Therefore
�nm = 0 = nm . Assume that n = ng for a certain g 2 I . Then there is exactly one
coloring ' of C extending ��. This coloring assigns to the regions of C (with
appropriate orientations) the colors m0; m1; : : : ; mk; i1; : : : ; ik; r; g. It is easy to
compute that

jCj'1 = (dim0(ms) dim0(g) dim0(r))�1
k∏

p=1

(dim(mp ) dim0(ip ))�1;

jCj'2 = dim(g) dim(r)
k∏

p=1

(dim(mp ) dim(ip )); jCj'3 = jCj'4 = 1;

and

jCj'5 = Id(ms; r; g
�)˝

k�1⊗
p=0

Id(mp;m
�
p+1; ip ):

We also have

dim0(�) = dim0(r)
k∏

p=1

(dim0(ip )); dimn
m(�) = dim0(ms)dim0(g):
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Multiplying these equalities we get

(6.4.b) �(m; n) = dim(g) Id(ms; r; g
�)˝

k�1⊗
p=0

Id(mp;m
�
p+1; ip ):

This implies that for any x 2 G(i; m),

�nm(x) = dim(g) x ˝ Id(ms; r; g
�) = nm(x):

Therefore h0F(�) = G(�).
Let �d be the colored framed graph in Figure 6.2.d. The values of h0F and G

on �d may be computed explicitly in a similar way. To compute h0F(�d) we use
the following assertion which is analogous to Lemma 6.3. Let

(6.4.c) Hmr�

g ˝K Hgr
m ! Hom(Vm; Vm)

be the pairing represented by the ribbon graph in Figure 6.4. Then the composition
of this pairing with the isomorphisms Hom(Vm; Vm) = K � idVm = K and

(6.4.d) H(m; r�; g�)˝K H(g; r; m�)! Hmr�

g ˝K Hgr
m

is the standard duality pairing

(6.4.e) H(m; r�; g�)˝K H(g; r; m�)! K

multiplied by (dim(m))�1. To see this, consider the closure of the ribbon graph
in Figure 6.4. This closure represents the same pairing (6.4.c) composed with the
trace x 7! tr(x) : Hom(Vm; Vm)! K . Now our assertion follows from the deˇ-
nitions of the isomorphism (6.4.d) and the pairing (6.4.e). The factor (dim(m))�1

appears here because the isomorphism Hom(Vm; Vm) = K � idVm = K transforms
any x 2 Hom(Vm; Vm) into (dim(m))�1tr(x). The computation of G(�d) is quite
similar to the computation of G(�) given above. (The shadow cylinders used to
compute G(�d) and G(�) are homeomorphic.) The only essential difference is
that

dimn
m(�) = (dim0(ms+1) dim0(g))�1:

This yields a formula analogous to (6.4.b) with dim(g) replaced by
(dim(ms+1))�1. This implies the equality h0F(�d) = G(�d ).

Let � be the colored framed graph shown in Figure 6.2.a. The value of G
on � may be computed as follows. Let k be the number of strings of the di-
agram. Let s be the number of strictly vertical strings of the diagram lying
to the left of the crossing. Let i = (i1; : : : ; ik) be the sequence of colors of
the strings in Figure 6.2.a oriented downward and ordered in accordance with
the order of bottom ends. Set j = (i1; : : : ; is; is+2; is+1; is+3; : : : ; ik). Take ar-
bitrary admissible m = (m0; : : : ; mk) 2 Ik+1 and n = (n0; : : : ; nk) 2 Ik+1.
It is obvious that the homomorphism �nm : G(i; m) ! G(j ; n) is zero unless
n = n(g) = (m0; : : : ; ms; g; ms+2; : : : ; mk) with g 2 I . Assume that n = n(g)
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Figure 6.4

for some g 2 I . Let C be the shadow cylinder over the shadow projection of
the diagram in Figure 6.2.a. This polyhedron consists of a big plane rectangle
[�R; R] � [0; 1] and k rectangles which are glued to the big one along home-
omorphisms of (one of) their bases onto the k arcs shown in Figure 6.2.a. The
polyhedron C has one vertex located in the crossing point of the diagram. The
gleams of two triangular regions of C adjacent to the vertex are equal to �1=2.
The gleams of two pentagonal regions of C adjacent to the vertex are equal to 1/2.
Other regions of C have zero gleam. The coloring � = �m;n of @C is determined
by the sequences i; m; n as above. There is only one coloring ' of C that extends
��. This coloring assigns the colors m0; m1; : : : ; mk; i1; : : : ; ik; g to the regions
of C (with appropriate orientations). A direct computation shows that

jCj'1 = dim0(ms+1)(dim0(g))�1
k∏

p=1

(dim(mp ) dim0(ip ))�1;

jCj'2 = dim(g)
k∏

p=1

(dim(mp ) dim(ip )); jCj'3 = v0ms
v0ms+2

(v0ms+1
v0g)
�1; jCj'4 = 1:

Since C has only one vertex it is easy to compute that

jCj'5 =

∣∣∣∣ is+1 ms ms+1
is+2 ms+2 g

∣∣∣∣˝ ⊗
0	p	k�1;p 6=s;s+1

Id(mp;m
�
p+1; ip ):

We also have

dim0(�) =
k∏

p=1

dim0(ip ); dimn
m(�) = (dim0(ms+1))

�1dim0(g):
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Multiplying these equalities we get

�(m; n) = v0ms
v0ms+2

(v0ms+1
v0g)
�1dim(g)

∣∣∣∣ is+1 ms ms+1
is+2 ms+2 g

∣∣∣∣˝
˝

⊗
0	p	k�1;p 6=s;s+1

Id(mp;m
�
p+1; ip ):

The computation of h0F(�) is analogous to computations made above with
the following changes. The ribboning of � yields a colored ribbon tangle
with one coupon on each string. The colors of these coupons cancel with the
morphisms w�1

i entering into the deˇnition of F(�). Now we use the equal-
ity in Figure VI.5.4 where the indices i; j ; k; l; m; n should be replaced with
ms; is+1; ms+1; is+2; ms+2; g respectively. The 6j -symbol appearing on the right-
hand side in Figure VI.5.5 is computed in Section VI.5.6. Namely, under the
passage to symmetrized multiplicity modules this symbol is transformed into

v0ms
v0ms+2

(v0ms+1
v0g)
�1dim(g)

∣∣∣∣ is+1 ms ms+1
is+2 ms+2 g

∣∣∣∣ :
This implies the equality h0F(�) = G(�).

The generator shown in Figure 6.2.b is considered in a similar way. If i =
(i1; : : : ; ik) and j = (i1; : : : ; is; x; y; is+3; : : : ; ik) are the source and the target of
the corresponding morphism in FrV then for any admissible

m = (m0; : : : ; mk) 2 Ik+1; n = (m0; : : : ; ms; g; ms+1; : : : ; mk) 2 Ik+2;

the corresponding block G(i; m)! G(j ; n) of the block-matrix for both h0F(�)
and G(�) is equal to

dim(g)

∣∣∣∣m�s x� g�

y� m�s+1 i�s+1

∣∣∣∣ :
(To see this for h0F(�), analyze the proof of the orthonormality relation for
6j -symbols.)

7. Invariants of framed graphs from the shadow viewpoint

7.0. Outline. The technique of state sum invariants is applied here to shadows
of framed graphs in 3-manifolds. We ˇrst develop the approach involving 4-
manifolds bounded by a given 3-manifold. This yields a shadow computation of
the invariant � of framed graphs introduced in Chapter VI. We also give a shadow
computation of the invariant of 3-manifolds with colored triangulated boundary
introduced in Chapter VII. The relevant results (Theorems 7.1.1 and 7.2.1) will
be instrumental in Section 8. At the end of the section we study internal invariants
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of framed graphs in 3-manifolds. They are shown to be essentially equivalent to
the invariant �.

7.1. External invariants of framed graphs. Let M be a closed oriented 3-
manifold and let � be a colored framed graph in M . Let W be a compact oriented
4-manifold bounded by M . Recall the shadow sh(W;�) of the pair (W;�) (see
Section IX.8). Set

�0(M;�) = �0
(V;D)(M;�) = jjsh(W;�)jj(V;D) 2 H(�):

The same arguments as in Section 3.2 show that �0(M;�) is a well-deˇned
invariant of the pair (M;�) independent of the choice of W.

By Theorem 3.3, �0(M; ;) = �0(M ) = Db3(M )�b2(M )�(M ). The following the-
orem generalizes this result.

7.1.1. Theorem. For any closed oriented 3-manifold M and any colored framed
graph � � M , we have

�0(M;�) = Db3(M )�b2(M ) dim0(�) �(M;��)

where �(M;��) is the invariant of (M;��) deˇned in Section VI.4.7.

Here dim0(�) is deˇned by formula (5.5.b) where � denotes the given color-
ing and e runs over edges (but not circle 1-strata) of the core of �. Note that
�(M;��) 2 H?(��) = H(�) so that the equality in the statement of the theorem
makes sense. The proof of Theorem 7.1.1 is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.3
with the obvious changes. Instead of Lemma 4.1 we use Corollary 5.7.

7.2. Comparison with the simplicial model. Let M be a compact oriented
3-manifold with non-empty triangulated boundary and let  2 col(@M). We re-
formulate here the invariant jM; j introduced in Section VII.1.6 in terms of
�0.

Denote by  the trivalent graph in @M dual to the 1-skeleton of the triangulation
of @M . The graph  is formed by vertices and edges of the cell subdivision of
@M dual to the triangulation, cf. Remark VII.3.5. The coloring  of @M induces
a coloring  ? of  by the formula  ?(e) =  (e?) where e is an oriented edge
of  and e? is the dual edge of @M with the corresponding normal orientation.

The double M of M is obtained by gluing of a copy of �M to M along the
identity homeomorphism of their boundaries. (If @M = ; then M = M q (�M ).)
A regular neighborhood of  in the surface @M � M may be regarded as a
framed graph in M with the core . Denote this framed graph endowed with the
coloring  ? by � . Note that both jM; j and �0(M;� ) belong to the module
H (@M) = H(� ).
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7.2.1. Theorem. Let c be the number of vertices of the given triangulation of
@M . Then

jM; j = D2b2(M )�2b3(M )�c �0(M;� ):

Proof. Let � be a triangulation of M extending the given triangulation of @M .
Consider the cell subdivision �� of M dual to �. Let X � M be the union of
closed 2-cells of this subdivision dual to the edges of �. It is easy to see that
X is a simple 2-polyhedron with boundary  = X \ @M . This polyhedron has
nice topological properties simplifying the calculation of the state sums. Namely,
it has neither circle 1-strata nor edges with both ends in @X . All regions of X
are open 2-disks. The complement of X in M consists of disjoint open 3-balls
centered in the vertices of � not lying in @M and of 3-dimensional semi-balls
centered in the vertices of @M .

Consider the 4-manifold W = M � [�1; 1] with an orientation induced by
that of M . It is clear that @W = M . The polyhedron X = X � 0 � W is a
locally �at orientable simple 2-polyhedron with boundary � 0. It is easy to see
that W may be obtained from a closed regular neighborhood of X by attaching
3-handles whose cores are 3-balls in M nX centered in the vertices of � not lying
in @M . In the terminology of Section IX.8 the polyhedron X is a skeleton of the
4-dimensional graph pair (W;� ).

The shadowing of X deˇned in Sections IX.1.6 and IX.8.1 yields identically
zero gleams because the normal bundle of X [ � in W admits a non-singular
section. This, in particular, implies that the signature of X is equal to zero. We
have

�0(M;� ) = jjsh(W;� )jj = jX;  ?j
where  ? is the coloring of @X =  determined by  . It remains to show that

(7.2.a) jM; j = D2b2(M )�2b3(M )�c ∣∣X;  ?∣∣ :
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the formula '?(e) = '(e?) establishes a

bijective correspondence ' 7! '? between colorings of � extending  and col-
orings of X extending  ?. (Here e is an oriented disk region of X and e? is the
dual edge of � with the induced normal orientation.) It follows from deˇnitions
that for any ' 2 col(M;�), we have

jM j' = D�2a�c jX j'?

where a is the number of vertices of � not lying in @M . Summing up over all
' 2 col(M;�) with @' =  we get

jM; j = Db2(X )+null(X )�2a�c ∣∣X;  ?∣∣ :
It is straightforward to compute that null(X ) = b2(X ) = b2(M ) � b3(M ) + a.
This yields (7.2.a).
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7.3. Internal invariants. Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold and let � be
a colored framed graph in Int(M ) (without free ends). The internal invariant of
(M;�) is deˇned by the formula

jM;�j = D2(b2(M )�b3(M )) (dim0(�))�1 jCY(M;�)j 2 H(�):

Note that the deˇnition of jM;�j appeals to graph diagrams in skeletons of M
and does not involve 4-manifolds. The invariant jM;�j generalizes the simplicial
invariant jM j corresponding to closed M and empty �. Indeed, CY(M; ;) =
ish(M ) and by Theorem 3.1

jM; ;j = D2(b2(M )�b3(M )) jish(M )j = jM j :

The following two theorems relate jM;�j to invariants deˇned in Chapters VI
and VII. The ˇrst of these theorems shows that the invariant jM;�j coincides
with the invariant �(M;��) up to a factor independent of the choice of �.

7.3.1. Theorem. Let � be a colored framed graph in an oriented closed 3-
manifold M . Then jM;�j = �(M;��) �(�M ).

Proof. Generalizing the argument given in Section 3.4 we may verify that sh(M�
[0; 1];�� 1) = CY(M;�). Therefore

dim0(�) jM;�j = D2(b2(M )�b3(M ))jsh(M � [0; 1];�� 1)j =

= D2(b2(M )�b3(M ))jjsh(M � [0; 1];�� 1)jj =

= D2(b2(M )�b3(M )) �0((M;�)q (�M; ;)) = dim0(�) �(M;��) �(�M ):

Here the second equality follows from the fact that the signature of sh(M �
[0; 1];�� 1) is equal to the signature of the 4-manifold M � [0; 1] and therefore
equals 0.

7.3.2. Theorem. Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold with non-empty tri-
angulated boundary and let  2 col(@M). Let c be the number of vertices of
the given triangulation of @M . Let  be the trivalent graph in @M dual to the
1-skeleton of the given triangulation of @M . Let � be a regular neighborhood of
 in @M slightly pushed into Int(M ) and regarded as a framed graph in M with
core  and coloring  ?. Then jM; j = D�cdim0(� )

∣∣M;� ∣∣ :
Proof. Let � be a triangulation of M extending the given triangulation of @M .
Subdividing �, if necessary, we may assume that @M is a full subcomplex of
�, i.e., that any simplex of � with vertices in @M lies in @M . Let X be the
shadowed polyhedron with zero gleams and @X =  constructed in the proof of
Theorem 7.2.1. We claim that X represents the shadow cylinder of � in M , i.e.,
that CY(M;� ) = stab([X ]). This claim would imply the theorem: by (7.2.a) we
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have

jM; j = D2(b2(M )�2b3(M )�c ∣∣X;  ?∣∣ = D2b2(M )�2b3(M )�c ∣∣CY(M;� )
∣∣ :

By deˇnition of
∣∣M;� ∣∣, the last expression is equal to D�cdim0(�)

∣∣M;� ∣∣.
Let C � X be the union of closed 2-cells of �� dual to the edges of � not

lying in @M . It is easy to see that C is a skeleton of M . Its complement consists
of an open collar of @M and disjoint open 3-balls centered in the vertices of �
not lying in @M (cf. [RS, Corollary 3.9]).

Let ˙ � C be the union of closed 2-cells of �� dual to those edges of �
which have one endpoint in @M and the other endpoint in M n@M . Analyzing the
position of ˙ in 3-simplices of �, it is easy to see that ˙ is a surface embedded
in Int(M ) and parallel to @M . More exactly, the surfaces ˙ and @M cobound a
collar @M � [0; 1] � M of @M so that @M = @M � 0 and ˙ = @M � 1. This
collar intersects C along ˙. The intersection of this collar with X consists of ˙
and the union of closed 2-cells of �� dual to edges of @M . Each such 2-cell may
be considered as a topological rectangle with bottom base in @M and top base in
˙. Indeed, if e is an edge of @M then the dual 2-cell e� � M may be regarded
as a rectangle whose bottom base is the 1-cell of  dual to e, whose sides are
the 1-cells of �� dual to two 2-simplices of @M adjacent to e, and whose top
base is the union of closed 1-cells of �� dual to 2-simplices of � intersecting @M
along e. This shows that the intersection X \ (@M � [0; 1]) is a union of ˙ and
a cylinder � [0; 1] over  = � 0. Consider the base 0 = � 1 � ˙ of this
cylinder. This is an embedded 3-valent graph in ˙ formed by closed 1-cells of
�� dual to 2-simplices of � intersecting @M along one edge.

We equip all edges of 0 with zero pre-twists. The coloring  ? of  induces a
coloring of 0 in the obvious way. Thus, 0 becomes an enriched graph diagram
of �0 in the skeleton C of M . The cylinder over this graph diagram in C may be
canonically identiˇed with X . Note that the gleams of all regions of sh(0) in C
are equal to 0. This follows from the fact that 0 has no self-crossings and C lies
on one side of the surface ˙ � M so that the contributions ˙1=4 of the crossing
points of 0 with sing(C) cancel. Therefore the polyhedron X with zero gleams
of regions represents the shadow cylinder of � in M .

8. Proof of Theorem VII.4.2

8.1. Plan of the proof. The proof of Theorem VII.4.2 proceeds in three steps.
First of all, we construct a non-degenerate anomaly-free TQFT (T1; �1) based on
3-cobordisms with pairs of v-colored framed graphs sitting inside. This TQFT is
a version of the TQFT (T̂; �̂) involved in the theorem. Secondly, we use shadows
to construct another anomaly-free TQFT (T2; �2) based on the same cobordism
theory as (T1; �1) and extending the simplicial TQFT involved in the Theorem.
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Finally, we show that the values of �1 and �2 on closed 3-manifolds coincide.
This allows us to apply Theorem III.3.7 and to conclude that the TQFT's (T1; �1)
and (T2; �2) are isomorphic. Restricting their isomorphism to 3-cobordisms with
empty framed graphs accomplishes the proof.

8.2. The TQFT (T1; �1). Consider the space-structure A of an oriented closed
surface and the space-structure B of an oriented compact 3-manifold endowed
with a pair of v-colored framed graphs (without free ends) lying in this man-
ifold. These graphs are completely independent of each other and in particular
may intersect each other. The gluing, boundary, and cylinders are deˇned in the
obvious way. Note that under the gluing of 3-cobordisms we form the disjoint
union of ˇrst (resp. second) framed graphs lying in these cobordisms. The cylin-
der over a surface is provided with empty framed graphs. It is clear that (B;A)
is a cobordism theory in the sense of Section III.1.3.

We shall deˇne a TQFT (T1; �1) based on the cobordism theory (B;A). We
employ the same method as in Section IV.8. Namely, we ˇrst construct a TQFT
(Ts1; �s1) based on the space-structures (B;A) where additionally all surfaces are
provided with Lagrangian spaces in real 1-homologies. Then we dispense with
Lagrangian spaces.

The modular functor Ts1 is the modular functor Ts (deˇned in Section IV.8.1)
restricted to surfaces without distinguished arcs. Thus, for any closed oriented
surface ˙ with a Lagrangian space � � H 1(˙;R), we have

(8.2.a) Ts1(˙; �) = TeV(˙; �)˝K TeV(˙; �):

Let M be a compact oriented 3-cobordism between oriented closed surfaces with
distinguished Lagrangian spaces (@�M;��) and (@+M;�+). Let �1;�2 � Int(M )
be v-colored framed graphs. Ribboning �1;�2 as in Section VI.4.3 we get
v-colored ribbon graphs ˝1;˝2 � Int(M). Set

�s1(M;�1;�2) = �eV(M;˝1)˝ �eV(M;˝2) : Ts1(@�M;��)!Ts1(@+M;�+):

As in Section VI.4, neither of the factors on the right-hand side depend on the
indeterminacy in the construction of ˝1;˝2. The arguments of Section IV.8.1
apply in this setting and show that (Ts1; �s1) is an anomaly-free TQFT admitting
an action of weak e-homeomorphisms. Therefore, as in Section IV.8.2, we may
eliminate the Lagrangian spaces. In other words, the TQFT (Ts1; �s1) induces an
anomaly-free TQFT based on (B;A). Denote this TQFT by (T1; �1).

The construction of (T1; �1) differs from the constructions of Section IV.8 in
several points. First, we have restricted ourselves to surfaces without distinguished
arcs. (An extension to the general case is straightforward but we do not consider
it.) Secondly, we use framed graphs rather than ribbon graphs. This is a matter of
language, framed graphs are better suited for our aims because we shall eventually
involve shadows. A really important point is that we apply the operators �eV and
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�e
V

to two mutually independent ribbon graphs. This leads to the following crucial
result.

8.2.1. Lemma. The TQFT (T1; �1) is non-degenerate.

Proof. Let ˙ = ˙(g;) be the standard closed oriented surface of genus g bound-
ing the standard handlebody U = U(g;) (see Section IV.1). Provide ˙ with the
Lagrangian space

� = Ker (incl� : H 1(˙;R)! H 1(U;R)):

By deˇnition,

TeV(˙; �) = TV(˙; id˙) =
⊕
j2Ig

Hom(&;˚((g; ); j ))

where id˙ : ˙ ! ˙ is the identity mapping regarded as a parametrization of ˙
by itself and ˚((g; ); j ) = ˝gr=1(Vj r ˝ V�j r ).

Recall the standard ribbon graph R = R(g;) � Int(U) and the decorated han-
dlebody H(U;R; j ; x) where j = (j 1; : : : ; j g) 2 Ig and x 2 Hom(&;˚((g; ); j ))
(see Section IV.1). Lemma IV.2.1.3 implies that the elements �e(H(U;R; j ; x)) 2
TeV(˙; �) corresponding to arbitrary j and x generate the module TeV(˙; �).

We replace the coupon of R with the colored ribbon graph shown in Figure
IV.2.2 where n = 2g and W2r�1 = Vj r ;W2r = V�j r � Vj �r for r = 1; : : : ; g.
Lemma IV.2.2.3 implies that varying i1; : : : ; in and varying the colors of coupons
of this ribbon graph we obtain v-colored ribbon graphs whose operator invariants
generate Hom(&;˚((g; ); j )). At the price of changing the colors of coupons via
the canonical isomorphisms

Hom(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk) = Hom(V�k ; Vi ˝ Vj ) = Hom(Vk�; Vi ˝ Vj )

with i; j ; k 2 I (cf. Exercise I.1.8.1), we may modify each trivalent coupon in Fig-
ure IV.2.2 such that its top base is incident to two incoming bands and its bottom
base is incident to one outgoing band. This does not change the operator invariant.
If j 1 = i1 then the leftmost (2-valent) coupon in Figure IV.2.2 may be eliminated
without changing the operator invariant (up to a non-zero scalar factor). If j 1 6= i1
then the operator invariant in question is equal to zero. In a similar way we may
eliminate the rightmost (2-valent) coupon in Figure IV.2.2. We conclude that the
module TeV(˙; �) is generated by elements �e(U;˝) where ˝ runs over v-colored
ribbon graphs in Int(U) whose bands and annuli are colored with objects fVj gj2I
and such that every coupon of ˝ has two incoming bands attached to the top
base and one outgoing band attached to the bottom base. Rounding the corners of
such a graph ˝ we get a v-colored framed graph � � Int(U) which, in turn, gives
rise via ribboning to a v-colored ribbon graph ˝� � Int(U), see Section VI.4. It
follows from the results of Section II.4.5 that �e(U;˝�) = �e(U;˝) 2 TeV(˙; �).
Therefore the module TeV(˙; �) is generated by elements �eV(U;˝) corresponding
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to v-colored ribbon graphs ˝ � Int(U) obtained from v-colored framed graphs in
Int(U) by ribboning. A similar assertion holds for V. This implies that the module
Ts1(˙; �) given by (8.2.a) is generated by elements �s1(U;�1;�2) where �1;�2

run independently over v-colored framed graphs in Int(U). Therefore the TQFT
(Ts1; �s1) is non-degenerate. Non-degeneracy of (Ts1; �s1) implies non-degeneracy
of (T1; �1).

8.3. The TQFT (T2; �2). The underlying cobordism theory of (T2; �2) is the
cobordism theory (B;A) introduced at the beginning of Section 8.2. To construct
(T2; �2) we employ the method of Section VII.3. Namely, we ˇrst construct
a TQFT (Ts2; �s2) based on the space-structures (B;A) where, in addition, all
surfaces are triangulated. Then we dispense with triangulations.

Let M be a compact oriented 3-cobordism with triangulated bases @�M; @+M .
Let �1;�2 � Int(M ) be v-colored framed graphs in Int(M ). Recall that to any
triangulated compact surface ˙, we associate a projective K-module

(8.3.a) ~E(˙) =
⊕

 2col(˙)

H (˙);

see Section VII.1.5. We shall deˇne a K-homomorphism

(8.3.b) ~e(M;�1;�2) : ~E(@�M )! ~E(@+M ):

With respect to the splitting (8.3.a) this homomorphism is presented by a block-
matrix

fe' (M;�1;�2) : H (@�M )! H'(@+M )g'; 
where  runs over colorings of @�M and ' runs over colorings of @+M .

Consider the trivalent graphs � � @�M and + � @+M dual to the given
triangulations. As in Section 7.2, regular neighborhoods of these graphs in @M
give rise to framed graphs in the double M = M [@M (�M ) of M . The colorings
 and ' induce colorings  ? and '? of these framed graphs. Denote the resulting
colored framed graphs in M by � � and �'+ respectively. We consider four disjoint
colored framed graphs in M :

(� �)� = � 
�

� � @M; �'+ � @M; ��1 � M; ��2 � �M:

Note that ��1;�
�
2 lie in two different copies of M inside M and that � 

�
� ;�

'
+ lie

in the common part @M of these copies of M . Denote the union of these four
colored framed graphs in M by �. Consider the tensor

�0(M;�) 2 H(�) = H(� 
�

� )˝K H(�'+)˝K H(��1)˝K H(��2):

(For the deˇnition of �0, see Section 7.1.)
Denote by c the number of 2-simplices in the given triangulation of @M (or,

what is the same, the number of vertices of � q +). The given coloring of the
2-disks of �1 and �2 gives rise via the tensor product to elements of H(�1) and
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H(�2). Coupling

D2b2(M )�2b3(M )�c (dim0(�1) dim0(�2))
�1 �0(M;�) 2 H(�)

with these two elements we get an element of the module

H(� 
�

� )˝K H(�'+) = (H (@�M ))? ˝K H'(@+M ):

The corresponding K-linear homomorphism H (@�M ) ! H'(@+M ) is denoted
by e' (M , �1;�2). Varying ' and  we get a block-matrix of the homomorphism
(8.3.b).

It is obvious that the homomorphism (8.3.b) is multiplicative with respect to
disjoint union of 3-cobordisms and natural with respect to homeomorphisms of
cobordisms preserving the orientation, the triangulation of the boundary, and the
given v-colored framed graphs. The following lemma establishes functoriality of
the homomorphism (8.3.b).

8.3.1. Lemma. Let ˙ be a triangulated closed surface splitting an oriented com-
pact 3-cobordism M with triangulated bases @�M; @+M into two cobordisms
(M 1; @�M;˙) and (M 2;˙; @+M ). Let �1;r ;�2;r � Int(Mr) be v-colored framed
graphs (without free ends) in Mr where r = 1; 2. Set �1 = �1;1 [ �1;2 � M and
�2 = �2;1 [ �2;2 � M . Then

~e(M;�1;�2) = ~e(M 2;�1;2;�2;2) ~e(M 1;�1;1;�2;1):

This lemma allows us to reproduce the constructions of Sections VII.3.2{
VII.3.4 in this setting. (Here, however, we consider oriented surfaces and ori-
ented 3-cobordisms with a pair of v-colored framed graphs inside.) This gives
a TQFT (T2; �2) based on oriented closed (non-triangulated) surfaces and ori-
ented compact 3-cobordisms endowed with a pair of embedded v-colored framed
graphs.

Proof of Lemma. Let us ˇrst consider the case where �1;r = �2;r = ; for both
r = 1 and r = 2. (We shall drop these empty graphs from the notation for the
operator invariants of 3-cobordisms.)

Consider the trivalent graphs � � @�M;+ � @+M;0 � ˙ dual to the
given triangulations of the surfaces @�M; @+M;˙. Their regular neighborhoods
��;�+;�0 in these surfaces can be viewed as framed graphs. Any colorings
 2 col(@�M ); ' 2 col(@+M ), � 2 col(˙) induce colorings  ?; '?, and �?

of ��;�+, and �0 respectively. Denote the resulting colored framed graphs by
� �;�

'
+, and ��0. Denote by c�; c+, and c0 the number of vertices of @�M; @+M ,

and ˙ respectively.
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Fix a coloring  of @�M and a coloring ' of @+M . We must show that

(8.3.c) e' (M ) =
∑

�2col(˙)

e'� (M 2) e
�
 (M 1):

By deˇnition,

e' (M ) = D2b2(M )�2b3(M )�c��c+ �0(M;� 
�

� [ �'+)

is an element of the module

H(� 
�

� )˝K H(�'+) = HomK(H (@�M ); H'(@+M )):

Similar formulas hold for e� (M 1) and e'� (M 2). Therefore formula (8.3.c) may be
rewritten as follows:

(8.3.d) �0(M;� 
�

� [ �'+) =

= DC
∑

�2col(˙)

cntr
(
�0(M 1;�

 �

� [ ��0)˝ �0(M 2;�
��

0 [ �'+)
)

where

C = 2 (b2(M 1)� b3(M 1) + b2(M 2)� b3(M 2)� b2(M ) + b3(M )� c0)

and the symbol cntr denotes the tensor contraction induced by the duality pairing
H(��0)˝K H(��

�

0 )! K .
To compute the invariants �0 which appear in this formula we should use

4-manifolds bounded by M;M 1, and M 2. For these manifolds we take

W = M � [�1; 1]; W1 = M 1 � [�1; 1]; W2 = M 2 � [�1; 1]:

It is clear that W may be obtained from W1 and W2 by gluing the copies of
˙� [0; 1] contained in @(W1) and @(W2).

Let X 1 be a skeleton of the 4-dimensional graph pair (W1;�� [ �0 � M 1 =
@(W1)) (see Section IX.8.1) so that @(X 1) = � [0. We assume that the closure
of every region of X 1 contains at most one edge of 0. This may be ensured by
applying suspension and the shadow move P2 to X 1 inside W1. Let X 2 be an
arbitrary skeleton of the 4-dimensional graph pair (W2;�0[�+ � M 2 = @(W2)).
We have @(X 2) = 0 [ + and X 1 \ X 2 = 0. We claim that the 2-polyhedron
X = X 1 [ X 2 = X 1 [0 X 2 � W is a skeleton of the 4-dimensional graph pair
(W;��[�+ � M = @W). It is obvious that X is a locally �at simple 2-polyhedron
with @X = � [ +. The assumption on X 1 excludes M�obius bands in Int(X )
and guarantees that the polyhedron X is orientable, together with X 1 and X 2.
Note ˇnally that W may be obtained from any closed regular neighborhood of X
in W by attaching several handles of indices 3 and 4. We ˇrst attach 3-handles
whose cores are disks of the cell subdivision of ˙ dual to the given triangulation.
(This is possible because these disks are properly embedded in (W;X ).) These
3-handles together with the closed regular neighborhood of X split W into two
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pieces, the r-th piece being the complement of a regular neighborhood of Xr in
Wr for r = 1; 2. Since Xr is a skeleton of Wr we may ˇll in this complement
with 3-handles and 4-handles attached to the regular neighborhood of Xr .

By deˇnition,

�0(M;� 
�

� [ �'+) = jjX jj = jX j 2 H(�; ( 
?)
�
)˝K H(+; '

?):

Similarly,

�0(M 1;�
 �

� [ ��0) = jX 1j 2 H(�; ( 
?)
�
)˝K H(0; �

?)

and

�0(M 2;�
��

0 [ �'+) = jX 2j 2 H(0; (�
?)
�
)˝K H(+; '

?):

To prove (8.3.d) we may directly apply Lemma 1.4.1 to the shadowed polyhedra
X 1; X 2; X . We need only to show that the number C in (8.3.d) coincides with the
number c in (1.4.a). Since b3(X ) = b2(W;X ) = 0 and bi(W) = bi(M ) for all i,
the exact homology sequence of the pair (W;X ) yields

b2(X ) = b2(M )� b3(M ) + b3(W;X )

where b3(W;X ) = dimH 3(W;X ;R). Theorem 8.1.3 and the fact that the inter-
section form in H 2(W) is zero imply that the bilinear form QX in H 2(X ) is zero.
Hence null(X ) = b2(X ) and

null(X ) + b2(X ) = 2 b2(X ) = 2 (b2(M )� b3(M ) + b3(W;X )):

Similarly, for r = 1; 2, we have

null(Xr) + b2(Xr) = 2 (b2(Mr)� b3(Mr) + b3(Wr; X r)):

Substituting these expressions in the formula for c we get

c � C = 2 (b3(W1; X 1) + b3(W2; X 2)� b3(W;X ) + c0):

The right-hand side of this expression equals 0 due to the Mayer-Vietoris homol-
ogy sequence of the triple of pairs ((W;X ), (W1; X 1),(W2; X 2)) and the formulas

(W1; X 1) \ (W2; X 2) = (˙� [�1; 1]; 0 � 0);

b2(˙� [�1; 1]; 0 � 0) = b2(˙; 0) = c0;

b3(˙� [�1; 1]; 0 � 0) = b2(W1; X 1) = b2(W2; X 2) = 0:

In the case where the framed graphs �1;�2 are non-empty, the proof is similar,
the only difference being that instead of the 4-dimensional graph pairs

(M 1 � [�1; 1];�� [ �0); (M 2 � [�1; 1];�0 [ �+); (M � [�1; 1];�� [ �+)

(where �� = �� � 0, etc.) we consider the graph pairs

(8.3.e) (M 1 � [�1; 1]; �� [ �0 [ (��1;1 � (�1)) [ (��2;1 � 1));
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(8.3.f) (M 2 � [�1; 1]; �0 [ �+ [ (��1;2 � (�1)) [ (��2;2 � 1));

(8.3.g) (M � [�1; 1]; �� [ �+ [ (��1 � (�1)) [ (��2 � 1)):

8.4. Remark. Homological computations in the proof of Lemma 8.3 become
simpler if we choose X 1; X 2 to be the skeletons obtained from triangulations
of M 1;M 2 as in Section 7.2.1. In the case of non-empty �1;�2 a derivation of
skeletons of graph pairs (8.3.e){(8.3.g) from triangulations of M 1;M 2 is more
involved, this is why we prefer to deal in this proof with arbitrary skeletons.

8.5. Lemma. If the ground ring K of the categoryV is a ˇeld of zero characteristic
then the TQFT's (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) are isomorphic.

Proof. These two TQFT's are based on the same cobordism theory. Let us show
that they coincide on closed spaces. Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold with
v-colored framed graphs �1;�2 � M . By deˇnition,

�1(M;�1;�2) = �V(M;�1) �V(M;�2):

It follows from the equality M = M q (�M ) and the multiplicativity of �0 with
respect to disjoint union that

�2(M;�1;�2) = D2(b2(M )�b3(M )) (dim0(�1) dim0(�2))
�1 �0

V(M;��1) �0
V(�M;��2):

Theorem 7.1.1 and the result of Exercise VI.4.8 imply that

�2(M;�1;�2) = �V(M;�1) �V(�M;��2) = �V(M;�1) �V(M;�2):

Therefore

�1(M;�1;�2) = �2(M;�1;�2):

By Lemma 8.2.1, the TQFT (T1; �1) is non-degenerate. Theorem III.3.7 implies
that the TQFT's (T1; �1) and (T2; �2) are isomorphic.

8.6. Proof of Theorem VII.4.2 completed. It follows directly from deˇnitions
that restricting the TQFT (T1; �1) to 3-cobordisms with empty framed graphs we
get the TQFT (T̂; �̂). Theorem 7.2.1 implies that restricting the TQFT (T2; �2) to
3-cobordisms with empty framed graphs we get the TQFT (E; j � � � j). Therefore
Theorem VII.4.2 follows from Lemma 8.5.

9. Computations for graph manifolds

9.0. Outline. The state sum on a shadowed 2-polyhedron becomes considerably
simpler when the polyhedron has no vertices. Such 2-polyhedra arise as shad-
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ows of 4-manifolds bounded by so-called graph 3-manifolds. This enables us to
compute explicitly the invariant � = �(V;D) for these 3-manifolds.

9.1. Invariants of ˇber bundles over surfaces. The simplest 3-dimensional graph
manifolds are circle bundles over oriented surfaces. In this case the technique of
shadows is especially efˇcient.

Let M be the total space of an oriented circle bundle over a closed connected
oriented surface ˙. Denote the genus of ˙ by g and the Euler number of the
ˇbration M ! ˙ by n. The manifold M bounds the total space Wn of the 2-disk
ˇbration over ˙ where the self-intersection index of the zero section ˙ � Wn is
equal to n. We have sh(Wn) = stab([˙n]). By Poincar
e duality b3(M ) = b0(M ) =
1 and b2(M ) = b1(M ). By Theorem 3.3

�(M ) = Db1(M )�1�0(M ) = Db1(M )�1
∣∣∣∣ [˙n]

∣∣∣∣ = ��(Wn)Db1(M )�1��(Wn)
∣∣˙n

∣∣
where �(Wn) is the signature of Wn . The computation of

∣∣˙n

∣∣ is straightforward,
see Section 1.3. We distinguish three cases. If n = 0, i.e., if M = ˙ � S1 then
�(Wn) = 0; b1(M ) = 2g + 1, and

�(M ) = D2g�2
∑
i2I

(dim(i))2�2g:

This yields another computation of �(˙� S1) (cf. Section IV.7.2). Together with
Theorem III.2.1.3 this gives another proof of the Verlinde formula for the dimen-
sion of the module of states of ˙.

If n > 0 then �(Wn) = 1; b1(M ) = 2g, and

�(M ) = �D2g�3
∑
i2I

vni (dim(i))2�2g:

If n < 0 then �(Wn) = �1; b1(M ) = 2g, and

�(M ) = ��1D2g�1
∑
i2I

vni (dim(i))2�2g:

In the case ˙ = S2 this gives another computation of the invariant � for S1 � S2

and lens spaces of type (n; 1) with n � 2 (cf. Section II.2.2).

9.2. Graph manifolds. A 3-dimensional graph manifold is determined by a sym-
metric square matrix A = (ap;q)mp;q=1 over Z and a sequence of non-negative
integers g1; : : : ; gm . It is constructed as follows. For p = 1; : : : ; m, denote by
˙p a closed connected oriented surface of genus gp . Let Wp be the total space
of a 2-disk ˇbration over ˙p with the self-intersection index of ˙p � Wp equal
to ˙ap;p . Orient Wp so that this intersection index equals ap;p . For each pair
p; q 2 f1; : : : ; mg with p 6= q, glue Wp to Wq along

∣∣ap;q∣∣ balls. More exactly,
choose

∣∣ap;q∣∣ disjoint small 2-disks in ˙p and identify the part of Wp lying over
each of these disks with B2�B2, where B2 is a standard 2-disk and the ˇbers of Wp
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have the form B2 � fptg. Assume that under these identiˇcations the orientation
of Wp corresponds to the product orientation in B2�B2, and the orientation of ˙p

corresponds to some given orientation in B2 = fptg�B2. Similarly, choose
∣∣ap;q∣∣

disjoint small 2-disks in ˙q and identify the part of Wq lying over each of these
disks with B2�B2 where the ˇbers of Wq have the form B2�fptg and the orien-
tation of Wp corresponds to the product orientation in B2 � B2. Assume that the
orientation of ˙p corresponds to the given orientation in B2 = fptg�B2 if ap;q � 0
and to the opposite orientation if ap;q < 0. We glue Wp to Wq along the homeo-
morphism of the speciˇed

∣∣ap;q∣∣ balls B2�B2 � Wp onto the speciˇed
∣∣ap;q∣∣ balls

B2� B2 � Wq induced by the permutation (x; y) 7! (y; x) : B2 � B2! B2 � B2.
We apply such gluings corresponding to all non-ordered pairs (p; q) to the dis-
joint union qmp=1Wp . It is understood that the gluings corresponding to different
pairs (p; q) are performed along disjoint copies of B2 � B2. This results in a
compact oriented (possibly, non-connected) 4-manifold W. It is obvious that the
intersection form in H 2(W;Z) = Zm is given by the matrix A.

The 3-manifold M = @W is called the 3-dimensional graph manifold deter-
mined by A = (ap;q)mp;q=1 and g1; : : : ; gm . It is clear that if A is a direct sum
of two square matrices then M is the disjoint union of two corresponding 3-
dimensional graph manifolds. If A is a 1 � 1-matrix then M is a circle bundle
over a closed connected orientable surface of genus g1.

9.3. Computation of �(M). Let M be the 3-dimensional graph manifold deter-
mined by a symmetric integer square matrix A = (ap;q)mp;q=1 and non-negative
integers g1; : : : ; gm . Denote by �(A) and null(A) the signature and the nullity of
the symmetric bilinear form in Rm determined by A. For each p 2 I , set

ap =
∑
q 6=p

∣∣ap;q∣∣ 2 Z:
Recall the matrix S = fSi;j gi;j2I involved in the deˇnition of the modular category
V. For each mapping ' : f1; : : : ; mg ! I and each pair p; q = 1; : : : ; m, set
s'p;q = S'(p);'(q) if ap;q � 0 and s'p;q = S'(p)�;'(q) if ap;q < 0. It follows from
the properties of S that the matrix fs'p;qgmp;q=1 is symmetric. Denote the set of
mappings f1; : : : ; mg ! I by Im .

9.3.1. Theorem.

�(M ) = ��(A)Db
∑
'2Im

⎛⎝ m∏
p=1

v
ap;p
'(p)(dim('(p )))2�2gp�ap

∏
p<q

(s'p;q)
jap;qj

⎞⎠
where b = b1(M )� b0(M )� m � null(A)� �(A).

Proof. We ˇrst describe the shadow of the 4-manifold W constructed in Sec-
tion 9.2. For each p 2 f1; : : : ; mg, the surface ˙p embeds in W as the zero
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section of the corresponding 2-disk bundle. For any pair p; q 2 f1; : : : ; mg with
p 6= q, the surfaces ˙p and ˙q intersect each other transversally in

∣∣ap;q∣∣ points
with the sign of every intersection being 1 if ap;q � 0 and �1 if ap;q < 0. The
union [p˙p of these surfaces is a 2-polyhedron lying in W as a deformation re-
tract. This 2-polyhedron is not simple in the sense of Section VIII.1.1 because the
crossing points of surfaces do not have neighborhoods required by the deˇnition
of simple 2-polyhedra. To construct a skeleton of W, we modify [p˙p as follows.

Let U be a closed regular neighborhood of the set of double points of [p˙p

in W. This neighborhood consists of a disjoint closed 4-balls where

a =
m∑
q=1

ap=2 =
∑
p<q

∣∣ap;q∣∣
is the number of double points of [p˙p . It is clear that Z = ([p˙p ) n Int(U) is a
compact oriented surface consisting of m connected components where the p -th
component is the surface ˙p punctured ap times. We provide the p -th component
of Z with the gleam ap;p and regard Z as a shadowed polyhedron with boundary.

A connected component of U, containing a double point of [p˙p , is a 4-ball
B4 � W whose boundary 3-sphere intersects Z along two components of @Z .
These two circles form the Hopf link in S3 = @B4. We provide both components
of this link with zero framing as in Figure I.2.12. Consider the shadow projection
of this link into the skeleton S2 � S3 and denote by Y the shadow cylinder
over this projection. Glue Y to Z along a homeomorphism of @Y = S1 q S1

onto the two components of @Z in question. Performing such gluings for all
double points of [p˙p , we get a shadowed polyhedron X over (1=2)Z. Clearly,
X = Z [(X n Z ) where (X n Z ) consists of a disjoint copies of Y. The embedding
Z � WnU extends to an embedding X � W. It is easy to verify that the shadowed
polyhedron X represents sh(W), the key observation is that the shadow cylinder
Y represents the shadow of the 4-dimensional graph pair (B4, the Hopf link in
@B4). Note that null(Y) = b2(Y) = 1.

By Theorem 3.3

�(M ) = Db1(M )�b0(M ) �0(M ) =

= Db1(M )�b0(M ) jjX jj = ��(A)Db1(M )�b0(M )��(A) jX j :

It remains to compute jX j. We ˇrst compute the state sum invariant of Y corre-
sponding to a coloring of @Y = S1 q S1 � S3. Orient these two circles so that
their linking number in S3 is equal to 1. Assigning to these oriented circles certain
i; j 2 I we obtain a coloring of @Y denoted by �(i; j ). By Lemma 4.1

jY; �(i; j )j = Si�;j � = Si;j 2 H(Y; �(i; j )) = K:
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We shall use the following equivalent formula

(9.3.a)
∑

 2col(Y);@ =�(i;j )

jYj = Db2(Y)+null(Y) jY; �(i; j )j = D2Si;j :

Using the given orientations of the surfaces ˙1; : : : ;˙m we identify the set of
colorings of Z with Im . Recall that the polyhedron X consists of Z and a copies
of Y glued to Z along their boundaries. A coloring ' 2 Im of Z restricts to a
coloring of @Z and induces a coloring of the boundaries of these copies of Y.
More exactly, consider a copy of Y corresponding to an intersection point of ˙p

and ˙q in W where p < q. If ap;q > 0 then the orientations of ˙p ;˙q induce an
orientation in @Y such that the linking number of the components of @Y in S3 is
equal to 1. Therefore ' induces the coloring �('(p ); '(q)) of @Y. If ap;q < 0 then
the orientations of ˙p ;˙q induce an orientation in @Y such that the linking number
of the components of @Y in S3 is equal to �1. Therefore ' induces the coloring
�(('(p ))�; '(q)) of @Y. These facts and formula (9.3.a) allow us to compute the
sum

∑
 jX j where  runs over colorings of X extending '. Namely,∑

 2col(X ); jZ='

jX j = jZ j'
∏
p<q

(D2s'p;q)
jap;qj =

= D2a
m∏
p=1

v
ap;p
'(p) (dim('(p )))2�2gp�ap

∏
p<q

(s'p;q)
jap;qj:

It is clear that

jX j = D�b2(X )�null(X )
∑
'2Im

∑
 2col(X ); jZ='

jX j :

We have b2(X ) = m + a and null(X ) = null(A) + a. Combining these formulas
we get the claim of the theorem.

9.4. Estimates in the unitary case. Assume that the modular categoryV is unitary
and D > 0. We may use Theorem 9.3.1 to estimate from above the absolute value
of �(M ) for the graph manifold M , determined by a symmetric integer square
matrix A = (ap;q)mp;q=1 and non-negative integers g1; : : : ; gm . Using the equalities
jD��1j = jvij = 1 and the inequality jSi;j j 	 dim(i) dim(j ) for any i; j 2 I , we
get

j�(M )j 	 Db1(M )�b0(M )�m�null(A)
m∏
p=1

(∑
i2I

(dim(i))2�2gp

)
:
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Notes

Section 1. The 6j -symbols were ˇrst used in connection with link invariants by Kirillov and
Reshetikhin [KR1]. They introduced a state sum model on link diagrams in R2 computing
the Jones polynomial of links in R3 via the numerical 6j -symbols associated to Uq(sl2(C)).
In [Tu10] it was shown that the height function may be eliminated and the information on
diagram crossings may be replaced with gleams. This yields a state sum model on shadow
links which was later on generalized to arbitrary shadows (see [Tu9]). Here we give a
more general formulation based on an arbitrary unimodular category.

Sections 2 and 3. The results of these sections generalize the results of [Tu9].

Sections 4{6. Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 5.6 formalize and generalize the results of Kirillov
and Reshetikhin [KR1] who computed the Uq(sl2(C))-invariants of framed graphs in R3

in terms of 6j -symbols.

Sections 7{9. The results of these sections are new.





Part III

Towards Modular Categories





Chapter XI
An algebraic construction of modular categories

1. Hopf algebras and categories of representations

1.0. Outline. A rich source of monoidal categories is provided by the theory of
Hopf algebras. Indeed, the category of ˇnite dimensional modules over a Hopf
algebra has the natural structure of a monoidal category. In this sense monoidal
categories are dual to Hopf algebras. Here we recall basic deˇnitions of the theory
of Hopf algebras and discuss the associated monoidal categories.

1.1. Deˇnition of Hopf algebras. Let A be an algebra with unit 1A over a
commutative ring with unit, K . Assume that A is provided with multiplicative
K-linear homomorphisms � : A ! A˝2 = A ˝K A and " : A ! K , called
the comultiplication and the counit respectively, and a K-linear homomorphism
s : A ! A, called the antipode. It is understood that �(1A) = 1A ˝ 1A and
"(1A) = 1. We say that (A;�; "; s) or, brie�y, A is a Hopf algebra if these
homomorphisms satisfy together with the multiplication m : A � A ! A the
following identities:

(1.1.a) (idA ˝ �)� = (�˝ idA)�;

(1.1.b) m(s˝ idA)� = m(idA ˝ s)� = " � 1A;

(1.1.c) ("˝ idA)� = (idA ˝ ")� = idA:

Note that to write down (1.1.a) we identify (A ˝ A) ˝ A = A ˝ (A ˝ A) via
(a˝ b)˝ c = a˝ (b˝ c) where a; b; c 2 A. Similarly, to write down (1.1.c) we
identify K ˝ A = A ˝ K = A via 1 ˝ a = a ˝ 1 = a. These identiˇcations are
incorporated in the theory to follow.

The axioms imply that the antipode s is an antiautomorphism of both the
algebra and the coalgebra structures in A (see [Ab], [Sw]). This means that

m(s˝ s) = s ı m ı PA : A˝2 ! A; PA(s˝ s)� = � ı s : A ! A˝2

where PA denotes the �ip a˝ b 7! b˝ a : A˝2 ! A˝2. It also follows from the
axioms that s(1A) = 1A and " ı s = " : A ! K .

If the Hopf algebra A viewed as a K-module is projective (of ˇnite type) then
we can deˇne a Hopf algebra structure in the linear dual A� = HomK(A;K).
The multiplication, comultiplication, and antipode in A� are dual to the comul-
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tiplication, multiplication, and antipode in A. The roles of unit and counit in A�

are played by the counit of A and the homomorphism y 7! y(1A) : A� ! K
respectively.

1.2. Examples. 1. A simple example of a Hopf algebra is provided by the group
ring K[G] of a group G. The homomorphisms �; "; s are deˇned on the additive
generators g 2 G by the formulas �(g) = g ˝ g; "(g) = 1, and s(g) = g�1.

2. Let G be a ˇnite group. We deˇne a Hopf algebra A as follows. As a K-
module this algebra is freely generated by the set fıggg2G. Multiplication in A
is deˇned by the formulas ıgıh = 0 if g 6= h and ıgıh = ıg if g = h. The
comultiplication � : A ! A˝2 and the antipode s : A ! A are deˇned by

�(ıg) =
∑
h2G

ıh ˝ ıh�1g and s(ıg) = ıg�1 :

The counit " : A ! K is deˇned by "(ıg) = 1 if g is the unit element of G and
"(ıg) = 0 otherwise. Note that

∑
g2G ıg is the unit of A. Equalities (1.1.a){(1.1.c)

follow from deˇnitions. The Hopf algebra A is dual to the Hopf algebra K[G] of
Example 1.

3. An especially important example is provided by the universal enveloping
algebra U(g) of a Lie algebra g. The homomorphisms �; "; s are deˇned on the
multiplicative generators g 2 g by the formulas �(g) = g˝ 1 + 1˝ g; "(g) = 0,
and s(g) = �g 2 g.

1.3. Category of representations. Let A be a Hopf algebra over K . By an A-
module of ˇnite rank we mean a left A-module whose underlying K-module is
projective (of ˇnite type). We consider the \category of representations" Rep(A)
whose objects are A-modules of ˇnite rank and whose morphisms are A-linear
homomorphisms. We show that Rep(A) has a natural structure of a monoidal
Ab-category with duality.

For objects V;W of Rep(A) set V ˝ W = V ˝K W where the action of A is
obtained from the obvious product action of A˝2 in V ˝K W via the comultipli-
cation � : A ! A˝2. The tensor product of morphisms is the standard tensor
product of homomorphisms. Associativity of the tensor product follows from
(1.1.a). We note that this tensor product is not strictly associative. Indeed, the
modules (U˝ V)˝W and U˝ (V ˝W) are isomorphic but not identical. To be
precise we should involve the associativity isomorphisms

(u ˝ v)˝ w 7! u˝ (v˝ w) : (U˝ V)˝W ! U˝ (V ˝W):

It is customary in linear algebra to suppress these isomorphisms and to write sim-
ply U˝V˝W. We shall follow this tradition tacitly incorporating the associativity
isomorphisms.
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The ring K considered as an A-module, where the action of A is via the
counit ", is denoted by the same symbol K . It follows from (1.1.c) that K is the
unit object of Rep(A). (As above we suppress the identiˇcation isomorphisms
K ˝ V = V ˝ K = V.) The axioms of monoidal category listed in Section I.1.1
follow directly from deˇnitions. The usual addition of homomorphisms makes
Rep(A) a monoidal Ab-category in the sense of Section II.1.1.

Using the antipode, s in A, we can provide Rep(A) with a duality. For an object
V of Rep(A), set V� = HomK(V;K) where the action of A is deˇned by (ay)(x) =
y(s(a)x) where a 2 A; x 2 V; y 2 V�. In other words, ay = (�(s(a)))�(y) where
�(a) is the homomorphism x 7! ax : V ! V. Here the star denotes the standard
dualization transforming a K-homomorphism f : U! V into the homomorphism
x 7! f x : V� ! U�.

The duality homomorphism dV : V� ˝ V ! K is just the evaluation pairing
(y; x) 7! y(x). Set

bV = (dV)� : K = K� ! (V� ˝ V)� = V�� ˝ V� = V ˝ V�

where V�� = V is the standard identiˇcation. It is clear that for any k 2 K , we
have bV(k) = kıV where ıV = bV(1) is the canonical element of V ˝ V�. This
element is uniquely characterized by the following property. Expand ıV as a ˇnite
sum

(1.3.a) ıV =
∑
i

gi ˝ gi

where fgigi and fgigi belong to V and V� respectively. Then for any x 2 V; y 2 V�,
we have

y(x) =
∑
i

y(gi) g
i(x):

It is easy to verify that for any K-homomorphism f : V ! V, we have

(idV ˝ f �)(ıV) = ( f˝ idV�)(ıV):

In the case where V is a free K-module, ıV =
∑

i ei˝ei where feigi is an arbitrary
basis of V and feigi is the dual basis of V�.

1.3.1. Lemma. The category Rep(A) is a monoidal Ab-category with duality.

Proof. We have to show that the homomorphisms dV and bV are A-linear and
satisfy the identities (idV˝dV)(bV˝idV) = idV and (dV˝idV�)(idV� ˝bV) = idV� .
Both dV and bV are deˇned in terms of general linear algebra and do not depend
on the A-linear structure in V. Therefore the identities in question can be veriˇed
by a direct computation.

The formula m(s ˝ idA)� = " � 1A directly implies that dV is A-linear. Let
us show that bV is A-linear. Set ı = bV(1) 2 V ˝ V�. For a 2 A, denote the
homomorphism x 7! ax : V ! V by �(a). Note that �(1A) = idV .
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We should show that for any a 2 A, we have aı = "(a)ı. Let �(a) =∑
j aj ˝ bj where j runs over a certain ˇnite set of indices and aj ; bj 2 A. Set

b0j = s(bj ). We have

aı = �(a)ı =
∑
j

(aj ˝ 1A)(1A ˝ bj )ı =
∑
j

(�(aj )˝ idV�)(idV ˝ (�(b0j ))
�)(ı) =

=
∑
j

(�(aj )˝ idV�)(�(b0j )˝ idV�)(ı) = (�(
∑
j

aj b
0
j )˝ idV�)(ı):

The formula m(idA ˝ s)� = " � 1A ensures that
∑

j aj b
0
j = "(a)1A . This implies

that aı = "(a)ı.

1.4. Remark. The category Rep(A) is monoidal but not strict monoidal. We
can easily pass from Rep(A) to a strict monoidal category. In fact, there is a
general procedure transforming any monoidal category R into a strict monoidal
category V = V(R). The objects of V are ˇnite sequences (V1; : : : ; Vk) of
objects of R (including the empty sequence). The morphisms from (V1; : : : ; Vk)
to (W1; : : : ;Wl) are R-morphisms V1 ˝ � � � ˝ Vk ! W1 ˝ � � � ˝Wl . The tensor
product of objects of V is the juxtaposition of sequences, the tensor product of
morphisms is obtained by the obvious application of the tensor product in R. It is
easy to check that V is a strict monoidal category with the unit object being the
empty sequence. There is a covariant inclusion functor R! V assigning to any
object V of R the 1-term sequence V and assigning to any morphism f : V ! W
the same morphism in V. This inclusion is an equivalence of categories.

It may be veriˇed that any braiding (resp. twist, duality) in R induces a
braiding (resp. twist, duality) in V. In particular, (V1; : : : ; Vk)� = (V�k ; : : : ; V

�
1).

In this way any ribbon category gives rise to a strict ribbon category. The same
is true for modular and semisimple categories.

2. Quasitriangular Hopf algebras

2.0. Outline. The results of Section 1 strongly suggest that we should look for
ribbon categories in the class of representation categories of Hopf algebras. Here
we focus our attention on braidings postponing the study of twists to Section 3.
We formulate natural conditions on a Hopf algebra which ensure the existence of
a braiding in its representation category. This leads to the fundamental notions of
a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and a universal R-matrix.

2.1. Deˇnition of quasitriangular Hopf algebras. The notion of a quasitriangular
Hopf algebra is dual to the notion of a braided category. The role of the braiding
for a Hopf algebra A is played by an element R 2 A˝2.
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Let (A;�; "; s) be a Hopf algebra over a commutative ring with unit, K . For
a 2 A, set �0(a) = PA(�(a)) 2 A˝2 where PA = PermA is the �ip a ˝ b 7!
b ˝ a : A˝2 ! A˝2. (The homomorphism �0 : A ! A˝2 is called the opposite
comultiplication in A.) For any R 2 A˝2, set R12 = R˝1A 2 A˝3; R23 = 1A˝R 2
A˝3, and

R13 = (idA ˝ PA)(R12) = (PA ˝ idA)(R23) 2 A˝3:

Let R be an invertible element of the algebra A˝2. The pair (A; R) is called a
quasitriangular Hopf algebra if for any a 2 A,

(2.1.a) �0(a) = R�(a)R�1;

(2.1.b) (idA ˝ �)(R) = R13R12;

(2.1.c) (�˝ idA)(R) = R13R23:

Note that on the right-hand sides of these formulas we use multiplications in
A˝2; A˝3 induced by the one in A. The invertible element R 2 A˝2 satisfying
(2.1.a), (2.1.b), (2.1.c) is called a universal R-matrix of A.

The next lemma yields a few simple corollaries to the axioms.

2.1.1. Lemma. Let (A; R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. Then

(2.1.d) ("˝ idA)(R) = (idA ˝ ")(R) = 1A;

(2.1.e) (s˝ idA)(R) = (idA ˝ s�1)(R) = R�1;

(2.1.f) (s˝ s)(R) = R:

Proof. Set i = idA : A ! A. It follows from (1.1.c) and (2.1.c) that

R = ("˝ i˝ i)(�˝ i)(R) = ("˝ i˝ i)(R13R23) = (1A ˝ ("˝ i)(R))R:

Since R is invertible, these equalities imply that 1A ˝ (" ˝ i)(R) = 1A ˝ 1A .
Applying the algebra multiplication m : A ˝ A ! A to both sides we obtain
("˝ i)(R) = 1A . Similarly, it follows from (1.1.c) and (2.1.b) that

R = (i˝ "˝ i)(i˝ �)(R) = (i˝ "˝ i)(R13R12) = R ((i˝ ")(R)˝ 1A):

The same argument as above shows that this implies (i˝ ")(R) = 1A .
Set m12 = m˝ i : A˝3 ! A˝2 and m23 = i˝m : A˝3 ! A˝2. It follows from

(1.1.b) and (2.1.d) that

m12((s˝ i˝ i)(�˝ i)(R)) = ("˝ i)(R) = 1A:

On the other hand, (2.1.c) implies that

m12((s˝ i˝ i)(�˝ i)(R)) = m12((s˝ i˝ i)(R13R23)) = (s˝ i)(R)R:

Therefore (s˝ i)(R) = R�1.
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It follows from (1.1.b) and the deˇnition of �0 that

m(i˝ s�1)�0 = s�1 ı (" � 1A) = " � 1A : A ! A:

Therefore

m23((i˝ i˝ s�1)(i˝ �0)(R)) = (i˝ ")(R) = 1A:

It follows from (2.1.b) that (i˝ �0)(R) = R12R13. Hence

m23((i˝ i˝ s�1)(i˝ �0)(R)) = m23((i˝ i˝ s�1)(R12R13)) = R (i˝ s�1)(R):

Therefore (i˝ s�1)(R) = R�1. Finally, we have

(s˝ s)(R) = (i˝ s)(s˝ i)(R) = (i˝ s)(R�1) = (i˝ s)(i˝ s�1)(R) = R:

2.2. The element u. The universal R-matrix of any quasitriangular Hopf algebra
(A; R) gives rise to a certain element of A denoted by uR or simply by u (see
[Dr3, Proposition 2.1]). By deˇnition, u = m(s˝ idA)(PA(R)). If R is expanded
as a ˇnite sum

(2.2.a) R =
∑
j

˛j ˝ ˇj

with ˛j ; ˇj 2 A, then

(2.2.b) u =
∑
j

s(ˇj )˛j 2 A:

It is known that u is invertible in A, �(u) = (u ˝ u)(PA(R)R)�1, and for any
a 2 A,

(2.2.c) s2(a) = uau�1:

There is an explicit formula computing u�1 from R�1: if

R�1 =
∑
k

�k ˝ �k

with �k; �k 2 A, then

(2.2.d) u�1 =
∑
k

s�1(�k)�k 2 A:

2.3. From quasitriangular Hopf algebras to braided categories. Let (A; R) be a
quasitriangular Hopf algebra. We provide the category Rep(A) with a braiding as
follows. For any objects V;W of Rep(A), deˇne cV;W : V˝W ! W˝V to be the
composition of the multiplication by R 2 A˝2 and the �ip PV;W : V˝W ! W˝V.
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If R is expanded as a sum (2.2.a) then for any x 2 V; y 2 W,

(2.3.a) cV;W(x ˝ y) =
∑
j

ˇj y ˝ ˛j x:

2.3.1. Lemma. The family of homomorphisms fcV;W : V ˝W ! W ˝ VgV;W is a
braiding in Rep(A).

Proof. Let us show that cV;W is a morphism in Rep(A), i.e., that it is A-linear.
Take arbitrary z 2 V ˝W and a 2 A. We have

cV;W(az) = PV;W(R�(a)z) = PV;W(�0(a)Rz) = �(a)PV;W(Rz) = a cV;W(z):

Invertibility of R in A˝2 implies that cV;W is an isomorphism.
Let us verify the ˇrst braiding identity (I.1.2.b) which we reproduce here:

(2.3.b) cU;V˝W = (idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW):

For any ˛ 2 U˝ V ˝W, we have

(idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW)(˛) = (idV ˝ cU;W)(P12(R12˛)) = P23(R23(P12(R12˛)))

where P12 is the �ip x˝y˝z 7! y˝x˝z and P23 is the �ip x˝y˝z 7! x˝z˝y.
Denote by P1;23 the permutation homomorphism

x ˝ y ˝ z 7! y ˝ z ˝ x : U˝ V ˝W ! V ˝W ˝ U:

A simple computation using the expansion (2.2.a) shows that

P23(R23(P12(R12(˛)))) = P1;23(R13R12˛):

On the other hand, it follows from the deˇnitions of cU;V˝W and the action of A
in V ˝W that

cU;V˝W(˛) = P1;23((idA ˝ �)(R)˛):

Therefore (2.3.b) follows from the equality (idA ˝ �)(R) = R13R12. Similarly,
the second braiding identity cU˝V;W = (cU;W ˝ idV)(idU ˝ cV;W) follows from the
equality (�˝ idA)(R) = R13R23.

2.4. The Drinfel'd double construction. There is a general method, due to V.
Drinfel'd, producing quasitriangular Hopf algebras. This method is called the
double construction. It starts with a Hopf algebra A over a ˇeld and produces
the structure of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra in the vector space A ˝ A�. The
double construction plays a fundamental role in the theory of quantum groups.
We conˇne ourselves to a brief description of this construction in the setting of
ˇnite dimensional Hopf algebras.

Let A be a ˇnite dimensional Hopf algebra over a ˇeld K . Denote by A0 the
Hopf algebra obtained from the dual Hopf algebra A� by replacing the comulti-
plication with the opposite one and replacing the antipode with its inverse. Thus,
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the comultiplication � in A0 is deˇned by the formula �(y)(a ˝ b) = y(ba) for
any y 2 A0 and a; b 2 A. Note that the tensor product A ˝K A0 (viewed as a
vector space) contains a canonical element ıA determined by duality.

2.4.1. Theorem. Let A be a ˇnite dimensional Hopf algebra over a ˇeld K . There
exists a unique quasitriangular Hopf algebra (D(A); R) which coincides as a
coalgebra with A ˝K A0 such that (i) the inclusions A = A ˝ 1A0 ,! D(A) and
A0 = 1A ˝ A0 ,! D(A) are Hopf algebra homomorphisms and (ii) R is equal
to the image of ıA under the tensor product A˝K A0 ,! D(A)˝K D(A) of these
two inclusions.

For a proof, see [Dr1], [Dr2]. Note that R =
∑

i(ei ˝ 1A0 ) ˝ (1A ˝ ei) 2
D(A)˝K D(A) for any choice of dual bases feigi and feigi in A and A0.

3. Ribbon Hopf algebras

3.0. Outline. We formulate natural conditions on a quasitriangular Hopf algebra
which ensure the existence of a twist in the representation category.

3.1. Deˇnition of ribbon Hopf algebras. A ribbon Hopf algebra is a triple
(A; R; v) consisting of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra (A; R) and an invertible
element v of the center of A such that

(3.1.a) �(v) = PA(R)R (v˝ v) and s(v) = v:

The element v is called a universal twist of A.
For an object V of Rep(A), we deˇne the twist �V : V ! V to be multiplication

by v 2 A.

3.1.1. Lemma. Let (A; R; v) be a ribbon Hopf algebra. The family of homomor-
phisms f�V : V ! VgV is a twist in the braided monoidal category Rep(A). This
twist is compatible with duality.

Proof. Since v is an invertible central element of A, the homomorphism �V :
V ! V is an A-linear isomorphism. It is easy to check that for any A-modules
V;W, the composition cW;VcV;W : V ˝W ! V ˝W is multiplication by PA(R)R.
Therefore the equality �(v) = PA(R)R(v˝ v) implies the twist identity �V˝W =
cW;VcV;W(�V ˝ �W).

It remains to prove that (�V ˝ idV�)bV = (idV ˝ �V�)bV . This is equivalent to
(v ˝ v�1)ı = ı where ı = ıV = bV(1). We shall use the expansion (1.3.a) of
ı. The equality s(v) = v implies that for any x 2 V; y 2 V�, we have (vy)(x) =
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y(vx). Replacing x; y with v�1x; v�1y we get y(v�1x) = (v�1y)(x). Therefore∑
i

y(vgi)˝ (v�1gi)(x) =
∑
i

(vy)(gi)˝ gi(v�1x) = (vy)(v�1x) = y(vv�1x) = y(x):

Here the second equality follows from the characteristic property of ı mentioned
in Section 1.3. Hence, the sum

∑
i vgi ˝ v�1gi satisˇes the same property as ı

and therefore coincides with ı.

3.2. Theorem. For any ribbon Hopf algebra A, the category Rep(A) is a ribbon
Ab-category.

Theorem 3.2 follows directly from Lemmas 2.3.1 and 3.1.1.
Theorem 3.2 allows us to apply the deˇnitions and results of Chapter I to

Rep(A). We may consider the K-valued isotopy invariant F of framed oriented
links in S3 whose components are colored with A-modules of ˇnite rank. We may
also consider the trace tr of endomorphisms of objects of Rep(A) introduced in
Section I.1.5. In this context, the trace tr is called quantum trace and denoted by
trq . This trace takes values in EndA(K). Note that the A-linear homomorphisms
K ! K are nothing but multiplications by elements of K . Thus, we identify
EndA(K) = K so that trq takes values in K . For an object V of Rep(A), its
quantum dimension is deˇned to be dimq(V) = trq(idV) 2 K . For completeness,
we give an explicit computation of trq via the usual trace of endomorphisms of
modules.

3.3. Lemma. Let (A; R; v) be a ribbon Hopf algebra over a commutative ring
with unit, K . For any morphism f : V ! V in Rep(A), we have trq( f ) = Tr(uvf )
where Tr is the usual trace of endomorphisms, u = uR 2 A is given by (2.2.b)
and uvf is the composition of f and multiplication by uv.

For the deˇnition of Tr in the case where V is not free, see Section I.1.5.1, cf.
also Lemma II.4.3.1.

Observe that the function f 7! Tr(uvf ) is not a trace on the full algebra of
K-linear homomorphisms V ! V, but it is a trace if restricted to the subalgebra
of A-linear homomorphisms.

Proof of Lemma. We ˇrst compute the standard trace Tr of any K-homomorphism
h : V ! V in terms of the decomposition (1.3.a) of ıV = bV(1) 2 V ˝ V�. By
deˇnition (cf. Sections I.1.5 and I.1.7)

Tr(h) = dVPV;V�(h ˝ idV�)(ıV) = dVPV;V�(h ˝ idV�)(
∑
i

gi ˝ gi) =

= dVPV;V�(
∑
i

h(gi)˝ gi) = dV(
∑
i

gi ˝ h(gi)) =
∑
i

gi(h(gi)):
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Now we compute trq( f ) using (2.2.a):

trq( f ) = dVcV;V�((�Vf )˝ idV�)(ıV) = dV(
∑
i;j

ˇj g
i ˝ ˛j vf (gi)) =

=
∑
i;j

ˇj g
i(˛j vf (gi)) =

∑
i

gi(
∑
j

s(ˇj )˛j vf (gi)) =
∑
i

gi(uvf (gi)):

Therefore trq( f ) = Tr(uvf ).

3.4. Examples. Fundamental examples of quasitriangular Hopf algebras are pro-
vided by the theory of quantum groups, see Sections 6, 7. Here we consider two
elementary examples intended to illustrate the concepts of quasitriangular and
ribbon Hopf algebras. In both examples the symbol K denotes a commutative
ring with unit.

1. Provide K with the identity comultiplication � = idK : K ! K ˝K K = K ,
the identity counit " = idK : K ! K , and the identity antipode s = idK : K ! K .
It is obvious that in this way K acquires the structure of Hopf algebra. Set
R = 1 2 K ˝K K = K and v = 1 2 K . The triple (K; R; v) is a ribbon Hopf
algebra. Its category of representations coincides with the ribbon category Proj(K)
described in Section I.1.7.1.

2. Let G be a ˇnite abelian group endowed with a bilinear pairing c : G�G!
K� and a group homomorphism ' : G! K� such that '(g2) = 1 for any g 2 G.
(We use the multiplicative notation for the group operation in G.) Consider the
Hopf algebra A of Example 1.2.2. Set

R =
∑
g;h2G

c(g; h) ıg ˝ ıh 2 A˝2 and v =
∑
g2G

'(g) c(g; g) ıg 2 A:

It turns out that the triple (A; R; v) is a ribbon Hopf algebra. Indeed, both R and
v are invertible, the inverse elements being

R�1 =
∑
g;h2G

(c(g; h))�1ıg ˝ ıh; v�1 =
∑
g2G

'(g)(c(g; g))�1ıg:

Formula (2.1.a) follows from the commutativity of A and the equality �0 = �.
Formulas (2.1.b), (2.1.c), (3.1.a) follow from the bilinearity of c and deˇnitions.

By Theorem 3.2, the category Rep(A) is a ribbon Ab-category. This category
includes the category V = V(G;K; c; ') deˇned in Section I.1.7.2 as a ribbon
subcategory. To see this, consider for each g 2 G, the A-module Vg deˇned to
be K where ıg acts as idK and ıh with h 2 G n fgg acts as 0. It is easy to check
that Vg ˝ Vh = Vgh and (Vg)� = Vg�1 . Therefore the formula g 7! Vg deˇnes
a covariant embedding V ! Rep(A) commuting with tensor product, braiding,
twist, and duality.
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This example shows that in the case of ˇnite G the ribbon category
V(G;K; c; ') may be obtained as (a subcategory of) the representation category
of a ribbon Hopf algebra. The construction of A(G;K; c; ') does not apply to
the case of inˇnite G because both the comultiplication and the R-matrix would
be given by inˇnite sums. This phenomenon is typical: many difˇculties with
inˇnite sums in Hopf algebras disappear on the level of categories.

3.5. Remarks. 1. A construction, due to Reshetikhin and Turaev [RT1], extends
any quasitriangular Hopf algebra to a ribbon Hopf algebra. Combining this ex-
tension with the Drinfel'd double construction we may produce vast families
of examples of ribbon Hopf algebras and ribbon categories. However, it is only
under very special circumstances that these categories are semisimple or modular.

Parallel constructions may be applied to categories. Namely, any monoidal
category with duality can be \doubled" into a ribbon category (see [JS4], [Maj2],
[KT]).

2. The constructions of Sections 1{3 directly extend to quasi-Hopf algebras
in the sense of Drinfel'd [Dr4]. The only essential difference is that in the deˇ-
nition of Rep(A) the associativity isomorphisms are determined by the Drinfel'd
associator.

3.6. Exercise. Let (A; R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. Let v be an invertible
element of the center of A such that �(v) = PA(R)R (v˝v). Show that (s(v)�v)A
is a coideal of A. Deduce that the quotient A=(s(v)�v)A is a ribbon Hopf algebra.
(Hint: verify that �(s(v)) = PA(R)R (s(v)˝ s(v)).)

4. Digression on quasimodular categories

4.0. Outline. By weakening the axiom of domination in the deˇnition of a
modular category we obtain the more general notion of a quasimodular category.
We describe a procedure of \puriˇcation" which transforms any quasimodular
category into a modular category.

Quasimodular categories naturally arise in the theory of quantum groups and
in the skein theory (Chapter XII).

4.1. Negligible morphisms. Let V be a ribbon Ab-category. A morphism
f : V ! W in V is said to be negligible if for any morphism g : W ! V,
we have tr( f g) = 0. Until now we have not met negligible morphisms because
in semisimple categories (in particular in modular categories) all negligible mor-
phisms are equal to zero. This is not the case in arbitrary ribbon Ab-categories.
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It is obvious that the sum of two negligible morphisms V ! W is negligible
and that the composition of a negligible morphism with any other morphism is
negligible.

4.1.1. Lemma. The tensor product of a negligible morphism in V with an arbi-
trary morphism in V is negligible.

This lemma shows that negligible morphisms in V form a two-sided ideal with
respect to composition and tensor product.

Proof of Lemma. Let f : V ! W be a negligible morphism in V. Let h : X ! Y
be an arbitrary morphism in V. To prove that f˝ h is negligible we should show
that for any morphism g : W ˝ Y ! V ˝ X , the trace of ( f˝ h)g 2 End(W ˝ Y)
is equal to 0. This follows from the negligibility of f and the identity

tr(( f˝ h)g) = tr( f (idV ˝ F(\�Y ))(idV ˝ h ˝ idY�)(g ˝ idY�)(idW ˝ F([Y))):

Here F is the operator invariant of v-colored ribbon graphs given by Theo-
rem I.2.5, \�Y and [Y are the ribbon graphs deˇned in Section I.2.3. The identity
in question follows directly from the geometric interpretation of the trace given in
Corollary I.2.7.2, it sufˇces to draw the corresponding picture. A similar argument
shows that the morphism h ˝ f is negligible.

4.2. Puriˇcation. A ribbon Ab-category is said to be pure if all negligible
morphisms in this category are equal to zero. We describe a puriˇcation procedure
transforming any ribbon Ab-category V into a pure ribbon Ab-category Vp .

For objects V;W of V, denote the set of negligible morphisms V ! W by
Negl(V;W). This is a subgroup of Hom(V;W) so that we may consider the quo-
tient

hom(V;W) = Hom(V;W)=Negl(V;W):

For instance, by Lemma I.1.5.1 we have Negl(&; &) = 0 so that hom(&; &) =
Hom(&; &).

We deˇne a new category Vp whose objects are the same as in V. The mor-
phisms V ! W in Vp are elements of hom(V;W). The composition, tensor
product, and addition of morphisms are induced by the corresponding operations
in V. Similarly, the braiding, twist, and duality in Vp are induced by the braiding,
twist, and duality in V. It is easy to verify that Vp is a pure ribbon Ab-category
with the same ground ring as V. We have an obvious covariant functor V! Vp
identical on the objects and transforming each morphism in V into its class mod-
ulo negligible morphisms.

The following lemma will be useful in Chapter XII.
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4.2.1. Lemma. Any Hermitian structure on a ribbon Ab-category V induces a
Hermitian structure on Vp .

Proof. It sufˇces to show that for any negligible morphism f : V ! W, the
conjugated morphism f : W ! V is also negligible. For any morphism g : V !
W, we have tr( f g) = tr(gf ) = tr(gf ) = 0. Here the second equality follows
from Corollary II.5.1.4 and the third equality follows from the negligibility of f .

4.3. Quasimodular categories. Roughly speaking, quasimodular categories
are generalizations of modular categories admitting negligible morphisms. Such
morphisms appear in the following weakened version of domination (cf. Sec-
tion II.1.3). We say that a family fVigi2I of objects of a ribbon Ab-category
V quasidominates an object V of V if there exist a ˇnite set fVi(r)gr of ob-
jects of this family (possibly with repetitions) and a family of morphisms
f fr : Vi(r) ! V; gr : V ! Vi(r)gr such that

idV �
∑
r

fr gr 2 Negl(V; V):

If V is pure then quasidomination coincides with domination.
A quasimodular category is a pair consisting of a ribbon Ab-category V and a

ˇnite family fVigi2I of simple objects of V satisfying axioms (II.1.4.1), (II.1.4.2),
(II.1.4.4), and the following weakened version of the axiom of domination:

(4.3.1). All objects of V are quasidominated by fVigi2I .

The following lemma shows that each quasimodular category (V; fVigi2I) gives
rise in a canonical way to a modular category.

4.3.2. Lemma. Let (V; fVigi2I) be a quasimodular category. Then (Vp ; fVigi2I)
is a modular category.

Proof. Let us show ˇrst that Negl(Vi; Vi) = 0 for any i 2 I . Since the object Vi
is simple, Hom(Vi; Vi) = K � idVi where K is the ground ring of V. For k 2 K ,
the trace of k � idVi is equal to k dim(Vi). As it was remarked in Section II.1.4, the
non-degeneracy axiom (II.1.4.4) implies that dim(Vi) is invertible in K . Hence the
trace of k �idVi is equal to 0 if and only if k = 0. This implies that Negl(Vi; Vi) = 0
so that hom(Vi; Vi) = Hom(Vi; Vi) = K . Thus, Vi is a simple object of Vp . The
axioms of modular category forVp follow directly from the corresponding axioms
for V and the fact that all negligible morphisms in V are annihilated in Vp .
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5. Modular Hopf algebras

5.0. Outline. Following the lines of Sections 1{3 we dualize the axioms of quasi-
modular category. This leads to the notion of a modular Hopf algebra. We show
that the representation category of a modular Hopf algebra is a quasimodular
category. Its puriˇcation yields a modular category.

5.1. Preliminaries on modules. Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring
with unit, K . We need a few preliminary deˇnitions and remarks concerning A-
modules. We say that an A-module V is simple if every A-linear endomorphism
of V is multiplication by an element of K . Simple modules should be contrasted
with irreducible modules which are deˇned as A-modules without non-trivial A-
submodules. If K is an algebraically closed ˇeld then any irreducible A-module
is simple. For, if f : V ! V is an A-linear endomorphism of an irreducible
A-module V then any non-zero eigenspace of f is an A-submodule of V and
therefore coincides with V.

Assume that A is a ribbon Hopf algebra over K . We say that an A-module
of ˇnite rank, V, is negligible if trq( f ) = 0 for any f 2 EndA(V). Equivalently,
V is negligible if its identity endomorphism idV is negligible. It is clear that if
V is negligible then any morphism f : W ! V or g : V ! W is negligible.
(For, f = idVf; g = g idV and the composition of a negligible morphism with any
other morphism is negligible.) For any negligible module V, we have dimq(V) =
trq(idV) = 0.

5.2. Modular Hopf algebras. Let K be a commutative ring with unit. A modular
Hopf algebra over K is a pair (a ribbon Hopf K-algebra A, a ˇnite family of
simple A-modules of ˇnite rank fVigi2I) satisfying the following conditions.

(5.2.1) For some 0 2 I , we have V0 = K (where A acts in K via the counit).

(5.2.2) For each i 2 I , there exists i� 2 I such that Vi� is isomorphic to (Vi)�.

(5.2.3) For any k; l 2 I , the tensor product Vk˝Vl splits as a ˇnite direct sum
of certain Vi; i 2 I (possibly with multiplicities) and a negligible A-module.

To formulate the last condition consider the homomorphism x 7! PA(R)R x :
Vi ˝ Vj ! Vi ˝ Vj (it is A-linear due to (2.1.a)) and denote its quantum trace
by Si;j .

(5.2.4) The square matrix [Si;j ]i;j2I is invertible over K .

A slight change in comparison with the deˇnition of modular categories is
the appearance of direct sums and negligible modules. Otherwise this is a literal
translation of the deˇnition of modular categories to the setting of ribbon Hopf
algebras. We have to involve negligible modules because they do appear in the
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theory of quantum groups. The direct sums may be avoided but this does not
seem to lead to any greater generality.

The ribbon Hopf algebras constructed in Section 3.5 extend naturally to modu-
lar Hopf algebras. In Example 3.5.1 the distinguished family of modules consists
of one module K . In Example 3.5.2 we distinguish the modules fVggg2G. In both
cases negligible modules do not arise, due to the elementary nature of these
examples.

5.3. Construction of modular categories. For any modular Hopf algebra
(A; fVigi2I), we deˇne a subcategory V of Rep(A). The objects of V are A-
modules of ˇnite rank quasidominated by fVigi2I . The morphisms in V are all
A-homomorphisms of such modules. The composition, tensor product, and addi-
tion of morphisms in V are induced by the corresponding operations in Rep(A).
We say that V is the subcategory of Rep(A) quasidominated by fVigi2I .

5.3.1. Lemma. The category V is a monoidal subcategory of Rep(A).

We prove Lemma 5.3.1 at the end of this subsection. It is clear that the braiding,
twist, and duality in Rep(A) deˇned in Sections 1{3 induce a braiding, twist, and
duality in V. The axioms of ribbon category for V follow from the corresponding
properties of Rep(A). By deˇnition, all objects ofV are quasidominated by fVigi2I .
The other axioms of a quasimodular category for (V; fVigi2I) follow from the
corresponding axioms of a modular Hopf algebra. We have the following theorem.

5.3.2. Theorem. Let (A; fVigi2I) be a modular Hopf algebra. Then the pair
(V; fVigi2I) is a quasimodular category.

Purifying (V; fVigi2I) as in Section 4 we get a modular category (Vp ; fVigi2I).
In this way each modular Hopf algebra gives rise to a modular category. For
example, the modular Hopf algebras discussed at the end of Section 5.2 give rise
to the modular categories introduced in Section II.1.7.

5.3.3. Proof of Lemma 5.3.1. It is clear that K is an object of V because
V0 = K . We should verify the following two claims: (i) if V is an object of
V then so is V�, (ii) if V;W are objects of V then so is V ˝ W. We need a
few preliminary remarks. For morphisms f; g : U! V with negligible difference
f � g : U ! V, we shall write f ' g. In particular, f ' 0 if and only if f is
negligible. Recall the dual morphism f � : V� ! U� deˇned in Section I.1.8 by the
formula f � = (dV ˝ idU�)(idV� ˝ f˝ idU�)(idV� ˝ bU). The results of Section 4.1
imply that if f is negligible then so is f �. Note that f � � g� = ( f � g)�.
Therefore if f ' g then f � ' g�. Similarly, for any morphisms f; g : U ! V
and f 0; g0 : V ! W, the equality f 0f � g0g = f 0( f � g) + ( f 0 � g0)g shows that
f ' g; f 0 ' g0 imply that f 0f ' g0g.
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Now we are ready to prove claim (i). Since V is an object of V there is a
family of morphisms f fr : Vi(r) ! V; gr : V ! Vi(r)gr such that idV '

∑
r fr gr .

Then

idV� = (idV)� ' (
∑
r

fr gr)
� =

∑
r

(gr)
�( fr)

�:

The composition (gr)�( fr)� : V� ! V� passes through (Vi(r))� � Vi(r)� . Therefore
(gr)�( fr)� may be presented as a certain composition V� ! Vi(r)� ! V�. This
shows that V� is quasidominated by fVigi2I .

To prove claim (ii) consider a decomposition idV '
∑

r fr gr as above and a
similar decomposition idW '

∑
s f
0
sg
0
s. Then

(5.3.a) idV˝W = idV ˝ idW '
∑
r;s

fr gr ˝ f 0sg0s =
∑
r;s

( fr ˝ f 0s)(gr ˝ g0s):

The target of each morphism gr ˝ g0s is an object Vk ˝ Vl with certain k; l 2 I
depending on r and s. By (5.2.3) the identity endomorphism of Vk ˝ Vl splits as
a sum of several compositions Vk ˝ Vl ! Vi ! Vk ˝ Vl and a projection onto
a negligible summand. The last projection is a negligible morphism. Therefore
the morphism gr ˝ g0s = idVk˝Vl (gr ˝ g0s) expands as a sum of compositions
V ˝W ! Vi ! Vk ˝Vl with i 2 I (modulo negligible morphisms). Substituting
this decomposition of gr ˝ g0s into (5.3.a) we get a splitting of idV˝W as a sum of
morphisms which pass through fVigi2I (modulo negligible morphisms). Therefore
V ˝W is quasidominated by fVigi2I .

6. Quantum groups at roots of unity

6.0. Outline. The theory of quantum groups was originally conceived as a ma-
chinery that produces solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation. Later on, quan-
tum groups found applications in several areas including topology of knots and
3-manifolds. The importance of quantum groups for our study is that they give
rise to non-trivial modular categories.

A comprehensive exposition of the relevant aspects of the theory of quantum
groups would take a full-size monograph. We give a very sketchy introduction to
quantum groups aimed at a construction of modular categories.

6.1. Deˇnition of quantum groups. Quantum groups are Hopf algebras obtained
by a 1-parameter deformation of the universal enveloping algebras of simple com-
plex Lie algebras. We shall restrict ourselves to quantum groups corresponding to
simple Lie algebras of types A;D; E. (Other simple Lie algebras may be treated
similarly, cf. Remark 6.4.2.)

Let g be a simple Lie algebra of type A, D, or E with the Cartan matrix
(aij )1	i;j	m with integer m � 1. Recall that aii = 2 for all i = 1; : : : ; m and
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aij = aj i 2 f0;�1g for i 6= j . Fix a non-zero complex number q 6= ˙1. The
quantum group Uqg is the algebra over C deˇned by 4m generators Ei; Fi; Ki; K�1

i

where i = 1; : : : ; m and relations

(6.1.a) KiKj = Kj Ki; KiK
�1
i = K�1

i Ki = 1;

(6.1.b) KiEj = qaij Ej Ki; KiFj = q�aij Fj Ki;

(6.1.c) EiFj � Fj Ei = ıij
Ki � K�1

i

q � q�1

(6.1.d) EiEj = Ej Ei; FiFj = Fj Fi if aij = 0;

(6.1.e) E2
i Ej � (q + q�1)EiEj Ei + Ej E

2
i = 0 if aij = �1;

F2
i Fj � (q + q�1)FiFj Fi + Fj F

2
i = 0 if aij = �1

where i; j = 1; : : : ; m. We provide Uqg with the structure of a Hopf algebra. The
comultiplication � in Uqg is deˇned on the generators by

�(Ei) = Ei ˝ 1 + Ki ˝ Ei; �(Fi) = Fi ˝ K�1
i + 1˝ Fi; �(Ki) = Ki ˝ Ki:

The antipode s is deˇned by

s(Ki) = K�1
i ; s(Ei) = �K�1

i Ei; s(Fi) = �FiKi:

The counit � is deˇned by

�(Ki) = 1 and �(Ei) = �(Fi) = 0:

It may be veriˇed by direct computations that Uqg is a Hopf algebra.
Setting Ki = exp(�hHi=2); q = exp(�h=2) in the formulas above and pass-

ing to the limit h ! 0 we obtain the standard relations among the Chevalley
generators of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g. The comultiplication,
antipode, and counit in Uqg degenerate to the standard comultiplication, antipode,
and counit in U(g). This allows us to regard Uqg as a q-deformation of U(g).

The study of quantum groups splits into two cases, one where the parameter
q is a root of unity and one where the parameter is generic. If q is a root of unity
of even order then Uqg gives rise to a modular category (see Section 6.3). For a
generic parameter, we derive from the quantum group a semisimple category with
an inˇnite number of simple objects (see Section 7). Note that the treatments of
these two cases are essentially independent.

6.2. Preliminary deˇnitions and notation. We shall need the braid group B(g)
and the Weyl group W(g) associated to g. The braid group B(g) is generated
by m generators T 1; : : : ; Tm subject to the following relations: T iT j = T j T i if
aij = 0; TiT j T i = Tj T iT j if aij = �1. The Weyl group W(g) is the quotient
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of B(g) by the relations T 2
1 = 1; : : : ; T 2

m = 1. The images of T 1; : : : ; Tm in
W(g) are denoted respectively by r1; : : : ; rm . Any w 2 W(g) may be expressed
as a product ri1ri2 : : : rik . The minimal possible number k in such an expression
is called the length of w. The Weyl group W(g) is ˇnite and contains a unique
element w0 2 W(g) of maximal length.

For an integer n, set

[n]q =
qn � q�n
q � q�1

= q�n+1 + q�n+3 + � � �+ qn�3 + qn�1:

Note that [n]1 = n so that we may regard [n]q as a q-deformation of n. For n � 0,
set [n]q! = [1]q[2]q : : : [n]q . In particular, [0]! = [1]! = 1.

Denote by (bij )1	i;j	m the matrix over Q that is inverse to the Cartan matrix
(aij )i;j . For i = 1; : : : ; m, set bi =

∑m
j=1 bij . It is known that the numbers

b1; : : : ; bm are integers or half-integers.

6.3. Construction of a modular category. Assume that q is a primitive l-th root
of unity with l � 3. Set l0 = l if l is odd and l0 = l=2 if l is even.

The algebra Uqg gives rise to a ˇnite dimensional ribbon Hopf algebra ~Uqg. It is
obtained as the quotient of Uqg by the two-sided ideal generated by El

0
i ; F

l0
i ; K

l
i�1

with i = 1; : : : ; m. This ideal is also a coideal annihilated by the counit and
invariant under the antipode. Therefore ~Uqg is a Hopf algebra over C. It is known
to be ˇnite dimensional (see [Lu2], [Lu3]). In this section we discuss (i) the
universal R-matrix and the universal twist of ~Uqg, (ii) the representation theory
of ~Uqg, and (iii) the modular category of ~Uqg-modules.

(i). Assume ˇrst that l is coprime with the determinant of the Cartan matrix
(aij )1	i;j	m . Then the Hopf algebra ~Uqg possesses a universal R-matrix R 2
~Uqg˝C ~Uqg (see [Ro4]). The construction of R is based on the double construction
outlined in Section 2.4. Namely, denote by U+ (resp. U�) the subalgebra of
Uqg generated by Ei; Ki; K�1

i (resp. Fi; Ki; K�1
i ) with i = 1; : : : ; m. It is easy

to verify that U+ and U� are Hopf subalgebras of ~Uqg. It turns out that the
Hopf algebra U� is canonically isomorphic to (U+)0. Moreover, the inclusions
U+ ,! ~Uqg and U� ,! ~Uqg induce a Hopf algebra epimorphism D(U+)! ~Uqg.
It is clear that a Hopf algebra quotient of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra is itself
quasitriangular. Therefore ~Uqg is quasitriangular. Moreover, one can explicitly
compute the universal R-matrix R of ~Uqg. We give here an expression for R
referring for a proof to [Ro4].

The braid group B(g) acts in ~Uqg in the following way. If aij = 0 then

Ti(Ej ) = Ej ; T i(Fj ) = Fj ; T i(Kj ) = Kj :

If aij = �1 then

T i(Ej ) = q�1Ej Ei � EiEj ; T i(Fj ) = qFiFj � Fj Fi; T i(Kj ) = KiKj :

Finally, Ti(Ei) = �FiKi; T i(Fi) = �K�1
i Ei; T i(Ki) = K�1

i .
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We ˇx a decomposition w0 = ri1ri2 : : : riN where w0 is the element of W(g) of
maximal length, N . For s = 1; : : : ; N , set

(6.3.a) es = Ti1Ti2 : : : T is�1(Eis) 2 ~Uqg and fs = Ti1Ti2 : : : T is�1 (Fis) 2 ~Uqg:

Denote by (:; :) the bilinear form in Zm deˇned (in the standard basis)
by the Cartan matrix (aij )i;j . For each ˇ = (ˇ1; : : : ; ˇm) 2 Zm , set Kˇ =
Kˇ1

1 K
ˇ2
2 : : : Kˇm

m 2 ~Uqg. Denote by ~I the set of sequences (ˇ1; : : : ; ˇm) 2 Zm
such that l > ˇi � 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; m. The set ~I is a cube in Zm consisting of
lm elements.

The formula for the universal R-matrix R 2 ~Uqg ˝C ~Uqg obtained via the
double construction is:

R = l�m
N∏
s=1

(
l0�1∑
n=0

q�
n(n�1)

2
(1� q2)n

[n]!
ens ˝ fns

)⎛⎝∑
ˇ;2 ~I

q(ˇ;)Kˇ ˝ K

⎞⎠ :

Note that the left-hand side and hence also the right-hand side do not depend on
the choice of decomposition w0 = ri1ri2 : : : riN .

We construct a universal twist of ~Uqg as follows. Set

� = K�2b1
1 K�2b2

2 : : : K�2bm
m 2 ~Uqg:

A direct computation on generators shows that s2(a) = �a��1 for any a 2 ~Uqg.
By the general theory of quasitriangular Hopf algebras we have s2(a) = uau�1

where u = uR. Therefore v = u�1� lies in the center of ~Uqg. It follows from the
deˇnition of comultiplication in ~Uqg that �(�) = �˝ �. By the general theory
�(u�1) = Perm(R)R (u�1˝u�1). Therefore �(v) = Perm(R)R (v˝v). It is known
that s(v) = v ([Ro5]). Both u and � are invertible, therefore v is invertible in
~Uqg. This shows that v is a universal twist of ~Uqg. Thus, the triple ( ~Uqg; R; v) is
a ribbon Hopf algebra.

In the case where l is not coprime with det(aij ) there is a natural extension of
~Uqg to a ˇnite dimensional ribbon Hopf algebra, see [RT2] for the case g = sl2(C)
and [Ro5] for the general case.

(ii). The representation theory of ~Uqg is not fully understood. We present here
a few results relevant to our study, for details and proofs see [APW], [CK], [Lu3].

Let �1; : : : ; �m be non-negative integers. Under certain conditions on � =
(�1; : : : ; �m) there exists an irreducible ˇnite dimensional (non-trivial) ~Uqg-
module, V�, generated by a certain x 2 V� such that

Eix = 0; F�i+1
i x = 0; Kix = q�ix

for all i = 1; : : : ; m. The module V� is unique up to isomorphism. The condition
on � ensuring the existence and irreducibility of V� is usually expressed by
saying that � belongs to the Weyl alcove WA(g; l). This alcove is determined
by the inequality

∑m
i=1(�i + 1)p i < l0 where p 1; : : : ; pm are coefˇcients in the

decomposition of the highest root of g as a linear combination of simple roots.
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For g = slm+1(C), this inequality has the form
∑m

i=1(�i + 1) < l0. For � = 0, we
have V� = C.

(iii). Assume that the order l of q is even and that the Weyl alcove WA(g; l)
is non-empty. (The last condition is equivalent to the inequality l0 � r where r
is the Coxeter number of g.) Then we can derive a modular Hopf algebra from
~Uqg at least in the case where g is a Lie algebra of types A;D. This is the tuple
( ~Uqg; R; v; fV�g�) where R is the universal R-matrix of ~Uqg, v is the universal
twist of ~Uqg, and fV�g� is the family of irreducible ~Uqg-modules constructed
above. (In the case where l is not coprime with det(aij ), we use the ˇnite dimen-
sional extension of ~Uqg mentioned above.) The tuple ( ~Uqg; R; v; fV�g�) satisˇes
the axioms of a modular Hopf algebra. Indeed, the modules fV�g� are irreducible
and therefore simple. Axiom (5.2.1) is obvious. Validity of (5.2.2) is well known,
see, for instance, [An] or [TW]. The fundamental axiom (5.2.3) was veriˇed by
Andersen [An] and Andersen and Paradowski [AP] using ideas of S. Donkin and
C.M. Ringel on modules with good ˇltrations. Validity of (5.2.4) was veriˇed
in [TW] for Lie algebras of types A; B; C;D using results of Kac-Peterson [KP]
and Kac-Wakimoto [KW]. (In the case g = sl2(C) the axioms of modular Hopf
algebra for ( ~Uqg; R; v; fV�g�) were ˇrst veriˇed in [RT2].)

By the general procedure described in Section 5 we can derive a modular
category over C from the modular Hopf algebra ( ~Uqg; R; v; fV�g�). Its objects
are ˇnite dimensional ~Uqg-modules quasidominated by the family fV�g�. The
morphisms are ~Uqg-homomorphisms considered up to the addition of negligible
homomorphisms. The braiding and twist are induced by the action of R and v
in the usual way. The distinguished simple objects are the modules fV�g�. This
modular category is denoted by Vqg.

6.4. Remarks. 1. In order to construct the modular category Vqg we imposed
several conditions on the order l of the root of unity q. Namely we assumed
that l is even and l � max(3; r) where r is the dual Coxeter number of g. The
condition l � max(3; r) seems to be natural, there are no indications that it may
be dropped. The evenness of l is used to verify (5.2.4). It would be interesting
to construct a similar modular category in the case of odd l.

2. All the results formulated above extend to simple complex Lie algebras
of type B;C, although the formulas in the deˇnition of quantum groups and the
formula for the universal R-matrix become slightly more complicated. It seems
that the only missing step in the derivation of modular categories from exceptional
simple Lie algebras is a veriˇcation of (5.2.4).

3. For simple Lie algebras g of type A; B; C;D, the category Vqg is known
to be unimodal, see [RT1, p. 582] for the case g = sl2(C) and [TW, Corollary
5.3.3] for the general case. This allows us to apply the techniques of Chapters
VI{X to this category.
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4. It is implicit in the papers of Wenzl [We2], [We4] (though the details have
not been worked out) that the category Vqg is Hermitian for any root of unity q
and unitary for q = exp(˙2�

p
�1=l).

5. Some authors use the symbol Uqg for a slightly different Hopf algebra de-
pending on the choice of a square root t of q. This algebra is deˇned by 4m gen-
erators X+

i ; X
�
i ; ki; k

�1
i where i = 1; : : : ; m and relations obtained from (6.1.a){

(6.1.e) as follows. Er; Fr for r = 1; : : : ; m should be replaced with X+
r ; X

�
r

respectively; Kr; K�1
r should be replaced with kr; k�1

r except in (6.1.c) where
Ki; K�1

i should be replaced with k2
i ; k
�2
i ; q; q�1 should be replaced with t2; t�2 ex-

cept in (6.1.b) where q should be replaced with t. The comultiplication, antipode,
and counit are deˇned by the formulas �(X˙i ) = ki ˝ X˙i + X˙i ˝ k�1

i ;�(ki) =
ki ˝ ki; s(ki) = k�1

i ; s(X˙i ) = �q�1X˙i ; �(ki) = 1; �(X˙i ) = 0. The passage
from Uqg to this Hopf algebra is obtained via the substitution Kr = k2

r ; Er =
krX+

r ; Fr = X�r k
�1
r .

7. Quantum groups with generic parameter

7.0. Outline. We deˇne a version Uhg of Uqg which is an h-adic Hopf algebra
over the ring of formal power series C[[h]]. We derive from Uhg a semisimple
ribbon category with an inˇnite number of simple objects. Although this category
can not be used to construct a 3-dimensional TQFT or invariants of shadows,
it is interesting from the algebraic point of view. We can apply the techniques
of Chapters I and VI to this category and obtain invariants of links in R3 and
6j -symbols.

7.1. Completions and h-adic Hopf algebras. Set K = C[[h]]. The h-adic com-
pletion of a K-module V is the inverse limit

V̂ = lim
 
V=hnV

where n = 0; 1; 2; : : : . There is a natural K-linear completion homomorphism
V ! V̂ which is, in general, neither injective nor surjective. The completed
tensor product V ̂̋KW of K-modules V;W is the h-adic completion of V˝KW,
i.e.,

V ̂̋KW = lim
 

(V˝KW)=hn(V˝KW):

For example, if V = K or V is a direct sum of ˇnite number of copies of K then
V̂ = V. If V is a direct sum of inˇnite number of copies of K then V̂ is larger
than V.

For algebras over the ring of formal power series K = C[[h]], we may gener-
alize the deˇnitions of comultiplication, universal R-matrix, and universal twist.
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Instead of tensor squares and cubes of algebras we consider their h-adic com-
pletions. This yields the notions of h-adic Hopf algebras, h-adic quasitriangular
Hopf algebras, and h-adic ribbon Hopf algebras over K .

Let A be an h-adic Hopf algebra over K . By an A-module of ˇnite rank we
mean a left A-module whose underlying K-module is a direct sum of a ˇnite num-
ber of copies of K . Consider the category Rep(A) whose objects and morphisms
are A-modules of ˇnite rank and A-linear homomorphisms. For objects V;W of
Rep(A) set V˝W = V˝KW = V ̂̋KW where the action of A is obtained from the
obvious product action of A ̂̋KA in V ̂̋KW via the comultiplication A ! A ̂̋KA.
Using the equalities V̂ = V; V ̂̋KW = V˝KW for objects of Rep(A), we deˇne
the braiding and twist in Rep(A) as in Sections 2 and 3.

Here is an analogue of Theorem 3.2 in this setting.

7.1.1. Theorem. For any h-adic ribbon Hopf algebra A over C[[h]], the category
Rep(A) is a ribbon Ab-category with ground ring C[[h]].

7.2. The h-adic quantum group. We introduce a version Uhg of Uqg which is an
h-adic Hopf algebra. The main idea is to replace q 2 C (or rather �2 log(q)) in
the deˇnition of Uqg with an indeterminate h and to apply the h-adic completion.

The algebra Uhg is the h-adic completion of the C[[h]]-algebra generated by
Ei; Fi; Hi with i = 1; : : : ; m subject to relations

HiHj � HjHi = 0; H iEj � Ej Hi = aij Ej ; H iFj � Fj Hi = �aij Fj

for i; j = 1; : : : ; m, the relation obtained from (6.1.c) by the substitutions

Ki = exp(�hHi=2); q = exp(�h=2);

the relation (6.1.d), and the relation obtained from (6.1.e) by the substitution
q = exp(�h=2). The comultiplication, antipode, and counit in Uhg are deˇned
on Ei; Fi by the same formulas as above and on Hi by the formulas

�(Hi) = Hi ˝ 1 + 1˝ Hi; s(Hi) = �Hi; "(Hi) = 0:

A generic element of Uhg may be expanded as a formal sum
∑1

n=0 Pnh
n where

P0; P1; : : : are polynomials in Ei; Fi; Hi with i = 1; : : : ; m.
The main result about Uhg is that it has the natural structure of an h-adic

ribbon Hopf algebra over C[[h]]. Here we give a brief description of the universal
R-matrix and twist.

Note ˇrst that the braid group B(g) acts on Uhg. The action of the genera-
tors T 1; : : : ; Tm is deˇned as follows. If aij = 0 then Ti(Ej ) = Ej ; T i(Fj ) =
Fj ; T i(Hj ) = Hj . If aij = �1 then

Ti(Ej )=exp(
h

2
)Ej Ei� EiEj ; T i(Fj )=exp(�h

2
)FiFj � Fj Fi; T i(Hj )=Hi +Hj :
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Finally,

Ti(Ei) = �Fiexp(�hHi=2); T i(Fi) = �exp(hHi=2)Ei; T i(Hi) = �Hi:

We ˇx a decomposition w0 = ri1ri2 : : : riN where N is the length of w0 2 W(g).
For s = 1; : : : ; N , set

es = Ti1Ti2 : : : T is�1 (Eis) 2 Uhg and fs = Ti1Ti2 : : : T is�1(Fis) 2 Uhg:

The R-matrix R 2 Uhg ̂̋C[[h]]Uhg is given by the formula

R =
N∏
s=1

( 1∑
n=0

exp(
n(n � 1)h

4
)
(1� exp(�h))n

[n]!
ens ˝ f ns

)
exp (

h

2

m∑
i;j=1

bij H i ˝ Hj ):

Here we use the notation of Section 6.2. The symbol [n]! denotes the formal power
series obtained from the expression for [n]q! by the substitution q = exp(�h=2).
Note that the formal power series (1 � exp(�h))n is divisible by hn so that for
every given n, the coefˇcient of hn in the expression for R is given by a ˇnite
sum. Therefore R is an element of the completed tensor square of Uhg.

The universal twist in Uhg is deˇned by the formula

(7.2.a) v = u�1
R exp(hb1H 1 + � � �+ hbmHm) 2 Uhg

where uR 2 Uhg is determined by the R-matrix and the numbers b1; : : : ; bm are
the same as in Section 6.2.

7.2.1. Theorem. The triple (Uhg; R; v) is an h-adic ribbon Hopf algebra.

For more details and a proof of identities (2.1.a){(2.1.c), (3.1.a), see [KR2],
[LS], [Dr3].

7.3. The category Vqg. An Uhg-module of ˇnite rank V is said to be regular
if the operators x 7! H 1x; : : : ; x 7! Hmx : V ! V may be simultaneously
diagonalized with respect to a basis of V over C[[h]]. (One can show that in this
case the eigenvalues of these operators are non-negative integers.) For instance,
the ring C[[h]] where Uhg acts via the counit is regular.

It is obvious that the regularity of Uhg-modules is preserved under tensor
product over C[[h]] and under passage to the dual module. Therefore regular
Uhg-modules and Uhg-homomorphisms form a monoidal category with duality.
Denote this category byVqg. It is a subcategory of the category Rep(Uqg) deˇned
in Section 7.1. The braiding and twist in Rep(Uqg) determined by the universal
R-matrix and twist in Uhg may be restricted to Vqg and yield a braiding and a
twist in this category.

7.3.1. Theorem. The category Vqg is a ribbon Ab-category with ground ring
C[[h]].
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This theorem summarizes the results stated above.

7.4. Classiˇcation of regular Uhg-modules. We formulate here the classiˇcation
of regular Uhg-modules of ˇnite rank due to Lusztig [Lu1] and Rosso [Ro1].

Note ˇrst that a regular Uhg-module of ˇnite rank splits as a direct sum of a
ˇnite number of indecomposable regular Uhg-modules. (A module is indecom-
posable if it can not be presented as a direct sum of non-trivial modules.)

The classiˇcation of indecomposable regular Uhg-modules of ˇnite rank pro-
ceeds in terms of highest weights. Each such module V contains an element x
such that x generates V over Uhg and Eix = 0; H ix = nix for all i = 1; : : : ; m
and certain n1; : : : ; nm 2 Z. The element x is called a highest weight vector of
V. It is unique up to multiplication by an invertible element of C[[h]]. Therefore
the sequence (n1; : : : ; nm), called the highest weight of V, does not depend on
the choice of x .

Assigning to indecomposable regular Uhg-modules of ˇnite rank their highest
weights, we obtain a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of such
modules and the set of sequences of m non-negative integers.

Each indecomposable regularUhg-modules of ˇnite rank is simple in the sense
that all its Uhg-endomorphisms are multiplications by elements of C[[h]]. Indeed,
each such endomorphism has to preserve the highest weight vector at least up to
multiplication by an element of C[[h]].

Summing up the results formulated above we obtain the following theorem.

7.4.1. Theorem. The category Vqg is a semisimple ribbon Ab-category.

As distinguished simple objects we may choose arbitrary representatives of
the isomorphism classes of indecomposable regular Uhg-modules.

7.5. Remarks. 1. Remarks 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 apply to Vqg word for word.

2. We may apply the technique of Chapter I to the category Vqg. Assigning
sequences of m non-negative integers to the components of a framed oriented
link L � R3 we get a link colored over Vqg. Applying the operator invariant F
we obtain a C[[h]]-valued isotopy invariant of L. It is not difˇcult to show that
this invariant is a Laurent polynomial in the variable q = exp(�h=2).

The colorings of links as above are inˇnite in number so that we obtain an
inˇnite family of polynomial link invariants. At a certain stage this created a
psychological problem for topologists who are more accustomed to work under
lack of invariants. Later on it was understood that these invariants may be packed
together to deˇne 3-dimensional TQFT's corresponding to roots of unity.

3. The classiˇcation of indecomposable regular Uhg-modules of ˇnite rank by
sequences of m non-negative integers coincides with the standard classiˇcation
of irreducible g-modules of ˇnite complex dimension. This gives a canonical
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bijective correspondence between these two families of isomorphism classes of
modules.

These observations show that assigning irreducible ˇnite dimensional g-
modules to the components of a framed oriented link in R3 we get a colored
link over Vqg. The invariant F which arises when all link components are col-
ored with the fundamental representation of g is especially important. As above,
this invariant is a Laurent polynomial in the variable q = exp(�h=2). For in-
stance, if g = sl2(C) then this is a version of the Jones polynomial of links in
R3. (We discuss the Jones polynomial in Chapter XII from a more elementary
viewpoint.) For g = slm+1(C), this gives a 1-variable reduction of the 2-variable
Hom�y polynomial. Varying m = 0; 1; 2; : : : we get a sequence of 1-variable
polynomial invariants of links equivalent to the Hom�y polynomial. When g be-
longs to the series B;C;D this gives a 1-variable reduction of the Kauffman
2-variable polynomial. Varying g in any of these series we obtain a sequence of
1-variable polynomial invariants of links equivalent to the Kauffman polynomial.
For more on this, see [AW], [ADO], [ADW], [Tu4] and the excellent reviews
[Li2], [Mo1].

Notes

Sections 1{3. Quasitriangular Hopf algebras were introduced by Drinfel'd, see [Dr1], [Dr2].
Ribbon Hopf algebras were introduced by Reshetikhin and Turaev, see [RT1].

Example 3.5.2 was communicated to the author by C. Cibils.

Section 4. The material of this section is inspired by the properties of quantum groups at
roots of unity.

Section 5. Modular Hopf algebras were introduced in [RT2] with the view to deriving
3-manifold invariants from quantum groups. The deˇnitions of ribbon and modular Hopf
algebra given here simplify the ones in [RT1], [RT2]. (Note also that our twist v corre-
sponds to v�1 in [RT2].)

Section 6 and 7. The study of quantum groups was inspired by the works of physicists
on the Yang-Baxter equation, see [Fa], [FRT], [FST]. The deˇnition of the quantum de-
formation of sl2(C) was given by Kulish and Reshetikhin [KuR], the comultiplication in
this deformation was deˇned by E. Sklyanin. Quantum deformations of arbitrary simple
Lie algebras were introduced by Drinfel'd [Dr1], [Dr2] and independently Jimbo [Ji1],
[Ji2] (see also [Wo]). The representation theory of quantum groups with generic parameter
has been studied by Lusztig [Lu1] and Rosso [Ro1]. For the case of roots, see [APW],
[CK], [We2], [We4]. For a comprehensive introduction to the theory of quantum groups,
see [Kas] and [Lu4].



Chapter XII
A geometric construction of modular categories

Throughout this chapter the symbol K denotes a commutative associative ring
with unit and the symbol a denotes an invertible element of K .

1. Skein modules and the Jones polynomial

1.0. Outline. We introduce a family of K-modules called skein modules. They are
generated by tangle diagrams in the plane quotiented by Kauffman's skein iden-
tity. In further sections the skein modules are used to construct skein categories
which will eventually give rise to a modular category.

Kauffman's skein identity gives immediate access to the Jones polynomial of
links in R3. We brie�y discuss this polynomial.

1.1. The skein module Ek;l. Let k; l be non-negative integers. We shall consider
tangle diagrams in the strip R � [0; 1] with k inputs and l outputs. A tangle
(k; l)-diagram consists of a ˇnite number of arcs and loops in R� [0; 1], the end
points of the arcs being the k ˇxed points in the line R� 0 and l ˇxed points in
the line R�1. At each self-crossing point of the diagram one of the two crossing
branches should be distinguished and said to be the lower one, the second branch
being the upper one. We always assume that the arcs and loops of tangle diagrams
lie in general position. On the other hand, we do not assume them to be oriented
or colored. As usual, any tangle (k; l)-diagram in R� [0; 1] represents a framed
(k; l)-tangle in R2� [0; 1]. To visualize this tangle, thicken all arcs and loops into
bands and annuli taking into account the overcrossing/undercrossing information.
(It is understood that the bands and annuli are close to and almost parallel with
the plane of the diagram.)

Let Ek;l = Ek;l(a) be the K-module generated by all tangle (k; l)-diagrams
quotiented by

(i) ambient isotopy in R� [0; 1] ˇxed on the boundary of R� [0; 1];
(ii) the relation DqO = �(a2 + a�2)D, where D is an arbitrary diagram and

O is a simple closed curve in R � [0; 1] bounding a disk in the complement of
D;

(iii) the identity in Figure 1.1.
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          – 1
+    a   = a

Figure 1.1

The formula in Figure 1.1 is Kauffman's celebrated skein relation. This relation
involves three tangle diagrams identical except in a small 2-disk where they appear
as depicted. Two diagrams on the right-hand side are obtained by smoothing a
crossing of the diagram on the left-hand side. These two smoothed diagrams
acquire coefˇcients a and a�1. In order to determine which coefˇcient corresponds
to which diagram we use the following rule. Let us move towards the crossing
point along the upper branch. Just before reaching the crossing point turn to
the left (in the clockwise direction) and move until attaining the lower branch,
then move along this lower branch away from the crossing. In this way we get
one of the two smoothings. It acquires the coefˇcient a and the second possible
smoothing acquires the coefˇcient a�1.

The module Ek;l is called the skein (k; l)-module corresponding to a 2 K .
Each tangle (k; l)-diagram D represents an element of Ek;l denoted by hDi and
called the skein class of D. Note that if k + l is odd then there are no tangle
(k; l)-diagrams and Ek;l = 0.

Applying the skein relation to all crossing points of a tangle (k; l)-diagram
D we may expand D as a formal linear combination of the classes of diagrams
without crossing points (with coefˇcients in K). It is easy to check that this linear
combination does not depend on the order in which we apply the skein relation
to the crossing points of D. Further, using the relation (ii) we may get rid of
loops inductively. This gives a canonical expansion of D as a linear combination
of diagrams consisting of (k+ l)=2 disjoint simple arcs. We shall call such (k; l)-
diagrams simple. This argument shows that Ek;l is a free K-module with a basis
represented by simple (k; l)-diagrams. In particular, E0;0 = K is generated by the
skein class h;i = 1 of the empty diagram. Although it is not needed, observe that
the number of simple (k; l)-diagrams is equal to the Catalan number

(2m
m

)
=(m+1)

where m = (k + l)=2.

1.2. Theorem. The skein class of any tangle (k; l)-diagram is invariant under
three moves shown in Figure 1:2.
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(c) 

,
(a) (b)

Figure 1.2

This fundamental (though elementary) theorem underlies the theory of skein
modules. It is well known that two tangle (k; l)-diagrams represent isotopic
framed tangles in R2 � [0; 1] if and only if these diagrams may be related by
the moves shown in Figure 1.2 and the inverse moves. (We used a similar fact
in the setting of colored oriented diagrams in Chapter I.) Therefore the skein
class hDi 2 Ek;l of a tangle diagram D yields an isotopy invariant of framed
(k; l)-tangles. It is called the skein class of the tangle.

Proof of Theorem. Let D0 be a tangle diagram obtained from a tangle diagram D
by inserting one small positive curl. (The upper curl in Figure 1.2.a is positive, the
lower curl is negative.) The computations in Figure 1.3 show that hD0i = �a3hDi.
Similarly, if D0 is a tangle diagram obtained from a tangle diagram D by inserting
one small negative curl then hD0i = �a�3hDi. This implies the invariance of hDi
under the move in Figure 1.2.a. It should be stressed that the equalities in this
and further ˇgures mean the equalities of skein classes in the corresponding skein
modules.

The invariance of hDi under the move shown in Figure 1.2.b is veriˇed in
Figure 1.4. Here we apply the Kauffman relation twice: ˇrst in the lower crossing
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= a   3  a           –1 +  a  = (–       – 1 – a       – 1 + a   )                3 =  – a  

Figure 1.3

point and then in the second crossing point. We also use the result of the previous
paragraph concerning positive curls. In Figure 1.5 we check the invariance of
hDi under the move in Figure 1.2.c. The second and third equalities in Figure 1.5
follow from the invariance of hDi under the move in Figure 1.2.b.

      –1
 a   = =

 =     2a  +              2–    a   =

+a 

Figure 1.4

1.3. The bracket polynomial. Take K = R. For any framed link L � R3, its
skein class hLi 2 E0;0 = R provides a numerical isotopy invariant of L. It is
easy to deduce from Kauffman's recursive formula that hLi may be expressed as
a Laurent polynomial in a 2 R. The resulting one-variable Laurent polynomial
hLi(a) is an isotopy invariant of L. It is called the bracket polynomial of L. The
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a  +
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Figure 1.5

bracket polynomial is normalized so that its value for the trivial knot with zero
framing is equal to �(a2 + a�2).

The bracket polynomial of a framed link does depend on the choice of the
framing. Twisting the framing m times around a component leads to multiplication
of the bracket polynomial by (�a3)m . The bracket polynomial regarded up to
multiplication by integer powers of �a3 is an invariant of non-framed links.

1.4. The Jones polynomial. Using the bracket polynomial, we deˇne a polyno-
mial invariant of oriented (non-framed) links in R3. This is a version of the Jones
polynomial of oriented links.

Every oriented link L � R3 admits a framing such that the linking number
of L with the link obtained by pushing L along the corresponding normal vector
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ˇeld is equal to 0. Such a framing is not unique (unless L is a knot) but the
bracket polynomials corresponding to such framings are equal. This yields a
polynomial invariant of L denoted by VL(a). Note that if L is a knot then the
framing in question is given by the framing number 0. For a link L with m � 2
components L1; : : : ; Lm , we can use the following framing on L satisfying the
condition above. Provide each Li with the framing number �

∑
j 6=i lk(Li; Lj )

where lk is the linking number. Denote the resulting framed link by L 0. Clearly,
lk(L; L 0) = 0. Thus, VL(a) = hL 0i(a).

The polynomial VL(a) may be computed from any diagram D of L as follows.
The orientation of L determines signs˙1 of all crossing points of D (by deˇnition,
the crossings in Figure I.1.6 have signs +1 and �1, respectively). Let w(D) 2 Z
denote the sum of these signs over all crossing points of D. (The number w(D)
is called the writhe of D.) Then

VL(a) = (�a3)�w(D)hDi(a):

The polynomial VL(a) is the Jones polynomial of L, at least up to normaliza-
tion. To obtain the original Jones polynomial, we should substitute a = t�1=4 in
VL(a) and divide by �(t1=2 + t�1=2). For more details and references, see [Ka5],
[Li2].

1.5. Exercise. Show that if the framed link L � R3 is the disjoint union of two
framed links L1 and L2 then hLi = hL1ihL2i. If L 0 is the mirror image of L then
hL 0i(a) = hLi(a�1).

2. Skein category

2.0. Outline. We use the skein modules fEk;lgk;l introduced in Section 1 to con-
struct an Ab-category S = S(a). We provide S with a braiding, twist, and duality
so that it becomes a ribbon Ab-category. This is a preliminary version of a more
elaborate skein category introduced in Section 6.

2.1. The category S. The objects of S are non-negative integers 0; 1; 2; : : :. A
morphism k ! l of S is just an element of Ek;l . The composition f g of morphisms
g : k ! l; f : l ! m represented by tangle diagrams is deˇned by attaching a
diagram of f on the top of a diagram of g and compressing the result into
R � [0; 1]. This composition extends to arbitrary morphisms by linearity. The
diagram consisting of k disjoint vertical arcs represents the identity morphism
idk : k ! k. (In particular, the identity morphism id0 : 0! 0 is represented by
the empty diagram.)

We provide the category S with a tensor product. The tensor product of the
objects k; l 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g is the object k+l. The tensor product of two morphisms
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represented by tangle diagrams D;D0 is the juxtaposition obtained by placing D0

to the right of D. This tensor product extends to arbitrary morphisms by linearity.
It is clear that S is a strict monoidal category with the unit object &S = 0. The
addition in the modules fHomS(k; l) = Ek;lgk;l makes S a monoidal Ab-category
with ground ring End(&S) = E0;0 = K .

2.2. Braiding, twist, and duality in S. Let k; l 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g. To deˇne the
braiding morphism ck;l : k ˝ l! l ˝ k we take a bunch of k vertical arcs repre-
senting idk and place it from above across a bunch of l vertical arcs representing
idl . This results in a tangle (k + l; k + l)-diagram with kl crossing points, see
Figure 2.1.a where k = 3; l = 2. We deˇne ck;l : k ˝ l ! l ˝ k to be the skein
class of this diagram, i.e., the element of Ek+l;l+k = Ek+l;k+l represented by this
diagram.

(a)

,
(b)

(c)

,
(d)

Figure 2.1

To deˇne the twist �k : k ! k it is convenient to use framed tangles rather
than diagrams. Take a bunch of k vertical unlinked untwisted bands and apply to
it one full right-hand twist. The skein class of the resulting framed (k; k)-tangle
is the twist �k : k ! k. Here we use Theorem 1.2 which allows us to consider
skein classes of framed tangles. A diagram representing �3 is drawn in Figure
2.1.b.

We agree that all objects of S are self-dual: for k = 0; 1; 2; : : :, set k� = k. The
duality morphism bk : 0 ! k ˝ k� = 2k is represented by the diagram formed
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by k concentric cup-like arcs, see Figure 2.1.c where k = 3. The morphism
dk : k� ˝ k ! 0 is represented by the diagram formed by k concentric cap-like
arcs, see Figure 2.1.d where k = 3.

2.3. Theorem. The monoidal category S with braiding, twist, and duality as
deˇned above is a strict ribbon Ab-category.

Proof. We should verify the identities speciˇed in Sections I.1.2 and I.1.3 and
establish invertibility of the twist and braiding. Consider the ˇrst braiding identity
cU;V˝W = (idV ˝ cU;W)(cU;V ˝ idW). Note that the braiding morphisms in S are
represented by tangle diagrams without appealing to formal linear combinations.
Therefore both sides of this identity are represented by tangle diagrams. It is
enough to draw these diagrams in order to see that they are ambient isotopic in
R � [0; 1]. Therefore they belong to the same skein class. This yields the ˇrst
braiding identity. The second braiding identity (I.1.2.c) and the axioms of duality
(I.1.3.b), (I.1.3.c) are veriˇed in a similar way.

Let us prove the naturality of the braiding. We should verify that for any
morphisms f : V ! V 0; g : W ! W 0 in S,

(2.3.a) (g ˝ f ) cV;W = cV 0;W 0( f˝ g):

Since the tensor product and composition in S are bilinear, it is enough to consider
the case where f; g are represented by tangle diagrams. The diagrams appearing on
the left-hand and right-hand sides of (2.3.a) are not, in general, ambient isotopic
in R � [0; 1]. However, the framed tangles represented by these diagrams are
isotopic in R2 � [0; 1]. Therefore (2.3.a) follows from Theorem 1.2. Formulas
(I.1.2.h) and (I.1.3.d) are proven similarly.

Invertibility of the twist is obvious because the right-hand twist cancels the
left-hand twist up to isotopy. Invertibility of the braiding morphism ck;l is also
obvious: the inverse morphism is presented by the tangle diagram obtained from
that of cl;k by taking the mirror image with respect to the plane of the diagram.

2.4. Overview of further sections. The construction of the category S is too
elementary to produce a modular or even semisimple category. The category S
has only two simple objects 0 and 1 which do not dominate the remaining objects.
We shall modify S. To this end we study the algebras fEndS(k) j k = 0; 1; : : :g
in more detail (Sections 3{5). In Section 6 we derive another ribbon category
V from S. Its properties are studied in Section 7 where we show that if a is
a primitive 4r-th root of unity then V is quasimodular and if a is generic then
V is semisimple with an inˇnite number of simple objects. We also study the
multiplicity modules of V (Section 8) and Hermitian and unitary structures in V
(Section 9).
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2.5. Remarks. 1. Since S is a ribbon category, we may use it along the lines of
Chapter I. Thus, we may color ribbon graphs in R3 with objects and morphisms
of S and consider the corresponding operator invariant F . The resulting invariants
may be obtained from the Kauffman bracket by simple geometric manipulations.
For example, if a knot L � R3 is colored with an object k = 0; 1; 2; : : : of S
then to compute F(L) 2 EndS(0) = K we can take k longitudes of L determined
by the framing and apply the bracket polynomial to this link. In the case k = 1
we recover the Jones polynomial (up to normalization).

2. The ideas of Section 2.2 may be applied to other categories of tangles and
graphs, for instance, to the category of v-colored ribbon graphs RibV studied in
Chapter I. In this way we may transform RibV to a ribbon category. This category
has too many morphisms to be interesting from the algebraic point of view. In
contrast to RibV, the deˇnition of S involves a subtle factorization (passage to
the skein classes) which makes it suitable for an algebraic study.

3. The Temperley-Lieb algebra

3.0. Outline. We study the algebras of endomorphisms fEndS(k) = Ek;k j k =
0; 1; 2; : : :g of the objects of S. The algebra Ek;k is a geometric version of an
algebra introduced (in terms of generators and relations) by H. Temperley and E.
Lieb. At the end of the section we discuss a trace Ek;k ! K .

3.1. Deˇnition of the Temperley-Lieb algebra. For any k � 0, the module
EndS(k) = Ek;k acquires the structure of an algebra over K . The product xy of
x; y 2 Ek;k is just the composition of x and y viewed as morphisms k ! k. (If
x; y are represented by tangle diagrams then to compute xy we attach a diagram
of x on top of a diagram of y and compress the result into R�[0; 1]. This product
extends to arbitrary x; y 2 Ek;k by linearity.) It is obvious that the algebra Ek;k is
associative and has a unit 1k represented by the diagram consisting of k disjoint
vertical arcs. We call this algebra the k-th Temperley-Lieb algebra and denote
it by Ek . For instance, E0 = K and E1 = K . For k � 3, the algebra Ek is
non-commutative.

The algebra Ek regarded as a K-module admits a basis whose elements are
represented by simple tangle (k; k)-diagrams (with k ˇxed endpoints in the bot-
tom boundary line and k ˇxed endpoints in the top boundary line). The alge-
bra Ek admits a rather simple family of multiplicative generators. Namely, for
i = 1; : : : ; k � 1, denote by ei the diagram shown in Figure 3.1. By abuse of
notation, we shall denote the skein class heii 2 Ek by the same symbol ei.

3.2. Theorem. The elements 1k; e1; e2; : : : ; ek�1 2 Ek generate Ek as a K-
algebra.
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i – 1

 •      •      • 

k – i – 1

 •      •      • ei  =

Figure 3.1

Proof. It is enough to prove the following claim.

Claim. Let D � R � [0; 1] be a simple (k; k)-diagram that is not a diagram of
1k . Then D is ambient isotopic in R � [0; 1] to a diagram decomposable as a
product of e1; e2; : : : ; ek�1.

For the deˇnition of simple diagrams, see Section 1.1. To get some geometric
feeling the reader may prove this claim for k = 2; 3; 4. We shall prove the claim
by induction on k. If k = 2 then D is ambient isotopic to e1 and the claim is
true. Assume that the claim is true for simple diagrams with k � 1 strands and
prove it for simple diagrams with k strands. Let x1; : : : ; xk be the inputs (bottom
endpoints) of D enumerated from left to right. Since D is not a diagram of 1k , there
is a strand of D connecting two inputs of D. Since D is simple, there is a strand
of D connecting two inputs which are immediate neighbors of each other. Denote
by i = i(D) the minimal i = 1; 2; : : : ; k such that there is an arc of D connecting
xi and x i+1. Now we use induction on i(D). If i(D) > 1 then D = D0ei where
D0 is a simple (k; k)-diagram with i(D0) = i(D)� 1. The diagram D0 is obtained
from D by the following transformation in a neighborhood of x i�1; x i; x i+1. We
slightly deform the strand of D issuing from x i�1 to produce a mutually cancelling
local maximum and local minimum of the height function. We may assume that
the local minimum lies strictly above the arc of D connecting x i and xi+1. Now
we may strip off ei and present D as D = D0ei with i(D0) = i(D)� 1. (Example
of such a decomposition: ([˝ j)(j ˝ \) = e1e2.) It remains to consider the case
i(D) = 1. We decompose D as D = D00e1 where D00 is a simple (k; k)-diagram
constructed as follows. Consider the strand of D descending from the leftmost
output (top endpoint) in R� 1. We take a small arc on this strand lying close to
this output and push it down close to the strand of D connecting x1 and x2. This
allows us to strip off e1 and to present D in the form D = D00e1. (Example of
such a decomposition: (j˝[)(\˝j) = e2e1.) It is clear that D00 contains a strand
joining the leftmost input to the leftmost output. In other words, D00 is obtained
by adding a vertical interval from the left to a simple (k � 1; k � 1)-diagram.
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The inductive assumption implies that D00 is a product of diagrams feigki=2. This
implies our claim and completes the proof of the theorem.

3.3. Lemma. The elements 1k; e1; e2; : : : ; ek�1 2 Ek satisfy the following rela-
tions:

(3.3.a) e2
i = �(a2 + a�2) ei;

(3.3.b) eiej = ej ei if ji� j j � 2;

(3.3.c) eiei˙1ei = ei

where i; j = 1; : : : ; k � 1.

It is understood that (3.3.c) holds whenever i˙ 1 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g. The proof
of Lemma 3.3 is a simple geometric exercise. The relations (3.3.b) and (3.3.c)
hold on the level of ambient isotopy classes of diagrams; to prove (3.3.a) one
should involve the second relation in the deˇnition of skein modules.

Although it is not needed, note that the relations (3.3.a), (3.3.b), (3.3.c) gen-
erate all relations between e1; e2; : : : ; ek�1 2 Ek .

3.4. Trace tr : Ek ! K. Theorem 2.3 allows us to apply to S the the-
ory of ribbon categories. In particular, we may consider the trace of morphisms
Ek = EndS(k) ! EndS(0) introduced in Section I.1.5. Using the identiˇcation
EndS(0) = K determined by the Kauffman bracket we get a trace Ek ! K . For
convenience of the reader, we give here a direct (equivalent) deˇnition of this
trace.

For any f 2 Ek , deˇne tr( f ) 2 K as follows. Assume ˇrst that f may be
presented by a tangle diagram D. Let D0 be the closure of D obtained by joining
the bottom endpoints of D with the top endpoints of D by k arcs unlinked with
each other and with D (cf. Figure I.2.10). It is clear that D0 is a link diagram.
Set tr( f ) = hD0i 2 K . This trace extends to arbitrary f 2 Ek by linearity.

For instance, the closure of the diagram ei consists of k � 1 disjoint simple
loops. Therefore tr(ei) = (�a2 � a�2)k�1 for any i = 1; : : : ; k � 1. Similarly,
tr(idk) = tr(1k) = (�a2 � a�2)k .

3.4.1. Lemma. (i) For any f; g 2 Ek , we have tr( f g) = tr(gf ).
(ii) For any k; l = 0; 1; : : : and any f 2 Ek; g 2 El , we have tr( f ˝ g) =

tr( f ) tr(g).
(iii) For any element f of the subalgebra K(1k; e1; e2; : : : ; ek�2) � Ek gener-

ated by 1k; e1; e2; : : : ; ek�2, we have tr( f ek�1) = (�a2 � a�2)�1tr( f ).

Proof. It is enough to consider the case where f; g are skein classes of tangle
diagrams. The link diagrams representing tr( f g) and tr(gf ) are ambient isotopic,
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therefore tr( f g) = tr(gf ). The framed link representing tr( f ˝ g) is the disjoint
union of framed links representing tr( f ) and tr(g). Therefore, (ii) follows from
the result of Exercise 1.5.

For any f 2 K(1k; e1; e2; : : : ; ek�2), the diagram used to compute tr( f ) splits
as a disjoint union of a small circle and the diagram used to compute tr( f ek�1).
Therefore, (iii) follows from the second relation in the deˇnition of skein classes.

3.4.2. Lemma. Modulo the identiˇcation EndS(0) = K the trace tr : Ek ! K
deˇned above coincides with the trace EndS(k)! EndS(0) introduced in Section
I.1.5.

In further sections we shall only use the deˇnition of the trace given above
in this section. This makes the exposition independent of the results of Chapter I
and in particular of Theorem I.2.5.

Proof of Lemma. Consider the skein class f = hDi 2 Ek of a tangle (k; k)-
diagram D. The trace of f in the sense of Section I.1.5 is equal to the composition
dkck;k((�kf )˝idk)bk : 0! 0. Using the deˇnitions of dk; bk; ck;k; �k; idk given in
Section 1 we may visualize the framed link in R3 representing this composition.
It is easy to check that this framed link is isotopic to the one represented by
the closure of D. Therefore they belong to the same skein class. This proves the
lemma.

3.5. Canonical inclusions. For each pair k; l = 0; 1; 2; : : : with k < l, there
is a canonical inclusion Ek ,! El . Algebraically, it is deˇned by the formula
f 7! f ˝ idl�k . Geometrically, it is deˇned by adding l � k vertical intervals
from the right. It is obvious that for any f 2 Ek , we have tr( f ˝ idl�k) =
(�a2 � a�2)l�k tr( f ).

3.6. Exercise. Show that Ek = K � 1k ˚K(e1; : : : ; ek�1) where K(e1; : : : ; ek�1) is
the subalgebra of Ek generated by e1; : : : ; ek�1.

4. The Jones-Wenzl idempotents

4.0. Outline. We consider certain idempotents in the Temperley-Lieb algebras
introduced by V. Jones and studied by H. Wenzl. These idempotents will play a
crucial role in further sections.

4.1. Theorem. Assume that a4n � 1 2 K� for n = 1; 2; : : : ; k where K� is the
group of invertible elements of K . Then there exists a unique element fk 2 Ek
such that fk � 1k 2 K(e1; : : : ; ek�1) and ei fk = fk ei = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; k � 1.
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Here, as above, K(e1; : : : ; ek�1) is the subalgebra of Ek generated by
e1; : : : ; ek�1.

It follows from the properties of f = fk that f 2�f = ( f �1)f = 0. Thus, fk is an
idempotent. It is called the Jones-Wenzl idempotent of Ek . Since fk commutes with
all multiplicative generators of Ek it belongs to the center of Ek . The idempotent
fk annihilates all additive generators of Ek mentioned in Section 3.1 except 1k .
(Indeed, all these generators are monomials in e1; : : : ; ek�1.)

Proof of Theorem. If f and f 0 are two elements of Ek satisfying the conditions
of the theorem then ( f � 1)f 0 = 0 = ( f 0 � 1)f and therefore f 0 = f f 0 = f 0f = f .
This shows the uniqueness of fk .

Let us construct fk . For any integer n, set

[n] = [n]a2 = (a2n � a�2n)(a2 � a�2)�1 2 K:

In particular, [1] = 1 and [2] = a2 + a�2. Our assumptions ensure that
[1]; [2]; : : : ; [k] are invertible in K .

Set f (1) = 1k 2 Ek and inductively

f (n+1) = f (n) +
[n]

[n + 1]
f (n)enf

(n) 2 Ek

where n = 1; : : : ; k�1. An easy induction shows that f (n)�1k 2 K(e1; : : : ; en�1).
This implies that f (n) commutes with en+1; : : : ; ek�1.

Claim. For each n = 1; 2; : : : ; k, we have

(4:1:an) f (n)f (n) = f (n);

(4:1:bn) eif
(n) = 0 for all i < n:

For n = 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1, we have

(4:1:cn) (enf
(n))2 = �([n + 1]=[n])enf

(n):

We ˇrst prove this claim and then proceed to the proof of the lemma. In the case
n = 1 the claim is obvious. Inductively suppose that this claim is true for a certain
n and prove it for n + 1. Set ˛ = [n]=[n + 1] so that f (n+1) = f (n) + ˛f (n)enf (n).

Proof of (4:1:an+1):

f (n+1)f (n+1) = f (n) + 2˛f (n)enf
(n) + ˛2f (n)(enf

(n))2 =

= f (n) + ˛f (n)enf
(n) = f (n+1)

where the ˇrst equality follows from the inductive assumption (4:1:an) and the
second equality follows from (4:1:cn).
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Proof of (4:1:bn+1). It follows directly from (4:1:bn) and the deˇnition of f (n+1)

that ei f (n+1) = 0 for i < n. By (4:1:cn), we have

en f
(n+1) = en f

(n) + ˛(enf
(n))2 = enf

(n) � enf (n) = 0:

Proof of (4:1:cn+1). It follows from (4:1:an) that f (n)f (n+1) = f (n+1). Recall
that f (n) commutes with en+1. Therefore

(en+1f
(n+1))2 = en+1( f

(n) + ˛f (n)en f
(n))en+1 f

(n+1) =

= e2
n+1 f

(n+1) + ˛f (n)en+1enen+1 f
(n+1) =

= �(a2 + a�2)en+1 f
(n+1) + ˛f (n)en+1 f

(n+1) =

= �(a2 + a�2 � ˛)en+1 f
(n+1) = �([n + 2]=[n + 1])en+1 f

(n+1)

where the last equality follows from the recursive formula

(4.1.d) [n + 2] = (a2 + a�2)[n + 1]� [n]:

Set fk = f (k) 2 Ek . We show that fk satisˇes the conditions of the lemma. By
(4:1:bk), we have ei fk = 0 for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1. It was already mentioned
above that fk � 1k 2 K(e1; : : : ; ek�1). It remains to show that fk ei = 0 for i =
1; 2; : : : ; k � 1. Consider a K-linear antiautomorphism rot : Ek ! Ek deˇned as
follows. Let us rotate the strip R�[0; 1]�0 around the horizontal line R�(1=2)�0
in R3. Rotation by the angle � carries this strip into itself. Any tangle (k; k)-
diagram is carried by this rotation into another tangle (k; k)-diagram. It is easy to
check that this transformation preserves the Kauffman relation and induces a K-
linear antiautomorphism, rot, of Ek . It is obvious that rot(1k) = 1k and rot(ei) = ei
for i = 1; : : : ; k � 1. An easy induction shows that for any n = 1; 2; : : : ; k, we
have rot( f (n)) = f (n). In particular, rot( fk) = fk . Hence, for any generator ei, we
have fk ei = rot( fk)rot(ei) = rot(ei fk) = 0.

4.2. Remarks. 1. The tensor product in the category S gives rise to a bilinear
form ( f; g) 7! f ˝ g : Ek ˝ El ! Ek+l . It follows directly from the inductive
construction of fk given in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that for any k � 0,

(4.2.a) fk+1 = ( fk ˝ 11) +
[k]

[k + 1]
( fk ˝ 11) ek ( fk ˝ 11) 2 Ek+1

where 11 = id1 is the unit of E1 represented by a vertical arc. Of course, fk ˝ 11

is just the image of fk under the canonical inclusion Ek ,! Ek+1.

2. The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that the Jones-Wenzl idempotent fk 2 Ek
is invariant under rotation around a horizontal line. As a matter of fact, it is also
invariant under rotation around a vertical line. Namely, rotate the strip R�[0; 1]�
0 around the line 0�(1=2)�R orthogonal to this strip in R3. Rotation by the angle
� carries the strip into itself. Any tangle (k; k)-diagram is carried by this rotation
into another tangle (k; k)-diagram. It is easy to check that this transformation
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preserves the Kauffman relation and induces a K-linear antiautomorphism rot0 :
Ek ! Ek . Clearly, rot0(ei) = ek�i for any i. This implies that rot0( fk) satisˇes the
conditions of Theorem 4.1. The uniqueness in this theorem ensures that rot0( fk) =
fk .

4.3. Roots of unity versus generic elements. The sequence of idempotents f0 2
E0(a); f1 2 E1(a); : : : may be inˇnite or ˇnite depending on the properties of
a 2 K . We say that the element a 2 K is generic if a4n � 1 2 K� for all
n � 1. For any generic a 2 K , we have an inˇnite sequence of the corresponding
idempotents f0; f1; : : :.

We say that a 2 K is a primitive k-th root of unity if an � 1 2 K� for
n = 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1 and ak = 1. For any primitive 4r-th root of unity a 2 K ,
we have exactly r idempotents f0; f1; : : : ; fr�1. Note that if K is a ˇeld then our
notion of a primitive root of unity coincides with the standard one.

4.4. The Jones-Wenzl idempotents as generators. We may view each idempo-
tent fk as a morphism k ! k in the category S. It turns out that in the case of
generic a the sequence f0; f1; f2; : : : generates the set of all morphisms in S as
a two-sided ideal. (For a precise formulation, see Lemma 4.4.1 below.) In the
case when a is a primitive 4r-th root of unity there is a similar result modulo
negligible morphisms (see Lemma 4.4.3). These fundamental facts will be crucial
in Section 6. To prove Lemma 4.4.3 we need to compute the trace of fk . This
computation is given in Lemma 4.4.2.

4.4.1. Lemma. If a 2 K is generic then any morphism k ! l in S = S(a)
may be expressed as a sum

∑
s x sfisys where s runs over a ˇnite set of indices,

is 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g, and xs : is ! l; ys : k ! is are morphisms in S.

Proof. Denote by G the set of morphisms in S which may be expressed as in the
statement of the lemma. Every Jones-Wenzl idempotent fk = idk fk idk : k ! k
belongs to G. It is clear that the composition of any morphism belonging to G
with any other morphism in S belongs to G. Since any morphism f : k ! l is
equal to f idk , it is enough to prove that for each k = 0; 1; 2; : : : the identity
morphism idk = 1k 2 Ek belongs to G. For k = 0 and k = 1, this is true
because 1k = fk in these cases. Inductively, assume that idk 2 G for all k < N
and show that idN 2 G, where N � 2. By the very deˇnition of fN we have
fN � 1N 2

∑N�1
i=1 eiEN . The morphism ei : N ! N of S may be expressed in the

obvious way as a composition of a morphism e0i : N ! N � 2 and a morphism
e00i : N � 2! N . Thus ei = e00i idN�2 e0i. By the inductive assumption idN�2 2 G
so that ei 2 G. Hence fN � 1N 2 G and 1N 2 G.

4.4.2. Lemma. If a4n � 1 2 K� for n = 1; 2; : : : ; k then tr( fk) = (�1)k[k + 1].
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Proof. For k = 1, we have

tr( fk) = tr(11) = hOi = �a2 � a�2 = �[2]

where O is a simple closed curve in the plane. We shall inductively assume that
tr( fk) = (�1)k[k + 1] and show that tr( fk+1) = (�1)k+1[k + 2]. Set f = fk ˝ 11 2
Ek+1. We have

tr( fk+1) = tr( f ) + ([k]=[k + 1]) tr( f ekf ) = tr( f ) + ([k]=[k + 1]) tr( f f ek) =

= tr( f ) + ([k]=[k + 1]) tr( f ek) = tr( f )� ([k]=[k + 1])(a2 + a�2)�1tr( f ):

Here we use Lemma 3.4.1 (i) and (iii). Substituting in the last formula the ex-
pression

tr( f ) = tr( fk) tr(11) = (�1)k+1(a2 + a�2)[k + 1]

and applying (4.1.d) we obtain tr( fk+1) = (�1)k+1[k + 2].

4.4.3. Lemma. If a 2 K is a primitive 4r-th root of unity then any morphism
k ! l in S = S(a) may be expressed as a sum z +

∑
s x sfis ys where s runs

over a ˇnite set of indices, is 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; r � 2g, xs : is ! l; ys : k ! is are
morphisms in S and z : k ! l is a negligible morphism in S.

Proof. The reader may notice that we do not include the idempotent fr�1 2 Er�1

in the set of generators. The reason is that this idempotent, viewed as a morphism
(r � 1) ! (r � 1), is negligible. (This means that for any g 2 Er�1, we have
tr( fr�1g) = 0.) This fact underlies the whole proof and we establish it ˇrst.
Since fr�1 annihilates all generators of Er�1 except 1r�1, it is enough to show
that tr( fr�11r�1) = tr( fr�1) = 0. This follows directly from Lemma 4.4.2 since
[r] = (a2r � a�2r)(a2 � a�2)�1 = 0.

Now we proceed to the proof of the lemma. Denote by G the set of morphisms
in S which may be expressed as in the statement of the lemma. In particular every
idempotent fk = idk fk idk with k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; r�2 viewed as a morphism k ! k
belongs to G. It is clear that the composition of any morphism belonging to G
with any other morphism in S belongs to G. Since any morphism f : k ! l is
equal to f idk , it is enough to prove that for each k = 0; 1; 2; : : : the identity
endomorphism idk = 1k 2 Ek belongs to G. For k = 0 and k = 1, this is
true because 1k = fk in these cases. Inductively, assume that idk 2 G for all
k < N and show that idN 2 G where N � 2. If N 	 r � 2 then the idempotent
fN 2 EN is well-deˇned and belongs to the set f figr�2

i=0 of generators of G. The
same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 shows that idN 2 G. If N = r� 1
then the idempotent fN 2 EN is also well-deˇned but does not belong to this
set of generators. Still, the argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 shows
that fN � 1N 2 G. Since the morphism fN = fr�1 is negligible, we get 1N 2 G.
Consider the case N � r. By the inductive assumption there is a decomposition
idN�1 = z +

∑
s x sfis ys with negligible z and is 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; r � 2g. It is clear
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that

idN = idN�1 ˝ id1 = z ˝ id1 +
∑
s

x sfis ys ˝ id1:

It follows from Lemma XI.4.1.1 that the morphism z˝ id1 is negligible. We also
have

xsfis ys ˝ id1 = (xs ˝ id1)( fis ˝ id1)(ys ˝ id1):

Note that fis ˝ id1 is a morphism is + 1 ! is + 1 where is + 1 	 r � 1 < N .
Therefore by the inductive assumption the morphism fis ˝ id1 = ( fis ˝ id1)idis+1

belongs to G. This implies that idN 2 G and completes the proof.

4.5. Graphical calculus for the Jones-Wenzl idempotents. We shall graphically
present the Jones-Wenzl idempotent fk 2 Ek;k by a box with k inputs and k outputs.
This box, depicted as an empty square, represents a formal linear combination of
tangle (k; k)-diagrams whose skein class equals fk . Note that in our pictures the
number of inputs of a box is always equal to the number of outputs. It is always
understood that the corresponding Jones-Wenzl idempotent is well-deˇned.

In order to simplify the pictures, we shall represent bunches of parallel curves
in the plane by single curves labelled by a non-negative integer specifying the
number of curves in the bunch. Thus, an integer n beside a curve indicates the
presence of n copies of that curve, all parallel in the plane of the picture.

Inductive formula (4.2.a) is shown in the graphical notation in Figure 4.1. As
usual, the equality here means equality of skein classes.

k

k+1

k–1

1

1k

[k ]
———
[k+1] 

+

k 1

 =

Figure 4.1
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The pictorial calculus for the Jones-Wenzl idempotents outlined above will
be systematically used throughout the chapter. It should not be confused with
the graphical calculus used in Parts I and II to study ribbon and framed graphs.
These are two independent (though related) systems of graphical notation used
for different purposes.

4.6. Exercise. Verify the identities in Figure 4.2. (In the second formula i; j ; k are
arbitrary non-negative integers such that the idempotent fi+j+k is well-deˇned. If
i = k = 0 then this formula means just that f 2

j = fj .)

1

k

[k+2 ]
———
[k+1] 

 =  –

,k

(a)

i

j

k

 = 

i + j + ki + j + k

(b)

Figure 4.2

5. The matrix S

5.0. Outline. We continue preparations for the construction of a modular category.
We compute the traces of certain morphisms in S and show that the matrix formed
by these traces is invertible over K .

The results of this section will play a technical role in Section 7. We shall see
that the matrix computed here coincides with the matrix S in the non-degeneracy
axiom for modular and quasimodular categories. The reader may safely skip this
section and come back to it when necessary.

5.1. Lemma. If a4n � 1 2 K� for n = 1; 2; : : : ; k then for any i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; k,

tr(cj ;ici;j ( fi˝ fj )) = (�1)i+j [(i+ 1)(j + 1)] = (�1)i+j
a2(i+1)(j+1) � a�2(i+1)(j+1)

a2 � a�2
:
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Here cj ;ici;j ( fi ˝ fj ) is an endomorphism of the object i + j of S so that we
may consider its trace.

Proof of Lemma. The proof goes in 7 steps. The ˇrst three steps deal with an
augmentation " : Ei! K . Steps 4{6 are concerned with a certain homomorphism
Ri : ˚j Ej ! Ei. The seventh step completes the proof.

Step 1. Any x 2 Ei may be written as a linear combination of the basis elements
of Ei mentioned in Section 3.1. Denote by "i(x) or "(x) the coefˇcient of the
unity 1i in this expansion. It is clear that " is a K-linear homomorphism Ei! K .
It is important that " is an algebra homomorphism, i.e., that "(xy) = "(x) "(y)
for any x; y 2 Ei. Indeed, if x = y = 1i then "(xy) = "(x) "(y) = 1. For all other
choices of basis elements, we have "(xy) = "(x) "(y) = 0. By Theorem 4.1 we
have x fi = fi x = "(x)fi for any x 2 Ei.

Step 2. Denote by yi the element of Ei shown at the beginning of Figure 5.1.
This element is represented by the tangle (i; i)-diagram consisting of i�1 vertical
strands and one strand that links them. We claim that "(yi) = a2(i�1). Indeed,
applying the Kauffman skein relation in two crossing points of the strings labelled
by 1 we get the equality in Figure 5.1. Any further expansion of the second term
on the right-hand side will never achieve i arcs going from the bottom to the top.
Therefore "(yi) = a2"i�1(yi�1). For i = 1, we have y1 = 11 and "1(y1) = 1.
Hence "(yi) = a2(i�1).

                    – 4+  (1– a       ) 

1 i–2 

i–2 

1 1

i–2 

1

11

        2
  a =

Figure 5.1

Step 3. Denote by x i the element of Ei shown at the beginning of Figure
5.2. This element is represented by a tangle (i; i)-diagram consisting of i vertical
strands and one circle that links them. We claim that "(x i) = �a2(i+1)� a�2(i+1).
Indeed, applying the skein relation in two crossing points of the strings labelled
by 1 we get the equality in Figure 5.2. Therefore

(5.1.a) "(x i) = (1�a4) "(yi)+a�2"i�1(x i�1) = a2(i�1)(1�a4)+a�2"i�1(x i�1):

For i = 0, we have "(x i) = �a2 � a�2. The solution to the recurrence relation
(5.1.a) is "(xi) = �a2(i+1) � a�2(i+1).
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     –2
 a

1

1 i–1 1 i–1

1

1 i–1

          4(1– a     ) = +

Figure 5.2

Step 4. For any i = 0; 1; : : : ; k, we deˇne a K-linear homomorphism R =
Ri : ˚j�0Ej ! Ei. It carries x 2 Ej in the skein class of the (i; i)-diagram in
Figure 5.3. For instance, R(11) = x i. It is easy to check that the homomorphism
R transforms the tensor product into the product in Ei: for any x 2 Ej and y 2 Ek ,
we have R(x ˝ y) = R(x)R(y). (Although it is not needed here, note that the
image of R lies in the center of Ei.)

j

i

x

Figure 5.3

The multiplication in the algebra Ej also behaves nicely under R: for any
x; y 2 Ej , we have R(xy) = R(yx). Indeed, to compute R(xy) we have to take
a kind of closure of xy. This implies that for x; y presented by tangle (j ; j )-
diagrams, the skein classes R(xy) and R(yx) are represented by isotopic framed
tangles and therefore coincide with each other.

Our next aim is to compute Ri( fj ) 2 Ei for all i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; k.
Step 5. We need the notion of the j -th Chebyshev polynomial Sj (x) where j

is a non-negative integer. This is a monic polynomial of degree j with integer
coefˇcients. It is deˇned inductively by S0(x) = 1; S1(x) = x , and Sj+1(x) =
xSj (x)� Sj�1(x). It is easy to verify that

(5.1.b) Sj (t + t�1) =
tj+1 � t�j�1

t � t�1
:
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Step 6. For i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; k, we compute Ri( fj ) 2 Ei as a polynomial in
xi 2 Ei. We claim that

(5.1.c) Ri( fj ) = Sj (x i):

Fix i and set R = Ri : ˚j�0Ej ! Ei. For j = 0; 1, equality (5.1.c) holds because
R( f0) = R(10) = 1i and R( f1) = R(11) = x i. Thus, it is enough to show that
R( fj+1) = x iR( fj )� R( fj�1) for any j . It follows from (4.2.a) that

(5.1.d) R( fj+1) = x iR( fj ) + ([j ]=[j + 1])R(( fj ˝ 11)ej ( fj ˝ 11)):

Here

R(( fj ˝ 11)ej ( fj ˝ 11)) = R(ej ( fj ˝ 11)
2) = R(ej ( fj ˝ 11)) =

= R(ej ( fj�1 ˝ 12)) + ([j � 1]=[j ])R(ej ( fj�1 ˝ 12)(ej�1 ˝ 11)( fj�1 ˝ 12)):

Both terms in the last expression may be computed explicitly. It follows from
deˇnitions that

R(ej ( fj�1 ˝ 12)) = (�a2 � a�2)R( fj�1):

The reader may draw a picture for ej ( fj�1 ˝ 12)(ej�1 ˝ 11)( fj�1 ˝ 12) 2 Ej and
check that its closure is the same as the closure of fj�1 fj�1 = fj�1 2 Ej�1. Hence

R(ej ( fj�1 ˝ 12)(ej�1 ˝ 11)( fj�1 ˝ 12)) = R( fj�1):

This gives

R(( fj ˝ 11)ej ( fj ˝ 11)) = (�a2 � a�2)R( fj�1) + ([j � 1]=[j ])R( fj�1) =

= �([j + 1]=[j ])R( fj�1):

Together with (5.1.d) this gives R( fj+1) = x iR( fj )�R( fj�1). This implies (5.1.c)
and completes Step 6.

Step 7. Now we can bring all the pieces together and ˇnish the proof of the
lemma. To compute tr(cj ;ici;j ( fi˝fj )) we should draw a picture for cj ;ici;j ( fi˝fj ) 2
Ei+j and take the skein class of its closure. It is obvious that cj ;ici;j ( fi ˝ fj ) and
the product Ri( fj ) fi 2 Ei have isotopic closures. Therefore

tr(cj ;ici;j ( fi ˝ fj )) = tr(Ri( fj ) fi) = tr("(Ri( fj )) fi) = "(Ri( fj )) tr( fi):

Since " : Ei! K is an algebra homomorphism, we have

"(Ri( fj )) = "(Sj (x i)) = Sj ("(x i)) =

= Sj (�a2(i+1) � a�2(i+1)) = (�1)j [(i+ 1)(j + 1)]=[i+ 1]

where the last equality follows from (5.1.b). Multiplying this formula by tr( fi) =
(�1)i [i+ 1] we get the claim of the lemma.
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5.2. Lemma. Let a 2 K be a primitive 4r-th root of unity with r � 2. If 2r 2 K�
then the matrix

S = fSi;j gr�2
i;j=0 = f(�1)i+j [(i+ 1)(j + 1)]gr�2

i;j=0

is invertible over K .

Proof. We shall prove that (a2 � a�2)2S2 = (�2r)ıji . Since the scalar matrix on
the right-hand side is invertible over K , the matrix S is also invertible over K .

To simplify notation set b = a2; i0 = i+1; j 0 = j +1; k 0 = k+1. By deˇnition,
(a2 � a�2)Si;j = (�1)i+j (bi

0j 0 � b�i0j 0). Therefore

(a2 � a�2)2
r�2∑
j=0

Si;j Sj ;k = (�1)i+k
r�1∑
j 0=1

(b(i0+k 0)j 0 � b(i0�k 0)j 0 � b(k 0�i0)j 0 + b�(i0+k 0)j 0):

If i 6= k then we have here four geometric progressions. A direct computation
shows that

(5.2.a) (a2 � a�2)2
r�2∑
j=0

Si;j Sj ;k =

= (�1)i+k
[
b(i0+k 0)r � bi0+k 0b�(i0+k 0)r

bi0+k 0 � 1
� b(i0�k 0)r � bi0�k 0b�(i0�k 0)r

bi0�k 0 � 1

]
:

Note that (a2r � 1)(a2r + 1) = a4r � 1 = 0. Since a is a primitive 4r-th root
of unity, a2r � 1 is invertible in K . Therefore a2r = �1 and br = a2r = �1. If
i0  k 0 (mod 2) then b(i0+k 0)r = b(i0�k 0)r = 1 and both fractions on the right-hand
side of (5.2.a) are equal to �1. If i0  k 0 + 1 (mod 2) then both fractions are
equal to 1. In any case the right-hand side is equal to 0. In the case i = k the
computation is even easier and gives �2r.

6. Reˇned skein category

6.0. Outline. We derive a ribbon Ab-category V from S. Roughly speaking, we
shall increase the number of objects and decrease the number of morphisms. The
Jones-Wenzl idempotents, discussed in Section 4, will play a main role in the
construction of V. We shall study the category V further in Sections 7{9.

6.1. The category V(a). In this subsection we deˇne V = V(a) as an Ab-
category. Throughout the construction we assume that a 2 K is either a generic
element or a primitive 4r-th root of unity with r � 2 (see Section 4.3). We
ˇrst deˇne a set J = J(a) as follows. If a is generic then J is the set of all
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positive integers, J = f1; 2; : : :g. If a is a primitive 4r-th root of unity then
J = f1; 2; : : : ; r � 2g. (If r = 2 then J = ;.)

The objects of V are arbitrary ˇnite sequences of elements of J . Thus, an
object V of V is a sequence (j 1; j 2; : : : ; j l) 2 J l with l � 0. In particular, the
empty sequence is an object of V corresponding to l = 0.

To deˇne the morphisms in V we need more notation. For any sequence
V = (j 1; : : : ; j l) 2 Jl , set jVj = j 1 + j 2 + � � �+ j l and

FV = fj 1 ˝ � � � ˝ fj l 2 EjVj = EndS(jVj):

Here we regard each idempotent fj n 2 EjVn j as a morphism jj nj ! jj nj in S.
The symbol ˝ denotes the tensor product of morphisms in S. It follows from the
identity ( fk)2 = fk that

(6.1.a) FVFV = FV:

Note that jVj = 0 if and only if V is the empty sequence ;. It is clear that
F; = id0 = 1 2 E0 = K .

Let U and V be objects of V. Any S-morphism x : jUj ! jVj may be
composed from the left with FV and from the right with FU. Set

x f = FV x FU 2 HomS(jUj; jVj) = EjUj;jVj:

SinceFV andFU are idempotents, we have (x f)f = x f . Therefore the formula x 7!
x f deˇnes a projection EjUj;jVj ! EjUj;jVj. Denote the image of this projection by
EfjUj;jVj. This is a submodule of EjUj;jVj that may be alternatively described by the
formula

EfjUj;jVj = fx 2 EjUj;jVj j x f = xg:

Formula (6.1.a) implies that for any x 2 EfjUj;jVj, we have

(6.1.b) FV x = x FU = x:

6.1.1. Lemma. For any objects U;V;W of V and any x 2 EfjUj;jVj; y 2 E
f
jVj;jWj,

we have yx 2 EfjUj;jWj.

Proof. It follows from the formulas x f = x; yf = y and equality (6.1.a) that
(yx)f = (yf x f)f = yf x f = yx .

Now we may deˇne morphisms in V. For any objects U;V of V, set

HomV(U;V) = EfjUj;jVj � EjUj;jVj:

Thus, a V-morphism U ! V is just a skein class x 2 EjUj;jVj such that x f = x .
The composition of morphisms is the same as in S. Lemma 6.1.1 ensures that
the composition of morphisms in V is a morphism in V.

It remains to deˇne the identity morphism idV : V ! V. Note that the identity
morphism idjVj : jVj ! jVj in the category S can not be used as idV because
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in general it does not belong to EfjVj;jVj. On the other hand, the S-morphism

FV : jVj ! jVj belongs to EfjVj;jVj because (FV)f = FVFVFV = FV . This allows
us to regard FV as a morphism V ! V in V. Formula (6.1.b) shows that this
morphism is the identity endomorphism of V in V. Thus, idV = FV . For instance,
if V is a one-term sequence j then idV = FV = fj .

Note that the set Hom(U;V) = EfjUj;jVj is a K-module and in particular an
abelian group. In this way the category V becomes an Ab-category.

6.2. Monoidal structure on V. We equipV with a monoidal structure. The tensor
product of objects is the juxtaposition of ˇnite sequences. The tensor product of
morphisms is induced by the one in S in the obvious way. The following lemma
shows that the tensor product of morphisms in V is a morphism in V.

6.2.1. Lemma. For any objects U;V;U0; V 0 of V and any x 2 EfjUj;jVj; x
0 2

EfjU0j;jV 0j, we have x ˝ x 0 2 EfjU˝U0j;jV˝V 0j.

Proof. (x ˝ x 0)f = x f˝ (x 0)f = x ˝ x 0.

It is clear that V is a strict monoidal Ab-category. As usual, the role of the
unit object & = &V is played by the empty sequence. The ground ring of V is
HomV(&; &) = Ef0;0 = E0;0 = K .

We shall often use the identity

FU˝V = FU ˝FV

which follows directly from deˇnitions.

6.3. Pictorial calculus for V. We may use pictures to present morphisms in
V. For objects U = (i1; : : : ; ik); V = (j 1; : : : ; j l) of V and any x 2 EjUj;jVj, we
may present x f 2 EfjUj;jVj graphically as follows. Assume ˇrst that x is the skein
class of a tangle diagram D with jUj inputs and jVj outputs. We attach to D
from above the juxtaposition of boxes representing fj 1; : : : ; fj l and attach from
below the juxtaposition of boxes representing fi1; : : : ; fik . This gives a diagram of
xf . Thus, we may present a morphism in V by a picture consisting of a tangle
diagram lying in the middle, a row of boxes attached to its top boundary line,
and a row of boxes attached to the bottom boundary line. To present a generic
morphism in V we should involve formal linear combinations of such pictures
with the same rows of boxes. The composition is deˇned by putting one picture
on the top of the other while keeping the bottom and top boxes and replacing
the boxes in the middle with the corresponding linear combinations of tangle
diagrams. Recall that tangle diagrams are considered up to relations (i){(iii) of
Section 1.1.
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In this graphical notation the tensor product of two morphisms in V is obtained
by placing the picture of the second morphism to the right of the picture of the
ˇrst morphism without any intersection or linking.

6.4. Braiding and twist in V. We provide V with a braiding c and a twist �.
For any objects U and V of V, set

cU;V = (cjUj;jVj)
f 2 EfjU˝Vj;jV˝Uj = HomV(U˝ V; V ˝ U):

Here cjUj;jVj 2 EjU˝Vj;jV˝Uj is the braiding in S deˇned in Section 2.2. For any
object V of V, set

�V = (�jVj)
f 2 EfjVj;jVj = HomV(V; V)

where �jVj 2 EjVj;jVj is the twist in S.

6.4.1. Lemma. The morphisms fcU;VgU;V and f�VgV form a braiding and a twist
in V.

Proof. Consider ˇrst the twist �V of an object V = (j 1; : : : ; j l) ofV. By deˇnition,
�V = FV�jVjFV . (The reader is recommended to draw the pictures corresponding
to this and further equalities. It should be stressed that �jVj is a morphism in the
category S but not a morphism in V.)

We have the following equalities of morphisms in S:

(6.4.a) �V = FV �jVj = �jVj FV:

Indeed, to compute �V we take the framed tangle formed by jVj vertical (unlinked
untwisted) strands and apply to it a full right-hand twist. Then we attach from
above and below a row of boxes representing fj 1; : : : ; fj l . The boxes attached
from below may be pulled up towards the upper boxes along the strands of the
tangle. At the last moment each pair of boxes corresponding to the same family of
strands may be replaced by one box because ( fj k )

2 = fj k for every k. This proves
the ˇrst equality stated above. Similarly, pushing down the upper boxes we get
the second equality. In other words, we may safely remove from the picture of
�V either the upper or the lower row of boxes without changing the morphism
represented by the picture. Similarly,

FV��1
jVjFV = FV��1

jVj = ��1
jVjFV:

This implies that the morphisms �V and FV��1
jVjFV are mutually inverse in V.

Indeed,

�VFV��1
jVjFV = FV�jVj��1

jVjFV = FV = idV

and

FV��1
jVjFV�V = FV��1

jVj�jVjFV = FV = idV:
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This implies that the twist �V : V ! V is invertible. We can establish naturality
of the twist analogously: for objects U;V of V and any x 2 EfjUj;jVj, we have

�Vx = �jVjFVx = �jVjx = x�jUj = xFU�jUj = x�U:

Here we use (6.1.b), (6.4.a), and naturality of the twist in S.
Let us prove the ˇrst braiding identity (I.1.2.b). The same argument as above

shows that for any objects U;V of V, we have

(6.4.b) cU;V = FV˝U cjUj;jVj FU˝V = FV˝U cjUj;jVj = cjUj;jVj FU˝V:

For any objects U;V;W of V, we have

cU;V˝W = FV˝W˝U cjUj;jV˝Wj FU˝V˝W =

= FV˝W˝U (idjVj ˝ cjUj;jWj) (cjUj;jVj ˝ idjWj)FU˝V˝W
where the last equality holds because the morphisms fck;lgk;l form a braiding in
S. We have

FV˝W˝U (idjVj ˝ cjUj;jWj) = (FV idjVj)˝ (FW˝U cjUj;jWj) = idV ˝ cU;W:

Similarly,

(cjUj;jVj ˝ idjWj)FU˝V˝W = cU;V ˝ idW:

This completes the proof of (I.1.2.b). Formulas (I.1.2.c) and (I.1.2.h) are proven
similarly. Naturality and invertibility of cU;V are established in the same way as
naturality and invertibility of the twist. (Invertibility of cU;V also follows from
invertibility of the twist and formula (I.1.2.h).) This completes the proof of the
lemma.

6.5. Duality in V. For any object V = (j 1; : : : ; j l) 2 J l of V, we deˇne the
dual object to be V� = (j l; j l�1; : : : ; j 1). Set

bV = (bjVj)
f = FV˝V�bjVj 2 Ef0;jV˝V�j = HomV(&V; V ˝ V�)

and

dV = (d jVj)
f = d jVjFV�˝V 2 EfjV�˝Vj;0 = HomV(V� ˝ V; &V):

Here bjVj 2 E0;jV˝V�j and d jVj 2 EjV�˝Vj;0 are the duality morphisms in S deˇned
in Section 2.2. For a picture of bV with l = 2, see Figure 6.1.

6.5.1. Lemma. The family of morphisms fbV; dVgV is a duality in V compatible
with braiding and twist.

Proof. We have to verify the axioms of duality (I.1.3.b), (I.1.3.c), and the com-
patibility axiom (I.1.3.d). They are deduced from the corresponding formulas in
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j
1 

j
2 

Figure 6.1

S. The method is the same as in the proof of Lemma 6.4.1 since all boxes rep-
resenting f fkgk may be pushed along the corresponding strands. There is a minor
complication which appears in the proof of (I.1.3.b) and (I.1.3.c). When we push
the boxes representing FV� along the strands of the diagram of bjVj to the left
they arrive at the end turned upside down. More exactly, under this transforma-
tion each box is rotated in the plane of the picture by the angle of �. By Remark
4.2.2, the resulting box presents the same idempotent. Therefore, we may safely
remove the boxes representing FV� from the picture of bV without changing bV .
In other words,

bV = (FV ˝FV�) bjVj = (idjVj ˝ FV�) bjVj = (FV ˝ idjV�j) bjVj:

Similar arguments apply to dV . The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of
Lemma 6.4.1.

6.6. Theorem. Let a 2 K be a generic element or a primitive 4r-th root of unity
with r � 2. The category V(a) with the braiding, twist, and duality deˇned above
is a ribbon Ab-category with ground ring K .

This theorem summarizes the results of previous subsections. In Section 7 we
shall show that the category V is either semisimple or quasimodular depending
on the choice of a.

6.7. Comparison of traces. Theorem 6.6 allows us to apply to V the theory
of ribbon categories. In particular, for any object V of V, we have the trace
trV : EndV(V)! EndV(&) = K introduced in Section I.1.5. Note that EndV(V) =
EfjVj;jVj � EjVj. The next lemma shows that the trace trV is the restriction of the
trace tr : EjVj ! K deˇned in Section 3.4.

6.7.1. Lemma. For any x 2 EfjVj;jVj, we have trV(x) = tr(x).
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Proof. The proof is based on the same observations as the proofs of Lemmas
6.4.1 and 6.5.1. By deˇnition

trV(x) = dVcV;V�((�Vx)˝ idV�)bV:

Set k = jVj. In the graphical notation, each of the morphisms dV; cV;V�; �V; idV� ,
bV differs from the morphisms dk; ck;k; �k; idk; bk respectively by a row of boxes
representing the Jones-Wenzl idempotents. All these boxes may be pushed along
the strands towards x where they ˇnally disappear because FVx = xFV = x .
This gives the equality

trV(x) = dkck;k((�kx)˝ idk)bk:

On the right-hand side we have the expression deˇning the trace of x in S.
According to Lemma 3.4.2 this expression equals tr(x).

6.8. Simple objects of V. Every i 2 J = J(a) regarded as a one-term sequence
of elements of J determines an object of V. It is denoted by Vi. This object is
simple (for the deˇnition of simple objects, see Section II.1.2). Indeed,

Hom(Vi; Vi) = Efi;i = fi Ei fi = fi fi Ei = fi Ei = K � fi = K � idVi :

Here the third equality follows from the fact that fi lies in the center of the
Temperley-Lieb algebra Ei, the ˇfth equality follows from the fact that fi annihi-
lates all generators of Ei except the unit, and the last equality follows from the
formula idVi = fi. Thus we have a family of simple objects fVigi2J numerated by
elements of J . We add to this family the unit object V0 = &V represented by the
empty sequence. In this way we obtain a family of simple objects fVigi2I where
I = J [ f0g. In the case of generic a we have I = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. In the case where
a is a primitive 4r-th root of unity, I = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; r � 2g.

It is easy to compute the dimension dim(Vi) = dimV(Vi) 2 K where i 2 I .
According to Lemmas 6.7.1 and 4.4.2

dim(Vi) = trV(idVi) = tr(idVi) = tr( fi) = (�1)i [i+ 1]

for i 6= 0. The formula dim(Vi) = (�1)i [i + 1] holds also for i = 0 since
dim(V0) = dim(&) = 1.

6.9. Remarks. 1. The construction of skein categories involves geometric ob-
jects (framed tangles, tangle diagrams, colored boxes) very similar to those used
in Chapter I. To avoid possible confusion we emphasize once more the differ-
ence between our present setting and the one of Parts I and II. In Parts I and II
we started with a ribbon (or modular) category and studied topological invariants
derived from it. Here we begin with tangles and construct ribbon and modular cat-
egories from them. The resulting categories are interesting for topologists because
they may be plugged in the machinery of Parts I and II to produce invariants of
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3-manifolds. These categories are also important in their own right from an alge-
braic point of view.

2. All the arguments given in this section can be reformulated in purely alge-
braic terms without appealing to strands and boxes. This is left to the reader as
an exercise.

6.10. Exercises. 1. Show that the twist Vi ! Vi is equal to (�1)iai(i+2) idVi .
(Hint: use the results of Steps 1 and 2 of the proof of Lemma 5.1, do not forget
the contribution �a3 of every strand.)

2. Show that the mirror ribbon categories S(a) and V(a) are isomorphic to
S(a�1) and V(a�1) respectively.

3. Show that V1 = (1) is a fundamental object of V(a).

7. Modular and semisimple skein categories

7.0. Outline. We study the category V(a) introduced in the previous section. If
a 2 K is a primitive 4r-th root of unity then this category is shown to be quasi-
modular in the sense of Section XI.4.3. If a is generic then V(a) is semisimple
in the sense of Section II.4.1. We also discuss unimodality of V(a).

7.1. Theorem. Let r � 2 be an integer such that 2r is invertible in K . Let
a 2 K be a primitive 4r-th root of unity. Then the pair (V(a); fVigi2I(a)) is a
quasimodular category with ground ring K .

Theorem 7.1 is the central result of this chapter. Combining Theorem 7.1 with
the puriˇcation technique of Section XI.4 we get a modular categoryVp = Vp (a).
This is a deep but quite a tangible example of a modular category.

In order to apply the technique of Parts I and II to Vp we need to have at our
disposal a rank of Vp , i.e., an element D 2 K such that D2 =

∑r�2
i=0 (dim(Vi))2.

A direct computation shows that

r�2∑
i=0

(dim(Vi))
2 =

r�2∑
i=0

[i+ 1]2 = (�2r)(a2 � a�2)�2:

(This follows also from formula (II.3.8.a) and computations in the proof of
Lemma 5.2.) Thus, for the rank to exist, the element �2r 2 K must admit a
square root in K .

The category Vp is closely related to the modular categories derived from
quantum groups. The fundamental observation is that for K = C (and a 2 C a
primitive 4r-th root of unity), the category Vp (a) is equivalent to the puriˇed
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representation category of Uq(sl2(C)) with q = �a2. This follows from the fact
that these categories have isomorphic multiplicity modules and the same 6j -
symbols (cf. Section 8.5). Thus, the theory of skein modules and Jones-Wenzl
idempotents yields an alternative, geometric construction of the representation
category of Uq(sl2(C)).

The skein construction of modular categories has a number of strong points.
First of all it is quite elementary and straightforward. Secondly, it immediately
gives a strict modular category. Although the passage from non-strict monoidal
categories to the strict ones presents no difˇculty, it makes the theory more
cumbersome. It is a pleasure to have an approach that avoids this passage.

In the skein theory there is a vast choice of the ground rings K . For instance,
we may take K to be a ˇnite ˇeld, the ˇeld of p -adic numbers, etc. (We need
only that 2r is invertible in K and �2r admits a square root in K .) This may lead
to a study of arithmetic properties of the corresponding invariants of 3-manifolds.

The skein construction of modular categories has not yet reached its complete
generality. Geometric counterparts of quantum groups other than Uq(sl2(C)) have
yet to be developed.

The 3-dimensional TQFT's derived from the modular category Vp (a) have
interesting properties. The corresponding invariants �(M ) and jM j of closed 3-
manifolds may be reˇned to invariants of 3-manifolds with a spin structure or with
a ˇxed element of H 1(M ;Z=2Z). The original invariants �(M ) and jM j are sums
of those reˇned invariants over all spin structures (elements of H 1(M ;Z=2Z)).
Similar splittings are available for the modules of states of surfaces and for the
TQFT's themselves. For more on this, see [Bl], [BM], [KM], [Tu7], [Tu8], [TV].

Proof of Theorem. We have to verify the axioms of a quasimodular category.
Axiom (II.1.4.1) follows directly from deˇnitions. Axiom (II.1.4.2) also follows
from deˇnitions since (Vi)� = Vi. (Thus, i� = i for all i 2 I .)

Let us verify the axiom of weak domination (XI.2.4.1) which says that ev-
ery object V of V is quasidominated by fVigi2I . By Lemma 4.4.3, the identity
endomorphism of the object jVj of S may be decomposed as follows:

idjVj = z +
∑
s

x sfis ys

where z : jVj ! jVj is a negligible morphism in S, the index s runs over a
ˇnite set, is 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; r � 2g, and xs : is ! jVj; ys : jVj ! is are certain
morphisms in S. Consider the following morphisms in the category V:

zf = FVzFV : V ! V; (xs)
f = FVxs fis : Vis ! V; (ys)

f = fis ysFV : V ! Vis :

(We should be careful with the case is = 0. By deˇnition, in this case (xs)f =
FVxs 2 Ef0;jVj = HomV(V0; V). However, the formula (xs)f = FVxs fis is true
because f0 is represented by the empty diagram. Similar remarks apply to (ys)f .)
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We have

idV = FV = FV idjVjFV = FVzFV +
∑
s

(FVxs fis )( fis ysFV) = zf +
∑
s

(xs)
f (ys)

f :

The morphism zf is negligible in V: for any morphism g : V ! V in V, we have
by Lemma 6.7.1

trV(gzf) = tr(gFVzFV) = tr(FVgFVz) = 0:

The last equality holds because z is negligible in S. We conclude that V is
quasidominated by fVigi2I .

It remains to verify the non-degeneracy axiom (II.1.4.4). Fix i; j =
0; 1; : : : ; r � 2. Denote the braiding morphism (in V) Vi ˝ Vj ! Vj ˝ Vi by
cVi;j . Denote the braiding morphism (in S) i ˝ j ! j ˝ i by ci;j . By (6.4.b)
cVi;j = ci;j ( fi ˝ fj ). Naturality of the braiding in S implies that

cVj ;ic
V
i;j = cj ;i( fj ˝ fi) ci;j ( fi ˝ fj ) = cj ;ici;j ( fi ˝ fj )( fi ˝ fj ) = cj ;ici;j ( fi ˝ fj ):

By deˇnition and Lemma 6.7.1,

Si;j = trV(cVj ;ic
V
i;j ) = tr(cVj ;ic

V
i;j ) = tr(cj ;ici;j ( fi ˝ fj )):

Lemma 5.1 shows that Si;j = (�1)i+j [(i+ 1)(j + 1)]. Lemma 5.2 implies that the
matrix S is invertible.

7.2. Theorem. If a 2 K is a primitive 4r-th root of unity then the pair
(V(a); fVigi2I ) is unimodal.

For the deˇnition of unimodality, see Section VI.2. Theorem 7.2 allows us
to derive from V the normalized 6j -symbols and to use them along the lines of
Part II.

Proof of Theorem. All elements of the set I are self-dual. Fix i 2 I and set V = Vi.
The condition of unimodality says that for any x 2 HomV(V ˝ V; &), we have
x(idV ˝ �V)cV;V = x . If i = 0 then V = &; V ˝ V = & and �V = cV;V = id& so
that the claim is obvious. Assume that i 6= 0. In this case HomV(V ˝ V; &) =
Ef2i;0 � E2i;0. Let us show that the module Ef2i;0 is generated by (di)f . Here
(di)f = di( fi ˝ fi) where di : 2i ! 0 is the duality morphism in S represented
by i concentric cap-like arcs. We compute the projection y 7! yf : E2i;0 ! Ef2i;0
as follows. Let y = hDi 2 E2i;0 be the basis element represented by a simple
(2i; 0)-diagram D (so that D has neither crossing points nor loops). Enumerate
the 2i inputs of D from left to right by the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; 2i. If there is an arc
of D relating two inputs with numbers 	 i then there is an arc ` of D that relates
two consecutive inputs of D with numbers j ; j + 1 	 i. Consider the arc of D
which hits the (j � 1)-th (or the (j + 2)-th) input of D. Generating on this arc
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a mutually cancelling pair of a local maximum and a local minimum near this
input we may arrange that there is a local minimum of D lying strictly above `.
It is clear now that D = D0ej where D0 is a simple (2i; 0)-diagram and ej is the
j -th canonical generator of E2i;2i. Since j < i, we have ej ( fi˝ idi) = 0. Therefore

yf = y ( fi ˝ fi) = hD0i ej ( fi ˝ idi) (idi ˝ fi) = 0:

If there is no arc of D relating two inputs with numbers 	 i then D is a diagram
of di. Therefore Ef2i;0 = K(di)f .

It remains to show that (di)f (idV˝�V)cV;V = (di)f . Each morphism appearing
in this formula is obtained from the corresponding morphism in the category S
by attaching boxes with a picture of fi. As in the proof of Lemma 6.4.1 we may
push all these boxes down to the bottom of the diagram. Therefore this formula
is equivalent to

di(idi ˝ �i)ci;i( fi ˝ fi) = di( fi ˝ fi):
We claim that even the stronger formula

(7.2.a) di(idi ˝ �i)ci;i = di

is true. Here di; �i, and ci;i are the duality, twist, and braiding in S deˇned in
Section 2. We may represent both parts of (7.2.a) by tangle diagrams. It is easy to
observe that these diagrams present isotopic framed tangles. Therefore the skein
classes of these diagrams are equal which proves (7.2.a) and the theorem.

7.3. Remark. If the ground ring K is a ˇeld then any simple object of Vp is
isomorphic to one of the objects fVigi2I (cf. Remark II.1.8.2). This gives an
invariant description of the family fVigi2I as a family of representatives of the
isomorphism classes of simple objects of Vp .

7.4. Theorem. Let a 2 K be a generic element. Then the pair (V(a); fVigi2I(a))
is a unimodal semisimple category with ground ring K .

Although the category V(a) with generic a cannot be used to construct a 3-
dimensional TQFT or invariants of shadows, it is interesting from the algebraic
point of view. The discussions that follow the statements of Theorems 7.1 and
7.2 apply to the case of generic a with the obvious changes.

Proof of Theorem. Axioms (II.1.4.1) and (II.1.4.2) follow from deˇnitions. The
axiom of domination (II.1.4.3) is veriˇed in the same way as the axiom of weak
domination in the proof of Theorem 7.1. The only difference is that we should
omit z and use Lemma 4.4.1 instead of Lemma 4.4.3.

It remains to verify the Schur axiom (II.4.1.1), i.e., to show that for distinct
k; l 2 I , we have HomV(Vk; Vl) = 0. We should prove that Efk;l = 0, i.e., that
x f = 0 for any x 2 Ek;l . Recall that the module Ek;l is generated by the skein
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classes of simple (k; l)-diagrams. Let us prove that for the skein class x = hDi
of any simple diagram D, we have xf = 0. By deˇnition, xf = flx fk 2 Ek;l . We
establish below that if k > l then xfk = 0 and if k < l then flx = 0. In both cases
xf = flx fk = 0. Assume for concreteness that k > l. Then the diagram D contains
an arc ` which connects two consecutive inputs of D. Let j ; j +1 be the numbers
of these inputs in the row of inputs of D counted from the left. Consider the arc
of D which hits the (j � 1)-th (or the (j + 2)-th) input of D. Generating on this
arc a mutually cancelling pair of a local maximum and a local minimum near this
input we may arrange that there is a local minimum of D lying strictly above `.
It is clear now that D = D0ej where D0 is a simple (k; l)-diagram and ej is the
j -th canonical generator of Ek;k . Since ej fk = 0, we get xfk = hD0iej fk = 0. This
completes the veriˇcation of the Schur axiom.

The proof of unimodality of V(a) is the same as the proof of unimodality in
Theorem 7.2.

7.5. Even subcategories. In the case where a is a primitive 4r-th root of unity
with odd r � 3 the same constructions yield another example of a modular
category. This is the subcategory of Vp (a) consisting of objects V with even jVj.

The categories S(a);V(a);Vp (a) have a canonical Z=2Z-grading. An object
k of S is even (odd) if k is an even (odd) number. An object V of V or Vp
is even (odd) if jVj is an even (odd) number. It is obvious that the morphisms
between objects of different parity are equal to zero. Consider the subcategories
Se(a);Ve(a);Vep (a) of S(a);V(a);Vp (a) respectively consisting of even objects
and arbitrary morphisms (in these categories). The same braiding, twist, and
duality as above make these subcategories ribbon Ab-categories.

Here are analogues of Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.3 in this setting.

7.5.1. Lemma. If a 2 K is generic then any morphism k ! l in Se(a) may
be expressed as a sum

∑
s x sfis ys where s runs over a ˇnite set of indices, is 2

f0; 2; 4; : : :g, and xs : is ! l; ys : k ! is are morphisms in Se(a).

7.5.2. Lemma. If a 2 K is a primitive 4r-th root of unity with odd r � 3 then
any morphism k ! l in Se(a) may be expressed as a sum z+

∑
s x sfisys where s

runs over a ˇnite set of indices, is 2 f0; 2; 4; : : : ; r � 3g, xs : is ! l; ys : k ! is
are morphisms in Se(a) and z : k ! l is a negligible morphism in Se(a).

The proofs of these lemmas are the same as the proofs of Lemmas 4.4.1 and
4.4.3. (At the end of the proof of Lemma 4.4.3 we should use id2 and idN�2

instead of id1 and idN�1. The argument works for all even N except N = r. To
exclude this value of N we assume that r is odd.)

Set Ie(a) = f0; 2; 4; : : : ; r � 3g if a is a primitive 4r-th root of unity with
r � 3 and Ie(a) = f0; 2; 4; : : :g if a is generic.

Here are the analogues of Theorems 7.1, 7.2, and 7.4.
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7.5.3. Theorem. Let r � 3 be an odd integer invertible in K . Let a 2 K be a
primitive 4r-th root of unity. Then the pair (Vep (a); fVigi2Ie(a)) is a unimodular
category with ground ring K .

The invariant �(M ) of a closed oriented 3-manifold M derived from this mod-
ular category is called the quantum SO(3)-invariant of M .

7.5.4. Theorem. For any generic a 2 K , the pair (V(a); fVigi2Ie(a)) is a unimodal
semisimple category with ground ring K .

The proofs of these theorems are the same as the proofs of Theorems 7.1,
7.2, 7.4. The matrix S appearing in the proof of Theorem 7.5.3 is the matrix
[(i + 1)(j + 1)] where i; j run over f0; 2; 4; : : : ; r � 3g. A direct computation
shows that (a2 � a�2)2S2 = �rıji . This implies invertibility of S. Note also that
for Vep (a) to have a rank, the element �r 2 K should have a square root. If this
is the case then

p
�r (a2 � a�2)�1 is a rank of Vep (a).

8. Multiplicity modules

8.0. Outline. We compute the multiplicity modules of the modular category
Vp = Vp (a) where a 2 K is a root of unity.

8.1. Admissible triples and multiplicity modules. Let a 2 K be a primitive
4r-th root of unity with r � 2. Set I = I(a) = f0; 1; : : : ; r � 2g. The multiplicity
module of Vp corresponding to i; j ; k 2 I is deˇned by the formula

Hij k = HomVp (&; Vi˝Vj ˝Vk) = HomV(&; Vi˝Vj ˝Vk)=Negl(&; Vi˝Vj ˝Vk):

Similarly, consider the module

Hij k = HomVp (Vi˝Vj ˝Vk; &) = HomV(Vi˝Vj ˝Vk; &)=Negl(Vi˝Vj ˝Vk; &):

By the general theory of modular categories (Lemma II.4.2.3), the formula
(x; y) 7! tr(yx) deˇnes a non-degenerate bilinear form Hij k ˝K Hij k ! K .

To compute the multiplicity modules we need the notion of an admissible triple
of indices. We say that a triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3 is admissible if ji� j j 	 k 	 ji+ j j
and i+ j + k is even. We say that the triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3 is strictly admissible if
it is admissible and i+ j + k 	 2r � 4.

For an admissible triple (i; j ; k), set

(8.1.a) x = (i+ j � k)=2; y = (j + k � i)=2; z = (i+ k � j )=2:
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Denote by Q = Q(i; j ; k) the element of the module

HomV(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk) = Ef0;i+j+k

shown in Figure 8.1.a. Here we have three boxes containing the diagrams (which
are formal linear combinations of tangle diagrams) of the Jones-Wenzl idempo-
tents fi = fx+z; fj = fx+y , and fk = fy+z . Set

q(i; j ; k) = Q(i; j ; k)
(
mod Negl(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk)

)
2 Hij k :

Denote by ~Q = ~Q(i; j ; k) the element of the module

HomV(Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk; &) = Efi+j+k;0

shown in Figure 8.1.b. Set

~q(i; j ; k) = ~Q(i; j ; k)
(
mod Negl(Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk; &)

)
2 Hij k :

i j k

x y

z

z

x y

i j k,
(a) (b)

Figure 8.1

8.2. Theorem. Let a 2 K be a primitive 4r-th root of unity with r � 2. For
any strictly admissible triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3, we have Hij k = K � q(i; j ; k) and
Hij k = K � ~q(i; j ; k). The multiplicity modules corresponding to other triples are
equal to 0.

The formula Hij k = K �q(i; j ; k) means that Hij k is a free K-module generated
by q(i; j ; k). Thus, the multiplicity modules of V(a) are either isomorphic to K
or trivial. The multiplicity hij k = Dim(Hij k) is equal to 1 or 0.

The next lemma is needed to prove Theorem 8.2. We shall use the following
notation: for an integer n � 0, set [n]! = [1][2] � � � [n] 2 K . For instance, [0]! =
1; [1]! = 1; [2]! = [2] = a2 + a�2. Since a 2 K is a primitive 4r-th root of unity,
we have [n]! 2 K� for n = 0; 1; : : : ; r � 1 and [n]! = 0 for n � r.
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8.3. Lemma. Let a 2 K be a primitive 4r-th root of unity with r � 2. For any
admissible triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3, we have

(8.3.a) tr( ~Q(i; j ; k)Q(i; j ; k)) = (�1)
i+j+k

2
[ i+j+k2 + 1]! [ i+j�k2 ]! [ i+k�j2 ]! [ j+k�i2 ]!

[i]! [j ]! [k]!
:

Proof. It is convenient to replace the indices i; j ; k with the variables x; y; z
given by (8.1.a). It is clear that i = x + z; j = x + y; k = y + z. The triple
(i; j ; k) is admissible if and only if x; y; z are non-negative integers such that
x + y 	 r � 2; x + z 	 r � 2; y + z 	 r � 2. The right-hand side of (8.3.a) may
be rewritten in terms of x; y; z as

(8.3.b) (�1)x+y+z [x + y + z + 1]! [x]! [y]! [z]!
[x + y]! [x + z]! [y + z]!

:

Set �(x; y; z) = tr( ~Q(i; j ; k)Q(i; j ; k)) where i = x+z; j = x+y; k = y+z. To
compute �(x; y; z) we should attach the diagram in Figure 8.1.b on the top of the
diagram in Figure 8.1.a and consider the skein class in E0;0 = K of the resulting
diagram. The equalities f 2

i = fi; f 2
j = fj ; f 2

k = fk imply that �(x; y; z) 2 E0;0 = K
can be also represented by the diagram in Figure 8.2.

z

z

x

x

y

y

Figure 8.2

We shall establish the following recurrence relation:

�(x; y; z) = � [x + z + 1]
[x + z]

�(x; y; z�1)+
[y]2

[y + z � 1][y + z]
�(x+1; y�1; z�1):

It is straightforward to verify that the expression (8.3.b) satisˇes the same relation.
(This reduces to a demonstration of the equality

[x + y + z + 1][z] = [x + z + 1][y + z]� [x + 1][y]

which can be checked directly from the deˇnition of [n].) Thus, we may prove
the lemma by induction on z. The base of the induction is easy. It follows from
the equality in Figure 4.2.b that in the case z = 0 we may erase in Figure 8.2
the boxes containing fy+z and fx+z without changing the skein class. This implies
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that �(x; y; 0) = tr( fx+y) = (�1)x+y[x + y + 1]. This coincides with (8.3.b) for
z = 0.

It remains to prove the recurrence relation formulated above. The main steps
in the proof are the equalities in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. To save space, we have
turned all diagrams in a counterclockwise direction by an angle of 90ı. The reader
should do the inverse operation.

z

=
z

1
1

=

= 1

=
z

1
1

=
y

y +z–2

z–1

y–1

y y

z–1

z–1

z–2

z–2
[y+z–2]
————
[y+z–1] 

[y+z–2]
————
[y+z–1] 

[y ]
————
[y+z–1] 

z

y

1

y +z–2

y +z–2

y +z–2
y +z–3

y +z–3

Figure 8.3

The ˇrst equality in Figure 8.3 follows from the relation in Figure 4.1 applied
to the right box of the ˇrst diagram. (Here we use fz ez�1 = 0 to annihilate one
of the terms.) The second equality in Figure 8.3 follows from the one in Figure
4.2.b. Note that the third diagram in Figure 8.3 contains a fragment identical to
the ˇrst diagram where z is replaced with z�1. Iterating this argument and using
the formula in Figure 4.2.b we get the third equality.

The deˇning relation in Figure 4.1 followed by a double application of the
equality in Figure 8.3 produces the formula in Figure 8.4. Now apply this formula
to the box in Figure 8.2 containing fy+z . Using the identities of Figure 4.2 we
obtain the desired recurrence relation.

8.4. Proof of Theorem 8.2. Consider in more detail the projection x 7! x f =
( fi ˝ fj ˝ fk)x acting in the skein module E0;i+j+k . Recall that a basis of this
module is represented by simple diagrams, i.e., tangle diagrams without crossing
points and without loops. The diagrams in question have 0 inputs and i + j + k
outputs. (For such diagrams to exist, the number i + j + k should be even.) We
split the outputs into three families consisting of the ˇrst (from the left) i outputs,
the next j outputs, and the remaining k outputs. If a simple diagram D contains
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z–1

z z

y y

z z z z

y y
 =   =  

=
y y

z z
11[y +z–1]

————
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+

y y

z z

=
z zz z

yy y y

1 1
[y ]

———————
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Figure 8.4

an arc connecting two outputs in the ˇrst family then it contains an arc connecting
two outputs in this family which are immediate neighbors of each other. Since
fi el = 0 for any generator el 2 Ei, we have ( fi ˝ idj ˝ idk)hDi = 0 for any such
D. Therefore ( fi˝ fj ˝ fk)hDi = 0. Similarly if D contains an arc connecting two
outputs in the second (or third) family then hDi is annihilated by the projection
x 7! xf . In the case where i + j < k, or i + k < j , or j + k < i, any simple
diagram as above contains an arc connecting two outputs of the same family. If
i + j � k; i + k � j ; j + k � i then there exists exactly one simple diagram
without such arcs. The projection x 7! xf carries the skein class of this diagram
into Q(i; j ; k). This shows that HomV(&; Vi˝Vj˝Vk) = 0 unless the triple (i; j ; k)
is admissible in which case the module HomV(&; Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk) is generated by
Q(i; j ; k). A similar argument shows that the module HomV(Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk; &)
is trivial unless the triple (i; j ; k) is admissible in which case this module is
generated by ~Q(i; j ; k).

Now we may compute the module Hij k . If the triple (i; j ; k) is not admissible
then Hij k = 0. Assume that (i; j ; k) is admissible but not strictly admissible, i.e.,
that i+j+k � 2r�2. To show triviality of Hij k we should show that all morphisms
&! Vi˝Vj ˝Vk in the category V are negligible. It is enough to show that the
morphism Q(i; j ; k) is negligible. Since the module HomV(Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk; &) is
generated by ~Q(i; j ; k), it is enough to show that tr( ~Q(i; j ; k)Q(i; j ; k)) = 0. This
follows from Lemma 8.3 since [ i+j+k2 + 1]! = 0 for i+ j + k � 2r � 2.

Consider the case of a strictly admissible triple (i; j ; k). Since a 2 K is a
primitive 4r-th root of unity, the expression on the right-hand side of (8.3.a) is
invertible in K . This implies that

HomV(&; Vi˝Vj ˝Vk) = K �Q(i; j ; k); HomV(Vi˝Vj ˝Vk; &) = K � ~Q(i; j ; k);
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and there are no non-trivial negligible morphisms Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk ! & or & !
Vi ˝ Vj ˝ Vk . Hence Hij k = K � q(i; j ; k) and Hij k = K � ~q(i; j ; k).

8.5. Symmetrized multiplicity modules and 6j-symbols. Let a 2 K be a prim-
itive 4r-th root of unity with r � 2. Fix a square root a0 2 K of a. It fol-
lows from the result of Exercise 6.10.1 that v0i = (

p
�1)i(a0)i(i+2) is a square

root of the twist Vi ! Vi for any i 2 I . For any triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3, we
have K-isomorphisms �1(ij k) : Hij k ! Hj ik and �2(ij k) : Hij k ! Hikj

constructed in Section VI.3.2 using the braiding and the half-twists fv0igi2I .
The symmetrized multiplicity module H(i; j ; k) is obtained by an identiˇca-
tion of the modules Hij k; H j ik ; H ikj ; H j ki; Hkij ; Hkj i along such K-isomorphisms,
see Section VI.3.2. If the triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3 is not strictly admissible then
H(i; j ; k) = 0. Assume that the triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3 is strictly admissible. By
Theorem 8.2, the module H(i; j ; k) is isomorphic to K . It can be computed that
�1(ij k)(q(i; j ; k)) = q(j ; i; k) and �2(ij k)(q(i; j ; k)) = q(i; k; j ). (This follows,
for instance, from [KaL, Proposition 3 in Chapter 4] or [MV1, Theorem 3].) Thus,
the generators q(i; j ; k) 2 Hij k; q(j ; i; k) 2 Hj ik; q(i; k; j ) 2 Hikj , etc. represent
the same free generator, say q, of the module H(i; j ; k) � K .

We need another generator of H(i; j ; k) obtained by normalization of q. Recall
the duality pairing H(i; j ; k) ˝K H(i; j ; k)! K deˇned in Section VI.3.3 (here
i� = i; j � = j ; k� = k). It follows from Lemma 8.3 that this pairing carries
q ˝ q into �(i; j ; k) where �(i; j ; k) is the right-hand side of (8.3.a). Note that
�(i; j ; k) does not depend on the order in the triple (i; j ; k). Assume that for each
(non-ordered) triple fi; j ; kg, we have a square root �0(i; j ; k) 2 K of �(i; j ; k).
Both �(i; j ; k) and �0(i; j ; k) are invertible in K . We consider (�0(i; j ; k))�1q
as a preferred generator of the module H(i; j ; k) and identify H(i; j ; k) with
K via (�0(i; j ; k))�1q = 1 2 K . This identiˇcation considerably simpliˇes the
computations with the symmetrized multiplicity modules and 6j -symbols. Under
this identiˇcation, the duality pairing H(i; j ; k) ˝K H(i; j ; k) ! K is given by
the unit (1� 1)-matrix.

Consider an ordered 6-tuple (i; j ; k; l; m; n) 2 I6 and the corresponding nor-
malized 6j -symbol

(8.5.a)

∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n

∣∣∣∣
(see Section VI.5). If at least one of the triples (i; j ; k); (i; m; n); (j ; l; n); (k; l; m)
is not strictly admissible then the ambient module of this 6j -symbol is equal to 0.
Assume that the triples (i; j ; k); (i; m; n); (j ; l; n); (k; l; m) are strictly admissible.
Under the identiˇcations of the corresponding symmetrized multiplicity modules
with K described in the previous paragraph, the 6j -symbol (8.5.a) becomes an
element of K . The following explicit formula for this element can be deduced
from [MV1, Theorem 2]. For a strictly admissible (non-ordered) triple fi; j ; kg,
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set

hi; j ; ki = [(i+ j � k)=2]! [(i+ k � j )=2]! [(j + k � i)=2]! (�0(i; j ; k))�1:

Then ∣∣∣∣ i j k
l m n

∣∣∣∣ =
hi; j ; ki hi; m; ni hj ; l; ni hk; l; mi

[i]! [j ]! [k]! [l]! [m]! [n]!
�

�
∑
z

(�1)z [z+1]! ([z� i� j �k]! [z� i�m�n]! [z� j � l�n]! [z�k� l�m]!�

� [i+ j + l + m � z]! [j + k + m + n � z]! [i+ k + l + n � z]!)�1

where z runs over integers such that the expressions in the square brackets are
non-negative. A similar formula in the context of the representation theory of
Uqsl2(C) was obtained in [KR1]. It generalizes the computation of the classical
6j -symbols due to G. Racah. The formula in [KR1] differs from the one given

above by the factor
p
�1
�(i+j+k+l+m+n)

introduced in [TV].

8.6. Exercise. Assume that a 2 K is generic. Show that for any i; j ; k 2 I such that
ji�j j 	 k 	 ji+j j and the sum i+j+k is even, the module HomV(&; Vi˝Vj˝Vk)
is isomorphic to K . Show that for all other triples i; j ; k 2 I , this module is 0.

9. Hermitian and unitary skein categories

9.0. Outline. Under natural assumptions on the ground ring K and the element
a 2 K the skein categories V(a) and Vp (a) may be endowed with a Hermitian

structure. The main result says that if K = C and a =
p
�1e˙�

p
�1=2r with

even r � 2, then the modular category Vp (a) is unitary, see Section II.5 for the
deˇnition of Hermitian and unitary categories. The evenness of r ensures that a
is a primitive root of unity of order 4r.

9.1. Hermitian structure on the skein categories. Assume that the ground ring
K is endowed with an involutive automorphism x 7! x such that a = a�1. Under
these assumptions we construct a Hermitian structure on V(a) and Vp (a).

We ˇrst construct a Hermitian structure on the category S(a). Consider the
mirror re�ection of the strip R�[0; 1] with respect to the horizontal line R�(1=2).
This re�ection carries the strip into itself and transforms a tangle (k; l)-diagram D
into a tangle (l; k)-diagram denoted by �D. Under this re�ection the positive and
negative smoothings at a crossing point of D are transformed respectively into
the negative and positive smoothings of �D. Therefore there is no natural way to
extend the correspondence D 7! �D to a K-linear homomorphism Ek;l ! El;k .
However, it is possible to extend this correspondence to an additive homomor-
phism f 7! f : Ek;l ! El;k linear over the involution x 7! x : K ! K . This ho-
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momorphism is deˇned by the formula
∑

i kihDii =
∑

i kih�Dii. It is compatible
with the Kauffman skein relation because both the crossings and the coefˇcients
a; a�1 in this relation exchange their places under the re�ection so that, as a
whole, the relation is preserved. It is clear that kf = k f for any k 2 K; f 2 Ek;l .
It follows from the deˇnitions that the mappings f f 7! f : Ek;l ! El;kg form a
conjugation in S in the sense of Section II.5.1. Conditions (II.5.1.1) and (II.5.1.2)
also follow from deˇnitions.

The identity �ei = ei and an easy induction show that any Jones-Wenzl idem-
potent fi is invariant under the conjugation: fi = fi. This implies that for any
morphism x : k ! l in S, we have x f = x f . Therefore the set of morphisms
in V is invariant under the conjugation in S. This yields a conjugation and a
Hermitian structure on V.

By Lemma XI.4.2.1, the Hermitian structure on V survives the puriˇcation
and induces a Hermitian structure on Vp . Thus, for any primitive 4r-th root of
unity a 2 K , the modular category Vp acquires a Hermitian structure.

9.2. Theorem. Let K = C with the usual complex conjugation and a =p
�1 e˙�

p
�1=2r with even r � 2. Then the modular category (Vp (a); fVigi2I(a))

is unitary.

Proof. For any n = 1; : : : ; r � 1, the number [n] = (a2n � a�2n)(a2 � a�2)�1

is real and non-zero. It is easy to see that its sign is equal to (�1)n+1. (It is
here that we use the choice of a.) This implies that for any i 2 I , the dimension
dim(Vi) = (�1)i [i+ 1] is strictly positive.

We should prove that for any object W of Vp , the Hermitian form ( f; g) 7!
tr( f g) in Hom(&;W) is positive deˇnite (cf. Exercise II.5.6.2). By the very
deˇnition of V and Vp , the object W is the tensor product of several simple
objects Vi with i 2 I . Lemmas IV.10.6.1, IV.10.6.2 imply that it is enough to
show the positivity of the Hermitian forms in all multiplicity modules Hij k =
Hom(&; Vi˝Vj ˝Vk) with i; j ; k 2 I . By Theorem 8.2, it is enough to show that
for any strictly admissible triple (i; j ; k) 2 I3, we have tr(qq) = tr(qq) > 0 where
q = q(i; j ; k) is the generator of Hij k speciˇed in Theorem 8.2. It is obvious that
q = ~q(i; j ; k) 2 Hij k . Therefore tr(qq) = tr( ~q(i; j ; k)q(i; j ; k)) is exactly the
value computed in Lemma 8.3. Observe that for any n = 0; 1; : : : ; r � 1, the
number [n]! is real and non-zero with the sign (�1)n(n+1)=2. A computation of
signs shows that the right-hand side of (8.3.a) is a positive real number. This
proves the theorem.

9.3. Remark. It is easy to compute that D =
p
r=2= sin(�=r) is a rank of

the modular category (Vp (a); fVigi2I(a)) where a =
p
�1 e�

p
�1=2r . Indeed,

D2 = (�2r)(a2 � a�2)�2. We may apply the results of Section IV.11 to the
corresponding invariant of 3-manifolds �r . For instance, for any closed oriented
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3-manifold M of genus g, we have

j�r(M )j 	 Dg�1 =

( p
r=2

sin(�=r)

)g�1

:

Notes

Sections 1{3. The Jones polynomial of links was discovered by Vaughan Jones in 1984.
The original approach of Jones was inspired by his work on von Neumann algebras and
subfactors (see [Jo1], [Jo2]). Soon afterwards L. Kauffman found an elementary deˇnition
of the Jones polynomial based on the skein relation (see [Ka2]). This led him to a study
of skein modules and to a tangle-theoretic interpretation of the Temperley-Lieb algebra
(see [Ka3]{[Ka6]). The skein category S is implicit in the very ˇrst works of Kauffman
on this subject.

Section 4. Theorem 4.1 is due to Jones [Jo1, Lemma 4.2.1]. The proof given here and
the inductive formula (4.2.a) are due to Wenzl [We1]. The fundamental Lemmas 4.4.1
and 4.4.3 (usually formulated in a different language that avoids categories) are well
known to specialists.

The role of the Jones-Wenzl idempotents in the theory of 3-manifold invariants was
ˇrst emphasized by W.B.R. Lickorish (see [Li3]{[Li7]). He deˇned invariants of closed
3-manifolds following the scheme of [RT2] (discussed in this book in Chapter II) but
replacing Hopf algebras and irreducible modules with Temperley-Lieb algebras and Jones-
Wenzl idempotents. The algebra used by Lickorish is more tangible for mathematicians
without a special taste for representation theory. However, Lickorish's approach yields just
the same invariants as in [RT2], speciˇcally, the ones derived from the quantum group
Uq(sl2(C)) at roots of unity.

The work of Lickorish suggested to the author that the theory of Temperley-Lieb alge-
bras and Jones-Wenzl idempotents should give rise to modular categories. This relationship
explains why this theory gives rise to 3-manifold invariants and places it in a more general
framework.

Section 5. The material of Section 5 is due to Lickorish, see [Li3]{[Li5].

Sections 6, 7. The deˇnitions and results of these sections are new.

Section 8. The deˇnitions and results of this section are new except Lemma 8.3. This
lemma is well known to specialists (see [KaL], [Li7], [MV1]), our proof follows the one
in [Li7].

Section 9. The material of this section is new. The author is indebted to Zhenghan Wang
for pointing out that Theorem 9.2 works only for even r.





Appendix I
Dimension and trace re-examined

1. We give a direct deˇnition of the dimension Dim of projective modules and
the trace Tr of endomorphisms of projective modules independent of the results
of Chapter I.

Let K be a commutative ring with unit. For a K-linear endomorphism f : X !
X of a free K-module of ˇnite rank X , we have the usual trace Tr( f ) 2 K deˇned
as the trace of the matrix of f with respect to a basis of X . Invariance of the trace
of matrices under conjugation implies that Tr( f ) does not depend on the choice
of the basis.

Consider a K-linear endomorphism f : X ! X of a projective K-module X .
Let Y be a K-module such that the direct sum X ˚Y is a free K-module of ˇnite
rank. Let p and j be the projection X ˚ Y ! X and embedding X = X ˚ 0 ,!
X ˚ Y respectively. Consider the composition j fp : X ˚ Y ! X ˚ Y and set
Tr( f ) = Tr(j fp ).

2. Lemma. Tr( f ) does not depend on the choice of Y.

This lemma, proven below, shows that the trace Tr( f ) 2 K is well deˇned. It
is clear that Tr( f ) is additive with respect to direct summation of endomorphisms
and multiplicative with respect to tensor multiplication of endomorphisms.

We deˇne the dimension Dim(X ) 2 K of a projective K-module X by the
formula Dim(X ) = Tr(idX ). It is clear that Dim(X ˚ X 0) = Dim(X ) + Dim(X 0),
Dim(X ˝K X 0) = Dim(X ) Dim(X 0), and Dim(Kn) = n for any integer n � 0. It
is left to the reader to verify that these deˇnitions of Tr and Dim are equivalent
to those of Section I.1.

Proof of Lemma. Let Y and Y 0 be two K-modules such that X ˚ Y and X ˚ Y 0
are free modules of ˇnite rank. Denote by p; p 0; j ; j 0 the projections X ˚Y ! X ,
X ˚ Y 0 ! X and the embeddings X ,! X ˚ Y, X ,! X ˚ Y 0 respectively. We
shall show that Tr(j fp ) = Tr(j 0fp 0).

Consider the free module of ˇnite rank V = X ˚ Y ˚ X ˚ Y 0. Composing
the projection onto the ˇrst summand V ! X with f : X ! X and with the
embedding onto the ˇrst summand X ,! V we get an endomorphism, say F ,
of V. If we choose a basis in V which is a juxtaposition of bases in X ˚ Y
and X ˚ Y 0 then the matrix of F is obtained from the matrix of j fp by adding
zero columns and zero rows. Therefore Tr(F) = Tr(j fp ). Similarly, composing
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the projection onto the third summand V ! X with f : X ! X and with the
embedding onto the third summand X ,! V we get an endomorphism, F 0, of V.
As above, Tr(F 0) = Tr(j 0fp 0). It remains to show that Tr(F) = Tr(F 0).

It follows from deˇnitions that for any x 2 X; y 2 Y; z 2 X; t 2 Y 0,

F(x ˚ y ˚ z ˚ t) = f (x)˚ 0˚ 0˚ 0; F 0(x ˚ y ˚ z ˚ t) = 0˚ 0˚ f (z)˚ 0:

Deˇne an involutive homomorphism g : V ! V by the formula

g(x ˚ y ˚ z ˚ t) = z ˚ y ˚ x ˚ t:

It is straightforward to verify that F 0 = gFg = gFg�1. Therefore Tr(F) = Tr(F 0).



Appendix II
Vertex models on link diagrams

1. The operator invariant F(˝) of a v-colored framed oriented link ˝ � R3

may often be computed as a vertex state sum on a diagram of ˝ in R2. Vertex
models on link diagrams were ˇrst used by L. Kauffman to compute the Jones
polynomial of links in R3 (see [Ka2], cf. Section XII.1). The Kauffman model may
be considered as a topological counterpart of the Potts model known in statistical
mechanics (see [Ba1]). More general vertex models for link polynomials were
introduced in [AW], [ADW], [Jo4], [Tu4], [Tu7]. Vertex models are less universal
than the face models because they do not apply to link diagrams in surfaces of
non-zero genus or in 2-polyhedra. (The only known exception is the Kauffman
model which works for link diagrams in oriented surfaces). Vertex models played
an important role at the early stages of the theory of quantum link invariants.

2. Consider a ribbon categoryV whose objects are free modules of ˇnite rank over
a commutative ring with unit, K , and whose morphisms are K-homomorphisms.
In other words, V is a subcategory of the category of free modules of ˇnite rank
over K . We assume that &V = K , the tensor product in V coincides with the
ordinary tensor product over K , and that V� = HomK(V;K) for any object V of
V.

Let ˝ � R3 be a colored framed oriented link. Present ˝ by a generic diagram
D in R � [0; 1]. The computation of F(˝) 2 K as a state sum on D is based
on the following idea. Expand F(˝) via the standard operators associated to
the singular points of D, cf. Section I.3.1.1. Present these standard operators by
matrices and compute F(˝) from these matrices. We obtain an expression of F(˝)
as a polynomial in the matrix elements of the standard operators. This polynomial
may be interpreted as a state sum on D. Since the matrix elements of standard
operators are associated to the singular points (\vertices") of D, we obtain a
\vertex" state sum model on D. Similar models are used in statistical mechanics
(see [Ba1]; in contrast to the knot theory there are no under/overcrossings in
statistical mechanics).

Here are the details. Fix bases in the K-modules used as the colors of the com-
ponents of ˝. Denote by #D the set of singular points of D (cf. Section I.3.1.1).
This set splits D into a ˇnite number of disjoint arcs called the edges of D. Since
the extremal points of the height function R� [0; 1]! [0; 1] are included in #D,
each edge projects injectively in [0; 1]. The orientation of the edge determines
its vertical direction: either \up" or \down". For an edge e of D, denote by V(e)
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the color of the component of ˝ containing e. A state on D is a function assign-
ing to every edge e of D an element of the ˇxed basis of V(e), if e is directed
downwards, and an element of the dual basis of (V(e))�, if e is directed upwards.
For each point a 2 #D, a part of D lying in a small neighborhood of a in R2

represents one of the elementary (2,2)-tangles drawn in Figure I.2.5, a cup-like
tangle [V;[�V , or a cap-like tangle \V;\�V . Denote this tangle by Da. The op-
erator F(Da) acts in K-modules with distinguished bases obtained via tensoring.
For any state � on D and any a 2 #D, deˇne the Boltzmann weight h�jai 2 K to
be the matrix element of F(Da) corresponding to the basis vectors provided by
� (or, more precisely, by the values of � on the edges of D incident to a).

3. Theorem.

F(˝) =
∑
�

(∏
a2#D

h�jai
)
2 K

where � runs over all states on D.

Proof. Let a1; : : : ; an be the singular points of D enumerated in accordance with
their decreasing height. Regarding ˝ as a morphism ; ! ; in the category of
colored ribbon tangles, we obtain

˝ = (I1 ˝ Da1 ˝ I 01) ı (I2 ˝ Da2 ˝ I 02) ı � � � ı (In ˝ Dan ˝ I 0n)

where I1; I 01; I2; I 02; : : : ; In; I
0
n are colored tangles consisting of vertical unlinked

untwisted bands. Therefore

F(˝) = (id1 ˝ F(Da1 )˝ id01)(id2 ˝ F(Da2 )˝ id02) : : : (idn ˝ F(Dan)˝ id0n)

where id1; id
0
1; : : : ; idn; id

0
n are the identity endomorphisms of certain K-modules.

Here F(˝) is a K-linear endomorphism of F(;) = K . It is easy to compute that
this endomorphism is multiplication by∑

�

(
n∏
i=1

h�jaii
)

=
∑
�

(∏
a2#D

h�jai
)
:

4. Theorem 3 may be generalized to v-colored ribbon (0,0)-graphs. We just include
the matrix elements of the homomorphisms which color the coupons in the set
of Boltzmann weights. For a v-colored ribbon (k; l)-graph ˝, there is a similar
formula for the matrix elements of F(˝). The only difference is that in this case
we sum up over states with ˇxed values on the boundary arcs of D.

The vertex model described above may be generalized to ribbon categories
endowed with a covariant functor into a category of modules.



Appendix III
Gluing re-examined

In this Appendix we analyze in more detail the gluing of m-surfaces used in
Chapter V.

1. Let ˙ be a marked surface over a monoidal classC. Let X; Y be two components
of @˙ marked with the same element of C and the signs +1 and �1. In Chapter V
we consider the surface ˙0 = ˙=[X = Y] obtained from ˙ by the identiˇcation
X = Y. Strictly speaking, ˙0 depends on the choice of an orientation-reversing
base point preserving homeomorphism X ! Y. The goal of this Appendix is
to show that the dependence of ˙0 on this choice may be disregarded. We shall
show that the surfaces ˙0 corresponding to different homeomorphisms X ! Y
may be treated as copies of one m-surface. This allows us to speak of the module
of states H(˙0) independent of the choice of a homeomorphism X ! Y.

2. Lemma. Let f : X ! X be a homeomorphism preserving the orientation and
the base point x 2 X . There exists a homeomorphism  : ˙ ! ˙ such that (i)
 jX = f , (ii)  is the identity on (˙ n Int(U))[ (x� [0; 1]) where U = X � [0; 1]
is a cylindrical neighborhood of X = X � 0 in ˙, (iii)  carries X � t � U into
X � t for all t 2 [0; 1]. Any two such homeomorphisms  : ˙! ˙ are isotopic
via an isotopy constant on @˙.

Proof. We shall show that (*) there exists an isotopy ft : (X; x) ! (X; x); t 2
[0; 1] relating f0 = f and f1 = id, (**) such an isotopy is unique up to iso-
topy. Claim (*) allows us to deˇne a homeomorphism  : ˙ ! ˙ as follows.
Choose a cylindrical neighborhood U = X � [0; 1] of X = X � 0 in ˙. For a
point a 2 ˙ n U, set  (a) = a; for a = z � t 2 U with z 2 X; t 2 [0; 1], set
 (a) = ft(z) � t. The properties (i){(iii) of  claimed by Lemma follow from
deˇnitions. It follows from (**) that the isotopy type of  does not depend on the
choice of f ftgt . It is clear that the homeomorphisms  : ˙! ˙ corresponding to
ambient isotopic cylindrical neighborhoods U are isotopic. Since any two cylin-
drical neighborhoods of X in ˙ are isotopic, we obtain that the isotopy class of
 modulo @˙ is determined solely by f . It is obvious that any homeomorphism
 : ˙! ˙ satisfying (i){(iii) can be obtained by this construction. Therefore the
isotopy class of such  is determined solely by f .

It remains to verify (*) and (**). Fix a homeomorphism h : X n x ! (0; 1)
so that the given orientation in X corresponds to the right-hand direction of the
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interval. It is clear that hf h�1 : (0; 1) ! (0; 1) is an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism. Conversely, for any orientation-preserving homeomorphism g :
(0; 1) ! (0; 1), the mapping h�1gh : X n x ! X n x uniquely extends to
a homeomorphism (X; x) ! (X; x). Therefore it is enough to show that any
orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of (0,1) is isotopic to the identity,
and any two such isotopies are themselves isotopic. The orientation-preserving
self-homeomorphisms of (0,1) are just strictly increasing functions (0; 1)! (0; 1)
whose values converge to 0 (resp. 1) when the parameter converges to 0 (resp.
1). The space of such functions is convex. This implies our claim.

3. Let G denote the set of homeomorphisms fg : X ! Yg inverting the orientation
and preserving the base point. The identiˇcation X = Y along g 2 G yields an
m-surface ˙0(g) and a gluing projection ˙! ˙0(g). We construct a commuting
system of m-homeomorphisms relating the surfaces f˙0(g) j g 2 Gg. For any pair
g0; g1 2 G, Lemma 2 yields an isotopy class of homeomorphisms  (g�1

1 g0) :
˙ ! ˙ that extend g�1

1 g0 : X ! X . The homeomorphisms of this class induce
isotopic m-homeomorphisms ˙0(g0)! ˙0(g1). Denote the resulting isotopy class
of m-homeomorphisms ˙0(g0)! ˙0(g1) by  (g0; g1). It is obvious that

 (g0; g0) = id;  (g0; g2) =  (g1; g2) (g0; g1)

for any g0; g1; g2 2 G. Taking g2 = g0 we obtain  (g1; g0) = ( (g0; g1))�1.
These identities show that the surfaces f˙0(g)gg2G may be viewed as different
copies of a certain m-surface ˙0 \obtained from ˙ by identiˇcation X = Y".

4. For any 2-dimensional modular functor H, we can treat the modules of states
fH(˙0(g)) j g 2 Gg as different copies of one and the same module. Indeed, the
m-homeomorphisms ˙0(g0) ! ˙0(g1) belonging to the isotopy class  (g0; g1)
induce an isomorphism H(˙0(g0))!H(˙0(g1)) denoted by �(g0; g1). We have

�(g0; g0) = id; �(g1; g0) = (�(g0; g1))
�1; �(g0; g2) = �(g1; g2)�(g0; g1)

for any g0; g1; g2 2 G. Thus we can use the isomorphisms f�(g0; g1) j g0; g1 2 Gg
to identify the modules fH(˙0(g)) j g 2 Gg. The resulting module is denoted by
H(˙0). It is canonically isomorphic to each of the modules fH(˙0(g))gg. Moreover,
there is a well deˇned gluing homomorphism H(˙)!H(˙0). Indeed, by axiom
(V.1.5.4) we have for each g 2 G, a gluing homomorphism H(˙)! H(˙0(g)).
Denote this homomorphism by q(g). For any g0; g1 2 G, condition (i) of axiom
(V.1.5.4) yields the following commutative diagram

H(˙)
( (g�1

1 g0))#

������! H(˙)

q(g0)

⏐⏐� ⏐⏐�q(g1)

H(˙0(g0))
�(g0;g1)
����! H(˙0(g1)):
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It is easy to verify that the homeomorphism  (g�1
1 g0) : ˙! ˙ is isotopic to the

identity in the class of homeomorphisms ˙ ! ˙ preserving the base points of
the boundary components. Therefore ( (g�1

1 g0))# = id and

q(g1) = �(g0; g1) q(g0):

Hence the isomorphisms f�(g0; g1) j g0; g1 2 Gg are compatible with the gluing
homomorphisms. This yields a gluing homomorphism H(˙)!H(˙0).

These results allow us to forget about the indeterminacy in the deˇnition of
gluing. We can simply speak of the m-surface ˙0 = ˙=[X = Y] obtained from ˙
by identiˇcation X = Y, the associated module H(˙0), and the gluing homomor-
phism H(˙)!H(˙0).



Appendix IV
The signature of closed 4-manifolds
from a state sum

We show that the signature of a closed oriented piecewise-linear 4-manifold W
may be computed via a state sum on a skeleton of W. The state sum in question
is the one introduced in Section X.1 and based on the normalized 6j -symbols
derived from a strict unimodular category (V; fVigi2I) with ground ring K and
rank D 2 K . In this appendix we adhere to Conventions VI.3.1.

1. Theorem. Let W be a closed oriented piecewise-linear 4-manifold with sig-
nature � = �(W) 2 Z. Let X � W be a skeleton of W shadowed as in Section
IX.1.6. Then

(D��1
V )� = jX j = D�b2(X )�null(X )

∑
'2col(X )

jX j' 2 K:

Proof. Let W0 = W nInt(B4) where B4 is a small closed 4-ball lying in W nX . It is
clear that @W0 = S3 and X is a skeleton of W0. By Theorem X.3.3, D�1�0(S3) =
�(S3) = D�1, so that �0(S3) = 1. By deˇnition (see Section X.3.2),

�0(S3) = jjsh(W0)jj = (D��1
V )��(X ) jX j

where �(X ) is the signature of X . By Theorem IX.1.10, �(X ) = �(W) = �. This
implies the claim of the theorem.

2. Theorem 1 expresses the signature of a closed 4-manifold W in terms of
combinatorial structure of a 2-skeleton X � W and the self-intersection numbers
of the regions of X . Deriving a 2-skeleton of W from a triangulation of W, we
can deduce from Theorem 1 the Crane-Yetter-Roberts computation of �(W) in
terms of state sums on triangulations of W (see [CY], [Rob1], [Br], [CKY]).

3. Consider the modular categoryVp (a) over C with rank D =
p
�2r(a2�a�2)�1

constructed in Section XII.7.1. By deˇnition,

�V =
r�2∑
i=0

v�1
i (dim(Vi))

2 =
r�2∑
i=0

(�1)ia�i(i+2)(a2i+2 � a�2i�2)(a2 � a�2)�2:
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In the case a = exp(�
p
�1=2r) the number D��1

V can be computed explicitly. A
direct computation using the Gauss sums (see, for instance, [KaL, Sections 12.7,
12.8]) shows that

�V = D
p
�1
�r
e
p
�1� 3(2�r)

4r :

This implies that varying r we can compute the signature of a closed oriented
4-manifold from the corresponding state sum on its skeletons.
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